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ABSTRACT OF VOLUME
Chapter

I:

IXTROorCTlox.— Diastrophic iimcesBes tend

to the formation of closed basins; atmos-

lu arid regions formative processes prevail; iu humid, destructhe chief North American district of interior drainage, but is inferior

pheric, to tlieir (Icstinctioii.
tive.

— The Great

B;isin is

caused by certain rehitious of winds and ocian
have been previously studied by .Stansbury,
lieckwith, Blake, Simpson, Engelnianu, Whitney, King, Hague, Emmons, Hayden, Bradley,
The Bonni'ville Basin is the northeastern jiart of the Great Basin,
Poole, Howell, and I'lalc.
.and includes one-fourth its area.
Tlie term Pleistocene is preferred to Quaternary, as being less
to those of otlier continents.

torrents.

Its

dry climate

— The Pleistocene lakes of Ihe Great

is

liasin

—

—

cnnuotive.

Chaptek

II:

Topographic Featiuks ov Laice Suores.— The waves and .shore currents of lakes are
They work together iu littoral transportation. Where a shore

produced by the same winds.

current 18 accelerated, littor.il erosion occurs where it is retarded, littoral deposition. W^here
the current departs from the shore a spit is built. The delta formation has three parts. The
;

—

upper and middle parts are coarser than the lower; the bedding of the middle is more highly
inclined than that of the n]iper and lower. An adolescent coast is marked by narrow terraces
and absence of shore drift and embankments; numerous enibankuients mark the mature coast.
Wave work renders coast linns less tortuous. — Clitfs, terraces, and ridges, due to shore processes,
may be distinguished from similiar features produced otherwise by the study of their forms,
structures, and relations.
Chapter III: Shores of Lake Bonneville.— The Bonneville shore-lino is about 1,000 feet above
Great Salt Lake, and compasses au area of 19,7."i0 sijuare miles. The Provo shore-line contours
the basin 375 feet lower, and is the strongest marked of all the shore-lines. Between the Bonneville and the Provo ani the Intermediate shore-lines.
The synchronism of the entire Bonneville
shore-line is shown by its series of embankments. The Internudiate embankments are ryhthmic
products of the irregular oscillations of the water surface. Deltas belong chiefly to the Provo
shore-line.
Tufas were deposited just below the water surface. The chronologic order of the

—

—

—

—

—

shore-lines

is

—

(1) Intermediate,

(-')

Bonneville,

('^)

Provo.

Chapter IV: Outlet. — At

the level of the Bonneville shore-line the lake overflowed, sending a stream
from the north end of Cache Valley northward to thr Snake River. The sill of the outlet was of
alluvium, but with a limestone ledge beneath. Th(i alluvium was easily washed away, and a
prism of water about 375 feet deep went out by a debacle, lowering the lake to the level of the
limestone ledge. This level coincides with the Provo shore-line.
Chapter V: Boxxkville Beds. Within the circle of the Bonneville shore-line are lake sediments of
the same date. The White Marl, relatively thin and calcareous, lies above the Yellow Clay, relatively thick and aluminous.
Tbey are separated by a jdane of erosion, testifying to a dry ejioch

—

—

between two humid epochs.

The calcareous character of the njiper member is theoretically connected with the burial of salts during the dry ejioch. The strata contain fresh-water shells of
living species.— They are divided by a system of parallel joints, ascribed to earthijuake shocks.

—

ABSTKACT OF VOLUME.

XX

Chapter VI: History op Bonnkville Basin-. — Previous to the Boiinfville history the basin was
The first rise of the lake was without overflow, and was long niaiiitaineil the Yellow Clay
arid.
was then deposited. The second rise went 90 feet higher, causing overflow, bnt was of shorter
duration the White Marl was then dejiosited. The final drying divided the basin into a dozen
;

;

independent basins, the largest of which contains Great Salt Lake. Since 1845 that lake has
repeatedly risen and fallen through a range of 10 feet. — The history of Lake Bonneville is paralleled by that of Lake Lahoutan, and each is connected with a history of glaciation in adjacent
mountains. This connection, the depauperation of the fossil shells, and an analysisof the climatic
conditions of glaciation, lead to the conclusion that the lacustrine epochs were ejiochs of relative
cold.

Chaptkr VII: Lakk Boxnevillkand Volcanic Eruption. —The group of

small craters and basaltic

mar Fillmore,

Utah, are closely related to the lake history. Some eruptions took place
beneath the water of the lake, others since its disappearance, and others again during the interlacustrine epoch. Numerous basaltic eruptions occurred in the lake area before the lake period,
lava fields

—

was extravasnted.
L.vkk Bo.nnf.ville axd Diastrophism.— Orogenic change during a period subsequent
The formation of fault scarps is accompanied by earthto the lake is shown by fault scarps,
quakes. Epcirogeuic change during a period subseijucut to the lake is shown by the deformation
of the planes of the shore-lines. Under the postulate that the doming of the planes is due to the
drying away of the lake, it is concluded that the strains induced by the unloading of the areas
exceeded the elastic limit of the material and caused viscous distortiou of the earth's crust.
This result, taken in connection with the phenomena of mountain uplift, leads to an estimate of
the strength of the crust.
Chapter IX Age of the Equus Fauna. The Eqnus fauna at its type locality is contained in lake
beds correlated by physical relations with tin- n|ipermost of the Lahontan and Bonneville beds.
The fauna, previously called later Pliocene, is thus shown to have lived in late Pleistocene time.
and at

still

Chapter VIll

earlier dates rhyolite

:

—

:

—

LAKE BONNEVILLE.
BY

G. K. GIIiBERT.

CHAPTER

I.

INTRODUCTION.
This volume

is

a contribution to the later physical history of the Great

Basin.

As

a geographic province the Great Basin

climate,

by

interior di'ainage,

and by

by a dry

characterized

is

mountain system.

a peculiar

Its later

history includes changes of climate, changes of drainage, volcanic eruption,

and

Lake

crustal displacement.

Bonne\'ille, the special

ume, was a jDhenomenon of climate and

di-ainage,

but

theme of the

its

vol-

complete history

includes an account of contemporaneous eruption and displacement.

When

work of the

the

report written, the longest

and

latest

geologist

is

finished

and

his final

and most important chapter
•

shortest of the geologic periods.

comprehensive

will

The chapter

be upon the

will

be longest

because the exceptional fullness of the record of the latest period will enable

him

to set forth

period

—

its

most completely

erosion,

its

part of the records of

its

complex history.

sedimentation, and

its

predecessor and of

its

The changes

metamorphism

—

obliterate

all earlier periods, so

order of our knowledge of them must continue to be, as

it

of each

that the

now

is,

the

lies in

the

inverse order of their antiquity.

The
fact that

great importance of the chapter on the latest period
it

will contain the

The
MON I

earlier.

key

for the decipherment of the records of the

records of those periods consist of the products of various
1

1
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processes of change, and these products

Many

a knowledge of the processes themselves.
directly observed at the present time,

interjireted

ai-e to lie

and

is

it

only thi-ough

of the processes can be

by such

obsei-vation,

com-

bined with the study of freshly fornied and perfectly preserved products,
that the relation of product to process

i.s.

learned.

through the study

It is

between

of the i)henomena of the latest period that the connection
l)roce.sses

of change and the products of past changes

jiresent

established.

is

In view of these considerations the Bonneville study has been conducted with a double object, the discovery of

tlie

local Pleistocene history

and the discovery of the processes by which the changes constituting

this

history were wrought.

INTERIOR BASINS.
In physical geography the terms "basin" and "di-ainage

synonymous, and are used

The basin

age.

stream

is

to indicate

of a stream

is

a great river or the

any area which

the tract of country

a unit as to drain-

is

it

district" are

drains,

most insignificant tributary

whether the

to a river.

We

thus speak of the basin of the Ohio and of the basin of the Mississippi, and

And

say that the latter includes the fonner.
the basin of

may be

it

said in general that

any branching stream includes the basins of

The basin
drainage, and

it

area of the lake
sion occupied

of a lake

is

the tract of country of which

includes not only the basins of
itself.

by

all its tributaries.

The tenn "lake basin"

all aflBuent

is

the water of a lake and limited

it

receives the

streams but the

also applied to the depres-

by

its

shores,

and wherp

confusion might arise from the double use, the wider sens-T

is

cated V)y the adjective "hydrogra])hic" or

If the lake has

equivalent.

its

usually indi-

an outlet

its

basin

is

a part of the basin of the effluent stream, but

no outlet

its

basin

is

complete in

water-parting.

In such case

itself,

it is

and

is

if it

wholly encircled by a

has

line of

called a continental, or interior, or closed,

or shut, or drainless basin.
If

an

interior basin exists in a climate so arid that the superficial flow

of water, AA'hich constitutes drainage,
else is occasional

and

is

is

only potential and not actual, or

only and not continuous,

called a diy basin.

it

contains no perennial lake

INTERIOR BASINS.
The boundaries

3
and

separating' basins are water-partings or divides,

these are of all characters, from the acute crests of mountain ranges to low
rolls of the plain scarcely discernible

pletely euciix'led

The

by

by

the eye.

Interior basins are

com-

lines of water-pai-ting.

two conditions:

existence of interior basins depends on

The ordinary

topographic configuration and a suitable climate.

a suitable

process of

by mnning water does not produce cup-like basins, but tends
contrary to abolish them. Wherever a topograj)hic cup exists the

laud sculpture

on

tlie

streams flowing toward

deposit within

it

it

their loads of detritus,

they are antagonized by no other agent eventuallv

fill

if

cup con-

If the

it.

and

tains a lake with outlet the outflowing stream erodes the rim of the basin,

and eventually the lake

The

completely drained.

is

by the
the power

Avork of streams occassionally produces topographic cups

rapid fonnation of alluAaal dejiosits where two streams meet.

of one stream to deposit

stream to erode

is

is

greatly increased, or

greatly diminished, the one

if

If

the poAAer of the other

may build

a

dam

athwart the

course of the other and thus produce a lake basin.

The

great agent in the production of lake basins, or the agent Avhicli

has produced most of the large basins,

is

diastrophism,^

of the cases in which basins are partitioned off
described, the change in the relative

by

by

and

in a majority

the alluvial process just

power of the streams

is

brought about

diastrophism.
C)ther basin-forming agencies are volcanic eruption, limestone sinks,

wind waves, dunes, laud

slides

and

By

glaciers.

far the greatest

of topographic cups are due to glaciers; but with these

we

number

now

are not

concerned.

The

basins of ordinary lakes are distinguished from interior basins

ovei-flow,

may be

and

that depends

disposed of

by

on climate.

three processes:

The
first,

rainfall of

each basin

evaporation from the

is

soil

by
or

and

'I fiuil it advantageous to follow J. W. Powell in the use of diastrophiam as a general t«rm for
the process or processes of deformation of the earth's crust. The products of diastrophism are continents, plateaus and mountains, ocean beds and valleys, faults and folds. Diastrophism is coordinate
with volcanism, and is tlie synonym of displacement and di.ilocation in the more general of the two

geologic meanings acquired

Its adjective is di(i«trophic.
liy each of those words.
convenient also to divide diastrophism info orogeny (mountain--. .aking) and epeirogeny
(continent making). The words epeirogeny and epeirogenic are defined ir the opening paragraph of

It is

chapter VIII.
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from the vegetation supported by
face; third, outflow.

If the rainfall

to the air b}- evaporation

If

somewhat

it is

from the

second, evaporation from a lake sur-

it;

is

soil

sufficiently small,

retm-ued

it is all

and vegetation, and the basin

is

diy.

evaporated accumulates in

larger, the portion not directly

the lowest depression, forming a lake, from the surface of which evaporation
is

more

rapid.

The area

of the lake surface

is

determined by the area of

The basin

the basin, the rainfoll and the local rates of evaporation.

is

closed so long as a lake sufficient for the purpose of evaporation does not
require such an extent as to cause

The

rim.

area enclosed

to discharge at the lowest point of the

it

by a contour

passing through the lowest point

of the rim, the total area of the basin, and the local climate are
factors

which determine whether a given topographic cup

an interior basin.

maximum

lake

it

can contain are nearly identical,

humid

three

shall constitute

cup and the area of the

If the area of a topographic

terior basin in a reg'ion of

tJie

it

may

constitute an in-

If the contour throucnli the lowest

climate.

point of the rim encloses an area very small in comparison with the entire
basin, the maintenance of an outlet
If there

is

not inconsistent

mth

were no erosion and sedimentation, unchecked upheaval and

subsidence would gi-eatly multiply the number of basins.
if all

an arid climate.

On

the contrary,

displacement should cease, and the foundations of the earth become

stable, erosion

and sedimentation would merge

actual state of the earth's surface

is

all

basins into one.

therefore at once the result

The

and the

index of the continuous conflict between subterranean forces on the one

hand and atmospheric on the
sins are conditioned
is

slow and there

fall

is

by

other.

to corrade the rim;

the accumulation of detritus

dimini.sh the inequality

processes which destroy ba-

In an arid basin the inwa.shing of detritus

climate.

no outflow

The two

is

but

vrith

abundant

rapid and corrasion conspires

between center and

rim.

rain-

-n-ith it

to

In arid regions, therefore,

the formative subterranean forces are usually \-ictorious in their conflict with
the destructive atmospheric forces,
in

humid regions

and

as a result closed basins

abound;

the destnictive agencies prevail and lake basins are rare.

In the present geologic age

it is

necessary to restrict this generalization to

lands in the lower latitudes, because the glaciation of the last geologic period
created an

immense number of lake basins

and ninning water has

as yet

made

little

in

humid regions

of high latitude,

progress in their destruction.
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THE GREAT
The major

part of the North

5

BASIN.

Amencau

continent

is

drained

by streams

flowing to the ocean, but there are a few restricted areas ha^'ing no out-

The

.ward di-ainage.

achieved an adequate conception of
Basin,"

and

universally

is still

was

largest of these

by Fremont, who

called

character and extent, the "Great

its

known by

that

name.

It is not, as the title

might suggest, a single cup-shaped depression gathering

mon

center, but a

large

number

On

its

waters at a com-

broad area of varied surface, naturally divided into a

of independent di-ainage districts.

margin of the continent and
Ocean.

first

the north

it is

embraced bv

is

It

lies

near the western

rivers tributarv to the Pacific

bounded by the drainage basin of

the Columbia,

on the east by that of the Colorado of the "West, and ou the west by the
basins of the San Joaquin, the Sacramento, and numerous minor streams.

The

central portion of the western water-parting

is

the crest of the Sierra

Nevada, one of the greatest mountain masses of the United
ther south high mountains constitute
half, of the eastern

of the

High

boundary

Plateaus.

is

much of the boundary.

States,

and

far-

The northern

likewise high, winding through the region

The remainder

of the

boundary does not follow any

continuous line of upland, but crosses mountain ranges and the intervening
valleys without being itself

marked by any conspicuous

defined only through a stud}" of the drainage.
area, as exhibited

east of south

40°

square miles.

II, is

rudelv

The extreme length

southward.

latitude

on Plate

is

triauOTilar,

elevations.

It is

The general form

of the

with the most acute ansfle

in a direction someAvhat west of north

about 880 miles, the extreme breadth from east

30', is

572 miles, and the

Of political

di\-isions

it

total area is

to west,

in'

approximately 210,000

includes nearly the whole of Nevada,

the western half of Utah, a strip along the eastern border of California
a large area in the southern part of

and

tlie

and

State, another large area in south-

eastern Oregon, and smaller portions of southeastern Idaho and southwest-

em Wyoming. The

southern apex extends into the territory of Mexico at

Lower California.
The region is occuj^ed by a number of mountain ridges which betray
system by their parallelism and by their agreement in a peculiar structure.

the head of the peninsula of
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Tlieir general trend

is

northerly, inclining eastward in the northern part of

The

the basin and westward at the south.

individual ridges are usually

not of great length, and they are so disposed en echelon that the traveler

winding among them

may

traverse the basin from east to west without

The type

crossing a mountain pass.

which the mountain ridge

cline, in

of structure

is

that of the faulted

is

produced by the uptilting of an oro-

genic block from one side of a line of fracture, and

Range

the region) the Basin

has been named (from

it

however, does not coin-

Its distribution,

tj'^jie.

On

cide perfectly with the district of interior drainage.

Great Basin includes along
province, with

its

its

mono-

the one

hand the

eastern margin a portion of the Plateau

peculiar structural type, and on the other the Basin

pro\ance extends southward through Arizona to

Between the.ranges are smooth

whose

vallejs,

many

are built of the dc'bris washed through

New

Range

Mexico and Mexico.

alluvial slopes

and

floors

ages from the mountains.

In

general they are trough-like, but in places they coalesce and assume the
character of plains.

where an exceptional

The plains occupy in general the less elevated regions,
amount of detritus has been accumulated. In the local
The

terminology they are called deserts.

and Carson deserts

The

south.

at the north

largest are the Great Salt

and the Mojave and Colorado deserts

Lake
at the

Escalante, the SeA-ier, the Amargosa, and the Ralston are of

subordinate importance.

Where
about 5,000

the basin
feet,

marked by

eastern

by

broadest, the general elevation of

its

lowlands

is

but they are somewhat higher midway between the eastern

and western margins,
•

is

the Great Salt

the Carson desert.

to about sea-level,

so as to separate

two areas of

Lake and Sevier

Southward there

and limited areas

in

is

relative depression, the

deserts,

and the western

a gradual and irregular descent

Death Valley and Coahuila Valley

lie

lower thnn the surface of the ocean.

The

shown instrumentally by the records of
rainfall and atmospheric humidity.
On the broad plain bounded east and
west by the Appalachian Mountains and the Mississippi River, 43 inches of
of rain

aridity of the region

falls in

inches^

a year.

On

is

the lowlands of the" Great Basin there falls but 7

In the former region the average moisture content of the

per cent of that necessary for saturation;

in the

air is

69

lowlands of the Great
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CLIMATE OF THE GREAT BASIN.
From the

7

Lake Michigan evaporation removes each year a layer of water 22 inches deep.^ The -nriter has estimated
that 80 inclies are yeai'ly thus removed from Great Sah Lake,^ and Mr.
Basin

it is

45 per

cent.*

siu-face of

Thomas

Russell has com])uted from annual

tension,

and wind velocity that

means of temperature, vapor

lowlands of the Great Basin the an-

in the

nual rate of evaporation froin water surfaces ranges from GO inclies at the

north to 150 inches at the south.*

The

variation with latitude exhibited

inversely, in the rainfall, but

is

by

the evai)oration

is

found

also,

not clearly apparent in the humidity.

In

the southern third of the Basin the lowland rainfall ranges fi-om 2 to 5 inches.

On

the line of the Centi-al Pacific Railroad, between the 40th and 42d par-

allels, it

averages 7 inches; in the Oregonian ai-m at the north, 15 inches.

Tlie average lowland precipitation for the whole -area
inches.

With

the relative humidity approximately constant, the evapora-

tion rate varies directly

and the

both latitude and altitude here
the north.

betAveen 6 and 7

is

The sj-mpathy

rainfall inversely

make

with the temperatm-e, and

the lowland temjjerature

of rainfall with temperatui-e

is

fall

likewise

toward

shown

in

the greater precipitation of the mountains as compared with adjacent vallevs.

Mountain

and

stations proper are wanting, but rain-gauge records

in the passes of

neighboring lowlands.

on the flanks

mountains show a marked advantage over those in

An

estimate based on these, on the records at hio-h

and on aj^proximate knowledge of the heights
and areas of the mountains and plateaus of the Great Basin, places the

points in the Sien-a Nevada,

average precipitation for the whole

The

story of climate

the vegetation.
arc

numerous

fi-om

is

district at

more eloquently

In the valleys of the
lakes, di-aiuless

10 inches.

by the hydi-ographv and
northwestern ann of the basin there
told

and of varying

momitain ranges of moderate

size.

extent, but fed

by streams

In the middle region the onlv per-

ennial lakes are associated Avith mountain masses of the

fij-st

rank.

The

'Tbese figures and tbose in the preceding sentences are based on data compiled by tbe U. S. SigTbrough the conrtesy of Gen. A. W. Greely, Chief Signal OfiBcer, the writer has had
access to manuscript data as well as printed.
*D. Farrand Henry, iu a report on tbe meteorology of the Laurentian lakes. Rept. of Chief of
Engineers for tbe year ISCS. Washington, l!^9, p. 960.
.
'Report on the lands of the Arid Region ;
J. W. Powell, 2d ed., Washington, 1879, p. 73.
*MS. report to the Chief Signal Officer.
nal Service.

.
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great Sierra forming the western wall of the basin receives each winter a

heavy coating of snow
vallev, but

enough

—the greater part on the

side of the great Californian

east of the water-jiarting to maintain a line of lakes in

The "Wasatch range and

the marginal valleys of the Great Basin.

its

asso-

ciated plateaus, overlooking the Basin fi-om the east, are less favored than

the Sierra, but

still

receive an important precipitation,

and by gathering the

drainage from a large area, support Great Salt Lake, the largest of the Basin's

water sheets.

The East Humboldt Range, standing midway, and one

of the .largest mountain masses within the basin area, catches enough moist-

ure to feed at one base two small lakes and at the other the Humboldt

The neighboring and

River.

by snow,
melted,

a large share of which either evaporates without melting

absorbed by the

is

soil,

some even lack

springs;

itself,

goes, so that

its

though

remnant

be returned to the thirsty
of

or, if

air Avithout

them are without perennial streams;

and of the mountain
succumbing

to reach the valleys before

Humboldt

to

Many

gathering in di-ainage ways.

tain

smaller mountains are whitened every winter

to the

fairly entitled to the
after a course of

few are strong enough

creeks,

ravenous desert

name

air.

The

of river, d\A-indles as

two hundred miles

an evaporation lake barely tAventy-five square miles

is

it

able to sus-

Most

in extent.

of the small closed basins are without pennanent creek or lake, containing
at the lowest point a plava or "alkali flat"
earth, or perhaps of salt, over

—

a bare, level floor of fine saline

which a few inches of water gather

in time

of storm.

In the southern half of the Basin there are no lakes dependent for
water on the interior ranges.

At the

east the

most southerly lake

in latitude 39°; the last of the lakes sustained

tween the 36th and 37th
tion

is

supreme.

are rare.

is

Then

for tlnee

the Sierra

is

Sevier,

Owens, be-

hundred miles evapora-

Playas abound, streams are alniost unknown, and springs

Death Valley, with

of the ocean,
feet high,

parallels.

by

is

their

its floor

of salt spread lower than the surface

overlooked on either side by mountains from 5,000 to 10,000

but they yield

has perished from

thirst

it

no flowing stream, and more than one traveler

while endeavoring to pass from spring to spring.

The Mohave "river" is a hundred miles long, but it
by concealment, creeping through the gravel of the

preserves
desert

its life

only

and betraying

CLOUD-BURST CHANNELS.
existence only where ledges of rook athwart

its

surface.

in other desert regions, precipitation here results

disturbance, either broad or local,

Sooner or

by

it

to the

it

the ordinary precipitation of

may

centui'ies

is

far too

many

often vio-

is

every tract, and when

later the "cloud-burst" visits

a chainiel which

only from cyclonic

extremely iiregular, and

is

more water than

the local drainage-way discharges in a few hom-s
to

course force

•

As

lent.

its

9

years.

it

yielded

is

The deluge

comes

scours out

deep and broad for ordinary needs and which

The abundance

not suffice to efface.

various stages of obliteration, but

all

manifestly unsuited to the every-day

conditions of the countrv, has naturallv led

excessive rainfoll has but just ceased

So

travelers in other arid regions.

of these trenches, in

manv

—an opinion

far as

mav

to believe that

an

asre

not rarely advanced

be judged from the

of

by

size of

the channels draining small catchment basins, the rare, brief, paroxysmal
pi-ecipitation of the desert is at least equal while

lasts to the rainfall of the

it

fertile plain.

A

line of

cottonwoods marks the course of each

otherwise the lowlands are treeless.

So are most of the

and some of the smaller mountains, especially
high plateaus in central Utah, there

much

greater mountains have

with

Tlie

tiees.

growth

tree limit could not

is

is little

living:

alluvial foot-slopes

Except on the

at the south.

that

may be

stream, but

called forest.

The

timber in their recesses, but are not clothed

and interrupted that the idea of a

so irregular

have originated here, but

may be

it

said that only the

straggling liush-like cedar passes below G,000 feet at the north or 7,000 feet
at the south.

Only

conifers are of such size

Oak and maple

economic importance.

low

thickets,

but occasionally rank as small

elder, ash, locust,

lands

is

gi'ow

and hackbcn-y.

The

and abundance

commonlv

characteristic covering of the low-

less space,

the bushes.

Toward

wliicli the

earth

is

bare,

and especially on the
naturally more abundant and the bushes occupy

excepting scattered tufts of
is

as bushes, forming

along with the rarer box-

trees,

a si)arse growth of low liushes, between

higher plains, the grass

as to have

gi-ass.

the north,

but the introduction of domestic herds favors the ascendency of

At the south the bushes are partly of

are partially replaced

by

different species,

cactuses and other thorny plants.

and they

The plavas

are
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bare of

vegetation and are usually margined

all

A single

shrubs and grasses.

by

a

growth of salt-lo^^ng

southern bjish bears leaves of deep green, but

with this exception the desert plants are grey, like the desert

and the persistent haze w'hose grey

deadens

veil

all

These,

soil.

the landscape, weary'

the eye with their monoton}-, so that the A-ivid green marking the distant

welcome

spi-ing is

for its

own

sake as well as for the promise of refre.slmient

to the thirsty traveler.

The causes

of this arid climate

in the general circulation of tlie

lie

atmosphere, in the ciuTents of the Pacific Ocean, and in the configuration

There

of the land.

coming
which

is

a slow aerial

east, so that the air

to the Basin has previously traversed a portion of the Pacific, to

its

temperature and humidity have Ijecome adjusted.

coast of the United States there
chief branch of the

Kuro

Siwa.

is

Off the west

a southward current, believed to be the

Prof George Davidson^ estimates

about 300 miles, and finds that

at

from west to

drift

its

its

width

temperature rises with southward

advance only one degree Fahrenheit

for

derived from a n<:>rth-moving current,

it

each degree of latitude.

Being

reaches our coast with a tempera-

ture higher than that normal to the latitude, while at the south

tempera-

its

As pointed out by Button,^ the air passing from
it to the land at the north is cooled by the land and precijjitates moistui-e,
while the similar air-cm-rent at the south is wanned by the land and conture

is

below the normal.

veiiied to

a

drpng wind.

drpng wind,

its

The Great Basin

falls Avithiu

southern part being more affected than

the influence of the
its

northern.

At the

extreme south and the extreme north the mountains between the ocean and
the Basin do not greatly interfere Avith the eastward flow of
latitudes

35° and 41° the Sierra Nevada forms a continuous

than ten thousand feet high.

much

of

its

The Basin

is

at the"

meager

it

wall, rarely less

descends to the Basin

further influenced

the air-currents from the eastward direction,

summer within

but between

In rising to pass this obstruction the air loses

stored moisture, especially in winter, and

with diminished humidity.

air,

and

its

by

deAnations of

southern part

falls in

the zone of calms'theoretically due to a descending current

margin of the northern trade-wind; but observational data are too
for the discussion of these factors.

'Letter to the writer.
*
'

8ci.,

Cause of the Arid Climate of the westerD portion of the U.
3d

ser., vol. 22, p. 249.

S.,

Capt. C. E. Dntton

:

Am.

Jonr.

OTHEE

H

rs^TERIOR BASINS.
and

Tlie southern poi-tions of Arizona

New

Mexico and the western part

of Texas resemble the Great Basin in climate, and they contain a

of small interior basins.

These are not so

Great Basin, but several of them
the largest lies between the Rio

may

In

its

broadest part

One

be approximately indicated.

Grande and

New

extending from latitude 35° in central
ern Texas.

nmnber

detennined in extent as the

fnll)'

of

eastern branch, the Pecos,

its

I^Iexico to latitude

31°

in west-

bounded on the west by the San An-

it is

and Organ Mountains, and on the east by the Sacramento and Guada-

di"eas

loupe.

Its area,

of which two-thirds

lies in

Southwest of the Kio Grande,

square miles.

tract of interior drainage, containing a

of these,

New

is

is

a larger

of saline lakes, and to one

Lake Guzman, the valley of the Mimbres River of

descends.

about 12,500

Mexico, there

in

number

Mexico,

New

Mexico

Other basins adjacent on either side to that of the Mimbres are

believed to bear the same relation to Lake
it,

Guzman, sloping gently toward
but contributing no water ludess during periods of rare and exceptional

storm.

Ye.t other basins A\-ithout exterior

drainage are contiguous to these,

New

Mexico an arm of the Mexican

and unite to form
district

in soutlnvestcrn

between 7,000 and 7,500 square
trally

New

of interior drainage, the area within

by the 103d meridian and

miles.

North of

on the

basin
it is

is

east,

known

the west

In

between the Caliyuro and

and the Pinaleno and Chiricahua MountAnother and

still

smaller

Hualapi Valley of northwestern Arizona, and

probable that others occur in the western part of the Territorv, both

When

north and south of the Gila River.

measured,

it is

miles,

making

—the

have been determined and

Great Basin,

Avill

be found equal to 25,000 squai-e

the grand total for the United States about 232,000 square

thirteenth part of our territory.

districts besides the

may be

all

estimated that the total area of the interior basins of the LTnited

States, additional to the

miles

lies

including the Playa de los Pimas.
to exist in the

and intersected cen-

about 1,800 square miles.

Its area is

southeastern Arizona a slightly smaller basin

ains

this,

falling

the 34th parallel, lies a smaller basin, includ-

ing the plain of San Augustin.

Dragoon M(iuntains on

Mexico probablv

Mexico contains other inland

one mentioned above, and the

one-third as great as om-s.

continent di-aius to the ocean.

It is

total area in that

country

probable that the remainder of the

LAKE BONNEVILLE.
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Large as are these

districts, it is

as comiDared with other continents,

According

to data

is

7.2

interior drainage.

per cent, of Korth America 3.2 per

only in comparison with similar

gi-eat

The

continent.

by

area, those of Africa 31 per cent, of Eurasia 28 per

its

South America

Great Basin

not -characterized

compiled by Mun-ay, the closed basins in Australia aggre-

gate 52 per cent of
cent, of

is

nevertheless true that North America,

interior district of the Argentine

half as large ajrain,

and

districts of

Republic and Bolivia

it

sixteen times,

and the

is

Great Basin

that of central Australia exceeds the

seven times; Sahara exceeds

The
our own

cent.^

interior district of Asia

twenty-three times.

HISTORY OF INVESTIGATION.

The

history of the early geographic exploration of the Great Basin has

been carefully detailed by Simpson in the introduction

own

In 177G

expedition.

southeast,

and about the same time

Graces, but

it

its

Padi-e Escalante from the

southern rim was crossed

to

its

1835 the northern and broader portion of

was gradually explored by Indian-traders, who learned of the

existence of undrained lakes and passed the account from

•

by Padre

does not appear that they discovered the peculiarity of

From about 1820

drainage.
the basin

was penetrated by

it

to the report of his

mouth

to

mouth,

but made no maj^s and published no accounts of their discoveries.

Capt.

Bonneville, an

army

officer

on

leave, ti-aveling in the interest of the fur

trade but with the spirit of exploration, took notes of geographic value
(1833), which Avere put in shape and published after a lapse of

by Washington

Ii-ving,

While

interior drainage.

gaged
first

and

his

map

probably the

Irving's account

in his justly celebrated exploration

was

first

in press,

which

which represents

Fremont was en-

affitrded to the

clear conception of the hj'ch-ogi-aphy of the region.^

numerous expeditions, public and

now

is

the external

have contributed

boundary of the Great Basin

extreme south, and
throughout

private,

its

is

internal configuration has

some years

well

world the

Since that time
details, so that

known

except at the

been described and mapped

four-fifths of its extent.

The total annnal rainfall of the land of the globe, and the relation of rainfall to the aanaal discharge of rivers. By John Murray. Scottish Geog. Mag. vol :i, pi>. 65-77.
'Report of the Exploring Expedition to the Rocky Mountains in the year 1842 and to Oregon and
North California in the years lS43-'44. by Brevet-Capt. J. C. Fremont. Washington, 1845.

STAXSBDRY ON ANCIENT SHORES.
Our knowledge
is

of that lacustrine history to which the present

feet

line of

tb-ift-

have overlooked the ancient shore-lines

He

racing the mountains round about.
A-allev sides

volume

above the water of Great Salt Lake, inferred a small varia-

tion of its level, but ajipears to

-^

Fremont, finding a

a contribution begins with Stansbury.

wood a few

13

described the coating of tufa on the

near Pyramid Lake, and the thought that

rine deposit occurred to him, but

ter-

it

might be a lacust-

was deemed inadmissible on account of the

thickness of the formation.

Stansbury in 1849 and 1850 made an elaborate survey of Great Salt

Lake and

its ^^cinity,

meandering

of soundino-s, and controllinjj his

its

shore, determining

its

work by a system of

his itinerary, while describing the plain

depth

by a

series

trianffulatioii.

where now stands Lakeside

In

station

of the Central Pacific railway, he says:
This extensive flat appears to liave formed, at one time, the northern portion of
the lake, for it is now but slightly above its present level. Upon the slope of a ridge
connected with this plain, thirteen distinct successive benches, or water-marks, were
counted, which had evidently, at one time, been washed bj the lake, and must have
been the result of its action continued for some time at each level. The highest of
these

is

now about two hundred

feet

above the

valley,

which has

itself

been

left

the lake, owing jirobably to gradual elevation occasioned by subterraneous causes.

by
If

appearances conspire to support it, there must have
been here at some former period a vast inland sea, extending for hundreds of miles;
and the isolated mountains which now tower from the flats, forming its western and
southwestern shores, were doubtless huge islands similar to those which now rise
from the diminished waters of the lake.'
this supposition be correct,

One

of

liis

and

all

sketches of Fremont Island, reproduced in a lithograph

facing page 102 of his report, exliibits teiTaces of the
in another place that the island,

which

is

same

by what seemed

have been well-defined and perfectly horizontal water-lines,

heights above each other, as
level,

lea^ing the marks of

hillside.

if
its

the water

and he says

"at least 800 or 900 feet high,"

presented "the appearance of regular beaches, bounded
to

sort,

had

at different

settled at intervals to a

lower

former elevation distinctly traced upon the

This continued nearly to the summit, and was most apparent on

northeastern side of the island."

tlie

'Exploration and Survey of the Valley of the Great Salt
bury, Capt. Top. Eng., Philadelphia, 1852, p. 105.
«

Ibid. p. 160.

Lake of Utah, .... by Howard Stans-

LAKE BONNEVILLE.
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Beckwith,

who

led a geographic expedition across the Great Basin in

1854, makes the next advance in the description of the lacustrine phenomena,

and

The

his contribution is so imjjortant that I quote

it

entire:

old sboreliues existing in tbe vicinity of tbe Great Salt

interesting study.

Some

Lake present au

of tbeni are elevated but a few feet (from five to twenty)

above the present level of tbe lake, and are as distinct and as well deJiiied and preserved as its present beaches; and Stansbiirj speaks, in the Ileport of his exploratiuu,
pages 158-lGO, of driftwood still existing upon those having au elevation of five feet
above the lake, which unmistakably indicates the remarkably recent recession of tbe
waters which formed them, whilst their magnitude and smoothly-worn forms as unmistakably indicate tbe levels which the waters maintained, at their respective formations, for very considerable periods.

In the Tuilla Valley, at the south end of the lake, they are so remarkably distinct
and peculiar in form and position that one of them, on which we traveled in crossing
that vallej- on the 7tb of May, attracted the observation of the least informed teamsters of our party
to whom it appeared artificial. Its elevation we judged to be twenty
It is also twelve or fifteen feet above tbe
feet above tbe present level of the lake.
plain to the south of it, and is several miles long; but it is narrow, only aflording a
fine roadway, and is crescent-formed, and terminates to tbe west as though it had once
formed a cape, projecting into the lake from the mountains on the east in miniature,
perhaps, not unlike tbe strip of laud dividing the sea of Azofl" from the Putrid sea.
From this beach the Tuilla Valley ascends gradually towards the south, and in a few
miles becomes partly blocked up by a cross-range of mountaius, with passages at either
end, however, leading over quite as remarkable beaches into what is known, to tbe
Mormons, as Rush Valley, iu which there are still small lakes or ponds, once, doubtless, forming part of the Great Salt Lake.

—

—

The

recessions of the waters of the lake from tbe beaches at these comparatively

beyond all doubt, within a very modern geological period;
and the volume of the water of tbe lake at each subsidence by whatever cause produced, and whether by gradual or spasmodic action seems as plainly to have been
diminished; for its present volume is not sufficient to form a lake of even two or three
feet in depth, over the area indicated by these shores, and, if existing, would be annually dried up during the summer.
These banks which so clearly seem to have been formed and left dry within a
period so recent that it wouhl seem impossible for the waters which formed them to
have escaped into the sea, either by great convulsions, oi)euiiig passages for them, or
by tbe gradual breaking of the distant shore (rim of the Basin) and draining them ofif,
without liaving left abundant records of the escaping waters, as legible at least as the
old shores they formed are not peculiar to the vicinity of this lake of the Basin,,
but were observed near the lakes in Franklin Valley, and will probably be found
near other lakes, and iu the numerous small basins which, united, form the Great
slight elevations, took place,

—

—

—

—

Basin.
east,

But high above these diminutive banks of recent date, on the mountains to tbe
south and west, and on tbe islands of the Gieat Salt Lake, formations are seen,

preserving, apparently, a uniform elevation as far as tbe eye can extend

— formations
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examined, seem no less nnmistftkably tliau the
They are elevated from two or three hundred to
above the present lake; and if upon a thorough examination

scale, whicb, hastily

on a magnificent

foriuei to iudicate their shore origin.

six or eight

hundred

feet

they prove to be ancient shores, they will perhaps afford (being easily traced on the
numerous mountains of the Basin) the means of determining the character of the sea

by which they were formed, whether an internal one, subsequently drained off by the
breaking or wearing away of the rim of the Basin of the existence of which at any
time, in the form of continnons elevated mountain chains, there seems at present but
little ground for believing
or an arm of the main sea, which, with the continent, has
been elevated to its present positron, and drained by the successive stages indicated
by these shores.'

—

—

A

year earlier Blake explored the Colorado desert between Sau Diego

and Fort Yuma, finding unmistakable e^idenc•e of
a lake.

He

in the clays

observed a shore

and

tufa, as well as scattered

found fresh-water
scription

line, tufa deposits,

and a

shells,

and discussion are

its

former occupation l)v

and lacustrine

over the surface of the desert, he

single brackish shell, Gnathodon.

full

and

clays,

and eminentlv

satisfactory,

His de-

but his expla-

nation takes the lake he describes out of the field of present interest, for he

shows that only

The

climate.

its

disappearance and not

lake basin was created

by

orado River, which was built across
portion of

its

upper

the right, a lake

is

and therefore

Gulf,

to the Gulf,

its

origin

to

be ascribed

to

the growth of the delta of the Col-

tlie

Gulf of California, separating a

"\Mien the river, shifting on

end..

is

its delta, is

turned to

maintained behind the barrier, a lake with outlet to the
A^Hien the river turns to the

fresh.

and the lake

is

The

dried away.

but occasionally at extreme flood a

water has been

known

many

flows directly

latter is the present

toric condition,

to flow for

left, it

and

liis-

jDortion of the river's

miles toward the desiccated basin.^

Simpson, exploring for wagon routes in the broadest part of the Great
Basin, in 1859,' observed in

Cedar and Rush

valle3-s the

same water

lines

had been seen by Stansbury farther north; and Henry Engelmann,

that

the geologist of his party, noted not only shore terraces btit' lacustrine

and

tufa

and fresh-water

'Explorations

By

Basin.

.

.

.

shells.

He

silt

points out that the saltness of the

from the mouth of the Kansas River, Mo., to the Sevier Lake, in the Great
Foot note to )). 97. lu Pacific Railroad reports, vol. 2, Washing-

Lieut. E. G. Beckwith.

ton, l^S.^.
'

Geological Report, by William P. Blake.

In Pacific Railway Reports, vol.

5,

1656, pp. 97-99,

236-239.

Camp

'Explorations across the Great Basin of the Territory of ITtah for a direci wagon-route from
Floyd to Genoa, in Carson Valley, iu 1659, by Captain J. H. Simpson. Washington, 1876.
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Basin lakes

inconsistent with the prevalent impression that they possess

is

subterranean outlets, and compaiing their former with their present extent,

He

refers the difference to climate.

argues that the present geographic con-

and

ditions tend to the diminution of rainfall,

become progressively more and more

that

under them the

But there

arid.

cussion serving to explain the greater humidity of

The
script

tlie

is

nothing in his dis-

preceding age.

Simpson and Engelmann, though prejjared

reports of

^jasiu has

manu-

in

immediately after the completion of their exploration, were not printed

until 1878,

and

mean time many observers saw the lake
"\ATiitney, visiting Mono Lake in 1863, and

wrote upon them.

shore-lines rising in a series to the height of GOO feet

the question
fined to the

—

vestiges

in the

for

many

Mono Valley

years unanswered

and

noticing old

above the water, raised

—whether the old lake was con-

or communicated with lakes in other valleys of the

Great Basin, and pointed out that Avhatever conditions produced the ancient
glaciers of the adjacent Sierra

den

were competent

1870 examined the old shore-lines

in

Salt Lake, coiTCCtly correlated

showed

points,

in the

Avith

recency as compared

their

vicinity,

and referred them

deposits,

and from

in the ancient lake,

^-icinity of

to the later Tertiary

He

later,

Great

beds of the

also found shells in the

Ogden

recognized the broad teiTaces flanking
A-icinity as deltas built

by

the

same streams

observed that the Ogden delta deposits extended into

canyon of the

river,

and drew the important conclusion that

before the age of the high terraces Great Salt
its

immediate

Hay-

lake.*

lacustrine deposits at various

to the Quaternary.

River and other streams of the

above

expand the

their character recognized the fi-eshness of the old lake.^

Bradley, two years

the mountain

them

to

present level.'

Lake was not

About the same time Poole made

vations on the shore-lines of the same basin and traced

far, if at all,

additional obser-

them

as far

westward

Deep Creek Mountains.*
The obserA-ations of Hayden, Bradley, and Poole were independent
and original, and by reason of priority of publication they belong to the
as the

'Geol.Surv. of California, Geology, vol.

«U.

S.

Geol. Surv. of

Wyomiug.

.

.

1,

1670,

by J. D. Wbituey.
by F. V. Hayden.

PLiladclpbia 1865,

Washington,

pi>.

451-452.

1872, pp. 169, 170,

172, 175.
5

Report of Frank H. Bradley,

in U. S. Geol. Surv. of the Territories, Kept, for 1872.

Washing-

ton, 1873, pp. 192, 196.

<The Great American
208-220.

Desert, by

Henry

S.

Poole

:

Proc.

Nova Scotia

Inst. Nat. Sci., vol. 3, pp.
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history of the subject, but, as ah-eady mentioned, they were partially an-

by

ticijjated

those of Simpson and Engelmann, and wliollv anticipated

those of King,

Exploration.

Hague and Emmons, the geologists of the Fortieth Parallel
The work of this corps covered a belt one hundred miles

broad, spanning the Great Basin in

its

the Pleistocene lakes were studied

and

mapped.

It

was shown

this latitude is

broadest part, and within this belt
for the first time ap})roximately

that the coriiigated surface of the Great Basin in

higher in the middle than at the east and west margins, war-

Nevada Plateau and

ranting a general subdi-s-ision into the Utah Basin, the
the

Nevada Basin;

Utah Basin formerly contamed

that the

and south beyond the

Bonne^•ille, extending })oth north

the

by

Nevada Basin contained

a large lake,

belt of survey

that

;

a similar lake, Lahontan, like\\'ise exceed-

ing the lunits of the belt; and that the valleys of the central plateau held

within the belt no less than eight small Pleistocene lakes.

The mechanical

sediments and chemical deposits of the lakes were studied, and were ascertained to overlie subaerial gravels, thus pro^^ng that a diy climate had pre-

ceded the humid climate of the lake epoch; and

it

was

infen-ed from the

chemical deposits of Lake Lahontan that the lake had been twice fonned

and

t^-ice dried

The

field

away.^

work

performed chiefly

in the

body

of information

years 18G7-70, but publication was delayed

was
till

In 1872 Howell and the writer, traveling with topographic par-

1877-78.
ties

that afforded this important

of the A^Tieeler Survey, traversed the Utah Basin on

many

Imes, and

our reports, printed in 1874 and 1875, contained an account of Lake Bonne%'ille,

error,

the extent of which

and

lication.

to

which the

King and

BonneA-ille to

we were

AAaiter

gave a name.^

Thus, by an accident of pub-

his colleagues lost that literary priority in regard to

which they were

'Geol. Expl. of the 40tli Parallel.

fairly entitled

Vol.

Descriptive Geology, by Arnold
'Prelim. Geol. Rept. by G. K. Gilbert

1878; vol.

able to indicate with inconsiderable

1,

priority of investigation.

Systematic Geology, by Clarence King.

Hague and

"J,

by

S. F.

Lake

Emmons.

Washington,

Washington,
1877.

Appendix P to Progress Kept. Expl. and Sur. W. of
the 100th Mcr. in 1872. Washington, 1874, pp. 49-50.
Explorations and Surveys west of the 100th Meridian, vol. 3, Geology. Washington, 1875. Part
1, by G. K. Gilbert, treats of Lake Bonneville on pp. 86-104.
Part 3, by Edwin E. Howell, treats of
Lake Bonneville on pp. 849-251.

MON

I
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;
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In 1877 Peale observed shore terraces in various parts of Cache valley.^

From 1875

1878

to

each summer in Utah as a

I spent

Powell survey, and found many opportunities

when

1877,

work

in connection Avith other

the duty of gathering infonnation as to the in-igable land of the

basin of Great Salt

When

of the

This was especially the case in

Lake Bonneville.

to continue the study of

member

Lake

led

me

all aboxit

the margin of the Salt

Lake desert.

the corps for western surveys Avere reorganized in 1879, 1

Great Basin,

in charge of the Division of the

Avith the

was placed

understanding that the

Pleistocene lakes, prcA-iously iuA'estigated only in an incidental Avay, should

Late in the season some months Avere

fonn a principal subject of study.
spent in the

Mr.

fteld, Avith

W.

Of

organized the folloAving year.
cipal assistant,

D. Johnson as assistant; and a corps was

and he remained

this coqis,

Mr. Israel C. Russell Avas prin-

Avith the Avork

assigned independent iuA-estigations after the
"Wheeler,

W.

for shorter

from

first

first to last,

being

Messrs. H. A.

season.

McGee, and Geo. M. Wright took part in the geologic Avork
Messrs. Gilbert Thompson, Albert L. AVebster, Willard
periods.
J.

D. Johnson, and Eugene Eicksecker, associated Avith the Avork at various
times as topographers, and Messrs. Fred. D. OAven, J. B. Bernadou, and E.
R. TroAvbridge, temporarily attached to field parties as general assistants,
all

contril)uted to the

The

field Avork of the

Avas afterAvard

done

examination of the
the

Mono

mapping and
year

1

880

Avas in the BonncAille Basin,

and

iittle

In 1881 Mr. Russell made a preliminary

in that area.
A^estiges of

illustration of the lake j)hen()mena.

Lake Lahontan

in the NeA^ada Basin

and of

Basin, and in the foUoAving spring extended his reconnaissance

to the lake basins of southeastern

Oregon.

I Avas called to

Washington

in

the spring of 1881 on duty supposed to be temporar}-, but remained there
until the folloAving year,
to the Avestern

As

also.

when

the Avork of the SurA-ey, preA'iously restricted

Temtories, Avas extended by Congress to the eastern States

the enlargement of field and function was not accompanied

equivalent increase of funds,
Avork of the SurA-ey,

and

it

it

AA-as

became

by an

necessary' to curtail the Avestern

decided to stop the investigation of the

Pleistocene lakes as soon as this could be done without great sacrifice of
•

Keport. of A. C. Peale, iu U. S. Geo). Surv. of the

603-606.

Temtories

for 1877,

WashiDgton,

1879, pp.

U S.3ELLO-3:OA1. ^"r^'ZT

.liiliuM bii-n

i.

Cu.Iilh

hj-ys.

2 :!;?:rMLLZ

Drmm bv G

pl.

e

Thompin
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material already acquired.

tan and

Mono
made

east.

I

weeks

to
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Mr. Russell completed the study of the Lahon-

the close of the season of 1883 and then returned

a single excursion in the

summer

of 1883, devoting a few

supplementary observations in the Bonneville, Lahontan, and j\Iono

and

visiting

Inyo earthquake.

Owens Valley to examine the
The examination of the more

geologic features of the

southerly valleys of the

Great Basin, the study of the brines and saHne deposits, and the elaborate

measurement of post-Pleistocene displacements, are

The

results of the investigation

reports, essays,

published

by me

Russell's results

reports

in 1882,'

series of

was

outline of the Bonneville history

and an essay on shore topography

1885.^

in

have appeared in a preliminary report on Lake Lahontan,'

An

essay on the Pleistocene fresh-water shells Avas pre-

pared and published by

'

have been communicated in a

on the Oregon basins* and the Mono Basin, ^ and a monograph on

Lake Lahontan.*
Dana.^

An

and memoirs.

indefinitely deferred.

The present

Call,^

and one on the pseudomorph

thinolite

by

publication completes the series.

Contributious to the history of Lake Bonneville: Second Ann. Rept. U.

S. Geol.

Survey.

ington, 1682, pp. 169-200.
-The topographic features of lake shores: Fifth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey.

Wash-

Washington,

1635, pp. 75-123.

A discussion

of post-Bouneville displacement appeared in an address

"The

Inculcation of Scien-

Method by Example," read to the American Society of Naturalists Dec. 27, lrt65, and printed
Sci., vol. 31, pp. 2-14-291).
A description of the jointed structure of the Bonneville
ill the Am. Jour.
beds was printed in the Am. Jour. Sci., 3d .Series, Vol. 23, IS-f^, pp. 25-27.
'Sketch of the Geological History of Lake Lahontan Third Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey. Wash-

tific

:

ington,

*A

pp. lHii-235.
geological reconnaissance in Southern Oregon
Itv-^:?,

ington, 1885, pp. 431-464.
^ Quatern,ary history of Mono

A'^alley,

California

:

:

Fourth Ann. Rept. U.

Eighth Ann. Rept. U.

S.

S. Geol.

Survey.

Geol. Survey.

Wash-

Washing-

ton, 1880, pp. 2G1-394.

Mon. U. S. Geol. Survey, No 11, Washington, 1885, pp. 302.
Geological History of Lake Lahontan
Other publications by Mr. Russell containing portions of the same material are
Lakes of the Great Basin Science, vol. 3, 1884, pp 322-323.
Deposits of Volcanic Dust in the Great Basin Bull. Phii.Soc, Washington, vol. 7, 1685, pp. 18-20.
Bull. Phil. Soc. W.ishington, vol. 9, 1887, pp. 5-«.
Notes on the Faults of the Great Basin,
The Great Basin. In Overland Monthly, 2d Series, vol. 11, 18S8, pp. 420-426.
'On the Quaternary and Recent Molluscaof the Great Basin, with descrijitions of new forms. By
R. Ellsworth Call. Introduced by a Sketch of the Quaternary Lakes of the Great Basin, by G. K.
Gilbert.
Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 11,1884, 56 pp.
"A Crystallographic Study of the Thinolite of Lake Labontan. By Edward S. Dana. Bull. U. S.
:

:

:

.

Geol. Survey No. 12, 1864. 29 pp.

.

.

:
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THE BONNEVILLE BASIN.
number

Tlie Great Basin comprises a large

About

each draining to a lake or playa.

of subsidiary closed basins,

sixty of these could be

enumerated

number may be as high as one hundred.
In the last geologic epoch a more humid climate con verted many,
Some
or perhaps all, of these playas into lakes, and enlarged all the lakes.
from present knowledge, and the

full

lakes overflowed the rims of their basins,

the lakes of adjacent basins in

A

confluent.

becoming tributary to

many instances expanded

and

others;

they became

until

few of the ovei-flowing lakes discharged across the rim of the

Great Basin, thus becoming tributary to the ocean, and subtracting their

catchment basins from the
portion of the district the

by

number

of independent di-ainage areas

was reduced

coalescence.

The

largest of the confluent lakes

were formed at the eastern and

western margins of the Great Basin, being separated

Lake Lahontan

eastern Nevada.
of

In the remaining

district of interior drainage.

tlie

Sierra Nevada,

at the

Lake Bonneville

by

the plateau of

west was fed chiefly

at the east

by

by

the snows

those of the Wasatch

and Uinta mountains.

The

catcluiaent basin of

Lake Bonne^^lle comprises

that part of the

Great Basin lying east of the Gosiute, Snake, and Pinon mountains of
ern

—an oblong area embracing

Nevada

about

east-

five degrees of latitude

and

three of longitude, and containing about '54,000 square miles, or the fourth

part of the area of the Great Basin.

by

western two-thirds

from 4,200 to 5,500

as a plain ranging in altitude

or less interrupted

Its

feet

may be described

above

tide,

and more

short mountain ranges trending north and south.

At

the nortJi, where the mountains are comj)aratively few and small, the barren

plain

is

called the Great Salt

Lake

Desert,

and

similar

named the Sevier Desert and the Escalante Desert.
much higher, including the lofty Wasatcb Range and

south are
third
cies,

is

open stretches

the western end of the

its

eastern

dependen-

still loftier

Uinta Range, and the western part

Plateaus.

Several peaks of the Wasatch and

of the district of the

High

Uinta Mountains

above the level of 12,000

rise

The

at the

feet,

and the High Plateaus

culminate near Beaver in the Tushar ridge with peaks of similar altitude.
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eastern uplands

aj-e

the only important condensers of moisture,

and from them flow a system of
lowlands.

salt lakes of the

have

tlieir
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rivers

The

whose waters are eva])orated

Bear, the Weljer, and

principal sources in the Uinta Mountains,

Wasatch Range on
leys traversed

by

their

way

to

and Utah Lake, likewise

Provo-Jordan

tlie

and break through the

One of the upper valBear Lake, n body of fresh water;

Great Salt Lake.

Bear River contains

the

in the

fresh, receives the

Provo and discharges the Jor-

dan. "The Sevier River, after flowing 150 miles northward among the
plateaus, receives the
to Sevier

San Pete from the north and then turns westward

Lake, the saline of the Sevier Desert.

The eastern uplands are better timbered than any other part of the Great
Basin.
The upland valleys are fertile, but having a climate too cool for
agriculture are devoted to grazing 'and maintain only a scant population.

The western

plain

inhabitants.

The

infertile

is

by

reason of ariditv, and

lowei: valleys of the rivers,

is

almost without

where they

issue from the

uplands upon the plain, have a climate suited for agriculture, are rendered
fertile

by

nrigation,

mon communitv has
To understand

and constitute a habitable zone, over which the Morspread.
fully the topographic relations described above, the

reader should examine the large

map

Lake

of

Bonne^"ille (in a pocket

attached to the cover of this volume), where the reliefs are expressed

contour lines at

boundary

the

each 1,000

feet;

by

exist at the present time.

He

will find also

the plate supplements the expression of the distribution of the uplands,

contrasting the area above 7,000 feet with the area, below; and he can

learn from

more readily than through words the

it

the political di\-isions of the country.

By

relation of the basin to

turning again to Plate II he will

see that the Bonneville basin adjoins interior drainage only
its

by

whereon are marked

of the Bonneville Basin and the boundaries of the equivalent

group of smaller basins as they
tliat

and

also Plate XII,

northern

Columbia,
West.

nm

its

parts

it

on the west;

from the basin of Snake River, a branch of the

eastern and southern from the basin of the Colorado of the

The more important streams heading near

the northern rim

and

flowing to the Snake are the Salt, Blackfoot, Portneuf, Bannack, and Raft.

In the eastern rim

rise Black's

Fork, the L'inta, and the Price,

all

tributary

LAKE
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and the San Rafael, Fremont, and

joins the Colorado,

it

The

Escalaute, immediate tributaries of the Colorado.

Paria,

Kauab, and

Virgeu flow to the Colorado from the southern rim.

CHRONOLOGIC NOMENCLATURE.

The

geologic peri'od to which the Bonneville history has been referred

has three names in good standing, Quaternary, Pleistocene, and Glacial.

Each name

varies

more or

less in

by

scope as used

different authors,

ordinarily understood the tlu-ee are strictly synonpnous.

but as

In earlier wint-

ings I have preferi-ed Quaternary, in the present I prefer Pleistocene.

No vital
of those

no

who clamor

rights

word

principle

is

invohed

in either preference,

In

for the rights of words.

which the users of words are bound

on

for preference rests only

munication

(if

its utility

—

and indeed

my judgment

am

not

words have

The claim

to respect.

its

1

of a

convenience for the com-

tlh^ught.

Glacial connotes glaciers,

and was a convenient name while

posed that a cold climate marked the whole period.
tions of that climate are recognized,

But now

more convenient

it is

it

was sup-

that inteiTup-

to speak of glacial

epochs and interglacial epochs of the Quaternary or Pleistocene period.
Quaternary connotes a fouribld classification, and
Tertiary.

Pleistocene

suggests

subdi\asions of the Tertiary.

by

its

Using the

rank of the Tertiary

ing with the Eocene period.

comparable

It is

era,

coordinate with

termination coordination with the
scale of time-nouns adopted

International Congress of Geologists, the Quateniar}^
classificatory

is

is

by

the

an era, haA-ing the

and the Pleistocene

is

a ]>eriod, rank-

generally believed that the Pleistocene

in point of duration with

one of the periods of the Tertiary

is

era,

less rather than greater, and those who advocate the emplo}Tnent of
name Quaternary recognize the Quaternary era as one containing but a
single period.
The time division with Avhich we have to deal is, then, from

being
the

every point of \dew, a "period," and
Pleistocene Period involves a
classification, a subject

it is

believed that the use of the

minimum amount

whose discussion

is

name

of implication as to higher

not here contemplated.

CHAPTER

II.

THE TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES OF LAKE SHORES.
has been assumed in the preceding pages that valleys from which

It

lakes

have recently

whereby

that fact can

phenomena

be recognized.

by

certain

features

Perhaps no one observant of natural

But there

will dispute this.

ojjiuion as to

characterized

are

disajijieared

is,

nevertheless,

what are the peculiar characters

to

some diversity of

which lakes give

rise;

and

especially has the true interpretation of certain local topographic features

been mooted, some geologists ascribing them

to

waves, and others to

dif-

ferent agencies.

In the investigation of our ancient lake,
not only to discriminate from

by

created

its

has been found necessary

other topographic elements the features

all

waves, but also to ascertain the manner in which each was

produced, so as to be able to give

it

struction of the history of the lake.
sent the

it

more general

the proper interpretation in the reconIt is

proposed in

tliis

chapter to pre-

results of this study, describing in detail the various

elements which constitute shore topography, explaining their origin, so far
as possible,

origin

and

which so

The play
so that there
teristic

and

finally contrasting
far simulate

them

them with topographic

features of other

as to occasion confusion.

of meteoric agents on the surface of the land

is

is

unremitting,

a constant tendency to .he production of the forms charac-

of then- action.

All other fomis are of the nature of exceptions,

attract the attention of the observer as requiring explanation.

shapes wrought

by atmospheric

The

erosion are simple and sjTnmetric and need

but to be enumerated to be recognized as normal elements of the sculpture
23
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Along each drainage

of the land.

increasing ascent from

mouth

line there is a gi'adual

and

to source;

a ridge or

is

is

Between each

all

are those which,

The

most remote from the ocean.

lines of drainage, are

at

a sunnnit higher than the adja-

cent portion of either ridge; and the highest summits of

measming along

pair of

midway and rounded

standing

hill,

Wherever two ridges join there

the top.

law of mcreasing acclivity

main stem.

applies to all branches as well as to the

adjacent drainage lines

this

and gi-adually

crests of the ridges are not horizontal but undulate

from summit

There are no sharp contrasts of

profiles of the drainage

lines

change their inclination

tion in the

convex

Tlie factor

way

as to oppose a

The

tliis

are

often

A

i;u.'

influence

ten-ane, the declivities

maximum

resistance to erosion;

adjustment involves diversity of fonn.

Peaks and

angular instead of roi;nded.

maximum summits becomes

length of di-ainao^e

Under

are

cliff's

Profiles

Flat-topped ridges ajipear, and the dis-

exhibit abiiipt changes of slope.
tribution of

in fact ahnost universally, inter-

while the soft are eaten away.

apices

transi-

and summits.

homogeneous

just as in the case of a

sur^•ive,

and merge by a gradual

heterogeneity of terrane.

is

and with diversity of rock texture

produced.

little

which most frequently, and

adjust themselves in such

Hard rocks

by

little

profiles of the crests

rupts these simple curves
of. this factor,

concave

slope; the

to summit.

in a

measure independent of the

lines.

second factor interrupting the continuity of erosion profiles

heaval; and this produces
uprising of a broad

ti-act

point of discharge or to

its eff"ects

in

two

distinct

ways.

up-

is

First, the general

of land aifects the relation of the drainage to

its

base

level,

causing coirasion

by streams

to

its

be

more rapid than the general waste of the surface and producing canyons
and

terraces.

at the

Second, a local upri.siug

margin of the uplifted

ti'act;

by means

and above

of a fault produces a

this

cliff'

there

is

€115"

sometimes

a terrace.

A

third disturbing factor

which are
is

distinct

is

glaciation, the cirques

and moraines of

from anything WTOught by plu^^al erosion; and a fourth

found in eruption.

The products of

all

these agencies except the last have been occasionally

confused with the phenomena of shores.

The

beach-lines of Glen

Roy have
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been called river teiTaces and moraine terraces.

The

England have been ascribed

Glacial moraines in

to shore waves.

Zealand have been interpreted as shore ten-aces.

cliffs

of the

Beach ridges

Downs

in

of

New

our

own

country have been described as glacial moraines, and fault terraces as well
as river terraces have

been mistaken for shore-marks.

In the planning of engineering works for the improvement and protection of harbors,

by which

it is

of prime importance to understand the natm-al processes

coast featm-es are produced

led to the production
tuj-e

by

and modified, and

has

this necessity

engineers of a large tjiough widely scattered litera-

on coast-forming agencies.

Geologists also requii-e for the interpre-

tation of strata originating as coast deposits

an understanding of the methods

of coastal degradation and coastal deposition, and from their point of vieAV

The

there has arisen an independent literature on the subject.

theory of water waves required alike

developed

by

pliysicists,

and has

its

physical

bv engineers and geologists has been
own literature. The three groups of

writers have so thoroughly traversed the subject of shore processes that the

present chapter would have need to demonstrate
that the general subject has as yet received

raison d'etre were

its

it

not

no compendious and systematic

treatment in the English langfua^e.
It

own

happens, moreover, that the present treatment of the subject has

peculiar point of view, and

is

in large part independent.

its

During the

progress of the field investigation I was unaware of the greater part of the
literature

mentioned above, having indeed met with but one important

paper, that in which Andi-ews describes the fonnation of beaches at the head

of Lake Michigan, and

I

was induced by the requirements of

develop the philosophy of the subject ab

had therefore received approximately

initio.

The

their present

and

their

work

to

theories here presented

form and arrangement

before they were compared with those of earlier writers.
original s%'ithout being novel,

my

They

are thus

independence gives them confirma-

tory value so far as they agree with the conclusions of others.

The

peculiarity of the point of view lies in the

chiefly studied are fossil shore-lines instead of
to

f\ict

modem.

that the

phenomena

The bodies

of wjter

which they pertain ha\-ing disappeared, the configuration of the sub-

merged portion

is dii-ectly

seen instead of being interpreted from laborious
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There

soundings.

by subsequent
anatomy

are, iporeover, natural sections of the deposits,

erosion,

and these reveal features of

quite as important to the geologist

tlie

a.s

exposed

internal structure or

features of mori)hology.

The literature of sliore-lines is so feebly connected by cross reference, and
portions of
fears

have been discovered in places so unexpected, that the writer
important contributions have escaped his attention. Within the
it

many

range of his reading, the earliest discussions of value are

Ijy

Beaumont^ and

De la Beche,- and it must be admitted that the writers of geologic manuals
now in use liave iniproved ver^ little upon their presentation. Fleming, in
an essay on the origin and preservation of the harbor of Toronto,^ set forth
the process of littoral transportation with admiral )le clearness; and Andrews,

who appears

to

have reached

added to the theory
theory of

his conclusions

<>f littoral

littoral deposition."

by independent

transportation an important factor in the

Mitchell, in an essay

on

dentally describes the growth of the protecting barrier.

by

observation,

tidal marshes,^ inci-

A

general treatise

Cialdi" gives a systematic discussion of coast processes from the engi-

neer's pouit of view,

a shorter paper

by

and reAnews the

Italian literature of the subject;

and

Richthofen, in his manual

Keller' has a similar scope.

of instruction to scientific travelers, treats analytically and at length of the

work

of

waves in conjunction

The theory

nent*

Avith tides,

and discusses a subsiding

of waves has been developed experimentally

conti-

by a com-

mittee of the British Association, with J. Scott Russell as reporter;' and
is

analytically treated

by Airy" and Rankine."

Lefons de geologic pratique.

'

it

Par Elie de Beaumont.

Vol.

1,

pp. 221-253, Paris, 1845.

'A Geological Mauual. By Heury T. De la Beche. 3d edition, enlarged, Loudon, 1833, pp. (17-91.
Tbo Geological Observer. By the same. London, 1851, pp. 49-117.
By Saudford Fleming, C. E. Canadian
'Toronto Harbor— its formation and preservation.
:

Journal, vol.

2,

1854, pp. 103-107, 223-230.

Repriuted with additions as Report on Preservation, and

In Suppleitent to Canadian Journal, 1854, pj). 15-29.
<Tbe North American Lakes considered as chronometers of post-Glacial time. By Dr. Edmund
Andrews. Trans Chicago Acad. Sci., Vol. 2, pp. 1-23.
"On the reclamation of tide-lands and its relation to navigation. By Henry Mitchell. Appendix No. 5, to Rept. U. S. Coast Survey for It^eO. Washington, 1872, pp. 75-104.
«Sul moto oudoso del mare e su le correnti di esso specialmeute su quelle littorali. Alessandro
Cialdi, Roma, 1866.
Ini|>rovement of Toronto Harbor.

'Stndieo ubcr die Gcstaltung der Sandkusten, etc., H. Keller, Berlin, 1881.
'Fulaer fur Forschungsreisende, von Ferdinand Freiherr von Richthofen.

Berlin, 168G, pp.

336-305.

Report of the Committee on Waves, by Sir John Robinsou, and John Scott Russell, Reporter:
Sci., 7th meeting, 1837, pp. 417-496.
'"G. B. Airy, Vol. V, Ency. Motrop.
" W. J. McQ. Rankiop, Philos. Trans. Royal Soc. London, vol. 153, 1863, pp. 127-138.

"

Rept. British Ass. Adv.
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In the foUoTring treatment of the subject the description and analysis

by

of the elements of shore toj)ography will be followed

a comparison of

certain of these elements with simulating featui-es of different origin.

however, a few words
as a di%'ision of the

The
its

earth

will

First,

be devoted to the consideration of shore shaping

more general process of earth shaping.

owes

its

spheroidal form to gravity and rotation.

owes

It

great features of continent and ocean bed to the unequal distribution of

the heterogeneous matenal of which
inequalities

Many

composed.

can be referred to the same cause, but

molded by the

chiefly

it is

its

of

details of surface arc

which envelope

circulation of the fluids

mintjr

its

This

it.

shaping or molding of the surface niay be divided into three parts
aerial

shaping (land sculpture), subaqueous shaping, and

In each case the process

is

— sub-

littoral shajjing.

threefold, comprising erosion, transjjortation,

and

deposition.

In subaerial or land shaping the agents of

ero.sion are meteoric

acting both mechanically and chemically, streams, and
transpoi-tation

is

runnhig water.

The

rain.,

The agent

frost.

condition of deposition

—

is

of

diminishing

velocity.

In subaqueous shaping, or the molding of surface which takes place

They

beneath lakes and oceans, currents constitute the agent of erosion.
constitute also the agent of transportation;
is,

and the condition of deposition

as before, diminishing velocity.

In

littoral .shapings or the

modeling of shore

Transportation

the agent of erosion.

is

features,

the land the

constitute

perfonned by waves and currents

acting conjointly, and the condition of deposition

On

waves

is

increasing depth.

amount of erosion vastly exceeds

the

amount of dep-

Under standing water erosion is either nil or incomparably inferior
in amount to 'deposition.
And these two facts are correlatives, since the
product of land erosion is chiefly deposited in lakes and oceans, and the
sediments of lakes and oceans are derived chiefly from land erosion. The
osition.

products of
osition

and partly

deposition
erosion.

littoral erosion

is

to

undergo

di\nsion,

subaqueous deposition.

derived partly from

littoral

going partly to

The

material

erosion and

littoral

for

dep-

littoral

partly from land
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That

is

transported outward

owing
is

woru from

to say, the detritus

by

the land

Nonnally

streams.

it is

all

by meteoric agents

is

carried to the coast, but

to the almost universal complication of erosion with local uplift, there

a certain share of detritus deposited upon the basins and low'er slopes of

At the shore a second

the land.

division takes place, the smaller portion

being an-ested and built into various shore structures, while the larger portion continues

shore erosion
is

outward and

is

deposited in the sea or lake.

similarly divided.

combined with

riiaterial

The forms

upon the

part remains

by

erosion.

where

it

shore,

Since the wear

necessarily in advance of the waste of the intervening

since, also, there is inequality of erosion

sity of texture, land forms are characterized

The forms of sea beds and lake
great currents

of

deposition.

of the land are given chiefly

by streams keeps
and

A

The product

derived from the land, and the remainder goes to

volume of subaqueous

swell the

surfaces,

is

by which subaqueous

by

V)pds are

dependent on diver-

their variety.

given

by

deposition.

The

sediments are distributed sweep over

the ridges and other prominences of the surface and leave the intervenmg deDeposition, depending on retardation

pressions comparatively currentless.

of current, takes place chiefly in the depressions, so that they are eventually
filled

and a monotonous uniformity

The forms

is

the result.

of the shore are intermediate in point of variety between

those of the land and those of the sea bed; and since they alone claim

parentage

in

waves, they are sui generis.

Ocean shores are genetically distinguished from lake shores by the
cooperation of tides, which modify the work accomplished by waves and
wind

cuiTcnts.

The phenomena

of ocean shores are therefore

more complicated than

those of lake shores, and an exhaustive treatment of the subject would

include the discussion of their distinguishing characteristics.

They

fall,

however, without the limits of the present investigation, and in the analysis

which

follows, the influence of tides

regretted

tliat

the systematic

extended as to include
fact that the results

all

is

not considered.

It is

perhaps to be

treatment here proposed could not be so

shores, but there

is

a certain compensation in the

reached in reference to lake shores have an important

SEA SHORES AND LAKE SHORES.
negative bearing on tidal discussions.

Beaumont^ and Desor^

by

many

that

It

of the

seas

by

\Aaves alone;

was long ago pointed out by

more

livdraulic engineers to tidal action, are

The order

and the demonstration of wave work pure and simple

which

its

is

pointing out those results

based on the three-fold

Littoral erosion

wave-cut teirace will be

by

unnecessary to aj^peal to the agency of

it is

of treatment

ess of shore shaping.

portation with

imjxirtant featui-es ascribed

produced on the shores of inland

should be serA-iceable to the maritime engineer
in ex])lanation of
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tides.

di-vnsion of the proc-

and the origin of the

sea-cliil'

and

explained, then the process of littoral trans-

first

dependent features, the beach and the barrier, and finally

the process of littoral deposition, resulting in the

embankment, with

all its

varied phases, and the delta.

WAVE WORK.
LITTORAL EROSION.
In shore sculpture the agent of erosion

wave motion which
sive effect

affect

They

the wave.

All varieties of

standing water are susceptible of producing ero-

on the shore, but only those

sidered here.

is

are of

set in

motion by wind need be con-

two kinds: the wind wave

jiroper,

which

exists

only during the continuance of the wind; and the swell, which continues

wind has ceased.

after the

these

It is

unnecessary to discriminate the

upon the shore further than

efficient

to say that the

and therefore the better deserWng of

wind wave

effects of

is

the

special consideration.

more

In the

wind wave two things move forward, the undulation and the water.
velocity of the undulation

A

rhythmic.

is

slow and

particle of water at or near the surface, as each undulation

passes, describes

an orbit

in a vertical plane,

While on the

starting point.
in the trough

relatively rapid; that of the water

is

The

it

moves

crest of the

less rapidly

wave

but does not return to the
it

moves forward, and while

backward, so that there

is

a residual

advance.'
'

Lefous

lie

gi'ologie pratique, vol.

1,

p. 232.

«E. Desor, Geology of Lake Superior

Land

District by Foster

&

Whitney, Washington,

1851,

vol. 2, pp. 262, 260.

'The theory of wave motion involved in this and the following paragraphs is baaed partly on
observation but chiefly on the discussions of J. S. Russell, Airy, Cialdi, and Rankine.
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This residual advance
of

it

is

the upjier layer of water

is

wind blows.

virtue

carried forward with reference to the layer

below, being given a differential
the

By

the initiatory element of cvirrent.

This movement

movement
is

which

in the direction towards

gradually propagated to lower aqueous

and ultimately produces movement of the whole body, or a windwTOught current. So long as the velocity of the wind remains constant, the
strata,

velocity of the current

movement

differential

beneath.

and

is

The

is

than that of the wind; and there

less

is

always a

of the water, each layer mo^-ing faster than the one

whole

friction is thus distributed tlu-ougli the

even borne in part by the lake bottom.

The

vertical

colunm,

greater the depth the

smaller the share of friction apportioned to each layer of water and the

by a given

greater the velocity of current which can be communicated

The

height of waves

is

wind."

likemse conditioned by depth of water, deep water

permitting the formation of those that are relatively large.
"WHien the
velocit}' of the

particles of

wave approaches a shehdng shore
undulation

is

habit

is

The

changed.

diminished, while the velocity of the advancing

in tlie crest is increased; the

water

trough to trough,

is

its

diminished, and the

wavelength, measured from

wave height

is

increased; the crest

becomes acute, with the front steeper than the back; and these changes
culminate in the breaking of the

The

crest,

when

the undulation proper ceases.

return of the water thrown forward in the crest

current along the bottom called the undertow.

is

accomplished

by a

The momentum

of the

power of

erosion.

advancing water ciMitaiued in the wave crest gives to

it its

The undertow is efficient in removing the products of erosion.
The retardation of the undulation by diminisliing depth of water changes
excepting when the axis is parallel to
the direction of its axis or crest line

—
the contours of the shoaling bottom —and the jihenomena
As

those of the refraction of light and sound.

a

are analogous to

wave passes obliquely

from deep water to a Ijroad shoal of uniform depth, the end
shoal water

is first

retarded and the crest line

the entire crest has reached shoal water

new

trend, a trend

This

is

making

a

it is

is

for the

moment bent.

once more

narrower angle with the

a matter of observation rather than theory.

It implies

first

straight,

entering

Wlien

but with a

line of separation

that the friction between con-

tignous films of water increases in more than simple ratio with the difierential velocity of the films.
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The wave has been

between deep and shallow water.

When

refracted.

a

Avave passes obliquely from deep water to shoal water whose bottom graduall}' rises to a shore, the

end nearer the shore

stages of progress and the crest line

wave breaks and

the

more retarded

continuously curved.

the undulation ceases, the crest line

It results that for a

the shore.

is

is

at all

When

the

nearly parallel to

is

wide range of wind direction there

wave trend at the shore. It
when the wind blows normally

is

but

small range in the direction of

results also, as

has l)een often noted, that

into a circling

bay, the waves

brings are diversely tvirned, so as to beat against both

it

sides as well as the

When

head of the bay.

the land at the margin of the water consists of unconsolidated

material or of fragmental matter lightly cemented, the simple impact of the

water

sufficient to displace or

is

and remove firnier rock

to disintegrate

by

erode

divided

frost or is partially

by

has any power to wear rock that
large

waves has great

most impressive; but, so
action of

and

force,

far as

it.

The same

that has

cracks, but

On

on the faces of

may be doubted whether it

fiiTn

The

exposed

at points specially

case

is

The impact

rock without seams

waves carried no

but there was actually deposition of calcareous tufa; and

most rapid

weakened
of
is

our observation has extended, the erosive

points where the

cliffs at

superficially

Lake Bonneville, not only was

the shores of

competent also

statement in tons to the square foot

waves of clear water beating upon

tically nil.

it

is

thoroughly coherent.

is

its

been

force

is

di\-ided

the principle of the hydrostatic press finds application.

prac-

there no erosion

detrital fragments,
this deposition

to the violence of the

very different when the rock

is

was

waves.

by seams, for then
Through the water

forced into the seams, and sometimes through air imprisoned and compressed

by

the water, the

blow struck by

tlie

wave

is

a])j)lied

surfaces but in directions favorable to the rending

not merely to large

and dislocation of rock

masses.
It rarely hapjiens,

by

however, that the impact of waves

is

not reinforced

by them. The detritus worn from
be used by the waves in continuance of the

the impact of mineral matter borne

the shore
attack;

is

and

always
to this

cess presently to

at
is

hand

to

added other

be described.

detritus carried along the shore Iby a pro-
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The rock fragments -which constitute the tool of erosion are themselves
worn and comminuted by use until they become so fine that they no longer
lie in the zone of breakers but are carried away by the undertow.
The direct work of wave erosion is restricted to a horizontal zone dependent on the height of the Avaves.

There

is

no impact of breakers

lower than the troughs of the waves; and the most

upward by the

level of the

wave

efficient

at levels

impact 1s limited

although the dashing of the water

crests,

The

])roduces feebler blows at higher levels.
limit, for as the

excavation of the zone

up on the slope

are sapped so as to break

is

indirect

work has no superior

carried landward, masses higher

away and

fall

by mere

gravity.

Being thus brought within reach of the waves, they are then broken up by
them, retarding the zonal excavation for a time but eventually adding to the
tool of erosion in a

now

Let us

The

way

that partially compensates.

consider what goes on beneath the surface of the water.

which waves are the superfcial manifestation

agitation of

stricted to their horizon,

the surface the

amount

but

is

propagated indefinitely

of motion diminishes rajjidly

not re-

is

Near

downward.

downward, but the

rate

of diminution itself diminishes, and there seems no theoretic reason for as-

signing

any

limit to the propagation of the oscillation.

must be canned

to the

bottom

in all cases

Indeed, the agitation

where the depth operates as a

condition in determining the magnitude of waves, for that determination

can be assigned only to a resistance opposed

by

the bottom to the undula-

tion of the water.

During the passage of a wave each
and

falls,

passing
circle

The

particle of

water affected by

and moves forward and backward, describing an

wave

is

a swell, the orbit of the particle

or an ellipse; but

relative

m the case

of a

amounts of horizontal and

is

closed,'

wind wave the

vertical

orbit.

and

orbit

is

is

it

rises

If the

either a

not closed.

motion depend on the depth

of the particle beneath the surface, and on the relation of the total depth of
tlie

water to the

size of the

wave.

If the water

is

deep as compared to the

wave-length, the horizontal and vertical movements are sensibly equal, and
their

amount diminishes

'Thia

is

from the sm-face downward.

If the depth

while the swell traverses deep water. It is pointed out by Cialdi that
water the swell is converted into a wave of trauslation, and the particles no longer

strictly true ouly

in passing to shoal

rapidl}^

return to their points of starting.

PULSATION OF THE DNDEKTOW.
is

motion

small, the horizontal

Near the

with depth.

less rapidly

gi'eater

is

line of breakers, the vertical

is

motion close
oscillation is

This horizontal motion, affecting water

nearly as great as at the surface.

which

than the vertical, but tliminishes

bottom becomes inappreciable, while the horizontal

to the
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same thne under the influence of the undertow, gives

at the

current a pulsating character, and thus endows

it

to that

with a higher transporting

mean velocity. Near the breaker line, the
oscillation communicated by the wave may even overcome and momentarily
reverse the movement of the undertow.
Inside the breaker line no oscillation proper is conununicated.
The broken wave crest, dashing forwai'd,
power than would pertain

to its

overcomes the undertow and thro^^s

it

back; but the water retm-ns without

acceleration as a simple current descending a slope.
It .should

be explained that the increinent given by pulsation to the

transporting poAver of the undertOAv depends u})on the general law that the
transporting power of a cuiTent

can

an increasing geometric function of

its

Doubling the velocity of a current more than doubles the amount

velocity.
it

is

carr}^,

and more than doubles the

size of the particles it is able to

move.

The

power of the undertow diminishes rapidly from the
outward. That part of its power which depends on its mean

ti'ansporting

breaker line

velocity diminishes as the

j)risni

of the undertow increases; that part which

depends on the i-hythniic accelerations of velocity diminishes as the depth of
water increases.

The

pulsating current of the undertow has an erosive as well as a

transporting function.
fh-agging

it

It can-ies to

and

over the bottom, continues downwai-d the erosion initiated

the breakers.

This downward erosion

shoreward progi-ess of wave erosion;

away

to the level of the

where shoal water wns
margin.

In

TVliat

first

the necessary concomitant of the

for if the land

troughs, the incoming

were merely planed

waves would break

reached and become ineffective at the water

them

a

normal
3

i

is

to break, increases at that point the erosive

and thus brings about an interdejiendeuce of

pulsation,

may be called
MON— VOL I

wave

is

by

spending of the force of the waves where the water

fact, this

so shallow as to induce

power by

fro the detritus of the shore, and,,

profile of the

submerged

terrace

is

]iarts.

jn-oduced,
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the parts of which are adjusted to a harmonious interrelation.

some

If

exceptional temporary condition produces abnormal wearing of the outer
teiTace, the gi-eater depth of

margin of the

incoming waves to

exceptional resistance
is

little

and perform

im2:)ediment

If

opposed by the material at the water margin, ero-

is

there retarded until the

submerged terrace has been so reduced

permit the incoming waves to attack the land with
Conversely,

pended energy.

work of

their

shore, thus restoring the equilibrium.

upon portions nearer the

erosion

sion

with

])as.s

water at that point permits the

if

there

is

as to

share of unex-

a gi-eater

a diminution of resistance at the

water margin, so as to permit a rapid erosion, the landward recession of that

margin causes

wear

at the

it

to

be the

less

exposed to wave action.

Thus the landward

water margin and the downward wear in the several parts of

the .submerged plateau are adjusted to an interdependent relation.

acting along a definite zone,

The sea-ciiff.-Wave crosiou,

compared

saw

to the operation of a horizontal saw; but the

being without

cut,

sup]iort, is

in fragments, leaving a cliff at the

wrought

broken away by

name

other origin, and might Avith propriety in

but the tenn

One

sea-cliff is so

it

must ahvays stand

at about the level of the lake

is

carved.

base.

material of the

Its declivity

cliff

may be

exceedingly rapid, the
is sloAv,

cliff is

may

cliff is

the inclination

sea-chff

on

it.

is

the waves are

A\'hich

the material of the land from which

If the material

normal earth slope;

vertical or

of

it

depends partly on the nature of that material and

partly on the rate of erosion.
tion cannot exceed the

cliffs

Being determined by wave erosion the base

its

The

wave-

appears best to retain

and constant characters of the

the horizontality of

fonned.

Tliis

cut.

discussion be called a lake-cliff;

well established that

of the most notcAvorthy

own weight and falls

to avoid confusion Avith

tliis

rudely

upper wall of the

shoreward margin of the

requires a distinctive

cliff

its

may be

is

is

unconsolidated, the inclina-

if it is

even overhang.

thoroughly indm-ated, the

If the rate of

as steep as the material

duuinished

by

AAall

wave

pennit;

erosion
if

is

the rate

the atmospheric waste of the cHff

face.

Figure

1

represents a

material in this case

is

cliff

on the shore of Great Salt Lake.

arenaceous hmestone.

At the base of

be seen a portion of the accompanpng wave-cut
I

ten-ace,

the

cliff

and the

The

may
fore-
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ground exhibits a portion of the associated beach.
of

tlie

The

foreground have an independent origin, but the shingle and other

material of the beach were derived from the erosion of the

ported to their present position

by

large bowlders

by

the waves.

cliff

Sheep Rock

is

and

ti-ans-

overlooked

the northern face of the Oquirrh mountain range, on which the Bonne-

ville

shores are traced, and the partial view of the mountain face given in

the frontispiece shows a line of ancient sea-cliffs, originally as precipitous
as Sheep

Rock but now shattered by

It will

what

appear in the sequel that

peculiar, but this cannot

frost

tlie

and partially di'aped by

talus.

disti-ibution of sea-cliffs is

be described until the process of

some-

littoral trans-

portation has been explained.
The Wave-Cut Terrace.-Tlie

ward progress of

Submerged platcau whose area records the land-

littoral erosion,

becomes

a terrace after the formative lake
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has disappeared, and, as such, requires a distinctive mune.

It will

be called

the tvave-cid terrace.
Its piitne characteristics are,

second, that

first,

upper margin, where

its

third, that its surface

it

that

joins the

away by wave

associated with a

the

cliff.

There

is

of the mainland has been

hill

action, so that

cliff;

horizontal; and,

is

cliff,

away from

has a gentle inclination

an exce^jtional case in which an island or a
completely pared

is

it

no

cliff

remains as a compan-

ion for the wave-cut terrace; but this exception does not invalidate the rule.

The lakeward

inclination

is

somewhat

variable,

depending on the nature of

the material and on the pristine accli\nty of the land.
the material

is

loose than where

of ten-ace width to

cliff

height

is

it is

tins

small.

It is

is

probably conditioned also by

wind efficient

in its production

has not been definitely ascei-tained.

The
and

greater where

coherent; and greater where the ratio

the direction of the cuiTent associated with the

but

It is

of the teiTace depends on the extent of the littoral erosion,

\\'idth

not assignable.

Its relative

width in different parts of a given con-

tinuous coast depends entirely on the conditions determining the rapidity of
erosion,

and the discussion of these

at this point

would be premature.

Sometimes a portion of the eroded material gathers
of the ten-ace, extending

its profile

as indicated in Figm-e

Figures 2 and 3 show ideal sections of

cliffs

case from soft material, in the other from hard.

Fig. 2.—Section of a Sea Clifl and Cut-Turrace in

Fig.

and

edge

V

ten-aces, carved in

The

3.—Section of a Sea

one

station of the artist

Cliff

ami Cut-Terrace

in

Ilard

Mateiial.

Incoherent MateriaL

in

at the outer

sketching the \\ew represented in the frontispiece was on a cut-terrace,

and a portion of
1

1.

it

appears in the foreground.

C. Russell.

Geological History of

Lake Lahontan,

p. 89.
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LITTORAL TRANSPORTATION.
Littoral trausportatiou

perfomied by the joint action of waves and

is

when

Usually, and especially

currents.

cent to the shore

is stiiTed

by

wind blows, the water

the

a gentle current flowing parallel to the water

This carries along the particles of detritus agitated

margin.

adja-

by the

waves.

Tlie

waves and undertow move the shallow water near the shore rapidly

and

fro,

and

in so doing momentai'ily

The

forward and back.

lift

some

particles,

and

to

others

rt)ll

particles thus wholl)' or partially sustained bj' the

water are at the same moment can-ied in a direction parallel to the shore by
Tlie shore current

the shore cuiTent.

no power

itself

When

to

move

detritus.

waves

is

to the shore, the

If the

shore; but if the incoming

by means

there

is

way, but

is

is

waves move

no
in

of the undertow,

is

nearly

a direction

water move particles

transfer in the direction of the

an oblique direction the forward

in the direction of the waves, while the

it

would be carried on
is

backward

sensibly normal to the shore, and
If there

were no cur-

at a slow rate.

it.

The concuiTence

phenomenon, and the

so general a

the latter

may

perfoiTned

by

The

be disregarded.

ability of

transporting effect

of waves and cuirents

waves alone

Tlie practical

work

is

so small, that

of transportation

is

the conjoint action of waves and shore currents.

In the ocean the causes of cuirents are various.
there are dail}- cun-ents caused

by tides uj^on

Besides wind cuiTents

all coasts,

and

it is

physicists that the gi-eat cun-ents are wholly or partly

unequal heating of the water in different regions.

no appreciable
discriminated.

in

so slight that only a gentle current in the oj^posite direc-

necessary to counteract

by some

in

is

amount of transportation would undoubtedly be perfoi-med

of waves alone
tion

effect

thus a slow transportation along the shore.

rents a great
this

is

recoil of the

When

aiTCsted.

incoming waves move

advance and

toward and from the shore, and

transfer of particles

is

unaccompanied by a current, shore action

arrested, but not absolutely.

transfer,

nearly always gentle and has of

the play of the waves ceases, all shore action

the play of the

normal

is

tides,

and cuiTents due

The motions

But

due to the

in lakes there are

to unequal heating

of the water are controlled

maintained

have never been

bv

the wind.
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A

long-continued wind in one direction produces a set of currents har-

moniously adjusted

to

A

it.

change

cun-ents, but this adjustment

more rapidly than the

work

portation

A

may be

wind

not instantaneous, and for a time there

and

gentle,

ascribed, the

is

since

it

is

waves and cun-ents concerned

in littoral trans-

here regarded as depending on one and the same wind.

bloA^-ing directly

toward

a shore

may be conceived

of direction, in

^•il•tue

by the undertow,

of which the shoreward current

produce as one of

deiflectod, so as to

of as piling

Usually there

but, in fnct, so simple a result is rarely obsei^ved.
\-

is

to these that all important

the supei-ficial water against the shore, to be returned only

obliquii

in the

The strong winds, however, bnng about an adjustment

lack of harmony.

littoral

is

wind produces a change

in the

its effects

a

is

is

some

partially

the shore,

floAv parallel to

The littoral current thus tends in a direction hamiomovement of tlio waves, passing to the right if the waves

or a littoral current.

nious witli

tlie

tend in that direction, to the

To
only

tills

retu)-n

rale there
current.

left if

the waves tend thither.

a noteworthy exception.

is

It

The undertow

is

not the

frequently occm's that part of the water di'iven

forward by the wind returns as a superficial cuiTent somewhat opposed in
direction to the Avind.

If this current follows a shore

it

constitutes a littoral

cuiTcnt

whose tendenc}-

is

cun-ent

may move to the

right while the Avaves tend to the

opposed to that of the waves.

In every such case the direction of trausportatioii

is

Thus the
left,

littoral

and A^ice

versa.

the direction of the

littoral current.

The waves and undertow accomplish a sorting of the deti-itus. The
finer portion, being lifted up by the agitation of the waves, is held in suspension until can-led outward to deep water by the undertow. The coarser
portion, sinking to the

bottom more rapidly, can not be can-ied beyond the

zone of agitation, and remains as a part of the shore.
the subject of littoral transportation.

With the
any

shifting of the

lake shore

shore drift under

its

times in the other.

it

the latter

dij-oction of the littoral

may

localities it

cuneut on

be frequently, reversed, and the

influence travels sometimes in one direction

In most

is

It is called shore drift.

wind the

occasionally, or

is

Only

and some-

has a prevailing direction, not nec-

essarily detei-rained Ijy the prevailing direction of the shore cuneut, but

THE HIGHWAY OF THE SHOEE
by

rather

frequently but not always the direction also of the shore

is

cmrent accompaning the most

The source
excavation of

every
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the direction of that shore current which accompanies the gi-eatest

This

waves.

DRIFT.

of shore diift

sea-cliffs,

and

A-iolent storms.

two-fold.

is

large part

is

derived from the

From

the product of littoral erosion.

is tlius

a stream of shore

sea-cliff

A

may be seen to follow

drift

the coast in one

direction or the other.

Another part

heavy part of

contnbuted by streams depositing

is

and

their detritus,

at their

mouths the

more remotely derived from the erosion

is

Tlie smallest streams merely reinforce the trains of shore

of the laud.

di-ift

flowing from sea-chffs, and their tribute usually cannot be disciiminated.

Larger streams furnish bodies of shore
Sti-eams of the

the shore

di-ift

ftrst

drift easily referred to their sources.

magnitude, as will be explained faVther on, overwhelm

and produce structures of an entirely

kno^vn

different natm-e,

as deltas.
Th=Beach.-The zoue occupied
hcach.

Its

lower margin

level

steeper

of

water.

still

the shore

beneath the water, a

waves break.

the great storm

the

is

by

Its

profile

Its

upon some shores than

upper margin

others,

At each

oricrin.

in transit is called the

little

beyond

is

in

iioint

t^
Fig.

cliA-ity.

The

4.

^
—Section of, a „Beach.

Wliere the undertow

im-ushing breaker and the outflowing undertow.
efficiency

its
is

above

power between the

in transporting

the inward dash

feet

its

'^

relatively potent

few

is

the profile
the sloije
represents an equilib'
^
^

rium

usuall}- a

the line where

but

has a general facies consonant with

wave-wrouo^ht

di-ift

is

diminished

relatively potent the

by

a low decli%'ity.

undertow

is

favored

result is a sigmoid profile of gentle flexure,

for a short space near

its

by

is

Wliere

a high de-

upwardly convex

landward end, and concave beyond.

In horizontal contour the beach follows the original boundary between
land and lake, but does not conform to
are filled with shore

di-ift,

its in*egularities.

Small indentations

small projections are cut away, and smooth, sweep-

ing curves are given to the water margin and to the submerged contours
witliin reach of the breakers.
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The beach graduates insensibly into the wave-cut terrace. A cut-terrace
Ipng in the route of shore drift is alternately buried by drift and swept
wind and breaker

bare, as the conditions of

race (Figure

.^),

which owes

its

The

var}".

cut-and-built ter-

detrital extension to the agencies detennin-

ing the beach profile,

may be

as a fonn inteiTnediate

beach and the cut

regarded

between the

terrace.

TheBarriBr.-T\Tiere

the

sublittoral

bottom of the lake has an exceedingly
gentle inclination the waves break at a
Fig.

5.

considerable distance from the water

—Section of a Cat-and-Built Terrace.

The most violent

margin.
the water

is

along

agitation for

its

th'e

and the shore

line of breakers;

diift,

agitation of

depending upon

transportation, follows the line of the breakers instead of
It is thus built into

the water margin.

distance from the water's edge.

a continuous outlpng ridge at some

It will

be convenient to speak of

this ridge

as a harrier.

The bamer

is

the functional equiva-

lent of the beach.
Fig,

6.

which shore

—Section of a Barrier.

drift travels,

composed of shore
face has the _t}*iiical beach

jDrofile,

and

its

It is the

and
Its

drift.

crest lies a

few

road along

feet

it

is

itseK

lakeward

above the

normal level of the water.

Between the barrier and the land a
tiating

a lagoon.

lation of

so as to

This

water

is

frequently converted into a marsh

is

inclosed, consti-

by the accumu-

and vegetable matter, and eventually becomes completely filled,
bridge over the interval between land and barrier and convert the
silt

latter into

a normal beach.

The beach and
then* existence.
off,

not only

the

work

a

strip of

the

bamer

are absolutely dependent on shore drift for

If the essential continuous supply of

is tlie

stnacture demolished

of excavation

is

by

moAang

detritus

the waves which formed

is

cut

it,

but

can-ied landward, creating a wave-cut terrace

and

cliff.

The

principal elements of the theory of shore-drift deposits here set

GEOMETRIC RATIO OF EFFECT TO CAUSE.
by many

forth are tacitly postulated

and coast

According

defenses.

nection with waves was

first
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on the construction of harbor

writers

potency of cuirents in con-

to Cialdi' the

announced by Montanari

;

it

has been concisely

and, so far as appears, independently elucidated b}- Ancbews.^
Still

water level

profile of the

datum with which

the

is

beach and barrier are necessarily compared; and, referred

standard, not only does the

tliis

vary in

elements of the

all vertical

maximum

same

different parts of the

to

beach or bamer

heiglit of tlie

shore, but the profile as a

whole stands

at different heights.

The explanation

of these inequalities depends in part on a principle of

wide application, which

is

on the one hand so important and on the other so

frequently ignored that a paragraph
of digi-ession.

may

properly be devoted to

There are numerous geologic processes

variations of a causative factor
tions of the effect.

It is

which quantitative

work unmensely greater

quantitative varia-

somewhat

as though the effect

for example, the ti-ansportation of detritus

the

volume of water; the

done—

^the

by way

in

an algebraic power of the cause, but the relation

is

it,

by a

vai-iable effect is

quantity of detxitus transported

is

was proportioned

never so simple.

to

Take,

The variable cause
the amount of geologic work
The effect is related to the
stream.

cause in three different ways: First, increase of water volume augments the
velocity of flow, and with increase of velocity the size of the
cle

which can be moved increases rapidly.

of the

maximum

According

to

maximum parti-

Hopkins, the

size

fragment which can be moved varies as the sixth power of

the velocity, or (roughly) as the f

power of the volume of

water.

Second,

the increase of velocity enlarges the capacity of the water to transjiort detritus

of a given character; that
creased.

the per cent of load to the

is,

Third, increase in the

the load pro rata.

The summation

flooded stream a transporting
the

same

number of

sti-eam at its

low

of water

is in-

unit volumes of water increases

of these tlu-ee tendencies gives to the

power scarcely

stage,

uiiit

and

it

to

be compared with that of

gives to the exceptional flood a

Loc. cit., p. 394, et eeq. Ciitldi himself maintains at great length that the work is performed by
waves, and that the so-called shore current, a feeble peripheral circulation observed in the Mediterranean, is qualitatively and quantitatively incompeteut to produce the observed results. Whether he
would deny the eflSciency of currents excited by the same winds which produce the waves is not clearly
'

apparent
'Trans. Chicago. Acad.

Sci., vol.

'i,

p. 9.
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power greatly
that the

work accomplished

of the year

is

the year, but

normal or annual

in excess of the

greater than

may

it

in a
all

Not only

flood.

few days dui-ing the height of the

that

is

is it

true

cliief flood

accomplished during the remainder of

even be true that the

effect of the

maximum

flood of

the decade or generation or century surjDasses the combined effects of

minor

by

floods.

It

follows that the dimensions of the channel are established

the great flood

In

all

and adjusted

to its needs.

littoral trauspoi'tation the

great stonn bears the same relation to the

minor storm and to the fair-weather breeze.
great stonn not only

lift

more

detritus

The waves

created

from each unit of the

by

littoral

the

zone,

but they act upon a broader zone, and they are competent to move larger

The

masses.

currents which

accompany them

and can-y forward the augmented shore

diift at

are con-espondingly rapid,

an accelerated

lows that the habit of the shore, including not only the

maximum

the beach line and the height of

its profile,

cut terrace and of vaiious other

wave products presently to be

It fol-

rate.

height of

but the dimensions of the wavedescribed,

is

determined by and adjusted to the great stonn.
It

should be said

the breeze-lifted

by way

wave have

topographic configuration.

of qualification that the low-tide stream and

a definite though subordinate influence on the

After the gi-eat flood has passed by, the shrunken

stream works over the finer debris in the bed of the

remoAang

at

After the gi-eat storm has passed from the lake and the stonn

swell has subsided, the smaller

This

profile

is

adapted to their

waves of

perceived

it

up

in a

by De

la

fair

weather consti-uct a miniature

size, supei-jiosing it

done by excavating shore

throwing

drift

on the greater

it

nan-ow ridge above the

still

Beche' and Beaumont,*

it is

comes afterward

to

profile.

along a narrow zone under water and

water

Thus, as early

level.

only for a short time imme-

diately after the passage of the gi-eat stonn that the beach profile

curve;

and by

one place and adding at another shapes a small channel adjusted

to its vohuue.

beach

gi'eat channel,

be interrujjted by a

series

by storms of different magnitude.
Reverting now to the special conditions controlling

is

a simple

of sujiei^posed

ridges produced

or banier at an individual locality,
'

Manual of Geology,

it is

Pbiladelpliia, 1832, p. 72.

the profiles of beach

evident that the chief of these
•

Lef ons,

p. 2"2C

and plate IV.

is

the

TOE FETCH OF WAVES.
magnitude of the largest waves breaking

there.
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Tlie size of the waves at

each locahty depends on the force of the wind and on

its

direction.

A wind
One

blowing from the shore lakeward produces no waves on that shore.
from the opposite shore produces waves whose height

is

approximately pro-

portional to the square root of the distance tlu-ough which they are propa-

gated provided there are no shoals to check their augmentation.
given force of wind, the greatest waves are produced

such as to

command

second factor

the off-shore depth

forward

by the

where the

is

is

is

the fetch

is little

Where

;

but

shore features at a relatively high level.

is not-

similarity of form.

greatest.

accumulation against the shore

wHtcrs liavc mcntioncd low ridges of sand or

gravel running parallel to the shore and entirely suljmerged.

ent classification,

is

small the wind piles the water against the shore,

The Bubaqueous Ridge.-Various

of such ridges

is

great the undertow rapidly returns the water driven

wind, and there

all

when

found in the configuration of the bottom.

off-shore depth

and produces

the direction

the broadest sweep of water before their incidence at

the particular spot, or in the technical pln-ase,

A

when

For a

As

the ongin

understood, they have no fixed position in the pres-

bamer only because of
Tlie following description was pviblished by Desor in 1 851

and they are placed next

to the

An example of this character occurs ou tbe northern shore of Lake Michigan, not
from tbe fish station of Bark Point (Pointe aux Ecorces), under tbe lee of a promontory, designated on the map as Point Patterson. Here, the .shore, after running due
east and west for some distance, bends abruptly to the northeast. The voyageur coming from the west, after having passed Point Patterson, is struck by the appearance of
several bands of shallow water, indicated by a yellowish tint. These b.ands, which
appear to start from the extremity of the point, are caused by subaqueous ridges,
which spread, fan-like, to the distance of nearly half a mile to the east, being from
three to ten yards wide, and from five to ten feet above tbe general bed of the lake, at
this point.
They are not composed, like tbe flats, of fine sand, but of white limestone
pebbles, derived from the adjacent ledges, with an admixture of granitic pebbles, some
of which are a foot in diameter. It is difiQcult to conceive of currents sufficiently
powerful to transport and arrange such heavy materials, and yet we know of no other
means by which this aggregation could have been accomplished.
These subaqueous ridges afford, on a small scale, an interesting illustration of the
formation of similar ridges now above water. If the north coast of Lake Michigan
were to be raised only twenty feet, such a rise would lay dry a wide belt of almost
level ground, on which these ridges would appear conspicuously, not unlike those
which occur on the south shores of lakes Erie and Ontario, and thus confirm the
views of Mr. Whittlesey, that most of these ridges are not ancient beaches, but have
been formed under water, by tbe action of currents.'
«
far

'

Foster aud Whituey's " Geology of

tlio

Lake Superior Laml

District."

Part

2, p. 258.
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Whittlesey describes no examples on existing coasts, but refers to them
as fiimiliar features

and relegates

to their category niunerous inland ridges

associated with earlier water surfaces in the basins of Lakes Erie, Ontario,

He says

and Micliigan.

that "their composition

is

universally coarse water-

washed sand and

fine gi-avel", while

and shingle"; and

also that beaches are distinguished

by

beaches consist of "clean beach sand

from subaqueous ridges

the fact "that the fonner are nan'ow and are steepest ou the lake side,

resemblinjr miniature terraces."^

Ha\ang personally

obsei-ved

and recognized them

Wliittlesey

many

of the inland ridges described

as baniers,

by

having failed or neglected to

observe ridges of this subaqueous type in the Bonneville Basin, and ha\-ing

independent reason to beheve that the waters of Lakes Michigan, Erie, and
Ontario have recently advanced on theu* coasts, I leaped to the conclusiou
that the ridges seen
as the

by Desor beneath

Lake Michigan,

the water of

as well

subaqueous ridges mentioned without enumeration by Whittlesey,

were fonned as baniers or

submerged by a
observation

spits at the Avater surface

In so doing

rise of the water.^

by Andrews, who,

I

and were subsequently
-ignored an important

writing of ^he beach at the head of

Michigan, describes "a peculiarity in the contour of the

uniform in

all

the sand shores of this part of the coast.

dejiosit,

Lake

which

As you go out

is

into

the lake, the bottom gradually descends from the water line to the depth of

about

five feet,

when

it

rises

again as you recede from the shore, and then

descends toward deep water, forming a subaqueous ridge or 'bar' parallel
to the

beach and some ten or twenty rods from the shore."'

It is imj^ossible

sand ridge as a beach or ban-ier submerged

b}- the rise of the

to regard this
lake, for

it

stands

-n-ithiu

the zone of action of storm waves,

and no mole

of loose debris can be assmned to successfully oppose their attack.

It is to

be Anewed rather as a product of wave

action,

under existing relations of land and

The

subject

Lake Michigan

is

action, or of

lake.

advanced by Russell, who

in 1884.

He

wave and current

visited the eastern shore of

says:

Bars of another character are also formed along lake margins, at some distance
from the land, which agree in many ways with true barrier bars, but differ in being
Fresh-water Glacial Drift of the Northwestern States.
Contribntiou No. 197. W.ishingtou, Hfifi, pp. 17, 19.
'

•Fifth Ann.^cpt. U. S. Geol. Survey, p. 111.

By Charles

Whittlesey.

'Trans. Chicago Acid.

Scl., vol.

Smithsonian
•^,

p

14.

\

SUBAQUEOUS EIDGES.
composed of homogeneous,

and

fine material, usually sand,
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.

in not reaciiiug the lake
'

surface.

The character of structures of this nature may be studied about the shores of
Lake Michigan, where they can be traced continuously for hundreds of miles. There
arc usually two, but occasioually three, distiuct sand ridges; the first being about 200
feet from the laud, the second 75 or 100 feet beyond the first, and the third, when
present, about as far from the second as the second

is from the first.
Souudiugs on
has about 8 feet of water over it, and the second usually
about 12; between, the depth is from 10 to 14 feet. From many commanding points,
as the summit of Sleeping Bear Bluff, for example, these submerged ridges may be

these ridges

show that the

first

traced distinctly for many miles. They follow all the main curves of the shore, without changing their character or having their continuity broken. They occur in bays
as well as about the bases of proniontories, and are always composed of clean, homo-

geneous sand, although the adjacent beach may be composed of gravel and boulders.
They are not shore ridges submerged by a rise of the lake, for the reason that they
are in harmony with existing conditions, and are not being eroded or becoming covered with lacustral sediments.

In bars of this character the fine debris arising from the comminution of shore
appears to be accumulated in ridges along tlie line where the undertow loses its
force; the distance of these lines from the land being determined by the force of the
storms that carried the waters shoreward. This is only a suggested explanation,
however, as the complete history of these structures has not been determined.'
drift

'

In the sui'vey of these lakes b}' the U.

soundings were made, and

T\liile

S.

these do not

Engineers, numerous inshore
fall

near enough together to

detei-mine the configuration of subaqueous ridges, they serve to

show whether

the profile of the bottom descends continuously from the beach lakeward.

A

study of the original manuscnpt sheets,

give fuller data than the

-vvhich

published charts, discovers that bars similar to those described

by

occur along the eastern coast of Lake Michigan wherever the bottom

being most frequently detectible at a depth of 13
to 3 feet

and downward

to 18 feet.

single locality of occurrence

sandy,

but ranging upward

feet,

At the south end of the lake they are

not restncted to the 5-foot zone indicated

A

is

Russell

by

Andi-ews, but range to 13

was found on the shore of Lake

feet.

Erie, but

none on Lake Ontario

These ridges constitute an exception
the theory of that profile given above

is

to the

beach

profile,

Under conditions not

incom2>lete.

yet apparent, and in a manner equally obscure, there

along a certain zone of the bottom.

That zone

lies

Lake Labontan. pp.

is

a rhj^hmic action

lower than the trough

between the greatest stonn waves, but the water upon
>Geol. Hist, of

and show that

92-93.

it

is

violently oscil-

"
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by

lated

The same water

the passing waves.

undertow, and the surface water above
while both

move with

may be assmned

it is

from the interaction of the

the

by the viind,
The rhythm

translated landward

the shore current parallel to the beach.

to arise

by

translated lakeward

is

oscillation, the land-

ward cmTent, and the undertow.
LITTORAL DEPOSITION.
Tlie material deposited

stream

drift,

The

what

the generic

is

by

by

the deposit of shore

have certain connuon

title

shore

is, first,

di-ift

second,

;

tributary streams

in each case the condition of littoral deposi-

structures produced

varied,

shore jorocesses

or the detritus delivered at th^ shoi-e

Increasing dei)th of water
tion.

by

The

of emhankmcnts.

They

features.

drift,

will

although some-

be treated under

structures produced

by

the deposit

of stream drift are deltas.

EMBANKMENTS.

The

current occupjnng the zone of the shore drift and acting as the

coagcnt of

littoral

transportation has been described as slow, but

rably connected with a

movement that is

relatively rapid.

This

it is

insepa-

which

latter,

may be called the off-shore cmTent, occupies deeper water and is less impeded
by friction. It may in some sense be said to di-ag the littoral cuiTent along
with

The momenttun

it.

low the

of the off-shore cuirent does not peiTnit

sinuosities of the Avater margin,

can-ying the

littoral

current with

eddies or return currents in
rent

by

is

moreover controlled

it.

There

embayments of
in part

by

the necessity of a return current.

in large part

by

the

and

movements of the

water margin in three ways:

first, it

it

is

it

to fol-

sweeps from point to point,

even a tendency to generate*

the coast.

The

off-shore cur-

the configuration of the bottom

The

littoral

cmTent, being controlled

off-shore current, separates

continues

its

direction

from the

unchanged

points where the shore-line turns landward, as at the entrances of bays

ond,

it

and

sometimes turns from the land as a surface cuiTent;

third,

it

;

at

sec-

some-

times descends and leaves the water margin as a bottom current.

In each of these

tlu'ee cases

deposition of shore

di-ift

reason of the divorce of shore cmTents and wave action.

takes jilace

The depth

by
to

THE GENESIS OF
which wave agitation
small,

is

deeper waters the shore

dinft,

by

or

and the

direction

its

a hook, a

sjnt,

thrown down.

is

shore-line diverges, the

bar,

or a

When

looj).

embankment usually

takes the form of a terrace.

by a

a coast line followed

littoral

cm-rent turns abruptly

landward, as at the entrance of a bay, the cm-rent does not turn with
holds

its

com-se and passes from shallow to deeper water.

tween the diverging current and coast

communicated

same

relatively

is

The waves

can not follow the deflected coast
it ar»i

littoral

current

supply of shore
cease,

mto deep

di-ift

brought to

and the necessary

this

result

move

this point
is

which

it

way an embankment
is

built

by

initial

the
is

height brings

wave

agitation to

naiTOw.

which lead
efficient,

its
is

The

is

just near

constructed,

move

enough

let fall.

and so

more shore

far as

The

di-ift.

It takes the
still

and cause the embankment
its

upper surface

liistory of its

growth

is

is

it

direction

form of a

water.

Its

it is

consti-ucted;

The

and

it

causes

beach and the barrier are here equally
to
is

grow

in breadth

and

in height until

identical with that of the beach.

readily deduced from the configuration of

terminus, for the process of growth
coarse the distal portion

built

it is

to the surface of the Avater to enable

the particles of which

to the constniction of the

But the

particles are can-ied

But these characters are not long maintained.

the cross-profile of

The

it

shore

can not follow the

It

boundary between the current and the

ridge following the

The

the littoral current does not

that of the littoral cun-ent.

is

is

motion in the

It therefore stops.

it.

accumulation.

serves as a road for the transportation of
in

although there

all points.

current.

forward to the edge of the deep water and there
In

be-

water, because at the bottom of the deep water

not sufficient agitation to

is

The water

because the waves that beat

line,

unaccompanied by a httoral

against

there

but

are propagated indifferently through the flow-

ing and the standing water, and reach the coast at
di-ift

still,

it,

to the portion adjacent to the current a slow

direction.

the

course and the cun-ent diverges, whether superficially

its

The spit.-WTien

leaving the shore passes into

unable to follow,

takes the fonn of a

descent, the

by

current

littoral

Wlien the current holds

shore-line holds
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sufficient for the transportation of shore chift extends

and when the

embankment

SPITS.

is

there in progress.

very slightly submerged, and

If
is

tlie

matei-ial

terminated in

LAKE BONNEVILLE.
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by a

the direction of growth

If the mateiial

particular material.

submerged, and
is

is

steep slope, the subaqueous "earth-slope" of the
is

more deeply

fiue the distal portion is

The

not so abruptly terminated.

portion above water

usually naiTOw tlu-oughout, and terminates without reaching

ity^

of the embankment.

It is flanked

profile of the plateau is that

is

somewhat

nonnal to the beach, and

beach or barrier on the main

fluent with those of the

end of the embankment

on the lakeward side by a submerged

which the descent

plateau, at the outer edge of

width diminishes,

its

turning toward the crest line of the

extrem-

tlie

.spit

contours are con-

Toward

sliore.

the

outer and limiting contour

its

and

its

The

steep.

finally joining

it

at the sub-

merged extremity.
Tlie process of construction

the material for which

is

is

derived from an adjacent cutting, carted forward

along the crest of the embankment and dumped

metry of form
plishes.

is

often

embankment

similar to that of a railroad

more

The resemblance

off"

at the end;

and the sym-

perfect than the railway engineer ever accom-

to railway structures

very striking in the case

is

of the shores of extinct lakes.

As the embankment

is

carried forward

and the inshore water

the cuiTent

so that there is practically

is

and completed, contact between

at first obstructed

finally cut

no communication of movement from one

other at the extremity of the

diff"erentiated,

and

and eventually walls

still

and there

The

uncertainty as to the direction of construction.
the line between the cmTent

off",

to the

At the point of constniction the moving

spit.

and the standing water are sharply

to that line,

and

spit

is

hence no

not only follows

water, but aids in gi^*ing definition

in the current

by contom's adjusted

to its

natural flow.
The Bar.-If thc

cun'eut detenuiniug the fonnation of a spit again touches

the shore, the construction of the

the entire interval.
coast calls

it

a

sj>?7;

So long

as

but when

embankment

is

continued until

it

spans

one end remains free the vernacular of the

it is

completed

it

becomes a

bar.

Figure

7

gives an ideal cross-section of a completed embankment.
Tlie bar has all the characters of the spit except those of the terminal
end.
slope.

Its cross-profile

The

shows a plateau bomided on

surface of the plateau

is

either

hand by a

not level, but has the beach

steep

profile, is

^irw

B,

mm
O)

t^^-

1

BARS AT THE MOUTHS OF RIVERS.
submerged on the wiudward

slightly

and

side

somewhat above the
At each eud it is continuous

ordinary water level at the leeward margiu.
with a beach or barrier.
shore

It

rises

receives

one end and deli\ers

drift at
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it

at

the other.

The bar may connect an

island witli

the shore or with another island, or

may

'

it

r,o. 7.-sec.io„ „f a L>.ear Emb.nk„,c.ut.

connect two portions of the same

In the

shore.

case

last

it

crosses the

mouth

either of a

maintained entire across the entrance to a bay

If

tween

it

and the shore into a lagoon.

nance

is

antagonized

lished at all

say,

its full

The shore
cmTent
across

is

it

height

is

di'ift is,

not maintained; there

is

sweep

to

and maintains

the coarser part of

it

into deep water a

is

estab-

That

submerged bar

is

to

ridge.

its

floAV.

is tlii-own

The

.<ite

load of detritus.
diift,

velocity and depos-

its

If the contribution of river

a delta

th-ift

foiTned at the river mouth, and

is

chano-iu"- the confijruration of the coast, modiiies the littoral current
drift to

some other

comparatively small

becomes a simple addition

drift is

the shore

di-ift,

and does not inteiTupt the continuity of

The bars

at the

all their

mouths of small streams are constituted

by

characters are detennined

mouths of large streams are constituted

phenomena

On

it

If the contri-

course.

bution of river

to the

is

iisually also the point at Avhicli the current of the

and usually detennines the shore

and

inte^ritv

obstruction to the

itself as a partial

greatly exceeds that of shore

bv

mainte-

its

no continuous exposed

stream, meeting the standing water of the lake, loses

this,

if its

a river

however, thi-own jnto the river cmTent, and unless that

of this submerged bar

its

converts the Avater be-

At the mouth of

outflowing current, and

or of a ri\er.

only on rare occasions and for a short time.

is sufficient

it,

bv the

it

bay

its

transportation.

chiefly of shore

their origin.

to

The bars

chiefly of stream diift,

ch-ift,

at the

and belong

of deltas.

a preceding

page the

fact

was noted

that the horizontal contours of

a beach are more regular than those of the origuial surface against which
it

rests,

small depressions being

filling these is identical

line of

filled.

It is

now

eA-ident that the process of

with that of bar construction.

demarkation between the beach and the bar.

MON

I

4

There

is

Each

no trenchant

is

a earner of
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shore dnft, and each employs

its first

load in the construction of a suitable

road.

Plate

from the

IV represents a

part of the east shore of

back of Empire

hill

Lake Michigan

In the extreme distance at the

Bluffs.

stand the Sleeping Bear Bluffs, and somewhat nearer on the shore

bered

hill,

the lakeward face of which

is

likewise a

sea-cliff.

A

is

at the left.

The symmetry

of the bar

mation of dunes, the lighter portion of the
the wind

and carried toward the

rifrht

is

sliore-drift

bar connects
ri"-ht

marred by the
being taken up

so a^ to initiate the

left

a tim-

the latter with the land in the foreground and divides the lag-oon at the

from the lake

.'ieen

tilling'

for-

by

of the

lagoon.

Figure 8
shore of

copied from the U.

Lake Ontario west of

FiG.

inal

is

8.

the

— Map of Lraddock's Bay and

S.

Engineer map of a portion of the south

mouth

vicinity,

of the Genesee River.

The

orig-

N. Y., showing headlands conueotod by Bars.

contour of the shore was there irregular, consisting of a series of salient

and reentrant

angles.

have united them

all

The waves have trmicated some of
by a continuous bar, behind which

the salients and
several bays or

BAKS ACKOSS BAYS.
ponds are inclosed.
nortlnvest to

land

The movement

soiitliea.st,

and

the extreme west,

at

by the waves.
The map in Figure

of the shore drift

tlie jjriiicijjal

where

a
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low

som'ce of

is

in

material

tlie

case from

tliis

a ])oint of

is

shows that the land

cliff

is

heing

eaten

Viv the U. S.

These

rior.

it

is

also copied

from one of the sheets published

Engineers, arid represents the

Ijars at the

head of Lake Supe-

illustrate several

In the

cussion.

first

—^"'

,,«.>

elements of the preceding displace they

by the predominant winds, but by those Avhich
bring the greatest waves. The
are not formed

predominant winds are westerly,

and jiroduce no waves on

tin scoast.

The

shore

di'ift is

de-

rived from the south coast, and
its

motion

is first

westerly and

Two

then northerly.

bars are

^[

exhibited, the western of •\\hich
is

now

protected from the lake

waves, and must have been comFig. 9.— Map of

pleted before the eastern

begun.

The

tlie

head of Lake Superior, aliowius

place of de2)osition of shore drift

the Avestern to the eastern

The converging

by reason

was ])robably

shifted

shores should theoretically produce during easterly storms

carried lakeward

and distributed over the bottom.

Avere superficial

the theory of a strong undertow.
the bars

would be curved

would be

drift

The manner

the bars temiinate against the northern shore without inflection

by

from

of the shoaling of the head of the lake.

a powerful undertow, by which a large share of the shore

ble likewise

Bii> liars.

was

in

is

which

explica-

If the return cin-rent

at their junctions

Avitli

both

shores.

An

instructive -view of an ancient bar will be found in PI. IX, repre-

senting a portion of the BonneA-ille shore line.

appears at the right.

The

plain at the

left

The town

of Stockton, Utah,

was the bed of the

lake.

The
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storm waves,

mo-sniig'

at the base of the

right built

left to riglit,

mountain

The

bar,

which

making the
a slight

on the opposite

side,

where the

stood in

artist

of direction followed

which

it

owes

by the

spit is usually straight, or

This fonn

is

a function of the

But that current

origin.

is

systems of currents, and these

Winds which simply

by

lit-

not perpetual;

only during the continuance of certain determining winds.

spit.

is

water, sweeps in a broad curve across

winds, though feebler or accompanied

the

of the spit

lower, having been formed

lies slightly

concavity toward the lake.

toral current, to

exists

The end

bar.

sketch.

The Hook.-Tlie line

has

hill

its

toward the

drifting tlie material

and a greater

the lake at a lower stage of

the valley to the rocky

carved the sea-cliff whicli appears

and

at the left,

into a great spit

it

close to the town.

by

from

it

Other

smaller waves, nevei'theless have

latter currents

sometimes modify the form of

reverse the direction of the littoral current

embankment without otherwise affecting it;
sometimes made to flow past the end of the spit in a direction

retard the construction of the

but a cuiTent

is

making a high angle with
cuts
spit
it

is

away

its axis,

and such a current modifies

It

a portion of the extremity and rebuilds the material in a smaller

joining the main one at an angle.

If this smaller spit extends

demolished by the next storm; but

sheltered,

form.

its

and

it

if it

extends landward

remains a permanent feature.

that such accessory spits

ai-e

formed

It

its

lakeward

position

is

not infrequently happens

at intervals during the construction of

a long embankment, and are preserved as a series of short branches on the
lee side.
It

may

occur also that a spit at a certain stage of

some confhcting

especially sul>ject to
ceases,

and

it

growth becomes

its

normal growth

goes to the construction

The bent embankment thus produced

of the branch.

The

current, so that

the shore drift transported along

all

its

is

called a hook.

currents eflicient in the formation of a hook do not cooperate

simultaneously, but exercise their functions in alternation.

The

one, during

the prevalence of certain winds, brings the shore drift to the angle

accumulates

it

molishes the

new

of the hook.

•

there

;

and

the other, during the prevalence of other winds, de-

structure

and redeposits the material upon the other limb

:?

mSk'

(l':.,;*l'

*4 i'WRH''^y
IK)

Z

I

ililM

.|1

'

ill

'

'5:1'

I''

idikiiiiiiiiujiii.

M.^'

'h:

HOOKS.
In case the land on

-uhicli it is

based

by

is

by

island, past whicli the currents incited

modification of direction
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a slender peninsula or a small

various winds sweep with

little

the local configuration, the hook no longer has

the sharp angle due to the action of

two currents only, but receives a curved

form.

Hooks
at the

mouths of marine estuanes, where

Plate

abound

are of comj^ai-atively rare occurrence on lake shores, but

V

and

tidal currents conflict.

represents a recurved spit on the shore of

from a neighboring
left to light,

littoral

The general

bluft'.

direction of

its

Lake

Micliigan, seen

construction

from

is

but storms from the right have from time to time turned

its

end

toward the land and the successive recurvements are clearly discernible near
the apex.

mole enclosing Toronto harbor on the shore of Lake Ontario

Tlie

hook of unusual complexity, and the

fact that its

the entrance to the harbor has led to

Especially has

its

its

history l)een developed

from the north shore of the lake.
liaving the greatest fetch, are

The

the

hill

growth threatens to close

by Fleming

gradually yields to the waves,

in a classic

essay to

of diift projects as a cape

greatest

waves reaching

from the east (see Fig.

ating current flows from east to west.

a

thorough study by engineers.

A hill

which reference has already been made.

is

10),

it,

those

and the cooper-

As
its

coarser material trails westward, building a

The waves and currents set in moti( m by southwesterly winds cany the spit
spit.

end
jiast

nortliAvard,

the

producing a

Jiook.

In the

westward movement has been the

more powerful and the

spit

Fig, 10.— Diajrram of

Fetch of "Waves

Lake Ontario, to ehow the
Toroutofrom liiflereiit

reailiinj;

directions.

has continued to grow in that direction,

its

north-

ern edge being fringed with the sand ridges due to successive recurvements,

but the shape of the bottom has introduced a change of conditions.
at the

ment

west end of the
is

now deep, and the extension of the embankslow.
The northward drift, being no longer sub-

spit is

con-espondingly

ject to frequent shifting of position, has cumulative effect

hook and

The water

jjives it a greater lenirth

than the others.

bor (Fig. 11) the composite cliaracter of the mole

is

on the terminal

In the chart of the
readily traced.

It

liar-

may
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be seen that the ends of the successive hooks are connected by a beach,

also

the •work of waves generated within the harbor

by northerly

be observed furthermore that while the west end of the
fringed

by recurved

ridges

its

eastern part

is

winds.'

spit is

It will

continuously

quite free from them.

This

does not indicate that the spit was simple and unhooked in the early stages
of growth, but that

its initial

ridge has disappeared.

As

the

clift' is

eroded,

jj^O-N-T O

Fig. 11.— Map of the harbor and peniDSula (Hook) at Toronto.

its

From

charts publishe3 hy H. T. niml, in 185J.'

position constantly shifts landward, the shore current follows,

lakeward face of the

and then a new

By

one.'

thi.s

keeping pace
the spit

may

spit is carried

crest is built

by

so that the

waves break over

it,

the waves just back of the line of the old

process of partial destruction and renewal the spit retreats,

Avith the retreating

cliff.

At an

earlier stage of the process

have had the position and form indicated by the dotted out-

but whatever hooks fringed

line,

away

and the

its

inner margin have disappeared in the

process of retreat.
'The marsh occnpiring part of the space betweeu the

spit aud the mainland (Fig. 11) is only
small stream, the Don, reaches the shore
of the lake within the tract protected from waves hy the hook and is thus enabled to construct a delta
with its sediment.

incidentally counected with the feature under discussion.

2

A

Report on the preservation and improvement of Toronto Harbor.

In Supplement to Canadian

Journal, 1^54.

'At the present time the spit is divided near the middle, a natural breach having been artificially
preTeuted from healing. The portion of the peninsula fringed by successive hooks stands as an island.

%

%

^
h
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>
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LOOPED BAES.
The landward

shifting illustrated

embankments, but not

known

is

waves,

it

As

tliat

may

material

is

retreat

tliat

new
all

cutting through an ancient
the

a bar, so the completed

landward

(Fig. 12),

by Fleming, who

and

it

strikingly applicable.

thei'eby

is

Tliis structure
it

by advancing until

it

in a

railway

rejoins the shore, becomes

hop or a looped

called a

however, a somewhat different feature to whicli

more

are trun-

In the result-

obser\'ed

hook niay with propriety be

There

A

small island standing near

tlie

name

is

niain-lnnd

is

tla-

These

usually furnished on each side with a spit streaming toward the land.
spits are

composed of

detritus eroded

from the lakeward face of the

island,

against which beat the waves generated tlu'ough the broad expanse.

currents

the

spit.'

spit,

har.

is,

embankment

other forms of lacustrine deposition.

described and explained

The Loop.- Just as

is

by

in ])rogress.

layers are added on the land\'\aiil side.

ing structure the prevailing dip
distinguished from

is

is

Wherever

close at hand.

retreat progresses the layers constituting the

first

embankment

an embankment has at some time been breached

be assumed with confidence

cated at top, and

was

its

many

the Toronto hook affects

ordinarily occurs Avhen the

deep water and the source of

built in
it

It

all.

by
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accompanying the waves are not uniform

with the wind through a wide angle; and the

in direction, but

spits, in

The
vary

sympathy with the

varying direction of currents, are curved inward toward the island.

If their

extremities coalesce, they constitute together a perfect loop, resemblingj^

when mapped, a

festoon pendent from the sides of the island.

Sucli a loop in the fossil condition,

tliat is,

when preserved

as a vestige

of the .shore of an extinct lake, has the form of a crater rim, the basin of
th.e

original lagoon remaining as

illustration (PI.

desert near
rf)ck

was

an undrained hollow.

The accompanying

VI) represents an island of Lake Bomieville standing on the

what

is

known

as the

in this instance nearly

"Old River Bed."

The nucleus

of solid

demolished before the work of the waves

was aiTested by the lowering of the water.
The Wave-built Terrace-It lias

tion of the littoral current

alrcadv becu poiutcd out that

from the coast

line is

ence of the current rather than of the coast
'Notes on the Daveuport gravel

drift.

a separa-

brought about by a diverg-

line,

Cuiiatliau Journal,

when

New

there are

two

cases, in the

Series, vol. C, 1861, pp. 247-253.
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of which the current continues at the surface, while in the second

first

dives beneath the surface.

may

continue with

section

its

original velocity or

and a diminished

velocity.

into a spit or other linear

The quantity

a terrace.

necessary to

make

a further distinc-

current dejjarting from the shore, but remaining at the surface,

The

tion.

now

It is

it

In the

embankment.

of shore dnft

it

may assume

first

a greater cross-

case the shore drift

In the second case

moved depends on

built

is

built into

it is

the magnitude of

the waves; but the speed of transit depends on the velocity of the current,

and wherever

tliat

This accumu-

exceed the tran.smission, causing accumulation to take place.
lation occurs, not at the
profile

made

end of the beach, but on

its face,

lakeward and producing by the expansion of

lake, the

its

carrying

new-made land has

by

leaves the shore

the character of a terrace.

entire

A

new-

an extinct

current which

descending, practically produces at the shore a diminu-

and the resulting embankment

tion of flow,

its

crest a tract of

If afterward the water disappears, as in the case of

land.

must

velocity diminishes, the accession of shore drift

is

nearly identical with that of

a slackening superficial current.

The
is

a

waA'e-built terrace

work of

is

is

its

composed entirely of shore

The wave-built

internal structure

is

terrace

is

th'ift,

it

Mliile the

an advancing embank-

by a lakeward dip
embankment (Fig. 12).

characterized

thus contrasted with the retreating

Fig. 12.

from the wave-cut terrace in that

the result of excavation, and consists of the pre-existent

terrane of the locality.

It

distinct

constraction, being

wave-cut terrace

ment, and

is

—Stctiouof a Lioear Enibaukm^nt retreating landward.

Tliedolti-d line

bhows

tbt-

(Fig. 13).

original pusitioo of tbe crest.

''v^k*Al/fi^i^/'tiiy4'^/'i/.i^v*'-.^'^:'X^^^^^

Fio. 13.—Section of a Wave-bnilt Terrace.

The

surface of the wave-built terrace, considered as a whole,

but in detail

it is

is

uneven, consisting of parallel ridges, usually curved.

level,

Each

WAVE-BUILT TERRACES.
of these

is

the shore

some

referable to

di-ift

to
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waves of which threw

exce}Dtional Siorm, the

an unusual height.

TMiere the shore

wholly or

drift consists

in large part of sand,

and the

prevailing winds are toward the shore, the wave-built terrace gives origin to

dunes, which are apt to

The
is

locality

mask

normal ribbed

its

structure.

most favorable for the formation of a wave-built terrace

up whioh the waves from a large body of

the head of a triangular bay,

The wind sweeping up such a bav

water are rolled without obstruction.
cariies the surface of the

water before

it,

and the only return cun-eut

The

undertow originating near the head of the bay.

superficial

is

au

advance of

the water constitutes on each shore a httoral current conve}"ing shore drift

toward the head of the bav, and as these

and

diminished

littoral cuiTents are

by absorption in the undertow, the shore drift
the bay is deposited.
If the head of the bay is

finally entirely dissipated

taken up along the sides of
acute, the first

embankment built

To

cave toward the open water.

made, and a terrace

is

is

a curved bar tangent to the sides and- conthe face of this successive additions are

gradually produced, the component ridges of which

are approximately parallel.

The

is

usually at the ex-

rise to

an undertow which

sharpest curvature

treme head of the bay.

The converging
is

currents of such a

of exceptional velocity, so that

detritus but also coarser matter,

zone of Avave action.

In

it

bay give

trans2:)0rts

with

such as elsewhere

is

two

portions, the finer of

undertow, while the coarser onlv
The v-Terrace and v-Bar.-It

afi'ord

usually retained in the

is

bay toward

its

The

head,

is

which passes out with the reinforced

built into the terrace.

rcmaius to describo a t}"pe of tciTacc for which no

satisfactory explanation has

tocene lakes

not only the finest

eftect there is a resorting of the material.

shore drift that has traveled along the sides of the
diA-ided into

it

been 'reached.

The

shores of the ancient Pleis-

numerous examples, but those of recent lakes are nearly

devoid of them, and the writer has never had opportunity to examine one
in process of formation.

claim the
letter

title

more

They

of delta were

it

are triangular in ground plan, and would

not appropriated, for they simulate the Greek

strikingly than do the river-mouth structures.

They

against coasts of even outline, and usually, but not always,

are built

upon

slight
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and they occur most frequently

salients,

in the long, narrow^iarms of old

lakes.

One

side of the triangle rests against the land

The

points toward the open water.

and the opposite angle

meet the land with short

free sides

^

curves of adjustment, and appear otherwise to be normally straight, although

The growth

they exhibit convex, concave, and sigmoid flexures.
ditions to
lun-e

one or both of the free

been a miniature triangular

terrace, closely

ap]iears

resembling the

by

ad-

always

to

final struct-

In the Bonne^'ille examples the lakeward slope of the terrace

ure in shajje.
is

and the nucleus

sides;

is

down

usually very steep

to the line

where

it

joins the ])reexisteut slope

of the bottom.

There seems no reason
were

others,

built

matiA'e currents

by

to

doubt that these embankments,

like tlie

currents and waves, and such being the case the for-

must have diverged from the shore

at

one or both the land-

Avard angles of the terrace, but the condition detenuining this divergence

does not a})pear.

In some cases the two margins appear to have been determined
rents ;i])j)roacliing the terrace (doubtless at diiferent times)

by

from opposite

directions;

and then the terrace margins are concave outward, and

continence

is

prolonged in a more or

however, the shore

di-ift

their

In most cases,

less irregular point.

appears to have been carried

by one

current from

the mainland along one m.argin of die teiTace to the apex, and

by

another

The

cm-rent along the remaining side of the terrace back to the mainland.

contours

ai-e

then either straight or convex.

In Lake Bonneville

it

happened that

after the best defined of these ter-

races had attained nearlv their final width the lake increased in

they were hnmersed beneath a few feet of water.
the higher level, additions were

ear

embankments

surface,

by

made

represented

so that

While the lake stood

These were carried

and a triangular lagoon was imprisoned

now

size,

at

to the terraces b}' the building of lin-

at their outer margins.

of these lagoons are
in

cur-

by

a bar bent in the foi-m of a V.

flat

at

to the

each locality.

water

The

sites

triangular basins, each walled

These bars were

at

first

observed

without a clear conception of the terrace on which they were founded, and
the

name V-har was

applied.

The

V-bai-,

while a conspicuous feature of
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TRIANGULAR TERRACES.
the Boune^ille shores,

is
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not believed to be a normal feature of lakes raain-

o a constant level.

tainiuiJ-

DRIFTING SiND; DTTNES.

The dune

is

not an essential shore feature, but

is

an accessory of

fre-

quent occiuTence.

Dunes

are formed wherever the

wind

drifts

The

sand across the land.

and

conditions essential to their production are wind, a supply of sand,

sterility is affttrded

by

taken up

by

the

the climatic conditions, and the sand furnislied

wind and

built into dunes; but

accumulations of suc-h sort are protected
of supply are shores, either

Shore

drift

by

low water, and by the disintegration of sand rocks,

river bars laid bare at
is

In arid regions

absence of a protective vegetal growth.

sterility or the

modern or

by

where rain

vegetation,

abundant,

and the only sources

ancient.

nearly always contains some sand, and

The undertow

posed exclusively thereof

is

is

frequently com-

carries off tlie clay,

which might

otherwise hold the sand particles together and prevent their removal

wind; and pebbles and bowlders, which,

by

by

the

weight oppose

their superior

action, are less able to withstand the attrition of littoral transportation,

wind

and disappear by disintegration from any

which travels

Iilinbankraents are therefore apt to

be composed

a considerable distance.

train of shore drift

largely of sand; and the crests of embankments, being exposed to the air

during the intervals between

gi*eat storms, yield

dry sand

to the gentler

winds.

The sand
and

spits,
is

blown

affain

drifted

from the crests of free embankments, such as

bars, quickly reaches the

to the

lakeward side

worked over

falls

What

water on one side or the other.

within the zone of

Wliat

as .shore drift.

barriers,

is

blown

wave

action,

landward

to the

and

is

side ex-

tends the area of the embankment, correspondingly encroaching on the

lagoon or bay.

Sand Ijlown from the

crests of

embankments

resting against the land,

such as beaches and terraces, will spread over the land

wind

is

favorable.

the general

In cases where the prevailing wind

movement

of sand

is,

is

if

the prevailing

toward the lake

of course, in that direction,

and

it is

merely

LAKE BONNEVILLE.
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returned to the zone of the waves and readded to the shore

drift;

but where

the prevaiUng winds are toward the land, dunes are formed and skiwly rolled

forward by

tlie

The

wind.

sui)ply of

diy sand aflbrded by beaches

paratively small, and dunes of magnitude are not often formed from

great sand magazines are wave-built terraces, and
trains of

it

is

com-

is

The

it.

from these that the

sand so formidable to agriculture have originated.

The sands accumulated on

the shores of lakes and oceans

now

extinct

are sometimes so clean that vegetation acquires no foothold, and the wind

The "oak openings"

holds dominion.

still

of Western States are usually

of this nature; and in the Great Basin there are numerous trains of dunes

convejaug merely the sand accumulated on the shores of the Pleistocene
lakes.

One product
but

of littoral deposition

this is so distinct

of construction, that
of the

tlii-ee

from

its

tlie

—the

delta

—remains

embankment, not only

in

undescribed;

fonn but in process

consideration will be deferred until the interrelations

processes already described have been discussed.

THE DISTRIBUTION OF WATE-WROUOnT SHORE FEATURES.
Upon every

coast there are certain tracts undergoing erosion; certain

and the

others receive the products of erosion,

Let us

structures peculiar to transportation.

intervals are occui)ied

now inquu-e what

by

the

are the con-

ditions determining these three phases of shore shaping.
It will

be convenient to consider

first

the conditions of transportation.

In order that a particular poi-tion of shore shall be the scene of
portation,

it is

essential, first, that there

that there be shore action
local process
sition,
di-ift

On

be a supply of shore

by waves and

currents;

and

littoral transdi-ift;

second,

in order that the

be transportation simply, and involve neither erosion nor depo-

a certain equilibrium must exist between the quantity of the shore

on the one hand and the power of the waves and currents on the

the whole this equilibrium

limits

it is

stable.

That

is

is

a delicate one, but within certain narrow

to say, there are certain slight variations of the

indi\'idual conditions of equilibrium,

a manner tending to

its

other.

which disturb the equilibrium only

immediate readjustment.

For example,

if

in

the shore

DISTRIBUTION OF EHOSION AND DEPOSITION.
receives locally a small increment from stream

di-ift

drift, this

adding to the shore contour, encroaches on the margin of the

and produces a

which acceleration leads

local acceleration,

Similarly,

of the obsti-uction.

if
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increment,

cuirent

littoral

removal

to the

from some temporary cause there

by

a local

is

defect of shore drift, the resulting indentation of the shore contour slackens

the littoral current and causes deposition,

Or

if

the force of the

waves

is

whereby the equili])rium is

broken at some point by a temporary obstruc-

tion outside the line of breakers, as for

example by a wreck, the

nution of wave agitation produces an accumulation of shore
the littoral current

is

restored.

naiTowed and thus accelerated

until

local dimi-

drift

whereby

an adjustment

is

reached.

Outside the limits thus indicated everything which disturbs the adjust-

and capacity of shore agents leads

either

to jDrogressive local erosion or else to progressive local depo.sition.

The

ment between quantity of shore

stretches of coast

which

di'ift

eitlier lose

or gain ground are decidedly in excess of

those which merely hold their OAvn.

An

excessive supply of shore drift over and above what the associated

cun-ent and waves are competent to transport leads to deposition.

occurs where a stream of some magnitude adds
erate excess of this nature

disposed of

is

terrace on the lee side of the

mouth

Avhich fluws the littoral current

by

its

On

the formation of a wave-built

of the stream, that

is,

on the side toward

is

is

a constant loss of shore

As a

from the httoral zone, by the undertow.

terrane,

energy of the waves

and the work of transportation

amount of erosion

is

attrition.

the con-

di-ift

by

attrition,

they are removed

result of the defect thus occa-

is

locally

of a continuous beach in a pennanent position,

waste by

luitil

expended on the subjacent
accompanied by a

it

sufficient

For the maintenance

to replenish the wasting shore drift.

that small streams shall contribute

is

great

subordinate.

the particles in transit being gradually reduced in size

sioned, a part of the

A

accompanying the greatest waves.

and the influence of waves

the other hand, there

A mod-

quota of debris.

excess leads to the formation of a delta, in which the stream itself
structing affent

This

appears to be necessary

enough debris

to

compensate for the

/
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Theoretically, transportation

must be exchanged

for erosion

wherever

there

is

a local increase in the magnitude of waves, and for deposition where

there

is

a local decrease of waves; but practically the proportions of waves

accompanying cun-ents

are so closely associated with the velocities of the
that their

The

have not been distinguished.

eft'ects

factor

which most frequently, by

librium of shore action

out that whereA^er

it

is

the littoral cun'ent.

it

comes

di'ift

i.s

is

by

deposited;

Every

at the shore

it

is

and

is

it

the impinging of an

taken up and the ten-ane

has been shown also that the retardation of the

produces deposition, and
sion.

has already been pointed

into existence

(jpen-water current on the shore, shore
It

It

leaves the shore, shore drift

ef|ually true that \\'herever

eroded.

variation, disturbs the equi-

its

equally true that

is

current

littoral

acceleration causes ero-

its

variation, therefore, in the direction or velocity of the current

has a definite effect in the determination of the local shore

process.

Reentrant angles of the coast are always, and reentrant curves are
usually, places of deposition.

The reason

for

tliis is

twofold:

which follow the shore move with diminished velocity

first,

cuiTCuts

in passing reentrants

second, currents directed toward the shore escape from reentrants only

by

undertow, and, as heretofore explained, build terraces at the heads of the

embayments.
Salient angles are usually eroded,

the reasons being,

first,

and

salient curves nearly always,

that a current following the shore

is

relatively swift

opposite a salient, and, second, that a current directed toward the shore

apt to be divided

by a

salient, its

halves being converted into littoral cur-

rents transporting shore drift in ojjposite directions

Some

salient angles,

away from the

on the contrary, grow by deposition.

salient.

This occurs

where the most important current approaches by following the shore and
thrown

on the

off to

deep water by a sahent.

sides of

is

The most notable

is

instances are found

narrow lakes or arms of lakes, in which case currents approach-

ing from the direction of the length are accompanied

by

greater waves than

those blown from the direction of the opposite shore, and therefore dominate
in the determination of the local action.

SIMPLIFICATION OF COAST
It

thus appears that there

illustrated not

is

In the latter case

oceans.

all

only

to the simphfication of coast outlines.

hy

it is

which occasion cuiTents tending
it is
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a general tendency to the erosion of saHents

is

and the filHng of emba vments, or
tendency

LLN'ES.

the shores of all lakes, but
slightly diminished
to

by

by the

The

coasts of

the action of tide^,

keep open the mouths of

nevertheless the prevailing tendency.

Tliis

estuaries, but

idea which sometimes

aji-

by

pears in popular writings that embaA-ments of the coast are eaten out
the ocean

land

is

sities

is

a sm'vival of the antiquated theory that the sculpture of the

a result of

"marine denudation."

of land topography are wrought

Figure

8,

illustrates the

now understood

by stream

by the waves

beach records the

simplification.

Each

bluff"

of a cape that was originally

partial filling of

built structure partitioning a

an original bay.

and by

this

more

surface

modeled by

di-ift,

marks

Each

salient.

Each bar

The

filling

and the coast

is

wave-

a

is

;

la-

partly

receding

double process the original reentrants are suffering

For the

complete effacemeut.

Ontario,

deep reentrant from the open lake.

for this reason there is a local defect of shore

erosion;

Lake

of the shore

goons receive the detritus from the streams of the land and are

by

that the diver-

erosion.

rejiresenting about seven miles of the shore of

tendency toward

the truncation

It is

glacial

—
agencies—

original coast line

and

fluvial

on a

a sinuous contour

will

be substituted a

rela-

tively short line of simple curvature.

The simi)lification of a coast line is a work invoU'ing
amount of work accomplished on a particular coast affords a
ure of

tlie

time consumed.

tune,

and the

relative

meas-

There are many modif^-ing conditions

—the

fetch of waves, the off'-shore dejjth, the material of the land, the original

configuration, etc.
it

is

—and these

leave no hope of an absolute measure; but

AVhen a

possible to distinguish the 3'oung coast from the mature.

water level

is

newly

established against land

work of the waves

is

slopes they do this

by

-n-ith

sinuous contour, the

the production of the beach profile.

On

the gentlest

excavating the teirane at the point where they

break and throwing the material shoreward so as to build a barrier.
other slopes they establish the profile
tive

cliff.

The

by

car\ang a terrace with

first

its

first

On

all

correla-

coarser products of ten'ace-cuttiug gather at the outer edge

LAKE BONNEVILLE.
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of the terrace, helping to increase

and help

its

breadth;

the finer

The

to equalize the off-shore depth.

fall

in deeper water

terrace gradually increases

by the double pi'ocess of cutting and filling until it has attained a certain
minimum width essential to the transportation of shore di-ift. This Avidth is
for each locality a function of the size of the gi-eatest waves.

reached, the fragments detached from the

beach

profile is

—the excavated fragments

waves of every storm,

this is

wave

It

by

may happen

rounded by some

torn from the

and

and are

attrition,

and independent

no

cliff

fro

by the

drifted along

that the material of the

earlier

the

cliff is

process, but

a

when

not the case, the cut-terraces of adolescent and mature coasts are

distinguished

by

the angular forms on the one

hand and the rounded forms

When

the fonnation of shore drift

on the other of the associated
has once been begun,

its

detritus.

further development

cient shore currents are gi-adual

and the development of

and by reciprocation.

minor recesses of the coast-line by

its

beach helps

to

the shore current, and the current promotes the beach.

when ways have been

later,

—when

reached

action, but are rolled to

lose their angles

the shore cun-ent.

gravel, already

is

it

complete

longer escape from the zone of

by

and down the slope they come

When

edge of the deeper water.

to rest at the

it is

linger but a short time on the

cliff

face of the ten-ace; after a few excursions u\)

Before

and those

first

effi-

The spanning

smooth the way

of

for

Embankments come

straightened for the current and shore

drift,

constructed usually attempt the partition of only small em-

The more extended and powerful shore currents, competent to
bays between the greater headlands, become possible only after

bajTnents.

span the

minor rugosities of coast and bottom have disappeared.

Low

but nearly continuous

sea-cliffs

mark

the adolescent coast; simple

contours and a cordon of sand, interspersed with high
coast.
is

As a

all

coa.st.^

broader the energy of the waves

erosive Avork

is

the matui-e

and water,

it

coasts fall under these heads, but Richthofen has sketched

the features of the theoretic senile

its

mark

result of the inconstancy of the relations of land

probable that

gi-OAv

cliffs,

diminished.

The

is

As

sea-cliffs retreat

distributed over a wider zone

Fuhrer

fiir

and

resulting defect of shore drift permits
t

*

and terraces

ForBchangsreisende,

.

p. 338.

^.^
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the erosion of embankments, and the withdrawal of their protection extends
the

hne of

but eventually the whole line

chff;

and erosion

The

ceases.

cliffs,

driven back to

is

its

limit

no longer sapped by the waves, yield

to

atmospheric agencies and blend with the general topograpliy of the land.

Shore

where

toral shoal,

by

supplied

drift is still

it lies

the streams and

is

spread over the broad

comminuted by the waves

until so

that

it

can

lit-

float

away.

The length

Where
weak.
is

the
It

soft or

of the period of adolescence varies with local conditions.

waves are

jiowerful, maturity

comes sooner,

too,

comes

jsooner than wliere they are

where the material

incoherent than' where

it is

to

hard and firm; and

where the submerged contours and the contour
few

be moved by the waves

comes early

it

at the water's

edge have

Different parts of the same coast accordingly illustrate

in-egularities.

different stages of

The

development.

shores of

Lake Bonneville are

general mature, but in small sheltered bays they are adolescent.
shore of

Lake Ontario

glacial drift,

in general mature,

is

but near the outlet

in

The

being traced on a surface of

a region of bare, hard rock disposed in

is

much of the coast is adolescent.
Glen Roy in Scotland illustrate the

promontories and islands, and there

The classic

"parallel roads" of

and

ado-

this

although the local conditions favor rapid development.

The smooth contom-s

of the valley gave no obstruction to shore cunents,

lt?Sceut tvpe,

dejitli

and length of lake

jiermitted the raising of large waves,

and

a

mantle

of glacial drift afforded matenal for shore drift; but the beach profile

not completed, the bowlders of the nan-ow ten-aces are

and there are no embankments.
sented

by each

shore-line

was

still

It is fairly inferred that the

was

subangular,

time repre-

short..

STREAM WORK THE DELTA.
;

The
di-ift

detritus

brought to lakes by small streams

and merges with

overwhelms the shore

diift

a normal delta the stream

and waves play no
MON I
5

The

it.

is

is

overwhelmed by shore

tribute of large streams,

and accimiulates

in deltas.

the active agent, the lake

essential part.

is

on the contrary,

In the formation of
the passive recipient,

LAKE BONNEVILLE.
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The
law

The

:

process of delta formation depends almost wholly on the following
capaciti/

and competence of a stream fur

arc increased and diminished

capacity of a stream

ness which

it

is

measured by the

can cany.

and diminution of the

the imrcasc

hij

total

competence

Its

A

of the particles, it can move.

tlm transportation

is

measured by the maximiuu

swift current

particles the stream can
})articles are lilted

is

able to trans])Oi-t both

move

size

more

The competence depends

bottom of the channel,

for the largest

Finer

are merely rolled along the bottom.

from the bottom by threads of current tending more or

and before they sink again are carried forward by the general

less u])ward,

Their suspension

flow.

at the

1 he

vehrifij.

load of debris of a given fine-

matter and coarser matter than a slow cuiTont.

on the velocity of the water

of detritus

and speed of

is

by

initiated

their excursion

the bottom current,

more

length

tlie

depend on the general velocity of the

a function of the velocity of the

Capacity is therefore

Ijut

cun-ent.

superficial threads

of current as well as of those which follow the bottom.

Suppose that a river freighted with the
tributary to a lake.
over' the relatively

cated

by

velocity.

Its
still

lake water until

its

momentum

body of water

as to practically dissipate

ri^-er

water, and

is

entire load consequently sinks to a final resting place

coarse particles go

newly made

has been communi-

the shore outward the velocity at the bottom

of the lake water and not that of the

The

is

water flows to the shore, and shoots out thence

friction to so large a

From

Avaste of the land

down

is

the velocity

inconsiderable.

and becomes a

The

deposit.

in iimuediate contiguity to the shore.

finest are carried far out before

its

The

they escape from the superficial stratum of

river water.

The

sinking of the coarse material at the shore has the effect of build-

ing out a jilatform at the level of the bottom of the river channel.
the construction of this platform for

Postulate

some distance from the shore without

any modification of the longitudinal profile of the river, the river surface
descending to the shore and then becoming horizontal. EAidently, the horizontal portion has
friction

;

its

no energy of descent

velocity

is,

to propel

therefore, retarded,

its

it,

and yet

is

opposed by

capacity and competence are

It 18 said that some glacier-fed streams on entering lakes pass under instead of over the lake
water and that peculiar delta features result, but these are not fully described.
'

DELTA BUILDING,
consequently^ diminished, and

drops some of

it

builds up the bottom at the point Avhere

it

'
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The

load.

its

takes place, and causes a check-

ing of the current inmiediately above (up stream).

This in turn causes a

and a reciprocation of retardation and deposition continues

deposit;

the profile of the stream has acquired a continuous grade from

new

the extremity of the

channel

platform backward to some

—a continuous grade

sufficient to give

load.

The

a level

bed and afterward change

work
and

jxistulate

The

of course, ideal.

is,

at once, maintaiiiing

it

it

its

until

mouth

at

part of

its

a velocity adequate to

its

stee2:)er

river does not in fact build

to a slope, but carries

forward the whole

continuously an adjustment between

grade

its

Moreover, since the dejjosition begins at some distance from

work.

its

of detritus

fall

the mouth, the lessening load does not require a uniform grade and does

not produce

it.

The

gi-ade diminishes gradually

deposit slope, so that the longitudinal profile

At the head of the deposit slope there
At

its foot,

is

where the maximmn deposit

is

lakeward to the foot of the
concave upward.

slightly

often an abrupt change of grade.

is

made, there

of a double character; the incline of the river surface

an abrupt change

is
is

exchanged

for the

horizontal plane of the lake surface; the incline of the river bottom

changed

river cuiTent

deposit slope,

is

swifter in the middle than at the sides,

where velocity

produced

at either

hand, so that

The

constraction.

tlie

A

sides are built

up

reach the flood level of the water surface.

A

river channel thus constructed, constitute

the cuiTent across the
deposits

silt

bank

no longer makes a

at

deposit,

is

ovei-flow,

they never quite

river thus contained,

an unstable combination.

and a

So long

slower than the cun-ent of the stream, and

some point

rapidly as the

side channel

is

thus

to the level of the surface at flood stage,

instead of excavating;

far lowers the

increases

bank

is

pari passu with the bottom,

by

bank approximates closely

bank

water flows down an elevated sluice of

but inasmuch as they can be increased only

as the

and on a

nicely adjusted to load, the slight retarda-

is

tion at the sides leads to deposition of suspended matter.

own

ex-

for the steeper incline of the delta front.

The

its

is

but whenever an accidental cause so
it

during flood

there begins an erosion of the

bank which

that the current across

volume of escaping water

is

auginented.

A

thus produced, which eventually becomes deeper than the

LAKE BONNEVILLE.
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main or

original channel

water.

The

thing.s:

fir.st,

and draws

in the greater part or perliajis all of the

new channel

ability of the

to drain the old

the outer slope of the bank, from

struction, is sloojicr than the de.scent of the

one dej)ends on two

the circum.«itances of its con-

bottom of the chamt'l; second,

the first-made channel, although originally following the shortest route to
the lake, has so far increased

the water escaping over

channel

is

its

bank may

its

thus shifted, and

by

length

its

mouth

is

the extension of

its

mouth

that

The

river

find a shorter route.

transferred to a

new

])oint

on the

lake shore.
Repetititin of this j)rocess transfers the

place to

and causes the river

j)lace,

simple dike.

The lower edge

the head of the deposit slope,

The

inclination

ishing grade of
luiitelv conic.

is

It

is,

deposit

of the j)lain

is

slojic,

a circular arc.

same, varying only with the dimin-

and the fomi of the plain

is

thus approxi-

in fact, identical with the product of land-shajjing

fact,

The symmetry

because the process of shifting

surface, but the approximation
de})osit slope is high, or

is

from

everywhere equidistant liom

and has therefore the form of

as the alluvial cone or alluvial fan.

never attained in

alluvial deposition

to build a sloping jdain instead of a

in all directions the

tlie

work of

known

of the ideal form

is

imjjlies inequality of

close in cases Avhere the grade of the

where the area of the delta

is

large as

compared

with the size of the channel.

Fig. 14.—Section of a Delta.

At the lake shore the manner of deposition
and coarser part of the

river's detrital load, that

along the bottom instead of caning

by

is

different.

which

suspension,

is

it

The heaxaer

pushes and

rolls

emptied into the lake

down the face of the delta with no impulse but that given by its
own weight. The slope of the delta face is the angle of repose of this coarse
material, subject to such modification as may result from agitation by waves.

and

slides

DELTA STRUCTURE.
The

finer part of the detritus, that

beyond the deUa

carried

Its distdljutiou

and

face,

depends on

which

.sinks

is
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transported

more or

less

face merges

As

by a

the delta

cui-A-e
is

tlie

foot of the delta face.

greatest near

is

so that the .slope of the delta

with the slope of the bottom beyond.

built lakeward, the steeply inclined layers of the delta

more

face are superposed over the

tuni

come

any

vertical section of a

level strata of the lake bottom,

and

in

to support the gently inclined layers of the delta plain, so that

normal delta exhibits

bedded with a gentle lakeward

material,

is

sk)wly to the bottom.

of the deposit formed from suspended material

and diminishes gradually outward,

the delta

suspension,

rehative fineness, the extremely fine material

its

being widely diffused, and the coarser falling near

The depth

by

coar.se material, the laminations of

bottom a zone of

zone of coarse

at the top a

inclination, then a

which incline

fine material, the laminations of

zone of similar

at a high angle,

and

at

which are gently inclined

and unite by curves with those of the middle zone.

The

characters of the fossil delta, or the delta as

iccation of the lake concerned in

surface
face

is

is

a terrace

steep,

Avith the

ranging from 10° to 25°;

the outer slope or face

is

The

it

jijins

is

the upper slope b}- an angle

line separating tlie

connnon with

is

is

a vertically inieven

modified

by

line,

lake sediments.

all

dejiending on

The

other horizon-

The upper

arc.

a line horizontally uneven, depend-

ing on the contoi:rs of the antecedent topograpln'
face

upper surface from

approximately a circular

or landward limit of the upper surface

The upper

Tlie lower slope or

alluvial fan.

horizontal, and, in

contours of the structure,

exists after the des-

formation, are as follows:

form of an

and the plain below by a curve.

tal

its

it

material

is

tlie

Tlie lower limit of the

antecedent topograph v as

detrital

and well rounded;

it

exhibits well-marked lines of deposition, rarely taking the character of bedding.

The

structure as seen in section

is

tripartite (Fig.

division the lines of deposition are parallel to the
in the

middle division they are parallel

lower division they are gently inclined.
ion from the lower

is

obscure.

constitutes a horizontal plane.

two

parts

by a channel running from

upper surface of the delta

to the steep outer face,

The

Its separation

The

and

in the

separation of the middle divis-

from the upper

fossil delta is
its

In the upper

1.")).

is

definite

and

invariably divided into

apex to some

jiart

of

its

periphery
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and occupied

l)y

a stream, the agent of

changed conditions of base

The
tion has

level, the

fan-like outline of the

its

constmction becoming, under

agent of demolition.

nonnal delta

is

modified wherever wave ac-

an importance comparable with that of stream

action.

Among

the

great variety of fonns resulting from the combination of the two agencies,
there

^^^^
<-i^^^^c^?^5^^^^0^5^^l«^^

gJ^iij^^i'^r^^^^ii^^l^^^Kll^^^^
l^i^i^

S'^^-^^^^^^^^^^sl®^^^

^-.^

w<i:..v.>iiv:;;Tfjr;^

'

.

one which

is

re^ieats itself

with

.suf-

ficient

frequency to deserve special men-

tion.

It occurs

waves

is

delta
^1^^

is

by them

inconsiderable.

tlu^

amount

considerable and the

shore drift brought

oi'

is

where the force of

to the

In such case

shore current from either direction

deflected

wave

by the mass of the

and

delta,

action adjusts the contour of the

delta to conformity with the deflected
If the

shore current.

wave

influences

from opposite directions are equal, the
delta takes the fonn of a symmetric

tri-

angle similar to that of the V-terrace.
Fig.

15.

— Vertical eection

iu a Delta, sliowiug Ibe l^pi
cal auccession of strata.

Numerous

illustrations are to

on the shores of Seneca and CajTiga

Lakes, where the conditions are peculiarly favorable.

and narrow, so that

all

the efficient Avave action

shore currents, and these alternate in direction.
the sides

product of

The

a soft shale, so easily triturated

is

its ero.sion

its

by

is

The

lake

is

long

associated Avith strong

The predominant rock

of

the waves that the entire

escapes with the undertow, and no shore drift remains.

sides are straight,

tory at

be seen

and each tributary stream builds out a

mouth, to which the waves give form.

deltas eml)ody perfectly the

Greek

water instead of toward the land.

letter,

Some

little

promon-

of these triangular

but they turn the apex toward the

THE WALLING
ICE

OF "WALLED" LAKES.

IN

WORK THE RAMPART.
;

This feature does not belong to lakes in general, but
exceptional occun-ence.
wlio gave the

first

It
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is

of local and

was named the "Lake Rampart" by Hitchcock,

satisfactory account of

Earlier observations,

its origin.^

containing the genn of the explanation of the phenomenon, were

Lee^ and Adams.'

A

later

dent explanation was given

and indepen-

by

«,/„

Wliite.*

In ignorance of Hitchcock's description,
1 grave
credit
*=>

the U.

S.

m

the r nth

Annual neport
>

fe||i,=;,,.,^^;;:iS^^^^=

oi

^
Fig.

now substitute Hitchcock's
oidy by the priority and the

"Wall."

I

name, "Rampart", being moved thereto not
ejninent fitness of the name, but

by

the consideration that "Shore Wall"

embankments of

shingle.

Tlie ice on the surface of a lake expands

edge against the

contraction,

and

Tliese admit

tlic

art' filled,

so that

A

.shore.

\<\\Aq,

further h)wering of temperature produces

water from below, and by the freezing of that water

when
its

original position.

ice itself vields, either
aiiticliiials

of the ice

is

tliey

exj)ansion follows a subsequent rise of temperature
It

consequenth' increases

area and exerts a second thrust upon the shore.

of

forming, so as to crowd

this ordinarily results in the ojiening of vertical fissures.

the ice cannot assume

tile

is

be confounded with "Sea Wall", a term applied on some marine

coasts to steeji-faced

its

,
16.— o
Section of aKampart.

Geological Survey to White, and

myself proposed the name "Shore

liable to

made by

by

elsewhere; but

cru.shing at the

if

the shore

is

it

may

tlie

shore

is

t(

>t;d

abrupt,

margin or bv the formation

generally shelving, the margin

forced up the acclivity, and carries

loose material about which

Wliere

its

Avitli it

A

have frozen.

any bowlders or other

second lowering of tem-

perature does not withdraw the protruded ice margin, Imt initiates ftther
cracks

jiiid

leads to a repetition of the shoreward thrust.

The

])rocess

is

repeated from time to time during the winter, but ceases with the melting of
'

Lake RaiupartH

in Veriuoiit.

By

Cfaas.

H. Hitchcock.

In Proc.

Am.

Asa. Adv. Sci., vol. 13,

18G0, p. 335.

Am. .lour. Sci., vol. 5, lS->2, pp. 34-37, and vol.
Am. Jour. Sci., vol.9, Icfti^), pp. l.JO-144.
<C. A. White. Am. Naturalist, vol. 2, 1K1,;(, ],p. 140-149.

»C. A. Lee.
^J. Adauis.

9, 1825,

pp. 239-241.
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Tlie ice foniaed

the ice iu the spring.
the water margin,
thrust

and by the

landward only

common

There

there

Its size is

must

line,

determined

is

l)y the size of the

thus for each locality a definite limit,

where they constitute a wall or rampart.

somewhat above and beyond the ordinary

of a rampart stands

margin of the water.
tions.

winter's oscillations of temperature can be

the projection of bowlders cannot be carried, so that all are

deposited along a

The base

ensuiiig winter extends only to

to a ceiiain distance,

lake and the local climate.

beyond which

tlie

also

given locality.

It is parallel to the

water margin, folloAving

its inflec-

probably determined in fact by the supjdy of material, but

be a

limit

dependent on the strength of the

Its material is iisuallv coarse,

ice

formed

containing bowlders such as

the Avaves generated on the same lake \Aijuld be unable to move.

mav be
ti(

in

either

smooth or angular, heavy or

These

process of accmnula-

light, the

invoK"ing no discrimination.

Ramparts are not found on the margins of large
record the ice of winter

mer.

in the

may make

is

obliterated

lakes, for

whatever

by the storm waves of sum-

Neither do they occur on the shores of very deep lakes, for such do

not admit of a heavy coating of ice; and for the same reason they are not

found in

wann

climates.

been found in the
of

them serves

So

far as the vrvh

fossil condition,

is

aware, they have never

except that in a single instance a series

to record very recent changes of level.

SUBMERGENCE AND EMERGENCE.
In the preceding discussion the general relation of the water surface to
the land has been assumed to be con.stant.

almost continuous change, and

its

In point of fact

it is

subject to

mutations modify the products of

littoral

shaping.

Lakes with outlet lower
of outflow.

by

water surfaces by corrading the chamiel

Lakes Avithout outlet continually

changes of climate; and
aff'ected

their

diff"erential

up and down

finally, all large lakes, as well as the ocean,

movements of the

which in the geologic past has so

land.

many times

of laud and Avater, has not ceased; and earth
A'ersal at

oscillate

The

Avith

are

series of displacements

revolutionized the distribution

movements are

so nearly uni-

the present time that there are few coasts which betray

no sjTnntoms

THE COASTS OF KISINQ AND SINKING LANDS.
of recent elevation or subsidence.

In

this place

whether the relation of water surface to land

is

it is
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uimecessary to consider

by mutations

affected

one or of the other; and the terms emergence and submergence

of

tlie

be used

will

with the understanding that they apjjly to changes in the relation without
reference to causes of change.

The
honzou

general effect of submergence or emergence

is

to

and

if

a considerable

at

which shore processes are carried on

change of level

;

effected abiiiptly, the nature of the processes

is

line retains its configuration until

emerged shore-line

Onlv the

two parts by

new

it is

gradually buried

delta

rapidly attacked, and that

is

the stream which formed

shore constructed at a higher horizon

submerged.

sediments.

An

is

merely divided into

In the case of submergence the

it.

In the case of emergence the

by

by atmospheric agen-

subjected to slow destruction

is

and the

A submerged shore-

character of their products are not materially modified.

cies.

change the

is

essentially similar to the one

new shore constructed at a lower
by lacustrine sedimenta-

horizon rests upon the smooth contours wrought
tion, and, finding in the configuration little that is

few

currents, carves

usually one of

cliffs

incongruous

and builds few embankments.

Avith its shore

The

barrier

A slow and gradual submergence modifies the products of littoral
The

erosion of sea-cliffs

is

and enables them

cai-ving the teiraces

The

precipitous character
is

to

spend their

full force

ta.sk

of

against the

are thus beaten back before the advancing tide, and their

cliffs

A rhytlmi

action.

exceptionally rapid, because the gradually deep-

ening water upon the wave-cut ten-aces relieves the waves from the

cliffs.

is

characteristic elements.

its

is

maintained with constant change of position.

introduced in the constniction of embankments.

For each

level of the water surface there is a set of positions appropriate to the initia-

tion of

embankments, and with an advancing

tide these positions are suc-

cessively nearer -and nearer the land; but with the gi-adual advance of Avater

the position of

embankments

ment constructed
current,

at a

even Avhen

its

determines the shore

submergence

is

is

not correspondingly

low stage controls the
crest is

di-ift

sliifted.

local direction of the shore

somewhat submerged, and by

to follow its onginal course.

sufficiently rapid to

The embank-

It is

this control

only

it

Avlien the

produce a considerable depth of water

LAKE BONNEVILLE.
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over the crest of the embankment that a new embankment is initiated behind
it.

new embankment

Tlie

in turn controls the shore current,

etition of the process a series of
difier in

A

by

is

produced whose

crests

considerable intervals.

slow and gradual emergence causes the waves, at points of excava-

tion, to

great

height

embankments

and by a rep-

expend

cliffs

their energies ujjon the terraces rather than the

are produced, but a wave-cut terrace

There

the receding tide.

is

now no rhythm

At each successive lower

ments.
fiirther

lakeward, and

downward with

carried

in the construction of

embank-

level the shore drift takes a course a little

built into a

is

is

No

cliffs.

lower embankment resting against the

outer face of the one just formed.

falls

The

delta

from

its

is

very sensitive to emergence.

It ceases at the

down

detritus

same time

and begins the coiTasion of

to shift

its

original delta, but retains wliatever jiosition

emergence was

Coincidently

initiated.

or secondary delta, the apex of which
structure.

as the lake water

edge, the formative stream, having uoav a lower point of dis-

charge, ceases to throw
nel.

As soon

With

is

it

descending ridge divided

by

chan-

course over the surface of the
it

happened

to hold Avhen the

begins the construction of a

at the outer

continuous emergence a series of

at points successively fartlier

its

lakeward, and there

is

new

margin of the original

new

deltas are initiated

produced a continuous

the channel of the stream.

THE DISCRIMINATION OF SHORE FEATURES,

A

shore

elements of

is

its

the

common margin

of dry land and a

peculiar topography are

little

body of

water.

liable to confusioji so

The

long as

they are actually associated with land on one side and water on the other;
but after the Avater has been withdrawn, their recognition
consist

merely of certain

cliffs,

terraces,

is less

and ridges; and

and ridges abound in the toi)ography of land surfaces.

easy.

cliffs,

In

tlie

terraces,

following

pages the topographic features characteristic of ancient shores will be
})ared

and contrasted

They

com-

other topographic elements likely to create con-

witli

fusion.

Such a discrimination
the principal distinctions

as this has not before

upon which

it

is

been attempted, although

based have been the

common

DISCRIMINATION OF SHORE FEATURES.
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many years.

The contrast of stream terraces with
sliore terraces was clearly set forth by Dana in the American Journal of
Science in 1849, and has been restated by Geikie in his Text-Book of Geology.
It was less clearly enunciated by the elder Hitchcock in his Illusproperty of geologists for

trations of Surface Geology.

CLIFFS.

A

cliff is

rounded by

a topograj)hic facet, in itself steep,

is

cliff

the coulee edge, the fault scarp,

soft,

Cliff of Differential

yield

by

It results

Where a hard rock

and the

land-.slip

from

this, that in

cliff.

than certain other rocks,

the progressive degradation of a

minor depressions mark the positions of

overlies one

in blocks,

and

is

much
is

softer, the erosion

thus wrought at

It is the invai-iable

mark of a

rock of the lower part of

its

to erosion than the rock of the

face

is

cliff

its

cliffs

of the latter pro-

margin into a

its face.

cliff.

In re-

It

more rapidly

It is strictly

dependent

may have .any

since the majority of rocks are stratified in broad, even sheets,

form, but

and since the

occur in connection with such

stratifica-

majority of cliffs of differential degradation exhibit a certain unifoiTnity

and parallelism of
base,

support

are exceedingly abundant.

so constituted as to yield

upper part of

textiu'e

its

of differential degradation that the

on the constitution and structure of the terrane.

most abrupt alternations of

by

soft rocks.

sapped, and being deprived of

gions undergoing rapid degradation such

tion, a

cliff,

a familiar fact that ccrtaiu rocks, mainly

to the agents of erosion

ceeds so rapidly that the former

away

sur-

subaerial erosion the minor reliefs are generally occupied

liard rocks while the

falls

of differential degradation, the stream

Degradation.-It is

more rapidly

maiidy hard.
country

same time

The only variety belouirinc to the
which the name "sea-cliff" has been ap])lied.

that to

be compared with the

The

at the

facets of less inclination.

phenomena of shores
It will

and

The

parts.

and other associated

most conspicuous of the

cliffs

cliffs

crest of such a cliff

is

a line parallel to the

run in lines approximately

parallel.

The

of stratified rocks occur where the strata are

approximately horizontal; and these more often than any others have been

mistaken for

sea-cliffs.

The stream ciiff.-Tlie

most powerful Bgcnt of land erosion

is

the running

stream, and, in regions undergoing rapid degradation, corrasion

by streams
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so far exceeds the general waste of the surface that their channels are cut

down

veiiically,

by

maintained

forming

lateral con-asion,

cliffs

checked the vertical corrasion.

are in a measure independent of the nature of the rock,

They

closely associated with the sti'eam.

is

a line inclined in the direction of

The

degree.
to

tlie

crest is not parallel thereto,

and are

stand as a rule in pairs facing

each other and separated only by the stream and
each

are afterward

cliffs

which opens out the valley of the stream

after tlie establishment of a base level has

Such

These

on either hand.

cliffs

its

The base

flood plain.

of

stream channel and in the same

but

is

an uneven

line

conforming

no simple law.
The Coulee

cosity

is

margin

so

Edge.-Thc viscosity of a lava stream

augmented

as

after congelation

its

is

distinffuishincr characters of

motion

cliff

by a

cliff

It

generality to the classification of
The Fault scarp.-Tlie faultiiig

and

this ^-is-

some
is

its

Tlie

height.

volcanic, with

has probably never been mis-

and receives mention here only

sea-cliff,

of

are that the rock

the superficial features of a subaerial flow.

taken for a

so great,

checked by gradual cooling, that

is

usually marked

such a

is

for the sake of gi\'ing

cliffs.

of rocks consists in the relative displacement

by a fissure. The plane of the fissure is usually
more or less vertical, and by virtue of the displacement one mass is made
The portion of the fissure wall thus
to project somewhat above the other.
of two masses separated

brought to view constitutes a

great

number

mountain ranges, appearing generally

where the solid rock of the mountain mass
slope.

is

The)' occasionally encroach upon the

that they are
sea-cliffs.

and has been

In the Great Basin such scaqis are associated with a

called a fault scarp.
f>{

A^ariety of cliff or escaqiment,

adjoined
latter,

and

most conspicuous as well as most likely

Although

in following the

at their bases, just

by
it

to

the detrital foot
is

in

such case

be mistaken for

mountain bases they do not vary

greatly in altitude, yet they never descri])e exact contours, but ascend and

descend the slopes of the foot

hills.

Tlie

cre.st

of such a

cliff is

usually

closely parallel to the base for long distances, but this parallelism
absolute.

ment.

The two

lines graduallv

not

converge at either end of the displace-

In exceptional instances they converge rapidly, giving the

somewhat abrupt termination, and

is

in such case a

cliff

a

new cliff appears en Echelon,

COMPARISON OF
coTitiiming' the

aw

cHtis

displacement with a shght

described at length

and

it is

a purely superficial

visible external slope.

diagraras.

Avhole history

its

The

distances.

They

upon a

pai-ent mass, are

cliffs

pro-

never of great

and have no coromou element of fonn except

are concave outward.

fact

usually in unconsolidated material, masses

duced by their separation from the general or
horizontal extent,

and

from the fault chiefly in the

and move downward short

of which break loose

In Chapter VIII these

offset.

phenomenon, having

It occui-s
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illustrated. by \'ie\vs

The Land-Slip ciiff.-Tlie laud-slip diifers

that

CLIFFS.

that they

frequently occur in groups, and are apt to con-

due

tain at their bases little basins

to the

backward canting which forms

part of the motion of the sliding mass.
comparison.-The sea-cHff differs

from

horizontal, and, second, in that there

is

all others, first,

associated with

a beach, a barrier, or an embankment.

uniform association with the terrace

is its

is

A

not unique, for the

clifl"

at

the readiest comparative test

one end or other

third ^•aluable diagnostic feature

at its base;

but in

this respect

is

is

The
faces

found in the fact that the

sea-cliff is inde-

from the stream-cliff by the

an open Aalley broad enough and deep enough

coulee edge

by

It differs

waves
its

occupied by a lake.

if

from the fault scarp in
its

antecedent

;

all

carved,

is

fact that

it

It is distinguished
its

from the

associated ter-

those peculiarities which result

the water surface concerned in the for-

sea-cliff is a horizontal plane;

fonnation of the fault scarp

The former

is

to permit the genera-

independence of rock structure and by

from the attitude of
mation of the

it

closely dependent thereon.

sea-cliff is distinguished

tion of efficient

race.

is

it

nearly horizontal at base, and in such case

pendent of the texture and structure of the rocks from which
while the other

is

of differential degradation often springs from a

Often, too, the latter

ten-ace.

it

in that its base

the fissure concerned in the

a less regular but essentially vertical j)lane.

crosses the inequalities of the preexistent topography as a con-

tour, the latter as a traverse line.

The

land-slip cliff

in horizontal contour.

is

distinguished

The

the

marked concavity of

sea-cliff is itsually

contours are long and sweeping.
discontinuity.

by

The fonner

is

convex,

or, if

its

face

concave,

its

by

its

distinguished also
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TERRACES.

A

terrace

is

a horizontal or nearly horizontal topographic facet inter-

rupting a steeper slope.

ground

more or

rises

more or

a limited

and the land-slip

The Terrace by

Differential

These

will

at all abundant,

and the only case

clifts

is

The

waste.

in

is

soft

cliff

strata,

heterogeneous in texture

by a

fault or

by some erosive

afterwards subjected on the trancated section to atmospheric
alternation of hard

and

stratum ]>eing represented

above by a curve, and,

soft strata gives rise

cliffs

hard stratmn appearing in a more or

the

case in wnich they are

which they need be discriminated from

tinincated, either

cumstances to a series of alternating

each

by

])roduce also terraces, but the

The only

which a system of

nearly horizontal,

and

tei-race

Same general -CirCUmStanCeS of rOck

Degradation—The

littoral teiTaces, is that in

he com2:)ared with the

teiTace.

terraces are of less frequent occurrence.

action,

descends

stream terrace, the moraine ten-ace, the fault

texture which under erosion give rise to

l^'ing

it

the features peculiar to shores are three terraces: the wave-cut,

differential degi-adation, the

and

from one edge of which the

It is the "tread'' of a topograjihic step.

the wave-built, and the delta.

terrace,

])lain,

while from the opj)Osite edge

less steeply,

less steeply.

Among

It is

and

terraces, the outcrop of

less vertical

by

under such

cliff,

cir-

each

and the outcrop of

a gently sloping teirace, united to

in tj^jical examj)les, separated

from the

cliff

below by an angle.

The length
as

of such terraces in the direction of the strike

compared with

profile,

but (1)

their width

rise

wth

from

next.
strata

The
is

and thence
first

rise

toward the lOAver

outward

depression,

to the

with gradually increasing

cliff,

it

cliff.

are never level in cross

toward the upper

escapes

is

si ojie

cliff 'to

by

cliff;

ihe

cliff.

cliff

a medial

to the base of the

narrow or the dip of the

the second case where the terrace

edge of the lower

whence

rock of the lower

is

They

descend from the crest of one

case arises whei-e the ten-ace

the dip of the rocks
is

clifi'.

usually great

gradually increasing sloj^'from the crest of one

to the l)ase of the next, or (2)
dejiression,

cliff to

is

In the

in the second

first
it

is

is

broad and

case the di-ainage

toward the medial

narrow channels carved through the
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ally regioii

ill

the waste of the water channels heiiig

more rapid than

general, so that they are deeply incised.

In

is uplift.

recently been elevated, the rate of degradation

is

unequal,

that of the surface in

Eventuall}', however, the corrasion

of the water channels so reduces their declivities that the velocities of cuirent

merely

suffice

for the transportation

the general waste ot surface.

outward of the detritus disengaged by

In other words, a base level

Then

reached.

is

the process of lateral corrasion, always carried on to a certain extent, as-

sumes prominence, and
wears

one

its

side,

its

banks, swinging from side to side in

and

The

j)laiii.

valley,

channel margined on either side by a

now

If

by

cliff's

always cutting

new

now

cliff,

is

consists of

is

a plain bounded

accelerated

excavated within the

by

first

a

new

uplift

and

at a

lower

Inwardly

their vertical habit.

produced by

Outwardly one of these terraces

valley.

bounded by the base of the old

line of
it is

cliffs,

it

may

downtlu'ow of the tract to

by

brought about in

is

and

many

ways.

all.

^^•hich the

It

is

this

stimu-

sometimes ])roduced by the

streams discharge,

or,

what

is

nearly

the degradation of stream cliaunels in that tract.

finally,

transported material.

it

always ensues sooner or

The general waste

later

therefore less detritus to transport.

they are enabled to lower them

by

Their channels are
corrasion.

Perhaps

say that after the immediate consequences of

an equilibiium of erosive action

by

It is

increase of

from the defect of

of the onginally uplifted tract

undergoes, after a long period, a diminution in rapidity.

that

line of

and

uplift,

also brought about, within a certain range of conditions,
rainfall;

lost

new

crest of the

be produced by a new

perhaps the most potent of

the same thing,

decay have

is

lateral corrasion.

As already mentioned,
is

may by

which

bounded by the

Acceleration of doAvnward corrasion

away

which con-

having before consisted of the river

the corrasion of the stream bed

flanking the sides of the

to

at

So much of the original flood plain as remains constitutes terraces

level.

lus

valley,

and traversed by the river channel.

or other cause, a smaller valley

cliffs

its

at the other building a shallow deposit of alluvium,

stitutes its flood

at the sides

Each stream

results are rendered conspicuous.

is

uplift

The streams have
less clogged,
it

and

would be better

have so

far passed

established, the^ degradation of
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the entire tract proceeds at a slow continuous rate, the slight variations of

which are

Lateral corrasion under such circumstances

in a sense accidental.

downward

coexists in all stream channels with

important process; but the horizon of

downward

the

The

corrasion.

action

its

is

which

terraces

and

corrasion,

is

the rdore

by

continuously lowered

result represent only the

stages of a continuous process.

many

In a great number of stream valleys, not one but
j)lain.s

find record in terraces, so that the stream terrace

is

ancient flood

a familiar topo-

graphic feature.

^Yhcn a stream meandering
the valley and corrades laterally,
level of the

tlie

shifted to

bottom of

its

The depth

is

it

cames

valley,

is

and by carving a

it,

terrace

necessarily bipartite.

Above,

so constituted as to resist erosion,

and then the teiTace

away by

alluvium

is

it

is

may

it

be.

it

below,

even

finally

into a terrace, the

an even layer of

consists of

it

allu-

consists of the

^Vliere the lower portion

is

loses after a long period its alluvial

consists simply of the floor of hard rock as

the meandering stream.

the last to disappear;

and

if it

The

coarse basal portion of the

contains hard bowlders

these will survive as long as the form of the teiTace

The

course

WTien the stream

deeiDcr channel, converts

preexistent formation, whatever that

pared

its

It constitutes a practically

matenal, fine at top and coarse at bottom;

blanket,

when

to

measured by the ex-

therefore

on the undisturbed teirane beneath.

abandons

vial

work of excavation down

barely submerged at the flood stage of the stream.

treme depth of the current at high water

is

on a wall of

leaves a deposit of alluvimn, the

it

of alluAdum on the flood plain

sheet, re.sting

its

channel; and afterward,

some other part of the

ujjper surface of wliich

in a flood plain cDcroaches

elder Hitchcock enumerated

is

some

"of

recognizable.

and described four types of stream

terrace: the lateral teiTace, the delta ten-ace

(grouped by the writer

witli

shore ten-aces), the gorge teirace, and the glacis terrace;' and Miller, whose
clear analysis of stream terracing
ject,^

race.

is

the most recent contribution to the sub-

adds the amphitheater terrace, the junction terrace, and the fan

Such

detail

is

not required in this connection, but

Illustrations of Surface Gfology.
By Edward Hitchcock, p.
'River-Terracing: its Metbods and their results. B> Hugh Miller.
'

vol. 7, 1883, pp. 263-^06.

it is

ter-

proper to dis-

.'">.

In Proc. Royal Physical Soc,
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.

tinguish the fan terrace from the lateral terrace, to which the ^diraseology
of the preceding paragraphs

The

more particularly

applies.

fan terrace of Miller, as developed in a mountain country, has been

admirably described and figured by Drew, who speaks of

by

fan cut

a river", but gives no shorter

present chapter

Where

it is

an alluvial-cone

title;' in

an "alluvial

as

it

the nomenclature of the

terrace.

a large stream flowing thi'ough an alluvial plain receives a small

tributary from an upland bordeiing the plain, the tributary often builds

an

cone upon the margin of the

alluvial

If afterward the large stream,

course over the plain, encroaches on the alluvial cone,

shifting

its

verts

into a teiTace.

it

plain.

The

point of discharge and
alluvial cone, dividing

manner a lower

induced to corrade a channel through

is
it

small stream acquires in this

into

two

parts.

With reference
With

the small stream, these parts are lateral terraces.

con-

it

own

its

to the valley of
-I'eference to the

valley of the large stream, they constitute together an alluvial-cone terrace.

The

allu\ial-cone terrace differs from the lateral terrace in that

its

surface

does not incline uniformly in the direction of the current of the stream

it

overlooks, but inclines radially in all directions from a jDoint at the side of
the valley.
The Moraine Terrace.- Wlicu

au

the side or front of a glacier
alluvial suiface

the

The

ice.

glacial debris,

Where

from the

is

ice,

the morainic ridge
it is

small,

it

is

built against

afterA\ard melted

is

but

may flow

it

determined

from the

by

the direction

the plain adjoins the glacier,

and

it

may

is

falls

it

be said to coalesce

large, the plain does not

away when

ice

away, the

and gather

usually flows from the land.

Its internal constitution is partly allu\'ial

ridge.

If

glacier

conc

becomes a terrace overlooking the valley that contained

of the alhn-ial plain

falls

and the

constructing stream

vium from the
the stream.

alluvial plaiu or alluvial

its allu-

The

slope

and other accidents of

receives whatever debris
initially

with a morainic

and partly morainic.

become a moraine

If

terrace.

the removal of the ice permits the margin

of the plain to assume the "angle of repose."
'Alluvial aud lacustrine deposits and glacial records of tbo Upper-Iodns Basin. By Frederic
Drew. Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. London, vol. 29, 1873, pp. 441-471,
^The alluvial fan of Drew is the alluvial cone of American geologists, and there would be some
reasons for preferring fan to cone if it were necessary to employ a single term only. It is convenient
to use them as synonyms, employing cone when the angle of slope is high, and fan when it is low.
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Moraine teiTaces
lateral
1 7,

and

may

The

frontal.

lie

classified, after the

manner of moraines,

history of the lateral type

by

illustrated

is

is

a,

debris, d,

the

glacial

and the two interbed

and mingle

When

up syn-

built

chronously with

F\^.

The

representing in cross section the side of a glacier in an ojjen valley.
alluvium,

as

at their junction.

the ice melts, the face

of the deposit assumes under

gravity the profile indicated

by

WmSm^m.
Flu

17.

;:,:....

-Weal eectioii,

''.i,,;;:,?ImlmM:u.......

illublratioy tliu furmation of a

»t the .ShIo

oi'

1

8

profile ahc^

depo.sit

O'Vflduallv SUCCeSsivO terraCeS
"
-^
are formed, and these fre-

it is

assumed that the
and y.

When

ice profile
it

had succes-

retreated to

and a new deposit

By

he.

diminishes

y,

the ac-

assmned the

began between the
face

glacier
'

sively the positions of the dotted lines x

cumulated

If the

'...da^i

Moraine Tcrraco

a Glacier.

In Fig.

quently overlap.

the dotted line.

ice

and the

7,

»-W^m^s^l

subsequent ice

retreat the second depo.sit as-

sumed the
i-esult

As a
process the ma-

profile def.

of this

Fig. 18.— Ideal sectioo, sbowing the internal structure of grouped

Lateral Moraine Terraces.

terial of the terrace de overlies

unconformably the material of the terrace

An

db.

alluvial plain bordering the front of a glacier
ice

is

apt to overlap the

and to include near

its

outer

margin not only morainic debris

When

but blocks of

ice.

ice melts, the

overlapping de-

posit cannot

the

assume the simple

earth-slope or angle of repose,
FlG.

19— Jde.ll

section of alluvial filliugagainst Front

rainic surface (Fig. 20).

Edge of Glacier.

but receives a hummocky, mo-
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So closely does the moraine terrace simulate the stream terrace that

The

usually undistinguished.^

is

and

type

lateral

is

it

identical ui cross-profile

in longitudinal profile, and,

unless portions of the morainic
ridge remain, has but one for-

mal

difference: the contours of

its

outer face, being determined

by

the side of an ice stream,

Fig. 20.

— Ideal soctiou of Froutal Mor^iine Terrace.

are smooth curves of gentle flexure.
The Fault Terrace.-It

throw

sometlmes occurs that two or moi*e fault scarps with
run parallel with each other on the same slope,

in the'saine direction,

thus dividing the surface into zones or tracts at various heights.
these tracts contained between

two scarps

is

a terrace.

section of the once continuous general surface, divided

which
is

lies

above on the slope and by another fi-om that which

the top of a diastrophic block, and

of that block.

Usually the block

that of the

throw of the limiting

country.

This has the

eff"ect

its

inclination

a dissevered

It is

by one

Each of

fault
lies

from that

below.

It

depends upon the attitude

is tilted

in a direction opposite at once to

and

to that of the general slope of the

foults

of giving to the terrace an inclination less steep

than that of neighboring plains, or (exceptionally) of inclining

it

in the oppo-

site direction.

In the direction of
the faults, the terrace

is

its

length, which always coincides with the strike of

not horizontal, but undulates in s}Tnpathy with the

general surface from which

it

The Land-Slip Terrace.-Tliis is

race, but is less regular

and

quently no greater than

its

has been

cut.

closcly rclatcd iu cross-profile to the fault ter.
is

of less longitudinal extent.

width.

The

Its

length

is fre-

surface on which motion takes place

has a cross section outwardly concave, so that the sliding mass moves on an
arc,

and

than in

its

its

upper surface, constituting the

original position.

incline the terrace

toward the

Frequently
cliff

terrace, has a less inclination

this effect is can-ied so far as to

which overlooks

it,

and occasionally the

''
W. S. Green describes it in " The High -ilps of New Zealand
Its recognition was p^ob.^bly late.
(London, 18S3), and Cbainberlin describes and names it in the Third Annual Report of the U. S. GeoThe name " moraine terrace " w.as provisionaHy attached by E. Hitchcock (Surlogical Survey, P- 304.
face Geology, pp. 6, 61) to a phenomenon not now regarded as a terrace.
'
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edo^e of the terrace is

connected with the chff

in

such

way

fonn a small

as to

lake basin.

An even terrace of such origin is rarely observed.
Imininocky, and where slides occur in groups, as
is

is

The

surface

is

usually

their habit, the hillside

tlu'own into a billowy condition .suggestive of the surface of a terminal

moraine.

Only fcaturc by which shore ten-aces are chstinguished

comparison.-The

from

terraces of other origin,

all

cut terrace

is

bounded by
race

bounded by a horizontal

difficult ]>y tlie fact that

quently margined
teiTace

and

is

by a

merges

it

amount

them with

The wave-cut
that

as to

be

at

cliff

rising

this character suf-

shore features.

from

its

upper margin, and usually

differs in

by

the

is

tlie

terrace of differential degradation

independent of the structure of the rocks from

carved, while the latter

junction of terrace and

is

closely dependent thereon.

may

As viewed

cliff.

In freshly

be recognized in the mode of

in profile, the

wave-cut tenace

joins the associated sea-clifi'by an angle, while in the profile Avrought
ferential degradation, the terrace curves

The wave-cut
it

it

It

formed examples, a further distinction

fact that

fault

one end or both with a beach, barrier, or embankment.

fact that its configuration
it is

all

The

difficult of recognition.

ternice agrees with all the non-shore terraces in that

further distinguished from

which

not infre-

while the inclinations of the stream

and land-slip ten-ace are normally so uneven that

overlooked

is

ter-

rendered

this criterion is

the teiTUce of diiferential degradation

is

imiraine terrace, though universal and essential characters,

tlic

ficiently contrasts

is

lower edge; and the wave-built

its

))y horizontal lines;

are often so small in
teiTace

line at its up})er edge; the delta

But the application of

a horizontal jdain.

is

about

a horizontal line

The wave-

the element of horizontality.

is

terrace

is

upward

to

by dif-

meet the overlooking clifl".

distinguished from the stream terrace

by

the

appears only on the margin of an open basin broad enough for

the propagation of efficient AAaves, whereas the latter usually margins a nar-

row or
is

restricted basin.

found in the

outer

In the case of broad terraces a fm-ther distinction

fact that the shore terrace

marmn, whereas

the stream terrace

descends gently from its
is

normally level

cliff

to its

in cross section.

In fresh examples the alluvial capping of the stream tenace affords additional

means of

discrimination.
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fact that its floor consists of the preexistent ten-ane in situ, the

work of

race heing: a
quc'iitlv

its

The wave-cut

construction.

on sahents of the topography;

The moraine

tlian its outer.

outer margin

is

ten-ace

its

ter-

a simpler curve

is

found most frequently in reentrants;

is

inner.

its

These occur

dithcult of separation.

where the terraces referable

confluent with those pi'oduced contemporaneously

The stream being then

of streams.

moraine

which the wave-formed and stream teiTaces

in

merge with each other and are
estuaries of ancient lakes,

the

terrace occurs most fre-

inner margin

its

a simpler curve than

There are certain cases

by

distinguished from the moraine ten-ace

is

erosion to a lower level, and

its

by

could not carry

it

was

corrasion

latei-al

action are

the lateral corrasion

tributary to the lake,

zone of

wave

to

in the

mouth

at its

contiudus with the zone of wave ero.sion in the lake.

The wave-built
character of
differs

from

its

all

may

terrace

surface,

which

is

by

the

ribs.

It

which

is

from the stream terrace in that

it

be distinguished from

corrugated with parallel, curved

except stream and moraine terraces in

wave-rolled and wave-sorted.

others

all

It differs

stands on a slope facing an open basin suitable

its

material,

the generation of

f(n-

waves.

The

delta differs from all except the stream terrace

terrace in
rial is

material and in

its

that

known

channel so as to
arc centering

as stream
lie

its

constant relation to a water Avay.

mass

Its

drift.

partly on each

bank

;

on some point of the channel

is

its
;

terminal contour

and

sidered with reference to the dividing channel,

it

it is

is

only with reference to the lakeward margin that

is

distinguished from the noi-mal stream tei-race
liifjh

inclination of the lamination

Its

always divided by
is

mate-

a stream

a convex

tisually confluent in

is

the ascending direction with the nonual stream terrace.

The

and the moraine

Indeed,

when

a stream terrace
it is

;

con-

and

a shore tenace.

it

It

by its internal structure.
of its middle member fonned by the

—

discharge of coarse detritus into standing water

—

is

not shared

by the stream

terrace, while its horizontal alluA-ium does not, as in the case of the stream
terrace, rest

on the preexistent

I)hases of the

terraue.

moraine terrace by

vex and more or

less irregular,

its

It is distingui.shed

outer contour, which

is

from simulating

outwardly con-

while that of the moraine terrace

is

straight
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The

or simply curved.
tinction

As

by

the

moraine terrace often affords a

frontal

hummocky

character of

the formation of the delta

is

outer face.

its

independent of wave action,

and does take place in sheltered estuaries and

may

lake inteniipting the course of the stream
extension of the delta built at
occurred, there

is

its

ttirther dis-

A

in small basins.

be completely

upper extremity

;

small

by

the

this

has

filled

and when

may

it

nothing in the superficial phenomena to distinguish the

fonnation from the normal flood plain.
Tlie teiTace of differential degradation

shore terraces

by

Where

cliff,

and

conforming to

it

it

follows

in all its salients

and

the shore follows an irregular contour, wave-cut ter-

races appear only on the salients,
teiTaces

further distinguii^hed from all

the fact that, without great variations in width,

the turnings of the associated
reentrants.

is

and

in the reentrants only wave-built

deltas.

RIDGES.

Ridges are linear tojiogTaphic
into (1) those

and

or valley

in the second,

which

ridges,

upon

it

fall

it is

rici-,

;

The

and

first class.

and the

is

this difference is so

They

by

obvious that shore

will therefore

be compared in

Of shore plienomena, the barridges.
They will be contrasted

glaciers at tlieir lateral

usually built into ridges.

meutal, heterogeneous, and unconsolidated.

many

first

osar.

Mora.nc.-The dctritus deposited

margins

In the

continuous with that of the adjacent plain

embankment, and the rampart are

witli the iiKiraine

nal

is

not

earth's surface,

superficial transfer of matter.

place only witli other imposed ridges.
the

broadly classed

within the second class, are not in the least liable to be

confused with ridges of the
tliis

by

substance of the ridge
;

may be

produced by the erosion or dislocation of the

(2) those built

class, the

Tliey

reliefs.

The

and termi-

material of these

.striated.

The

frag-

It includes large blocks, often

tons in weight, and these are angular or subangular in form.

times their surfaces are

is

crest of the

moraine

is

but descends with the general descent of the land on which

not

Some-

liorizoiital,

it rests.

Moraines are found associated with mountain valleys, and also upon

open

plains.

In the

first

are in general remilar.

case their crests are narrow, and their contours

The

lateral

moraines follow the sides of the val-
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leys, often standing at a considerable height

by

united

87

above

tlieir

bottoms, and are

the frontals or terminals, which cross from side to side with

The moraines

curved courses whose convexities are directed down stream.
of plains have broad, billowy crests abounding in conical

hills

and

in small

basins.
The osar

Kame—Thcse uames are applied to an indirect product of glacial

or

being sometimes a

It is multifarious in form,

action.

and often of more complicated form.
to

be

As a

but

sepai'ated;

ridge, its trend

it is

is

It

doubtless embraces types that need

here sufficient to consider only the linear form.

usually in the direction of glacial motion.

water-worn gravel, sand and

terial is

sometimes a ridge,

hill,

to that

upon which the base

when

re.sts.

ma-

with occasional bowlders.

silt,

contours are characteristically, but not invariably, irregiUar.
usually, but not invariably, uneven;

Its

even,

it is

Its

parallel to

In other words,

tlie

tlie

Its

crest

is

base or

ridge tends to

equality of height rather than to horizontality.
Comparison.

ridges

by

-The

the element of horizontality.

The

barrier

are level-topped, while the rampart has a level base

inequality of

its

crest

is

for short distances that

inconsideraljle.

It is

and the embankment
and

is

so

low that the

onlv in exceptional cases and

moraines and osars exhibit horizontality.

by

ridges are further distinguished

ments are especially characterized
are rare,

from the glacial

sliore ridges are primai'ily distinguished

Barriers

their regularity.
Ijy their

Sliore

and embank-

smoothness, wliile smooth osars

and the only moraine with even contours

is

the lateral moraine

associated with a narrow valley.

Other means of discrimination are afforded by the component materials,

and the moraine

ment

consi.st

is tlius clearl}'

diiferentiated.

whose

rounded.

Except

The

and the embank-

immediate proximity to the sea-

material of the rampart has no

superficial debris.
fine clay to

normally

in

and

Ixiwldci-s are

weW

sjK'cial

qualities, but

is

ero.sion affords the detritus, tlie ]»t'l)bles

local derivation, the ridge being

from

barrier

usually of sand or fine gravel, from which both clay and larger

bowlders have been eliminated.
cliff

The

less

formed simply by the scraping together of

The moraine

contains heterogeneous material ranging

very large, angular blocks.

rounded than

of

tlK)se

The

materials of the osar are

of normal shore ridges.
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Certain osars of great length, even figure, and uniforai height are distinguished from barriers

by

the greater dech%4ty of their flanks,

they do not describe contours on

fact that

and by the

the mai'gius of basins.

THE RECOGXITIOX OF ANCIENT SHORES.
The

and certainty with which the vestiges of ancient water

facility

The

margins are recognized and traced depend on local conditions.

waves engendered
in the carving of
gi"eat

in

ponds and

cliff's

in sheltered estuaries are far less efficient

and the construction of embankments than are the

waves of larger water bodies; and the

afterward more

A

sense.

of time, too,

is

an important

water surface long maintained scores

than one of brief duration, and

On

read.

faint outlines

its

history

is

factor,
its

by

and

shore
so

The

definition.

is

much

It will

strength of the record

easily

is

its

character and

directly proportioned to the dura-

to its antiquity.

been ascribed

The base

to every shore feature.

of the

and the coincident margin of the wave-cut terrace are horizontal;
is

the crest of each beach, barrier,

and they not merely agree

essentially into a

maximum

common

plane

embankment, and wave-built

in tlie fact of horizontality, but fall

—a plane intimately

force of breakers during

related to the horizon

The

stonn.>^.

outer margin of the

delta is likewise horizontal; l)ut at a slightly lower level

lake surface in repose.
identification

it

This difference

obstruction, the observer has

by

is

—the

merely

level of the

so small that for the purpose of

does not affect the practical coincidence of

lines of the shore in a single contour.

cupied

more

be recalled that in the preceding description the character of

horizontality has

of the

the

immediately exposed to the obliterating influence

and inversely

tion of the lake

terrace;

double

mark more deeply

of land erosion, and gradually, though very slowly, loses

and so

this in a

the otlier hand, a svstem of shore topography from which the

parent lake has receded,

sea-cliff

they produce are

than those strongly di-awn.

difficult to trace

The element

small

all

the horizontal

In a region where forests

to bring his

aff(jrd

no

eye into the plane once oc-

the water surface, and all the horizontal elements of shore topog-

raphy are projected

in a single line.

This line

is

exhibited to him, not

merely by the distinctions of light and shade, but by distinctions of

color,

VALUE OF THE DISTANT VIEW.
due to the fact that the changes of inclination and of
tlie

distribution of

many

the line influence

soil at

In this manner

kinds of vegetation.

possible to obtain from the general
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is

it

view evidence of the existence of a

often
faint

shore tracing, which could be satisfactorily determined in no other way.

The ensemble
than any of
It is

forcibly

mental

of a faintly scored shore

mark

is

usually easier to recognize

its details.

proper to add

and
test.

whereby the

tliat this

consistent horizontality, wliicli appeals so

eflectually to the eye, can not usually be veritied

The

surface of the

"solid earth"

vertical relations of all

Wlierever the surveyor's level has been apijlied to a

found that the "horizon" of the

continually modified.

parts are

its

latter departs

fossil shore, it

different places

of

little

has been

notably from horizontality,

being warped in company with the general surface on which
level, therefore, is

instru-

of change,

in a state

is

by

it

rests.

The

ser^^ce in the correlation of shore lines seen at

and not continuously traced; but when an ancient shore-line

has been faithfully traced through a basin, the detennination

by

level of

its

variations in height discovers the nature of displacements occurring since
its

formation.

It miglit

appear that the value of horizontality as an aid to

the recognition of shores
It

is,

is

consequently

"vitiated,

but such

indeed, true that the accumulated Avarping

period of time will so incline and

di.sjoint a

they can no longer be traced; but

it is

erosion will in the

same time

is

not the case.

and faulting of a long

system of shore features that

also true that

tlie

processes of land

obliterate the shore features themselves.

The

minute elements of orographic displacement are often paroxysmal, but so
far as observation informs us, the general progress of

and gradual, so

that,

such changes

is

slow

during the period for Avhich shore tracings can with-

stand atmospheric and pluvial Avaste, their deformation
interfere materially with their recognition.

is

not sufficient to

CHAPTER

III.

SHORES OF LAKE BONNEVILLE.
slnyJe desiccated shore-line are

In the preceding- cliapter the features of a
described; a shore-Hne, that
its

is,

Avith

nothing above

it

on the sloping side of

basin except the varied topography characteristic of dry land, and noth-

ing below

it

but the smooth monotony of a lake bottom.

we

to tlie consideration of the Bonneville shores,

complex, for the Bounevir-; Basin
continuous

series.

is

girt

by

is

--,

which form a

contiguous to land topog-

raphv, and only the lowest encircles an area covered exclusively

The water has undergone changes

sediments.
ried

its

by

lake

of volume which have car-

surface and waves to every part of the basin from the bottom to an

altitude of 1,000 feet.
line

now

pass from the simple to the

nk;,ij shore-li'

Only the highest of these

Proceeding

So much of the basin

below the highest shore-

as lies

has received lake sediments; and the geologic data comprised in these

sediments are combined with the phenomena of the lower beaches in a manner that
line

is

at

The

once instructive and complicated.

upon lake sediment and lake sediment upon

supei-jiositions of sIk ire-

shore-line record a history

of contracting and expanding lake area, the deciphering of which con.stitutes

one of the chief subjects of our study.
the sequel.

space

f)f

Here

it is

These

will

be discussed at

lengtli in

desired merely to state the fact that for a vertical

1,000 feet on the sides of the basin, the evidences of lacustrine

waves and lacustrine sedimentation have been imjiosed on the

jjreexistent

configuration of the countr}'.

Lake Bonneville lay

in the district of the Basin

configuration of the lantl above the shore-lines

As described

is

Ranges, and the whole

of the Basin

in the introductory chapter, that district

is

studded

Range

iy\y^-

witli a great
90

EARLIER SCULPTURE SUBAERIAL.
number of small mountain

ranges, standing in irregular

worn from

detritus

At the

existence.

their sximmits during the

uncounted ages of

and piled high against

foot of each range,

great conical heaps of alluA-ium, each with

At top these

but with a

or^ i-r,

Between them are narrow valleys floored

nearly constant north-south trend.

by
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its

its

their

sides, are

apex at a mountain gorge.

alluvial cones are separate, but loAver

down they

adjoin,

and

their bases coalesce into a continuous scolloped slope, the visible footstool

The

of the mountain.

cones, like the valley floors, are

eroded from the mountains, but their material
of the undrained valleys the cones

is

is

a

Above

form of an obtuse \y.

ridge,

The

ridge

and every water-way

and the gorge are

is

giving to the cross

line,

the alluvial cones all

and the topographic fonns are hard and angular.

shai-])

At the margins

coarser.

merge by gentle curvature with the

cones from the two sides meet along the medial

rock,

detritus

In the higher valleys, which drain to the closed basins,

valley floors.

profile the

composed of

is

of solid

Every water-parting

an acutely V-sha2)ed gorge.

characteristic features of land sculpture,

being carved only where rain and running water serve for erosive

The

alluvial

cone

is

an equally characteristic land feature, being formed

only where running water throws

They

are

all

tools.

the distinctive

down

without

detritus,

itself stopping.

and exclusive products of land shaping, and

could never originate beneath a lake or ocean.

These are the features exhibited by the Bonneville Basin above the
higliest shore-line;

ward
If

and the same features can be traced continuously down-

past the .shore-line

one stands

and

at a distance

t()

the bottoms of the once

and views the

each of the great alluvial cones

is

traceable within the zone of submergence

formed a part of every individual shore of the

Its

it.

series.

and ridgvs; wherever they extend below the ancient water

ing that they were already in existence

ten-estrial

curving contour

So, too, of the mount-

the shore-line can be seen to follow their contours in a

The

valleys.

side of a valley, he will see that

almost as distinctly and quite as surely as above

ain gorges

submerged

when

the lines were drawn.

preexistent topography of the Bonneville Basin

type and of subaerial origin.

limit

manner demonstrat-

The

sea-clifl"s

and sediments of the lake were carved from and

built

was therefore of

and embankments

on and spread

o^•er

a

LAKE BONNEVILLE.
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system of

reliefs

which originated

at a time anterior to the lake,

drainage of the mountains descended without obstruction to

the

bottoms

tlie

In this respect, and in other respects to be developed further

of the valleys.

on, the pre-Bonneville conditions

were identical with the post-Bonneville.

Illustrations of this general fact could
for

when

they are afforded by

be adduced almost without

the slopes of the basin,

all

liut a

few

limit,

will suffice.

In Plate VIII there appea?-s at the right a portion of the western front

The crowded and uneven contour lines mark

of the Frisco Range.

tion of steep-faced rock

undergoing erosion.

At the

the posi-

foot of the range

is

a

system of alluvial cones, represented by contours with smooth curves and
regular spaces.

lowest of

all is

Still

lower are the contours produced by wave action, and

the outline of a playa.

tile

great alluvial cone at

its

head of a number of single cones,

slope

by

the convexity at

and the cone d appears

a,

at

moment's attention

which, like a trunk glacier,

The cone

r.

A

it

is

probable that

sometliing to do with the deflection of shore-currents

unbroken

I'ock-face at

i,

compounded

greatly disguised at

is

loaded with a group of embankments; but

Ijankments were originated.

show that
at
tlie

appears, though less plainly, at f;

Tlie cone c

/;.

will

i-epresented at the base of

is

h

is

it

g,

being

has had

whereby those em-

Conversely, the indentation at j represents the

where

for a space of half a mile

no debris-convey-

ing gorge issues from the mountain; and the dearth of detritus in the region
A-

is

represented

by

the indentation at

/.

The map

also suggests,

what a

study of the ground demonstrates, that the material built into embankments

was derived by the paring away of the coast
deposit.

are

to the north of each localit}- of

Considered by themselves, the monuments of the waves' activity

by no means

inconsiderable;

each group of embankments contains

some hundi-eds of millions of cubic yards of gravel; but they sink
nificance
ity

when compared with

on which they

their material
if

rest.

the stupendous

They

are

monuments

into insio--

of alluvial activ-

mere appendages, and the erosion of

from the adjacent slopes has by no means obliterated, though

has somewhat defaced, the

alluA-ial forms.

Granite Rock, an isolated mountain of the Salt Lake Desert, has at
north end a gorge di\-iding the extremity into two narrow spurs.

its

About

these spurs the Bonneville waters rose to a height several hundred feet
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LAND SOAPING BEFOUE SHOKE
above any alluvial accumulation.

SHAriNG..

All about the spurs theiv;

terrace cut in the granite at the highest water level,
traced, less continuously but

gorge to

its

still

is

a distinct

and the same can be

unmistakably, along the sides of

tlie

This relation could not subsist had not the gorge and the

head.

been carved out

sjiurs
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in substantially their present

form before the waves

attacked them.

Ogden

Bradley, speaking of the canyon of

River, says

when this canyon was origiually excavated, the Great Salt Lake
above its present level so that the rushiug torrent which wore out
this old rouuded bottom met no check until it had pa.ssed entirely beyoud the moutli of
the canyon. There followed a time when the lake tillcil nearly or quite to its highest terrace and, meanwhile, the Ogilen River continued to bring down the sand and pebbles
which it had before been accustomed to sweep out upon the lower terrace, but now,
checkeil by the ri.siug lake, deposited them in the lower parts of its old channel, until
they accumulated to a very high levi'l, not yet accurately located. Again, the lake
retired, and the stream again cut down its channel, sometimes reaching its old level
and sometimes not.'
It

i.s

was not

evident that,

far, if at all,

;

;

In each of these

localities the subaerial

work antecedent

epoch has greatly exceeded in amount the lacustrine work

;

to the lake

and the

last

has in like manner exceeded the subaerial work subsequent to the lake

Disregarding

epoch.
it is

is

tlie

rate at

which the several processes are carried on,

evident that the construction of the alluvial cones of Frisco Mountain

a greater

flanks

;

work than the

btiilding of the

embankments

that

ornament

while the preservation of the embankments shows that

accumulation has since been made.

Tlie carving of the spurs

their

alluvial

little

and gorge

at

Granite Rock implies the decay and removal of cubic miles of granite, while
the production of the shore terrace involved the excavation of only a few

thousand yards of the same rock.

THE BOXXEVILLE SHORE-ilXE.
The

shore-lines of the series in the Bonneville Basin are not of uniform

magnitude.

and

at a

The water

few stages

it

rose

and

lingered

fell

much

step

by

step,

but not with equal pace,

longer than at others, giving

time to elaborate records of exceptional prominence.
tional records

is

that
'

which holds the

liighest position

One

its

of the excep-

oa the slopes

U. S. Geot. Siirv. of Terr., Ann. Kept, for 1872, p. 196.

waves

;

and

to

LAKE BONNEVILLE.
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this one,

par excellence, the

name

been applied.

Boune^•ille has

the greate.st e.xpanse of the ancient lake,

marks

It

and forms the boundary of the

area of lacustrine phenomena.

Al)ove the Bonneville shore-line the whole aspect
land

—

here,

an alternation of acutely cut water
rounded

there, huge,

stream-built;

Below the
are an

al

and each presenting

shore-line, the

)undance of horizontal

Except

in sheltered bays,

on smooth, mural

waves were impotent

earth-shaping

is

As

it is,

insists

City

by

is

eye a system of inclined

lines are to

and makes note of
familiar with

it

finding an easy

monotony of
Salt

profiles.

be found, but with them

wrought by the waves

where the waves had

at

lower levels

shore-lines.

little force,

for lack of erosive tools, the contrast

strong,

and the

and except

between wave

line separating the

If the Bonneville shore-line

would

it is, it

still

no geologic insight

The

on recognition.

rail sees it

stream-carved, the last

first

is

tourist

two types of
were

far less

be conspicuous by reason of
necessary to discover

one of the pronounced features of the country.

and

and water ways;

parting.s

and embankments of hiwer

easily traced.

deeply engraved than
position.

lines,

the

dry

of rock, where a beach could not cling and where

cliffs

work and stream work

to the

same oblique

terraces, beaches, barriers,

i1r'

the

piles of alluvium;

that of the

i.s

who

It

visits

confronts

it,

its

it is

beholders

all

Ogden and

for

Salt

Lake

on the Wasatch and on the islands of Great Salt Lake,
it

and knows
trail

The fanner who tills the valley below is
was made by water; and even the cow-boy,

as he rides.

along

his existence

it

its

terrace as he "rides the range", relieves the

by hazarding a guess

The altitude of the Bonneville shore-line
Lake and about 5,200 feet above the

is

as to

its

origin.

about 1,000 feet above Great

ocean.

In defining

it

highest shore of the basin, I have assumed the coiTectness of the

as the

more

prevalent view of a mooted question; but before proceeding farther the op-

posing \aew should be considered.

THE QUESTION OF A HIGHER SHORE-LINE.
It

has been announced

by

Peale^ that there

is

e^-idence of a Pleistocene

lake in the BonneA"ille Basin with a water level from 300 to 600 feet above
the Bonneville shore-line, or from 5,500 to 5,800 feet above the sea.
'

Tlir .\i)cicut

pp. 4jy-444.

Outlet of Great Salt Lake.

By A.

C. Peale,

Am.

Jour. Sci.,

3cl series, vol. 15,

"On
1878,

A DISCREPANCY OF OBSEKYATION.
sides

lidtli

the Portneuf Avliere

tif

upper terrace

and

seen,

is

iied

an npper terrace

feet

above the stream.

comes

into Maivsli

Creek Valley an

1872 Prof. Y. H. Bradley also readily

in

in the

it
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Marsh Creek Valley

at the level of about

In Gentile Valley and in Cache Valley

of this upper ten'ace exist."

identi-

In the passage referred

to,^

1, (»()()

also, traces

Bradley mentions

this terrace in

connection with stream terraces, but does not speak definitely

of

Its interpretation as

its origin.

who

regards

it

as identical with the one observed l)y

the Portneuf."

fidence

marked
levels

it

has not been seen

It

that in seeking

may

a shore feature therefore rests with Peale,

I

it

I

Marsh Valley

shore-line.

I

was

careful to study

its

faintest trace of

wave work.

for high-level shore traces in

by any

well-

slopes from stations at various

and under favorable atmosphenc conditions, and

even the

sure

With more con-

not contoured

is

sides of

am by no means

succeeded in following Bradley's route.

asserted that

Ije

bv me, but

him "on both

The same

I failed to discover

careful search

was made

Cache Valley and Gentile Valley, but none

There are indeed terraces in Gentile Valley, and these are

were found.

elsewhere mentioned

by

Peale,

who found

their altitudes 5,526, 5,242

and

5,186 feet;^ but they are stream ten'aces, not shore terraces.
It is

my inability to rediscover
but also my opinion that his reported

with reluctance that I record not only

phenomena which another has

reported,

discovery was based on an error of observation; but the question here in-

volved

is

of such importance in

its

relation to the Bonneville history that

it

can not well be ignored.

As

set forth in the

second chapter, there are various other tyjies of

ter-

races liable to be mistaken for shore terraces; and the ranging of shore terraces
is

and other wave-wrought features

in the

same horizontal

line,

a characteristic of great importance in their discrimination.

or plane,

To

the ob-

server Avho places himself in that plane and views the distant hillside at his

own

level, certain

horizontal line.
tion of lights

it

If he selects for his observation

an hour when the

and shadows gives strong expression

figuration, he

and recross

elements of the various shore features appear united in a

is

to the details of the con-

able to detect a shore record so faint that he might cross

repeatedly without suspecting
Kept. U.
^Ecpt. U.
'

distrilju-

existence.

Having searched

Survey Terr, ^r 1H82, pp. SC'-aOS.
Geol. Survey Terr, for 1877, WashiDgtoii, le79, p. 601.

S. Geol.
S.

its
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with distant ^^e^v and selected light for the reported high-level shore traces
in

Marsh and Cache Valleys, and having

fied that Peale misinterpreted tei-races

Tlie matter

is

not fully set forth

The Valley

vations.

Basin but the Great Basin.

formed

by

of Marsh Creek

failed to discover them, I

in

am

satis-

some other way.

the recital of the conflicting obser-

falls

outside not only the Bonne\'ille

It is di-ained to

the great j)lain of the Snake

River by a deep and rather broad canyon which bears the marks of antiq-

The

uity.

sides of this canyon,

and

are not steep,

at the

though of crystalline and schistose rocks,

most constricted point there

containing the ancient lake, then

and

is

it

its

l^i^ er,

consumed a long

cutting must have

incredible that shore teiTaces have survived the contem-

poraneous general waste of the surface.
tiien the

a flood-plain a thou-

If there was, as Peale supposes, a barrier at this point

sand feet broad.

})eriod;

is

If there

was no barrier at

this point,

supj)osed lake was a great inland sea, flooding the plain of the Snake

and

its

shore tracings on the margins of that plain should have been

more conspicuous (by reason of the greater magnitude of its waves)
than any drawn in Marsh Valley, but they have not been discovered.
niucli

—

]\roreover, a

races in

body of water capable of forming

the supposed shore ter-

Marsh Valley would have extended not only

to

Cache and Gentile

Valleys but to the Great Salt Lake Desert, and the work of

its

anywhere, on the face of the Wa.satch Range.

l)e visible, if

the conditions for the generation of large
in the relatively

waves are

narrow valley of Marsh Creek.

far

it

there,

King have expressly noted

may

It

tect

Nevertheless, a higher line

but Bradley, Howell, Emmons, Hague, and

the Bonne^^lle as the highest shore-line.'

is

ure to detect

'

F.

is

is

in this case

S. Geol.

inOth Meriilian, vol.

40tli Parallel, vol. 1.

But the

fail-

Subaerial land

wave-wrought shore sculpture; and the

as-

Surv. of Terr. Ann. Kept. 1S72, p. 192 E. E. Howell, U. S. Geol. Surv.
S. F. Emmons, U. S. Geol. Explor. 40th Parallt-l,
3, Geology, p. 250.

Arnold Hague, Idem. pp. 421, 423.
Systematic Geology, p. 491.

vol.2, Descriptive Geology, p. 441.

Explor.

something more than a negation.

as positive a fact as

H. Bradley, U.

West of tbe

to de-

negative e^idence merely, and should be given

weight in comparison with a single positive observation.

sculpture

Not only has

be objected that the failm-e of these numerous observers

an upper shore-line

little

In that region,

more favorable than

has not been observed on the margin of the greater basin.

Peale failed to record

waves should

Clarence King, U.

S. Geol.

U

S.

GFOLOGTCAL SURVEY

•i

—

THE GREAT KAR
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NEGATIVE EVIDENCE.
sertion that the Bonneville

above

the topography

is

an ancient shore

is

it

tion of

is
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the highest shore-line implies the assertion

of the ordinary dry land tyjie.

tliat

Every recogni-

based, consciously or uncousciousl}-, on an ac-

quaintance with the ordinary characteristics of the features of the land as
well as with the pecuHarities of shores; and ability to discriminate the pres-

ence of wave sculpture implies in the same degree ability to note

and

The sujiremacy

its limits.

its

absence

of the Bonneville shore has been recognized

not only by

many observers

tion resting

on so broad a basis

but in a great number of

may

justly

localities,

demand

and an induc-

of a conflicting obser-

vation the most rigorous verification.
If the reader will turn to Plate

of this evidence.

The view

IX

he will be able to realize the weight

presents the Bonneville shore at the pass be-

The observer

tween Tooele and Rush Valleys.

stands on the west side of

the pass and looks eastward toward the Oquirrh ]\Iountains.
lies

Tooele Valley, open to the main body of the old

Rush Valley, which held

a sheltered bay.

The

lake.

greatest

At the

left

At the right

is

wav^s came from

the north, and, beating on the southeast shore of Tooele Bay, carved out a

....

long line of
part of

it

sea-cliffs.

The

debris

was

at the

same time

diifted

southward
'

being built into

a free spit

7,000 feet long and 150 feet high at the

extremity, and another part being accumulated during lower stages of the

The

lake in an inniieuse Ijay-bar, oljstructing the pass.
pictui-e

the right, following the base of the mountain.

at

extends from the center of the view to the foreground.
that the line of sea-cliff at

mountain

spit

and

;

its

appears in the

The bay-bar

It will

he observed

most distant point impinges on a spur of the

at its southern end, near the

another spur, while in the interval

it

middle of the picture,

crosses only the alluvial

it

touches

slojje.

There

could scarcely be a greater contrast than between the sculpturing of the

mountain-spurs above the line of
slopes

below that

the shore

level.

embankments

The

sea-cliffs

cliffs

and the smooth contours of the

are here of rather unusual height, and

are of exceptional magnitude, so that the separation

between subaqueous and subaerial topography
tinct.
is

is

more than

ordinarilv dis-

This fact does not weaken the evidence that the Bonneville shore-line

the highest, but gives

it

greater stj'ength.

For,

if

the water had occupied

a higher level in Pleistocene time, the waves would have been able to record

MON

I

7
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it

by

point

at thi;?

a greater lake are

a i^hore-line of unmistakable definition.

anywhere preserved they should be found

where the conditions

as this,

The same

lesson

may

wave beating

for

be learned

fi'om

rS

at

such a point

are exceptionally favorable.

Figure 21, and from the views on

^ ^"^5^^i^**^^2?r^^

^^

If shore traces of

^^B-

.

^5^^

k-JWb-a- '-^i'^.

-^^'^^^'--rf^'^'

--f^n^

Fio.

-1.

— Bouueville

and Tutermediiiif

»-njbaiikin>-iit.^

near ^^^ Usvillc,

L't.ib,

(ilmwinj; coDIra3t

bttwteu Littural aud

Subaerial Topo^rraphy.

Plates

XXI

topography

and XXII, representing the shore topography and mountain
at Wells\'ille

and Dove Creek.

MORE ANCIENT LAKES.
Although Peale's supposed discovery

is

unverified,

believed that an exhaustive investigation would prove
nevertheless true that some or

were

girt

by

shore-lines

all

against which

relatively very old, so old that they
time.

Ever

and during

since their

first

be

illusory,

BouneWlle epoch, and that

were extant they would, in some places

The mountains

to

it

is

it is

of the mountains of the Bonneville Basin

shore-lines long before the

the Bomieville.

it

and though

if

these

at least, lie higher than

Lake Bonne^^lle washed are

were greatly eroded before Tertiary

uplifting they

have been wasted by

at least a portion of the time the detritus

ero.sion,

worn from them has

TEKTIAEY LAKES OF THE B02sXEVILLE BASIX.
been received by the interjaceut

and the burial of

their bases

by a

not been preserved
original,

were

would long ago have

series of

the coalescence of

many

Lake

by

mass nothing

is

the sediments of

rectly

we

are

shown

for the uprising

known by
Lake
that

Desert,

obliterated

them had they

u})liftings,

which, like the'

by the

intervening valleys.

the constitution

direct observation.

Bonne\'ille,

some

Of

miles.'

and no section

is

smoothly covered

But

exposed.

indi-

was spread under water,

of the debris

i)art

It is

depos-

this

ol'

mountain ranges have carried with them here and

that four separate

In

where a plain has been formed

clinging to their flanks, small patches of lacustrine strata.

first

of their crests

valleys and the local burial of the ranofes, the

depth of detritus must be several
ited

supplementary

not being shared

differential,

the region of the Great Salt

by

The degradation

valleys.
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there,

believed

It is

The

groups of lake beds have been thus distinguished.

of these occurs in the southeastern part of the basin, and probably

touches the shore of the ancient lake only in the estuary of the Sevier
River.
to

No

fossils

have been found

at that point,

doubt that the strata were once continuous

which covers large areas farther

The

east,

principal locality of the second

is

where an isolated -outcrop of barren

v,^t\\

but there

the Pink Cliff formation,

and has been classed

lithologic

as early Eocene.

the eastern base of the

Ombe

grounds with

fossiliferous

These

Range,

mountain

strata resting against the

dips abruptly beneath the later sediments of the desert.

been correlated on

reason

is little

strata

have

beds farther west,

and are regarded by the geologists of the Fortieth Parallel Survey as of

The

Middle Eocene age.
to

be Neocene.

It

was

third group,

first

noted

though 3nelding no

by Emmons

in

fossils, is

believed

Rush Valley south

of the

Great Salt Lake Desert, and has since beeu found at the narrows of the

Jordan River, at Salt Lake City,

and
it

at the

at the north

edge of the desert near Matlin,

extreme northwest corner of the basin in Cache Valley, whence

extends across the rim of the basin into Marsh Creek Valley.

of the fourth group,

den and

chiefly from the investigations of

their as.sistants, occur at a

margin of the
districts

known

now

plain,

number

and are believed

di-aining to the

to

The

strata

King and Hay-

of points along the northern

appear also north of the divide

Snake River.

From Morgan Valley

to

in

Cache

Valley they occupy a trough between two divisions of the Wasati-h Range.

\
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Oh

the low northward continuation of the

main Wasatch

separates

Cache and Malade Valleys, they are seen

series of

low crags of Paleozoic rocks

been raised

On

crest.

it

it

be wrapped around a

an ancient

relifting of

they have been upturned by the displacement

so as to dip at a high angle beneath the Bonneville lacustrine beds

On

Valley.

1,000

and

Cache

fault, the tln-ow of

which

probably more than

is

Their relation to the third group has not been established,

feet.

possible that they constitute a part of the

it is

of

from their original continuation

the west they are sejiarated

beneath Malade Valley by a

it

evident that they have

is

prominent position by the

to their present

the east side of

and

;

to

where

ridgC-,

ity of the fifth

group

is

Lake

just north of Salt

same

City,

The

series.

local-

where an epaulette of

Tertiary gravel and sand rests on a jutting shoulder of the Wasatch Range.

This fragment

ha^nng been

by

completely suiTounded

is

lifted

high in air and obliterated

tion in every other direction

by

erosion,

and

;

strength of
this place

;

its

but

is

it

It

prolongaat

it is

This, too,

once

unfos-

is

is

needless to enter upon these at

should be remarked that the same relations, considered

from another point of view, led King

Each of

its

here assigned to the upper Neocene merely on the

structural relations.
it

and

having been dropped so low that

preserved and concealed by the deposits of the plain.
siliferous

continuation

faults, its eastern

these lakes

made

its

to surmise

its

Eocene

age.

contribution to the filling of the basin,

receiving, sorting,

and spreading the debris from the wasting mountains;

but neither can in

strictness

for neither

dicated

was confined

by observed

be called the predecessor of Lake Bonneville,

to the area of the Pleistocene basin.

outcrops, the oldest

outside the Bonneville area; and

greater part of that area

beyond the present

was dry

it

may

land.

di-ainage of the Salt

lapped the Bonne\alle Basin but slightly.

Their record
still

its

is

far as in-

Eocene lake lay almost
have existed

The second
Lake

The

at a time

entirely

when

the

stretched westward far

Desert,
third

nortlnvard on the drainage of the Colmnbia River.
the fifth to indicate

So

and

may have

over-

and fourth encroached

Too

little is

known

of

relation to the Bonneville Basin.

exceedingly fragmentary, but

if it

were

full

it

would

give an imperfect history of the basin in Tertiary time, for there

is

no

reason to believe that they represent more than a small part of that time

NO TERTIARY SHORE-LINES.
Tliey

tell us,

numerous

101

however, that the phj'sical mutations of the period included

and depressions, wliereby the

local elevations

country was repeatedly revolutionized;

and lake basin

at another.

and

tional j)henomena,

it

was diy land

was one

that the prevailing condition
It is

one time and

at

possible that the lakes were excep-

It is quite

whole area drained to the ocean.

di'ainage of the

equally possible that the BonneA-ille

Basin continuously held a lake which, as the land rose and

was expanded and contracted, now

The
show

localities that the

must therefore have b^fiten on

bankments peculiar
is

no known

in another.

When

their flanks,

and

tlie cliffs,

on the distribution of

strata

the structure of the mountains has been elabo-

and on faults can be

of

Neocene shores; but for the present such

A

shore

by

or buried

sea-cliffs as

vestiges are

beyond

of the most perishable of geologic phenomena.

a congeries of

forms; and whether worn

sedimentation,

it

which depend

definitely indicated,

be possible to point out dissected terraces and ruined

is

and em-

terraces,

must have been wrought, but of these there

to shores

vestige.

Waves

ranges were not submerged.

rately studied, so that those elements of their configuration

than

unequally,

fell

character of the lake beds and their relations to the mountains,

numerous

in

one direction, now

in

which the

in

may

it

remnants

recognition.

It is little

away by atmospheric

more

agencies

ceases to be available as evidence of a water

margin.

OUTLINE OF THE LAKE.

The

outline of

Lake Bonneville

at its highest stage

was

intrioate.

shores jjresented a succession of promontories and deep bays, and
beset with islands.

Its general outline

stem pointing southward.
crossed

it

A

was

the pear, occupied the
the Sevier

body by

the lines of

I'udely pear-shaped, with the

it

into

two principal

the northern and larger covered the Great Salt
.

all

straggling series of promontories and islands

near the middle, dividing

ern the Sevier Desert.

Its

was

longer diameter lay north and south, parallel to the

Its

trend of the mountain rang^es of the district and to nearlv
geologic structure.

it

Lake

bodies, of

Desert,

which

and the south-

The long southward bay re]iresenting the stem
Escalante Desert. The main body was joined

three straits, of which the deepest

of
to

and broadest lay be-

LAKE BONNEVILLE.
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tween Simpson Mountain
in the region

now known

by

at the west,

The Escalante

Old River Bed.

as the

connected with the Sevier bod}-

mos

and McDowell Mountain

at tlie east

a long strait,

most constricted

Ba}at

was

Ther-

Spring.

The following

but are

details are of local rather than general interest,

They
map accompanpng

be more readily

essential to a full descrij)tion of the lake.

will

lowed by the aid of the large

the volume.

fol-

Tlie trend of the ranges gave character to all the major details of the
coast,

and

axes of the laiger

tlie

Beginning

mately north and south.
first

i.slands, j^eninsulas,

at the

and bays lay approxi-

north to describe them,

Cache Valley bay, an oblong sheet of water, tangent

main body and there joined
islands.

Inside the

bay were

bv Franklin, Cache, and
was likewise an

i.sland at first,

by

all

a broad strait inteiTupted

tlu-ee islands,

Creek

Battle

and the Bear River

These were

it

though

of Bear, Cub, Logan,

The canycms
inlets,

to

inlet

Avhose positions are

buttes.

The

and Blacksmith

by

gradually diminished

reached

.side

by

to the

several

now marked

butte near Smithfield

finally connected with

may have

eventufilly the Bear River inlet

one

at

we have

ilie

land

by a

bar.

by

rivers Avere occupied

Gentile valley.

at first to

the deposits from the streams,

and

was approximately, and the Logan com-

pletely, filled.

Malade Valley held

a

long bay iinming northward from the main body,

and having an expansion where the towns of Malade and Samaria now
Parallel but smaller liays occupied the Pocatello and Blue Spring
stand.
valleys and the valleys containing Hanzel Spring and the

Park Valley was

ville.

trend,

filled

by

a bay,

exceptional in

and separated from the main body by

ontory range was divided by a

strait at

town of Snows-'

its

east

and west

The Promcrossed by the

a grouj) of islands.

the point where

it is

Central Pacific Railroad, the north part being a peninsula and the south a

narrow, rocky
Little

i.sland.

Mountain, near the

ioviTi

of Corinne, was a small

mountain from which Ilanzel Spring issues made a group of

were

tlu-ee

race.
beliiiid

small islands near the

The Oml)e
it

a

site

i.sland,

and the

islands.

There

of Kelton, and one just south of Ter-

range, including Pilot Peak, was an island, sheltering

bav or sound from which

a

nan-ow arm ran iiorthward

to
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Tliousand Spring Valley, the extreme limit of the w'ater in a northwest
direction.

Of

the existing islands of Great Salt Lake, Stansbury and Antelope

were islands then, and Fremont barely showed
the "lost mountains" of Great Salt

Silver Islet,

flood.

Gi-anite Rock,

and

Lake

its

apex above water.

Desert, nearly

all

Of

overtopped the

Newfoundland, Terrace Mountain, Lakeside Mountain,

by rocky
and inhospitable coasts, but the Cedar Range west of Skull Valley made a
broad and low island, which, bleak and barren as it now is, we may picture
as then

a half-dozen nameless buttes,

body followed

eastern shore of the main

Wasatch Mountains, and had a simple
was

diversified bj' the estuaries of

Weber

circled

mantled with verdure.

The

it

were

River.

Tlie

the steep base of the

outline except at three points,

Box Elder Creek, Ogden

Box Elder estuary extended nearly
a

long and narrow

bay several miles broad, hemmed
of the
small

Weber
bay

in

a similar

Morgan

strait

valley,

in

bay on

a

encroached, but which was not

lies.

and
little

Ogden

communicating with a

by mountains.

connected the

—

strait,

River,

or quite to the

mountain valley where the Danish settlement of Mantua

Canyon was occupied by

where

Through the canyon
main body of the lake with a

wliich the Welder delta gradually

comj^letely obliterated before the final

subsidence of the water.

The western

shore of the main bf>dy followed the eastern base of the

by an abundance of small islands. Its
distance into Deep Creek Valley, stop-

Gosiute range, and was characterized

only estuary ran southward a short
jjing several miles

north of the settlement.

Southward from the main body ran four long bays, two associated with
the east shore and two with the west.
The first of these, counting from the
east,

was divided by a

close stricture into

an outer bay and an

inner, the

outer covering the valley of the Jordan River and the inner spreading over

Cedar, Utah, and Goshen valleys and a part of Juab Valley.

bay the Goshen

Hills

made two

one large and several small

and

islands,

islands.

'

and the Pelican

In the inner

Hills cou.stituted

Small estuaries occuj)ied Emigration

Cottonwood canyons, connecting with the outer bay, and the
inner bay sent an estuary into Provo Canyon.
The shallow arm in Juab
Little
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Valley was nearly closed by one of the Goshen islands.
the canyon of Salt Creek with the division of the

hnj

connected

It

in

by

Goshen Valley,

and by the pass followed by the Utah Sonthern Railroad with the bay
in

Utah Valley.

The second of
its

outer and
Tlie

ley.

c>j)en poi'tion

covering Tooele Valley, and

inner,

its

Rush Val-

•

Tlie third

bay occupied White Vallev, a barren

Range and

structed

similarly constricted,

two were nearly dissevered by the formation of a wave-built bar

at Stockton.

fusion

was

the southward stretching bays

by

the high part of the

plain

House Range.

between the Con-

Its

entrance was ob-

a rocky island consisting of the northern part of the

Range, and a long, crooked arm extending southward lacked

little

House

of com-

nuinicating with a southerly division of the lake and converting the main
part of

tliie

The

House Range

fourth

ing eastward at

into an island.

bay occupied Snake Valley and was long and
its

southern extremity.

The Confusion Range
of

east of

Snake Valley, and the House Range east

White Valley, were massive peninsulas, joined

ities to

A

the western shore of the lake.

the east side

shallow, turn-

at their southern

extrem-

corresjjonding great peninsula on

was constituted by the Oquirrh, Aqui, Simpson, Cherry Creek,

and Tintic mountains and
the State of Delaware.

their dependencies,

and had

a greater area than

These peninsulas, together with the group of islands

lying between them, separated the main bod}- of

tlie

lake from the Se^^er

The group of islands comprised two of large size and about twenty
The largest island was constituted by the Dugway Range
of small size.
and its southward prolongation. Drum Mountain; the second, by the

body.

]\IcDowell I\Iountains.

With the Sevier body were connected two long bays ninning southward and a number of smaller ones indenting
ern coast.

Of

Judd Creek
occupying Tintic valley, was

the northern bays, one received the water of

and another that of Cherry Creek.

more

the eastern and northeast

constricted at the

A

third,

mouth and contained

islands.

A

land-locked bay

received the water of the Se-vier River and was partially
deposits.

It

was connected with the open lake by

a

filled

by

delta

narrow passage through

,

SIZE OF
the

Canyon Range, comparable with

THE LAKE.
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the passage of the

Hudson through

the

Highlands.
Of" the soutliern bays, the shorter

and more open occupied Sevier Lake

The longer was narrow and

Valley and Preuss Valley.

irregular, filling

the valley of Beaver Creek from George's ranch to Minersville,

ing thence soutliAvestward into the Escalante Desert, where

it

and extend-

was shallow.

length was about one hundred miles.

Its total

The

largest island of the Sevier Ijody

was constituted by the Beaver

Range, or Beaver Creek Range, which was separated by a narrow and
tuous

strait

from a peninsular

tract

bearing the Frisco and Picacho Mountains.

There were two low islands a few miles broad close
near Antelope

and so

sites

islands near the

the

to the Avestern .shore,

of Furaarole Butte was slightly emergent,

Small islands

Avas the highest point of the contiguous lava mesa.

marked the

by

The apex

S})ring.

<^>f

Pavaut and Kanosh

mouth

buttes,

and there were four rocky
which

of Escalante Bay, one of

more northerly of the Twin

tor-

In Escalante

Buttes.

now represented
Bay there were five
is

or six islands.

EXTENT OF THE LAKE.

The

area of the Bonneville water surface was 19,750 square miles, a

magnitude ranking
to the Sevier

body.

it

with the Laurentian lakes.

body with

Its length,

of Escalante Bay,

dependencies, and the remainder to the main

its

measured

was 34G

A fifth part of this belonged

in a direct line

miles,

and

its

from Cache Bay

to the south

end

extreme width, from the mouth of

Sjianish

Fork Canyon to a point on the Shoshone Range near Dondon Pass,

was 145

miles.

ference
ands,

If its

would be 500

was 2,550

miles.

water surface were given a circular shape,

its

circum-

miles, but the actual length of coast, exclusive of
Its

maximum

depth was about 1,050

feet.

The

isl-

fol-

lowing table will enable the reader to compare these dimensions with the
corresponding dimensions of Great Salt Lake and the Laurentian lakes.'
The .irea of Lake Bonneville was nieasureil by L C. Russell tbe areas, lengths, and widths of
the Laureutiau lakes, by A. C. Lane. The length of a lake was, for this purpose, defined to be the
length of the longest straight line terminated by two points of the lake shore its width, the greatest
'

;

;

distance between shores iu a directioa at right angle to the line of tbe leugtb.
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investigation, the writer thought that the

At an early stage of the

amounts of

coasts facing in certain directions gave evidence of exceptional

wave work, and imagined

had discovered therein the record of prev-

that he

This belief was

alent westerly winds or westerly storms in ancient times.

by further

dissipated

stud}-

;

and he discovered,

shores long ago discovered, that there

is

as students of

sympathy between the

a close

magnitude of the shore features and the "fetch" of the

The

modern

efficient

waves.

greater the distance through which waves travel to reach a given coast,

work accompli.shed by them. The highest cliffs, the broadand the largest embankments are those wrought by the unob-

the greater the
est teiTRces,

structed

waves of .the main body

;

and opposite coasts appear

to

have been

equally affected.

The most
ties

interesting details of the

where similar

ient to describe

details affect the

them

upper shore-line are found at

lower shore-lines, and

tlip

highest of

be conven-

The

greatest sea-cliffs are

from headlands and fi'om the islands of the main body, but

all

of the Mountain.

occurs in the Jordan

For

to the southwest ward

Bay

at a locality

a distance of half a mile the

age height of one thousand

ity of

will

in discussing the order of succession of the shores

but certain features should be mentioned here.
as a rule carved

it

locali-

and

feet,

known

cliff

as the Point

there has an aver-

the eroded material ha%'ing been swept

built into a magnificent spit,

around the extrem-

which the Utah Southern Railroad winds in passing from Draper

Lehi.

Another notable

Creek, and

is ^-isible

The eroded

Matlin.

cliff

occurs on the south face of a butte east of

from the Central Pacific Railroad betAveen

to

Dove

Ombe and

material was in this case swept eastward and north-

ward, being earned about the angle of the butte, then an island, and distributed in embaidiments on

The

its

eastern face.

those of one of the lower shore-lines.
width.

narrow

cut-terraces of the Bonnevnlle shore are

A

They

as

compared

Avith

rarely exceed a few rods in

good example can be found on the flank of the Wasatch Range

just north of Big

Cottonwood Canyon and others on the north end of the

Oquirrh Range near Black Rock.

These are mentioned as being easy of

access, but they are less striking than

some

tluit

various points near the margin of the Great Salt

are carved on islands at

Lake

Desert.

LAKE BONNEVILLE.
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Spits are exceedingl)' numerous, being attached to nearly all of the

ancient islands and to

many

of the salients of the

hining some magnitude, the most accessible are
Grauts\'ille,

Tooele Valley

(PI.

XV),

Ombe

station,

Of those

coast.

Stockton

at the Point of the

Draper and Lehi, on Kelton Butte near
ties

at

main

(PI.

IX), near

Mountain between

and on the extremi-

of the Terrace Mountains.

Fig. 22.— Battf near Kelton, Utah.

Embankments connecting

islands with each other or with the main-

land are to be seen at the west end of Park Valley, at Smithfield in

Cache Valley, on Antelope Island

in Great Salt Lake, a

few miles east of

George's Ranch south of Deseret, and at the eastern base of the Gosiute

Range.
V-sha])ed
less

embankments

than ten occur.

to the

are most

numerous

Four are attached

to the

in

Snake Valley, where no

Simpson Mountains

Old River Bed and others were seen in Preuss Valley and

Creek Valley.

ojijiosite

in

Beaver

THE CUP UF CUP BUTTE.
Typical deltas are

Certain parts of the valleys of

rare.

pal streams were occupied
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by

iidets or estuaries,

all

the princi-

and the heads of these

nature of deltas; but the process of

inlets received alluvial deposits of the

accumulation appears usually to have been arrested before the deposit had

extended

to the oj^en lake

:

and afterward, when the lake receded and the

streams resumed their work of excavation,

allu^^um was removed.

but scattered patches of the

American Fork, Spanish Fork, and Rock Creek

Utah Bay, and Spring Creek furnished one

built free deltas in the

shore of Cedar Bay,

all

biit

these were exceptional

great deltas were constructed

by many

streams,

and

small.

and the

*to

the

At lower levels

deltas of the

Bonne-

shore are described in connection with these in one of the later sections

ville

of this chapter

Plate

The

only.

which

VI

exhibits a peculiar circular bar observed in a single locality

sketch

is

in part ideal, for there

to obtain the bird's-eye

group of quartzite buttes which

a

is

were surrounded by deep water and formed

a cluster of

the north and northwest the deep lake stretched

one hundred miles, but in
island butte

ing land.
a

shows

Each

a

all

the platform

is

marked by

would have

by embankments

and

more than

Each

a sea-cliff,

a

The

which looks down on

lee sides

have no

cliffs,

of various forms, built of the debris

comparatively small additional amount of wave work
it

to a reef

embankment streams

From each margin

to the leeward,

of the sur-

and the two embank-

ments, curving toward each other, unite so as to form a complete oval.
their point of junction they are a
butte.
is

Their material

fac-

so far that only a small reimiant of the original

sufficed to reduce

vi\ang crest, an

for

In the case of the butte figured, the excavation of

sides.

was carried

island surAaved,

unbroken

To

islands.

other directions land was near at hand.

broad terrace carved from the solid rock.

from the weather

rocky

weather side facing the open water and a lee side

Aveather side

but are embellished

froin

view necessary for the best presentation of the

Near the Old River Bed there

subject.

was no commanding point

is

few

feet

coarse, ranging

At

lower than where they leave the

up

to a diameter of

two

feet,

and

conspicuously angular, exhibiting none of the rounding characteristic of

detritus that has

rim

is

been rolled long distances upon a beach.

a cup 38 feet deep,

its

sides

and

lip consisting,

Within the oval

on the north, of the

LAKE BONNEVILLE.
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rocky slope of the butte, aud elsewhere of the wall of loosely heaped blocks
If the material

of quartzite.

be easy

to

were volcanic, instead of sedimentary,

imagine the cavity an extinct

its

name from a

in PI.

XXV

series of natm'al

These are attached

to

its

In

shore-lii.. will

and

be described.

displays a bold

its

in Fig. 3 of PI. VII.

many

oscil-

only the cups associated with the highest

The longer diameter

of the butte trends north

from 50 to

1

northwestern face

its

On

it

from a terrace

feet high, springing

00

at the Bonne\'ille level several hundi-ed feet broad.
cliff

derives

It

epochs in the history of the

northern extremity and along

sea-clifi",

XXIV,

steep slopes at various, levels, the process of con-

this connection,

At

south.

and

figured in PI.

is

cups analogous to the one just described.

struction ha%'ing been repeated at as
lating lake.

would

crater.

Reservoir Butte, another island of the cluster,

and further represented

it

the eastern side the

and teiTace give place near the north end to a massive embankment,

which

first

toward

it,

swings free from the side of the butte and then curves inward

meeting

it

From

somewhat south of the middle.

an oval arc of 150°, joins the butte

curA-ing through

embankment, which,

the western side there starts a similar

the middle of

The

at its southern extremity.

between the tenniui of the two embankments, a space of 1,000

was almost

the southeastern face of the butte,

being neither abraded nor covered

by

debris.

unaff'ected

The

interval

feet

along

by the waves,

material contained in

embankments was derived exclusively from the weather side of the
butte, and though each looped embankment joined the shore at two points,
the

the conveyance of shore-drift along
direction only.

It is

veyance, but there

is

difficult clearly

no question as

shore at a small sahent,
cur\-ing through

its

its

crest appears to

have been in one

to reahze the process of this conto the fact.

In one case

it left

the

course being there tangent to the contour, and,

an arc of 90°,

finally

assumed a course directly toward the

In the other case

coast, there almost precipitous.

obtuse salient, and before returning

swung through

it

left

so great

the shore at an

an arc as nearly

to reverse its direction.

The cups
times, but
voirs.

witliin these loops

still,

The

have been somewhat

silted

except for then di-yness, they deserve the

eastern

was found

to

be 38

feet deep.

up

in"

name

modern

of reser-

The embankments were

HI

THE CUPS OF RESEKVOIR BUTTE.

deep water and upon a foundation inclining steeply from the shore.

built in

They
were constructed by

Their forms are independent of the couhguration of their foundation.

were not accumulated from the bottom upward, but

successive additions at the end, the boulders being rolled along the crest of
the

embankment by

The

extremity.

four hundred

the breakers and then dropped in deep water at

outer face of the eastern bar has a height above

base of

feet.

EMBANKMENT
It

its

its

SERIES.

might be inferred from the preceding description that the Bonneville

shoi-e-liue

was the product and

ous water stage.

Indeed,

it

has published an account of
derived from

is

the index of a single uniform

has been so regarded
it,

and the impression

ordinary phase.

its

where the shore mark

is

There

are,

distinctly resolvable,

and continu-

by every observer who
is

readily and properly

however, a few

and shown

to

localities

be compounded

of several similar elements at slightly different heights superposed on one

One

another.

which

first

of the most striking localities, and at the same time the one

demonstrated the compound nature of the phenomenon,

A

resented in PI. X.

rocky cape projecting fi-om the east shore of Snake

Valley sheltered on one side a small bay opening to the south.
this

bay

Across

the waves built a series of bars, as represented in the map.

outermost of the
at its eastern

and

cliff";

repre-

is

series, that

end with

this cliff

is,

the one farthest from the land,

a shore cliff labeled

on the map

is

The

connected

" Bonne^nlle Sea-

runs for some miles southward along the slope of the

valley.
'

A

study of the locality demonstrated beyond question that the excava-

tion occasioning the cliff and^its terrace, furnished the material for the bar,

and furthermore, that the same
with each bar of the
It will

built,

cliff

hue had pre%'iously been connected

series.

be readily understood that the inner bar was the

and that the order of position

is

also the order «f age.

first

one to be

They

stand so

nearly at the same level that no one of them could have been foi-med in the
rear of another.

Then- differences of level therefore record changes in the

relation of the water to the land during the period of their formation.

If
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we

call the

sented

by

inner bar No.

the following

1

and

its

altitude 11 feet, the series will

list
Tett.

Feet.

No. ]
No. 2

11

No.3

13

No
is

a

No. 6
No. 7
No. 8
No. 9
No. 10

12

No. 4
No. 5

4^

:

4J

importance

to

is

rhythm of action

be repre-

be attached

4i

8

18

to the individuality of the bars.

in the process of their formation

^

There

which would prevent

the construction of a continuou.s and even-tojiped tex-race under the most

uniform conditions.
mulation of shore

If the

diift

bay had been

would have abridged

have been twenty bars instead of
single epoch, duiing

The next

slowly.

so shallow that the

The

ten.

which the water stood

three,

it

which in point of

twice as much, there might

first

at

three bars signify but a

one

fact are

level, or

gi-eater dui'ation.

ment consisted of

a

perhaps rose

but obscurely indiAnd-

ualized, represent a succeeding water stage eight feet lower

somewhat

same accu-

The seventh bar shows

and possibly of

that the next

move-

deepening of the water and was not long sustained.

The

eighth and ninth record the lowest stage of

The

tenth contains so

much more

all,

material than either of the others, being

founded in deeper water and carried higher, that
representing a longer time, and

and the tenth the highest.

may be

it

must be considered

as

coordinated with either of the ante-

cedent gi'oups.

Outside the tenth bar the plain slopes gently lakeward, being interrupted within the area of the
file.

_

This bar

lies so far

interfered with the

wave

map only by

below the others

action necessary to

a

low bar, mdicated

that, if older,
tljeir

it

formation.

in the pro-

might not have
Its relative

age

therefore does not appear.

The

The
The

process of construction

sea-clifi"

is

clearly demonstrated

was excavated from the

by the local

alluvial foot slope of a

details.

mountain range.

derived material -consisted primarily of boulders, large and small, sand,

and a

certain portion of clay.

lakeward by the undertow.

The

finer part

was immediately washed

That of middle grade was carried along the

shore to the bay, and the larger boulders remained in situ until sufiiciently
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attrition to

Meri' concentrated

In the bay the

be transported.

by converging
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shores,

and

a powerful

suiCiice currents

undertow was pro-

duced, wlierebv a further separation was effected, the shore drift being deprived of a coarser grade of del)ris than that previously eliminated, so that
tlie

matter actually deposited consisted of particles ranging from a half inch

to four inches in diameter,

The sand and

—a

clean shingle without admixture of sand.

in large part near the

and thus

I'or ])urposes of

same

scale.

A

the

the

at the .same time progressively diminished.

comparison the profile of the Snake Valley bars has

lieen repeated in PI. XI,
to llie

new position outside
new bar. In this way

line to a

initiating the construction of a

and length of the bay were

deptli

the undertow were deposited

head of the bay, causing the water to shoal rapidly,

and ultimatelv determining the Ijreaker
tirst,

by

fine gravel thus eliminated

^^

here a series of similar

phenomena

are also

drawn

brief descnption vriW be given of each locality.

At the head of Skull Valley, a few miles north of Government Creek,
there

a low alluvial water-parting separating the valley from the open

is

desert at the west.

At the time of the Bonneville water stage

this pass

was

reduced to an isthmus only a few rods in width, and the Avater was shallow

on each

side.

On

the Skull Valley side there were formed a series of

bars, represented in profile in the plate.

The winds under

bay

the influence of

which they weiv formed, could have blown only from the northward.

The

third ])rofile represents in similar

served a few miles east of Sevier Lake.
line

is

cove

King on

small rocky

hill

and across

was insulated
this strait

close the passage,

first

I

8

The bars were formed

miles east of the third, being on the oppo-

at high-water stage

A

by a narrow and shallow

embankments were eventually Ijuilt

l)y the north-

of the embankments, however, did not coraj^letely

and remains

The topographic
MON

was a small

Beaver Creek mountain range near George's Ranch.

The

easterly winds.

bars.

group of bay bars ob-

Tlie general trend of the old shore-

the north side of a rocky promontory.

side of the

strait,

a

there north and south, but at this particular spot thei'e

bv northwesterly winds.
The fourth locality is a few
site

manner

as a spit, while the others are completed

relations are

shown by

Fig. 23.
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The

locality of the fifth profile

is

the southwestern angle of Tooele Val-

winds bloAving in

ley, the constructive

N^N-^

this case also

from the northeast.

.f

L-^-r>=;(-~^

5^

"^

^

-vs^

->._

\

Fig. 23.—Bars near George's lianch. Utah.

The Dove Creek

locality

Park Valley.

of the ancient islands south of

Trains of the Central Pacific

it

is

represented on the southeastern face of the

terrace,

and on the northeastern by an embankment.

see that the Bonneville shore

island

The

being on one

midway between Ombe and Matlin; and it falls within the
If the reader Avill turn to that plate, he will
represented by PI. XXII.

Railway pass
area

far to the north of the others,

is

by a

sea-cliff

material for

around

tlie

winds from

and

embankment was

tlic

dei'ived

angle 1\y shore action, doubtless

by

sea-clitf

and carried

the alternating agency of

Below the Bonneville embankment there

dift'erent directions.

a fine series of other

from the

embanlcments, which will be descnbed

is

in a later section

of this chapter.

The

surface of the island

.slopes consi-st

of a series of ridges radiating in

east face these
to a straight

were

clifi";

jjared

away

embankment was

small basins occupied

now about twenty

On

lagoons.

feet deep,

its

the south-

fiice,

Avhere the action of the

waves

destructive, the ridges retained their fonn,

built across

by

all directions.

so that

at the Bonneville level, reducing the shore

but on the northeast

was constructive instead of
the

was eroded before the lake epoch,

from one

The

and

to another, enclosing a series of

first

and second of these basins are

and are undrained.

The

enclosing ])arapet

is

OTHER EMBANKMENT
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a sim|)le bar not susceptible of subdivision, the fonnative cuirents appearing to have held a uniform course during
is

its

The

construction.

shallower, and a recently-fonned di-ain reveals a section of

showing

parapet,

cun-ent at this point must have been thrown farther and farther

The

from the land as accumulation jiroceeded.
but the

third,

its

basiu

to consist of the three bars indicated in the lowest jjrofile of PI.

it

The

XI.

tliird

fifth

ousl y elder than

The low-lying

has no inner bar.

tlie

fourth basin

high outer bar, and

similar to the

is

inner bars are obAn-

the minor features of the locality

all

tend to the conclusion that, during the period of their formation, the train of
shore drift did not extend to the
there

was an antecedent

i.s

The embankments were

the land.

It is

At

built

water of the lake, thrown into motion

may have

by analogy

inferred

that

incomplete.

these several localities differ in height.

height

is

reach the third basiu, so that the series of bars

Let us now consider the question wliy

possible.

It

time, Avithin the e])och of the Bonneville shore,

A\'hen the shore drift fiiiled to

there exhibted

fifth basin.

successively formed bars in

tlie

least three general

answers are

upon the land by means of the

by

the wind, and their variations in

resulted from variations of the

wind or of the water or of

conceivable that the highest bars were produced

of exceptional force, and the lower ])y less violent storms.
that the water of the lake rose

marked successive

stages.

and

It is

fell

from

tiine to time,

It is

by

storms

conceivable

and that the bars

conceivable that the land rose and sank, so

as to bring diff'erent horizons successively within reach of the waves;
finally,

it is

and

conceivable that two or more of these causes conspired to pro-

duce the phenomena.

A

movement of the land might have been

basin, or there

might have been

tive height at various points.

up and down with
of shore

and

its

watei*.

duce the phenomena,

basin,

one of a

case the lake

movement

would be earned

therefore Avhich could ])ro-

diff"erential nature,

sity give rise to dissimilar results at

eral

first

rela-

and there would be no change in the relation

Tlie only land
is

movements, changing the

diff"erential

In the

general, involving the entire

and

this

would of neces-

widely separated places.

bar series are harmonious in their vertical relations,

that they do not indicate oscillations of land.

it

If the sevis

safe to

say
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A
the

movement

same

of the water sm-face

amount

vertical

at

eveiy

would be negatived

cillation

were found

place,

first

])oint,

so that the hypothesis of lake os-

the several systems of differentiated bars

be inharmonious.

to

The remaining hypothesis
In the

if

would evidently produce changes of

of unequal storm force

may

take two forms.

might be imagined that each individual embankment of

it

exceptional height was the creature of a single storm, or of a limited series
of storms

or, in the

;

acter of the weather

second place,

it

is

conceivable that the general char-

underwent secular variations

century there were notable changes in the

Under

the

first

Adew,

we

;

maxinmm

should anticipate that

winds from different directions Avould not accord
bar sj-stems

;

Under

the supply of debris

is

test of crucial x:

it

wave

is

all localities alike.

di'ift

It a(hnits,

Great waves are unques-

ue.

than

results.

.small

waves, so that where

an index of the power of the waves.

where the shore

di'ift is

If,

derived from the unsorted

be found that the higher bars contain coarser fragments than the
j)roper to infer that they

it is

uni-

heterogeneous, the character of that selected for the

construction of eiubankments
therefore, in localities

would be

would therefore be disproved neither by the har-

tionably able to tran.sfer coarser shore

of

iu the character of their

nor by the lack of harmony of the observed

alluvium,

dominated by

localities

—a general change of climate aftVcting

however, of an indei)endent

lower,

force of storm winds.

the second view, on the contrary, there

eolian hypothesis

mony

to

being only adventitious, could not be expected to recur with

formity of result,

The

from century

the approximate coincidence of exceptional storms from oppo-

site directions,

uniformity.

so that

force

;

but

if it

owe

be found that

all

their superior height to su])eriority

the bars of a series are uniform in

composition, their inequ.alities of size cannot be referred to variations of

storm

force, either local or general.

As a matter
bars.

fact,

there

The Snake Valley

and found
the

of

-sA'ind,

to

be uniform

is

series

no correlation of coarse material with high

was scrutinized with reference

in composition.

at least so for as the

more important

limit attention to the hypotheses of land

The theory

of land

AVe

movement would be

may

to this j)oint

then cease to consider

variations are concerned,

movement and

sustained

and

lake movement.

by a discordance among

HYPOTHESES AND
the systems of bars.

An

an accordance.
tlie

The theory

of lake

TESTS.

1

movement would be

sustained

1

by

imperfect accordance might indicate a combination of

land and lake changes.

The facts are assemlilcd in PL XI, to wliich the reader is again referred.
Each of the protiles represents a section at right angles to the system of
bars it illustrates, and. all are drawn to the same scale, the vertical element

They

being exaggerated three-fold.

are grouped on the page in such

man-

ner that the outer eml)anknients of the several scries appear at the right and
fall in

same

the

The

vertical colinnn.

consideration affecting the comparison

first

sumably represents the same period of
sible, the

embankment drawn

at the right in

That

to that at the right in tlie others.

correspond to that at the extreme

Dove Creek

one

at the

left in

if

that each series prea correlation

series shoidd

extreme

correspond

one should

left in

to that rule

which, as ah'eady explained,

series,

is p<rs-

the others, and the intermediate

The only exception

portions should be comparable.

case of the

time, so that,

is

may

is

in the

represent

only the later portion of the time consumed in the formation of the others.
Restricting attention to

the right-hand

spicuous fact

To

is

member
that the

tlie first five

of each

is

groups of bars,

higher than any other.

member second

in size stands at the extreme

this there is a single unimj)ortant exception,

sider the three bars at the left of the

member comparable with
no means improbable

we note first that
The second con-

upper

which vanishes

we

if

more

con-

profile to constitute a single

the individual bars of the other series.

that a

left.

It is

by

careful study of the Skull Valley locality

would resolve the left-hand maximum

into such a series as

was found

in

Snake Valley.

The most extended

maximum, lower than

either

and standing somewhat

to the

series exhibits a third

of the others, but intermediate in position
right of the middle of the profile.

No

other profile shows a third

maximum,

but three of them exhibit bars of approximately the same height, which

be conceived to represent
to

it,

if

the bars of the second

minimum

have been covered and concealed by the great outer

bar.

are

may

assmned

It is

easy to

understand that a condensed or foreshortened series would exhibit superficially

only the maxima of a fully extended

series.

It therefore

seems

LAKE BONNEVILLE.
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maximum of the upper profile with the
the outer maximum in the second, third,

proper to correlate the intermediate

bar appearing at the inner base of

and fuuilh

In the

profiles.

fiftli

profile, bars

representing the

maxima stand in juxtaposition and it is necessary to assume
vening maximum, as well as the two minima, is covered and
;

first

and

tliiid

that the inter-

concealed.

appears that, in their most general features, the groups of bars

It thus

are in accordance, with no gi-eater variation than might readil}' be ascribed
to local disparity of condition.

The

difference

intermediate
it

10

is

this

maximum was

feet, in

at George's

between the

at five points

and found

of these measurements

real discrepancy,

altitude of the outer bar
to

be 5

though not

10

feet,

10

enumeration following the order of the diagrams.
is

5

5

feet,

and
and

great one.

feet, 7 feet, 8 feet,

—the

Here again the range

feet.

If the inner bar

be compared with the intermediate maximum instead

of with the oixter bar, the differences are found to be 5
8

;i

is

feet,

maximum was measured

above the inner
feet,

In Snake Valley

localities.

Se^ier Lake Valley 15.3

feet, in

The range

feet.

must be regarded as a

The

;neasured in four

Skull Valley 12

Ranch 15

and that of the

altitude of the outer bar

showing again a range of 5

ft.,

Finally, the

ft.,

2.7

ft.,

5.3

ft.,

and

feet.

low bars observed between the inner and intemiediate

maxima have approximately the same relation in the three localities where
they were observed. Compared with the intermediate maxinnun, their
measured

diff"erences are 3.5

ft.,

2.3

ft.

These comparisons exhaust the
systematic

harmony

and

data,

of the phenomena.

cord should be fortuitous.

4.7

ft.,

the range being 2J

and they a])pear
It is

its

The most complete record

(that in
it

most completel}'

maxima with intermediate minima. The
shows the three maxima and one minimum, the

—

minimum being overplaced and

concealed.

The Sevier Lake record

shows the same four elements, but more compactly arranged.

Ranch
cealed.

which the

elements) exhibits three

record second in extent
other

to establish the

inconceivable that such ac-

bar system Avas spread out most broadly, so as to resolve
into

ft.

the three

maxima

are so closely

At George's

crowded that both minima are con-

At the head of Tooele Valley, the outer and inner maxima are

in

ADJUSTMENT BY LEAST SQUARES.
juxtaposition and

all

The

bar, in

oi'dinary

bay

covered by the

last
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the inteiTnediate elements of the series are buried.

and

which

all

the elements are welded together and

higliest deposit, is logically the final

term of the

series of facts.

Tlie hypothesis of water

movement

is

ing relations of land and water during the formation of
to

which we have applied the title of the Bonneville

about by the alternate

risiu":

and

fallin"'

The chang-

therefore sustained.
tliat

complex record

shore-line,

were brought

While the

of the water surface.

higher bars were being formed, there was more water in the basin; while the
lower,

less.

Having thus

established the correlation of the series of profiles liy a

now projjcr to adjust
them to one another for the purpose of ascertaining the moan quantitative
Applying the method of least squares, we
value of changes of water level.
comparison of the unmodified

facts of observation,

it is

obtain for the most probable values of the water stages, refeiTed to the lowest of the series- as zero

and arranged

in the order of time :^
feet.

First

uiaximum

12.3

miuimum
Second maximum
Second minimum
Third maximum
First

3.9
7.3

20.1

hibit the following relations:

Lociihlj.

II.

.2

±

.2

.2

.2

0.0

Adjusted to the same zero, the observations at the several

Table

±
±
±

Embankment

Series of the

BonneriUe Shore-line.

localities ex-
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The
large,

residual discordance, as

though

longitudinal profile of the crest of a single
to inaccuracies of ineasurenient

and the methods
will

gave reason

now

part of

eralized profile.

in referring the

remaining

Dove Creek

to the

])rol)ably

due

crude.

There

j)art to exce])tionaI

storms

It is

an independent record

we find by

inspection that

maximum and

the

first

minimum,

two

duration as well as in that of water stage.

it

make

necessary to

is

in the

The amount

several bars has to be considered,

in the

failed to

at that place.

compare the epochs of formation of the several bars

in

its

highly probaljle, therefore, that the earlier water

convert the data fully into terms of lake history

accumulated

observations

series, Avhit-h the field

be correlated with the second and third maxima of the gen-

stages, including the first

A

it is

no instruments of precision were employed,

;

to suspect of incompleteness,

levels can readily

manner

not

witli local conditions.

Reverting

To

A

l)ar.

is

variation found in the

more than one locality were improvised and

at

be no impropriety

combined

the cohimns at the nght,

somewhat greater than the range of

is

it

shown by

matter of

of slK)re drift

and likewise the

which the varying water stage affected the rate of accumulation.

determination of absolute duration

and any estimate of

relative duration

is

is

manifestly out of

tlie

question,

largely a matter of individual judg-

ment.

An
tions

attempt has been

and

from the

made

their periods in a quantitative

phenomena.

of

may be

way, so

it

by

very

gi-eat;

much

the

far as

they are deducible

draw the

would unquestionably be

and

it is

full

curve of

far less simple.

If,

even possible that these bars do not rep-

after the series

had been partly formed, the

smaller dimensions, returninor to the reerion of the Bon-

neville shore only after a long interval, there
this fact

to represent the oscilla-

minima concealed by the bars of even the most extended

resent a continuous history.

lake .shrank to

XI

If the facts pennitted us to

oscillation with all its details

The number
series

in Fig. G of PI.

phenomena of

deducible from the profiles are;
position of the water level

the shore.
first,

that,

seems no

way

to determine

Probably the only conclusions

when

the lake basin

was unstable; and, second,

high-water stages, the latest was the highest of

all.

was

full,

the

that of a series of

INTERPKETATION OF V-BAKS.
jipihaps orrnr to the reader that the enumeration

It will

of

have been needlessly prolix; and

facts

tlie.se
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deny.

But

Hovel

tv])e,

it

may

l»e

am

this I

and discussion

not prepiin-d to

phenomena

said in extenuation that the

and that the method of investigation was so

fiir

belonfj to a

new

that the

simple conclusions finally reached required for their establishment a
presentation of the alternative hypotheses eliminated

In the setpiel

it

will

by

full

the invet^tii^ation.

appear that even these simj)le conclusions afford a key

to the

understanding of sf)me of the most important elements in the history

of

Inkc,

till'

lem of
(

liars
tlie

tile

and through that history are brought

into relation to the prob-

])h\sical condition of the earth's interior.

)ne result of the discovery

of the Bonneville shore-line

and interpretation of the groups of bay

was the explanation of

certain features of

V-embankments which had previously been problematic.

ments have alread}- been described as triangular terraces
ain slopes at the shore level,
parapets.

built against

was occasioned by

period of the firmatioii of the terrace.

usually occupied

by a

playa, the

below the enclosing rim.
If there

the basin.

sui-fiice

it

becomes evident

oscillations of the lake

The space
of which

is

filling, it

during the

within the parapet

from

is

five to eight feet

This represents a certain amount of

were no

mount-

and margined toward the lake by even-topped

In the light of the conclusions thus detailed

that this conformation

V-embank-

silting

up of

cannot be doubted that the interior

of each enclosure would exhibit a series of bars parallel to one or both arms
of the parapet, and corres])onding in height and arrangement to the

In

fact, this

The most

very phenomenon was finally observed at several

In that valley the shore features of

izons afforded an instructive study,

gives a general view of the
will

bars.

localities.

interesting are in Preuss Valley along the western base of the

Frisco Mountains.

it

bay

many

different hor-

and were carefully mapped.

phenomena on the

PI.

VIII

east side of the valley,

be noted that the Bonneville shore-line includes three of these

and
tri-

The same a'tpear on a somewhat larger scale in Pis.
XVI, XVII, and XVIII. Tho parapet associated with the middle group of
embankments (PI. XVII) offers an exception to the general rule, in that it
is broken through by the drainage, so that the interior contains no playa.
angular terraces.

It contains instead the

eroded remnants of a system of bars parallel to the
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In this system

southern parapet.
first

it is

easy to reco^ize the eqniivalents of

and second maxima of the Snake Valley

bars, holding their proper re-

lation to the paraj)et, whicli corresponds to the third or outer

of the soutli group, PI. XVIII,

The V-embankment
filling

maximum.

undrained, but

is

has not progressed so far as to obliterate the inner

its

Two

maximum.

elements of the bay-bar series are therefore represented; and the same were

found

group of embankments.

in the north

In the case of the middle and southern of these Preuss Valley embankments, and in two or three other instances, the interior embankments are
parallel to

one parapet only, so as to x^oustitute with that a series of parallel

ridges connecting the remaining parapet with the shore.

by

seems

additions to a single face;

and

it

may

not be improper to define

the aggregate structure as a spit gradually projected into the lake

rent storms from a certain direction and buttressed

bay bars connecting
shore, the

e\-ident

growth of the triangular teiTace was chiefly or en-

that in these cases the
tirely

It

by

by recur-

successively formed

extremity at various stages with other points of the

its

bay bars being

the

work of a

series of storms

from a difierenr

direction.

The

variety of contour assumed

ments, and

by

the crests of the hooks

or less affihated,

is

illustrated

by

PI.

by

the parapets of the

V-embank-

and loops with which they are more

VII.

DETERMINATION OF STILL WATER LEVEL.

One

of the collateral results of the composite nature of the Bonne-

ville shore-line is

a discrepancy in the evidence afforded

phenomena

parts of

coast which were given their character

the water level

by

a line

last

by

the

and highest level

obliterated

bv

bay

is

by

bars.

tlie

down

cliff

above and

cliff.

a ter-

lowest of the series of water

The impression made by the waves
of the

Those

excavation indicate

usually, though not always, so faint that

the falling

of the shore formed

by

forming the angle between a

race below, and this line often represents
levels recorded

different parts

as to the altitude of the ancient water level.

of the shore
tlie

by

On

it

at the

has been

the other hand, those parts

the accumulation of detritus appear as a rule at the

highest water stage only.

The

localities in

which embankments represent-

FINDING TUE STILL WATER LEVEL.
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ing ])rogTessive action are differentiated, are exceptional
cases the latest additional material covers

tlie

character of

an(V in ordinary

For an accu-

the ])receding.

maxinunn water

rate determination of the height of the

necessary to consider

all

;

level,

therefore

is

it

record to which lufasui-einent

tlie

is

apt to give too low nn indication, while

apjilied.

the crest

The base of a sea-cliff is
line of an emhankment is not.

If this element

were the only one

to

he taken into account,

a simple matter to ascertain in every region,

The

higlier than the

amount of the

crest of a
still

is

only,

xmfortunately a com-

completed embankment always stands somewhat

which

Avater level of the lake to

difference

would be

by using embankments

the j)recise height of the old water level; but there
plication.

it

pertains

it

;

and the

depends on conditions which are not entirely

sira-

Tliev include some elements of the configuration of the bottom, and

jjle.

especially

tlie

The

magnitude of the largest incident waves.

sajne elements

of configuration affect also the record embodied in the base line of a

On

but the magnitude of the waves does not.

a coast facing deep water

the base of the sea-cliffs coincides very closely with the

Lake Bonneville had not

If,

therefore, the surface of

its

highest stage, the sea-cliffs

precise horizon than the

As

would

afford a

more

still

Avater level.

fluctuated while near

intelligible record of its

embankments.

the case stands, the best indications are sometimes afforded l)y one

class of facts

and sometimes by the

sea-cliffs

associated with the

assumed

to cive the

Wherever

other.

maximum

it

is

evident that the

water stage survive, their base

most antlicntic record.

Where

for their height

above the water

line.

is

these cannot bo dis-

criminated, enibaidcments have be-en employed, an allowance Ijeing

ment

cliff,

This allowance

is

made

a matter of judg-

in each individual case.
It will

be instructive to

illustrate the difficulties of the subject

by a few

examples.
If the reader will refer to the general

the Jordan valley

was occupied by

map

a large

of the lake, he will see that

bay receiving waves from

the

open lake, while the Utah Lake valley was occupied by a land-locked bay

by no waves but those generated within its own borders. These
two bays were joined by a narrow strait at the locality now known as the
affected
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Point of the Mountain, and from the coast east of this
structed an

immense

strait there

upon one

triang'ular terrace, recei'S'ing

side tlie detritus

waves of the Jordan Bay, and on the other the
moved by the smaller waves of the inner bay.
rolled l)y the gi-eat

Tlie j)ara])cts on

more massive and

The

of npi)endiige.

ment

rising

the longer,

latter

above the water

level,

bankment was

built

and the other

That facing Jordan Bay
is

general altitude of the larger

and since the

that of the less;

more than

has
it

all

built agahist

])ar is six feet

it

as a sort

greater than

the features of a completed

six feet

above the
its

embank-

still

water level of the lake.

apex as a small island above the

water level and was sunounded by deep water.

From one

direction

ceived waves propagated tlu-ough a distance of thirty miles, and

by

of the

is itself

teiTaced in such

way

re-

Tlie

as to encourage the belief that the base

corresponds with the highest water stage; but this base

cliff

it

these a

and ten-ace were carved out and an embankment was constructed.

terrace

is

follows that the northern or higher em-

Kelton Butte (Fig. 22) jirojected

cliff

sliore drift

two margins of the V-shaped embankment give

llie

clear expres.sion to this disparity of conditions.

the

was con-

is

7^ feet

lower than the contiguous embankment.

At a

locality in Preuss Valley,

where the conditions did not admit of

the generation of waves of great size, an

by

embankment has been connected

leveling with a sea-cliff and terrace, and found to be 5 feet higher than

the terrace.

In this case 'part of the discrepancy

is

doubtless referable to

the failure of the waves at the highest stage to score a durable record on
the face of the sea-cHff carved at a lower level.

A

similar

also the

19

is

at Wellsville in

Cache Valley, where

waves were not of the greatest magnitude, and gave a
At the

feet.

there

measurement was made

op])Osite

difference of

end of Cache Valley, near the town of Franklin,

a small indentation in the shore in which an isolated embankment

has been preserved with a crest 12 feet above the base of the adjacent seacliff;

and

in a sheltered spot north of the

town of Tecoma,

in the

northwest-

ern portion of the basin, the measurement of similar details showed a differ-

ence of 20

The

feet.

state of preservation of the

sired for purposes of

measurement.

embankments is all that could be deThe majority of them are composed of

DEPTH OF THE OLD LAKE.
and are exempted by

gravel,

of cross-flowing di-ainage.

their ridge-like

A few inches at

fomi from the destructive action

most would express the loss

have sustained from the wash of the

-crests

wave-cut terraces

it is

amount of

stantlv increasing

and every

talus;

little

rain.

The decay

different.

of a

its

cliif

throws

down

a con-

and forms a

by which a cliff is divided spreads
below. The base of the cliff', therefore

drainage channel

the element of the profile which for purposes

alluvium, so that

their

AVith the sea-cliffs and

debiis, wliith falls to the Ijase

heap of allu\'ium upon the terrace

desii'able to recognize
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t)f

measui'ement

—has been almost universally

precise position

co\'ei'ed

by

it

is

a-

most

the rising

a matter of estimation or indirect

is

observation.

The
and

tlie

discovei'v that the old water line

fact that its variations oi altitiuk'

movements of the

recent differential

is

no longer of uniform

heij^ht,

aHord a means of nieasurins" the

earth's crust witliin the basin, give occa-

sion for great regret that the exact identification of the hi<rhest water stagfe
is

so difficult a matter.

after all allowances

In a majority of instances the range of uncertainty,

have been made, amounts to

five or six feet.

DEPTH.

The

greatest dei)th of the lake

obtained over

all

the western

The i)oint west of Antelope
Lake is now found, did not

])art

was about

of the piesent

Island,

and

1,0.')0 feet;

site

same

depth

of Great Salt Lake.

where the deepest water

sustain the

this

relation to

in

Great Salt

Lake Bonneville,

but was rivaled and perhaps suipassed by points l)etween Promontory

and the Terrace mountains.

markably

flat floor,

greatly in difl'erent
neville

immu

was

in the

The Great

Lake Desert has now a

and the ancient depth of water above
jKU-t.s.

The mean depth

neighborhood of 800

depth of 650

Salt

feet,

feet.

of ihe

The

it

main body
Sevier

and Escalante bay of about 90

re-

did not vary
t»f

Luke Bon-

body had

a

max-

feet.

THE MAP.
The mapping
is

of the Bonneville shore received careful attention; and

probable that the extent and form of no modern lake

countr}-

is

more accurately known.

The determination

m

it

an unsettled

of certain questions
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with reference to overflow necessitated the inspection of a large part of the
periphery; and the knowledge thus obtained of the position of the coast was
afterwards systematically supplemented until a complete maji became possi-

The

ble.

and the coast

visited,

on Great

insular mountains standing

Salt

Lake Desert were not

about their sides wei'e for the most part deduced

lines

from the contours of the published maps of the Survey of the Fortieth
Parallel

of the

but with this exception

;

coi-])s

examined

of the coast

all

was seen by some member

A

and sketched from actual observation.

]>v niMi-e

The map

than one individual.

is

large' part

of

it

was

indebted to Mr. Gil-

bert Tliompson for the details of the west coast between

Deep Creek and

Montello, and for the bays at the north ends of Pocatello ami ]Malade Vallie delineated also the details west of Sevier

leys,

The map

extension of White Valley.

is

Lake and

in the southern

Thompson and Mr.

indebted to Mr.

Albert L. Webster for the outlines of the Escalante Bay.

Mr. Willard D.

Johnson delineated the shores of the White Valley Bay and the coasts on

Dugway, MacDowell, and Simpson Mountains. The outline in Tintic
Valley was furnished by Mr. H. A. Wheeler. Mr. Israel C. Russell mapped
the bay east of the Canyon Range, and is responsible for most of the coast
the

He

between Fillmore and George's Ranch.
tails in all

mapped

Tlie remaining portions of the shore were

parts of the basin.

l)y

me.

Some

contiibuted also numerous de-

idea of the distribution of resjionsiljility for the map,

as well as of the thoroughness of the exploration,

examination of

PI. Ill,

where the routes of

THE PROVt)
Below the
which
a great

out' is

delta,

Bonue%'ille .shore-line

conspicuous.

which

is

at

Tlie

ai'e

numerous other

all

Avas given to

it

on accmnit of

Utah Valley

m the

a ])i-om-

vicinity of the

Un\n

so far siu-passes in strength all others of the

and

it

has been recog-

parts of the ba.sin without the necessity either of tracing

meander or of measuring

an

shore-lines, amonjr

once a notable feature of the shore-line and

The shore mark

frt)m

SnORE-LiINE.

series that this character serves for its identification;

nized in

be derived

travel are exhibited.

name Provo

inent element of the tt»pography of

of Provo.

may

its altitude.

It

its

has indeed been recojniized with

confidence despite conflicting determinations of altitude, for

it

is

neither

'^/j'.z

IkUus

B.C.-)

A

b:?::"'.":

Ui .iHn bv G TI<..u>|»on

THE PEOVO SHOEE-LINE.
uniform in height nor uniform in

625

way

In a general

line.

The Provo record
from

is

lower than the Bonneville shore and

feet

more recent than the Bonneville.

state of preservation;

its

and the smaller

shai-]ier

375

vertical relation to the Bomle^•ille shore-

higher than the water of Great Salt Lake.

feet

first,

is

it

its
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Provo

the

cliffs

talus lies at their base.

It

This appears,

are the steeper and

appears, second, from

the absence of lake sediments on the sm-faces of the Provo terraces.

Dur-

ing the formation of the Bonneville shore, the horizon of the Provo was
sufficiently

posit

submerged

commensurate

in

to receive a layer of fine sediment;

amount with

the .^Imre

accumulated

di'ift

embankments would not escape detection

neAalle

ten-aces of the

Provo

The

shore.

relative

age

is

and a lake deBon-

had rested on the

if it

shown

in the

also l)y the relation

of the shores to the outlet of the lake, as will be explained in another
chajiter.

The duration

of the water stage recorded

greater than that of the Boimeville water stage.
is

the most conspicuous of all the shore-lines,

monuments

of

wave work, but owes

at the top of the series,

another type.

probably outranks

it

ination

would be a

its

difficult

The Provo, on

magnitude of

it

way

Provo shore

its

in

Although the Bonneville

does not exhibit the greatest

prominence largely

magnitude

matter were

the contrary,

phenomena.

Its

Avas

to its position

contrasted with topogi*aphic features of

is

is

all

it

rival

except the Provo,

it,

and, al-

its

discrim-

an intermediate member of the

rendered conspicuous chiefly

by

the

embankments are the most massive, and

wave-cut terraces are the broadest.

every

the

There are several other shore-lines which

though

series.

w here

its

it

by

j\Ioi-eover, the

Provo Lake was

in

inferior to the Bonneville as a field for the genei'ation of powerful

was narrower and shallower and obstructed bv larger

waves.

It

To have

constructed shores equal to those of the BoiuieNillc,

have existed a longer time; and

still

longer to have

l)iiilt its

it

islands.

must needs

greater stnict-

ures.

OUTLINE AND EXTENT.

The

outline of the lower shore

the Bonneville shore

is

due

was the

less tortuous.

to the fact that the

The

sinuosity of

watir tloodcd a large num-

ber of the narrow trouglis of the Great Basin and

a\

as partially divided

by

LAKE BONNEVILLE.
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When

the mountain ridges.

tlie

water retreated to the Provo

dmu'd a considcral)le number of
the coast from the

ley,

valleys and retired on

uneven mountain faces

Two

alluvial slojtes.

tlie

to the

al»nn-

levcf;

it

many

paits of

smooth c.intours of the

of the largest bays, .the Escalante and the Snake Val-

were comj)letely desiccated, and so was a third

of the Sevier De.s-

])art

The water was withdrawn from Thousand Sj)ring and Buell Valleys,
from Grouse Valley and Park Valley, from Ogden Valley and Morgan
ert.

Valley, from Cedar Vall'V,

Of the

ends of Juab Valley.

main body of the
ti-iil

and western

Rush Vwlley, and Tintic Valley, and from Imth
three straits joining the Sevier

straits

Dugway

The

Mountains.

the PnjUKmtory, the Cedar, and the Beaver

l)y

]i;id

isLnids

Creek Kanges, were

The group

converted into peninsulas, and so was Pilot Peak.

the

closing of the cen-

joined to the western peninsula the ishnids whicli

been constituted by the MacDowell and

formed

The

lake, only the eastern remained.

body with

of islands

south of Park Valley and the group south of Curlew were joined to the miiinland; and

it is

were united
that

possible that the islands constituted

Cedar Mountain peninsula.

to the

the Lakeside Mountains

Doubtless

many

had ])reviously been submerged now ajjpeared as islands

these were of gi'eat extent,

and the

greatlv diiiiinished.

Among the

buttes west of the

to^^^l

the

by

to a

naiTow

but none of

emergent islands were sonu^ of the

of "Fillmore and a basaltic

strait

hills

luimber of islands must lune been
volcjiiiic

mesa southwest of

The passage from Cache Valley

town of Deseret.

was reduced

total

;

other

to the iiuiin

body

only a few hundred feet in width, and the

entrances to the Utah Lake bay and the AVliite Valley

bay were greatly

restricted.

SHORE CHARACTERS.
In several
older.

It

res])ects the

newer

shore-line has a different facies from the

has already been remarked that

acterized also

by

its

broader terraces, by

peculiar dujdication in

it is

more

its

deltas,

freshly cut.

by

its tufas,

It is char-

and by a

its jjrofile.

While the Provo cut-terraces are

far

broader than the Bonneville, the

associated sea-cliffs are not so high, the difference being occasioned, in part
at least,

by

the relations of the

two water surfaces

to the general slo^oe.

If a

•

drawn acmss any of

profile l)e

found to

THE PlIOVO TERRACES.
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valleys occupied ])y the lake,

broadly U-sliapcd. The floor of each valley

the alluvial slopes at the sides, rising very gently at
crease their inclination

initil

nearly

first,

su-e

be

will

flat

;

and

gradually in-

The

they join the acclivities of the mountains.

Provo shores

BonneA-ille and

is

it

so related to the valleys that their

diff'er-

ence of a few hundred feet of altitude corresponds to "a general and notable
difl'erence in tlie slopes of the

The Provo waves,

land at their margins.

attacking comparatively gentle slopes, produced terraces of great Avidth,
as the
feet

companions of

but moderate height.

cliffs Avith

Floors 200 to 400

broad are of frequent occurrence; and in one place a

cliff

75 feet high

overlooks a terrace 750 feet wide.

KiG. 24

— LirucBlouu buttu near Ruddicg Spring, Great

Deitas.-Tlie

abundance of

deltas

Salt

Lake Desert; au

island at the

Provo stage.

on the Provo coast requires for

planation a considerable chapter of the history of the lake.

been remarked that the principal streams tributary

It

ex-

has already

to the basin rise at

In flowing westward each of them encounters one or more

the east.

mountain ranges, across wdiich

it

passes in a deep and narrow defile or can-

The drainage system is older than the lake; and this series
was completed by the streams before the Bonneville ejioch, so
yon.

MON

its

1

9

of canyons
as to foiTu
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jjait

of the fjystein of valleys flooded

rose to the Bonneville level,

When

the lake.

canyons; and in .some instances extended beyond the
forming' small

bays on the eastern

side.

and

inlets

first

mountain range,

first

During the period represented by

by

the Bonneville shore-line, the detritus brought

these bays

the water

back a number of miles into each of the

set

it

by

•

and gradually reduced

the rivers

was tlu-own

their dimensions.

A

into

few of

the smaller inlets were completely filled; and in three or four instances

small deltas were j)rojected

in'to

the lake; but the remainder of the canyons

retained the character of inlets until the Avater

Provo epoch

it

is

pn^liable that nearly

short estuaries, but of this there

were quickly
of

tlie

filled

by alluvium,

no

is

all

At the beginning of the

fell.

of the larger canyons atbuitted
If such existed, they

definite record.

— the preexisting accmnulatious

canyons affording an aljundant supply ready

tion of a delta in the

yon soon

open lake must have begun

after the establisluncnt of the

until the close of the

at the

heads

The fomia-

at hand.

mouth of each can-

water stage; and

The water

Provo epoch.

at the

was continued

it

suriace then

fell

and the lowering of the mouths of the streams caused them

once more,

to begin the

erosion of the deltas; Ijut the broad terraces built on the open plain were

not so easily effaced as the

alluA-ial

deposits

v^-ithin

the narrow canyons,

and

the destmctive activitv of the streams has accomplished only the opening
of teiTaced channels through them.

The channeling

of the deltas

was accompanied by the construction of

other deltas at lower levels, so that each river course

is

margined by a

series

of deltas embodj-ing a portion of the history of the progi'essive changes of
the lake.

In the discussion of these series in a later section, the several

deltas of the Pi'ovo shore will receive separate

mention and

Calcareous tufa has been found in association with

some amount

lines

and was

It is

exceptionally abimdant at the Provo level, but

jirobal^ly deposited in

venient to describe

its

descrijition.

many

of the shore-

at all stages of the lake.
it

will

be more con-

occuiTeuce in a special section devoted to the subject

of tufa.
The underscore.-AMiere tlic

Provo water mark

characteristic prc)file includes
cliff is

the greater of the two,

two

sea-cliffs

is

a

work of excavation,

and two

and the teirace

ten-aces.

at its foot is the

The

its

ujiper

broader

ter-

THE UNDERSCOEE.
race.

The lower

the upper, and in

terrace

sole point of

by

waves cai-ved out so
is

The main

six feet.

it is

vertical space

ten-ace

In

level a platfonn.

broader examples the lake-

its

barely perceptible to the eye; and at no point does the total
the crest of the lower exceed five

cliff to

no idiospicrasies aside from

the upper, but that peculiarity has caused

books "the underscore," and

it

will

it

be styled in the

to

be convenient

universally discernible, yet

it is

EMBANKMENT

association with

its

so persistent a featm-e as to be
at doubtful points.

SERIES.

^Miere the water mark consists of works of construction

As

are less constant.
;

and

a rule, the bays of the Provo coast

characters

its

ai-e

spanned by

like those of the Bonne^-ille shore, are apparently

its spits,

simple in structure; but

field note-

to retain the designation.

found ser^-iceable in the identification of the Provo shore

single bars

conspicu-

is

At no other stage of the lake have the

its flatness.

Tlie lower teiTace has

Though not

The

could not be detected.

descent from the foot of the upper
feet.

part as great as

estimated to range from five to twenty feet; at

measurement

ously distinguished

wai-d slope

is

more than a twentieth

rarely

many places it

between the two shelves
tlie

is
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ma

few instances the accumulations in bays are

observed to consist of two bars with the outer lower than the inner.
difference of height
to

be about

was never subjected

At Dove Creek

fifteen feet.

two wave-built

to

ten-aces, of

measurement

(see PI.

which the outer and

The

;

but Avas estimated

XXII)

the shore exhibits

later

formed

is

14 feet lower

than the inner.

On Terrace
bankments

Mountain, a few miles south of

hi a small

embankments

in

bay

Fig. 1 of tbe

the double

same

bay

are separated after the

Snake Valley, and include

A profile

suggestion of fom- others.

Ombe station,

of these

the Provo em-

manner of the

six distinct bars
is

Bonne-\-ille

with a faint

given in Fig. 3 of

PI.

XIV.

plate exliibits the cut ten-ace with the underscore; Fig. 2,

bar.

In Tooele Valley

Provo presents the most remarkable expansion

tlie

of a shore record that has

anywhere been

valley con tamed an

bay receiAnng storm waves from

tion of the lake.

ojieii

The

{)reserved.

principal excavation

During

was from the

that

tlie

epoch the

broadest por-

alluvial slopes of

LAKE BONNEVILLE.
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the western base of the Oquiirh mountains, and the material was swept

southward

to the

shaUow head of the bay, where

was

it

built into a series of

In this series 65

bars stretching from shore to shore with SAveeping curves.
individual l)ars have been counted

Their order of position

mile.

and

XIV,

their profile (PI.

and

their aggregate width

necessarily

is

tlie

more than a

order of their formation;

Fig. 4) exhil>its in consecutive order the local

variations of the relation of water to land during the

The double

is

Provo epoch.

double bay bars, the bar series of Terrace

terraces, the

Mountain, and the bar series of Tooele Valley, constitute the wliole of our
information with regard to the oscillations of the lake during the Provo epoch;

and

all effort to

correlate

them and deduce a consistent history has

In the discussion of the Bonneville

profiles,

extended series was represented in the

members, the miniyia of the
If the

same

relation subsi.sts

it

was found

profiles,

The comparison

of the Tooele Valley series.

member

equating the highest
otlier:

—

to the

Tooele Valley

that

is,

by saying

C and

by maxima

represented

Then

D.

to the left of

a

and

C

Mountain
h

of this kind

is

race from

E

be compared without

e;

but the

/

F may

maximum

at

at A,

and

is

c

necessarily

member

of the

too low

Tooele

profile;

by nearly 30

gi'eat

but the only

feet.

The

ter-

incongruity with the bar

H is 20 feet too high to be

represented

by

the bar

Similar difficulties prevent the correlation of the Terrace profile with the

The higher

the Tooele profile.

biU'

equivalent of the Tooele group from

embankments from

The wave-cut
any bar

G to

terrace

of the pair

A to F,

K was in

and underscore

fairly

compared with

be taken as the

and the lower bar

may represent

(Fig. 1)

It is

have no sjTnpathy with

probable that the greater and

Avhole or })art the contemporary of the terrace

possible that the minor l)ar

Though

may

is

I.

groiip except the simjjle pair.

higher bar
it is

begun by

and d are equivalent

double bar, Fig. 2; but they do not arise when the latter

the

some max-

of the Terrace profile should be

in the

maximum

to

is

of one locality Avith the highest

that the Terrace

highest

member

then each

of the Terrace Mountain series should be found to correspond to

immn

its

they were condensed.

profiles disappearing as

between the Provo

more

that the

extended only by

less

failed.

L

M

;

and

was the contemporary of the underscore.

the wave-cut ten-aces and the Tooele Valley bar series sever-

PROBLEMS OF COKRELATION.
ally accord with the double bars, they

Upon
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do not harmonize with each

other.

the assumption that each records the oscillations of the water-surface,

The

the deduced liistories are different.

exceptional flatness and extreme

breadth of the upper teirace seem to show that the waves were for a long
time at a uniform horizon, or else that the latest work of excavation was at
so low a level that all terraces of anterior production were undercut
obliterated

;

the underscore appears to represent a brief lingeiing after the

main terrace had been

finally di-ied.

The Tooele Valley

profile,

on the

other hand, indicates a gradual rise of 40 feet from the base of the bar
the upper ten'ace B, followed,

and, second,

and

by a

stage

GI

by

first,

A

to

a tolerably uniform high stage BF,
If the breadth of the

ten or fifteen feet lower.

bars be taken as a time scale, the liigher stage had twice the duration of the
lower, but occupied

somewhat

If the production of

an individual bar be taken as the unit for tune-scale,

the higher stage

low stage and

tlu-ee

times the duration of the antecedent

In the

the period of

first

wave

rise.

If,

it.

now, we

group of Tooele bars with the main wave-cut

correlate the outer

culties.

time than the gradual rise preceding

had two and one-half times the duration of the succeeding

correlate the central

and

less

terrace,

group of bars with the imderscore, we find two

place, the underscore represents

diffi-

but a small fraction of

action under consideration, while the outer series of

Tooele bars, upon any plausible basis of estimate, represents a relatively large
In the second place, the progressive rise implied

fraction.

profile has

no expression

hi the

wave-cut terraces, where

to impair the definition of the outer

vene

its

characteristic flatness.

by

the Tooele

its eff"ect

would be

edge of the main terrace and contra-

There appears then no way in wliich

reconcile the vaiious analytic manifestations of the

to

Provo shore on the hy-

pothesis that the recorded oscillations are purely those of the water surface.

The presumption
there

were

tliis

therefore in favor of the alternative h}'pothesis that

difierential

ing this epoch.
of

is

movements of the

earth's crust within the basin dur-

Unfortunately, the data are too meager for the discussion

hypothesis.
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THE MAP.
During the prosecution of the

many

work, no attempt was made to ob-

mapping the Provo shore-hne

tain the data necessary for

books contain so

field

incidental references to

map

found possible to construct a

its

;

position that

in PI.

XIII

is

Provo stage had an approximate extent of 13,000 square

is

A

approximate only.

The water

similar qualification applies to estimates of area.

has been

it

Tlie reader

not gi'ossly en-oneous.

warned that the outline delineated

but the note-

surface at the

miles, 11,500 be-

longing to the main body and 1,500 to the Sevier body.

THE STANSBURY
From
scent

is

SHORE-IilNE.

the Provo water line to the margin of Great Salt Lake, the de-

more than 600

the ascent

is

less

From

feet.

than 400

the

same

line to the Bonneville shore

In the upper

feet.

sjiace all the

conspicuous

lacustrine features are referable to shore action, but there are subordinate

In the lower space lake sediments predominate,

evidences of sedimentation.
gi-^nng their peculiar

smoothness to the surface, and the shore tracings are

relatively unimportant.

Upon any

profile

can be recognized below the Provo; and

would enable these

a considerable number of shores
it

is

probable that

a.

system of

be con-elated in a consistent system.

This

has not been done, and only a single one has been widely recognized.

Tliat

levelings

one

is

distinguished merely

bankments, but
is

by

the gi-eater magnitude of

Island,

definition

where owing

Its strongest delineation is

to local conditions

and surpasses the Bonneville.

probably ranks next
Its height

Terrace Range
of the Aqui

its cliff's

and em-

not sufficiently accented to be everywhere identified.

called the Stansbury shore-line.

bury

it

is

to

310

Range 346

rivals the

upon Stans-

Provo shore

in

In abundance of tufaceous deposit

to the Provo,

was measured
it lies

it

It

at

feet

feet.

On

two points only.

the west side of the

below the Provo shore; and

At the latter

above the level of Great Salt Lake.

locality

it

at the north

end

was found to be 330

feet

It is thus seen to di^ade

about equally

the interspace betwen the Provo shore and the shore of Great Salt Lake.

At the tune of

its

formation the

maximum

depth of the lake was only

about half as great as at the Provo date; and the water surface was corre-
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STANSBtJRY SHORE-LINE.
The

spondingly diminished.
ful

and the time necessary

There
shore

good

is

e^•idence,

constructive waves were therefore less power-

for the

perfonnance of an equal work was longer.

however, that the period of time represented by

by

shorter than that rejiresented

is
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The body

the Provo.

this

of water

covering the SeA-ier Desert during the Provo epoch was smaller than the

body occupying
yet the shore

phenomena by which

than any exhibited

The

Lake Desert

the Great Salt

Avater

by

whs

it is

at the

Stansbury epoch

outHned are upon a

at this time

withdrawn from the

Se^-ier Desert,
It

Its total

was excluded from most of the bays

but cov-

washed the

and extended within a few miles of the western

Bonne^-ille shore, but
south.

far larger scale

the Stansbury.

ered the main portion of the Great Salt Lake Desert.
of the "Wasatch

and

;

foot

line of the

at the north

and

area was in the neighborhood of 7,000 square miles.

THE INTERMEDIATE

SHORE-TWINES.

In every locality where the Bonne%-ille and Provo shores are marked

by

considerable acciunulations of shore

slope

is

similarly characterized.

and Provo shores give
pletely occupied
less

by

di-ift,

the whole of the intermediate

In every locality where the Bonneville

eA-idence of excavation, the intervening space

similar evidence, but the

phenomena

is

com-

are in this case

conspicuous.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBANKMENTS.
Grantsviiie.-If

thc rcadcr will turn to PI.

XV, which

represents a tract of

country a few miles south of the town of Grantsville, he will see that an
angle of the valley, containing a

bay of

the ancient lake, occasioned the

local accumulation of large embaidi;ments.

the map, or

by

referring to the

embankments have

accompanpng

By studpng
profile,

The Provo embankment was

entirely across the bay, so as to complete a bar;
to

it

he will see that these

their crests at various levels, the order of heiffht beins

also the order of horizontal position.

one next

the contours of

in the series.

and the same

is

carried

true of the

The development of the other embankments
sjjits.
Box Elder Creek, which was ti-ibu-

was arrested while they were yet

LAKE BONNEVILLE.
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tary to the bay, has

its

modem

course deflected

Each

a passage through the bay bars.

by

the spits, and has opened

of these embaidcmouts

derived from a long alluvial slope at the

drift

of the map,

north,

beyond the

of the

bay and there accumulated

field

was earned southward toward the edge

in a long

embankment,

built in the

water of the bay on a line tangent to the shore at the north.
Bonneville and

tlie

the product

At each of the

of essentially the same combination of local conditions.

represented stages the shore

is

deep

Between

Provo there are four principal embankments; and

it

tlie

was

made at an early stage of the investigation, that each
of these embankments recorded the woi-k accomplished by the waves at a
This assumption was for a
stage represented by the heiglit of its crest.
a natural assumption,

time unquestioned, but later developments led to doubt of
in order to test

Localities

it,

its

validity; and,

a systematic collection of shore data was undertaken.

were sought where the configuration of the lake bottom favored

the cousti-uction of shore

embankments

at all levels

from the Bonneville

to

maps were made and profiles were
measured with the spirit-level. By means of these maps and jirofiles, taken
in connection with the details of structure observed at the same locality, the
general history of the Intennediate shore-lines was developed, but the origthe Provo, and at such localities contour

inal assum])tion

was overthrown.

In order to present

which

it

rests,

series of the

it

will

this history to the reader,

with the evidence upon

be necessary to make him acquainted with a selected

maps, which series has been reproduced in the accompanying

plates.
Preuss vaiiey.-Pl.

Valley.

At the

VIII

rejiresents eight miles of the eastern side of Preuss

right stand the rocky spurs of the Frisco Mountains,

against their base the stream
cones.

by

di-ift

from the canyons

While the lake occupied the

valley, the

is

and

piled in great alluvial

form of

its

shore was given

the contours of the alluvium, each great co7ie occasioning a rounded

cape, and each interval between the cones, a bay,

the cuiTcnts were deflected in such

a system of embankments,
Provo.

Pis.

—and

way

three of the capes

as to accumulate the shore drift in

this at all levels

XVI, XVII and XVIII show

of accumulation.

From

from the Bonne^^lle to the

the details of the three localities

•J
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EMBANKMENTS OF TOE INTERMEDIATE SHORE-LINES.
compound embauknieut, but on

The snowpiow._A sliuilar

was formed

at tlie

soutliem opening of the

bodies of the lake.
tails

on

Its

XIX.

PI.

Tlie shore diift in

tliis

by

two

XXXI

PI.

came from

case

derived from a great alluAnal slope fonned

principal

and

de-

its

the east, being

many

the coalescence of

The embankments

cones from the Sunpsou Mountains.

a 'grander scale,

strait joining- the

general relations appear on

137

into wliich

was

it

by the V-form, and are so piled one upon another as
have suggested the name Snowpluw, by which the group was distin-

built are characterized

to

guished in the

field notes.

Stockton and weiisviue.-Tlie

been

ferent type, haA^ing

embaukments

tlu'0\\Ti

That of the

from a shore.

Stockton (PL

at

stage, wliich faU without the field of the

A

bay

bars.

and

a profile of the contiguous

ments

map on

Provo bay bars

Cache Valley

at Wells^ille in

(PI.

XXI)

bankments have been
Dove creek.-A
is

cut

triuicated

It

by land

in PI.

;

is

given in

IX,

The embank-

XIV.

are of the

PI.

same

ijY>e as those

A mountain stream

flow-

and the extremities of two em-

slides.

in

was

in

hv

first

tlie

similar to the

waves from

Snowplow, but the

solid rock,

matei'ial

and not merely dug

traveled northward along the coast from which

and then turning abruptly

;

and those of the Prove

gTOup of cmbaidiments near Dove Creek, represented

somewhat

large part torn
allu\-ium.

;

the south side, are typical

less perfectly preserved.

ing across them has 0]ieued a wide channel

XXII,

spit

perspective view of the field of this maji

near Grants^ille, but are

PI.

however, exceptional, run-

is,

ning athwart the others in the fonn of a broad

are of a dif-

and not merely projected

across a strait

Boiine\'ille stage

XX)

upon another face of the same

to the northwest,

was

it

fi-om

was

built into ten-aces

island.

COMPARISON OF EMBANKMENTS.
For the pm-}iose of comparison, the
ities

vertical elements of all these local-

have been assembled on a single page

in PI.

XXIII.

The

data are so

by means of profiles
and an attempt has therefore been made to eliminate all
and represent merely altitudes and quantities of wave

diverse in character that they are not easily compared

on a natural

scale,

accessory features

work.

In each of the profiles of the plate, a straight line inclined at 45°

is

LAKE BONNEVILLE.
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made

to stand for the original surface

The

built.

upon

embankments were

wliich the

horizontal distance of each point of each profile from

base

tliis

represents the total quantity of material added to the sliore at that locality

and

In the case of the Stockton diagram, Fig.

level.

6, it

was impossible

to

represent comparative quantities of material, and only altitudes are ex-

At the north end of Preuss Valley the lower members were not

pressed.

mapped, because they lay
the profile. Fig.

3, is

ceptional in that

an inconvenient distance from the upper

at

therefore incomplete.

it is

doul)k'd, to represent

The

fering in date of fonnation.
later,

which

measured

at

in part overlies

Cup

earlier series is

The lower

measurements

Lake

ally

staff",

the measurement

was

embankment

at

was read

were made by means

at short intervals at a

carried from point to point.

At Cup

was by means of a hand-level attached

to a

the unit of the instrument ha^^ng been determined experiment-

by comparison with

measured with a

The

In this case

City.

for the profile in Fig. 7

station near by, while the other

Jacob's

Snowplow.

Fig. 10 represents the great

cliff's.

of two mercurial barometers, one of which

.5,

and the

were not similarly disposed with reference to the

the Point of the Mountain south of Salt

Butte, Fig.

at the left,

received no deposit, but exhibits the i-ock of the liutte

carved in terraces and

vertical

drawn

Fig. 5 represents a profile

at the right.

it,

series of enibaiJcmcnts dif-

valuable for comparison, because the upper and

is

ln\\er portions of the slope

The

two

and

profile is additionally ex-

Butte, five miles northwest of the

the vertical element only

waves.

The

;

spirit-level.

profiles are

The remaining

the sur\eyor's level.
'

profiles

were

•

arranged upon the page in the order of geogi-aphic

The tlu-ee groups in Preuss Valley
The Snowplow and Cup Butte groups

within a radius of three

position.

fall

miles.

are 100 miles farther north

but are separated from each other

and Stockton groups
Sno^^'l)low.

The

are'

of the other localities.

five miles only.

The

Grantsville

10 miles apart and are 45 miles north of the

Wellsville and

are 80 miles apart and each

by

is

Dove Creek groups

are isolated.

They

90 miles distant from Grantsville, the nearest

The Point

of the Mountain

is

separated from the

Stockton group by an interval of more than 20 miles, including a mountain
range.
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ATTEMPTS AT CORRELATION.
Having thus assembled the

now endeavor

data, let us

by

conception of the questions to be answered
Grantsville locality the shore drift
definite, individual

embankments,

is

139
to obtain a clear

At

their comparison.

mmiber of

large,

The analogy

of the

built into a small

diff"ering in height.

the

Bonneville and Provo shores suggests the h}i3othesis that each of these emrepresents, a prolonged mainte-

bankments was produced by, and therefore

Under this hypothesis

nance of the water surface at a corresponding height.

there should have been accumulated at each of the other localities during

time a corresponding embankment; and

this

if all

the

embankments remain

undisturbed in their original position, a complete correlation should readily

be made

For each of the principal embankments

out.

at Grantsville there

should be found a representative at the same height in each of the other
localities.

If such coiTespondence is not found,

abandon the

necessary either to

by the assumption that the
embankments were deranged by differential movements of

hj-pothesis, or else to

relations of the

is

it

supplement

it

the earth's crust occurring during the general period of their formation.

Examining now another

we

find that, although

locality, as, for

exhibits a small

it

example, the "WellsAnlle, Fig.

number of

8,

large individual em-

bankments, the altitudes of these do not correspond each to each with the
altitudes of the Grantsville
this disparity appears.

common

embankments.

However the comparison is made

In the plate the Bonneville horizon

is

assumed

as the

This assumption

zero for the vertical elements of the profiles.

purely arbitrary, and was not adliered to in milking the comparisons.

is

In

order to test the matter fully, each group of embankments was represented

on a sheet of transparent paper by a system of parallel
were drawn

lines

whose

intervals

to a scale, so as to agree with the vertical intervals of the

em-

bankments.. These transparent sheets were then superposed in pairs and
other combinations, and were tentatively adjusted in numerous ways, in the

hope of discovering occult correspondences.

Only one element of order was
feet

discovered.

below the Bonne'ville (marked a on the

the ten localities.

With

plate)

A

horizon from 15 to 25

is

discernible in eight of

this single exception, there are

which can not be referred

to fortuitous coincidence.

of altitudes different at each locality, but the

number

no correspondences

Not only
of

is

the series

embankments

varies

LAKE BONKEYILLE.
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from place to place.
water stages

is

It is evident, therefore, tliat the hj'-jiothesis of persistent

tenable only with the addition of a hypothesis of contempo-

raneous displacement; and the question arises whether
of subjecting this phase of

we have any means

to test.

it

HYPOTHESIS OF DIFFERENTIAL DISPLACEMENT.

The sup])lementary hypothesis
is

As

not a priori a violent one.

will

be

our investigation has fully demonstrated that

set forth in a following cliapter,

the Bonncvilh' sliore-line

is

no longer of equal altitude

at all points,

within the region comprising these localities through a range of

but varies

more than

The same has been shown with reference to the Provo shore-line;
has also been shown that a part of the Bonneville derangement oc-

100

feet.

and

it

curred before the Provo epoch.

In the series of

the profiles, the interval between the Bonne^^lle

from 345

feet to

400

feet,

localities

and Provo

represented

shore-lines ranges

exhibiting a difference of 55 feet.

easy to believe that the localities

may have undergone

It is therefore

relative displacement

embankments and

prior

even that local changes of water level

may

after tlie constniction of certain of the Interaaediate

to the construction of others, or

by

have been thus occasioned at one locality while the process of shore formation

was continuous

duced seems
be

difficult

ties

at another.

at first unlimited,

were

it

geographically that there
affected discordantly

apnrt,

possibility of confusion thus intro-

and a rigorous

test of the

is

members

surve}'ed locali-

of which are so closely associated

a strong presumjjtion against their having been

by contemporaneous

localities of

hypothesis would

The

not for a fortunate circumstance.

include several pairs, the

and southern

The

earth movements.

Preuss Valley, Figs.

1

and

2,

The middle

are but

two miles

and bear the same relation to the adjacent mountain range.

localities of the

Old River Bed, Figs. 4 and

of Tooele Valley, Figs. G and

The

7,

5,

The

are five miles apart, and those

about ten miles apart.

principal recent dis])lacements of the basin

have been of the nature

of broad, gentle undulations, not affecting the horizontality of the shore-lines,
so far as that

is

distinguishable

grouj) of localities

may

by

the eye.

The

region including each

properly be assumed to have risen or fallen in con-

sequence of such earth movements without imj)ortant internal change;

ATTEMPTS TO EXPLAIN DISCORDANCE.
and

tliis

circumstance leads us to anticipate

the

tliat

141

members of each

of

embankment locahties will be found to corresi:)ond with each
than -with the members of other groups or with isolated locali-

these gi-ou])s of

other better
ties.

This expectation

is

realized in the relation of the Bonne^'ille

and Provo

shores.

In each of the two Preuss Valley localities the Bonneville-Provo

interval

is

345

feet

and 398

378

feet.

is

375

At the two

feet.

localities of the

localities of

When, however,

is

Old River Bed

it is

400

375

feet

and

Tooele Valley

At the Point of the mountain, 20 miles

feet.

rplation

At the two

feet.

it is

east of Tooele Valley,

it

the Intemiediate shores are considered, no cor-

found.

The harmonious relations

exhibited

by

the Bonneville and

Provo shore-

lines at contiguous localities confirm the postulate that a general correlation

should be possible in these

localities, despite the influence of

contempora-

neous displacement, and ct)mpels us to reject dis2)lacement as a

sufficient

explanation of the discordance of the Intermediate shore-lines.

By
tail,

and by others which

these considerations,

was led

the writer

to

it

abandon the hypothesis of

nomena.

It

this is believed to give

may be

unnecessary to de-

persistent water stages,

even though a better was not immediately suggested.

was found, and

is

Eventually another

a satisfactory explanation of

tlie

phe-

called the hypothesis of an oscillating Avater surface.

HYPOTHESIS OF OSCILLATING WATER SURFACE.
In order to set forth

hypothesis,

tliis

it

will

be necessary to recur to

the general theory of the construction of shore emljankments, page' 46,

and imagine how the process would be modified by the contemporaneous oscillation of the water surface.

where the

local conditions

assume that a

spit

surface

is

detennine the deposition of shore

has been formed,

surface of the water

when

by

the next stonn

A
is

tending to restore the profile to

During

this restoration the

its

drift,

and

crest being slightly higher than the

Suppose now that the height of the water

still.

gradually increased,

contributed

Let us select some point of the coast

portion or the whole of the shore

di-ift

deposited upon the top of the embankment,

its

normal relation with the

growth of the end of the

still- water level.

spit is retarded, or per-
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haps altogether checked.

If the general rise of the water

construction of the
its

embankment keeps pace with

nonnal height, but

later

the rise of water

if

and the

it,

break as they reach the

is

very slow, the
crest maintains

rapid, the spit

submerged, so that the storm waves sweep over

mergence, the course of the shore current

sooner or

is

With a slight subunchanged, and the waves still
it.

line of the spit, so that the conditions of littoral

A

transportation are not there abrogated.
is

more

is

is

expended on the land inside the

spit,

portion of the force of the waves

but the shore

not diverted or

di-ift is

divided so long as the position of the shore cun-ent remains unchanged.

The growth
if

of the spit therefore continues in

its

submerged condition, and

the water level ceases to rise, the crest of the spit eventually emerges

acquires

As.sume

now

that the rise of the lake surface, being

more rapid than

A

the growth of the spit, does not cease, but continues indefinitely.

must sooner or

later

spit pei-mits the

waves

to pass over

it

almost xmimpeded, and at the same

The fonnation

of a

then begins in a position higher on the sloping side of the basin.

spit

Now
ally

time

be reached when the depth of water on the submerged

time pei-mits the shore cun-ent to be deflected inward.

new

and

normal height.

its

falls.

let

the tendency of the water level be reversed, so that

Additions will continue to be

cumulation of shore

diift

on

its

made

to the

weather face and at

new
its

spit

end

;

it

by

graduthe ac-

but sooner

or later the water will reach a stage at wliich the shore cuirent will be deflected

by

the lower-lpng

that spit will be broken
spit will

spit,

and

at

which the waves in sweeping over

and diminished

in force.

Additions to the upper

then cease, and the growth of the lower spit will be renewed.

If this theory

is

well founded, there should be produced at the margin

of an oscillating lake a series of
vals bearing

some

relation to the

embankments separated by

vertical inter-

magnitude of the waves, and each of these

should grow in height every time the oscillating water surface passes
horizon, either in ascending or in descending.

The

rate of

its

growth would

naturally be different at different points on the margin of the lake

;

and the

interval

between embankments, being a function of wave magnitude, should

vary in

different regions,

being

gi-eatest

able for the development of waves.

where circmnstances are most favor-

THEORY OF OSCILLATING WATER SURFACE.
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This relation between the embankment interval and the local conditions
affecting

may be
may be

wave magnitude

used to

is'

so cs^dent a .consequence of the theory that

problem

test its applicability to the

further tested

by

considering the

in question,

phenomena of

in connection with those of littoral constmction.

The

littoral

and

it

this

excavation

conditions which

theoretically produce a rhjiilmi in the process of littoral deposition have

no

similar effect

upon the concomitant

erosion, the shore currents are not deflected

with the rise and

waves bears alwavs the same

beatinjj of the

An

equable

rise of the

by

littoral

circumstances associated

and the zone subjected

of the water level,

fall

In the regions of

erosion.

relation to the

still

to the

water

level.

water should therefore pare away the coast in an

equable manner; and upon the theory of rhythmic deposition, the Inter-

mediate embankments should not be associated with

sea-cliffs

and

cut-

terraces of comparable magnitude.

Proceeding

now

to the application of the Inqiothesis to the

we may premise

question,

problem

in

that the water level has twice risen above the

Provo horizon and afterward descended, one

rise

extending to the Bonne-

The space occupied by
the Intermediate embankments has thus been subjected to wave action at
These oscillations have been demonstrated by independleast four times.
ville shore-line

and the other being nearly

ent evidence; and

The

lations.

rhythmic

The

it is

as gi-eat.

probable that there were also niunerous minor

oscil-

conditions were therefore favorable for the production of the

result.

vertical interspaces

between the Intermediate embankments yield

e\'idence confirmatory of the hypothesis.
in the profiles

and maps are

Six of the localities represented

Among these the local

suitable for comparison.

Dove Creek, and at
principal embankments

conditions indicate the greatest waves at Grants\-ille and
these points the average interspaces between the
are 72 feet and 75 feet.
the

Snowplow, but

next
is

At

it is

Wells^•ille the

The

conditions are less favorable at Wellsville and

doubtful wliich of these two localities should rank

either 71 feet or 61 feet, according as

included or excluded.

At the Snowplow

it

an embankment of doubtful rank

is

average interspace

is

60

feet.

In Preuss Valley, where there was comparatively

small scope for the formation of waves, the average interspace

is

53

feet.

LAKE BONNEVILLE.
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Equally harmnninus

The

Take, fur exajuple, the Snowplow.

excavation.

gated was derived from a broad alluvial
northern portion of the

phenomena of

the evldeuce from the

is

map

(PI.

XIX).

littoral

material there aggre-

partly represented in the

slo})e,

In this region there

is

a nearly

continuous slope from the Provo terrace to the Bomieville terrace; and

aboVe the Bonnevdlle

cliff

there

a continuous slope of undisturbed allu-

extended over the entire slope, including and

vium.

Tliis latter originally

beyond

the ProA-o horizon, and

realize the

is

it

can be restored in imagination so as to

Fn)m

magnitude of the excavation.

ten to thirty

have been removed from the general surface, and

this so

fi'Ct

appear to

evenly that there

are only one or two points where the presence of sea-cliffs can be indicated

and even these can not readily be traced

The same
termediate
clifls

and

in a genei'al

is tri;e

way

of

all

to

corresponding embankments.

Not only are the In-

localities.

embankments nowhere connected with a system of
but

terraces,

it

differentiated

has been f lund impossible, (A\'herever the attemjjt

has been made,) to trace their horizons fairly into the region of excavation.

At the Snowplow
easily modified

locality, the

by

the rain

configuration impressed on

excavated alluA'ium

and

it

it

by

been observed

naiTow terraces and
sui-fiice.

At one

clifl's,

to

the waves; but elsewhere, on alluvial

between the Bonneville and Provo

be occupied by a continuous sy.stem of

constituting a sort of horizontal striation of the

point, near Pilot Peak, thirty-tln-ee separate terraces

counted, the average interspace being less than ten

The hypothesis
stant level should

The

spit built

near the crest

no

liaA-ing

distal end,

and the deposits

irregularity, except that referable to the disparity,

direction, of the constructive storms.

waves of an

of a lake with a con-

nonnally have a certain simplicity of structure, the prin-

mass being made at the

the

feet.

by the waves

cipal additions to its

and

were

receives additional support from the structure of the

individual embankments.

in force

of such nature as to be

does not preserve the minor details of the

slopes of coarser material, the interspace
cut-ten-aces has

is

oscillating

A

sjiit

and others stopping

by

water surface should theoretically be begun at

a relatively low level and receive additions in the form
spits of various altitudes

constructed

of superposed

and lengths, some extending to the end of the mole

short.

The compound

structure

is

characteristic of the

ACCESSORY EVIDENCE.
Intermediate embankments.
seen; but from

many

of the

Sectional exposures are indeed rarely to be

embankments there

extremity or on the shoreward

work and

of the lower Avave

(if

its

the Great Salt

Lake

testif}*ing' to

A

extremity.

Desert.

study of

its

project, either at the distal

side, shelves or sjiurs indicating the

25 gives an illustration of

Fig.

145

A

horizons

the composite structure of the mass.

this,

observed near Willow Spring, west

J^y a hook at
details shows that the shore diift, under the

broad

spit is diaracterlzed

m
Fig.

25.

—Coiopouod Hook of an lutermediate Shore-line near Willow Spring.

influence of the dominant waves, here from the north

from a

to

h.

By

carried about the

less

Great Salt Lake Desert.

and northeast, traveled

powerful Avaves from the east and south

end of the embanlcment

it

was then
c,

a point

spit, at

a point

to the recur-ved point

with a peculiar and notal)le outline.

On

where the waves could have no force

after its construction, there are tlu-ee

projecting tongues

d, c, f,

the extremity of the point

others thirty

MON

I

and forty
10

the lee side of the

built of beach-rolled gravel
c.

feet.

and closely resembling

The highest is twenty feet below the spit;
They are eA-idently more ancient hooks,

the
the
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and \owev

ai:)pendages of similar but shorter

spits,

which

may

be

fitly

re-

garded as progressive stages of the huge table ultimately constructed.
Finall}-, the siugle
files is

order.

element of order detected in the accumulated pro-

est Bonnevilie

embankment, was preserved because

deposit of the ascending series,

meager

mask

to

The

it.

in a ])receding section
feet

final contribution,

it

feet

below the high-

was the penultimate

and because the ultimate deposit was too

differentiated series of Bonneville bars described

shows that the penultimate water stage was about 20

Wherever the penultimate

below the ultimate.

bankment was made

to])

the general want of

by this hypothesis shown to be consistent with
The teiTace («, I'l. XXIII) lying from 15 to 25

u})on

its

lakeward

which was small

face,

it

contriljution to

by
upon

escajjcd concealment

amount and was

in

an em-

])erched

the
the

same embankment.

of the

The second hypothesis is thus sustained at all points. The Intermediate embankments record the wave action of an oscillating water surface.
"Within this zone the water level did not long linger at any one horizon, or
if it

did, the record of that lingering Avas effaced
It follows as

.stages

afford a

more trustworthy record of

than do embankments.

It

is

stages that the}- afford coordinated terraces

persistent

an additional mark of persistent

and embankments.

important to note, however, that neither the sea-cliff nor the cut

It is

terrace, if

observed alone, affords satisfactory evidence of persistent wave

action at one horizon.
tide continually

the freshly cut

They must be found

together.

A

slowly rising

abandons the freshly cut terrace and attacks with

cliff

above

vancinc water of an

and

later action.

a corollary from this discussion that cut-terraces with

their associated sea-cliffs

water

by

it.

In

t)scillatin"'

this

lake

;

way

a

cliff is

its

waves

carried before the ad-

and when the maxinuun

reces.sion follows, the cliff is stranded, so to speak, at the

reached

is

upper

Sim-

e%en though the water margin Avas retained there a short time only.
ilarly, it is

conceivable that a falling lake surface

terrace without leaving at

The

first

any horizon a

may

sea-cliff of

carry before

limit,

it

a cut

comparable magnitude.

of these conclusions has an application in the case of the Bonne-

ville shore-line,

which, as already remarked,

lieifht of its sea-cliffs,

but

is

inferior to the

.is

characterized

Provo shore-line

by

the great

in the

width

CIlAIiACTEKS GIVEN BY STABLE
of

The

cut teiTaces.

its

WATEK

LEVEL.
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considerations here adduced serve to complement

the partial explanation of this contrast advanced on page 129.

As already
was the
of

result of a series of oscillations of the ancient lake, Avhereby a zone

wave

action

The

slope.

was

upward and downward over the
statement does not lie in the embankments them-

carried alternately

basis for this

selves so nuich as in

unquestionalily true

associated lacustrine

tlie

tliat

internal sti'uctures of
ination,

and

alluvial deposits.

the entire history of oscillatiim

tlie

embodied

is

It

is

in the

einl)ankments, Ixit these are not exposed for exam-

and the external forms

information for the most part only of

aft'ord

latest additions.

tlie

It is

a curious fact that those forms of embankments appear to have

moulded by

l)een

a gradually rising rather than

movement

of the Avater

A\'as

noAv dry, but that recession has

left

general

that

we

are led to believe

This conclusion
that the e%adence

as

embankments

intimated, the coniijilation of the Intermediate

is

as

falling tide.

The

last

of com'se a recession, for the slopes are
so

little

trace above the

Provo horizon

more rapid than the j)receding advance.
interesting as it was unexpected and it is proper
it

far

;

on which

has been assumed

it

was

by a

rests

it

by

be presented somewhat

fully, especially

several investigators, including myself, that

the several shore marks of the series represent lingerings of the ancient lake

dimng

a gradual recession.

SUPERPOSITION OF EMBANKIIENTS.
The snowpiow.-

In the

the overlapping of low

map

first

embankments by high

Snowplow
is not entirely sup})orted by
side so as to rest partly upon
to the

of the

tion of both.

(It is

many

place, there are

(PI.

XIX), he

the taljle

h,

superficial indications of

ones.

If the reader will turn

will see that the table lettered a

but

jn-ojects a

the general slope which

is

necessary to restore in imagination

little

the

on the south

connnou founda-

tlie

contours inter-

by the di-ainage line southeast of the letter a and dividing the
embankment it indicates.) As has already been explained, the material of
the Snowplow was derived from the region fff, and was di-ifted along the

rupted

shore from southeast to northwest.

of each

That wliich composes the upper surface

embankment must have been

can-ied along the southera edge of the

LAKE
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Snowjilow by beach action, so that each embankment was, at the time of
completion, connected

embankment

h is

by a continuous beach with the source of supply.

not so comaected, for the eA-ident reason that

edge has been overlapped by the

latest addition to

waves during the recession of the water had made a contribution

embankment, they must

ment or

have excavated the

either

have built a platform around

else

it,

and

the crest of the upper to the foundation plain

uniformity and steepness.

A

bankment

nftcr the

the

was com])]et(d

h

members
Reservoir

If the

to the

lower

upper embank-

side of the

in either case the slope

from

would not have the observed

similar relation of parts

embankment

c,

shows that the em-

so that at least three of

Reseiwolr Butte substantially the same story

The

in different language.

tom was

a.

of the series received their final moulding- in ascending order.

Butte.-At

was rugged

Tlie

southern

its

embankment

its

told,

is

but

face of the butte turned toward the open lake

and the configuration of the neighboring bot-

in the extreme,

irregular, so that, as the depth of the Avater changed, the conditions

determining the transfer of .shore

The

were continually modified.

and the cqnstruction of embankments

diift

resulting

embankments were not

built into

a svnunetric system but Avere thrown together in an irregular and unique
group.

By

l)v vertical

referring to Pis.

XXIV

and

and horizontal sketches,^

Provo, the highest

is

it

XXV, where

will

be seen

they are represented

that, of those

beach with the north or weather

and

its

Number 2
connection by

the last formed, overlapping all the othor.s.

(thev are numbered in the order of height) has no visible

deriAeil;

above the

fiice

of the butte, whence

form and relations show that

it

its

material

was

could not have been con-

Number 1. The third and ])art of the fourtli
are in a similar manner overplaced by the second, and were evidently earlier
The fourth is however .separable into two parts, A\liicli may have
formed.
structed after the completion of

been formed

at different times;

and the

outer,

marked 4«

not so related to No. 2 as to demonstrate the order of sequence.
ovei^ilaced

bv No.

ent; but the

fifth,

1.

The

which

evidently of gi-eater age.

relative

lie^ in

The

age of the third and fourth

a bay completely sheltered
sixth

diagram,

in the

by

It is
is

is

however

not a])par-

the fourth,

and eighth have no detemiined

is

relation

Tbo plat of these erabanliments given in PI. XXV cannot claim the accuracy of other maps of
embankinenta. It was sketched in the field without the aid of instruments, and may be very inaccurate in matters nnessential to the discussion above.
•
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SUPERPOSITION OF EMBANKMENTS.
to

any other except the

first,

which

projects from beneath the fourth,

The

ninth

is

shows no

the Provo, and this proclaims

an J the

seventli, -vvliich

any

direct relation with

its

recency by

other.

relation to

its

tlie

extends to the north face of the butte, and not merely passes

Its table

first.

the}' iiiiderhe;
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embankment but is in part carved from it.
The Provo waves encroached also upon the eighth embankment. These
relations may be tabulated in the following form, in which the word "ante^^
sliould be construed to mean comjileted at an earlier date than.
the face of the

first

or Bonneville

^ S.inte2

& ante 4
>

ante 4a

Ji'

stockton.-Another

ante

1

ante 9

unique aggregate of embankments

PreA-ious to the rise of the lake, the di-ainage of

ive.

equally instruct-

is

Rush Valley was

tribu-

tary to that of Tooele Valley, the connecting parts haA-ing a continuous

descent from south to north, and an ample channel, of which a portion

At the point of greatest

clearly to be seen.
valleys,

tom

where the Bonne\-ille

of the channel ran about

the BonneA-ille shore.

quantity of shore

thromi across

diift

At

all

350

feet

from the northeast, and a
total

strait

series of

width of 5,000

the bot-

feet,

level afterward

high stages of the lake the

These bars have a

it.

below the

yet

between the two

constriction

had a width of only 8,000

strait

is

marked by

received a large

curved bars were
feet,

and

partially

overlap each other, so as to constitute a single earthwork of colossal proportions.

Whenever

the Avater surface

fell

below the highest completed

Ijar,

the

Rush Valley bay was completely severed from the main body, and became
a lake

by

This lake Avas so small that

itself

powerless; and, although traces of their

its

waves were comparatively

work can be

discovered, they did

The

not materially influence the configuration of the earthwork.
exhibited in the foreground of the view in PI.
file

of PI.

XX.

If the reader

Avill

toward the north.

from a

to g,

in the

refer to the latter plate

to the profile in connection with the

consecutiA-e order

IX and

map, he

Avill

is

map and

is

pro-

and give attention

see that the bars rise in

and that each has a curved axis

This curvature, Avhich

locality

characteristic of

Avith concaA-ity

bay bars

in gen-
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shows that the waves concerned

eral,

It is evident that after the

from

and

all

to

a

action,

last.

letters,

was therefore completed before

—

the lowest bar a being the

this

order

There

may

a dee})ly buried series of bars lower than

any other of the higher

The bar
throughout

embodied

is

ff

its

by

diff"ers

liar,

in the ^•isible

The lowest

length.

but the shore

and has the form of

and

drift

Its

either

younger or

is

it

It is

was
It is

l)uilt

older;

and

to believe that the

its

crest

not uniform in height
is

this there is

approximately in the

an ascent of about 30
strait

That

into spits.

crested from end to end

The

eastern

is

its

distal

end

So

fiir

was not closed

at the west is short

by

straight

proximal end bears two small

lower members of the compound earthwork.

it is

g,

phenomena.

and from

culminating stage of the water; and

is

and the highest bar

first,

have no reason

point of

built at the culminating water stage.

goes, this

have been other than the

At the Bonneville stage the

a hook.

6,000 feet in length.

a,

from the others in that

toward either shore.
a

built;

be beneath the bar//, for example,

We

bars.

position occupied b}- the letter;
feet

was

h

demonstrated only for the visible or superficial

is

portiiins of tin- earthwork.

whole history

north.

order of construction was therefore from low to high.

The

be noted that

so of

came from the

was constructed, the bar a was protected

b

in general the order of construction could not

order of the
the

wave

further

bar

iu their production

spits,

a slender ridge,

and broad and
referable to the

e-vidently overlaps the

as

outward appearance

purely the product of shore action at the Bonneville stage; but

possible that similar spits were formed at lower stages, so as to consti-

tute a foundation for the Bonneville spit.

One of the most striking features of the series of bars is the paucity of
wave marks upon the northern face. There is a diminuti\'e bar, characterized by an abundance of tufa, imposed on the face of the gi-eat bar g four
feet

below

ceptible.

its

crest

These

;

may

tion of the great bar

may

and twelve

feet

lower a wave-cut teirace

barely per-

record an oscillation of the water after the comple-

and before

it

rose to the Bonneville shore

have been produced by the receding water

been touched.

is

In any event, the

final recession

;

or they

after the highest level

had

must have brought every

foot of the northern slope of the earthwork within reach of the waves,

and

SEQUENCE OF BARS AT STOCKTOX.
the sun'i^ing continuity of the slope testifies to

The

sion.

conditions for

tlie
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rapidity of the reces-

wave work were unchanged.

The

which had furnished the gravel for the several embankments,
inexhaustible supply, and the same cuiTcnt*
in

motion by the storm winds

enough

at

any one

level to

l)ut

;

add

still ofi'ered

an

and waves must have been

set

in the failure of the

a terrace to the structure.

waves

at

descent of

final

long at one

changes

level, the

waters

tlie

any of the Intermediate horizons

dercut the embankments constructed at the higher stages.
tarries

tamed long

the lake seems not to have

Another e\"idence of the rapidity of the
found

alluvial .slopes

effects in the

it

to un-

If the water

form of the shore

finally modif\" the currents so as to shift slowly the districts of erosion

Spots that were

of construction.

at first

is

and

excavated are afterward made to

receive dei)osits, antl portions of the original deposit are afterward rem(i\ed.

known

Instances are

which

in

Provo waves have pushed

llie

tion to the heart of the Intermediate

members

the highest
^\

that the

and there are few

;

more or

hich do not exhibit

embankments, so as

less

There

is

ixve

Snowplow; and there

Preuss Valley

Init

Blacksmith

is

no evidence

;

south end

is

possibly a similar occurrence in

no locality gives evidence of long-continued

Cache Valley,

of

Intermediate embankments.

close to the point

from the niountain, there

is

if,

indeed,

it

barred across

positions of the
Dove Creek.-

upper

A

level lines of

sui-fiice

XXIL), and

down

so as to coAer the entire

of

At four horizons

cemented gravel marking successive

of the mass as

siuiiLir escai-jimeut

Dove Creek group

At the

where l^lacksmith Fork

does not constitute the entire mass.

by

jilaces

a section, nearly 300 feet in height, show-

ing a face of clean gravel, which has slidden

—

action.

Fork—Thc undcrcuttiug of the Provo shore has in two

exposed instructive sections of the

of the

but there

action

engraved on the points of Intennediate

terraces in the

this is

;

wave

a narrow wave-cut teiTace on the north face of the

Stockton earthwork; two lines

surface

undercut even

localities of great

encroadunent

excava-

waves of any Intermediate stage have seriously impaired any higher

embankment.

issues

to

tlieir

it

of gravel

embankments

was
is

piled.

exposed on the south face

(see profile diagi-am on PI.

a similar series of parallel lines can

be traced across

it.

They

are best seen from a distance, and on close examination jirove to consist
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merely of

a scattering

growth of bushes.

There

no

is

visible v<iriatioii in

the character of the gravel, l)ut the position of the buslies

termined by the existence beneath the

Whatever the nature of these

siu'face of relatively

is

doubtless de-

impervious

strata.

they are elements of structure and

strata,

demonstrate the growth of the series of embankments irom the base upAvard.

The

feature especially interesting

paired eastern face of the

is

the relation of the section to the unim-

embankment

Each

gi-oup.

continuation of the upper plane of a terrace, so that
to

be units

nected

f»f

stratification.

tliat

Avitli

The evidence from

line of diAision is the

terraces

tlie

external form

from internal structure; and

ai-e

is

shown

thus con-

general conclusion in

tlie

resrard to the succession of the Intermediate terraces is strengthened.

Here, as in the other localities mentioned,

is

it

necessary to guard

against the impres.sion that the entire history of the lake during the formais

revealed l)y what can be seen of the

structui-e lines

do not extend through the entire mass,

tion of the Intermediate shore-lines

These

embankments.

and no other
detritus

Those portions of the general mass of

lines rejilace them.

which

lie

next to the original

b}' rising or falling waters, or, for

to

many

cate

is

oscillations.

slope

may have been accumulated

aught Ave know,

])y a surface subjected

In the case of the SnoAvjilow,

that the latest additions to the mass were

that

all

made

in

we can

predi-

ascending order.

With reference

to the Stockton eartlnvork, Ave knoAv only that, of a certain

series of A-isible

bar

is

crests, the

order of height

is

also the order of date.

not only possible but even probable that the series

ing been interrupted
'

hill

by epochs Avhen

is

It

discontinuous, hav-

the Avater Avas too low t© add to the

accumulations at this point.
Double Scries

in

Preuss Vaiiey.-But,

wliilc

it

Avould have bccu Impossiblc to gaiu

a knoAvledge of the repetitive movements of the lake surface from shore

phenomena

alone, they nevertheless serve to supplement the information

afforded l)y the lake sediments.
Avill

be explained

Having learned from

the sediments, as

in anotlier place, that the Avater rose at least tAvice

the lower to the higher parts of the bashi, besides undergoing
oscillations,

it

Avas not difficult to see that certain of the shore

Avere referable to
locality

is

an

illustrated

earlier flood

by

the

sketch of PI.

many minor

embankments

The most important
XVI, and shows a series

than certain others.

map and

from

DOUBLE EECOKD

IN PREUSS VALLEYS.

by

of curved bars fb b b b), overlapped

a series of spit-like

massed together into a few sloping teiTaces
drift

was

at

north,

tlie

bars are hidden

by

ft

f

the later embankments.
spits.

exhibit their gravelly constitution, but

tlie

It

embankments

The source

t).

and the beaches which conveyed

bars to originate under the lee of the
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it

of the shore

to tlie (•iir\ed

would be hnpossilde

for the

Moreo^-er, the spits everywhere

curved bars are half Ijuriud

by

lake deposits.

DELTAS.
The

who

earliest allusion to the deltas of the ancient lake is

remarks that the lake terraces " are

by

Bradley,

much more numerous near

mouths of the streams, where the stream-cuirents have

the

distri1)uted their

sediment, Avhen the lake waters were at these higher levels";^ but the
first

clear discrimination of the deltas

whose

obsei'vations

were made only a few months

horizon of the Provo shore-line,
level, the detritus

mouth

:

delta, cov-

Another delta was formed

at this time

of Spanish

Fork Canyon,

in the

same

now known

not only that

all

valley,

deltas that led

name Provo to the shore-line

levels.

Howell

to

at that level.

of the more notable deltas of the basin

by each stream

appertain to the same shore-line, but that the delta built

mass the aggi-egate of

that level equals or exceeds in

which covered

acres."^

was the maornitude of the fonner of these

suggest the application of the local
It is

at this

brought down by the Provo River foi-med a

an area of eight thousand or ten thousand
It

Speaking of the

later.

he says — "When the old lake stood

ering at least twenty thoiisand acres.
at the

from other terraces was by Howell,

at

deltas at all other

its

At higher levels such accimiulations are exceedingly rare

;

and

at

lower they appear to have derived then- material largely from the partial
destruction of the Provo deltas.

In attempting to translate these
first

impression

is

that

tlie

is

terms of geologic history, the

lake surface was held at the Provo level during

more than half the period of
that this conclusion

facts into

its

existence, but a fuller consideration

not warranted.

The degradation

shows

of the uplands and

the offscouring of the rivers are doubtless sufficiently unifonn in rate to
'Frank H. Bradley: Geol. Surv. of Terr., Ann. Kept. 1872, p.
Geol. Surv. West of lOOtli Meridian, vol.
E. Howell

"Edwin

:

192.
3, p. 250.
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the basis for a time scale, but there are important modifying condi-

by

tions given

the relations of the oscillating lake surface to the configura-

tion of the stream valleys.

In the discussion of shore processes,
brought to a lake by a small stream
that brought

by a

sion

by

a large

was pointed out

that the detritus

absorbed by the shore

one overwhelms the shore

The codeterminants

delta.

is

it

are,

and records

di'ift

while

drift,
its

acces-

on the one hand, the magnitude

of the lake and the consequent force of the waves, and on the other, the

volume of the stream's load of

In the case of Lake Bonneville,

detritus.

the numl)er of streams competent to project deltas from the shores of the

open lake or of the larger bays, was small; and
their ancient ninutlis

have been examined.

it is

believed that

With very few

all

of

exceptions, they

enter the lake basin thnmgli mountain gorges so deeply eroded before the

lake

e])ocli that

Knowing

ries.

the rising wnter set Ijack into them, forming narrow estuaas

we do from

the study of the Intennediate shore

ments that the water rose slowly as
not (Inubt that the stream

drift

series of di'ltas within the
fell

it

approached the highest

embank-

level,

we can

was contemporaneously accumulated

mountain gorges.

Afterward,

when

into a

the water

rapidly to the Provo level and there rested, the streams attacked the

and carried

deltas in the defiles

new

structures.

walls of the

their substance farther

These new structures began

dt'files,

and were j)rogressively

for the

l)uilt

lakeward to form

most part within the

outward

until they pro-

truded into the o]K-n lake, where space penuitted them to develop into typical fixn-shaped deltas..

defiles

was

removal.

The

close at hand,

Not only was

it

material furnished

and

its

new

it

it

was confined

could not escape their action.

position in an exceedingly short time

not be surju-ised that the traces of

The

the older deltas in the

condition peculiarly favorable for

uncemented, but

courses of the streams, so that

been rolled to

in a

by

its

to the
It

;

very

must have

and we need

original fonns are nearly obliterated.

rapidity witli which delta alluvia are torn

up and earned away by run-

ning water finds abundant illustration at the present time in the irrigation
districts of

or

is

Utah.

"N^Hierever the

water of a canal breaks through

neglected and suffered to discharge unguided

quickly erodes a Canada of formidable proportions.

down

its

bank,

a delta slope,

it
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.

Deltas associated with the Provo shore are thus composed not merely
of the contemporaneous outscour of the catchment basins of their several
streams, but of the detritus antecedently accimiulated in the estuaries dur-

ing the higher water stages
rejiresent the entire period

Provo

and, so far as they afford a time ratio, they

;

dun'ng which the water stood at and above the

Tlieve are, however, a few exceptional localities

liorizon.

where the

Bonneville estuaries were so small and shallow that the stream

merelv
lake

and

;

them but threw out semicircular capes

filled

such cases

in

possible to

is

it

make

di-ift

not

into the Bonneville

a comparison l)etweon the

magnitude of the structures pertaining severally to the Bonneville and

Provo epochs.
American Fork Dtita.-Tlie

of

Utah Lake known

ined for

me by

bcst locality for sucli obscrvatlou

American Fork, and

as the

The Bonne^^lle

Mr. Russell.

radius of nearly .5,000 feet, and a height at
is

by

bisected

the creek, and

is

its

this

is

on a tributary

was carefully exam-

delta there dis])layed has a

outer margin of 120

thus cut nearly or quite to

cliieflv

uncemented,

of

will not hold

wherever

talus

tlie

some intermins^led sand.

of rounded "ravel, with

There

structure.

The outer margin
three-fourths of
steep face

;

is,

by

in the

the stream, thus masking the greater part

is

fortunately

details of this shelf

Around

more communicative.

periphery there runs a narrow shelf half-way

and the

fonn of a

however, some indication of horizontal bedding.

of the teiTace

its

to consist

Tlie "ravel, beintj

an escarpment, but flows down

excavated

it is

it

It

The

base.

its

walls of the chainiel exhibit a section of the deposit, showing

feet.

show

that

it is

down

the

the protruding edge

of an older and lower delta terrace, furnishing the foundation for the

upper.

At some points lake beds were found intercalated with the

gravels, but they appear to

traversing the whole body.

alluvial

be local deposits and not continuous sheets

The most complete

local section has

been

intro-

duced into the accompanying diagi'am, and presents the following sequence
6. 'Well

rounded gravel, forming the top of the upper terrace; 20

foot.

5.

L-iko beds; laminated clays with Atnnicola; 30 feet.

4.

Well roinided gravel 15 feet.
Well rounded gravel cemented at the top by calcareous tufa

3.

;

face of the terrace

;

;

constituting a bench on the

20 feet.

2.

Well rounded gravel

1.

Lake

;

constituting locally a distinct bench

bods, to foot of slope, 10 feet.

;

25

feet.
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The continuity of the gravels 3 and G througliout the whole mass is
shown by their relations to the topography.
Each marks a water stage
during which a bi-oad delta was built in the lake.

and 4 are

identical in character,

locally brought to light

and

may

Tlie Ijeds

and elsewhere completely buried; or they

temporary fluctuations of the lake

At another

])oiut

2

be salients of similar deltas, here

merely local masses of alluvium, marking the positions held
diii-ing

numbered

may

be

l)y the creek

level.

of the profile, a less complete section

was observed,

exhibiting a rapid alternation of gravels and clays in the lower part of the

mass, and at a few other points short tongues of gravel were seen to project

from the table

at various levels.

lit;.— Uiuilalizod Bi;cliuli

Klu.

ol

DellaB at the
scale, 4,500 feet

mouth of Aujcrican Furk

=

1

inch.

Catiyou, Utal],

Vertical scale, 300 feet

By

I.

C. Russell.

UuiizuDtal

= 1 inch.

These indications of complexity of structure accord well with such conceptions of the oscillation of the lake at these stages as
the i^henomena of the Intermediate embankments.
stant, rising

lar

rhythm,

and
all

falling, like the surface

.slope

A

A

rising tide

and give opportunity

falling tide

dei'ived

If its surface

from

was incon-

of Great Salt Lake, with an irregu-

mouth of a stream would be
section should show evidence of

processes of deposition at the

successively intemipted, and
alternation.

we have

any

detailed

would induce the formation of a
for the

delta far

up the

accumulation of lake beds farther down.

would cause the stream

to

deepen

its

channel

by

the

})artial

erosion of the incipient delta, and perhaps of lake beds also, and would

cause a local deposit of gravel at some lower level.

A

reascent would re-
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breach in the deha, and a redeseent might conduct the stream

some new

The same

direction.

parts of the surface

woidd carry the waves

oscillations

and enable them

work over

to

drift

to all

the detritus, adding their

tribute to the general confusion.

Assuming

that the water did actually oscillate to

compilation of the delta,

it is

is

make up

that a definite stage

and that a

its

marked

is

where the water stood long enough
race,

fro

during the

manifestly impossible to trace in detail and in

true sequence the processes which

be affirmed

and

The most that can
horizon of Bed No. 3,

history.

at the

complete a well developed delta

to

similar definite stage

is

marked by Bed No.

6,

which

by

this higl

delta falls within the range to

'st

the Bonneville shore-line pertains, but was not the absolute
is

probable that the latter

represented

is

by

is

a

The

continuous delta sheet almost coincident in area with the one below.
lake level represented

ter-

which

maximum.

It

a shoal-water bar which crosses

the south part of the delta with a crest about 20 feet higher than the delta

margin.

The

locality thus exhibits at least three ancient deltas, of

order of position

which the

is:

by Bed No. 6.
capped by Bed No. 3. •

Bonneville delta; capped
Intermediate delta

Provo

;

delta.

In the order of time the Intermediate comes

The Intemiediate was
failed to

cover

creek, the
also
in

it

built;

first

the Bomieville was spread over

completely; the lake

Provo being formed

and

fell,

same

at the

tlie

time.

The

delta, cutting

it

its

la.st.

back, but

two were eroded by the
Finally the Provo shore

was abandoned by the lake water, which receded

UtahX,ake.

and the Provo

to its ])resent position

creek has opened a broad passage through the Provo

at the outer

margin

a modern delta in the modern lake.

to its ba.se, an<l

The apex

channel through the Provo delta, and

is

is

engaged

of this delta

lies

"in

building

within the

continuous with the flood plain of

the upper course of the st/eam.

The modern stream bed has a more raj)id fall tlian the ancient, as will
be seen by comparing the profiles of the modern flood plain and the Provo
delta, as exhibited in the

diagram.

This

is

due chiefly

to the lowering of

LAKE BONNEVILLE.
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the stream's moutli
issue from

ence to

tlie

it is

A

mountain.

also

due

in part to the elevation of its ]ioint of

recent fault has lifted the mountain ^vith refer-

valley throuj^di a s])ace of 70

tlic

There

but

;

pcrliaps

is

feet.

no locality more favorable than

but even here

tion of the time ratios of the higher lake levels,

The Provo

satisfactory.

delta of

tem])oranef)ns delta formed
it is

iiiij)i-acticable to

the tribute
il

reached

di-aw a line of separation;

make such

IJiissell's iield
tif

the next creek to the north in sucli

a level Inirel}- l(»(l feet

from

it is fai-

American Fork coalesces with the con-

made by American Fork during

iiistructi\e to

mnes

by

this for tlie estima-

and there

tlie

tliat

no record of

the rising of the lake until

below the Bonneville.

com])arisons as

is

way

Nevertheless,

it

is

circumstances i)ermit, and Mr.

notes have enabled him to comjnite approximately the vol-

alluvium accumidated

at the ditferent levels.
MilliouN of
cubic yards

Viiliimc of Bonneville

and Inlrriiicdiatc deltas before erosiou by the creek
in inoutU of bed-rock cauyou

3'.\0

Volume of .alluvium conteiui>oraueously dcjwsited

5

Total voliiuie of gravel fnrnislied by American Fork while the lake level was within
100 feet of the highest stage
delta of American

Volume of Provo
trarily

S^.S

Fork (the separation from delta of Dry Creek being arbi-

made)

400

Dfdncl gravel derived from
Deduct gravel derived from

and Intermediate deltas
of bed-rock cauyou

uioiilh

2H

.'

li^iiieville

5

33

Total volume of gravel furuished by American Fork -while the lake titood at the Provo
a67

level

If these quantities

were well ascertained, instead of being rudely

esti-

mated, they woidd show the gravel tribute of the stream to have been slightly
greater during

dent

i-ising,

tlie

Provo

epocli tlian during

its

highest

duration of the Provo stage; and, after

for im])erfection of data, there
is

100

feet of tlie antece-

and would warrant the inference that the time during which

lake level lingered within 100 feet of
l)y the

tlie last

mark was

all

tlie

slightly excee(led

allowance has Iteenmade

remains a presumption that the Provo ej)och

comparable in duration with the epoch or epochs recorded by the upper

deltas.

Mr. Russell has computed also the volume of gravel furnished
creek after the completion of the Intermediate delta, finding

it

to

l)y the

be loS

TIME EATIOS.
This re^jresents the tribute of the creek fur

million yards.

within 5U feet of the

maximum, and

ratio to the estimated

Provo

sume

that one-half of this

tribute

and Provo shores

as

is

1

value, but qualitatively

as 5 to 12.

mass pertains

fi\ir

to as-

of the epochs of the Bonneville

serves to confinn the impression derived from
Pro^"o shores.

between the Provo and Bonneville

advance and not of the

There was of

lioriz(.)ns,

The Intermediate

retreat.

older than the Bonneville;

and there

is

was a

delta

is

halt of the

unmistakably

none younger except the Provo.

no cessation of stream action while the water of the

coui'se

lake was falling from the high

mark

gun the erosion of the Bonneville

The creek must have

to the low.

delta as soon as

its

be-

point of discharge

lowered by the recession of the lake; and the product of that

at all

erosion must have been deposited at the
a delta or

perhaps

worthy of note that the only halt of the lake surface which here

iinds i-ecord

was

It is

Its

to the Bonneville shore proper;

j-atio

wave work of the Bonneville and
It is

lake changes

Quantitativel}', this estimate has not a high

to 5.
it

all

includes the Bomieville tribute.

is

and on that assumption the indicated

the
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group of

deltas,

mouth

of the creek in the fonn of

but the eroded channel was so narrow and the

resulting deposits were of so small bulk that later action destroyed them.

While the Provo delta was being

was enlarged nearly
vives to

mark

built the channel

to its present dimensions,

the earlier stages of

its

of the receding lake.

If the lake

and no stream terrace

excavation.

creek tore dow^n and removed whatever deltas

it

tRrough the Bonneville
sur-

In the same period the

may have

built at the shore

had halted and lingered by the way, the

creek would have been able to carve a broad flood plain and spread a broad
delta,

some vestiges of which would survive; and we can legitimately

from their absence that the recession of the lake was
terruption until the Provo level

When
ment was

its

of only 70

feet,

that constructed

of

tlic

a\

the Provo delta,

ithout in-

its

move-

the creek has a

but five separate stream terraces, cut from

right wall, record the hesitation of the water as
Logan Deita.-Oue

is

away from

The channel then opened by

less precijiitate.

and

was reached.

the lake afterward shrank

maximum depth

i-apid

infer

it fell.

most bcautiful and symmetrical of

by Logan River

at the

all

Provo stage of the

the deltas

lake.

The
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river enters

Cache Valley from the

front thi-ough

which

ddbouchiug from a bold mountain

east,

has eroded a narrow V-fonn canyon.

it

of the canj'on the Bonneville shore-line

is

At the mouth

engraved on the rock nearly

fi-^e

hundi-ed feet above the river, and the grade of the river bed indicates that

when

the line

was cut the lake

tance of al)out four miles.

w^ater set

There are are some

cumulations within the canyon, but

and certainly no delta was formed

any estuary
allu^^um.

about

existed at the

The apex

this point as

Ji

is

visibly

tions fioiii the

is

At the margin

turn,

its

was small and quickly

is at

the

mouth

20

The upper

having a radial slope

in all direc-

a degree from

this gentle inclination is

degi-ees.

abruptly exchanged

At the north the terrace joins and coa-

and contemporaneous but smaller teirace pertaining

The

mai-ginal height of the terrace

construction the river occupied every part of
to

the position of that cliannel

remnant of the delta

As soon
a

u('^\'

was determined by the chance

It is not medial,
is

is

about 125

its

surface in

by

the river,

position of

tlie

but bears so far to the south that the

two or three times greater than the southern.

as the erosion of the

Provo

delta \\as Ijegun at a lower level,

at the inoutli of the

to

an end bv the lower-

ing of the lake, and the excavation of a channel was begun

northei-n

and

XXVI).

profile of PI.

and when the construction work was brought

shifting stream.

with

filled

of the canyon,

feet to the mile, or three-fifths of

]iow a .small creek.

Uui-ing

feet.

map and

distinctly conical,

for a de(•li^•ity of al)out

what

it

If

center the margin describes an arc of about 130 degi-ees

and

lesces with a similar

filled,

in the lake at the Bonneville level.

of the Provo delta

apex of 55

the horizontal.

dis-

slight traces of gravel ac-

probably was only partially

it

Provo stage

with a radius of 8,000 feet (see
surface

back into the naiTow wav a

commenced, the

delta

buildinir of

and the apex of the new delta was

channel througli the Provo.

With

tlie

progressive low-

ering of the lake, yet other and lower deltas were built, the construction of

each being accompanied by the

above

it;

and

this

])artial

or complete destruction of

continued until the desiccation

miles below the Provo delta, each liank of the

remnants of these old

depo.sits,

cif

the valley.

modem

river

is

four or five lying on each side.

most conspicuous has been selected as the

site

of the

tlio.se

For two

lined l)y

One

tlie

of the

Logan Temple, and

two lower benches are occupied by the town of Logan.

A

glance at the
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show

will

their an-angeiuent better than

any
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description.

The

river has

developed so broad a flood plain that half their mass has disappeared, and
the dissevered remnants are too fragmentary to be readily correlated across

Xo

the intei-\al.

made to restore their foiTQs and comevident by inspection that they included no

attempt has been

pute their volumes, but

is

it

Their remnants do not exceed in total bulk

rival of tlie great delta above.

They can have no
value as a l)asis for time ratios, because it is impossible to tell how much
thev owe to the reworkinir of the material of the higher delta and how
much to the annual tribute of gravel brought by the river from the mountains but they serve to show, first, that the lake lingered by the way as it
the ma.ss the river has

dug from

the upper ten-ace.

;

receded from the Provo

The same

sin ire,

and second, that

have

ling-erincfs

its

lingerings were not long.

record within the Provo delta in the

left

turm of stream terraces, whirh abound near the mouth of the canyon.

Mr.

Russell has recognized ten iiviependent benches on the north side of the

stream and three on the south.

The

A-iew in PI.

XXVII was

sketched from the wall of the Moraion

temple standing on one of the lower terraces.
di^-ided

bv

It exhibits the

the alluvial valley and overlooked

by

Provo

delta,

the Bonne^-ille shore

mark, which happens to be strengthened immediately above the delta

an accumulation of shore

The main

delta,

lacustrine sand

and

by

di-ift.

and probably

all

below

The modern bed

clay.

rest

it,

upon a sloping

floor of

of the river runs below the

bases of the deltas and within the zone of these sediments, but exposures
are rare,

bv

down and
was

reason of the tendency of the uncemented delta gravel to slide

overplace

afltirded

bv

it.

The

best exhibition at the time of our examination

a fresh excavation for

north of the river, and was sketched

many

undulations beneath

yond

its

may
the

margin.

tlie

Provo

an

irrioration

by Mr.
delta,

Russell.

strata

Mr. Russell suggests that the disturbance of the strata

work there was

a difference

beds beneath the delta and
draAATi at the

11

The

blufi"

show

but are relatively smooth be-

have been an incident of the building of the

was sharply
MON I

canal along the

by

between the

those

beyond

edge of the deposit.

delta.

At etery stage of

Aveights bonie

it,

and the

by

the lake

line of separation

Tlie conditions were there-

LAKE BONNEVILLE.
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by

fore favorable for the deformation of the freshly deposited sediments
diflereutial pressure,

some of the

The

beneath the gravel.
side

diflerence in weight

As

from

pounds

to seventy-five

was progressively increased by additions

the delta

at the outer margin, the

to flow out

between the water on one

and the saturated gravel on the other amounted

to the square inch.

made

softer layers being

zone of unequal pressure was con-espondingly ad-

vanced, until the whole substructure of the delta had been subjected to the
action

and deformed as

far as its constitution permitted.
Frnvo Vetra,
'

fiT/, \{<!~;. '.-.'r.'!-. \:» .\-A-^^V:A'i-'3^''- ^-y-m
Tempi/'

D eltxb

Fig. 27.— Partial section of IKltas at Loian, rtah.

Wherever

the

b^dy of

By

C. Russell.

I.

the Provo delta

is

Vei Heal pralp gre.ater than horizontal.

exposed,

fresiily

it

displays

an oblique lamination inclining in the direction of the lakeward margin-

The

dip near the top of the dejiosit

is

downward, the layers being disposed

1.5

or 20 degrees,

in sweeping, parallel curves.

a single locality exhibited (1880) the nearly horizontal

normal delta overlie the inclined

—a

face.

I).

Fine sand, 5

4.

Gravel, horizoutally laminated, 10 feet.

3.

2.
1.

Provo

feet.

of

The Cub Creek and High Creek

close together

Logan, but

less

of Blacksmith J'ork

removed

all

toward the SW.

and one. Spring Creek, probably formed

and

many

.'iO

feet.

as eight built

also a small

deltas are small,

and

Bonne-

lie

within

Blacksmith and ]\Iu(ldy Forks de-

built a confluent delta, larger perliajis than that

symmetric.

was

Exposed

Smithfield and Bellville Creeks heaped

tribute just outside the canyons.

tlie

down, exj)osing

1.

15'^

strcams of Cache Valley, as

the riaiing mouths of the canyons.

bouched

fiillen

k

Deitas.-Of tlie otlicr

deltas,

beds which in a

series consists of:

Fine sand, 25 feet.
line of small boulders, unconformable to No.
Gravel, coarse and fine intermingled; dipijiug

ville delta.

tlieir

The

A

Other

Only

point half a mile below the canyon's

mouth, where the south bluff of the river had freshly
ninety feet at the top of the

and diminishes

The

original or ante-Bonne ville

so deejjly cut that the

modern stream

the debris gathered during the lake i)eriod.

canyon

lias

not yet

The mass

of allu-
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and contributed

to the

tnnnatiou at lower levels of a fine series of deltas, on which stands the

villacre

of

Hyrnm.

in

the

at

it

Spring Creek issued from a canyon which was never cut

lo the

Provo

yon.

The modern stream

its

level,

and the apex of
a

is

mere

was not well made

deposits

few

at a level a

out.

one

rivulet that

is

leap across; but

The history of the Bear Eiver
canyon mouth the river now flows

At the

feet liiglier than before the lake period,

and that level

modern

is

j)assage.

The upper

There was clearly no Bomieville delta

sin-face of the

i-anyon only

sand

fifty feet

is

a sloping plain, joining the

below the Bonneville

shore.

four

river outside the

walled in by a great deposit, chiefly of sand, through which

opened a

tlie

may

mile.

liundred feet below the highest lake shore; but the

canyon

down

Provo delta was quite outside the can-

its

had a radius of two-thirds of a

delta

great,

it

has

at this point.

mountain near

Unfortunately the

examination was made Avhile suoav lay on the ground, and the structure of
the deposit could not be seen.

and

date,

its

it is

a delta

it

is

probably of the Provo

outer margin must be in the ^icinity of Battle Creek Butte, ten

miles away.
its

If

Otherwise

it

must be regarded as a lake sediment, which owes

exceptionally great volume to the proximity of a silt-bearing river.

either case its source of material

is

the river drift; and in either case

its

In
ac-

cumulation was probably contemporaneous with that of the deposits which
filled

among

Gentile Valley, a small opening

the mountains at the head of

the canvon.

Outside of Cache Valley

River
is

lie at

all

the notable deltas except that of the Sevier

the western base of the

Wasatch Range.

The most

nortlierly

near Brigham City, on Box Elder Creek,* a stream rising in a small valley

just east of the

main

axis of the range,

vallev there are remains of a detrital

and cutting across
filling,

it.

In the upper

which was probably coeval

with Lake Bonneville, although not in visible continuity Avith delta formations.

The canyon through

except at

tlie l)()ttoin;

and

the minnitain has been swept clean of debris,

at its

mouth there

is

a small composite delta, of

which the highest element has the Provo height.

The

Ogden River is nearly the same, but its features are on
The upper valley contained so large a bay that a discernible

histor}- of

a larger scale.
shore-line

was carved therein

;

and

it is

probable that some of its sloping

ter-

Not to be confounded with the Box Elder Creek of Tooele Valley, mentioned in connection with
the Grantsville embankments.
'
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The

races are remuants of Bonneville deltas.

upper valley and

Ic^d

to the building of

of the canyon; but this delta

somewhat below the Provo

fall

of the lake drained the

a broad delta just outside the mouth

exceptional to the general rule in that

is

On

horizon.

the plain

beyond

stands at the end of the series, and

its

a series of

it

The

races Avere afterwards formed similar to those at Logan.

it is

city of

ter-

Ogden

suburbs encroach on some of the

lower benches.

Ogden

Close to the
far

more massive.

the

mouth

river

is

deltas lie those of the

The channel

hundred

and

feet deep,

through the fourth part of a

circle.

three ag-ricultural hanJets, and

is

The westward-bound passenger

cut through

symmetric but

less

Tliey extend from four to six miles in

of the canyon.

several

Weber,

all directions

them by the modern

exceptionally indirect, curxang

is

The broad flood plain Avithin it supports
traversed bv the Union Pacific Railwav.

issuing from the rock-bound defile of the

AVasatch at Uinta Station finds himself enclosed

by walls

of delta sand, and

does not fully emerge from the lowest terraces until he reaches
tion,

or south

left
is

a ride of eight miles.

bank of the

the largest of

Init,

owing

The

river

Ogden

greater portion of the structure

and

is

locally

known

Portions of the interior of the mass appear to be

The

the wind.

there stands a hill

principal terrace

more than 200

is

at the

Provo

feet high, Avhich

remnant of a more ancient and more lofty
accumulated during the Provo epoch.

but

delta,

The lower

supei-ficially

modified

is

plain,

grav(!'llv,

moved

and upon

this

possibly be the

probably a dune

teri'aces,

cession of the water, were built on the north side.

Provo delta has been

level,

may

It

form are imper-

but the u})per parts are chiefly composed of sand, so fine as to be

by

on the

lies

upon an open

to the lightness of its material, the details of its

fectly preserved.

Sta-

Sand Ridge.

as the

the deltas of the ancient lake built

all

from

marking the

The south

by subsequent wave

re-

face of the
action.

City Creek, the stream supplpng Salt Lake City with water, rises in

Wasatch Range and flows through a long canyon before emerging on
the plain.
This canyon was capable of storing a large amount of alluvium;
the

and
at

it is

lower

probably due
levels.

of the creek,

The

to this fact that the

Provo delta

gi-oup of deltas constitute "the

and are composed of

coarse, well

is

smaller than those

bench" on both

rounded gravel.

sides

While they

OTHER DELTAS.
were forming, a large amount of shore
rahty from the southeast, and
Tlio configuration of the

this

drift
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seems

reached the

to liave

h)-

modified the resuhing topographic forms.

bench owes nearly as mucli

\o the action of

waves

as to the deposition of stream drift.

The

fonned by

deltas

Little

Cottonwood and Big Cottonwood Creeks

coalesced with each other, and probably with one from the

wood; but

their outlines are greatly

Dry

Cotton-

obscured by subsequent stream erosion,

and thev have been further modified by a system of

faults.

Following the base of the Wasatch southward, the next delta reached
is

that of

American Fork, already described.

Beyond

the delta of the

it, is

Provo River, a broad low terrace of gravel spreading fan-wise from

mouth of the Provo canyon.

The

radius of the fan

the terrace has a marginal height of 70 feet.

vided

by

of

canyon.

its

the

modern

river,

Lower

around

deltas

were only obscurely

to Pleasant

Grove

differentiated,

is

now

canyon

in tlie

di-

but the

constructing' one.

main

crosses the

delta; the

it.

Near Provo City a small stream named Rock Creek
steep

than

which turns abruptly southward from the mouth

wagon road from Provo

railroads pass

about 4 J miles, and

It is skirted rather

form of the lake shore indicates that the river
Tlio

is

tlie

mountain.

It built

issues

from

a sliort,

a .small delta during the Bonneville

epoch, and another during the Provo; and these would afford an instructive

study in chronology Avere

not for the injury they have suffered from the

Hobble Creek,

recent faulting.
Imilt a

it

wliich irrigates the farms of Springville,

well-marked delta at the Provo

The

the Ijonneville.

mountain that

sul)aerial

delta rests against

4,000

tliat (if II(il)]»le

Provo

level.

at

Provo

stage,

and the Provo

Five miles southward Spanish Fork issues from the

it.

range, with a nortlnvesterly course.

with

and jirobably a small one

alluvium here rests so high against the

constituted the const at the

it

witli a radius of

level,

feet,

Creek.

and

In the Bonneville lake

in the

it

built a delta

Provo lake a larger delta coalescing

At Payson a

.small

creek formed a delta at the

Salt Creek, the next stream issuing from the range, reached

the ancient lake only after flowing for

some distance across the

highest delta appears to be one at

Prcivo horizon,

end of Goshen Valley.

tlie

and

plain.

lies at

Its

the south
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Apart from the di-ainage system of the "Wasatch, only three deltas were

A

observed.
age, in

small one

A

Malade Valley.
Provo

at the

lies in

an open canyon back of the town of Port-

was probal^ly formed by Beaver Creek

larger

Ranch; but

level near George's

distinguish stream diift from shore

The

in this case to

it is difficult

drift.

deltas of the Sevier River are

more important.

At the Bonneville

epoch alluvial terraces were built where the river enters Juab Valley, but
the topograph}' did not permit the formation of a broad fan.

At the Provo

epoch a broad, low delta fan was built by the river on the plain between

Lemington and Deseret.
summary.-The coutributious

made by

histor}' of the oscillations of the lake

the jthenomena of the deltas to the

may

be summarized as follows:

Bonne^ille shore-line antedates the Provo.

First, the

Second, the Provo epoch was several times longer than the Bonneville.
Third, in falling from the Bonneville shore to the Provo
g-ered verv

little, if

at

tlie

water

liu-

all.

Fourth, in falling from the Provo level to the bottom of the l)asin the

water occasionally lingered, but

Provo

the halt at the

not

epoch,

lingerings were

bnef

as

compared

to

level.

water lingered during

Fifth, the
ville

its

standing

long

its

advance antecedent

one

at

level,

to the

Bonne-

but oscillating up and

down.

A certain significance

attaches likewise to the absence of deltas fi'om

the greater portion of the coast of the old lake.
associated with
built delta.s.

It

modern streams; and
would appear,

all

the

All of the old deltas are

modem

streams of importance

then, that the ancient climate did not create

important streams in regions where the outflow

is

now

.small.

In the west-

ern portion of the basin, there are catcluuent districts of considerable extent
wliich furnish

of rainfall.
to the

little

or no water to the lowlands

If the rainfiill in BonneA'ille times

modem,

by reason

was very

of the scantiness

great, as

compared

these catchment districts should have furnished tributary

streams; and such streams, flowing over tracts of alluvium, the accumulation

of ages, should have transported large quantities of
lake and constructed deltas of

it.

We

seem thus

to

it

to the

margin of the

have an intimation that

THE HISTORY TOLD BY DELTAS.
the climatic change, whatever
srree

its
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nature, did not affect the rainfall in a de-

commensurate with the difference

in area of lake surface.

TUFA.

by many and perhaps

Calcareous tufa was dejwsited

all

of the Pleis-

In Lake Lahontan and the other lakes of the western portion

tocene lakes.

of the Great Basin, great masses were accumulated, and their study has

In Lake

resulted in an important contribution to the Pleistocene history.
Boinie\ille very

little

tufa

was formed, and

the lake seems to be unimportant.

and

shores;

its

It

amount upon individual

is

bearing upon the history of

its

associated exclusively with the

shore-lines

is

in a general

portional to the magnitude of the other shore' features.
applies to the Bonneville, Intermediate,
carries

most of

all;

and Provo

At

way pro-

least this rule

The Provo

shore-lines.

the Bonneville and Intermediate have an equable dis-

tribution.

Next
shore

The

is

to the

Provo the Stansburv

not characterized

extent of the lake

of the Avaves

is

most generously supplied; but

by embankments and

was so greatly reduced

was materially lessened; and

cliffs

of great magnitude.

at this stage that the

it is

this

power

perhaps legitimate to infer

that the tufa records a protracted lingering of the falling water

which does

not find adequate expression in other shore features.

In embankments the position occupied by the tufa
face a

few

feet

lower than the

crest.

It lies just

is

on the weather

beneath the surface, and

has the function of a cement, binding the gravel together into a conglomerate.

The association is far from being invariable; and indeed the majority of the
embankments are uucemented. In regions of excavation the tufa occurs
ju.st

outside the edge of the cut-ten-ace, coating the lower slope for a space

of 20 or 30
to

20

feet

feet.

Its

zone of

deposition was probably from 10

beneath the water surface.

"Wliere the deposit

wherever

maximum

it

is

thin,

it

consists

merely of a uniform

acquires a thickness of an inch or more, there

tendency to assume dendroid forms.

film,

but

is

manifested a

These are not uniform

in character,

but generally consist of branching stems, an eighth or a fourth of an inch
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in diameter, frequently dividing

reticulated

mass

in

and again joining, so as

which the interspaces are not

The composition

is

shown by the following

report of the Fortieth Parallel Survey, Vol.
Analysis of Tufa'frovi

ISpecific graTity,

Silicic acul (chit-fly

large.

analysis, copied from the

page 502:

1,

Lake Desert,

Terrace, Bedding Spring, Salt

Main

to constitute a

fiy

R.

TT.

Wooduard.

2.4, 2.3, 2.4.)

included sand)

Alumina
Sesquioxideof iron

Lime
Mat^nesia

Soda...

.*.

Potanaa
Lithia

Phosphoric acid

Water
Carbonic acid
Total

On

pages 495 and 496 of the same volume,

distribution of the tufa along each shore

nature of the subjacent terrane.
quartzite

and granite

The

A

its

relation to

wave

action.

from calcareous rocks.

The

fact that deposits

more important

No

independent of the

upon

most conspicuous accimndations are upon rock
probably depends upon the

is

heaviest observed deposits are

at a considerable distance

are largely interstitial.

microscopic characters

by King.

of the tufa are described

The

tlie

deposit

but

in place,

this difference

upon unconsolidated material

peculiarity of the distribution

is

found in sheltered bays; and on

is

the open coast those points least protected from the fury of the ^aves seem
to

have received the most generous coating.

Tliese characters indicate,

first,

was derived

that the material did not have a local origin at the shore but

from the normal lake-water; second, that the surf afforded a determining
condition of de})osition.
'Tbe aualysiH

is

appear in a later chapter that calcareous

headed "Thinolite ([meudo Gay-Lussite) "

the reference to the analysis in
to the origin of the

It will

tlie

—

text (p. 49.5) uses the designation

Lahontan tnfa wliieh

is euiliodieil in

))rolial>l.v tliroiigli
tiil'a

only

;

inadvertence, for

and thr

llieory in re'iard

the term "pseiido Gay-Liissiti'," a]>pear8 from

the context not to Lave been applied to the Bounevillo basin.
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matter constitutes an important part of the fine sediment of tluJake bottom,

and that

was

tliis

easy to see

why

from

chiefly or -wholly precipitated

solution.

should consist of discrete particles in the

this deposition

open lake and be welded into a continuous mass upon the shore
explanation appears to be afforded

tial

by

from contact

but a par-

All precipitation being initiated

during stonns, coalescence at the shore

may

The suggestion

at the instant of separation.

amount of support

;

the hypothesis that the separation

was promoted by the aeration of the water.
at the surface

not

It is

ha^-e resulted

finds a certain

played by nuclei as detenninants of precipi-

in the part

tation.

The

thickest deposit

anywhere observed

on the outer verge of the

is

ProA'o terrace at the north end of Res*ervoir Butte,

mum

of four

that while

wind,
in
its

it

it

The

feet.

was

tufa there coats a

most places where the tufa

An

is

measured by

allied deposit

This was

sand.

is

a maxi-

solid quartzite so situated

fully exposed to the surf, whatever the direction of the

was exempt from attack by shore

depth

knob of

where there

so

The

locality

abundant as readily

is

exceptional;

to attract attention,

inches.

may

first

is

drift.

bo mentioned in

this connection,

namely,

oolitic

by Miss Susan
found by Messrs. AV. J.

observed on the Bonneville shores

Coolidge, of Grantsville, Utah, and was afterward

McGee and George M. Wright on several shore teiTaces at the north end of
the Oquirrh Range.
It is now forming in Great Salt Lake along the coast
between the delta of the Jordan and Black Rock, where
material of a beach, and

is

drifted

shoreward

in dunes.

it

constitutes the

Like the

tufa,

it is

exclusively a shore fomiation, but the circimistances connected with

occurrence

ion

the

modern shores of Great

warrant the suspicion that

The
mouth of

supi)ly.

locality

the

a stream

it is

Salt

Lake and Pyramid Lake

not equally independent of local sources of

mentioned on the shore of Great Salt Lake

whose annual

is

near

tribute of carbonate of lime can not

be small, and the oidy known locality on Pyramid Lake
lidt

its

is

associated with

calcareous springs.

RESUME.
The

highest of the shore-lines preserved on the slopes of the basin,

namely, the Bonneville shore-line, has an altitude of 1,000 feet above Great
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Salt Lake.

By

conspicuous of

its

position at the top of the series,

but the one most deeply carved

all;

by embankments

characterized

ingly great sea-cliffs and terraces.

of great

size,

is

but without con-espond-

Of these

exhibit lake

latter the Stans-

the most prominent.

The
at the

the most

the Provo, 375 feet

Below the Provo the slopes

sediments, ^\hh occasional shore-lines superjjosed.

bury

is

it is

Between the Bonneville and Provo are the Intermediate shore-

lower.
lines,

reason of

area of the lake at the Borineville stagft was 19,750 square miles;

Provo

stage,

about 13,000 square miles;

at the

Stansbury stage, about

7,000 square miles.

The order
is:

first,

of sequence of the shores to •which

Intermediate; second, Bonneville;

thii'd,

names have been given

Provo; fourth, Stansbury.

During the period of the foiTuation of the Intemiediate embankments, there
were no persistent water stages; but the water surface
down.
eral

The

last additions to the

advance of the water.

The

oscillated

up and

embankments were made during a gen-

oscillation of the

water surface continued

through the Bonneville epoch, the Bonneville shore representing the combined results of wave action at a series of water levels having a vertical
range of 20

feet.

The

last stage of this series

diately afterward the surface

remained a long time.

Provo shore

to

its

fell

was the

highest,

and imme-

rapidly to the Provo horizon, where

The water margin afterward receded from

present position, halting occasionally

longest at the Stansbury shore.

by

it

the

the way, and

CHAPTER

IV.

THE OUTLET.
ago

Tliirteen years

I

had the temerity

to ])rediet/ first, that the position

of the Bonneville shore-line Avonkl eventually be shoAvn to have been deter-

mined by an overflow of the
would be found
dictions has

been

have

jiroved to

to

consideration:

and second, that the Provo shore-line

have been similarly detevmined.

verified in

warrant.

full

A

lake,

its

letter,

My

but not in

anticipation

lake without overflow has

first

its spirit;

its

of these pre-

the second has

was based on

the following

extent determined

ratio of precipitation to evaporation within its basin;

inconstant, fluctuating from year to year

The

and

by

the

since this ratio

and from decade

to decade,

it

is
is

highly improbable that the water level will remain constant long enough to

permit

its

waves

to carve a

fact that the highest

deep record.

take account of the

I failed to

shore-mark of the series

is

conspicuous

by reason

of

the contrast there exhibited between land sculptiire and littoral sculpture.

We now know
in a certain

that the height of the Bonneville shore-line

sense

by

was determined

overflow, since a discharge limited the rise of the

water; but the carving of the shore was essentially completed before the
discharge; and as soon as that began, the water level
liorizon,

fell.

At the Provo

on the contrary, a constant or nearly constant water-level was

maintained by discharge for a very long time.

The
its

basin;

outlet of a lake

and

it

is

necessarily across the lowest point of the rim of

essential that this point

is

water level of the lake.

The search

for

be somewhat lower than the

an outlet

to

Lake Bonneville was

therefore a search for a pass in the rim of the basin lower than the neigh'

Expl. West of the 100th Mer., vol.

3,

pp. 90, 91.
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boring

It is

sliore-lines.

equally necessary that the basin on the opposite

be comjietent to receive the discharged water.

side of the pass

and

either drain to the ocean or else be sufficiently large

dispose of the affluent water

having been

satisfied,

by

The

evaporation.

must

It

sufficiently nrid to

conditions of outlet

and a discharge having been produced,

it is

equally

evident that the process of that discharge would modify the topography in

A

a peculiar manner.

would descend

in

channel Avould be produced at the pass, and this

one direction only,

pass into other topographic features.

its

sides

The

and bottom merging

site

at the

of the ancient outlet of

Bonneville should therefore exhibit a channel, the bed of which

than the contiguous shore-line, and the descent of which

is

is

Lake
lower

toward some

basin competent to receive and dispose of the water.
It is quite

subject to deformation through

known

to

be

hypogene agencies, should discharge

its

conceivable that a basin like the Bonneville,

suq)lus Avater at one time over one pass and afterward over another; and
this possibility
its

was one of the considerations leading

entire coast line.

By

that examination

lower passes of the basin's rim are

by competent

an examination of

was ascertained

that all the

at the north, separating the basin

drainage system of the Columbia River.
visited

it

to

observers; and

it

from the

These passes were systematically

was ascertained

that the Bonneville

waters discharged at one point only.

The

trend of the mountain ranges in that region

is

generally north and

south and the passes are simply culminating points in the intervening valleys.

As a
rise

rule they are not rocky, ])ut consist of alluvium, the profiles of which

gently toward the mountains on either

side.

South of each such pass

the minor drainage lines from each mountain unite and produce a main

drainage channel descending toward the basin of Great Salt Lake.

At the

north a similar confluence jn'oduces a drainage channel descending toward
the tributaries of the Columbia.

mountains unite
It is

face,

a

Avith

On

the pass the alluvial profiles from the

gentle curvature; and there

is

no channel of drainage.

a curious fact that in a region characterized

number of

of onl}- a few

fcn-t

were so nearly

at the

determined the actual

i)oint

jjasses

same

by

great reliefs of sur-

level that a difference

of discharge.

The water

of

the lake rose Avithin 75 feet of the })ass north of Kelton, Avhere the Bois^
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and

it

from the Salt Lake basin
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to tlie head-waters of Raft River;

rose within 100 feet and 200 feet, respectively, of the passes north of

Snowsville and Curlew.
Red Rock pass.-The

Valley, at a point

Marsh Creek

actual point of discharge

known

valley,

and

Red Rock

as

was

at tlie

north end of Cache

Pass; the outflowing' river entered

Vjeing there joined

by the

Portneuf, flowed through

Portneuf Pass to the valley of the Snake River.

The

first

suggestion of

was by Bradley, who crossed the old channel some miles below
the pass in 1872; and it was independently demonstrated by Mr. Gilbert
position

its

Thompson and by

the writer,

who

separately visited the locality some years

later.^

The

ascent to

Red Rock Pass from Cache Valley

is

so gentle as to be

scarcely noticeable, and the descent on the ojiposite side, while i)erceptible
to the eye, aff"ords

an easy grade

to the

few miles west of the pass, there

A

Utah and Northern Railroad.

rises a lofty moinitain ridge separating

Cache Valley and Marsh Valley from Malade Valley.

On

the east are

lower mountains, separating Cache Valley and Marsh Valley from Gentile
Valley and Basalt Valley.

From

the base of the range on either side, an

alluvial slope descends to the pass, but this

is

not continuous.

Knobs

of

indurated rock, similar to those constituting the mountain, project through
testifying to the existence a short distance beneath the alluvium of a

it,

spur connecting the two ranges.

rocky

At a few points there are exposures of

less

indurated rocks, supposed to be of Tertiary age, but these form no

by

themselves, being buried under the alluvium except where laid bare

recent erosion.

Tlie alluvium

ancient outlet, which
It

is

is

hills

by

further interrupted l)y the channel of the

one of the most notable features of the landscape.

has been excavated to a depth of several hundi-ed

feet,

and has a general

'It was maintaiDed by Peale tbat tbe original poiut of discharge was at Portneuf Pass instead of
Red Rock Pass; and tbe discussion of this view gave to the subject of the outlet and its discovery a
more voluminous literature than perhaps it deserved. The writers diss ut from Peale's determination

has already been recorded in discussing the supremacy of th() B(miieville shoreline ()>. 9-i). Readers
who c.iro to pursue the subject further will Cud the following references useful :— G. K. Gilbert, in Surveys West of the lOOtb Meridian, vol. ;!, Geology, p. 91 E. E. Howell, idem, p. 2.'.1 F. H. Bradley,
Geol. Survey of Terr., Ann Rept. for 1872, pp. SOi, 203; Gilbert, Bull. Phil. Soc. Washington, vol. 2,
p. 103; A. C. Peale, Geol. Survey of Terrs., Ann. Rept. for le77, pp. 5C.'>, C42; Am. Jour. Sci., 3d series,
vol. 15, 187-', p. C5; Gilbert, idem, 3d Series, vol. 15, 1878. p. 256; Peale, idem, vol. 15, 1878, p. 439;
Gilbert, idem, vol. 19, 1880, p. 342; Lieat. Willard Youug, Surveys West 100th Meridian, Ann. Rept.
;

for 1878,

1).

121.

;
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Five small streams flow from the

width of about one-third of a mile.

momitaius to the ancient channel, and each of these has carved a deep

The

trench in the alluvium, casting the eroded material into the channel.
greatest of the streams

is

Marsh Creek, debouching

Hunt's Ranch; and

at

its

freshly formed deposit occupies the old channel for a distance of nearly three
miles.
tribute,

Three or four miles farther south Five Acre Creek makes a similar
filling the old channel with alludum for the space of a mile; and

same thing

the

is

re))eated

The

farther south.

on a smaller scale by Stockton Creek, two miles

alluvial fan built

by Marsh Creek

than the others, so that the actual water parting

is

is

by

occupied

alluvia, the old chan-

a marsh three miles in length with an average width of

twelve hundi-ed feet

;

and within

a small pond.

this there is

Creek and Stockton Creek there

alluvia of Five-Acre
as

a few feet higher

Hunt's Ranch.

at

Between the Marsh Creek and Five-Acre Creek
nel

is

is

Between the

a larger pond,

known

These marshes and ponds, whenever they accumulate water
overflow, drain southward to Cache Valley; and all the streams

Swan Luke.

enough

to

of the pass except Marsh Creek are tributary to them.
aln-uptly north

volume
ficial

is

]\Iarsh

Creek turns

on entering the channel and flows toward Marsh Valley.

so small that during the

dry season

it

Its

does not maintain a super-

flow through the valley, but repeatedly sinks beneath the surface and

reappears below in

The knobs

s])rings.

of indurated rock, which in the immediate \-icinity of the

pass consist of arenaceous limestone, both adjoin and interrupt the channel.

Near Hunt's Ranch there are two

height, overlooking the channel
a

number

buttes, each several hunth-ed feet in

from opposite

sides,

and between them are

of low reefs projecting tlu'ough the flood-plain of IMarsh Creek

Constricted

by

these reefs, the channel has a

minimum

superficial

width of

only GOO feet

The

relations of these various features will

reference to the

map

The Bonneville

in PI.

upon a butte

XXVIII.

shore-line

to the ^•icinity of the pass.

be better understood by

is

On

traceable continuously about Cache Valley

the east side

a mile south of Hunt's Ranch.

its

On

the allu%-ial slope two miles from Hunt's Ranch.

most northerly vestige
the west side
Its height

it

is lost

is

on

above the marsh
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is

which the Provo shore-line was observed
in the A-icinity of the

Marsh Creek

The

feet.

nearest point at

about eight mih^s farther south,

town of Oxford.

issues

from

its

canyon

mountains about two and

in the

The

one-half miles east of the old channel.

by

is
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a sloping alluvial plain terminating in a

intervening space
It

bluft".

is

is

occupied

evident that this

is

an alluvial fan or alhu-ial cone constructed by the creek before the excavation of the Bonneville outlet.

outflowing
several

i-iver,

hundred

Where
channel,

its

ville shore,

It

partially eroded

by

the

and also by Marsh Creek, which has excavated a passage
feet in depth.

this old allu^^al plain

edge

was afterward

is fifty

feet higher

and a restoration of

its

approaches nearest to the Bonneville
than the nearest teirace of the Bonneprofile indicates that

it

coalesced with

slopes from the opposite mountain range at about the level of the Bonneville .shore.

A

careful study of the gi-ound has satisfied the writer that the

base or outer margin of the alluvial cone was part of the ancient water-

and was the point

parting,

The

at

which the outflow was

fact that the Bonneville

water discharged

alluvium instead of solid rock had
of the lake.

much

Uncemented alluvium

is

to

volume of the escaping water became

lune reacted on the

power of

erosion.

over a barrier of

and rapidly torn up and

to flow across the divide,

have commenced the excavation of a channel.
the

at first

do with the subsequent history

easily

moved, and as soon as a cun-ent began

initiated.

As

must

the channel increased,

and

greater,

it

re-

this increase of vol-

In a short time a mighty river was

fonued, and the lowering of the lake surface resulted. /For a time the out-

pouring was a veritable debacle, and

it

could not have assumed the phase

of an ordinary river conunensurate with the inflow of the lake until the alluvial l)an-ier

reef

was

was completely demolished and

called into play.

When the

so far as to give the river a

the resistance of the limestone

corrasion of the channel had proceeded

bed of limestone, the process of excavation

changed from the mere transportation of loose detritus
solid rock,

and the rate of excavation

Avas

to the con'asion of

Avas greatly dimini.'^hed.

V\'r

have

here the explanation of the rapidity of the final recession of the lake from
the BonneAnlle level to the Provo.

•
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Valley-Marsh A^ alley, like

Marsh

and has a north and south

ain ranges,

and

miles,

Cache Valley,

greatest -width

its

trend.

is

Its

length

eight or ten miles.

is

enclosed between mount-

about thirty-five

is

Twenty

miles from I'ed

Pass, the Portneuf River breaks through the eastern mountain chain

Rock

and enters the valley, turning northward and i-unning

Creek

end of the

to the

There

valley.

it

parallel \Yith

receives the creek

Marsh

and then turns

abruptly westward and escapes from the valley through a deep but open

The upper canyon

canyon.

A

as well as water.
into

The Portneuf River

and Marsh Creek
1

succession of basaltic coulees have poured through

Marsh Valley and have followed the slope of the valley

canyon.

to

of the Portneuf has at some time admitted lava

tlie

eastern, each occujn'ing a

levs illustrates the disparity between

valleA'

by

is

it is

that the valley of

and

at

contained

A

comparison of these

Marsh Creek and

chaniiel.

its

val-

Port-

is

Indeed, there

smaller.

is

every evidence

Marsh Creek, having been fonned by the ancient Bonne-

now in process

one point contains a

of

filling.

It

abounds

in

meadows and marshes,

lakelet.

appears, however, that the Bonneville river Avas not con-

The River.-It

tained during

table.

narrow valley sunk from 30

several times larger than Marsh Creek; but the iimnediate

Avhich

ville river, is

lower

follows the western margin of the lava beds,

no feet below the level of the lava

neuf River

to the

it

entire existence in the channel

its

now

occupied

by Marsh

The whole upper surface of the lava tongue, where it has a width
of more thana mile, is fluted and polished, and pitted Avith pot-holes after
the manner of a river bed; and there seems no escape from the conclusion
The trenches at the side
that it was swept by a broad and rapid current.
Creek.

of the lava

we have
Niagara.

may

or

may

not then have existed; but even

to contemplate, as the agent of corrasion, a river

Indeed

it

if

comparable with

even possible that Niagara might

is

they did imt,

sufler

by com-

panson.

Let us assume that

bed the lower channel
assume that
mile.

its

When

at the time the Bonneville river traversed tlie lava-

at the side

had not been eroded; and

width was somewhat

the river

came

less

let

us further

than that of the lava,

— say one

into being, the total descent of

one end of Marsh Valley to the other, was

at the rate of

its

bed, from

13 feet to the mile.

rii

^

iJ^-'J

V

\

\v ^v

%

?£.

f-

!•

kS>.

'%'

'

ry^\v--E>

A'

^

THE DEBACLE.
In the

average grade iu the same space Avas

last stages of its existence its

At

feet to the mile.

stages the declivity

all

t\

7

as greater near the pass than

Let us assume that the slope of the

lower end of Mar.sh Valley.

in the
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water surface in flowing over the lava was 2^ feet to the mile, or one foot
If

in 2,000.

now we assume

the Niagara River,

depth; and

we

we have

equaled that of

in addition that the discharge

all

the data necessary for computing the

obtain for that depth 9

To one who

feet.

stands

lava hed and notes the scale of the car\-ings which oraament
this

phenomena, and twenty

feet

upon the

its

surface,

feet

would better accord

would discharge

the tliKid \olunie ot

detemiination appears far too small.

witli the

Twenty

mean

the Missouri.

Another evidence of the magnitude of the

outfloAv is

found at the

pass.

West of the swamp there is an irregular terrace, extending from Swan Lake
to Red Rock, the upper surfice of which is corrugated with ])arallel furrows
and

ridsres trendin"- in the

general direction of the current.

These consist

Coni^taring them with

partly of limestone crags and parth' of alluvium.

sunilar flutings in other stream beds, they appear to be explicable only as
details of

How

channel-bottom wrought bv a torrent of great volume.
long the discharging river maintained

its

colossal dimensions can

The

not be learned, but the period certainly Avas not great.

entire prism of

water between the Bonneville and Provo i)lanes would be discharged by
the Niagara channel in less than 25 years;

reached a greater
It is

size,

A

could have maintained

its

river;

the Bonneville river

only for a shorter time.

but the

jn-ecise

amount of

filled since

filling is

not so evi-

crude estimate was based upon the configuration of certain small

drainage lines tributary to
(as, for

it

if

evident that the chamiel at the pass has been partly

the desiccation of
dent.

it

and

it.

Before the

filling

began, these drainage lines

example, that of Goo.seben-y Creek; see

PI.

XXVIII) found

their

base of erosion in the main iliannel, and adjusted their profiles thereto.

As the

filling

of the channel progressed they were likewise partially

filled

near their mouths; and a study of their configuration yields a crude

mate of the amoimt of deposition.

and

if this

estimate

is

con-ect, the

than the Bonneville shore.

MON

I

12

This

is

It is

judged

to

be about thirty

bottom of the channel

is

370

feet

esti-

feet;

lower

approximately equal to the difierence in
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and Provo

level of the Bonueville
iniiiiy

of the uutlft with

of

stag^e

its ^valls

of

it

serves to connect

tlio test!

tlie sliore-lines.

not rasy to estimate the cross section of the clianiu'l of outtiow at

It is

any

tliat

and

sIioi-l'S

Undoubtedly

existence.

its

was broader and

it

and bed consisted of alluvium .than afterward when

The trough now occupied by

reached.

bly re[)resents

its

width after

the marshes and

ra})id corrasioiT

desiccation of the lake Avas begun; but this

doubt that

it

had a greater width

at

an

is

deej)er while

solid rock

Swan Lake

])roba-

had ceased and before the
a

We

mere surmise.

earlier stage

and a

was

final

need not

width at a

less

later.

As

the degradation of the channel proceeds 1, the position of

The

was continuallv transferred southwaid.

Marsh Creek

alluvial fan

linal stages the

<lischarge

two miles north of Hunt's

was

its

When

Round Valley marsh.

the

the outflow ceased, the

was

at this

to the

Snake

l)asins

Gooseberry and Five Acre creeks being tributary

In the course of time, however, the alluvium deposited by Marsh

River.

Creek effectually

dammed

Marsh Creek

ward.

itself

their channel

and turned

must norinallv alternate

alluvial fan has gradually increased,

its

in the irrigation

sometimes

(Jreat Salt
his the

of

Bear

a

is

many times.

Even now,
water

its

is

Separated from the open basin of

mountain range which at one place

Bear River escapes from the valley

precipitous walls of limestone.

was submerged

its

turned toward the Great Basin.

River.-Cache Valley

Lake by

As

in its affiliation.

of farming land at Hunt's Ranch, a ])ortion of

artificially

The Gate

their drainage south-

debouchure nuist have been shifted

from Marsh Vallev to Cache Valley and vice versa

ridge

on the

but during

luincli;

water parting between the Bonneville and Snake liiver

I

initiated

head

outflowing river headed seven miles farther south, between

Swan Lake and
latter point,

its

by

is

Through

low.

a iiari-ow pas.sage between

During the Bonneville epoch the dividing

at several places, so that the waters of the

Valley bay conununicated freely with those of the open lake.

Provo epoch the connection was

restricted to the passage

now

Cache

During the
occupied

by

the river, a strait only a few hundred feet broad and a mile and a half in
length.

(

from Bear

)ne-half of the present water su]iply of Great Salt
Rivei',

and that

river during the

Lake

Provo epoch was

a

is

derived

tributary of

T^5f
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CACHE VALLEY A DISTEIBUTING KESEEVOIR.
(

Cache Bay therefore presumably received

Bay.

'aclie

Provo lake; and

the

volume of outflow was

tlie

difference

than the tribute brought

gi-eater

was supplied by

nari'ow strait into

of the inflow of

lialf

from Cache Bay that the outflow discharged.

tlie

it is
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Cache Bav.

the outflow, then the excess

by Bear

If the

volume of Bear River was

was discharged through the

{jreater tliau

strait into the lake.

was regularly reversed

bv reason

of the annual inequality of the Bear River tribute, and

frequently

by

the eftect of storm winds, but

greatly exceeded that of the outflow,

it is

if

still

more

the vv)lume of Bear River

conceivable that the fact of out-

did not iniply the perfect freshness of the lake.
Tliis .speculation

The

River,

a current from the main lake through the

Doubtless in either case the flow throufrh the strait

tlov,-

If

calcareou-; tufa

was sugge.sted by a curious piece of negative evidence.

which abounds upon the Provo shore has not been found

Cache Valley.

associated wirli

it

undetected,

distribution

its

in

large portion of the

If

would seem

it

be really absent, and not merely

to indicate that, dui-ing at least

Provo epoch, the outflow was

greatly exceed, the Be;u- River inflow.

Bay

to the point of saturation,

did not.

The lowering

of the lake level

by the wear

area of the lake surface about one-third, and

it

of the outlet diminished the

must have diminished the

annual evaporation from the lake surface by about the same amount.
to the

moment

of outflow the entire tribute of the lake was disposed of

evaporation; and

went no

not

Under such circumstances the main

body may have accunmlated carbonate of lime
while Cache

less than, or did

a

if

farther, the

Up
by

the change of climate which brought about the outflow

amount of

the discharge during the Provo epoch shoidd

have been one-third of the inflow.

It is

thus seen to

bi' (luite

within the rantje

of possibility that Cache Bay, receiving one-half the total inflow, was a
fresher
It is

body

of water than the

main lake through the

entire

Provo epoch.

certaiidy most remarkable that a concuiTence of geographic

and climatic

conditions should enable a lake to maintain a hifrher desrree of salinity than
the water of the outlet limiting

On

the other hand,

it

is

its size.

not supposable that the main

body of Lake

Bonneville was saline, or even brackish, as those terms are ordinarily used,

during the maintenance of the Provo level by outflow.

The

strait at

the
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Bay was

entrance of Cache

and any

several liundi-ed feet deep,

sensible

between the bay and the open lake ^Vould have produced an interchange of gra\-ity currents, the light water flowing from the
Adding to this
liay at the surface, and the dense water entering beneath.
difference in density

and

re"-ulative action the interchange of currents to

during floods,

it is

stitution of the
ver>-

fro

during storms and

evident that only a small difference in the average con-

bay water and

The

the lake water could be maintained.

minute difference competent to produce the precipitation of carbonate

of lijne in the open lake
It

may be remarked

Provo epoch

is

affect the practical freshness of the water.

would not

in passing that the deposition of tufa during the

not inconsistent with a contemporaneous discharge

by the lake,

even though Cache Valley did not operate as a distributing reservoir for the
water of Bear River. In a broad way, it is true that salt lakes have no dis-

by

charge, while fresh lakes have, and that lakes are freshened

but so long as the volume of outflow
is

tlie

inflow, the freshening

The inflowing streams bring a certain amount
outlet carries away a certahi amount; and as soon

a matter of degree.

mineral matter; the

e(juilibrlum of action

is

volume of the outflow
l)e

than

is less

discharge;

two quantities are

established, these

is

only a small fraction of the inflow,

greater in inverse ratio

:

latter caii not

Carbonate of

On

conditions.

linie is

the one hand,

is

must

is

nor-

be so pure as

its

peculiarly sensitive to the effect of such

it

is

by

dissolved from the rocks

stream in greater quantity than most other minerals, and on
point of saturation

as

If the

salinity

its

and, since the salinity of the discharge

mally identical with that of the lake, the
affluents.

equal.

of

quickly reached.

It

tlie

might be precipitated

rain

and

other,

its

in a lake

even while there was free discharge of a third part of the inflowing water.
The Question

of an Earlier

Discharge.-It liaS

bcCU SUggCStcd by Davis'

to the Boimeville epoch, the altitude of the

such that

its

di-ainage

was discharged

nm

of the basin

but it

is

his suggestion bears will

proper to inquire here whether there

basin of a pre-Bomieville outflow.
'

The

may have been

ocean without the formation of

to the

The more

a lake, or at least without the formation of a large lake.

problem on which

tluit ailtCrior

general

be deferred to another chapter;
is

any indication

in the

possibility of such

Lake Bonneville [a review], by W. M. Daviu:

Science, vol.

1,

1683,

rim of the

an outflow was
i>.

570.

WAS THERE AN EAELIER OUTLET?
fully recognized

by

181

the writer during his investigations in the field; and

several of the lower passes were visited with special reference to this question.

It

was not considered important

examine the higher passes, because

to

displacement of the earth's crust, while jjaroxysmal in

way to be

bri>ad

detail,

appears in a

slowly progi'essive, so that the time presumably necessary

for lifting a barrier to a considerable height

—say one tliousand

feet

— would

by the processes of land sculpture of all traces of
a preexistent channel.
The results of the search were purely negative, no
evidence of a pre-Bonneville channel lieing found. The only point wlioi-e
the indication is not so clear as could be desired is Red Rock Pass.
A presufiii'e

for the obliteration

Bi)nneville outlet,

would be very

difficult to discover, especially if the

sufficient for the
illustration, that

ditions until

occupying the same position as the Bonneville

alluvial cone.

Red Rock Pass were

remain

iVir

sul)ject to the existing con-

While the Bonneville channel would be locally
it

presence would be betrayed
if

to

Sujipose,

Avas enabled to restore the oriefinal contours of

conceali'd, other portions of

But

intervening period were

accumulation of large bodies of alluvium.

Marsh Creek

outlet,

would be

by some

the valley were reflooded

filled

likely to remain visil)le;

siich

phenomenon

and another

as

and

its

and
its

Swan Lake.

river traversed the jiass, the

wasliing out of the alluvium would leave a channel practically identical

with the present, and the earlier history would
If,

lie

masked.

however, the interval between two discharges sufficed only for the

partial restoration of the alluvial contours, the duplication of the history of

outflow would be recorded

No

hopeless.

by

terraces,

and

its

decipherment would not be

such terraces were observed at Red Rock Pass.

These observations manifestly do not warrant the conclusion

that

tlie

tliat

the

epoch of outflow antecedent to the Bonneville was separated from

tJM?

Bonneville basin never had free di-ainage.
last

latter

by

They

indicate raerelv

so long an interval that the channel of discharge can not

now be

discovered.

THE OLD RIVER BED.
Tlie overland stage road which, before the

day of

Pacific railroads,

carried the mail across the Great Basin, skirted the southern margin of the

Great Salt Lake Desert.

From

Salt

Lake

Cit)- to

Canyon

Station, at the

LAKE BONNEVILLE.
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Deep Creek Mountains, its route lay almost entirely
upon tlie bed of Lake Bonneville. Midway it crossed a broad channel,
which every one recognized as an ancient river bed. Here a stage station
was established and a change of horses was kept. The horses were not
eastern base of

watered by the

tlie

river,

by a diminutive modern

nor even

but by means of a well sunk to a depth of 100

representative of

Now

feet.

it,

that the road

has fallen into disuse and earth has clogged the neglected well, the chance
traveller finds nothing to

quench

One who

Spring, a distance of 40 miles.
desert,

fmni Simpson spring

his thirst

where the only vegetation

is

to Fish

stands here in the midst of a

a scattering growth of low Ijushes, and

looks on an ancient river course 2,000 feet broad and more than 100 feet
deep, can not

fail

Naturally

to

be deeply impressed.

old water trace

tliis

was associated

in the

minds of observers

with the shore traces on the flanks of the mountains; and

it is

ing that popular theory located here the outlet of the lake.'
the Bonneville shore-line, which
buttes,

is

700

exi)l(n-ati(in

feet higher

Nevertheless,

upon the adjacent mountains and

visible

is

not surpris-

than the highest part of the old channel; and our

demonstrated that the entire

site

of the channel was submerged

during lioth Bonneville and Provo epochs.
Neither end of the channel
road, but both are
in length,

and holds a

direct course

Lake

Throughout

Simpson Ranges.

south

its

general width

depth

is

its

extent

it is

is

is

northern end

S. Packard
Amer. Jour. Sci.,

'See A.
Gilbert,

is

about 45 miles

it

it

McDowell and
exliibited in its

follows the base of the

about half a mile, but

and

its

more

definite,

it

southern end

is

ill

expands

feet.

At the

defined, the channel

being bordered by low

vol. 10, 1876, p. 228.

in places to

of the Sevier Desert.

in Bull. U. S. Geol. Siirv. Terr., 2u(l series, vol.
3<1 ser.,

McDowell

lays bare the older rocks at several

elsewhere constricted to about 1,000

small,

to

cut from the clays deposited

features gradually losing themselves in the plain
Its

It is

Desert, passing between the

Mountains and associated buttes,

nearly a mile, and

peaks.

from the heart of the Sevier Desert

banks; but in the middle course, where

Its

crossing- of the stage

Near the extremities these only urd

the ancient lake.

points.

from the

commanded by neighboring

the edge of the Great Salt

by

A-isible

is

1,

1)luflFs;

p.

and thence

413 (No. 5); and G. K.
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THE OLD RIVER BED.
to the

River Bed Station

tween

tlie

mountains

general depth

its

its

may

increases to 130

its deptli

banks coalesce

This description applies merely to

its

reason to believe that, at the time of

its

Everywhere

it

On

the Salt

have

little

power of

erosion,

In the vicinity of the

200

to

desiccation,

it

good

was deeper, especially

margined by easily eroded lake

is

mud

lies at

such an angle

into the old channel.

so nearly level that superficial waters

is

and the

])ass tlie

is

silting of the

channel has been

less.

recent deposit has a probable depth of 100

feet.

The
is

plain

There

present condition.

washes doAvn an abundance of

Lake Desert the

and

feet.

sediments; and near the mountains the surface of these
that every rain

In the pass be-

feet.

Avith the steep faces of biittes;

be several hundred

in the southern part.
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general descent of the channel

is

from south

but

this

one point in the pass by an alluvial dam, over which the

interru})ted at

water seems to fiml

its

way rarely.

The

direction of the original descent, or

the direction of drainage through the channel,
existing levels; but fortunately there
terrace,

to north,

is

is

not demonstrated

by

the

other evidence in the shape of a

marking a flood-plain of the ancient stream when

its

channel was

This appears on the banks of the channel north of the

half excavated.

River Beil Station, and

is

capped by

a deposit of tine gravel, the pebbles of

which are evidently derived fn mi the McDowell and Simpson Mountains.

From

tlie

southward for

head of the channel

manv

miles; and

occujiieil liv a river, tlie desert

tlie

it is

plain of the Sevier Desert descends

evident that, Avhen the channel Avas

was covered by

Ji

lake.

In a word, the

channel was opened at a time, during the final desiccation of the lake,
wlieii the level
strait.

The

of

tlie

water in the main l)ody

inflow of the Sevier liody

stricted lake surface could discliarge

by

was

fell

below the liottom of the

for a time greater than

evaporation, and

over the pass to the main bodv, ojiening a channel as

it

tlie

its

shore marks have not been identified.

may have

left

a

Avell

The lower

marked shore record; but

nated from others on the margin

(if

the desert.

tliis

A

surplus flowed

flowed.

lake thus preserved on the Sevier Desert Avas both small

its re-

and

The upper
shalloAv,

and

lake was large, and

has not been discrimi-

rough estimate, based on

a general knoAvledge of the contours of the country, indicates that the up-
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The

per lake had one-eleventh the area of the lower.

lake system had also

another member, for the Bonneville shore had then receded from Utah Valley,

and the outlet of Utah Lake was, as now, an

The continuance

L;ike basin.

affluent of the

Great Salt

of the climatic decadence finally lowered

Se^^er Lake below the level of outflow and dried the river bed.
It

has already been remarked that even in the pass between the mount-

bed was carved from the lacustrine strata deposited by Lake

ains the river

The Bonneville

Pxmneville.

of the

strata there rest against steej) faces

rocky buttes; and the relation of these faces to each other, and to the general course of the chainiel, ii'dicates that they are die walls of

channel whose course the post-Bonneville river followed.

unknown; and

discovery oidy

The

an older

history of

us that, at some

this older

channel

unknown

period before the lake, there was free drainage from one desert to

There seems no way

the other.

age

led,

is

its

which direction

to detennine in

nor whether either plain was covered

tells

by a

this drain-

lake.

OTHER ANCIENT RIVERS.
Three other long abandoned stream courses have been observed within

One

the basin.

Rush and Tooele valleys
built bars,

The pass between

of these has already been mentioned.
is

now dammed

across

by

a great system of wave-

which prevent the drainage of Rush Valley from passing throiigh

Tooele Valley to Great Salt Lake.
Valley sometimes accumulates

in

Against this

a lakelet

known

dam
as

the water of

Rush Lake, and

lakelet occupies a portion of the ancient drainage channel.

of 1,000

feet,

and

is

shallow.

considerably diminished
the width of

its

by

Rush

It

this

has a width

Doubtless the depth of the channel has been

i-ecent deposits;

and

if

away
given by

these were cleared

bed Avould be found smaller than the indication

the lake.

This channel

is

interjireted as showing, not that there

Rush Valley a water supply com])etent
rier as

now

restrains

ville lake, the

A

it,

but merely

to override

was anciently

in

and remove such a bar-

that, before the creation of the

Bonne-

valley had free drainage northward.

larger channel, Avhose habit indicates a stream comparable with the

smaller rivers of the basin, enters Snake Valley from the south at a point

OTHER OLD EIVERS.
just east of
(li:innc'l
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Wheeler Peak known as the Snake Valley Setjlement.

ends at the margin of the old lake, and appears

a stream tiibutary to the lake,

now occupied near
ain known as Lake
no important part
essentially the

which disajipeared

the settlement

Creek, hut

by a

tliis

at the

Above

its

its

mouth.

time.

It is

its side,

and ])layed

confluence the chamiel has

same dimensions, and these continue

about twenty miles from

same

contained

streamlet from the adjacent mount-

enters the channel at

in its formation.

to liave

The

as far as

it

was

Circumstances did not permit

traced,
fur-

its

tlier e.Nploi-ation.

Near

its

mouth- the ancient stream cut across the base of an immense

poured out from Wheeler Peak, opening a channel 1,000

alluvial fan,

broad, Avhich retains a dejith of 50

by

the

A

feet.

secondary alluvial

same mountain stream, and from the material amassed

was afterwards thrown across the channel, danuning
lake.

nel

Still

was

more recently

this

tributed liy man.

within the small

The

in the

first,

a small

a smaller chan-

was nearly drained, and Lake Creek

closing chapter of the history has been con-

The denizens of the little hamlet have built another dam
channel (a \mny and insignificant afi"air compared with

those of Nature's construction),

whereby they have created a pond

fur the

of water for inwation.

storajife

A

formed

fan,

and causing

dam was broken through and

ojiened, wherebj- the lake

escaped to Snake Valley.

it

feet

third stream course of

some magnitude enters the basin

in

Idaho

at

the north end of Snowsville Valley, debouching, from a mountain at the west,

almost j)recisely at the divide between the drainage of the Basin and that
of the Snake River.
its

bed indicates that

Its flood-plain

It
it

was not traced toward
drains a valley of

has a breadth, just before

of 2,000 feet, and below that horizon

Within the lake area
throughout
finds

its

it

source, but the grade of

size within the

mountains.

it

reaches the Bonneville honzon,

is

covered by the lake sediments.

can be traced for several miles, although lined

Through

bj- the lacustrine deposits.

way

some

its

at the present time.

The

this

flood-plain

channel water rarely

is

covered

by

soil

and

vegetation, which give no evidence of recent disturbance except along a

nari'ow meandering trench that one

may

delta associated with the Bonneville shore,

leap across.

There

is

here no

and the implication seems

to

be

LAKE BONNEVILLE.
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was characterized

that the locality

more hnmid than
With

known

at

some very ancient date by

x\

climate

either the Boinieville or the present.

these exceptions the water courses of the drier coasts are not

to give cAadence of modification.

All of

them are larger than the

ordinary streams within tliem require; but the extraordinary requirements
in

an arid region are so great that the channels do not seem abnormal.

OUTLETS AND SHORE-LINES.

The harmony between

phenomena of the

the conclusions based on the

and those derived from the features associated with the

shore-lines

has a double bearing.

On

the one hand,

serves to establish the elements

it

of the lake's history thus far set forth; and on the other

defines the inlevel of a

inconstant and oscillatory, and unless the water stands long at the

is

same

it

Without outflow the

fluence of outflow on shore topography.

lake

outlet

level the

waves

will not excavate

and

cliff's

terraces comparable in

magnitude with the embankments constracted.
It follows that the

Stansbury shore, which gives e\'idence of a perma-

by its
was determined by an

and terraces but by

nent water stage, not merely

cliff's

tion of tufa,

outflow or

I sujiposed that the

River Bed

—

that

its

problem of
level

discharge from the main

existence

would be found

body

accumula-

At one time

would be solved by the Old
been determined by a

body; but

river bed,

tlie

equivalent.

to liave

to the Se^^er

was overtlu*own by the study of
to

its

its

its

was

which showed the discharge

The

have been northward instead of southward.

this hypothesis

precise relation of the

Stansbury shore to the river bed has not been ascertained, for the shore has
not been recognized in that ^^cinity, but they do not differ greatly in
tude.

It is

probable that during the Stansbury epoch the main lake did

not extend to the Sevier Desert.

There

is

have served as a reservoir for surplus water
connecting

alti-

strait

one other valley which might

at the

has not been critically examined.

Stansbury

stage,

but the

White Valley contained

a large bay during both the Bonneville and Provo epochs, and was deep

enough

to

the strait
to the

have received a consider.able discharge

was adjusted

main lake

to

its

delivery.

at tliat level,

but

it

Its

area

is

at tlie

Stansbury

stage, if

indeed small as conijiared

might none the

less

have served ^s a

THE STANSBUKY PROBLEM.
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regulator, causing the oscillating lake to linger at a particular level each

time

it

rose.

The nature

of the problem embodied in the Stansbury shore

realized until the field examinations

were so nearly complete that the op-

portimity had passed for visiting the localities important for
It tlierL'fore

was not

its

discussion.

remains as one of the unanswered questions developed by the

invesLijjatiou.

CHAPTER

V.

THE BONNEVILLE
A

Their relation to the old shore-lines was

ain!

pointed out

by

afterward

distinctly enunciated,

is

first

by the geologists of the P^ortieth Parallel Survey
Wheeler Survey. The grounds for the correlation have not been

Hayden/

tliat

been designated the Bonne-

certain series of lacustrine strata liave

ville l)eds.

and the

BEDS.

their statement

])ro])osed to

probably because they are so patent to each observer

seems surperfluous.

it

combine the history derived from the sediments with the

history derived fi-om the shore record;
estaljlishing the general

A ])rief account
they are

and there

is

a logical necessity for

synchronism of the two.

has already l)een given of the Tertiary lacustrine strata

observed in the Bonneville basin.
in texture,

In the present work, however,

While these exhibit considerable variety

in general so distinct lithologically

from the Bonneville

beds that their discrimination has been easy and unembarrassed by doubt.

The Bonneville
surface,

and

lieds

occupy the lowlands, constituting

retain the attitude of deposition, lying flat

gently inclining at the bases of the mountains.

nearl}' the entire

on the open plain or

Wherever the outcrops of

the Tertiary beds are associated with these, they exhibit dijis referable to

displacement, and they are overlain iniconformably

Bonneville

and

l:)eds

are tlnis seen to

this fact indicates their

y)e

by the

Bonneville.

The

the latest lacustrine deposit of the basin,

synchronism, with the

latest littoral

evidence of

a lacustrine condition.

Again, the distribution of the Bonneville beds

is

Bonneville shore-line; and none of the other groujis are
latter are thus
'

shown

to

be older than the

shore-lines.

Snn-picturc8 of Rocky Mountain Scenery, by F. V. Haydeu,

Rept. Gool. Survey Terr, for 1870, p. 170.
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by the
The
so limited.
The Bonneville

strictly limited

New

York, 1870,

ji.

V.i\>;

Auu.

COEKELATION OF SEDIMENTS AND SUORE-LINES.
beds are not traceable outward from the center of the basin to
the Bonneville shore-lines, or at least they

do not
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all

parts of

to that limit hold their

familiar characters; but they bear to the shore-line certain definite relations,
A\liiih

may

shore-line

be

is

bashi margin

Where

stated.

the margin of the basin

high, the lake beds reach to the foot of the slope;
is

wave work.

Finally, as has been fully set forth

by King,^

in places interstratified with alluvial dei)osits;

mass of alluvium from the mountains and

ui:)on

by

where the

gently inclined, as in the shallow bays, they extend nearly

to the outer limit of

This relation

portation.

and the

steep

is

is strictly

the Bonneville beds are

they rest upon the principal

supjjort alluvium of recent trans-

paralleled

by

the shore-lines, which rest

the alluvial cones of the mountain bases and are themselves overplaced

recent alluvium.

Adding
only

tlie

to these facts the a

j^t'tori

coarser material Ijrought

ried in susj)ension to the lake,

by

by

streams, the finer having been car-

and that the shore embaiJvinents represent

only the coarser part of the jn-oduct of
carried lakeward

consideration that the deltas contain

littoral erosion, the finer

the undertow, so that there

having been

must have been

fine lake

sediments contemporaneous with the deltas and emljankments of the shore,
the general correspondence of the Bonneville beds with the Bonneville
shore-lines
It is

is

clearly established.

only in regard to details that the correlation

One

could be desired.

is

less clear

result of the deposition of the sediments

than

was the

raising of the base level of erosion of all streams tributary to the basin, so

make them agents of de])osition along their lower
Bonneville time.
The localities are therefore exceedingly

as to

partial sections of the Bonneville

their
is

extreme outer

ever seen.

The

rare where even

beds can be observed; and

where they

limits,

courses in post-

rise

LOWER RIVER BED

it is

toward the shore, that

only at

their base

SECTION.

deepest section of the lake beds, or more strictly the section repre-

senting the largest fraction of the Bonneville Period,

of the Old River

Bed near
'

the point where

Geol. 40th Par., vol.

1, p.

it is

493.

is

exposed in the

crossed

by

Avails

the Overland

LAKE BJNNEVILLE.
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Stage-ruad.

It

has some

exhibits the following

1.

to

title

be regarded as the typical

and

section,

members:

(At base.) The Yellow Clay, a fine argillaceous deposit, laminated

throughout, olive gray on

its

fresh exposure, but weathering to a pale yellow.

In this are occasional passages of sand, but these are local and discontin-

Nodules of

uous.

selenite, consisting of groui)ed

arrow-head crystals,

abundant; and jointage cracks sometimes contain rosettes of

seen; a thickness of 90 feet
2.

The White

by

fresli

erosion,

and

ing nearly the same fauna.
3.

ual

The marl

exposure, nearly white on weathered sur-

is

at its base

Thickness, 10

Overlies No.

1.

crowded with

with

1

shells represent-

feet.

passes uj)ward into a fine sand, the transition being grad-

and the continuity

perfect.

Thickness, about 10

shells.

not

exposed.

is

Contains some gypsum, but less than No.

un(•llnf()nnit^'

is

Marl, a fine calcareous clay or argillaceous marl, Hght

gray or creuni-colored ou
face.

recrystalli;ie(l

The base

Bivalve shells of several species are included.

gyjisum.

ai-e

feet,

The sand

contains also the same .species of

by

the upper limit being obscured

a recent

eoliau deposit of similar texture.

The

distribution of the

Yellow Clay and White Marl

out the loiver parts of the

l)asin,

At low

toward the upper shore-lines.
little

the

it

as

though continuously deposited.
in

the

mere

local

localities so

White Marl, blending

may be
is

and

is

the equivalent of

not everywhere found.
iurluile

not always detectable,

l)ut

widely distributed as to indicate that

phenomenon.

undergo

diftei-ence in color.

Clay and the Marl does noi

ol)served difference in inclination,

observed at

This

the typical section, which

The unconformity between

in the shallower Ijays

by their

levels a yellow clay appears over the

sandy member

universal through-

levels their physical characters

change, and they are readily discriminated

At very low
with

and they ascend

is

it

it is

any
was

not a

Against the steeper coasts the beds appear to

terminate somewhat abruptly at low levels; but on gentle slojies they continue with a change of character, acquiring. sand both
intercalation.

By

by admixture and by

these changes their distinctive characters are

high levels their separation

is

for the

most part impossible.

lost,

and

at

THE TYPE SECTION.
Clay are so rare and so small

Tlie exposures of the Yellow
special mutations
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that

can not be characterized, but aljuudaut oi)portunity

As

ati'orded for observation of the AMiite Marl.

the shore

its
is

approached, the

is

arenaceous capping increases in relative thickness, encroaching on the marl

The base

below.

the last to change, holding

is

parts of the coast to levels

its wliite

color

on many

above the Provo shore.

At numerous points between the Bonneville and Provo- horizons,
mentary deposits are seen
marls, claj-s,

to alteiuiate with littoral, the

and sands, and the

former consisting of

latter of shore drift in the

We have not succeeded in correlating

bars.

sedi-

form of

spits

and

these sublittoral deposits either

with each other or with the lacustrine sediments of the center of the basin;

and the jjlienomena, although numerous, are so fragmentary

no advantage

in placing their details

the deduced history of the lake

is

clusion independently reached that

bv

outflow,

was

At a few

sultject to

localities there Avas

stage

At

eijrht
its

and lower

bay

surface of the lake,

when

not limited

oscillations.

observed an abnormal development of the

what

may

be called redepositiou.

were reduced one-half, and

stage, possibly the Stansbury, the

to the entrance of the

the

tlie

miles broad and running tAventv miles inland.

linear dimensions

a later

Their only contribution to

A

single

Snowsville Valley contained at the Bonneville stage

illustration will suffice.

bav

seems

the confirmation they afford of the con-

many minor

lacustrine section, a result of

a

on record.

that there

bay; and

tippear to have been

at

this

it

At the Provo

became

water barely reached

time the freshly deposited

washed lakeward

shallow.

muds

of

in great volume, accumulat-

ing at the mouth of the bay in a series of sheets inclined at an angle of 3 or

4 degrees toward the
it

lake.

differs fi'om tj'pical deltas

This

may

perhaps be called a delta deposit, but

in the fineness of its material aiid the conse-

quent low angle of cross lamination.

The

stitutes the face of a perceptible terrace,

to Snowsville.

Tlu-ough

this terrace

last addition to

the deposit con-

ascended by the road from Curlew

Deep Creek

or Deseret Creek, the di-ain

of the valley, has excavated a channel from twenty to thirty feet in depth,

exposing the structure of the mass.
to the

normal lake beds, but

yellow and wliite colors.

Tlie deposit has a general reseniblance

Qxliibits four or five alternations of the typical

\
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LEMINGTON SECTION.
The uneoufonnity

of \]w

White Marl upon the Ye]h)\v Clay

discontinuity of lacustrine conditions; and at two localities

tliis

indicates

evidence

is

by the occurrence of subaerial deposits at the horizon of unconformity. One of these localities is at Leminyton, where the Sevier Kiver,
issuing from
narrow valley in the Canyon Range, enters the Sevier
su])] demented

itt--

During the highest water

Desert.
point,

no delta was formed

at

this

because the land-locked bay on the east side of the range received

and retained

the coarser alluvium; but a great

all

waslic'd intii tlie lake,
tlie

stages,

and

this

mouth of the estuary.

several humli-ed

itiet,

was

The

di'pdsitcd

\\'\{]\

amount of

line mattei'

was

exceptional I'apidity alimit

total local deposit nuist

have amounted

and recent erosion by the river has exposed

to

IfiO feet

uf this to view.

The

mouth, where

lacustrine strata are seen to abut against the steej) face of

tlie

¥lG, 2K.
I.

4.

point of special interest

is

— St'ctitm sbdwiu^ 8uw.e«8ion of Laeujitrine and Alluvial

I'aleozuic Mandstont'.

The WhiU- Mail (Upper

2.

Tlio Yellow Chiy

Buuut-vitlf).

5.

(Lowtr

r.oiiiifA illc)

Uect-ul alluvial ;^ra\el.

0.

canyon

just outside the

L>f]iusits at Leiuinj.'t*iu,
:i.

Ut

li.

\VtMl;;f of alluviai ixiavL-L

lluuiievill«>

shore

uotclj,

wilb

rt'ceut talus.

quartzite constituting the

mountain

The

front.

material of the lake beds

is

here coarser than in the tyjtical section, and the contrast in color between
the upper and lower series

through nearly
the

and

its

barely discernible.

The Yellow Clay

whole depth a considerable percentage of

White Marl has a
fine sands.

is

fine texture

only at

its

includes

fine sand,

and

base, consisting above of coarse
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Associated with the lake beds are two wedges of alluviuiu, the thicker

The upper

ends of whicli abut against the quartzite of the mountain.
these

is

a

modern

which otherwise

is

deposit, receiving additions at

similar in all

characters,

its

is

every stonn;

tlie

inserted between the

of

lower,

White

Marl and the Yellow Clay.

The Marl and

its

associated sand have here a joint thickness of 50 feet,

and the Yellow Clay a
cealed.
cliff,

The

^^sible thickness of

100

the base being con-

feet,

Bonne^•ille shore-line, here taking the form of a terrace

and

runs 50 feet above the upper limit of the White Marl and 120 feet

above the upper

The

limit of the

series of events

Yellow Clay.

by which

these relations were produced can not be

^^^nle the lake stood at a high level the Yellow Clay

mistaken,

posited against the base of the mountain;

was de-

and as the deposit extends

to

within 120 feet of the Bonue^^lle shore, the lake level must have approached
this

maximum very nearly.

Then

aerial agencies locally into play.

washed by the rain

into the

the water receded so far as to bring sub-

The waste from

margin of the

lated there in a talus or alluvial slope of

the mountain face

lacusti-ine deposit,

low

inclination.

was

and accumu-

Afterward the

water returned, and remained at a high level during the deposition of the
Wliitc Marl

and

;

at the

same time the BonneA-ille shore terrace was cut by

the waves.

The

locality

was carefully studied

for the puqiose of discovering other

intercalary alhn-ial wedges, but none were found; and the exposures were
sufficiently

complete to warrant

the confident assertion that none exist

Their absence indicates that dm-ing the

within the range of the section.

deposition of the \'isible portion of the lower sedimentary formation the

water did not

fall

more than 200

during the period represented

more than 150

feet

feet beloAv the Bonneville horizon,

by

the upper deposit

tlie

below the Bonneville horizon; that

and that

water did not

is to

fall

say, the locality

by an epoch of hnxer water,
and precludes the hypothesis of a larger number of gi-eat oscillations of
water surface within the limits indicated by the local deposits.

records two high stages of the lake sepai-ated

MON

I
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-
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UPPER RIVER BED SECTION

The secouJ

which the clay and marl are separated by sub-

locality at

aerial deposits is at the

Old River Bed, about

live iniles

at wJiich the typical section of the lake deposits

ments here

south of the point
'sedi-

about seventy feet higher, rising gradually toward the

lie

The number

mountains and buttes between which the River Bed passes.
of distinct

The

was observed.

members

in the series

greater than in the northern part of the

is

River Bed, and the relations are comj^licated by at least one other uncom-

They

foniiity.

diagram, Fig.

two

in the

Cla3'.

The

2f).

mnp

on PL

XXXII

designating formations are

letters

and

in the sectional

made to correspond

illustrations.

Fig. 29.— Tbe
P.

are exliibited in the

Upiwr

running from

Rivi-r BimI Section;

= Tppor Sauil. SO = Sicoud

L

Gravtl.

AA

to

= Lowur Saud.

UU on Plato XXXn
= Wbi(« Marl. /'O = Fuot Gravel. 0=

Jf

Yellow

Vertical Bcalu tp'ealer than borizontal.

On

the

left

or southwest

bank of the River Bed,

largely exposed, consisting of limestones

the paleozoic terrane

and sandstones or

is

quartzites, be-

lieved to be of Silurian age, though not yielding fossils at this precise point.

The

structure of the mass

is

not essential to the Pleistocene history.

the opposite side of the River
pitchstone, nearly buried

worn

that their forms

by

Bed

On

are five small buttes of trachyte and

the later deposits.

convey no information

These are so ancient and

as to the original extent of the

masses from which they have been carved.
Yellow

ciay.-The lowcst

laminated clay, which

member

j-ests

of the later series of formations

not seen.

and

is

This

is

olive

Gravei.-Resting

its

contact

on fracture and yellow on weathered surfaces,

visibly continuous with the

First

a fine

against the Silurian wall on the side of the River

Bed, and presumably surrounds the bases of the buttes, although
is

is

Yellow Clay of the type

on the clay, with a

are several masses of gravel.

The

slight

largest runs

section.

unconformity

by

erosion,

southward from the more

southerly buttes, and has protected the underlying clay from erosion.

It is

:^-j--j:

[S

I

b

:!:::>:

'.^Lr

f\

j;/„

lO-tft Conlvurs
P.a..ii V>vti Tliuiul)."!.

Julius

t;it:i

A Co

!.'

UPPEK RIVER BED
lenticular in cross-sectiou,

SECTIOIS.

and has a maximum
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tliickness of fifty feet.

Its

pjbbles are well ruuuded, aud are relatively small at Ijottom, but at tup

Near the surface there

include boulders six inches in diameter.

a L-alcareous cement, binding the pebbles together;

or muslu'oom-like masses of calcareous tufa.
are of pitchstone

and trachyte,

and there are

The majority

in places

also rosettes

of the pebbles

similar to the material of the adjacent buttes,

but there are also examples of other volcanic rocks not
situ within several miles,

is

and also, limestone and

the mountain ranges on both sides

known

(juartzite,

and are distributed

to occur in

such as constitute

throusi'li all

the lar"-e

At the west margin the mass can be
a wedge separating the Yellow Clay from the next

alluvial cones of the neighborhood.

seen to terminate in

member

of the series, and

beyond

sand, with occasional pebbles,
this

the limit of the

marking

its

horizon.

mass there

is

a ribbon of

Half a mile farther west

ribbon expands into a bed of coarse sand and gravel, four or five feet in

thickness,

aud half a mile north there

material at the

same horizon.

The fonn

tion.

of the one

is

an independent outcrop of similar

These masses are not of subaqueous deposi-

first

described, the associated tuta,

and the pre-

ponderance of boulders of local derivation, indicate shore action, but
possible that an interlacustrine river

ever their origin, the gravels

mark

was the agent of transportation.
a period

when

lovrer than during the deposition either of the

the lake level was

it

is

What-

much

Yellow Clay or of the suc-

ceeding deposit.
White Mari.-Next ui

ordcr

is

a bed of white marl, eight feet in tliickness,

deposited uniformly over the undulating surface of the gravel and clay
is

in visible continuity with the Wliite
Lower sand.-Tlie

Marl of the type section

marl graduates upward into a bed of sand,

and coarse above, with

a total

confciriuable throughout, but

This

depth of 45

feet.

fine

below

The sand and marl

are

were both eroded before the deposition of the

next bed.
Second Gravel.-

Above

the suud

is

a second gravel, which rests unconforma-

blv on the mai"l as well as the sand, and probably on the
Avhich

it

could not be separated at the point of contact

first

Its

gravel, from

pebbles are

small and are mingled with a coarse sand, the whole having a thickness of

about two

feet.
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Upper

whli
liiis

it

sand.-Above

tliB

secoud

gvavc'l

an upper

Ijed of sand, cnnformalile

no far as could be ascertained, Init exhibiting'

an observed tliickness of 32

bury

but

feet,

action of the wind, which throws
to

is

its

On

f^ained or lost

This

by

the
it

lower formations.

appears about the bases of the more northerly

buttes a fine gravel of alluvial habit.
relation to the

may have

surface into waves, and has caused

at the north the exposure of the

Upper Gravel—Finally, tlicro

structure.

little

It rests

on the second gravel

but

;

its

upper sand was not seen.

the opposite side of the River

Bed

there are a few remnants of the

White Marl capping the Yellow Clay; and

may

sand appears, which

one point a small

at

belong either to the lower or upper

tract of

series.

In terms of lake oscillation, this section bears the following interpretation;

first,

an ejioch of deep submergence, during which the Yellow Clay

was deposited; second, an
the Yellow Clay
either

by wave

was

ejioch of emergence,

and the

slightly eroded

action or

by running

dunng which
first

gravel

the surface of

was

deposited,

water; third, a second epoch of deep

submergence, during which the White Marl was thrown down; fourth, a
contiimance of submergence, but with a less depth, during the deposition of
the lower sand;

fifth,

a second epoch of emergence, during which the lower

sand and White Marl were eroded and the second gravel was deposited;
sixth, a tliird

submergence, permitting the accumulation of the upper sand

as a sliallow-water dejtiisit; .seventh, the final

the River Bed.

The

locality has thus

emergence and the

been three times submerged and as

inanv times laid bare and subjected to atmospheric
It will
It

is

be convenient to refer to

connected

l)y

ero.sion.

this locality as the

Upper River Bed.

continuous outcrop with the Lower River Bed, where

the type section of the lake sediments

is

It

Lower River Bed, and about 450

feet

OSCILL,ATIOXS OF

but there

exhi1)ited;

connection with Lemington, forty miles away.
higher than the

ero.sion of

WATER

is

is

no such

about seventy feet

lower than Lemington.

LKVEL,,

At the Lower River Bed locality two emergences are recorded; at
the Up])er River Ik'd, three; at Lemington, twf);

and

it is

important to the

determination of the history of the oscillation that the relations of these
several emergences be ascertained.

COMBINING TDE RECORDS.
Tliere can be

gences at each of
desiccation of

no error

in referi'innc the latest of the indicated

emer-

three locahties to the tinal subsidence of the hike and

tlie

tlie
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Tliere were, of course, intervals between the

basin.

appearances of the several

localities,

the highest being

first

exposed by tho

receding water, but the existence of these intervals does not contravene the
general

We may

fact.

therefore restrict our attention to the temporary

emergences, of which the Upper River Bed witnessed two and the other
localities
first

one each.

emergence

Continuity of otitcrop demonstrates the identity of the

at the

Upper River Bed with

Lower River Bed; and

there

is

ture in favor of correlating the
this is

not direct and positive,

Lemington emergence with these two.
is

it

necessary to state

order to exhibit the weakness of the

The temporary emergence

unconformity —

^Ijy

the emergence recorded at the

stratigraphic evidence of a cumulative na-

is

argument as well

ou.sly to the

The

by an

section includes in descending order:
(2.)

Unconformitv;

All the elements of this section are traceable continu-

Upper River Bed

other localities

strength.

its

recorded at the LoAver River Bed

(1.) White Marl, crowded with shells at the base;

Yellow Clay.

as

fulh', in

the erosion of the surface of the Yellow Clay before the

deposition of the White Marl.

(3.)

somewhat

it

Since

low down

locality,

A

in the basin.

slopes of the basin than the

and they are repeated

at several

few of these are higher on the

Upper River Bed, and one

attains

an altitude

of 250 feet above the latter locality, falling only 200 feet short of the Le-

mington

locality.

The unconformity may

traced by a harmonious
of the Lemington

series of observations within

and

200

feet of the level

At Lemington the stratigraphic

locality.

parable, but not identical.

the AVhite Marl,

therefore be said to have been

It

this is

contains

replaced

by

the second emergence recorded at the

nized elsewhere, so that there
lation of lake surface causing

is
it

all

series is

com-

the enumerated elements except

a white clay.

On

the other hand,

Upper River Bed has not been recog-

some warrant
had not

for the belief that the oscil-

a great amplitude.

Finally, the

sediment recording the latest submergence at the Upper River Bed

is

a sand

merely, indicating that the depth of the water was not great; and

if this

submergence did not include the Lemington

locality, the

ence, as recorded at the River Bed, could in

Lemington, from the

final

emergence.

preceding emerg-

no manner be separated,

at
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The accompanying diagram,

Fig.

3(»,

expresses graphically

tlie

clusions reached from the joint consideration of the three localities.
scale represents height of water surface, ranging

vertical

of Great Salt

Lake

(from

re])resents

The

to that of the Bonneville shore.

left

from the

con-

The
level

horizontal scale

but witjnmt any

to right) the order of sequence,

attempt to express the relative duration of the se\eral elements of the
EONNCVIOE SriME

B30

YELLCW

U PPER SAND

CUY

Fig.

WHITE

30.

— Diagram

The curve

history.

Beginning at the

left,

vt

at

Lake

MARL

Uocillatiou:) luleiicU liuui

we have

of the

first

Old River Bed, or

it

locality

by

by

the

may

it

How
may

fall

by

of

tlie

by

lake.

the Yellow Clay
allu-

Upper River Bed, and by
low the water

have

have descended

Then came a second and

represented at Lemington

and

rise

gravel at the

far as this evidence goes,

Lake, or even lower.

Ltepusiu uud ErusioDS.

an epoch of low water represented by the

Lemington, by the

So

EROSION a ALLUVIUf^ LOVlTRrnvtRBEO

high water represented

unconformity at the Lower River Bed.
appear.

\

exhibits the progressive

at all three localities, then

vium

THIRD G°AVU.
JEROSlCNUf Br>ERBEP
lANDLAILR ALLUVIUM UPPOI RIVER BCD

WHrTE MARL a| EROSION

lEROSION AND

YfLUW CUV

400

fallen

fell,

only to the bottom

to the level of

.shorter

does not

Great Salt

epoch of deep water,

white clay and sand, at the Upper River Bed

White Marl and the lower sand, and

Lower River Bed
Lemington by the

at the

The final emergence is recorded at
superfcial allu\'ium and by the erosion of the modern channel of the Sevier
River.
It is recorded at the Lower River Bed by the erosion of the River
Bed and by its partial filling with alluvium. At the Upper River Bed the
the

White Marl.

THE TWO FLOODS COMPARED.
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second and third gravels, with the intervening sand, record a general de-

by an upward movement

scent of the water, inteirupted
It

i.s

small extent.

oi'

not to be understood that this curve exhil)its any more of the

history of oscillation tlian

is

derivable from the deposits and unconformities

The

at these three localities.

additional elements derived from the study of

the shore-lines are purposely ignored, and innumerable minor oscillations

are perforce omitted.

If sections of all the alluvial, littoral,

deposits of the basin were accessible; and
it

if

and lacustrine

these were elaborately studied,

can not be doubted that the simple curves here drawn to rejiresent the

two great submergences of the basin would have

to

be replaced by

lines

with inniunerable small inflections, similar to that deduced from the ujiper
deposits at the ITpjier River Bed.

curve will be combined

witli

from the

outlet,

sliorc-lines

and

In the sequel the data emliodied in

tin's

other data in our possession, including that

and

more accurate curve

a

will

he drawn.

HEIGHT OF THE FIRST MAXIMUM.
If tlie

submergence

fir.st

the corrasion of
the second

tlu'

cliannel of (Hitflow

submergence

we do fnnu

produce outflow,

liad l)een carried so far as to

would have made
Provo

to extend liigher than the

phenomena

impossible for

it

level.

Knowing,

shores and the features of

Red Rock
Pass, that the second submergence was characterized bv outflow, we are
warranted in I'oncluding that the fir.st rise was somewhat less than tlie second.
The amount of the diflerence appears to be indicated bv the embankas

the

ments of Preuss vallev,
nortli

to

of

tlie

which allusion has alreailv

group of emliauknients, figured

partly buried

by

a newer;

the Pxtnneville horizon.

advance of the earlier

in

PI.

XVI,

tliere is

and the highest member of
It

is

probable that

l)een

by a

an older series

this lies

00

feet

this represents the

below

extreme

flood.

At the Lemington locality the Bonneville shore-line
represented

At the

made.

sea-clift"

and

is

the only one

terrace; but at lower levels there are lines

of tufa adhering to the quartzite and ajtparently marking temporary positions
of the water level.
slopes enabled

them

Probably the relation of the waves
to

employ shore

the Bonneville horizon,

])ut

drift in

did not aff'ord

to the contiguous

attacking the mountain face at

them

that aid at lower levels.
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The unarmed waves not only were unable to tear down the cliff, biit were
compelled by their peculiar chemical constitution to add a mineral coating
These lines of tufa are all covered by the lacustrine deposits
to its face.
except where exposed
of them

now

sition of

by

recent denudation; and

it is

assumed that certain

buried liy the White Marl beds were fonned during the de])o-

The

some portion of the Yellow Clay.

highest of these

from the Bonneville shore-line by an interspace of 90

is

separated

feet (aneroid

mea-

surement).

THE WHITENESS OF THE
As soon as

AVIIITE MARIi.

the wide distribution of the White Marl and the Yellow Clay

and the constancy of

their contrast

came

to

be appreciated, attention was

directed to the determination of the cause of their difference.

It is

easy to

understand a gradation in texture and composition of strata as one passes

from

tlie

clifiis

and

margin of a basin toward
rivt-r

its

center, or

from the vicinity of seagreat, to quieter

and

held in suspension; but

it is

mouths, where the supply of detritus

remoter places, reached only
not so easy to understand

by sediment long

why

is

there should be an abrupt change in the

sedimentary sequence throughout an entire basin.

If the true explanation

of the difference between these strata can be reached,

something to the history of

tlie

ex])lanation, the character of the
ically

and microscopically.

lake.

Table

two deposits has been examined both chem-

Two
III.

should contribute

For the purpose of seeking such an

samples each of the White Marl and Yel-

low Clay were analyzed by Prof O. D. Allen of
results exhibited in

it

New

Haven, with the

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF THE CLAY AND THE MARL.
Table

III.

Analyses of Bonneville Sediments.

White Marl from the Old River Bed.
White Mail fmm neiir Willow Sprin?, at the eastern hase of the Deep Creek Mouutnin3.
III. rpper part of Yellow Clay. Old liiver Bed.
IV. Lower part of Yellow Clay. Old River Bed.
I.

II.

1.

Insoluble; percentage

Soluhle^ percentage
100 parts of the Insolable portion containSilica

Alumina
Ferric oxide

Potaasa

Soda

Lime

,.;

Mfignesia

Carbon dioxide

Water

.

100 parts of the

determined J Soloble constituents contaiu-

Sulfthunc oxide

Lime
Magnesiam
Potash

.

Soda

Sodinm oxide'*
Chlorine
Nitric

acid"

Boric acid

Carbonic acid

Lithium

Oxygen equivalent

to chlorine.
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Tlie soluble constituents need not concern us at present, for they do

Indeed the characteristic colors

not materially affect the color of the beds.
are everywhere recognized

by the weathered

surfaces,

ble materials are nearly or completely leached.

of the samples

may be assumed
iron, soda,

iorm of

nearly

is

to

The carbonic

sufficient. to satisfy the lime

have been

all

combined with

from which the soluacid in each

and magnesia; and

tliose bases.

The alumina,

and the remaining lime and magnesia, undoubtedly

silicates,

while the unsatisfied

silica

is

free.

characters indicate that the silicates are chiefly feldspars;

it

exist in the

The microscopic
and if we assume

orthoclase to be predominate, the bases are barely satisfied in the case of

one sample and there

is

an excess of

silica in

each of the others.

It is

prob-

able that the following tal)le rej)resents the constitution of the earths nearly

enougli for the purposes of the jn-esent discussion.
Table

IV. —Condensed liesuHs of Analyses in Table III.

CARBOXATES VERSUS SILICATES.
before

from
C)ld

tlie

microscope was applied to

Tlie onlv

These exhibit only rounded grains of

River Bed.

most part

two preserved are

Lemingtou and from the type section

a sublittoral deposit at

for tile

tlieni
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clear, uncolored,

and doubly

in the

cr^•stalline matter,

Neither diatoms

refracting.

nor crystals were discovered.

In

brief, the

position, V)ut the

White Marl and Yellow Clav resemble each other
former

characterized

is

bv

a relatively great

com-

in

amount of

earthy carbonates and

bv

element predominates.

In the former the carbonates were largely thrown

down

free silica, while in the latter the argillaceous

as a chemical precipitate,

and

The whiteness

organic precipitate.

at least a portion of the silica is

an

of the marl a])i)ears to be largely due

to its precipitated elements.
*

These differences

in the characters of the

bv some

tionably determined

two

de]iosits

were unques-

event in the history of the lake; during the

intervening epoch of low water the conditions of sedimentation underwent

A double

some change.

interest attaches to the determination of the nature

of this change; on the one
history of the lake;

hand

its

discovery would add an element to the

and on the other

it

might lead

some law of sedimentation hitherto unrecognized.
fore

been given to the subject, hypotheses have

to the establishment of

Much
lieen

thought has there-,

framed and

many

experiments have been made, but the results of the expenments are unfortunately negative, and the problem can not be regarded as solved.
necessary, however, to give

some consideration

in

this place to certain of

the ]i\'])otlieses for tbe purpose of slio\ving the grounds

them was so

seriou.sl}-

It is

upon which one of

entertained as to receive a provisional j)ul)lication.

SOURCE OF MATERIAL.
Tlie simplest explanation of the

nature of the material
reason different.
tion, the

su])i)lied to

change

the lake

in sedimentation is that the

by tributary

streams was for some'

In the interval of time between the two epochs of

deformation of the earth's crast

may have wrought

area of the basin, either cutting off some important element
contribution or

making some equally

im]iortant additicMi.

dejiosi-

changes in the
(^f

the detrital

The prime

diffi-
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culty with this hj'pothesis

is

that tho configTiration of the region offers

no

way of rendering

it

must flow

from the limestones of the Wasatch and associated ranges,

chiefly

local

The

and concrete.

and the drainage system by which

it is

The

lished before the Pleistocene.

calcareous tribute of the basin

conveyed seems

possibility of

have been estab-

to

an ancient modification

in

the drainage system of the Bear River will be discussed in the next chapter;
])ut

such modification,

if it

occurred, can not have had so late a date as the

epoch of the White Marl.

COMPOSITION OF LAKE WATER.

A

second explanation

cipitation in the liasin

is

that the conditions of sedimentation

were modified

after the

epoch of the Yellow Clay by

a change in the mineral contents of the water of the lake.

by

yet others

known that the fall of minute suspended
by the presence of various substances; and

known
favored by the

It is well

that the precipitation of certain substances from solution

presence of certain other substances, and

and pre-

is
is

retarded.

It is

equally well

particles

is

similarly

accelerated

their fall

is

probably

retarded

by

other substances.

Is there

in the mineral contents of the lake

change

any ground

for postulating a

which would account

change

for the observed

in the nature of the deposit?

There are three

diff'erent

changes of

this sort readily conceived.

First,

the water having been relatively pure during the deposition of the Yellow

Clay,

it

may have

acquired, during the interval of recession, a large

of mineral matter, so as to be a brine at the time of

Second, the water of the

have become so
tate

its less

first

its

second flooding.

great lake, having been a feeble brine,

concentrated dunng

the epoch of low

hygi-oscopic minerals, with the result that,

first

may

water as to precipi-

when

the second flood

came, a mother liquor wag diluted instead of the normal brine.

water of the

amount

great lake, having been a feeble brine,

Third, the

may have been

in

the interval not merely concentrated but completely evaporated, the desiccation product being mingled with

and buried by mechanical sediments,

as not to be redissolvea at the time of the second flood.
position, the

On

the

first

so

sup-

White Marl epoch was characterized by a stronger brine than

the Yellow Clay epoch.

On

the second,

it

was characterized by the miu-

DID THE WATER CUANGE IN COMPOSITION?
mother

erals pecular to

liquors.

Ou

the third,

it
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was characteiized by purer

water.

Each
either of

may

of these postulated changes

two ways;

second flood

first,

may have

})roportion of

tlie

may

menstruum of the

the peculiar pro2)erties of the

caused the precipitation of an exceptionally large

calcareous matter in the center of the basin, and niav

have detennined the assumption of the
erties

be supposed to have acted in

crv-stalline

form; second,

its

prop-

have determined the precipitation of argillaceous sediment near

the shore, thereby diniinisliing

its

importance in the center of the basin

No

and thus increasing the relative percentage of calcareous matter.
tempt has been made to

test the

at-

of these assumjii^ions experimental!}-,

fii'st

for the reason tliat the natui-al reactions could not

be fairly represented by

the necessarily rjipid processes of the laboratory.

It

the assiunption

is

less

accordant with wliat

calcareous matter in the basin.

From

is

known

may

be

said, also, that

of the disti-ibution of

the second point of view a series of

experiments was instituted, the investig'ation being conducted
ant,

Mr.

by

my

assist-

C. Eussell.

I.

cxperiments no attempt was

Exrenments.-In tile coiiduct of tlicsc

made

to

discuss the general problem of the properties of dissolved substances as the
precipitants of sediments, but attention

presented

by

the lake sediments.

only materials used wei"e
Avitli

of dilution

was assumed

AVitli the

tliose wliieli

the practical problem.

The

was confined

problem

exception of distilled water, the

dccur in

tlit-

l)a>in

brine of Great Salt

to represent the

to the specific

and are concerned

Lake

in various stages

water of Lake Bonneville, the

diluent being in each case the ai)j)roximately fresh water of

some stream

now tributar}- to Great Salt Lake and anciently triljutarv to Lake Bonneville.
The fine sediment employed was a sample of the Yellow Clay. The water
of the selected stream was mixed in various proportions with the brine, and
ecjual quantities of the

mixtures were an-anged in a series of similar vessels,

the pure stream water and pm-e brine constituting the

of the series.

Equal portions of the

each vessel and

miuirlci] witli tlie

finely divided clay

water

and

last

terms

were then added

liv shakinir nv stirrina-, after

the vessels were allowed to stand for several days
the relative rates of precipitation.

first

to

which

and notes were made of
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The

stream water employed was that of City Creek, the sample

first

beiug- gathered at Suit
lie

among

basin

is

The stream

City.

is

not large, but

The

results

som-ces

were pronounced and apparently unequivocal.

rapidly in the water of the creek and

fell

was

deposition

its

and the various mixtures gave a graded

indefinitely delayed' in the brine,
series of rates of sedimentation.

It

seemed e\adeut that a

I'elatively

condition of the ancient lake woiild favor the rapid precipitation
ical

its

rocks tyi)ical of the region from Avhich the water supply of the

derived.

The clay

Lake

sediment, would thus accumulate

it

close to the shore,

fif

fre.sli

mechan-

and would leave

the calcareous or chemical precipitates in relative preijonderance near the

The

center of the basin.
the AYhite JIarl

provisional conclusion followed that the epoch of

was characterizfd

h.y relatively fresh

water,

this

was

BrcAver,

and

and

published in a })reliminary presentation of the investigation.^
It

was afterwards learned

that the experiments of

Ramsey,

others had demonstrated the potency of minute traces of certain substances
as precijjitants of sediment;

and

it

became evident

that in order to verify

the results of the experiments with the water of City Creek,

would be

it

necessary to employ waters representative of a larger share of the supi)ly
of the basin.

Samples were

cipal source of the

Each of

these samples represents about one-third of

of the basin.

Each

may fairly

identical results.

1-iiver at
tlie

su])ply of Great

be assumed to typifv the fresh-water streams

watei-.

The

samjjle

from Utah Lake yielded

"With the sample from Bear River the results were dif-

was found

that the clay

was precipitated with equal rapidity from

Bear River water, from the brine of Great Salt Lake, and from
of the two.

It is

Evanston.

Avas subjected to a series of experiments similar to those

arranged for City Creek

it

from Utah Lake, the prin-

Jordan River, and from the Bear

Salt Lake; and tliey

ferent;

accoixiing-ly obtained

evident, therefore, that Citv

Creek water

is

all

mixtures

not in this

respect a true rejjresentative of the entire fresh-water triltute of the basin;
supposed that the sodium chlorido and other uiiueral coustitucutsof the Salt Lake
The experiments show merely tliat tliey jiromnte it less
than the uiiutral constituents of the City Creek water. That tbey actually promote it, was demonstrated by comparative experiments with distilled water. Salt Lake brine and distilled water ayree in
retaining a residuary milkiness for an indefinite period, but the approximate clearing of the brine is by
'It is

not to

1)6

brine retard the precipitation of sediments.

far the
«

more rai>id.
Second Ann. Rept. U.

S. Geol.

Survey, pp. 177-180

EXPERIMENTS
and

wliile the

IN

SEDIMENTATION.

experiments with Bear River Avater do not negative the theory

broached in the prehminary jiubhcation, they seriously weaktMi
It is
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its

support.

a curious fact that the City Creek and Utah Lake waters, having

similar properties as precipitauts, yet differ widely in their mineral constit-

uents

;

and

that the water of

Bear River, while behaving very differently as

a precipitant, yet closely resembles in constitution that of City Creek.

The

accompan\'ing table of analyses (Table V.) shows that the water of Utah

Lake

is

characterized

by

the sul])hate of lime, while the waters of City Creek

and Bear River are characterized by the carbonate.
Table V. Mineral
I.

II.

111.

Contents of Frtsh ITalcra in the Salt Lake Bauin.

Water of City Creek, t4itten at liead of Main Street, Salt Lake
Water of Bear Rirer. taken at Evanston, Wyomiug.
Water of Ut.ih Lake, taken December, 1883.
[I,

analyy.eil

by T. M. Chatard; II and

City, Decouibor 3d, 1883.

III,

by F. W. Clarke.]
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and the residuary liquors were then diluted
pared with similar dilutions of the "Salt Lake
Avith e(pial rapidity frttm the

ment separated
and

i)arallel result.s

were obtained from

^^ith distilled

water and com-

It Avas

found that sedi-

brine.

brine and the inother liquors;

their correspondiufr derivatives.

Tlie only one, then, of the alternative hyjiotheses suggested

which finds any supjwrt in the experimental results
lication has

ill

first

If the

which pub-

it is

insufficient

water of Bear Kiver instead of City Creek liad

subjected to experiment, the theory would have been at once
Nevertheless, since

»;iu(l( (lied.

and since

the one of

been already made, and the support accorded

to inspire confidence.

been

is

above

it

it

is

not controverted

has practically no competitor,

it is

by

the exiieriiiients,

projjcr tliat

its

relation to

the general question of lake history be fully set forth.

DEPOSITION BY DESICCATION.
Fully stated,
lake, or at least

it

during that part of

the Yellow Clay, the saline matter
that

tlie

During the

takes the folloAving" form.
it

represented

was held

by

precipitation of mechanical sediment

was

and was therefore Avidely

At

the basin.

intro-

in suspension a long

whole bottom of

Clay ei)0ch the basin was completely

desiccated, the saline matter being gathered in the lowest depression

there precipitated.

of

such proportion

The clay

slow.

distributed, covering the

the close of the Yellow

of the

visible ])oi-tion

in solution in

duced by the streams and by the undertow remained
time,

the

first rise

and

'Die rainfall of the basin, however, did hot diminish to

absolute zero, and occasional floods washed detritus into the depression

containing the

salt, until

the latter

and

was

eitlier

covered or intermingled with

was never

mechanical

.sediiiiont,

redissolved,

and when the increase of the streams caused the basin

in

either case etfectually buried.

It

to

be

new lake was almost as fresh as the streams. It
had the property of throwing down suspended* clay with great ra])idity, so
that the greater j)art of the mud brought to it by the streajns was deposited
i-eflooded, the

water of the

near the shore, and chemical and organic precipitates acquired relative importance in the center of the basin.
It

is

])roper to

add that the process of burial by desiccation, here

invoked to account for the disappearance of saline matter,

is

not hyjjothetic,

WATER FKESHENED BY

DESICCATION.

except as regards the particular application.
especially

by

stages of which

are exhibited in the

tlie

])layas in all proportions,

beneath earth v
feeble salinity

playa deposits;

salts

])rocess, all

the small basins of

layers have been discovered

occupying closed basins whose upper slopes are covered by

an essential part of the

dryness after

which there

and whose

have never

salts

outlet.

li\])otliesis

that the lake

was evaporated

the deposition of the Yellow Clay; and the establishment

would demonstrate an element of the curve of

of the hypothesis
for

an aetual

and there are numerous modern lakes of

been discharged by means of a lake
It is

fully demonstrated,

found mingled with the earths

liut crj'stalline

saliferous lacustrine deposits of earlier origin,

to

been

tliat it is

modern history of

Not only are soluble

Utah and Nevada.
of

It lias

the investigations of Russell,'
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is

oscillation

no other evidence.

ORGANIC REMAINS.
The

fossil

remains yielded most abundantly
univalve mollusks.

tests of fresh-water

the lacustrine deposits,

best preserved in the

and the summit of
Clay are

and are likewise imbedded

member.

the Bonneville beds are

These are found

White Marl, and are

that

by

They

in the tufa.

abundant

e.specially

The specimens preserved

usually crumbling on exposure to the

fragile,

at all horizons in

air,

are

at the base

in the

Yellow

and only in rare

instances wa.shing out so as to be found entire on the surface.

Those

at the

base of the White Marl are finn, but of light weight and lusterless, as though

completely despoiled of their organic matter.
lying free upon the surface of the desert, are

completely bleached.

They

Those
still

at the top of the Marl,

dense and

brilliant,

epoch

e\'idently belong to the

in

though

which the

lake was finally shrinking.

The

first

announcement of these mollusca was by Hayden, who made

a small collection in 1870, publishing an account of
for that year.^

An

earlier observation

it

in his annual report

was made by Engelmann

in 1859,

but his report remained unpublished until 1876.^
Geological History of Lake LaLontan, pp. 81-86, 224-230.
'U. S. Geol. Survey of Wyomiug, 1870, p. 170.
'Explorations across the Great Basin of Utah in 1859.
'

Henry Engelmann,

MON

I

p. 313.
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The

was somewhat increased hy

of sjiecies

list

collections afterward

tlie

made by Howell and the Avriter, and still further additions liave been made
by the present Geological Survey. The last and largest collection has ])een
The folloAving list is based chiefly on his determinations.
studied by Call.'
List of MoUtisfan /ossi7*.

Couchifers:

Ariuatic gasteropods

•

Auodonta unttalliana, Lea.
SjibaTium dentatum, Hald.

lordi, Baird.

Aquatic gasteropods.

Hilisoma

Continued.

Physa lietcrostropba, Say.
Aiimicola porata, Hald.

trivolvis, Say.

cincinuatensis, Anth.

Gyraulus parvus, Say.

FluniiuicDla fusca, Hald

Limnopbysa

Valvata virens, Tryon.

palustris, Miill.

samassi, Baird.

sincera, var. utabeusis, Call.

Pomatiopsis Instrica, Say.

bonaevillensis, Call.

Terrestrial gasteropod.

desidiosa, Say.

Limniea

Succinea lineata,

Btagualis, Linn.

W.

G. B.

Physa gyriua, Say.

This

list

includes but one extinct form, Anmicola honneviUoisis.

genus Anodonta
of

is

represented only

by

flaky fragments, but the abundance

nuttaUiana in the existing waters of the Great Basin,

^-1.

in Pleistocene strata in other parts of the

reference highly probable.

Sjihccriutu

and

species of Cijpris,

desert,

ill

a

feA\'

localities its valves are so

mass of certain thin

lavers.

Its

abundant

Diatoms abound

White Marl, but have not been found

but their

in the

distri-

The Ostracoda

which has been found

horizons in the White Marl and Yellow Clay.
l)ut

specific

Gi/raidus, Lhnncca, Pliijsa, Vcdvatn,

,

bution connects them unmistakably with the ancient lake.

by a

occurrence

its

Great Basin, render the

and Succinea were found only on the surface of the

are represented

The

occuiTence

is

at various

sporadic,

as to constitute the entire
in certain portions of the

Yellow Clay.

Only a

single

(iccurrence of vegetal matter has been noted; at Lemington, close to the

ancient shore, a stratum of the Yellow Clay contains numerous stems and
roots of a rush, identified

by

Dr.

George Vasey

as belonging to the

genus

Scirims.

No mammalian
])eds proj)er,

tlie

alluvium of

tlie

deltas has yielded Ijones at .several

On the Quaternary and Recent Mullusca of the Great Basin, by R. Ellsworth Call: Bull. U.
Snn-ev No. 11. 1884.
'

Gi'ol.

but

remains of any sort have been obtained from the lake

S.

FOSSIL SHELLS.
luuler

8iU"li as liiivc falk'ii

points.
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-

writer's ol)sc'rvati()n ni"c so

tlie

preserved and so frajpiientary as to cou\ey no iiifonnation
tlie

A

species or even genera re])resented.

P. A.

(

Musk

'liadhourne as lielongini!: to the

Citv,

of Bison

lafifroiis

and recent

King reports

Pleistocene doulitful.

was

ideutifie(r liv

ox;' l)ut the writer lias

unalile to satistV himself" as to the jireeise locality,
sition of Tertiary, Pleistocene,

reg-ard to

sujiposed to have l)een

skull

Lake

'obtained from Bonneville gi'avels at Salt

>\itli

poorly

and the close juxtapo-

makes

strata

heen

the reference to the

the discovery in ])ost-Bonneville gravels

and hones of reindeer

and t-lephantine bones and

(?);-

ivory were taken from a post-Bonneville marsh at Springville, near the
eastern shore of

Utah Lake.

The meagerness
consider

tliat

of this

record

the Boinieville beds

is

someAvhat remarkable when

we

constitute the surface of the country

throughout nearly the extent of the (dd lake liottom, and that thev have

been traversed
fossils

in all directions

and accustomed

by persons

to searchintr for

discovery of

interesteil in the

them.

It is

evident that the condi-

mider which the lake beds proper were deposited were not favorable

tions

AYe can not believe

for the preservation of vertebrates or plants or naiads.

organisms failed to be received

that such

by

The animals which

the lake.

deposited their bones in the deltas must occasionally have been Avaslied into

deeper water.

Driftwood must have found

and Anodons, wliich abound in

fishes

basin,

all

way to

its

the rivers and larger creeks of the

must have inhabited the old lake while

they are not preserved

the lake bottom, and

it

was

fresh.

The

illustrates the fallibility of negative

fact that

evidence in

paleontology.

JOINT STRUCTURE.
The lower course

of the Old River

Bed

is

trenched through beds of

White Marl and Yellow Clay, descending northward with the gentle slope of
tlieir

deposition.

A

few rods back from

but the immediate wall

is

2

lies

the unfurrowed

})lain,

by short gullies alternating with crested
From a commanding peak it was observed that

and

their branches exhibit parallelism,

Natnralist, vol. 5, p. 315.
(Cited from Salt Lake Tribune,
Geol.Expl. Fortieth Parallel, vol.1, p. 494.

Am.

'

edge

scidptured

ridges of "bad-land" type.
the trends of the gullies

its

May

IC, 1671.)

and the
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They

cause of this was sought and foimd by Mr. Russell.

by a compound and extensive system of
The

principal series trend almost precisely north

They all are
parallel.
They are

ordinate series east and west.
(^vit]lin

each series) closely

bottom of the walls of the
exhibits a broad,

flat,

are controlled

joints.

and south, and a sub-

and

vertical

straight,

and

readily traced from top to

lateral ravines,

and not infrequently a wall

by

the removal of the clay from

sheer face, caused

Elsewhere the faces of the

one side of a plane of jointing.

bluffs are but-

by outstanding rectangular columns, the forms of which have Ifeen determined by tlie two systems of joints.
Tlie main arroyos leading up from tlie river bed are conti-olled by the main

by

tressed

system of

square pilasters, or ornamented

joints,

utary drainage

but at a short distance back from the

at right

The edge

joints.

blufi"

there

by

angles to the primary, and controlled

of the desert plain

rectangular blocks, which

may

is

thus

marked out

a trib-

is

the cross

in a series of

rudely

be regarded as the incipient stages of the

pilasters of the bluff.

The lamination

of the clays

and marls

in

which the

joints occur

is ti'ace-

able across them, showing that there have been no faults upon their planes;

and the absence of
even surface of

faidts is also attested

tlie i)lain at

a

little

by

the perfect continuity of the

distance from the river bed.

Mr. Russell's observations showed that the joints are not restricted to
the spot Avhere they were

first

the margin of the river bed.
cent plain, but there can be
surface

is

converted

detected, but are discernible generally along

impossible to trace them

It is
little

doubt that they extend beneath

by every shower

into a plastic

tion is

welded into continuity, obliterating

that

knowm

is

upon

to the contrary, they

may

all

mud, and

it.

Tlie

in that condi-

For aught

trace of stnicture.

exist in the lake

the adja-

beds beneath the

surface of the entire desert.

Thi-ough the pages of the American Journal of Science,*

I called the

attention of geologists to these joints, pointing out that they were not expli-

cable on
faults.

any

existing tlieory for the origin of such structures.

Tlieir parallelism

ing Pleistocene beds that
',Aiii.

They

shows they are not shrinkage cracks.
lie

are not

Travers-

unindurated and undisturbed in the attitude of

Jour. Sci., 3d series, vol. 23, 1882, pp. 25-27; vol. 24, 1882, pp. 50-53.

POST-BONNEYILLE JOINTS.
deposition, they can not
pression.

had no explanation

I

working hypothesis

cleavage.

was

It

force appealed to

wave

liorizontal pressui-e

is

by

and Walling,- and the

Cro.sby'

subjected to nidnieutary strains of com-

pression and tension in the direction of

wave

strains, instantly reversed, in a direction

normal

instant the similar elements of the

transmission,
to that of

wave

at

any

locality

a vertical plane.

remote from the locus of origin

Assuming the competence of

structure, their directions

and

wave

to shearing

transmission.

constitute a surfoce ajjprox-

imately spherical or ellipsoidal, with the locus of wave

and

once takes rank as

During the passage of an earthquake

the earthquake.

the earth material traversed

At each

at

it

for the origin of all parallel jointing except slaty

offered independently
is

and com-

to offer, but nij- inquiry led to the publica-

one so accordant with the phenomena that

tion of

the

have resulted from

213

(U-igin

at its center,

sucli surface is sensibly

the strains to create a rock

and arrangement show

that the structure should

ordinarily exhibit .vertical parallel planes.

Under

this

theory the two series of joints at the Old River Bed indicate

two earthquake directions and

at least

two

joints extend as simple regular planes to the

and

As the

very margin of the old channel,

as they deteraiine the directions of arroyos initiated immediately after

the excavation of the channel,
tlie

earthquakes.

efficient

it

is

probable that they were formed while

We

lake sediments were yet continuous and unchaimeled.

of earthquakes occurring just before the retreat of

tlie

are thus told

lake laid bare the

White Marl.
That the Bonneville Basin was

time to numerous earthquakes of the type of the great Californian

ville

earthquake of 1872,
descrilied in

as

Bonneville and post-Bonne-

suliject in

it is

'

is

abundantly shown by the phenomena of

Chapter VIII; and the distribution of the fault scarps, so far

known, accords well with the

On

Hist. vol.

'On

fault scarps

tlic cl.issification

strike of tlie princi})al

system of joints.

W.

l^mc. Boston Soc. Nat.

and origin of joint-structure.

pp. *'2-8&.
the origin of joint cracks.

l!y

O. Crosliy.

2-', ia-i2,

1882, p. 417.

By H.

F. Walliug.

Am.

A.ss.

Adv.

Sci. vol. 31,

Montreal meeting,

CHAPTER

VI.

THE HISTORY OF THE BONNEVILLE

BASIN.

THE PRE-BONNETILIiE HISTORY.
The
a

latest Tertiary series

distri1:)ution quite

in the

outcropping witliin

independent of the basin.

tlie

Bonneville basin has

Not only do

strata occur

its

mountains above the shore-lines, but they override some of the passes

on the rim of the hydrographic basin and extend continuously

to the drain-

age of the Snake River, and possibly to that of the Humboldt.

On

the

other hand, the Neocene strata have not been found in the southern third

of the Bonneville area.
the

It is i)robaljle, therefore, that the

Neocene and that of the Pleistocene corresponded

the surface essentially different.

hydrogra2)hy of

to configurations of

The Bonneville Basin was not

in existence

during the period when the Neocene sediments were deposited;

began

at

some

its

history

Uiter date, after the deformation of the earth's crust

which

elevated the Neocene strata upon the mountain flanks had wrought im-

portant changes in the face of the land.

The area formerly covered by

now

a plain, con.spicuous for

the main

its flatness.

body of Lake Bonneville

Great Salt Lake, resting on

is
its

mean depth of but fifteen feet; and a rise of a few feet onl)-,
as pointed out by Stansbury, would extend it westward over the greater
portion of what is known as the Great Salt Lake Desert.
The occuiTence
surface, has a

of

siicli

a plitin at an elevation of

4000

feet .above the sea,

and

by mountains, admits of but one
sedimentation.
The narrow ridges that in

in the;

midst

of a region characterized

explanation,

namely, lacustrine

places inter-

rupt the continuity of the

j)lain

show

that the district did not escape the

general process of orogenic corrugation to which the Great Basin was sub214
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jected,

and there seems no reason

to believe that tlie disi)]a>';cnients

profound than elsewhere.

liere less
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were

Certainly the degradation of the sum-

mits has been sufficient to lay bare in places Cambrian and even Archean
rocks.

Moreover, the habit of

burial.

The normal mountain

along

crest,

its

and

down

amphitheaters

dis})lays
'to

tliese

ridges

is

peculiar,

ridge of the Great Basin

naked

a certain

gentler, the contours are smooth,

is

Below

line.

and the material

and

is

alluvial, the

waste from

the alluvial cones below

summit

the general degradation of the mountain

The mountains and

acutely serrate

that line the slopes are

are to a certain extent correlative, but the mass of the latter

of the canyons.

itself indicates

rock, dee])ly carved into gorges

The gorges above and

the sculpture above.

and

is

derived from

as well as the excavation

buttes of the Salt

Lake Desert conform

Great Basin type in the characters of their summits, but are almost

to the

devoid of alluvial cones.

They

spring from the plain so abrujitly that the

frontiersman as well as the geologist has recognized them as incomplete, or
rather, as partially

them

is

known

submerged, and has named them accordingly.

as Newfoundland, another as Silver Islet, a

towers 3,000 feet above

its

base, as Granite

spoken of as "lost mountains".
their bases

lie, it is

How

One

tliird,

of

which

Rock; and generically they are

deep beneath the lacustrine plain

impossible to say, but 2,000 feet

is

certainly a moderate

estimate.

Not
not

all

all

of

Neocene

it

of this lacustrine filling can be ascribed to the Pleistocene, and

The

belongs to the history of the Bonneville Ba.sin as such.

lake,

and possibly

have contributed a share, and

earlier lakes,

before the hydrographic Ijasin of

Lake Bonneville was

established.

this

Since

the establishment of the basin, sedimentation has been practically continuous
in its lowest depression.

gone a rhythmic

If

we conceive

the local climate to have under-

series of changes, the area of lacustrine sedimentation has

alternately expanded

and contracted, and has always included the lowest

depression; and even Avith a climate so dry as to maintain no perennial
lake, the

temporary floods occasioned by exceptional storms must

continued the process of accumulation.
sion

may have

The

still

have

situation of the lowest depres-

varied from time to time, as local displacements of the earth's

crust modified the configuration, but wherever

it

was,

it

was the scene of

LAKE BONNEVILLE.
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sedimentation, and the constant tendency of the lacustrine process was to
fill tlie

minor depressions and reduce the

floor of the basin to a level surface.

The evenness of the desert plain testifies to its lacustrine origin.
The process of filling might have been modified, but would not have
been interrupted, by an overflow of the water of the basin such as occurred
in the Bonneville epoch.
As long as the basin was not drained to its lowest
depths, those depths

would continue

flowing water would carry with

it

to receive detrital deposits,

only the soluble products of the degra-

dation of the surface of the basin.

place
as

is

not apparent; but

compared

show no

we may be sure that its date was remote
epoch.
The lower passes of the basin's rim

traces of an ancient channel,

must be reckoned

traces

Whether such an overflow ever took

if it did,

to the Bonneville

ment of such

and the out-

and the time necessary

as long in com})arison to the antiquity

Upon most

of the Bonneville shore-lines.

for the efiiice-

of the passes the process would

include the growth of great alluvial fans; and at

Red Rock

where the

Pass,

Bonneville discharge took place, the record of an earlier discharge could

have been obliterated only by the restoration of the Marsh Creek alluvial
fan, and its extension so as to fill the channel of outflow for many miles in
Marsh Creek Valley. "When we consider that no stream so small as Marsh

Creek
shore,

known

is
it

to

have built a delta on either the Bonneville or the Provo

becomes evident

than that consumed

may hope

by

that such obliteration implies a j)eriod vastly longer

the Bonneville oscillations.

to obtiiiii a con.secutive

,'

As

far back, then, as

view of the history of the basin,

its

we

waters

had no period of discharge save that of the Bonneville epoch. Jt was a closed
basin, and tlie area of its lake surface was determined l)y the relation between its water supply and the rate of evaporation. Tlie lake area wa.s,
therefore, a function of climate, provided the extent of the
liasin

remained unchanged.

the climatic history

it

is

avoid any ])ossib]e misinterpretation of

im])ortant that the possiljility of variation in the

hydrographic basin receive

The

To

hydrographic

full attention.

general altitude of the country to the east of the basin

thousand feet greater than that
per cent, of

all

to the west, north

the water flowing into the

eastern higlilands.

and south, and

modern lakes

is

is

several

at least 95

furnished

by

the

These include the Wasatch Mountains, a portion of the

ANTIQUITY OF THE BONNEVILLE BASIN.
High Plateaus lying
to the east,

to the south, a portion of the

and a mountainous

divided

and
be

tliese

tlieir

We

by mountain ranges

Uinta Mountains lying

tract lying to the northeast in

The low country

ing and southeastern Idaho.

into
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western

Wyom-

to the west of the basin is

numerous independent drainage

districts,

have not been so thoroughly studied as to determine what would

hydrographic combinations in the event of a more generous

know, however, that they contribute nothing now

to the

of the basin, and that in Bonneville times their tribute

was

rainfall.

water supply

small;

and we

was

are thus assured that .in pre-Bonneville times the supply from that side

not less than at present.

It will

be shown hereafter that the possibility of a

greater contribution from this region does not materially affect the conclusions in regard to climate.

The same remarks apply

to the region south of

North of the Bonneville Basin the configuration of

the Escalante Desert.

the country about the water parting does not suggest
in its position

possible change

during the period under consideration.

The water supply from the
by

any

east reaches the lower portions of the basin

four rivers: the Sevier, the Jordan, the Weber, and the Bear; and

drainage system

is

correspondingly divided into four parts.

High

The

its

Sevier River

separated

by high

dixides from the di'ainage of the Fremont, the Escalante, the Paria,

and the

rises in

what Button has

called the

Plateaus,

Virgen, branches of the Colorado of the West.

and

is

The Paunsagunt and

the

Mai-kagunt plateaus, which constitute the most southerly elements of
di'ainage, arc slowlv diiin'nishing in area

of

cliffs,

ing at

and the hydrographic

tlie

tendency

is

A

draining to the Fremont River

The

Paria and Virgen are thus grow-

less considerable

change of the

opjKisite

head of Moraine Vallev, where a plateau

in ])rogress at the

draining to the Sevier.

through the sapping and recession

l>asins of the

expense of the Sevier.

its

is

encroached on by the recession of

clitfs

slow changes upon the water

effect of tliese

supply of the Bomieville Basin can not liave been important, and there

is

no

evidence that any considerable tracts liave bodily tran.sferred their allegiance.

The Jordan

includes

the Sijanish Fork,

and

among its branches

and that

it

was

American Fork, the Provo,

Salt Creek.

It is quite possible that Salt

basin,

the

at

Creek has changed

one time connected

its

witli the

course within the

Sevier and not

])er-

LAKE
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manently with the Jordan, but such a change

American Fork and Spanish Fork

nection.

position

must have been iiennanent

Kamas
Range.

is

not contained

Prairie

is

of no

moment

one point in

is

by solid rock and

in this con-

whose

liead against high di^^des,

The same

for a long period.

apphes to the Provo River, but there
diannel

is

its

its

remai'k

course where

its

water could easily be diverted.

a small valley lying athwart the western end of the Uinta

The Provo River

crosses the southern

end of the valley, enteiing

by one canyon and leaving by another; and the Weber River in like manner
The configuration of the plain shows that the
crosses its northern end.
streams have not always been separate;

at

one time the Provo turned

northward in the valley and was tributary to the Weber.

Here, however,

as in the case of Salt Creek, the modifications of the drainage

do not

affect

the water supply of the Bonneville Basin.

Weber

Tlie drainage district of the

bv

the basins of the Bear

is

so nearly

and the Jordan,

tliat

embraced

the only portion of

boundary coincident with that of the Bonneville drainage
crest in the

at the east

Uinta-Mountains two or three miles in length.

district is

its

a high

Variations in

its

course and drainage area are therefore unimportant to the present discus-

and the same remai-k applies to the American Fork and

sion;

of creeks issuing from the west face of the

The Bear
taries.

Its

is

the most important of

main branch heads

in the

all

Wasatch Mountains.
the rivers, and has

aff'ording little

many

tribu-

Uinta Mountains, and, so far as

be judged from the maps of the Fortieth Parallel Survey,
liigh divides,

to the series

is

may

surrounded by

opportunity for transmutations of drainage.

Smith Fork and Thomas Fork, which join

it

in midcourse,

occupy basins

contiguous to those of Salt River and John. Day River, tributaries to the

Snake.

These basins have been mapped by the Geological Sux*vey of the

Territories,

by that of Mr.
topographic work and who states that

and the testimony of the contours

Henry Gannett, who performed

the

is

sustained

the conformation indicates permanence of drainage.
(in

Cache

Valley) the river receives a large

number

In

its

lower course

of tributaries, but none

of their drainage districts extend to the rim of the Bonneville Basin.

The

sources of the river a})pear thus to offer no suggestion of an ancient variation
of the drainage area; but there

is

one point in

its

course of which the same

POSSIBLE CHANGES OF CATCHMENT AREA.
can not be
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After receiving the waters of Smitli Fork and

said.

Thomas

Fork, and before entering Cache Valley, the river swings far to the north,

At Soda Springs

approaching very near to the rim of the Boinieville Basin.
it is

separated from the south fork of the Blackfoot River, a branch of the

bv

Snake,

sliiihtlv

a divide rising four or five hundred feet above the Bear, but only

A

elevated above the Blackfoot.

few miles lower down

it

crosses

the southern end of a broad open valley (Basalt Valley), the northern end
of

\\

liicli is

traversed

by the Portneuf

River, likewise a branch of the Snake.

The

Poi-tneuf

two

rivers runs close to the coiu'se of the Bear.

is

hero

tlie

lower stream, and the water parting between the

probably not more

It is

than one or two hundred feet above the l)ed of the Bear.
Springs pass, the summit

is

formed by

associated with cinder cones

In the Soda

basalt, lying in horizontal .sheets

and other evidence of recent

and

The

eru])tion.

masses are probably more ancient than the Bonneville epoch, but

princijial

they have not suffered those dislocations which are apt to be observed in
this recrion in tlie case of r(>cks datiu"- far

by Mr. Gannett and

l)y

^Ir.

it

possible that tliev have

is

If the

the Bear.

Thompson
region in wavs

Gilbert

aJlVcted the drainage svstein of the

and

back in the Tertiarv.

It is

believed

that their" eruption has
that are yet discernible,

wrought a separation of the Blackfoot and

two streams were anciently

imited,

is

it

most probable

that the Blackfoot Avas triliutary to the Bear; but the reverse

is

possible.

At the Basalt Valley pass the phenomena are essentially the

.'^ame.

The broad

vallev extendintr from the channel of the Bear to that of the

Portneuf

covered throughout by basaltic lava, and })ortions of

is

are so recent that associated scoriaceous craters are

still

the epoch of eruption, the Bear and Portneuf Rivers

and

their united

water

may have

flowed

eitlier to

preserved.

mav have

the

this lava

Before

l)een joined,

Snake River or

to tlie

Bonneville Basin.
If the south fork of the Blackfoot

were now

to

of the Bear River, as, according to Mr. Tliom})son,
Salt

Lake

If the

turn

it

readilj'

might be, the

would be increased by 350 square miles of upland.

canyon of the Portneuf below Basalt Valley were dannned, so

its

basin.

dj-ainage basin

be diverted to the valley

water toward Bear River, 500
If another eruption

scpiai-e

as to

miles would be added to the

were to dam Bear River above Gentile Valley

LAKE BONNEVJLLE.
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and divert

it

to the valley of the Portneuf, the Bonneville Basin

about one-fourth of

its

may on

the catchment basin

may on

is

lose

All speculation in regard to the pre-

Avater suj)jjly.

Bonneville climate of the basin

would

therefore subject to the possibility that

hand have been

the one

the other have been very materially

slightly greater or

less.

ALLUVIAL CONES AND ARIDITY.

The pnncipal evidence
basin

is

embodied

liearing on the pre-BonneAnlle history of the

These extend nearly to the bottom

in the alluvial cones.

of the basin, and since they could not have been shaped in the presence of
a large lake,

concluded that the epoch of their formation was an epoch

it is

The dependent conclusion

of low water.

was characterized by

aridity

is

of such importance that a

be devoted to the amplification of

The drainage
into a smaller

of a mountain

number

detritus

is

little

starting in innumerable

raa.ss,

its

is

finally

by

interspaces.

self-carved gorges.

Each point

series of

such

alluA^ial

cones

is

gathers

aggregated into a A-ery few-

The

outAvard borne

of issue

number of

becomes the apex of

a sloping mass of alluA-ium whose surface inclines equably In

A

rills,

therefore deliA'ered to the adjacent A-alley at a limited

points separated

space will

the.se propositions.

of rivulets, and

main streams before issuing from

that the pre-Bonneville epoch

all directions.

usually to be found along the base of

each mountain range, constituting a foot slope, the contours of which are
scalloped.

The

topograjihic configuration Avhich thus arises

is

peculiar and

not liable to be confounded Avith any other.
It

has already been stated that the

ains of the BonncA-ille Basin are buried

alluA'ial

hv

bases of the insular mount-

lacustrine sediments.

Those of

the jjeripheral mountains are not so buried, or at least are not so deeply

buried,

ward

and the forms of

their cones

can

to the loAVer levels of the basin.

upon the cones,

cliffs

tions are relatively small

Good

many

The

localities

be traced doAvn-

shore-lines are locally

marked

and terraces being excaA^ated from them and embank-

•ments built against them; but

figuration.

at

AA'here the

cones are large, these modifica-

and do not materially impair the general con-

illustrations are to

Valley, at the eastern base of the

be found

in

Preuss VallcA', in White

Deep Creek and Gosiute Mountains, and

DRY CLIMATE BEFORE LAKE EPOCH.
on both

There are

sides of Pilot Creek.

fine
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examples also in Tooele Valley,

Skull Valley and Blue Creek Valley.

The plionomcna

of the Bonne\-ille shores illustrate the fact that the

building of alluvial cones

aiTested

is

stream constructs a delta, •which
minates in a submerged
sin.ill, its

cliff at

load of detritus

some point of the

an

cone

Either the

lacustrine condition.^.

above the water but

alluvial fon

ter-

the water edge; or else, the stream being

absorbed by the shore

is

allu\nal

is

by

is

In

drift.

usually trenched on

by

tlie

latter case,

the waves, a

cliff

and ten-ace being produced; and whenever the stream, which had previously
shifted

its

course over the whole surface of the cone, assumes a direction

leading to this

cliff, it is

enabled

by

the lowering of

vate a more jiermanent channel, from which

it

its

base level to exca-

does not quickly escape.

legitimate to regard the formation of alluvial cones as a

It is therefore

strictly subaerial process,

and

to conclude that the Bonneville Basin con-

tained no large lake during the pre-Bonneville period

when

its allu%-ial

cones

were formed.
I

do not overlook the possibility that traces of an epoch when the

Y"aves held

sway may

epoch, but in

my

haA^e

been obliterated bv the

alluA-iation of a later

judgment such considerations do not impair the general

may

conclusion.

Within the masses of the

shore

shore embankments, and lacustrine sediments, but the time

cliffs,

alluvial cones there

be buried

necessary for the obliteration in this manner of a record similar to that of
the Bonne^^lle lake

is

a channel of outflow,

as long as the time necessary for the obliteration of

and

is

certainly very long as

compared

to the dura-

tion of the BonncA-ille epoch.

Let us

call this relatively

pre-BonneA"ille epoch.

We

long epoch antecedent to the Bonneville, the

have found reason

to believe,

first,

that the

basin had then no outlet, and, second, that the basin did not then contain
a large lake.

The

size of

an inclosed lake being determined by the ratio of

water supply to rate of evaporation,

it

follows that that ratio

was

small.

If

the hydrographic area remained unchanged, the water supply as well as the
rate of evaporation
arid.

If the

depended upon

climate,

and the climate must have been

main branch of Bear River was then

tri])utary to the

Portneuf

Basin instead of the Bonneville, a greater climatic change would have been

LAKE BONNEVILLE.
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necessaiy to flood

spondingly

tlie

basin,

aridity of climate

and the indicated

is

corre-

less.

THE POST-BONNEVIIiLE HISTORV.
The

few stages in the retirement of the water are recorded by the

A

liasin.

event of the Bonneville history was the desiccation of the

closinf^f

Stansbur}- and lower shore-lines, but very

little

information

is

obtainable in

regard to the oscillations Avhich rnay have interrujjted the retirement, for
If oscillations

the reason that no natural sections of the deposits exist.

place they

nni>;t

have wrought the superposition of

deposits, but the rec-ord of such superposition can

littoral

took

and subaqueous

be read only when new

general conditions shall have exposed the lower reaches of the basin to

stream erosion.

SUBDIVISION OF THE BASIN.

One
Basin.

effect of

the desiccation

was the subdivision of the Bonneville

Not merely was the Sevier Desert

Salt Lake, but a

number

of smaller basins

set off

from the basin of Gicat

became equally

The

distinct.

list

of independent drainage districts includes at the present time the Escalante
Desert, the Seviei- Desert, Preuss Valley,

White Valley, Snake Valley from

the Salt ^larsli southward, Rusli Valley, Cedar Valley, the iii)per portion of

Pocatello Valley, the Pilot Peak basin, and the basin of Great Salt Lake.
possible that

It is

and there

is

some reason

Lake Desert

Salt

relations

Snake Valley contains two drainage basins instead of one,

and the

Avest of the

Cedar Range

is

a distinct basin.

relative size of these loasins are

Three of them contain, or are known
tlie

broad expanse of the Great

also to suppose that the

to

shown

in PI. XII.

have contained, perennial lakes;

others have plavas in their lowest depressions, where water gathers

after

every storm but does not persist throughout the year.

Salt

Lake

affords in

De.sert the earth constituting the phiya

fici.ally

is

dry weather a hard surface of a pale yellow

especially toward the margins of the area,

soft

The mutual

A

covered with saline efflorescence.

and adhesive, and the depth

limited only

by

to

which

the supply of moisture.

it is

less

little

this

On

the Great

exceedingl)- fine and
color.

In

])laces,

compact, and

is

and

super-

rain renders the suiface

change

The same

may

extend seems

description ap))lies to

Preuss Valley, White Valley, and the Escalante Desert, except that the

DUNES OF GYPSUM.
playas of the

two are

last

east of that mountain, and

known

the range

by

less

The

compact.

The

It

reaction,

and

rise

among

is

during

The

highest and

its jnaterial is gypindependent of any special chemical

to the discharge by evaporation of a mineral
The streams whose waters occasionally flood the

strata of Jurassic

and Triassic age, and such

heads of the streams were not examined.
the playa that a portion of the deposit

One phase

free crystals,

In the south-

salt.

a tract partially partitioned from

the others in that

neighbonng mountain range are known

crystalline.

was found

due simply

is

dissolved from the rocks.

playa

all

probable that the deposit

is

jilaya

by

This contains several playas, marking localities where

most southerly of these differs from
sum.

is

its

checked but not completely imprisoned.

is

south-

lies

series of coulijes of basaltic lava, extravasated

the Bonneville epoch.

the drainage

surface of

by one or two inches of

eastern angle of the Sevier Desert there

by a

Peak Basin

separated from the Great Salt Lake Desert

is

as the Desert Hills.

Stansbur)- to be covered

the general plain

Pilot
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to
It

is

strata in

be highly gypsiferous.

The

was ascertained by digging

in

amorphous and another portion

of the pi-ecipitation results in the fonnation of small

which the wind sweeps from the surface of the

The dunes do not

gatliers in dunes.

a

jilaya

and

travel to a great distance, but are

arrested l)y a low rhyolitic butte near by, to which they have given the

name

of

White Mountain.

easily exploited as this;

hauled away.
tons,

it

Perhaps no gypsum deposit

world

is

so

needs merely to be shoveled into wagons and

Mr. Russell estimates that the dunes contain about 450,000

and a much larger amount can be obtained from the playa.

depth of the playa deposit was not ascertained, but
PI.

in the

its

area

is

The

indicated

on

XXXV.
SNAKE VALLEY SALT MARSH.

The lowest
locally known as

depression in the Snake Valley Basin contains what

a salt marsh; but the term as here used denotes something

very different from the
Init

salt

marsh of the

sea.shore.

There

is

no vegetation,

simply a shallow lake, which nearly or quite disappears in summer.
has a depth of about two

winter

it

bed of

soft

mud.

the water lost

is

by

feet,

being then limpid and resting on a

Near the lake are perennial
evaporation.

In

fresh springs

which replenish

In winter, when evaporation

is

slow, the
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volume of the lake

increases,

and

salts

previously precipitated are redis-

In summer a more rapid evaporation diminishes the volume, pre-

solved.

sodium chloride and sodium sulphate and reducing the brine to a
mother liquor. The precipitate has a depth of a1)out 1^ inches, and a portion of it is each year removed, to be employed as a reagent in the reduc-

cipitating

This removal has not been found

tion of silver ore.

strength of the brine, which

W.

is

in

to afiect materially the

some way resupplied with

C. Barry, one of the

by

supi)ly

brought by percolating water from the saliferous

lake,

is

and

this

theory of

of salt marshes in

its

origin finds support in the

Nevada examined by Mr.

It is

owners of the marsh, that the

believed

Mi-.

salt.*

mud

beneath the

phenomena

of a series

Russell.

SEVIER LAKE.
depression of the Se^^er Desert has probably been occu-

The lowest
pied

by a

lake from the date of the earliest exploration nearly to the present

time, but precise information in regard to

it

dates from 1872.

Escalante in

1776 crossed the Sevier river sixty or seventy miles from the lake, and
learned by report of its existence. Fremont did the same in 1845. lu
1853 Gunnison was killed by Indians within a few miles of the lake while
on his way to ex})lore it.^ Beckwith and Simpson, who conducted explorations in contiguous portions of the Great Basin in 1853

aware of

its

existence, but

saw

it

only from a distance.'

and 1859, were

In LSGU Wheeler,

approaching from the west, visited the south end of the lake and determined
He was unaware of its identity, however, and, following
its true position.

an error prevalent

at that time, called

'The stateuientu regarding

this

marsh are

it

Preuss Lake.*

It

chiefly based on observations

was reserved
made

in

for

the winter of

187'J-'80.

'Report by Lieut. E. G. Beckwith, upon the route near the Sf^th and 3'Jlli parallels, explored by
Capt. J. W. Gunuisou Pacific Kailroad Exi)lorations, vol. 2, pp. 7d-74.
'Capt. J. H. Simpson, Explorations across the Great Basin, etc., p. 125; Lieut. E. G. Beckwith,
:

Ibid., pp. "2, 76.

•See p.igis 3 and 4 of the Preliminary Report of the General Features of the Military Reconthrough Southern Nevada [1H()9] under Lieut. George M. Wheeler. 8-^. [No, imprint nor
date, but probably San Francisco, 1870.] This report was reprinted in (juarto form with some changes
The map prepared to accompany it marks " Preuss Lake " in the geographic position of Sevier
in 1875.
Lake. The edition o<' the U. S. Engineer raap of the Western Territories dated 1808 gives Sevier and
Preuss as 8e;)arate lakes, and nmst privately published maps follow it, but a map of Colton's dated
1864 gives Sevier Lake only, running into it the river with which imagination had furnished Preuss
naisancc,

Lake.

EXPLOJiATlON OF SEVIER LAKE.
Lit'ut.

L. Hoxie, liaving cliarye in

T\.

Wheeler Survey,

to

demonstrate the

form and extent and

inji^ its

prepared by his

The

])ilations.

writer

1872 of one of the

Mr. Louis Nell,

had the

copied in

is

maximum

depth was about 15

deeper than the southern.

l)eing-

which entered

at the north.

The map

all

inodern com-

and

In 1S72 the lake Avas about 28 miles in

length and had a water surface of 188 square miles.
its

deteriiiin-

])leasure to acconi])any Lieut. Hoxie,

has since revisited the locality.

ascertained that

field parties f)f the

hydrofrraphy of the lake,

full

relation to the triljutary stream.

its

to])oo;Ta)iher,
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Its

It

has since been

the northern portion

feet,

only affluent was the Sevier River,

brine contained 8.04 per cent of saline

Its

matter, consisting chiefly of sodium chloride and sodium sulphate.
Bed.-In

Salt

by

exjjlored

January, 1880, the bed of the lake was nearly

who was

Mr. Willard D. Johnson,

dry.

It

was

by

In places

this

bed

thin sheet of bitter water, but elsewhere its surface

was

rejjorted

by persons

the year the entire area

attained

and was

able to travel on foot across

a bed of salt where the water had before been deepest.

was covered by a

ch-y,

resident in the A-icinity that in the

had been dry, and that

the lake basin during one or

this condition

I visited

of

had been

two preceding seasons.

20th of August, the same year, Mr. Russell and

fall

On

the

the locality, bxat

had prob-

the condition of the crust of salt did not j)ermit us to cross

it.

ably, in the interval, been partially or wholly redissolved

and redeposited;

and

new

its

state of aggregation

was

Mr. Johnson cut through the

less

salt

It

compact.
layer at several points, finding a

general thickness of four or five inches; and he collected samples near the
center of the area.

Another

series of

margin of the area; and

at the

explored to a depth of a few

samples was collected by Mr. Russell

at each point the

feet.

The following

Section at center of Sevier

1.

(Top). Sodium sulphate, 2 inches.

2.

Lake

eall bed,

4.

Sodium sulphate with some sodium chloride cohoreut
Sodium sulphate, tinged with piuk, 2 inches.
Gray clay containinj; woody fibre, 2 inches.

5.

Fine sand containing fresh water

6.

Gray

;

3.

MON

clay.
I

15

underlying sediments were

shells, C inches.

are the recorded sections:

January, 1880.

to No.

1

:

1

inch.
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Section at margin of Sevier

Sodium

Lake

salt bed,

'

Avguat 20, 1880.

forming a coherent crust: i inch.
with sodium suljihatc and magnesium sulphate; free crystals mingled with

clilorido,

1.

(Top).

2.

Soilinni chloride,

water: IJ inches.
'i.

1.

Sodium sulphate, with sodium chloride a crust of coherent crystals: i inch.
Sodium chloride, with maguesium sulphate; iucoherent crystals mingled with water:
;

IJ

inches.
5. .Sodium chloride, with sodium sulphate, chemically identical with No. 2 but fine-grained and
with the consistence of an ooze; color white above wilh occa.sional passages of pink, green beneath:

i inch.
().

Dark giay mud

;

2 feet.

Tlie subjoined table of analyses exhibits in detail the constitution of

the saline deposits in each section, and thu composition of the original brine
is

added

The con-

for comparison.

sj)icuous fact

is

that the

sodium

j)hate is concentrated in the

sul-

middle

of the basin, while the sodium chloride
gin.

is

mar-

chiefly deposited at the

The

siilj)liates

of

magnesium

and potassium likewise occur exclusively at the margin.

It

is

worthy also that magnesium

noteis

poi'ted in larger proportion in

re-

the

brine of the lake than in any layer
of the desiccation prttducts at either

The mag-

point of determination.

nesium chloride reported
imi)lies three

in the brine

per cent, of magnesium.

The magnesium

sulj)hate

in

the

richest lajer of the desiccation prodFio. 31.—Sevi.i- r-.iko in

wilb

dotleil buiiniJarif... nIiow

1»7U'

»;tll,

(NhID-

The whit* BPeaa

uct

inipHeS

Ollly

1.7

llCr

CCllt.

of

brils iu l&Sk) ^JullUHOU).

magnesium.

The

of the lake was analyzed

by Dr. Oscar Loew; the desiccation products from the center
the area by Prof S. A. Lattimore; those
from the margin by Prof O. D. Allen. The brine contained 8.G4 |)er cent,
l)iiiic

(,»f

of saline matter', the constituents are here re})orted in percentages of total
solitl

matter.

The

constituents of the desiccation products are likewise
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leporti'd in percentag-es.

combining those

of"

The

figures for

the separate

layers,

tlie total
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deposit are obtained l)y

making allowance

for relative

thickness.

A few

weeks

after

our obsers'ation of the

salt bed,

Mr. Russell and.

separately visited the southern portion of the lake bottom, where the water

had been comparatively shallow.

Near the old

shore,

and especially

at the

extreme southern end, the bottom had the ordinary ])laya character, a fine
earth, highly

charged with

places softened

by

salt, ff>r

efflorescence.

rested on a saline mud, and

the superficial salt

at the

the most part tirmly conij)acted, but in

Farther from shore a thin crust of

outermost point reached

deposit had a thickness of 1^

a moist, incoherent aggi-egation of crystals.

mud

CorstituentB.

Mr. Kussell

inches, consisting chiefly of

Beneath

this

and sand.
Table

^

I)}-

salt

VI. Analyses of Scricr Lake Dcsivcation Products and Brine.

were greenish
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panying sketch shows the form and area of the lake
approximate extent and position of the

salt

1872 and the

iu

beds in 1880.

RUSH LAKE.
The lowest depression

of

Rush Valley contains a

pt»nd or lakelet

has been observed to undergo considerable fluctuation.

Rush Valley

that

and that

The

waves.

ville

to the

it

It is partially delineated iu the

a])pears

by

map on

PI.

on Stansbury's maj) (1850)/ but

It is there assigned a

tioned in his text.
is

built

the Bonne-

lake occupies a portion of the old drainage chainiel close

embankment.

earliest record of

by an embankment

be recalled

Tooele Valley

in pre-Bonneville time drained freely to

drainage was cut off

this

It will

which

length of about

circumstantial evidence that no measurement

included in a military reservation laid out
the purj")ose of securing to the military

pasturage about the lake shore.

by

1 \

was made.

it is

The
not men-

miles, but there

In 1855

it

was

Lieut. Col. E. J. Steptoe for

Camji Floyd the meadow and

j)ost at

The map made

for the purpose of defining

the reservation, assigned to the lake a length of 2| miles,

and indicated that

The land surveys

the water was shallow and marshy.

XX.

in the valley in

185G did not include the military reservation, but shoAved the existence upon
it

of a lake.

According

in 18G2, there

to

Gen. P. E. Connor, who succeeded Col. Steptoe

was then only a small pond, the remainder of the lake bed

being occupied by

meadow

land.

In 18G5 the water began to increase, the

greatest height being attained in 18 70 or 1877, since which time
sided.

The

rise of the

relinrpiished

by

the

its

original jjurj^ose.

War Department

In 1872, the Avater being near
in

its

has sub-

meadow land and rendered

water submerged the

the reservation useless for

it

It

was therefore

officially

in 1869.

highest stage, the lake was surveyed

connection with the surrounding country

by one

of the parties of the

Wlieeler Survey, and the length was determined to be 4^ miles.

In 1880, when the lake was visited by the writer,
to

have shrunken

to half its

maximum

size.

The

Expl. and Siirv. A'alley of the Great Salt Lake of Utah.
TopoR. Eng., U. S. A. Philadelphia, 1802.
'

it

was

said

by

residents

position of the highest

By Howard StaDsbnry,

Capt. Corps

FRESHiS'ESS
shore-line
nortli

was not pointed

out,

OF RCJSn LAKE.

but

believed to be represented at the

is

it

end by a fresh looking beach, not yet covered by vegetation.

beach had a height above the water surface of 10
of the water wa.s ascertained to be 5 J

At no time does the lake appear
its
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highest stage

was

it

taste, did

to

greatest deptli

feet.

to

have been strongly

During

saline.

so fresh as to serve not only for the watering of

stock but for domestic use; and in 1880

though too brackish

The

feet.

This

be palatable.

it

Its

was

far

from being undrinkable,

mineral contents, judged

not exceed one-half of one per cent.

by

the

This freshness stands in

strong contrast to the salinity of the Snake Valley salt marsh and Sevier

Lake, yet the conditions are in most respects nearly identical.
tlu'ee

lakes

Each

of the

the evaporating pan for a closed basin; and each basin in-

is

cludes a valley plain sheeted with Bonneville sediments, everywhere

The

or less saliferous.

easily accounted for,

Lake and the
freshness of Rush Lake

salinity of Sevier

and only the

conceive that the true explanation
cation, already

advanced

At some period, or
dryness; and

its

to

lies in

salt

marsh

is

more
thus

problematic.

is

I

the hypothesis of burial b}* desic-

account for an element of the Bonneville history.

at several different periods, the lake

has evaporated to

saline matter being thus precipitated has

beneath mechanical sediment.

The

last period of this

become buried

kind was so recent

that the subsequent accvunulation of saline matter has not given a briny

character to the water.
If this h}-]iothesis

is

true, then Sevier

Lake, having by the settlement

of the Sevier Valley been changed from a perennial lake to an occasional
lake or playa lake, should in the course of time lose

Every

freshet of the Sevier River

lake but does not pour into
precipitated

salt,

it

which

its

saline character.

carries mechanical sediment to the

body of water to redissolve the
salt a certain amount of silt, and

a sufficient

must mingle with that

the continuance of the ^irocess will have the effect of olistructing and finally

of preventing the access of the water to

tlie salt.

Tlie lake bottom will then

and

be reduced to the condition of an ordinary

i)laya,

or industrial revolution afterward stop the

work of

slK)uld

be

fresh.

political

irrigation in the valley

of the Sevier and permit the lake to be restored, the water of
at first

some

tlie

lake will

LAKE BONNEVILLE.
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GREAT SALT LAKE.

The

present investigation

Salt Lake.

was part of the

It

added

lias

little

to onr

original plan to give to

orate study, ascertaining the distribution of high
area, the nature of the deposits

formed

economic

jiroperties of its brine.

survey of

its

shore-lines

It

knowledge of Great
it

a somewhat elab-

and low

salinity within

in various parts of its bed,

was j^roposed

These

inquiries,

submerged

ha^^ng been deferred until the end

of the Bonneville investigation proper,' were necessarily abandoned

was decided

to bring that

work

to

and the

make a thorough

also to

l)ottom, so as to ascertain the presence or absence of

and playas.

its

an immediate

when

it

Fortunately, the

close.

lake received careful attention at the hands o{ earlier expeditions and sur-

known as that of any other inland
lake, with the possible exception of the Dead Sea and the Caspian.
surveys.-It was surveyed and mapped by Stansbiary in the years 1849
18.')0.
It was again mapped by the Fortieth Parallel Survey in 18G8,
and
and the data for a third map have since been gathered by the Survey West
veys, and

its

history

is

already as well

In connection with the

of the lOOtli Meridian.

surveys analyses were

merous

mont

made

lines of sounding.

in

1

first

of the brine, and the

and second of these

first

and third ran nu-

Additional data of value were gathered

by Fre-

843 and by various parties of the Wlieeler, Ilayden, and Powell

As

surveys.

a

member

made a study of
records by means of

of the Powell Survey, the writer

the recent oscillations of the lake; and a system of

gauges, instituted at that time, has been continued

by

the U. S. Geological

Survey.
Depth.

-The most striking feature of the hydrography of

The soundings taken by Stansbury

shallowness.

indicate a

tlie

lake

mean

is its

depth, in

1850, of about thirteen feet; and although the height of the water surface

afterward rose fully ten

such

lai-ge

than

.5

feet,

the rise

was accompanied by the addition

areas of shallow watev that the

feet.

The maximum

deptli reported

the highest stage, 49 feet of water
Gauging.-Iu

1875 the

mean dej)th was increased less
by Stansbury is 3G feet, and at

was found near the same

first definite

of

place.

determination of the lake level was

made, and since that time a nearly continuous record of

its oscillati(^ns

has
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knowledge of the change of

less accurate

part on tradition, extends back to

based

level,

In the following acconnf of

1X4.").

oscillations, the direct ob.servations will Ix' first descrilK-d,

in
ilic

and aftiTw;u(l the

indirect determinations.

In the year IST'i, Dr.
tion

Henry

Prof. Jo.se})h

(if

John

I\.

Park, of Salt Lake

of the Smithsoniuu InsTitiition and witli the co-

operation of other citizens, instituted a series of observations.

Rock

erected at the water's ed^e at Black

an

obfli.sk

Mr. John T. Mitchell was enfiajred to observe

In 1877 Mr. Jacob

feet

tlic

form of

and indies; and

water-heiyht at intervals

tlie

of Fannington, at

I\Iiller

was

Tliei'e

a granite 1)lock cut in

and engraved on one side with a scale of

of a few days.

sugges-

('ity, at tlie

t]\v

instance

of the writer, erected near that place, in a slough communicating with the
lake, a post of

begun
its

in

wood graduated

November, 1877.

to inches.

gauge

I'^pon this

In the course of time the lake

a recoi'd

was

low

tliat

so

fell

water-level could not be determined l)y eitlier of these gauges, and in

1879 a third was

Lake Shore.

set iip

by Mr.

E.

Garn

The Lake Shore gauge

at the

bathing resort

consisted of a

wooden

known

pile driven into

the clay bed of the lake and engraved with a scale of feet and inches.

continued recession of the water rendering

woidd eventually l>ecome
tabli.shed a fourth

Rock.

gauge

It consisted of

and painted, spiked

at Garfield

as

Survey

in

also

1881

es-

Landing, a short distance west of Black

a red-wood plank, with a scale of feet engraved

steamboat wharf at that point.

to a pile of the

The

relative height of the zeros of all the gauges;

none of them were of a permanent nature,

leveling with a durable

The

gauge

apjiarent that this

useless, the U. S. Geological

Survej- also ascertained th

and

it

as

bench-mark

it

connected them

set out of the reach of the

by

waves of

the lake.

The Black Rock bench,

as

it

will

be convenient

to call

granite post about three feet in length, sunk in the earth

all

it,

consists of a

but a few inches,

on the noi-thern slope of a small limestone knoll just south of the railroad
track at Black Rock.
is

marked with a

-f.

Its

A

top

is

di-essed square, aboiit

sketch-map

(PI.

10 by 10 inches, and

LI) was made of

1877, at the time of the establishment of the liench, and
this will serve for its identification at

any future

time.

tlie
it is

locality in
liojied that
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made on the Black Rock gaugp from Sepand single observations were made in July

Observations of lake level were
tember, 1875, to October, 1876,

The Fai-mington gauge was used from November, 1877,
November, 1879; the Lake Shore gauge from November, 1879, to Sep-

and October, 1877.
to

tember, 1881; the Gai-field Landing gauge from April, 1881, to June, 1886.

The

Gai-field

Landing gauge was inspected by members of the corps

from time to time until 1884, when Salt Lake City ceased to be a base for
In 1886 Prof Marcus E. Jones of that city ascertained

field operations.

and reported that the gauge had suffered accidents whereby

its

zero had

been raised three or four inches, but the dates of change were not learned.
Li June of the same year

it

was destroyed by a storm.

Prof Jones then

began observations of the water height, and eventually prepared and installed a new gauge, placing it near the position of the old one at Garfield
Landing, and fixing

New

called the

its

zero at the

height.

This gauge, which will be

Gai-field, is still in use.

All of the gaiiges except the

become

same

New

Garfield have

displaced, so that the authenticity

by

various accidents

and coherence of the records

depend wholly on the leveling and other observations conducted

mine the

relative heights of the

gauge

to deter-

Connection between the

zeros.

Fannington and Lake Shore gauges was established by the

-nTiter

by

spirit-

The Lake Shore
separated by a space of more than

level at the time of the institution of the latter gauge.

and
20

Gai-field

Landing gauges, which are

were observed simultaneously

miles,

1881, the lake being at the time

Mr. Jesse

W. Fox and

the Black

Rock bench; and

level

and the

jjauffe in like

These

disturbed

by wind.

level afforded

manner with

in 1881 Mr. Russell,

by

by

to a

work performed

I\Ir.

He

to

the aid of the s]«rit-

Rock bench.
have been compiled

Webster, whose report on

in connection with

Appendix A.

Rock gauge

the calm lake surface, connected the Garfield

the Black

system by

days in March,

In 1877 the late

the writer ran levels from the Black

A-arious determinations, together with others,

and reduced

tlie

liypsometric

the Bonneville investigation will be

has selected the zero of the Lake Shore gauge

found

in

as the

datum or reference point

table of

little

for a period of five

gauge heights based on

for all heights within the basin.
his compilation.

I insert

a

GAUGING GREAT SALT LAKE.
Tablr

VII.

Datum Points

connected

tcith the

gauging of Great Salt Lake.

Ftet.

Blnrk Rock B<-ncb

Bench
Rock Gau^e Zero..
Farmin^on Gau^c Zero
Lake Shore G.iujre Zero
Garfield Gange Zero
New Garfield Oange Zero
Faruiinfrton
lilack

.

.

.
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Tabi-k VIII. Itecord of Oscillatiovs of Great Salt laAx— Continued.

Referred

Gauge.

Day.

ObfttrvcT.

Koading.

to

Lake

Sbure
Zero.

Feet.

G.^rlioM Lamiinj;

T. Uouiia

Feb. 15

1.5

30

1.5

Mar. 15

1.5

Apr.

2

1.7

Sept.

3

Oct

Nov.
Doc.

I8H4

Jim.

Fell.

Mar.

1.9

16

2

1.5

3

8

1.0

16

5

0.

1

3

10

0.4

2

0.4

1.1

0.4

0.4

2

V,

01

0.4

2

Oi

0.4

15

H

0.6

1

2i

o.e

e

0.9

8

1.0

5 11

1.3

l.l

Apr,

5

1

15

M.iy

s

2

C

2

1.0

1.9

June

2.4

1

2.6

IS

July

Aug.
Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

1

7

2.8

IS

7

2.8

2

7

2.0

15

7

2.4

1

7

2.4

15

7

2.4

2

7

2.4

15

fi

1

C

1.5

Dec.

2

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.
Apr.

2.

C

1(1

2.2

June

11

2.3

1

2.5

7

15

7

2J

2

7

3J

2.

10

7

5

2.8

2.0
7

2

7

C

2.9

Ifi

7

8J

3.1

3

7

1(1

3.2

7 11

3.3

2

8

1

3.5

15

8

3

3.0

8

C

3.9

8

9

4. 1

8 10

4,2

8

4.2

1
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tlic fall

only

cm-ring-

m
1

five,

May.

^*1

but the most rapid change

is tliat
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portion of the rise oc-
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From 1847

to tlie present time tlie islands

Fremont and Can-ington

as herd grounds.

oi'

the lake have been used

islands have

been reached

by-

and Antelope and Stansbury islands partly by boat, partly by fording,

boat,

by land eommunication. A large share of the navigation has
been ])erfoniied by citizens of Farmingtou, and the shore in that neighborand

jjjirtly

hood

so

is

fiat

that changes of water height

changes of landing place.
affected that all of the
their

The

have necessitated frequent

pursuits of the

more important

boatmen were

fluctuations

so greatly

were imjjressed u\Km

memories; and most of the changes were so associated with features

of the topography that some estimate of their quantitative values could be

The data which thus became
Pi-ofessor Henry by Mr. Jacob Miller,

made.

available were collated for the late

a resident of Farmingtou, Avho took

His results agree very closely with those derived

part in the navigation.

from an independent investigation of

my

own, which has already been

re-

corded in an essay on the water supply of Great Salt Lake, constituting

The

Chapter IV of Powell's "Lands of the Arid Region."
graphs are transcribed

Antelope Island
broad,

flat

is

is

intermpted

connected with the delta of the Jordan River by a

by

very gently towards the

sons traversed

began

By combining

it.

fall

and the lake

to the time of

1850 the bar was dry during the

which continued

until

the water

fell

1855 or 185G.
all

its

The

final

abandon-

Then

inches of water.

At

each

Ioav stage of

that time a

connnunication was

for a series of years, until in

the bar was again dry in Avinter.

unusual

it,

the CA-idence of such persons, the condi-

been ascertained up

to

to the island,

summer covered by not more than 20

Then

joins

and many per-

could with difficulty ford in winter, but

summer.

it

means of access

From 1847
a n'se,

and just where

For a numljer

tion of the ford has

winter, and in

island,

a narrow channel a few inches in depth.

of years this bar afforded the

ment.

change from that volume.

sand bar that has been usually submerged but occasionally ex-

It slopes

posed.

Avith little

following para-

spring of 18G2 was

horseman

by boat

in

18G0 and 18G1

marked by an

of rain

and snow, whereby the streams were greatly flooded

sui-face

was raised several

feet.

In subsequent years

continued, until in 18G5 the ford became uupassable.

tlie

According

rise

to Mr.

TEADITIONAL HISTORY OF GREAT SALT LAKE.
Ilillor, tlio rise

was somewhat rapid
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from which date

until lbG8,

until the

estabhshmeut of the gauges, there occurred only minor fluctuations.
Since these parayrajjhs were written the publication of Fremont's

"Memoirs of

My Life"

has aflorded a

still

On

earlier observation.

the loth

of August 1845 he rode across the shallows to Antelope Island, the water

nowhere reaching above the saddle
F()r the

the
in

foj'd

girths.'

jiuqwse of connecting the traditional history as derived from

with the systematic recoid afterward inaugurated,

comiiany with Mr. Miller on the

The

soundings.

I'Jtli

\isiled the bar

I

of October 1877, and

made

features of the ford had been minutely described,

was no uncertainty as
of water on the sand

We

to the identification of the locality.

flat,

and

1)

feet

(J

inches in the

and there

found

channel at

little

careful

!)

feet

its edire.

The examination was completed at 11a. m.; at 5 p. ni. the water stood at
10 inches on the Black Rock gauge.
The Antelope Island bar thus afi'ords a tolerably complete record from
1845 to 18G5, but fails to give any later details. It ha])pens, however, that
the hiatus

is

mainland by

another locality.

filled at

a similar bar,

Stansliury Island

which was entirely al)ove water

many

Capt. Stansbury's sin-vey, and so continued for

joined to the

at the

years.

time of

In 18G(J, the

which the Antelope bar became unfordable, the water

)'ear following that in

for tin; first time

is

covered the Stansbuiy

Itar,

and

subsequent advance

its

and recession have so affected the pursuits of the

citizens of Grantsville

who used

it

the island for a winter herd ground, that

to obtain a full record

making the

in(piiry

following facts

I

by compiling

be

difficult

their incidental observations.

While

had no opportunity

by correspondence.

depth of water has never been

less

to visit that town, but elicited the

Since the

than a

great as to prevent fording in winter.

But

first

foot,

by

boat,

and

feet,

feet.
'Vol.
I

16

has never been so

it

sunnners of 1872, 1873

tide, there

in those years the lake level attained

In the spring of 18G9 the depth was 4^

MON

flooding of the bar the

and

in the

and 1874, during the flood stage of the annual
except

will not

1, p.

431.

and

in the

its

was no access
greatest height.

autumn of 1877, 2^
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Tlie last item sIioavs

the Stausbury bai-

tliat

is 7 feet

liiglier

thau the

Antelope, and sei-ves to connect the two series of observations.

may

Further inquiries
as

now

it

stands

the general features of the fluctuations are indicated as

all

Beyond

back as 1845.

far

render the record more complete and exact, but

that time there

no

tradition,

that

and other shore debris and

marks a change

it

this line,

a

All about the

by

by

the fact

In some places vegetation ceases at

a straggling growth of herbaceous plants able

is

Above

soil.

It is indicated

especially distinguished

is

in vegetation.

but usually there

on a saline

to live

is

a storm line marking the extreme advance of the water

is

during gales in the summers of 1872, 1873 and 1874.
(h-iftwood

but there

worthy of mention.

single item of circumstantial e\'idence

lake shore there

is

the line, on

the steeper slopes not sub-

all

jected to cultivation, the sage and other bushes flourish, but below the line

they are represented only by their dead stumps.
line

above the contemporaneous

being

much

still-water surface varies

of this storm

A^-ith

greater on a shelving coast, over which the water

considerable distance

On

The height

by

the winds, and especially small

the east side of Antelope Island

summer

three feet above the

it

the locality,

is

forced to a

upon the

islands.

was found by measurement

to

be

stage of the lake in 1877, or about one foot

above the winter stage in 1873.

A

lower storm line was observed by Stansbury

described to
it

at that

stage;

me by

a

number

and the storm

di-iftwood,

to, it;

was

line

so

began.

little

lake

was then

above

Like the

it

no stumps were

relations in time

it

line

that

had been dry

for

many

become saturated with
Utah upon

soil

was submerged soon

\'isible, it

was marked

sage, extended

down

seen.

The

lines contribute

fact that the belt of land
its

a

between

present submergence

Lands washed by the brine of the lake
such an extent that even salt-lo"\-ing plants

years.

salt to

can not live upon them; and
in

it

now

tliem supported sage bushes shows that previous to
it

at its lowest observed

and space of these two storm

page to the history of the lake.

and has been

Utah who were acquainted with

and a growth of bushes, including the

but below

The

The

time and subsequently.

after the rise of the lake

by

of citizens of

in 1850,

it is

a familiar fact that the sage never grows

so saline as to be unfavorable for grain.

The

rains of

SECULAR CURVE OF GREAT SALT LAKE.
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and perhaps even of centuries, would be needed to cleanse
land abandoned l)y tlie lake t^o that it could sustain the salt-hating buslies;
year.s,

and we cannot avoid the conclusion that the ancient storm
for a

had been

line

long period the limit of the fluctuations of the lake surface.

t

.'^~—

Fig.

4.
line.

*The

33.

/.

—

A

X

./

— Non-Pi-riodic Rihp and Fall of Great Salt Lake.
= Antilopc Island Bar. S. /. B. — Stansbury Island

iJ.

borizuntal scale represinls time.

The

Bar.

O.

A'.

= Old

Storm

line,

vertical scale of feet is referred to the zero of tbe

= New Storm

if S.
.

Lake Sbure Gauge

as a

datum.

The cm^ve

in Fig.

33 embodies the result* of direct observation and of

from the phenomena of the

traditional evidence as well as the inference

ancient shore-line.
infoiTnation,

the

left

and

It is di-awn as a full line

as a

broken

line

where based upon

where the data are

of the ordinate representing 1845

is

definite

That

less precise.

to

intended to express merely the

and the conclusion

postulate that there were then, as afterward, oscillations,

that tliose oscillations did not exceed the level of the ancient storm-line.

The annual oscillation is omitted; the non-periodic only is represented.
The principal facts illustrated by this curve are, that during the historic
period in Utah the lake has twice risen and twice fallen, the second

now

second

in progress; that the

had not been submerged
range of fluctuation
Changes

in

is

was

rise

and

for several decades;

about eleven

above a

cai'ried five feet

changes in the extent of the water surface.
the lake that have been published are based

when

which

that the total observed

is

in

many

directions so grad-

ual that this oscillation of eleven feet has been accompanied

years 1849 and 1850,

line

being

feet.

area.-Thc inclination of the shores

times as to illustrate this change.

fall

Fortunately, the two

upon surveys made

Stansbury perfonned

the lake

was

by very

at its lowest

his field

notable

maps

at such

work

observed

of

in the

level,

and

the topographers of the Fortieth Parallel Survey delineated the lake margin
in 18G9,

when

the water

was within a few inches of

its

highest stage.

PI.
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XXXIII

is

and extent of the

position

Upon
the

compiled from the two maps conjointly, so as

the Stansbury

rise of the lake.

ability of the lake to dilate rapidly the

water surface exposed to

evaporation must ordinarily prevent any great fluctuation in

The

effect of

by
The

is

results are prevented.

mally within narrow

means quickly

this

and the

limits,

some powerful and unusual
Causes of cnangc.-Tlie

line,

may. be assumed

in

Let us

of the lake

is

the loss from evajtoration.

Whenever

water exceeds the evajjoration, the surface

evaporation

is

falls.

The elements

affect the

stationary only
is

when

cause

when

the

precisely balanced

any year the

rises;

its

consider the pos-

total access of

the evaporation ex-

of climate to be considered are there-

The

water supply and the evaporation.

rate of

a function of the local temperature and humidity of the air

and of the velocity of the wind.
the rainfall

in

otherwise

first

gain from inflow and from rainfall on the water surface

which

to indicate

maxinmm has occurred
man suggests that it may

by the white
some way by human agency;

The height

sible climatic causes.

fore those

was

cause.

almost of necessity climatic.

ceeds, the surface

Avater

fact that tlio excoptioual lake

have been occasioned
is

tlie

but maintained at a greater

during the occupation of the region

and

and cunudatiye

obliterated,

high stage, in which

last

altitude for a period of eight or nine years,

by

height.

lake level must be conceived to fluctuate nor-

not merely carried above the old storm

natural,

its

each temporary increment or decrement to either water supply

or rate of evaporation

is

upon

the water surface has an area of 1750 miles;

the smaller area.

jjcr cent, -of

The

tlie

or Fortieth Parallel map, an area of 2170 miles, the increment

Kinj,',

being 24

map

submerged by the

belt of land

exhibit

to'

The water

and secondarily on the rate of

the water falling on the land

part which finds

its

way

is

supi)ly

evajioration, since a portion of

evaporated, and

to the lake.

depends primarily on

it is

oidy the xnievaporated

Other things being equal, the lake

surface should ri«e during those years in which the i)recipitatiou in rain and

snow

is

great, the temperature low, the relative

humidity

liigh,

or the wind

velocity small.

Our

climatic record in the Cordilleras

is

hnperfect, but such as

extends back nearly as far as the record of lake oscillation.

it is, it

The account

U
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WHY DOES THE LAKE
it

affords of the

wind velocity and the

be of value in

definite to

temperature

may

myself of the

by Mr. Charles

by

is
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not sufficiently

but the records of rainfall and

this connection;

gathered

humidity

relative

For

profitably be compared.

statistics

AND FALL?

RISE

this

purpose

I

have availed

the Smithsonian Institution and discussed

A. Schott in his jiapers on the precipitation and atmos])heric

temperature of the United States, and those gathered and pnldished by the
U.

S.

Signal Coips.

Aqueous

precij)itation is so capricious in its distribution that the record

kept at a single station affords no valuable indication of secular changes.
It is

oidy bv the condjination of a system 6f ol)servations made at

of stations, that any trustworthy indication can be

purpose the stations of the Great
Pacific Coast

and

<»f

foi-

the adjacent portions of the

These

terms of years.

group

For the present

have been used, choice being restricted to those

records have been kept
land,

Basiji

o1 )tained.

a

are: Astoria

at

which

and Port-

Oregon; Fort Point, Sacramento, San Francisco and San Diego, CalBois^ City and Fort

ifornia;

Douglas, Utah.

Bois(^,

-Idaho;

Salt

Lake City and Camp

In the reduction of the observations the precipitation for

each vear and station has be<Mi divided by the mean amuial precipitation
for that station,

and the several quotients have been arranged under

their

The !nean of all the quotients for each year has then
been found, and these means have been assumed to express the relative
precipitation for the several years in the indicated districts.
The curve
appropriate years.

representing these means

A

Itrief

is

reproduced

in

No.

1

of PI.

consideration will .show that this curve

ble with the curve of lake oscillation, III.

is

Assuming

XXXIV.
not directly comparafor the

moment

that

the oscillations of the lake are determined purely l)y variations of precipitation,

then each year of excessive precipitation should correspond to a rise

of the lake, and each year of small precipitation to a

fall.

A

maximiim of

lake level would occur at the end of a series of years of great rainfall,

would

not, except

rainfall.

by

accident, correspond in time with a year of

If the area of the lake

the height of the lake level at

and the

rate of evaporation

it

maximum

were constant,

any time could bo determined by the summa-

tion of all the precedent preci])itation factors

that the lake expands as

1)ut

rises causes the

up

to that time;

but the fact,

annual loss by evaporation to be

LAKE BONNEVILLE.
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a function of the lake's height.
\ddual year,
ration

by

The

exceptionally great rainfall of an indi-

increasing the area of the lake, initiates an excess of evapo-

which eventually eliminates

its

influence from the curve of lake

oscillation ; the exceptionally small rainfall of

an indivadual year, by dimin-

ishing the area of the lake, initiates a defect of evaporation which likewise

eventually eliminates

its

The

influence from the curve of lake oscillation.

height of the lake at any time, as dependent on precipitation,

is

therefore to

be derived by such an integration of the precipitation of antecedent years
as will give the greatest weight to the years just passed

smaller weight to those more remote.

made, and

An

integration of this sort has been

expressed in the curve marked

is

that the influence

upon the lake

and a progressively

It

II.

was

arbitrarily assiuned

level of the precipitation of a given

year

and the

inte-

diminished in arithmetic ratio so as to disappear in ten years,
gration

was based on

was multiplied by

this assumption.

ten, that for

For example, the

1869 by nine, that for 1868 by

the factor for 1861 being the last included and being multiplied

The sum
55,

of these several products

was divided by the sum of the

and the quotient was assumed

factor at the

by

unity.

multipliers,

to represent the integrated precipitation

treated in a similar manner.

tution of the meteorologic observations of the

was observed
Ijeen

eight, etc.,

end of the year 1870.

The temperature was

have

1870

factor for

at a

number

of military posts

Prior to the insti-

Signal Corps, temperature

and a few

compiled and discussed by Mr. Schott.

cities,

and the records

These observations have

doubtless been continued at most points up to the present time, but they
are less accessible than those of the Signal Service, and the latter have been

employed

for the period

from 1872 to 1883.

The

Signal Service stations

in the region already indicated include Portland, Ore.,

and San Diego,

Cal.,

and San Francisco,

occupied for the entire period; and Umatilla, Ore.,

Visalia, Cal., Boise City, Idaho, Salt

Lake

Prescott, Ariz., occupied for terms varying

City, Utah, Pioche, Nev.,

and

from

For

five to eight years.

each of these stations the mean of the annual means of temperature was
subtracted from each of the annual means, and the residuals were arranged
in

The mean of the residuals for each year
successive mean residuals were plotted in a curve.

columns according to years.

was then deduced, and the

LAKE CUEYES AND CLIMATE CURVES.
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This curve was found to be almost identical with that derived from the San
Francisco observations alone and to be closely simulated
the other individual stations.

It

by

the curves of

was therefore deemed legitimate

to

employ

the San Francisco curve as representative of the district for the period

antecedent to the

in.stitution of the

The San Francisco

Signal Service observations.

observations, however, were not

employed

alone.

Mr. Schott has combined with them data from Alcatraz Island, Angel Island,

Fort Point and Presidio,

all

of which stations were in the immediate

\"icinity.

His results are published in the fonn of mean annual temperatures, and

by

subtracting from each

residuals thus obtained

and the residuals de-

these have been prepared for the present purpose

the

mean

The

of the series.

rived from the Signal Ser\-ice observations are plotted in curve

XXXIV.

This curve

may be

considered to represent, with

V

a. fair

of PI.

degree

of approximation, the non-periodic oscillations of temperature within the
indicated period in

Here, too,

it is

evident that a direct comparison with the curve of lake

oscillation should not

the

volume of the

of the Great Basin and Pacific Coast.

tlie district

be made whatever the influence of temperature upon
;

lake,

be semi-cumulative.

whether through

The temperature

rainfall or evaporation,

it

would

detemiinations have therefore been

submitted to the same process of special integration as the precipitation
determinations;

it

was again assumed

that the influence of each year's

temjierature Avould diminisli in arithmetic ratio so as to disappear in ten
years.

The deduced

precipitation,

curve, IV,

is

far

more regular than

and presumably represents the slow secular

that derived from
oscillation.

In comparing the integrated temperature curve with the curve of lake
oscillation the question arises

whether the maxima of the former should be

compared with the maxima or the minima of the
aff"ects

latter.

the lake chiefly through rate of evaporation, the

should coincide with the minima of the other.

If

its

If temperature

maxima of one curve
chief influence

is

ex-

erted through precipitation, the correspondence should probably be found
in the
it is

same way; but about

this there is diff"erence of opinion.

unnecessary to discuss the sulgect in

this connection, for

comparison be made directly or by inversion,
curves are inharmonious.

it is

Fortunately,

whether the

equally evident that the

LAKE BONNEVILLE.
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Tlie integrated precipitation, curve II, resenil^les
tion in several particulars.

with
is

tlie

lake

maximum

Its

nia.ximum fioni

1855 and 1X50.

in

comparaljle with the lake minimiun in

great

maximum

tlie

curve of

oscilla-

to 185.5 is comparal)le

l.S.')2

minimum from 1858 to 18G0
ISGOand 18fil; and during the
Its

of the lake from 18(;7 to 1S7!> the precipitation curve

is

mean line. "^Fhe only great disparity occurs in
the years 1S(J3 to 18(15, when the precijtitation curve shows a minimum
The precij)itation ciu've is
unrei)rescnted in the curve of lake oscillation.
most part above

for the

its

therefore on the whole similar, and indeed
close as couhl be exi)ected b}' one
precii)itation

a small

of a region

is

realizes

by

r(q)resented

nuinlx-r of stations.

I'here

many

hypothesis .entcitained by

who

is,

corresj)ondence

its

how

quite as

is

imperfectly the average

the observed precipitation at

some support

therefore,

for the

])ersons that the excej)tional rise of

Salt Lak«f which culminated in

1S73 was due

Great

an increase of precip-

to

itation.'

Turning now
lake Ity man,

to the consideration of the influences exerted

we hud them

sej)aral)le into

two

classes;

first,

upon the

those which cause

a greater proportion of the precipitation falling on the land to be gathered

by

the streams and carried to the lake; second, those which cause a smaller

pro])ortion of the precipitation to reach the lake.

'J'lie

sujiposed influence

of defcu'esting on the rainfall itself need not be discussed, because in this

region no considerable liody of forest has been destroyed.

The

chief influen(*e of

the grazing industry.

and

all tlie

many

is

through

of the lowland valleys

upland or moiintain valleys were covered by grass and other

in their

whicli the

in increfising the inflow of the lake

In their virgin condition

These have been eaten

herbaceous veget^Ttiun.

man, and

man

place has sprung

ground

is

water falling as rain

off

by

the herds of the white

up a sparse growth of low

From this bare
freed by the melting

bu.shes

between

believed that the

bare.

surface

oi-

of snow, runs off more readily

it is

than from the original gi-assy surface, so that a smaller share of

it

is

evap-

orated in situ and a larger share flows through the water courses to the

This change has affected a large

lake.
'

Tlid observational

they are available to 1889.

d.at.a

total area;

later data

shows that the general conclusion

is

if its

influence

upon

Aa Ihn iiiaiiiiHrripl goes to press
have not been systematically treated, but their inspection
Rustained by tbem.
,

discimsi'd cIoho with the yoar 1H83.

The

and

MAN'S INFLUENCE ON GREAT SALT LAKE.
water supply

here correctly interpreted,

is

Another factor of the same tendency

Many

j)<)nds.

is

it

of importance.

fiictor

ji
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the draining of marshes and beaver

is

by beaver
man
irrigation.
The in-

of the small str(\ams of the basin were clofjged

dams, and the courses of some of these have been opened by the white

purpose of

for the

creased su])ply

of water for

increasiii<r tlu^ su])])ly

lias

been

daring

utilized for irrigation

a |)ortion

only of the

year, and at other times has joined the streams flowing to the lake.

Plowing and
cidtivation
<>i'

is

irrigation

rain falling ujxtn

tlio

nnd

is

is

by evaporation from

chiefly returned to the

The

effect of irriga-

the surface of the

is

restored to theatmos-

and from the leaves of

soil

In 1877 the writer estimated that the inflow of Great Salt

jilants.

was dinn'nished

With the

six ])er cent

by

fift(H'n

Lake

this cause.

excej)tion of irrigation,

it

is

imjjossible to give quantitative

Those which tend

exjivession to these factors.

culminated

for

diverted from the streams and spread

out on the land for the i)urpose of nourishing cro])s
jihere

Land broken up

thus lost to the lake.

The water

precisely similar.

is

effect.

This retained portion

it.

Mtninsplicre l)y evajxiration
tion

have the contrary

thereby rendered more porous, so as to retain a larger })ortion

to increase the lake jirobably

or twenty yeai-s ago, a)id have since remained constant.

Tho.se whicli tend to diminish the lake have increased continuously for the
last

The time

35 years.

lake increment

sum

])resent

of

In

traction.

was

human

it

is

not entirely clear whether the

agencies tends toward lake ex))ansion or lake con-

any case the consideration of the

several factors suftices to

of

probably past when the net tendency toward

maxinunn, but

at a

human

is

show

(jualitative relation of the

that a curve rejiresentative of the influence

agencies could have but a single maxinunn, and could not corre-

s|)ond in detail with the determined cin-ve of oscillation.

Ten years ago
llie

climatic theory

neither
both.

discussed at

I

some length the comparative merits of

and the theory of human agencies,' concluding that

was inconsistent with the

facts

and

that

the triith might include

pointed out that the foi-mer appealed to a cause that

quate but
causes

I

is

not independently

known

known

to exist, ^\hile the latter

to exist but quantitatively imdetermined.
'

Lands nf

tlie

Arid Rogion, pp. CK-77.

may

be ade-

appealed to

Since that time
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the publication of the second edition of Mr. Schott's discussion of rainfall

and the progress of the work of the U.

Signal Corps have rendered

S.

possible to construct the most im])ortant comparative climatic curves,

the subject

it

and

here resumed for the purjiose of exhibiting the relation of

is

The correspondence

these curves to the curve of oscillation.

grated precipitation curve to the curve of lake oscillation

view of the

to indicate a causal relation, especially in

is

of the inte-

sufficiently close

fact that rainfall is the

most naturally appeals.

climatic factor to Avhich hypothesis

In the present aspect of the problem, precipitation seems entitled to

rank as the dominant
modified

by

factor, the results of its variation

the variations of temperatm-e

being only slightly

and the changes introduced by

grazing and agriculture.
Future

changes.-Those

humau

agencies which tend to increase the water
di-aining,

have acquired a status

which tend

to diminish the supply,

supplv of the lake, namely, grazing and
that

is

practically permanent, but those

namely, plowing and

when
tlie

irrigation,

the consumption of water

have not yet ceased

by

irrigation

was estimated

inflow of the lake, the intervention of the

minor streams of the

basin.

The main bodies

time, the diversion of the water of the
larjre scale;

utilized.

at six per cent, of

imgator was

restricted to the

of the Bear and of the Jordan,

unimpeded

the largest of all the streams, flowed

Since that

to the lake.

Jordan has been undertaken on a

and the time can not be distant when

its

entire

volume

Tlie Bear Eiver presents greater engineering difficulties,

not yet been brought under control

be redeemed by means of

its

Human

deprived of tribute.

;

but sooner or later a large

vears will witness

its

agency

is

so reduced in

volume

final

and has

district will

thus destined to play an important

It is

The next

not to be expected that

share the fate of Sevier Lake, because the conservation of
is

be

ten

slmidiage, for lack of affluent water, to a size smaller

than has before been observed.

water for imgation

will

water, and the lake will be con-espondingly

part in the deteiTnination of the future history of the lake.

The

In 1877,

to increase.

not economically practicable, but
as to precipitate a portion of

svstem of irrigation

reservoirs of the flood water of all the

will

it

all

will

it

will evei-

the stream

probably be

its salt.

include the storage in

minor streams, and

artificial

will cause the lake

FUTUEE SHRINKIXG PROPHESIED.
to

be deprived of

inflow except from saline creeks and trom the unused

all

share of Bear River, but this system

The expansion

present generation.
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.

is

not likely to be established

by

the

of the methods no%v in vogue to a limit

dependent on the extent of the readily available arable land, together with
the construction of reservoirs on the most available
two-tliirds of the water supply,

and

sites, will

employ about

reduce the area of

will proportionately

the lake.

One

effect of

such a contraction of the lake will be to simplifv

out-

Antelope, Stansbury, Carrington, Hat, and Dolphin islands will be

line.

permanently united

Bear River Bay

to the land.

the soiitheni extremity of Promontory, and the
will

its

be drained nearly

to the

Weber, and the Bear
Island,

and

will

bay

be drained nearly

easf

oi'

northern end of that island.

Antelope Island

The Jordan,

will unite their deltas in the vicinity of

will eventually

fill

up

all

to

the

Fremont

of the sound east of that island,

reducing the lake to a linear body lying east of Stansbury Island and the

Promontory.
will

be a

With a lowering of

the lake surface the projection of deltas

During the recent high stage of the lake the chan-

ra}iid process.

nels of the three principal rivers have been converted, in their lower portions, into estuaries

of

whose sluggish current has permitted the accumulation

The volume

silt.

cultivation of the

of the streams.

of this

soil,

silt

has been at the same time increased bv the

an industrv which alwavs augments the

The lowering

detrital loads

of base-level incident to the falling of the

lake surface will cause the sti-eams to erode this deti-itus and transport

it

to

the shore of the lake.
Saline

lake

is

Contents-Auotlier effcct will

so shallow that

and since the

level,

its

total

Aolume

amount

is

greatlv affected

been observed by persons engaged

brine,

its

is aft'ected.

in the

and quantitative expression has been

analyses

bv

small changes of

of contained salts undergoes

ciable change, the strength of the solution
liavc

The

be the concentration of the brine.

made from samples gathered

no

ajipre-

Variations of salinity

manufacture of

giveli to the

at different dates.

same

salt

from the

facts

With

bv

the

the lake at

lowest observed stage, 1850, Stansbury collected a sam]de of the brine

From

a samjjle gathered in 1873,

at its highest stage, Bassett

obtained 13.7 per cent, of

containing 22.4 per cent, of solid matter.

when

the lake

was
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At an intermediate stage King collected

solid matter.

in

1869 a sample

containing 14.8 per cent, and Talmage in 1885 and 1889 obtained samples
yielding

lfi.7

and 19.6 per

cent.

extreme results that with a

was decreased by 39 per
tity of saline

in the lake

It

would appear from a comparison of the

rise of the lake surface of

cent, of its

10^

feet the salinity

amount; and, assuming that the quan-

matter in solution remained unchanged, the volume of water

was

same time increased 73 per

at the

cent.

results are approximately true, they should not pa,ss with-

While these

Careful comparisons of the several detcmninations of

out qualification.

salinity with the several detemjinations of density

and with the correspond-

ing determinations of height of water surface, reveal ninnerous discrepancies.

The

comjiarison of salinities with densities shows that there are eiTors in

detemiinations of salinities or densities.
salinities or densities

Discrepancies lietween detennined

on the one hand, and heights of water surface on the

other, suggest several sources of error.

placed on record the

s]K»t

No

collector of water samples lias

whei-e the collection

was made; one may have

stopped near the mouth of a stream and ol)tained too low a salinity; another

may have

visited a

lagoon of the shore with abnormally high

King neglected

Stanslniry and

salinity.

to record the dates of sampling;

and of

the five samples analyzed three were collected before the establishment of

gauges; there
the lake

thus some uncertainty in determinations of the height of

is

when

its

brine was sampled.

The accompanjing analyses embody

all

our knowledge of the nature

of the brine and they accord so poorly with one anotlier that they warrant

our speaking with confidence only of the most striking characteristics.
principal base

sodium, and this exists chiefly in the form of chloride, but

is

also as sulphate; next in

calcium.

it

rank

is

potassium, and then follow magnesium and

Despite the fact that calcium carbonate

in the foi-m of

an

in the brine;

The

oolitic sand,

and

it is

is

precipitated on the shore

none of the analysts have succeeded

]n-obal)]e that the

weighable calcium found in two

of the samples exists in the foi-m of sulphate.

The

theoretic combination

of acids and bases given in the lower division of the table
tentative only; but the readiness with

from the brine warrants the belief that

in finding

is

in the

which sodium sulphate
it is

is

main

obtained

one of the actual constituents.
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WTieii in winter the temperature of the water falls below 20° F., the precipitation of

salt begins,

tliis

be readily

to

by

and

sometimes accumulates in such quantity as

it

from the bottom, or

g-atliered

is

even thrown upon the shore

the waves.

The sodium

chloride has

become

the basis of a large industry, being

manufactured for table and dairy use as well as for metallurgic purposes.
Tliis industry

statement of
is

has so expanded since the close of

my

work

in

Utah

that a

condition at that time would have historical value only.

its

It

reported that the outjmt in 188G was 23,000 tons; in 1SS7, 40,000 tons; in

ISSS, 21,000 tons.
the

waves

For several years sodium

in winter has

been gathered, and

its

sul])liate cast

(|uantity of

sodium chloride contained

tons; of sodium sulphate, 30 millions

Tabli; IX. Aiialynts of
1.

Sample takeu

taken
III. Samido (aken
IV. Sam]ilt- takiMi
11. Sunijilt'

V. Sample takeu

in 1850; analyuis
in HUinintM-

nf

in Auj;u«t, 1&7;(; analysia

ilu«»«tl.

Talmage.
Aagust, 1889; analysis by J. E. Taliuage.

in I-»ccoinbor, I8tt5; analyais

iu

of Great Suit Lake.

by O. D. Allen.

by H.

by

J. E.

already undertaken.'

in the lake is

by L. B. Gale.

1801); anal^'fliH

is

tons.

JVatei-

l»y

utilization for the production

of various sodium salts of commercial importance

The

on the shore

about 400 millions
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Second arraiigrment of residte ;

hij

theoretic combination' of acids

and ha»m.

ACCUMULATION TEEIOD.
maximum volume

Since this river fumislies alxjut half the water .supply

of the lake, the sample

i.s

taken to represent one-third of that supply.

two analyses exhibit the constitutitm of two-thirds of the
of the lake,

and

it
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will

fre.sh-water tribute

be assumed that their mean shows the character of

the entu-e fresh-water tribute.

In the following table this

mean

with the analysis of the lake water as reported b}- Allen:
Table X. Accumulation

Veriuda for Subslancen contaiuci in the

Great Salt Lake.

Sabstance.

The

hrint-

of

is

compared

LAKE BONNEVILLE.
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with

The explauatiou

clil(»rine.

and

stances

the rehative su})])ly of these sub-

lies iu

Iu the uiouutauis from which the

their rehitive solubihty.

rivers flow, calcium is afforded in unlimited (juantity, while the

chlorine
it

is

Chlorine, on the other hand, existing as

relatively very small.

does in combination with scxlium,

higlily soluble; while calcium, exist-

is

ing for the most part in ccjmbination with carbonic acid,

Chlorine therefore accumulates in
It is

of

a matter of observation

tlie

as a

th*.-

its

accession

limit

is

and

is

balanced

probable that

it is

an unvarying

by

The same remark

si)aringly soluble.

lake, while calcium

is prec-i^jitated.

also falls to the b()tt(?m

it

Calcium

marly constituent of the lacustrine sediment.

reached

is

calcium carbonate gathers on the shore

tliat

lake as oolitic sand, and

supply of

lias

therefore

The annual

constitueiit of the brine.

the annual precipitation.

applies to the magnesium.

tated with the calcium, just as

and chemical analysis shows

it

It is

presumably precipi-

was from the waters of Lake Bonneville,

that a small

portion of

it

is

accumidated

in

the oolite of the shore.

The
acid,

short ])eriod necessary to accunudate the lake's store of sulphuric

4U0 years, indicates that

being precipitated.
sulphate,

and

it is

sodium sulphate
indicates that

it

It

it,

too, has passed the saturation limit

discharged from the lake

must

from the saturation

is

appears to exist in the lake iu the form of sodium

jjrobaldy precipitated in that coud)ination.

is

and

by

The

fact that

the extremes cold of winter

exist at ordinary temperatures injpiantitities not far

limit;

and

it is

found

from the brine when evaporated by

to

be the

first

mineral to separate

insolation.

There remain two substances whose long accumulation

j)eriods peraiit

us to doubt whether they have reached the stage in which accessioi^and loss

Sodium and

are eejual.

constitute the

the briue

is

chlorine, in their combination as

fully saturated therewith.
is

If

it

be

true, as surmised, that the

discharged from the lake

sodium sulphate, the accumulation period

for

by

the precipi-

sodium chloride

is

by the period computed for sodium. It is more
bo represented by the period estimated for the chlorine, namely,

not properly represented
likely to

chloride,

most abundant mineral, and no analysis has indicated that

annual supply of sulphuric acid
tation of

sodium

34,200 years.

HOW OLD
now we

If

GREAT SALT LAKE 1

IS
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recall to attention the tribute of the littoral springs,

porarily ignored,

it is

tem-

once apparent that our table underestimates the

at

annual tribute of sodium chloride and correspondingly overestimates
accumulation period.

We have no present means of determining

its

the extent

of this overestimate, but Ave can safely say that the period necessary to

charge the lake with
of supply

is

aw

rears

common

by means

salt

not more than 25,000 years.

the lake

was

fresh? or

is

chloride, like the other constituents,

rapidly as received ?

To

this question

of the present sources and rate
Shall

we conclude

that 25,000

there reason to believe that sodium
is

by

being precipitated

the lake as

a satisfactory answer can not be given,

but there are several considerations favoring the second alternative.

First,

the circumstances connected with the old storm line, to which reference has

already been made, indicate that the lake was smaller and therefore more
concentrated, for at least a few decades preceding the settlement of the

comitry, than

it

has been since.

was thrown down during

It

Second,

is

it

known

not compensated

by

it

was combined

as to be preserved from resolu-

that under special circumstances salt

expanse of water near the shore
is

way

and that

some points on the margin of the

precipitated at

tiun

well be that a portion of the salt

this prehistoric period,

with mechanical sediment in such
tion.

may

is

lake,

now

is

\\liere a

broad

exceedingly shallow, the local evajjora-

the circulation,

and the resulting high concen-

In jiassing from Grantsville to Stansbuiy

tration leads to a discharge of salt.

Island in 1881, Mr. Russell rode for a mile across a deposit of this character

an inch in thickness.
solved

if

Such a deposit as

the lake rose, or if

the fact of

its

fell

formation indicates

determine precipitation.
that each of the

On

is

this

would undoubtedly be

redis-

so as to permit the action of rain; but

how

trivial are

the whole,

minima which occur

tions of the lake
saline matter

it

it is

the conditions which

may

not unreasonable to supjiose

in the ordinary history of the oscilla-

marks an epoch of

precipitation,

discharged and a smaller portion

other sediments as to remain a pennanent deposit.

when a
is

so

portion of the

combined with

^Vliile

it

can not be

true that the annual precipitation counterbalances the annual supply,
is

it

quite conceivable that a century's precipitation disjioses of a century's

supply.

MON

I

17
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There seems thus a

not indeed a probabiHty, that none

possibilit)-, if

of the substances which have been quantitatively determined in the brine

and

in the tributary rivers are

undergoing accumuhition in the lake but
;

it

does not follow that this equation of supply and discharge has subsisted for

a long period.
the

compounds

There are certain soluble but very rare substances, such as
of boron, lithium, iodine

and bromine, which tend

to accu-

mulate in inland lakes of great antiquity and have come to be regarded as

the water of Great Salt Lake, and that one

The

quantity.

these has been detected in

Only one of

the diagnostic characters of age.

conclusion that the Ijrine

is

is

not found in measurable

recently accumulated accords

with the facts derived from the Bonneville history, for at the time of the
outflow the salts stored in the lake must have been discharged beyond the
limits of the basin.

The age

Lake brine can not then be

of the Great Salt

greater than the antiquity of the second Bonne^'ille flood.

We

might conclude that the age of the brine

antiquitv of the Bonneville flood were

has since then been freshened
to believe that in the

by

Lahontan

it

precisely equal to the

not for the possibility that the lake
Russell finds excellent reason

desiccation.

which

basin,

is

is

in

many respects

of the Bonne\-ille, the flood epoch has been followed

away

ebb, in which the residuary lakes have so dried

by one

number of

feeble brines contain in their constituents

of very low

that all their saline

matter has become entangled with mechanical sediment.^
accession of water has produced a

a duplicate

A

more recent

slightly brackish lakes,

no hint of great

age.

whose
If the

Lake basin has passed through a similar recent epoch of desiccation, it
not easy to see how we should become cognizant of it. Pro^•ided the

Salt
is

was

antiquity of the epoch

permit the subsequent accunuilation

sufficient to

of the sodium chloride, the character of the brine

wc

find

tion

For the

it.

present, at least,

whether the existing lake with

we must

its

would be substantially as

regard

it

as an

open ques-

characteristic brine dates

from the

cessation of BonneAalle overflow or from a subsequent epoch of extreme
aridity.

Fauna.-The auimal

who

finds

it

life

to consist of
'

of the lake has been described

by Packard,

two species only, a brine shrimp, Arfcmia

Geol. Hist, of

Lake Lahontau, pp.

'2J4-'230.

(/racilis

THE BKINE SHRIMP.
Verrill,*

and the larva of

a fly, Ephijdra gracUls Packard.

They

a])undant in certain seasons of the year.
three species have

iscribed to

trated brine.

among animal

sj)ecies

These are very

upon algw, of

feed

The meagerness

been recognized.

rarity

tlie
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of this fauna

of the j)Ower to live in

^vhich

he

to

is

comen-

Packard ascribes the phenomenal abundance of the Artoiiia

absence of enemies, for the brine sustains no carnivoi'ous species of

to the

The genus is not known to live in fresh water or water <if fi'e-ble
salinity, but it commonly makes its appearance when feebly saline waters
are concentrated by evaporation.
It has been ascertained that a Euroj^ean
any

sort.

spi'cies

takes on the characters of another genus, Braiuhinecfa, Avhen

it

is

bred through a series of generations in brine gradually diluted to freshness,

and conversely,

that

it

may

increase in the salinity of the

remain

be derived from Bninclihieda by gradual

medium.

fertile for indefinite jieriods in

may have been

found, moreoA-er, that

It is

the dry condition, so that whatever

the histury of the climate of the Bonneville Basin, the

present occuiTence of the Arfoiiia iuA-ohes no mystery.

epoch

ville

its

its effffs

ancestors

may

have lived

and during the epoch of extreme

in

During the Bonne-

the fresh Avaters of the basin,

de.siccation,

when

the bed of Great Salt

Lake assumed the playa condition and was diy a portion of the
the persistent fertility of

playa condition with
it

may

its

its

eggs

may

have presented the

concomitant sedimentation was

l^asin, so as to

Or,

if

the

fatal to the species,

be that the alternative fresh water form sur-vived

streams of the

race.

year,

in

upper lakes and

restock the lower lake whenever

it

afi'orded

favorable conditions.

THE GEXERAL HISTORY OF BOXNEVILLE

We may now

OSCIIiLATIONS.

assemble the conclusions derived from the discussions in

preceding chapters and in the preceding sections of

this chapter,

and

exhibit'

a complete history of the oscillation of lake surface within the Bonneville
Basin, so far as

it is

known.

Tlie relation of the alluvial cones to the shore-lines,
of the
'

tlie

condition

low passes on the rim of the basin, show that before the Bonneville

A monograph

of the Pbyllopod Crustacea of North America.

Geol. and Geog. Surv. of the Terr. 12th Ann. Rept., Part

330-334.

and

1,

By

A. S. Packard, Jr. U. S.
Artemia gracilis on pp.

1883, pp. 295-592.
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flooding the water level was low.

low-water epoch.

It

This

we may

call

the pre-Bonneville

was of great duration compared with those enumer-

ated below.

The first Bonnevdlle epoch of high water is stratigraphically represented by the Yellow Clay.
Peculiarities of the shore-lines, and the phenomena at Red Rock and other passes, show that the water did not rise to
the rim of the basin

and was not discharged.

After the deposition of the Yellow Clay the water subsided, and the
basin was nearly or ])erhaps completely desiccated.

dence of

subsidence

this

is

found

Clay and the WTiite Marl and

The

horizon.

The

stratigra2)hic evi-

unconfonnity between the Yellow

in the

in the alluvial deposits occurring at that

possibility of complete desiccation

is

suggested

by the

differ-

ence in character between the antecedent and subsequent deposits, which
difference

mentary

may

have been occasioned by a change in the conditions of
This

precipitation.

may

sedi-

be called the inter-Bonneville epoch of

low water.

The second Bonneville epoch of high water is represented stratigraphically by the White Marl.
Before the close of the epoch the water overflowed at Red Rock Pass, forming a channel of outflow which was excavated
to a

depth of 375

feet.

at the date of initial
after the

The

The Bonneville shore-line records the water surface
outflow.
The Provo shore-line records its position

maximum depth.
was brought about by the recession

channel of outflow had attained
existing state of affairs

lake sui-face from the Provo shore, and

its

is

of the

stratigraphically represented

by

the formation of local alluvial deposits on the surface of the AVhite Marl.

The sedimentary

de[)Osits

and shore embankments marking the high-water

modem streams, and the

stages have been

more or

deltas especially

have been deeply trenched.

into a

less

eroded by the

number of minor hydrographic

called the post-Bonneville epoch of

Nothing

is

known

units.

ancient

The basin has been divided
This modern epoch may be

low water.

of the absolute duration of these epochs, and in the

study of their relative duration no trustworthy means has been found for

comparing a high-water epoch with a low-water epoch.
ing the

first

high-water epoch

is

thicker than that

The

deposit mark-

marking the second, and

SUMMARY OF BONNEVILLE HISTORY.
we may hence

conclude that the

of this diflference

lower deposit

is

is

epoch was the longer, but the amount

first

rendered indefinite by the fact that the base of the

The comparison

not exposed.

the difference in the

two

is

further complicated

by

deposits, the lower containing in the center of the

basin a larger per cent, of clay than the upper.

was
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If

it

be true that the water

so constituted during the second flood as to precipitate a relatively

and

large share of the clay near the shore,

that the difference of constitu-

tion did not affect the precipitation of the calcareous matter, a time ratio

may

be based upon the calcareous factors of the two elements of the

exposed section.
first

A

computation under

this postulate indicates that the

high-water epoch was not less than five times as long as the second.

Data do not

exist for the quantitative estimation of the relative dura-

tion of the low-water epochs, but their order of

A

comparison of the few

allu^•ial

wedges

magnitude

is

unmistakable.

referable to the inter-Bonneville

epoch with their local representatives fonned during the post-Bonne\'ille
epoch shows the fonner to be invariably the larger, and indicates that the
time between the two Bomieville floods was longer than post-Bonneville

The pre-Bonneville low-water epoch represented by

time.

cones of the mountain flanks
in that its

scended

beginning

undefined; but

amenable

it is

to numerical statement,

unquestionable that

it

far tran-

in length the inter-BonneA"ille epoch.

It will

epochs

is

is still less

the great alluvial

is

be observed that in

relatively definite.

all

respects our knoAvledge of the high- water

Not only

are

we

able approximately to com-

pare the two high-water epochs in duration, but

ond occasion the water rose

hig-her than

on the

desiccation attained in the pre-Bonneville

are practically without information.

deteiTained

we know

first.

that

on the

But of the

sec-

degrree of

and inter-Bonneville epochs we

We have

observed and approximately

two important maxima of an undulating cm^-e, and have dem-

maxima

onstrated that they are the only great

of the curve; but

practically nothing of the remainder of the curve

the position of

any minima, properly

and are unable

we know

to indicate

so called.

The knowledge we have gleaned
where the upper and lower horizontal

is

gi-aphically exhibited in Fig. 34,

lines represent the horizons of the

Bonneville shore and the surface of Great Salt Lake.

Hoiizontal distances

LAKE
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represent time, counted from

BOivrNEVlLLE.

The curve

left to right.

represents the height

of the osfilhiting water surface, and the shaded area indicates ignorance.

^P^P^M^T^

'lll!ii:!iliil!lhlll)llllllliliimj:iiK'/iiiiiiii}.!i,

Fig. 34.

— Kist^ and Fall

of water in the Uunneville Basin.

THE TOPOGRAPHIC INTERPRETATION OF LAKE OSCILLATIONS.
(^ne of the most important subjects to -which the discussion of the
neville historv should contribute

were

tions of the lake

and

if

we can

movements
diately,

by

is

that of geologic climate.

in all probability

Bon-

Tlie oscilla-

caused by oscillations of climate;

satisfy ourselves as to the natm-e of the particular climatic

associated Avith the rise and the

fall

the notation of our curve, convert

clianfrinu"

we can imme-

of the lake,

into a record of

it

geologic climate.

But

in order to

matic significance,

it is

necessary at the outset to give consideration to other

possible

modes of interpretation.

be fully

For

curve has

satisfied that the

this jnirpose Ave revert

once more to

the fundamental conditions controlling the size of a closed lake.

depends on the

ratio

cli-

The

size

between the supply of water and the rate of evapora-

Rate of evaporation is purely a function of climate; but water supply

ticm.

depends quite as much on topographic configuration as on meteorologic
conditions.

^Ve are therefore called upon to inquire whether the water

supply of the Bonneville Basin

changes in such

way

may

have been modified by

as to account for the demonstrated rise

topogra])]iic

and

fall

of the

lake.
It is

conceivable,

first,

that local oscillations of land surface, or volcanic

eruption, or the bursting of barriers

may

at

one time have increased the

Bonneville drainage district at the expense of some other
afterwards have diminished

ments

may have

aflTected

supply of the basin

it.

share of atmo.spheric moisture at

and may

It is conceivable, second, that cnist

the altitude of the mountains

floAvs, in sucli

district,

move-

whence the water

Avay as to cause them to intercept a greater

some times than

at others.

It is

conceiva-

WHAT CONTROLLED THE WATER SUPPLY?
ble, thii-d, that still
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grander cnist movements have, by raiding and lowering

a great area including the basin, produced coiTespouding modifications of
its

general climate.
Hydrographic

Hypothesis—The possibiHt}' that tlie Bouneville di-ainage district

has gained or lost

shown

there

late are

the slow sliifting of water partings or the diversion of

abeady been considered

rivers has
it is

by

such as

that the only important changes

affect the

sible that the Blackfoot,

and

in the first section of this chapter;
is

it

admissible to postu-

supply afforded by Bear River.

which now belongs

It is quite pos-

to another drainage district,

waters to the Bear; and on the other hand,

once contributed

its

possible that the

main trunk of the Bear was once turned from the Bonne-

ville

Basin to that of the Columbia; but the

quantitative!}'

and the second

Bonneville oscillations.

first

is

it

quite

of these possibilities

is

qualitatively inadequate to explain the

is

If the Blackfoot

were now

to

be restored to the

Bear River, there would result an increase in the area and depth of Great Salt
Lake, but such change

is

not to be compared in magnitude with the changes

invdlved in the Bonneville history

oidy

five or ten feet at most.

;

the depth of the lake would be increased

If the

main trunk of Bear River were

to

be

converted into a tributary of the Columbia a more important result would

be produced, but the Bonneville status would not be restored; on the contrary, the area
It

may

and depth of Great

Salt

Lake would be diminished.

be added that the condition of the basaltic sheets occup^nng

the passes between the Bear River and the tributaries of the Columbia does

not indicate that they are sufficiently recent to be appealed to in explanation of the changes during the Bonneville epoch.

the lake area which, judged

are

by

There are lavas

witliin

their condition with respect to weathering,

newer than those on the northern

passes,

and yet are demonstrably

older than the epoch of the Yellow Clay.
orogcnic

Hypothesis.-The uioiuitains afiPordiug the chief

basin are the Wasatch and the Uinta.

The AVasatch

is

water supplv of the

known

to

have

in-

creased in height, liv faulting, since the last Bonneville flood, and both

ranges are

Keocene

known

strata.

to
It

have been somewhat
is

highly probable

movements during Pleistocene time; and

uj)lifted since the deposition

of

that

thtv experienced upward

is

indubitaljle tliat every such

it
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movement would

an increase of the local precipitation and of the

result in

On

consequent mag-nitude of the streams.
pruhable that either of

mountains has been

the.se

of such nature as to reduce

the other hand,

its

The

height.

it

is

highly

iin-

suljject to dis])lacenients

conjoint influence of rhythmic

upheaval and equable degradation undoubtedly produces alternate gains and

and there must be corresponding gains and

losses in altitude,
cipitation

losses in the pre-

and outflow, but however plausible such a hj-pothesis may appear

upon a merely

qualitative statement,

We

inadequate.

must be regarded

it

as quantitatively

have an approximate measure of the extent of the degra-

dation in the lacustrine deposits which derive their material
that source,
entire

and we can not suppose,

for example, that the

mass of the AVhite Marl from the uplands

affect their altitude to diminish the

at the east

from

cliiefl}'

removal of the

would

water-supply of the basiu as

sufficiently
it

has been

diminished since the White Marl epoch.

There
to

moreover, a general objection to any explanation appealing

is,

merely local changes, whether of drainage or

Lake Lahontan,

as developed

by

Tlie history of

Russell, corresponds in a remarkable

way

two maxima and two only, the

first

It includes

with that of Bonne\'ille.

altitude.

being the longer and the second the higher.^
gree probable that the phenomena have a

It is therefore in

common

cause,

a higli de-

and such cause

must be of a general nature.
Epeirogenic Hypothesis.-Tliis

which a large

ai-ea,

difficulty Is

cscaped

by

including both lake basins,

is

the third hypothesis, in

conceived to have been

successively elevated and depressed to an extent sufficient to reform
climate.

Of

the adequacy of such a cause there can be

are without evidence of

its

actuality.

There

its

no question, but we

are, indeed, in the basins of

the Columbia and Frazer, systems of terraces indicative of recent changes
in the relation of the

ocean to the continent; but these serve only to indi-

cate the fact of wide-spread change

and do not demonstrate such changes

as are necessary to account for the flooding of the
Ba.sins.

If that flooding

is

the index of a local climate wrought

nental movement, the

humid condition should

continental elevation

and the
<

Lahontan and Bonneville

last

Geol. Hist, of

by

conti-

theoretically be the result of

change should haA'e been a subsidence;
Lake Lahontan,

p. 237.
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whereas, in the basins of the Columbia and Frazer, the hist change appears
to

have been an elevation.
Since the suggested continental movements could affect the lakes only-

through the mediation of local climate, the hypothesis which appeals to them
is

essentially a climatic hj-jjotliesis;

deferred until

its

proper place

is

and

its

may be

further consideration

reached in the discussion of the influence

of changes in terrestial climate.

THE

ClilMATIC

IXTERPRETATIOX OF LAKE OSCILIiATIONS.

OPINIONS ON CORRELATION WITH GLACIATION.

Turning now to the subject of climatic
universal agreement

were

in

among

interpretation,

we

an almost

find

maxima

geologists in the view that the lake

some way associated with the history of

the rise of a lake contained in a closed basin

is

a

glaciation.

The

idea that

phenomenon properly

cor-

related with the formation or extension of glaciers appears to have been

independently suggested

by Jamieson,

Lartet,

and Whitney.

Jamieson,

speaking in 18C3 of the climate of Central Asia,' said:
The great basin of tbe continental streams, larger tban the area of Europe, is
its inhiiid lakes from whence no streams ever reach the ocean, owing
Now this heat and dryness being much lessened
to the great heat drying up the water.
during the glacial period, there must iiave resulted a much smaller evaporation, which
would no longer balance the inflow. These lakes therefore would swell and rise in

renmrkiible for

level,

.

.

Two
The

.

years

later,

level of the

Lartet wrote:

Dead Sea must

therefore have been constantly regulated by the

conditions of equilibrium between atmospheric precii»itation and evaporation.

The

extension of the waters of this lake, at a certain eiioch, revealed by the sediments
now laid bare, which cover such vast surfaces to the north and to the sjuth of its

present limits, bears witness to a great change supervened since then iu the atmospheric conditions to which the hydrographic regime of tlie country was subjected.
In the absence of fossils in the sediments anciently <leposited by tbe lake, it is
impossible to assign a i)recise age to the elevation of its waters. However, taking
account of the probable duration of the phenomena which must have preceded and

followed this important phase of the history of the Dead Sea, one would be led to
attribute to it a date close to the end of the Tertiary and the beginning of the Quater'

On

tlie

parallel roads of Glen

Roy and

F. Jamieson, Quarterly Journal Geological

occurs on p. 258.

by Thomas
The passage cited

their place in tho liistory of tbe glacial period,

Soc, Loudon,

vol.

19,

pp. 235-259.
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Qtie would then be able to see iu this rise of the surface of the lake an
pbenoraena whose influeuce seems to liave exti^ndcd. at these

uary period.

eflect of the glacial

would accord quite well with the
which
Dr.
D. Hooker thoujjht he recognized
observation of traces of ancient moraines
on the slopes of Lebanon.'
This, moreover,

epochs, to ueighborinjj retfions.

Only

a

Geology of

few months

later,

TMiitney, treating, in the

California, of the former extension of

Mono

first

volume of the

Lake, said:

Whatever cause gave rise to the immense body of ice, in the form of glaciers,
which, as we have seen, formerly covered tlie summit of the Sierra in this region and
extended down for 5,000 feet or more from the crest, this would undoubtedly have
been sufficient to su|)ply water enough to raise the lake to the height which the terraces about

it

show that

it

must once have had.^

It is not certain that

he adheres to

this

view

at present, for in his

memoir on the Climatic Changes of Later Geological Times (1882), he
characterizes the glaciation of the Sierra as an episode (p. 2), but regards

the desiccation of the Great Basin as a continuous jji-ocess of which the

beginning dates far beyond the PleLstoceue.
Before advancing another stage

iu

On

p.

19u he says:

our discussion, however, we lia\e to make

clear that the diminution of the rivers, the disaiii)eararice of the lakes,

phenomena
once

and

all

it

the other

indicative of a gradual but persistent teudeucy to aridity over vast areas

and well watered, do not form a transient phase of a precedent Glacial
but are the result of some cause which began to act before that period, and is
continuing without any connection with it.
fertile

e])och,
still

In

my

original description of

Lake Bonneville

I

argued

its

correlation

with the Pleistocene Period in the following language:

The Bonneville epoch and the Glacial epoch were alike climatal episodes, and
they occurred in the same general division of geological time, namely, the division of
which modern time is the immediate sequel. If it can be shown that the climatic
changes were of the same kind, there need be no hesitation in -assuming the identity
of the epochs. The glacial climate we con)monly regard as merely cold, and a low
temperature was doubtless its chief characteristic; but it admits, ncertheless, of
another view. The climatic condition essential to the formation of glaciers is, that
the summer's heat shall be inadequate to dissipate the winter's snow, and this may be
brought about, either by a lowering of temperature, or by an increase of winter i>rpcii»itation.
The profuse precipitation of our northwestern coast would maintain great
glaciers if the climate were cold enough; rivers of ice would follow the higher valleys
of the

Rocky Mountains

if

the snow-fall were heavy.

'Louis Lartet, Comptcs Rendus

<le

I'Acaildniie des Sciences, Paris,

Stance

dii

17 Avril, 1865.

Vol. CO, p. 798.

See also Bull, de la Soc.
"Geol. of Cal., vol.

1,

G<5ol.

p. 452.

de

l:i

Krauce, 2d sdrie, vol.

2'2,

p. 457

;

Stance du

1

Mai,

lS(Jr).
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for the origin of Bonneville Lake, we need to assume a cliraatal
would
increase ]>recii)itation, or diminish evaporation; and both of these
that
cbange,
etl'ec's would follow, in accordance with familiar meteorological laws, if the humidity

To account

of the air were iucreascd, or

if tlie

There can be no doubt,

temperature were lowered.

then, that the gr^at climatal revolution, which covered our northeastern States with
ice, was competent to flood the dry basin of Utah; and that it actually did so is at
least highly i)robable.'

In volume

King

of the Fortieth Parallel report (1878)

1

Lahontau as well

as

Lake Bonueville

as a

phenomenon

classified

Lake

of the Pleistocene

or Quaternary period, and argued that their basins were di-y at the beginning
of the period.

In the case of Lake Lahontan, from a discussion of the

chemical history of a peculiar pseudomorph, thinolite, he drew the conclusion that the basin

was flooded twice instead of once, the

first

flooding hav-

ing "an enormously long continuance as compared with the second."

He

further concludes:

The first long-continued period of humidity is probably to be directly correlated
with the earliest and gre itest Glacier period, aud^the secoud period of humidity with
the later Reindeer Glacier period.
The Quaternary lakes of the Great Basiu are therefore of extreme importance in
showing one thing— that the two glacial ages, whatever may have been their temi)erature couditioiis, were in themselves each distinctly an age of moisture and tl at
the interglacial period was one of intense dryness, equal iu its aridity to the present
epoch .^

epoch of

I afterward discovered the evidence of the inter-Bonueville

low water, and

Announcing
ical

Survey

tlius

demonstrated the duality of the Bonneville flooding.

this discovery in the First
(p. 26), I

Annual Report of the U.

S.

Geolog-

say:

be true, as argued by Mi. King and the writer, that the Bonneville epoch
glacial epoch, then it may also be true that the subdivision
of the glacial epoch into two subepochs, with an interval of warmth, finds here a
If

it

was synchronims with the

manifestation.

call

Subsequent investigations in the Lahontan basin by Russell serve to
in question King's conclusions in regard to thinolite, but independent

reasons were found for affirming the double
Peale, Avho

maximum

examined the Bonneville sediments

of the lake surface.^

in JLalade

and Cache

Valleys, does not discuss their relation to glaciers or climate, but

may

per-

'Explor. West of tbe lOOtU Moridian, \o\. 3 p. 97.
= Geol. Expl. 40th Parallel, v..l. 1, p. 524.
'Third Auu. Kept. U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. '3^0-222; Geol. Hist, of Lake Lahontau, pp. 2uO-2Grf.
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haps be considered to imply a correlation, in that he refers them to the
Pleistocene.^

A

unique view of the subject entertained by Endlich can not
in this connection, and, since

ignored

fiom, fairness seems to require

its

it is

Ijo

found necessary to dissent there-

pi-esentation

somewhat

fully in his

own

Speaking of the ancient glaciers of the mountains of Colorado,

language.

he says:
If we study the conntry adjacent to that wbere we find glacial evidence, we will
ouscrve that u by far larger areit was at one time covered by water than today.
•
»
Tlie Great Salt Lake extended beyond the boundaries that now confine it, • *

Here, then, we have a source of moisture far exceeding, in quantity, that carried eastward at present by the prevailing westerly winds. • • • I conclude, therefore,
that the ancient glaciers of Colorado and regions similar to it, both as regards geographical location and orographic construction, owe their former existence mainly to

numerous sheets of water farther west. These have now disapand incident ui)on their removal, whatever may have produced that, was the
Holding tWs view, I maintain
recession and final extinction of the ancient glaciers.
tliat the lakes formerly filling so many valleys were in existence before any glaciers
occurred in the Rocky Mountains proper. • • * It is highly i)robal)le, however,
that the period of their greatest magnitude fell into the time of the general glacial
the presence of those

in'ared,

»

epoch. ^

A

»

fatal difficulty

here

is

a failure to recognize the fundamental dif-

ference between closed and drained basins in their relation to the moisture

of the atmosphere.

they receive from

winds

to

which he

Closed basins return to the
it;

drained basins do not.

refers

air just as

The

as

prevailing westerly

sweep across the hydrographic

Basin before reaching the mountains of Colorado.

much water

district of the

Great

At the present time the

moisture they discharge in crossing the Great Basin

is

precisely equal to

that Avhich they absorb, so that they approach Colorado with humidity

unchantred.

were so

When Lake

filled as to

Bonneville and some other lakes of the basin

overflow to the ocean, the precise amount of their dis-

charge was abstracted from the westerly winds in their passage, so that the

winds

left

the district of the basin drier than they entered

it.

If the air'

cuiTcnts reaching the Colorado Mountains from the -west were then moister

& G. Surv. of Terrs, for lt^77, p. 641.
& G. Surv. of Terrs, for 1875, p. 225.

'Dr. A. C. Pealc in Ann. Rept. IJ. S. G.
«Dr. F. M. Endlich; Ann. Rept. U. S. G.
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than now, their humidity must have been acquired before they reached the
district of the hikes.

THE ARGUMENT FROM ANALOGY.
Reverting
as suggested

now

to the correlation of lacustrine

Up

the present time

to

based upon analogy.

The

all

phenomena,

inferred,

exceptional nature;

third,

first,

is

based will be examined in

reasoning on the subject has been

identity of the

and cause has been

fourth,

glacial

and developed bv Jamieson, Lartet, "Whitnev, King, Russell,

and myself, the data on which the correlation
detail.

and

two

classes of

phenomena

in time

from their recencv; second, from their

from the parallelism of their recuiTence; and,

from the belief that

it is

possible to account for

modifications of climatic conditions.

them bv the same

These elements of analogy

will

be

taken up in the indicated order.
Recencr—The reccucy of the lacustrine events

events are severally inferred
glacial
e

from the excellent preservation of

The atmospheric agencies which

vestiges.

erate all topographic features Avhich

and the recency of the
their

sculpture the land, rapidly oblit-

do not conform

to their types,

and they

attack with especial vigor masses of unconsolidated material which stand in
relief.

The embankments

of the ancient shore-lines and the moraines of the

ancient glaciers agree in their susceptibility to rapid modification

and they agree

by

erosion,

in exhibiting a condition of almost perfect preservation.

In

the case of the moraines, this remark applies only to those which were latest

formed; but

it is

these which can most properly be compared,

formed shore embankments are not
of later date.

So

merely.
the

The recency
far as

we

of

Ansible,

foi:

the earlier-

having been overplaced by those

phenomena thus demonstrated

is

qualitative

are able to interpret the evidence from preservation,

embankments may be twice

as old as the moraines, or the moraines

twice as old as the embankments.
Episodai character.-Tlie

nomena
tlie

is

exccptioual uaturo of the Pleistocene glacial phe-

generally recognized, and

is

illustrated in a striking

immediate vicinity of the Great Basin.

ney, the great glaciers of the Sierra
of vallevs,

shown by

their

As

first

manner

in

pointed out by AVhit-

Nevada occupied an antecedent

sy.stem

form to be the product of stream erosion.

The
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was therefore preceded by

jieriod of ice

and

little ice,

this

has been recognized by

phenomena of

Avas

it

the Great Basin

to the Bonneville

Basin has been fully set

The pre-Bonneville period was

forth in the preceding pages.

and

or

observers, with the possible exception of Whit-

all

ney; and the evidence in relation

aridity,

ice,

antecedent period was of relatively great duration.

Tlie episodal nature of the lacustrine

by

was no

a period wlien there

characterized

long as compared to the Bonneville period.

The

tunnation and extension of glaciers and the formation and extension of lakes

have

tlius

the

common

which was resumed
Bipartition.-A

history of

character of episodes, interrupting a course of events

after their disappearance.

aualogy

tluvd point of

Lake Bonneville and

is

parallelism of recurrence.

the history of

The

Lake Lahontan have been

independently shown to be bipartite, and the similarity of the series of
o.scillationsln the

two basins gives great coniidence

they Avere synchronous.

If

it

be

the historv of the glacial period

of the synchronism and the

phenomena acquires great
what support the belief
vation

;

but since

in a

to the conclusion that

true, as believed l^y

is sirailarl}-

common

strength.

many

geologists, that

argument

bipartite, the

origin of the lacustrine
It

is

in favor

and

glacial

pertinent, therefore, to inquire

double glacial period finds in the facts of obser-

this inquiry

the subject in hand, attention

would involve too great a digression from

Avill

be limited to the question

f)f

the support

the l)elief finds in the opinion of those most competent to discuss the

])henomena.
It is to

be observed

at the outset that a belief in the

the glacial epoch implies a belief in

of "-eoloffic climate.
glacial

general,

and

it is

actuality as a general

phenomenon

If the truth lies with those Avho affirm that the ancient

phenomena depend upon

synchronous,'

its

double nature of

strictly local conditions,

evident iliat the bipartition of the

that the only

and are not widely

phenomena can not be

analogy pertinent to the present inquiry would

from the discovery of CA-idence of recurrent glacial extension

arise

mountain ranges which border the Great Basin.

in the

Reference will be made

See J. D. Wbitney, Climatic changes of later Geological Time Mem. Museum of Comparative
Zoology, vol. 7, No. M, pp. 191, 2(J8, .387; J. F. Campbell. Glacial periods; Quart. Jonrn. Gi-ol. Soc.
Loudon, vol. 35, p. 98; Rev. James Brodie, On the action of Ice in what is usually termed the Glacial
'

Period

:

:

Brit. Ass. Rep't, 1875, p. 63.

(Sections.)
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in the sequel to a fragment of local evidence of -this nature; but attention
will at present

be restricted to the testimony in regard to a general duplica-

The tendency of

tion of glacial history.

indicated

by

the testimony will be sufficientl_y

citing those conclusions of field geologists

phenomena and

represent the broadest survey of

to

be

which appear to

least

hampered by

general theories.

Penck,

will)

has studied the glacial jihenomena of

the Alps, has supplemented the pre.sentatiou of his
cal digest of those of his predecessors.'

tlie

own

He conhrms

northern face of

results Ijv a histori-

the recognition

by

Morlot and others, of two great advances of the glaciers, and announces
traces of a third.
ice epochs,

Tlie greatest advance occurred in the second of the three

and the

least

advance

in the first.

Penck

Briickner, likewise a student of the northern lace, agree.s' with
in recognizing three epochs of glaciation, but he considers the first
slightly greater than the second

and the

third least of

all.'-

French geologists who have examined the western
are practically

unanimous

in asserting the unitv of the

advance

jiortion of the

phenomena.

Alps

Falsau

admits more or less jirotracted phases of progression and recession of the
old glaciers, but denies the existence of

any adequate evidence of an

inter-

glacial pericnl.'

Those who have given

special attention to the southern or Italian slope

of the Alps are divided in opinion.
cial

period as a unit,* while Taramelli distinguishes two phases of glacial

by a long

expansion, separated

and

Stoppani and Gastaldi regard the gla-

.slight oscillations

interval

of level.^

James Geikie recognizes no fewer
b\-

marked by hydrographic changes
tlinn

four glacial epochs, separated

intervening epochs of mild climatic conditions."
'Tbe Glaciation of the German Alps.

In the Englisli deposits

By Dr. Albr<*bt Peuck. pp. 220, SGI, 311, 322.
-Die Eiszeit in den Alpen. von Dr. Eduard Briickuer. Mittheil. Geogr. Gesell. Haiubiirg,
.

.

.

pp. 10-12.
'A. Falsau, Esqnissc gfologiqnedn terrain erraticiue et

l.'iST-jB.-,

(111

bassin du Eboue.

Lyon,

1883.

(Cited at second band.)

iles aiiciens glacier.'*

Also,

La

de

la

region centralo

pcriode glaciaire.

Pari.s, 1889,

pp. 242-245.
'.'V.

Torino.

Stnppani, Geologia d'ltalia, Part 2, Milan, IS'O. Gaslaldi, Reale Accadcniia dclle Scienze di
8-'.
Page 4lit, " Appuntl sulla Menioria del Sig. Geikie F. R. S. E Ou cbanges

Atti. 1872-73.

of climate during tbe glacial epocli."
^Taramelli, Atti della Eeale Accademia dei Lincei, 18S1-82, 3d series, toL
'Prebistoric Europe, p. 265

,

13.

Roma,

18S2, p. ,^08.
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represented

by

great chalky bowlder clay, the third

by

the

fir.st

glacial

by

the foui-th

epoch

is

the Hessle Clay.

the

Cromer

clay, the secrr

d hy

the

the purple clay of Iloldemess, and

In Scotland, France,

Germany and Scan-

dinavia the series of deposits" are less perfect.

Archibald Geikie,

ha%-ing'

before

him

He

same

e\'idence, recognizes for

glacial epochs, tlie glaciers of the

England and Europe generally only two
second being smaller than those of the

the

first

recognizes also the inteiTuption of the

and
fii-st

to a greater extent local.

by warmer

epochs, repre-

sented 1)V interglacial beds, but these do not with him constitute an element
oi the primary classification.^

In northeastern Iowa, the stratigraphy of the superficial formations
luis Ijeen

studied

by McGee, who deduces

extension of the northern ice over the region; second,
a period of

mild

cliraatal conditions

tion"; third, a second

and

its

withdrawal "and

which must have been of immense dura-

last great glacial

advance; fourth, a third slight

of which indirect results only were observed in north-

advance of the

ice,

eastern lowa.^

The formation representing

the long interglacial period

a "forest bed", a ligneous stratum separating two deposits of

bed

alent forest

in

First, the

the following history.

An equiv-

till.

Ohio has been interpreted by Newberry

is

in the

same

wav.'

Upham, whose most important personal

studies

were

in

Minnesota and

adjacent parts of Dakota and ^Manitoba, distinguishes "two principal glacial

epochs

.

.

of the ice

.

each subdivided

...

A

retreated as far as

by times

of extensive recession

and readvance

long period intervened," during which the

Hudson

ice

probably

Bay.*

Chamberlin, Avhose studies of American glacial jjlienomena have been
exceptionally comprehensive, gives the following generalized

talile

of Pleis-

tocene fomiations and eveuts.*
'Text Book of Geology, l-iSi, jij.. 8d5-8'j3, 896.
'Ou the complete series of Superficial Formations

Am.

in Northeastern Iowa.

By W.

J.

McGee.

Proc.

Ass. Adv. Sci. vol. 27, 1879, pp. ]9S-->:il.

= Tho Drift Deposits of Indiana, by J. S. Newberry; in Ulli Aim. Rep. Geol. and Nat. Hist, of
Indiana, by John Collett, 18-^4, p. 90.
•Warren Upham; Proc. Am. Ass. Adv. Sci. vol. 32. 1884, pp. 222, 223. See also Geol. and Nat.
Hist. Survey of Minnesota, vol. 1 of Final Rept., 1884, pp. 40(j, 4c4, 580.
'The Driftless Area of the Upper Mississippi. By T. C. Chamberlin and R. D. Salisbury. Sixth

Ann. Rept. U.

S.

Geol. Survey,

188.^>,

p. 212.
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"

tw(j

and only two great epochs of cold

bv an

LAKE BONNEVILLE.

much

were separated

own

Avith his

my

results in Iowa, taken separately,

reachng of Bonneville history,

and "lacustral"

summed up

earl}'

and was the

less intense.'

by

and they correspond closely

substituting the terms

"wet"

"cold "-and "glacial," the Bonneville story can be

for

in the

Wright
still

the longer

either with Chamberlin's conclusions or

These inferences are harmonious

and

that these epochs

interval three, five, or ten times as long^ as the post-glacial interval

anil tliat the earlier cold cndin-ed

witli

;

same words

as ilcGee's story of the Atlantic border.

advocated the unity of the period of glaciation

in

America

In a recent publication he states that " )nost

adheres to that view.

of the facts adduced to support the theory of distinct epochs are ca])able of

explanation on the theory of but one epoch with the natural oscillations

accompanying the

The

latest

retreat of so vast

word on the subject

results obtained

by

run by the Scandinavian

and

northern plain do not

From

The

this

from James Geikie,' whose digest of

ice sheet,

it

all

summary

is

to

hand while

Germany was

twice over-

Europe comes

plain of northern

Students of Alpine

glacier extension,

is

ice-front."^

geologists of continental

these pages are in proof

the interval.

an

and experienced a temperate climate in

di-ift

recognize more than two epochs of

possible that the interglacial deposits of the

belong to the same interglacial epoch.
of opinions

it

appears that the relatively sinrple

conception of Pleistocene history which belonged to the early stages of
investigation has been generally replaced

characterized

by

great oscillations.

by

the view that

its

climate

its

was

This result has been reached separately

and through independent methods by European and American students.

But while the

fact of oscillation is

widely accepted for each continent, the

progress of investigation seems not yet to have rendered the two histories so
definite that the question of their similarity

be discussed.

Whatever confidence we may have

was a recurrent phenomenon,

ciation

of recurrence remains to be proven.
'

Am.
The

and synclu-onism can profitably

it

that the Pleistocene gla-

must be admitted

that parallelism

It follows that, for the present at least,

Jour. Sci. 3d series, vol. 35, 1838, p. 403.

Age in North America. By G. Frederick Wright. New York, 1889,
^Address 1o the Geological section of the B. A. A. S., September, 1889.

3

Ice

p. 500.
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parallelism of recurrence can not with confidence be appealed to in the
correlation of

tlic

lacustral history' with

Genetic Correlation.— Tile

any

Ijelieved that

tlie g'lacial histor}-.

fourtli point of iuialogy is gxnictic.

It

i.s

generally

climatic change competent to restore the glaciers of Cali-

I'ornia

and Utah would likewise restore the ancient lakes of the Great Basin.

Froin

this belief there

but

must nevertheless be admitted that meteorology

it

affords

it

no satisfactory

and

conij)lex,

has been no dissent, and

its

basis.

The general

is

it

certainly plausible;
in its present stage

subject of climate

is

highly

laws are not so well understood that the results of

new

condjinations of conditions can be foretold.

The

size

of lakes and the size of glaciers are determined

by

three

processes

A. Precipitation of rain and snow.
B. Evaporation of water,

C. Melting of

The

snow and

snow and

ice.

ice.

essential elements of local climate

these three processes
ientlv be indicated

depend are

under

five

a;t

upon which the

least four in

local rates of

number, and

may

conven-

heads

The temperature of the air.
Q)) The vapor tension or vapor content
the dew point.*
Q()

of

(r)

The general

velocity of the wind.

((1)

The degree

of cylonic activity

(r)

The

variation of these,

;

and

and the

of the

air,

or the temperature

finally,

distribution of their variations

through the year.
'For the untecliuical reader, tlieso terms may stand in need of de6uitioii.
ure coutained in the air is called aqueous vapor, and has the properties of a

Tbe

iuvisible moist-

By

virtue of its
the measure of the amount present at any
point,
rapor tension and rn^jor co"(eH( are therefore synonymous. The amount of mois'ure air will
hold without condensation is limited, and the limiling amount varies with teni|]eratiire. For each

elasticity it exerts a certain tension,

tenipi'iature there

tension there

is

a

is

and

j;as.

this tension is

a raaximmu vapor tension

minimum temperature known

known

as the tension of satuiMtion

as the dew point.

at any place and time

The temperature

;

for each

of the

vapor

dew point

is thus an index of the existing v.apor tension.
Relative humiclity is the ratio of
the actual vapor tension to the saturation tension corresponding to the actual temperature; it is the

humidity reckoned

in

terms of saturation as unity.
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general terrestrial conditions which immediately determine

The more

these local elements
(1)
(2)

may likewise be enumerated under five heads. They are

The
The

latitude of the locality.

The

distribution of land

altitude of the locality,

and the system of

altitudes in its

vicinity.

(3)

and water

in a

very large

district includ-

ing the locality.

The system

(4)

of

and

1

3).

The wind

(.0)

of cm-rents in oceans within this district (a function

direction (a function of

1, 3,

and

4).

Directly or indirectly, each of these five conditions affects each of the
five

and

elements of local climate, so that there

In a qualitative

effect.

relations,

way much

but quantitatively very

that the relations of temperature

the only ones

little is

is

is

most

intricate plexus of cause

known

of the nature of these

a

known.

and humidity

It is

perhaps

to latitude

and

whose numerical laws have been successfully

fair to

say

altitude are

investigated,

Gradually the various cluuates of the

either theoretically or empirically.

earth are being explained and referred to their proximate causes; but the

time has not come Avhen the meteorologist can trace out the quantitative
relations, or

even in any fullness the qualitative

relations,

hypothetic change in one of the conditions of climate.
as the distribution of climates

if

of a specific

Such a i)robk'm

the direction of terrestrial rotation were

reversed can at present be solved only in a very nide way.

In the presence of such complexity, theories are necessarily based upon
partial views,

lakes

and of

and the hypothesis or opinion that the magnitudes of enclosed

by
This was

glaciers are shnilarly affected

depend upon such a

partial view.

advanced the opinion

in

Let us assume that

an earlier

climatic changes ap])ears to

certainly the case

when

I

paj)er.

in the region of the

Great Basin and the suri'ound-

iug mountains the aqueous vapor, the wind velocity, the cyclonic activity,

and the annual

oscillations of these climatic elements

the temperature alone undergoes variation.

change

lies

of course in a modification of

modification would necessarily have

its

remain constant, while

The cause

of the temperature

some

climatic condition,

and such

effect

upon vapor, wind

velocity.

EFFECT OF LOCAL TEMPERATTJEE CHANGE.
etc.,

but this

effect is

by

the present assumption ignored.

The vapor

a lowering of local temperature.
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t'Onceive,

first,

tension remaining the same,

the relative humidity of the air Avould be greater than at present;

and

cyclonic activity remaining the same, the increase in relative humidity would

cause increase in precipitation of rain or snow.

The wind

velocity remain-

ing the same, the lowering of temperature would retard evaporation, a
smaller share of the moisture precipitated on the land surfaces of the Great

Basin would return to the

and flow
and the

and

air,

a larger share

would gather

in streams

Evaporation from the lake surfaces would be slower,

to the lakes.

lakes, with increased

supply and diminished dissipation, would grow

deeper and broader, just as they did of

old.

In the mountains the lower-

ing of temperature would increase the length of the season during Avhich

and a greater proportion of the

precipitation takes the solid form,

precipitation

would be

in

The

snow.

atmosphere would occasion a greater

total

increased relative humidity of the
total precipitation,

and the winter's

The same cause

accumulation of snow would thus be doubly augmented.

would diminish the annual evaporation of snow, and the shorter and cooler

summer would have less melting power. In every way the accumulation
of snow and ice would be promoted and its dissipation checked.
The small
glaciers which hang about some of the highest crests would wax in size and
others would reoccupy the empty cirques, until finally a broad mantle of
snow and

ice

would flow

to the valleys

Conceive
the air

would cover the high

now

would be

would be

less;

on either

less

The

and

ice streams

Tlie relative humidity of

than at present; the precipitation in rain and snow

the evaporation

would be more

would gather

lakes, with decreased sujiply

grow shallower and

Sierra,

side, just as of old.

a rise of local temperature.

of the diminished precipitation
lakes.

district of the

smaller.

rapid,

and

and flow

to the

dissipation,

would

in streams

and increased

a smaller share

In the mountains the winter would be shorter,

and a smaller share of the dimiinshed precipitation would take the form of

The evaporation of snow would be more rapid, and the longer and
warmer summer would have greater melting power. The supply of snow
snow.

Avoiild

be diminished and

its

dissipation

small glaciers would disajjpear.

would be promoted.

The

existing
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Let us now assume that in the same region the temperatyre, wind
velocity, etc., remain constant, while the vapor tension alone undergoes
Conceive,

variation.

an increase of

fir.st,

local

perature remaining the same, the relative humidity of the air

and

the lakes

increased,

humidity causes increase in precipitation of rain
The supply of water to
It induces also a slower evaporation.
increased, their superficial waste is diminished, and they gi'ow

is

On the niountains the snowfall is increased, though its i)eri()d remains

in size.

The

the same.

snow hy
rains

is

snow hy evaporation

dissipation of

direc* insolition is sensihly

unchanged, but

the melting of

is less,

melting l>y summer

its

In the region of the Sierra glaciers the

accelerated.

cipitation is so small as

not be important; and

compared with the winter that

diminution of vapor tension.

this last factor

glaciers.

The preceding relations

Conceive

to the air,

and therefore

snow, lose more

by

pre-

can

shrink.

The

now

a

are evidently reversed.

lakes of the Great Basin receive less from the streams

more

summer

not doubt that accumulation of snow would,

we need

exceed dissipation, causing an extension of the

less

is

this increase in relative

and snow.

The

The tem-

vapor tension.

and part with

glaciers of the Sierra receive

evaporation and lose slightly less

by

melting, and

they will therefore shrink.
It thus

appears that a local change in temperature alone or a local

change in moisture alone would cause the lakes of the Great Basin and the
glaciers of the Sierra simultaneously to enlarge or simultaneously to contract.

But when we consider

conclusion

is possible.'

If rise of

glaciers, for these chraatic

of temperature

glaciers will

a

temperature

of vai)or tension, there will be a

tion

fall

their concurrent change,

fall

is

no such

definite

accompanied by diminu-

is

common

shrinkage of lakes and

changes have the same tendency.

Similarly,

if

accompanied by increase of vapor tension, lakes and

grow; but a

rise of

temperature and an increase of vapor, or

of temperature and a decrease of vapor, will have antagonistic effects

upon both lakes and

glaciers,

and the nature of

determined without quantitative data.

We

their resultant

can not be

need greatly to extend our

knowledge, not only of climatic laws, but of the climate and physical

geography of the Great Basin,
vapor tension

is

to enable us to determine

adequate to neutralize the

effect of

what increase of

one degree's

rise

of

EFFECT OF LOCAL HUMIDITY CHA^'GE.
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we need in addition greatly
the Sierra Nevada to enable us

temperature upon the size of the lakes; and

to

extend our knowledge of the clhuate of

to

determine what increase of vapor tension will neutralize the effect of one
degi'ee's rise

of temperature uj)on the size of the glaciers.

the case that these

two increments of

ture

it is

possible to

l)e

But

this

tude of the

and vice

If they

invariably coordinate.

assume simultaneous changes of tempera-

and vapor tension under whose influence the lakes

the glaciers shrink,

oidy in

vajxir tension arc equal, that increase

of lakes and increase of glaciers will
are unequal, then

It is

will exjiand, while

versa.

view of the case

is still

only

Any

partial.

change

in the alti-

the position of the adjacent coast of the Pacific, in

district, in

the nature of the currents of the North Pacific, or in the direction of the

prevailing wind,

would not only modify the temperature and hmniditv of

the district under consideration, but Avould affect the

wind

A

cyclonic activity, and the CA"rle cf annual climatic change.

wind velocity Avould make

itself felt in

and snow

and

to lakes

variation of

the rate of dis.sipation of lakes

glaciers; a variation in cyclonic activity

of water

velocity', the

would manifest

glaciers;

itself in

and a variation

and

the supply

in the anniial

cycle of clhnate might affect lakes and glaciers not only unequal! v but
diversely.

Too

little is

known

of these last mentioned influences to warrant

attempt to discuss them here.

be ignored

in the following

siderations about to be

climate, temperature

ascertain

how

the lakes

this reason,

paragraphs; but

advanced are subject

tains to the omitted factors.
local

For

and vapor

to

tension,

and glaciers of the

first,

it is

for this only,

what

whatever modification per-

we

district

Avill

and

tlie

two elements of

now endeavor

would be

to

affected through

climatic conditions.

will result

from a general change of

or more specifically, fn.un a bodily uplift of the entire
the Great Basin

thev will

imderstood that the con-

Restricting attention to the

them by various postulated changes of
Let us inquire,

and

any

adjacent mountains.

It is

district,

well

known

altitude,

including
that both

temperature and va})or tension aie inverse functions of altitude; the tem.

bv the ujdift, and the moisture
be less. The atmosphere covering this

perature of the district will be lowered

normal to the new altitude

will
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district is part of

a great eastward-tending current which derives

its

humidity where

enters the district.

it

be reduced to the normal only by precipitation, and

We

precipitation or

an increase of

if

not thus reduced,
to the lowering of

an increase of

The former would augsnow for the glaciers; the

relative humidity.

and of

for the lakes

would retard evaporation and thus diminish the waste of water and

The lowering of temperature

ice.

vapor tension can

shall have, then, for the district, either

ment the supply of water
latter

Its

owing

there will be an increase of relative humidity,

temperature.

moist-

Tlie liypothetic change of ahitude will

ure from the North Pacific Ocean.

not affect

its

likewise will not only retard evaporation,

but will retard melting, and will extend the season in which precipitation
takes the form of snow.
glaciers will be favored.

Thus,

will diminish lakes

and

in

every wa}-, the growth of lakes and

Conversely, a general depi*ession of the district
glaciers.

Let us inquire, in the second place,

how

changing the distribution of land and water.
different

changes which might be postulated

particular change to

may

which the

ment of the coast

Nevada and

ward movement, or an increase of the
this

region

is

is

uidimited, but there

is

of

one

and which

an eastward or westward move-

derived.

the ocean.
land.

Let us postulate a west-

The general movement

of the

from the ocean to the land, and the moisture

gathered fn im the surface of the ocean
tion of the land

is

number

line of California, so as to diminish or increase the belt

of land between the Sierra

atmosphere in

is

Evidently, the

district is peculiarly sensitive,

This change

stand for a large class.

by

the climate will be affected

The

is

the store

whence

all

the precipita-

addition of a belt of land will increase the

area of uncompensated precipitation, and will thus diminish the general

vapor tension of the atmosphere of the

district.

It

has been pointed out

by

Button,' that the portion of the ocean under consideration has a temjierature

lower than the normal for the latitude, so that the
in passing

will

add

over the land.

its

The

An

grows AvaiTner

intervention of an additional belt of land

quota of heat to the

ture of the district higher.

air current

air,

and thus render the general tempera-

addition to the coast will therefore induce

Ou the cause of the .arid climate of tbe western portiou of the Uuitcd StatuR, by Capt. C. E.
DuttoD, Am. Jour. Sci., 3d series, vol.22, p. 247. See also, Haun's Haudhuch der Klimatologie, p. 13G.
'

EFFECT OF HYPOTHETIC OCEANIC CHANGES.
and a

a diminution of vapor

rise

of temperature, and these ckanges, as

The

liave seen, are

competent to diminish lakes and

will of course

be wrought by a diminution of the coast area.

Third,

let

is

glaciers.

we

reverse effects

how our district would be affected by a
ocean cuirents, The influence of such currents upon clithrough their temperature; and we will postulate a rise in

us endeavor to see

modification of

mates
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exei-ted

the temperature of the current which follows the coast of California from

north to south.

ward-flowing

A warmer ocean will
and

air,

aqueous vapor.

at the

give a higher temjierature to the land-

same time impart

to that air a greater load of

Since the oceanic district in question

the land district whose atmosphere

it

its

landward progress

'tendency towards a higher relative humidity.
promoted.

and there

less,

\x\\\

of the air
will

be a

Precipitation will thus be

Evaporation will be favored by the higher temperature, but

opposed by the higher relative humidity; and

The melting

tendency will prevail.

by

cooler than

The warming

be

will therefore

now

warming of the ocean

tempers, a

tend to diminish the contrast of temperatures.

during

is

the higher temperature and

by

of

snow and

not easy to see which

is

it

ice will

be promoted both

the greater length of the summer, while

the winter, or the season in which precipitation takes the form of snow, will

be shortened.

So long

as only a snaall

qualitative statement does not clearly

change

considered, the merely

is

show whether

snowfall will be more or less than compensated

by

the increased rate of

the increased rate of

melting; and the imcertainty in regard to evaporation leaves us in doubt

whether the lakes
If,

A

will swell or shrink.

however, we

})ass to

an extreme

case, there

is

no room

for doubt.

great increase of oceanic temperature, say ten or twenty Fahrenheit

degrees,

would

I'everse the contrast of tem])erature

The eastward-flowing
cooled;

air,

and the resulting

crease of evaporation.
lakes.
in the

instead of being

between land and

warmed by

the land,

precipitation Avould far surpass

The Great Basin would become

The same temperature change would

any

shore.

would be

possible in-

a basin of great

so abridge the winter season

mountains, and so enhance the melting power of the suimuer, that no

glacier could possibly survive.

The converse

follows.
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Finally, let us ask wliat will result from a clianjre in the direction of
tlie

This direction belongs to the great system of

general air cuiTent.

atmospheric circulation, and

change

is

practically out of the ques-

"We are at liherty, howeyer, to assume small changes, based upon

tion.

and we

local conditions;

will postulate that the

^Yith such a course,

erly.

a portion of the Pacific
tlie

a large

it

wind becomes more south-

temperature and moisture from

will deriye its

Ocean warmer than

that

now

by

traversed

it;

and

principal effects in the mountain district under consideration will be

identical with those

warmer ocean.

deduced in the

Minor

effects will

the belt of land traversed

by

the

last

paragraph, as resulting

fmm

a

be conditioned by the configuration of

wind before reaching the

and the distribution of climate within the

district will

probable importance of these considerations

interior district,

be modified; but the

not suf^cient to warrant

is

their discussion.
It
if

to

appears, then, that lakes and glaciers

would simultaneously increase

the district as a whole were to be uplifted, or

the Pacific

if

encroach upon the California coast; and the conclusion

Ocean were

is less

confidently

reached that the lakes of the Great Basin would increase, and the glaciers
of the SieiTa
if

Nevada

decrease,

if

the North Pacific

the coastward winds traversed a

means

exhau.sted.

We

warmer

Ocean

Avere

wanner, or

But the subject

tract.

is

by no

might consider the various combinations of these

four postulated changes of condition,

or,

going beyond them, we might turn

our attention to those more remote causes of change to Avhich theoiies have
appealed in explanation of Pleistocene glaciation.
to trace out the

Whether

Ave

attempted

consequences of far-reaching geograpliic changes, of Aaria-

tions in the eccentricity of the earth's orbit, or of the ten-estrial Avandering

of the earth's axis of rotation,
a

we

should equally find ourseK-es involved in

maze of complexity, and ultimateh" brought

face to face Avith the imjjer-

fection of the science of meteorology.

RevieAving the immediately preceding discussion, Ave see that the

Anew Avhich takes account of temperature
results in a definite conclusion.

ouIa'.

])artial

or of acjueous Anpor -only,

The broader but

still

jiartial vieAv

Avhich

takes account of temperature and aqueous A-apor conjointly, but neglects

other climatic elements, leads to no definite conclusion.

Certain climatic

AEGUMENT FROM CLIMATIC CHRONOLOGY SUMMED.
conditions,

manifesting themselves through

aftect lakes

and glaciers

affect

them

in the
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temperature and liumidity,

same way, while other

climatic conditions

in oi^jiosite ways.

Reviewing the entire discussion of climatic analogies, we are forced
the conclusion that the weight of the analogic

argument

The

of lakes and glaciers has been overestimated.

to

for the correlation

remains that the

fact

lake epoch and the ice epoch belong to the same short division of geologic
time; so does the further fact that each

was a peculiar episode, interrupting

a distinct and very different course of events.

presumption in favor of their correlation, but

two

Tlicse
tliis

facts establish a

presumption gains only

moderate supjiort from the parallel bipartition of the two

nomena, since the dnality of the
and

it

gains no support, as

we have just

climatic conditions affecting the lakes

correlation of the
it

can regain

new

arguments.

developed

we

its

by

epoch

glacial

phenomena remains

not generally accepted;

from the consideration of the

seen,

and

is

glaciers of the Great Basin.

as a

Fortunately, the data for

The

working hypothesis, but before

position as a fully credited theory,
its

it

nmst be sustained by

further discussion have been

the geologic re.searches in the Great Basin,

and

to these data

shall presently proceed.

THE EFFECT OF A CHANGE
The

present place, however,

IN

SOLAR ENERGY.

more convenient than any other

is

whose answer

discussion of a climatic question

is

of glaciers.
less,

If the radiant

how would

energy of the sun were

the accession of solar heat, or

It is

would

.a

decrease in

expand and new areas

to

AVould an
its

temperature

is

low.

They

growth

increa.se

accession, cause

be glaciated?

a familiar fact that the glaciers of the present

to regions Avhere the

tlie

is

become greater or

to

the glaciers of the earth be affected?

the present glaciers to

The question

to.

change of temperature upon

that of the influence of a general

for the

of prime inijtortance in

the inter])retation of the geologic data just referred

in

of phe-

sets

are

day are

restricted

more luimerous and of

greater size in polar regions, and there onlv do they reach the ocean; in

temperate and tropical climates tliev occur only on high mountains, and
their lower limit varies with the altitude, l)eing highest at the equator

lowest at the poles.

These

facts of distribution

and

have occasioned the preva-
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lent opinion that cold

is

the primary condition of glaciation, ;tnd that the

climate of the glacial epoch or epochs

by

all,

as

it

is

by some,

was a cold

that Pleistocene glaciation

riation in solar radiation, the majority

If

climate.

were believed

it

was produced by a va-

would conceive that variation

who

Nevertheless, there are not wanting investigators

diminution.

as a

enter-

and so long as these include men of such weight as

tain the opposite view;

Frankland,' Tyndall,^ Croll,' King,* Whitney,^ and Becker,® the majority

should at least refrain from dogmatic assertion.

I

am

therefore not content,

as one of that majority, to let the subject pass with a

mere expression of

opinion.

Generally speaking, the vapor tension of the atmosphere
sea level,

and

but remained
it

it

decreases rapidly upward.

stationar}-, tlie elastic force of the

greatest at

not circulate,

air did

aqueous vapor would cause

be diffused upward, and the product of evaporation from the ocean

to

surface

would be continuously added and

The

saturation throughout.

with reference to moisture
imperfect saturation
in

If the

is

is

diffused until there

theoretic static condition of the atmosphere
is

known

The actual
movements of the

one of saturation.

caused by the vertical

accordance with well

laws, produce precipitation,

that the vapor tension of the air at every level

siderably below the tension of saturation.

by studying

the records of

is,

numerous observations

that the relative humidity of the air

Ou

the pbysical cause of tho Glaciiil Epocb,

By

and

it

results

at different altitudes

of moisture.''
'

These,

air.

Strachey, and afterward Hann,

have deduced the general law of

is,

condition of

generally speaking, con-

in different regions,
It

was complete

E. KrauUlaiid.

and

vertical distribution
is

not a function

riiilosophical Mugaziue, vol.

27, 18G4, p. 321.

'The Forms of Water, by Joliu Tyudall, p. l.")4. Also, Heat considered as a Mode of Motion,
Chap. VI.
^Climate and Time in their Geological Relations, By James Croll, New York, 1875, p. 79.
<The Geological Exploration of tho Fortieth Parallel, by Clarence King, vol. 1, p. 52i>.
•The climatic changes of later geological times, by J. D. Whitney, Mem. Mus. Comp., Znol.
vol. 7, No. 2,

pi).

2G5-G,

3-21, 3ri8.

''Temperature and glaciation, by G. F. Becker,

in

American Journal of Science,

3tt

pp. 1G7-I7r); also vol. 27, \>i>. 473-476.
'On the distribution of arjueous vapor in tho upper parts of the atn)03))liere,

Beries, vol. 20,

by Lieut.

Col.

Richard .Strachey, F. R. S., Proceedings Royal Society of Londou, vol. 11, 1860, p. 182.
On the diminution of aqueous vapor with increasing altitude in the atmosphere, by Dr. Julias
Ilanu, Zeituchrift Oest. Met. Gesell., 1874, vol. 11, p. 193. (Cited from translation by Cleveland Abbe
in Smithsonian Rojiort for 1877, p. 376.)
Strachey notes that the conclusion was originally reached by Dr. Joseph Hooker, but Hooker's
inferance was based only upon observations in the Himalayas.
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of altitude, or, in other words, that for each altitude the vapor tension bears
the same relation to the tension of saturation.

law

this

column
the

is

not to be supposed that

ordinarily illustrated liy the condition of a local atmospheric

at a given instant;

means of

exemplified only through the comparison of

it is

large bodies of observations.

Notwithstanding the empiric nature of
its

It is

somewhat beyond the

application

law,

tliis

it is

possible to extend

existing order of things; for

it is

evi-

dent that under the influence of atmospheric circulation the humidity of

each isothermal and isohygral stratum of the atmosphere
the humidijy of the stratum beneath

is

determined by

the humidity of the lowest of

it,

all

being determined by the rate of evaporation from the surface of the ocean.

A

universal rise in

tlie

temperature of the atmosphere, unless

cient to materially accelerate the circulation,

of raising

all tlie

base of the

would have the

isothermal strata and inserting a

by

This,

series.

virtue of

its

humidity required by Strachey's law.

was

effect

suffi-

merely

warmer stratum

at tlie

higher temperature, would accel-

and thus be enabled

erate the oceanic evaporation,

it

to maintain the relative

This conclusion implies that rates

of oceanic evaporation are proportional to the saturation tensions of the air
at the surface of

the ocean, so long as the relative humidity

a proposition readily deducible

imchanged;

from the accepted law of evaporation.^

In stating the above propositions,

it

has not been possible to incorporate

continuously the qualification that they are of

and ignore the extreme

is

variability in time

both temperature and humidity.

mi5st general character

tlie

and place which characterizes

Despite this qualification, they appear to

In an article "Oti the (lopeiiilence of water evaporatinn ou tbe temperature of the water and
the inovonicnt of the air", published in the Repertoriiim fur Mcteorologie, St. Petersburg, 1"77, Article
'

3, p. C,

Stelliug deduces

and applies the following formula:
v

which

= \(S—8) + n(_S — s)n;

tho saturation vapor tension corresponding to the temperavapor tension of tho air in contact with the water, »» is the
velocity of the wind, and A and H are constants. Since for the present purpose we may ignore local
variations, we are enabled to simplify the formula by regarding the contiguous air and water as of
the same temperature, and by regarding tlio wind as constant. With this modiiicatiou the formula
becomes:
in

v is the rate of evaporation,

ture of the evaporating water,

f

iu

which

S' is

S

is

« is tlie

= Constant

X

(S'

—

or

s),

the saturation tension of the

air.

The

v

= Constant

X

S' (1

—^,),

fraction J- expresses the relative humidity,

and

o

since this

is

by postulate constant, we have

uration tension of the

air.

r,

the rate of evaporation, a simple function of

S',

the sat-
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me

If a general rise should take place

warrant the following corollary.

to

teiii})erature, affecting

in terrestrial

ninisture condition

local tein])eratures

all

would be similarly

alike, the

Tlie local

affected.

local

capacity for

moisture being everywhere greater, the local vapor tension would likewise

be greater, but the relative humidity for each locality would remain the
same. The evaporation not only from the ocean, but from lakes and surfaces of ice

and snow, would be increased

in the ratio of the increase in the

local saturation tension.

The

increase in capacity for moisture

not in precisely the same ratio at

change

is

less for

high temperatures.

error

introduced

is

entire earth's surface
to the

of temperature

so small that no material

is

that the evaporation of moisture from the

proportional to the saturation tension corresponding

is

mean temperature

Since the total evaporatic>n

of the surface.

precisely equal to the total precipitation,
is

luiit

temperatures, being somewhat

all

But the difference

by saying

every

foi-

is

follows that the latter likewise

it

a simple function of the saturation tension, and the distribution of temper-

ature remaining the same, the local precipitation follows the same law of

change as the local eva^^oration.

Up

to this point

has been assumed that the movements of the atmos-

it

phere in direction and velocity are unaffected
perature,

The

now remains to
evaporation is known

and

rate of

it

general change of tem-

consider the validity of this assumption.
to

wind, and the rate of precipitation

amount and

by a

depend

is

in part

known

intensity of cyclonic action.

to

We

on the vek)city of the

depend

in part

upon the

will give first consideration

to Aviud velocity.

The mean

freezing point of water,

ture

is

surface of the earth, reckoned from the

tem2")erature of the

considei-ed to

be

of the earth's surface

atmosphere were

fixed,

is

aVjont

-j-

16° C.

— 273° C, so

may
it

that

The absolute zero of tcnijxTathe mean absolute temperature

be taken as 289°.

is

probable that there would be requiivd, to

crease of temperature of the earth's surface
solar heat

amounting

to

™ or

by

is

In

fact,

however, the

variable; at higher temperatures

amount of aqueous vapor, and

its

in-

10°, an augmentation of

^ of the present amount.

constitution of the atmosphere
tains a larger

If the constitution of the

power

to

it

.con-

absorb and retain

GLACIATIOX AND SOLAR RADIATION.
and thus acquire temperature

liL'itt

For

vajinr.
i'i

tliis

k-ni])erature

is

we

([ualification,

standing that

ivason,

tlie ratio

is

of solar radiation

sometliing less than

make use of tlie
too large.
Owing

shall

it is

reciprocally
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augmented by aqueous
he added lor

ti)

Being unable

,g.

fraction unchanged,
to the difference

10"^ rise

to evaluate this
Avitli

in

the under-

attitude of the

vario;is portions of the earth with reference to the sun, the distribution of

energy

solar

is

unequal, and hence arise the principal contrasts of tempera-

ture on the earth's surface.

by

tion,

The

These contrasts cause the atmospheric

mean.s of Avhicli a partial Cvqualization of temperature

difference 1>etween the .solar

energy

is

its

work

is

the force manifested in

the friction of the circulation.

is

directly proportional to the total solar energy.

known, but

friction is not

it is

commonly assumed

If this assumption

square of the velocity.

effected.

is

energy received in hioh latitudes and that

received in low, or the differential solar energy,
the Avinds, and

circida-

is

The differential
The law of aerial

be a function of the

to

correct, then the square of the

velocity of circulation varies as the solar energy, and an increment of

energy

solar

will

produce an increment of i

4

i"

Considerations

in velocity.

connected with the conveyance of heat through the circulation of moisture

show

tliat this

them

a quantitative expression,

estimate

evaporation given

by

is

somewhat too

we

we are unable to give
The formula for rate of

large, but as

pass them by.

Stelling (see note to page 285)

direct function of the velocity of the wind, but

in

makes

such

way

that rate a
that

on the

average the rate varies only about J as rapidly as the wind. The ratio of
wind acceleration for 10° rise in the mean temperature of the earth's surface

being

less

than i, the ratio by which evaporation Avould be accelerated

through wind velocity by the same

rise of

temperature

is

less

than

^}.^.

smallness of this ratio as.sures us that the acceleration of the wind

The

may

safely be disregarded in a discussion of sucli general changes of tempera-

ture as

may

The

reasonably be postulated to account for Pleistocene glaciation.

conditions under which cyclones are generated are comparatively

obscure; but in the ultimate analysis they are necessarily referred to differential temperatures created

the general winds, they

by

the sun.

would be

temperature of the atmosphere.

It is ^irobable, therefore, that, like

affected

little

by

a general rise in the
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be noted that an increase in wind velocity, by increasing
evaporation, would raise the relative humidity, and thereby increase the
An increase in cyclonism, on the other hand, liy increasing
precipitation.
to

It is

relative humidity,

would decrease the

precipitation,

The

evaporation.

and thereby increase

upon evaporation and

conjoint effect

precipitation

therefore cumulative, Avhile the effect on relative humidity
tially,

is

at least par-

is,

compensatory.

Finding no ground for important qualification on account of varying
hitensity of atmosjjlieiic circulation,

substantially accurate:

Fir.st,

we

return to the original deductions as

a general rise of terrestnal temperature will

increase evaporation, general and local, in the ratio of the saturation tensions corresponding to the initial

increase precipitation, general

We

now

are

growth, and will
rises

first

in excess, there

law

in

same

local, in the

it

will

ratio.

snow

is

two

In such a region, the only factors affecting

point.

are precipitation and evaporation.

an accumulation, and
factors.

amount

its

is

If the former

measured by the

Since each of these factors follows the same

regard to temperature, that law applies also to their arithmetical

ference;

and a change

in the

mean annual temperature

accumulation in the same ratio that
of the

Second,

temperatm-es.

consider a region in which the temi^erature never

above the freezing

difference of the

final

prepared to discuss the immediate conditions of glacier

the accumulation of
is

and

and

will affect the

affects the saturation

it

dif-

snow

vapor tension

If the temperature rises so as to exceed the centigrade zero

air.

during a portion of the year, the annual cycle of climate becomes immediately divided into

and summer.

two

Snow

portions,

which

it

accumulation, then, has a higher rate,

higher temjierature, but this higlier rate
"With progressive advance of annual

accumulation

is

above the freezing

introduced
part

when

point,

mean

by reason

temperature, the rate of
period

its

is

the annual temperature cycle

snow accumulation ceases

Snow

is

to call winter

of the

restricted to a shorter period.

as the temperature cycle includes

—melting.

by heat

is

progressively increased, while

shortened, until finally,

As soon

be convenient

will

melted in part

by

snow

progressively
falls

entu-ely

altogether.

summer, a third factor
contact with

warm

air,

radiation from the lower part of the atmosphere, in part

is

in

by

GLACIATION AND SOLAK RADIATION.
direct insolation, in part
in ]«irt

by warm

rain.

the temperature of the

by the beat liberated in the formation of dew, and
The rate of melting is thus a complex function of
the humidity of the

air,

and the temperature of the

among

air,

the clearness of the sky,

But these four factors are so related

rain.

themselves that a single one, the temperature of the

the lower air

of the air

conditioned

is itself

is,

by

is

by melting depends
its

summer

into the

conditioned

fairly

of

by

its

that of the

temperature, and the

The

air.

total

annual

likewise on the length of summer, and for present

may

measure

purposes

may

the clearness of the sky, the humidity

broadly speaking, conditioned by

temjjerature of the rain

air,

The temperature

be regarded as the measure of the rate of melting.

loss
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be assumed

mean temperature

to

be the product of the length of

of summer, exjjressed in centigrade

degrees.

For the purpose of bringing together the conclusions of the preceding
paragraphs,

we

now

shall

By

resoit to a graphic method.

the aid of a

few temporary postulates, the law of snowfall and the law of snow-melting

may

each be given the form of a curve, and the relation of these curves

law of n^vd accumulation.

will exhibit the

In Fig. 35 the line

X

X'

is

a

scale of temperatures, each point rep-

mean annual temperatm-e
a particular district. The tempei-a"

resenting a
of

are reckoned in centigi-ade de

^ures
gi'ees,

and

at

every tenth degree a
Vertical distances

A'ertical is erected.

snow accumulation

represent rates of

and of snow melting.

For the conFig.

struction of the curves, three postulates

were made.

First, that

whatever

35.

— Fir.>t Diagram of

Glaciation Theory.

Hori-

Mean Annual Temperature
Tbe ordinate,'* of C Z> /? are
in Centigrade degrees.
rates of Snowfall (less evaporation). Tbe ordinatea of
zontal distances represent

A B are

rates of Meltiiig.

the

mean temperature

its

temperature range or the difference between the mean temperatures of

its

coldest

and wannest months

temperatm-e change

is

rate of precipitation

the curve of

MON

of the locality,

1

is

Second, that

its

amiual curve of
Third, that the

of the usual t}'pe for cold regions.

is

unifoiTU tlu'oughout the year.

snow accumulation.
19

20° C.

For

all

C D E is
below —10° its

The

temperatures

line
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ordiuates are proportioned to the corresponding saturation

teli^;(lus.

—10° and +10°,

tlie

each point between

the ordinate represents

by

of the corresponding saturation tension

The

as a fraction of the year.

AB

line

product

the length of winter, expressed

Each

the curve of melting.

is

For

of

mean annual temperature, the
jjroduct of. the length of summer into the mean tempei-ature of summer.
To the left of A it coincides with the axis A X. Each of these curves repits

ordinates represents, for the corresponding

resents a system of ratios,

and the unit

each system

in

is

arbitrarily assumed.

other assumption of relative magnitude might have been

Any

but such assumption would not

ecjual propriety,

made with

affect the essential charac-

ters of the curves.

Since each ordinate of the curve

accumulation, as affected
ordinate of the curve

by

A B

C D E

snow

represents a rate of

and evaporation, while each

precipitation

represents a rate of melting,' the differential

ordinate included between corresponding points of the two curves (to the

of their intersection) represents that portion of the winter's

left

survives the summer's melting.

maximum
—10°.

value

is

at A, corresponding to the

"With progressive

first

fall

of temperature

With progressive

and afterward slowly.
at

now, before drawing

and inquire what eiTors

tlu^

it

there are several implied postulates

net accumulation.

diminishes, at

jjoint

temperature

it

first

rapidly

I.

examine our postulates,

In addition to those stated above

which are worthy of consideration.

it

is

not far from the average temperature range in existing glacier regions,

it is

of

assumed that the annual temperature range, or, more preThis is
the range of the monthly means of temj)erature, is 20° C.

First,

tliere

Its

diminishes,

of intersection,

final conclusions,

the}' introduce.

Avhich

mean annual temperature

rise of

slowly and afterward rapidly to the

We may

cisely,

represents

It

snow

are

some

localities

where the range is somewhat

The assumption

nuich greater.

less,

and others

l)ut

whei'e

of a difi'erent range would produce in

the diagram a pair of curves differing in proportions but identical in type.

Secondly,

it is

not accom})anied

postulated that a change in the general temperature

by a change

in the local annual temperature range, or, in

other words, that the temperature range
errors introduced

by

this

is

postulate

is

is

constant.

The

precise nature of

not easily seen, but considerations

EXAMINATION OF POSTULATES.
was

aualojrous to those to Avliich attention
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called in discussing the variations

of wind velocity suggest that a rise in general temperature would prc>duce

The corresponding

a slight expansion of local temperature range.

of

iHii(lification

A

curves would

tlie

entirely to the right of

fall

tlie

ordinate

D, and would be unimportant.
Thirdly,

postulated that the local annual curve of temperature

it is

of the type usually observed in cold regions.

would be the one
no reason

to

emjdoy

districts, their

type

in the constructif)n of ctur curves; but there

to believe that the error incurred

is

If oljservation afforded us

information in regard to the temperature cycles of ncvc

is

connective

by our ignorance

is

of this point

considerable.

Fourthlv,

it is

postulated that the curve derived from the monthly

fullv represents the temperature oscillations of the year.

mitrue, for not only
to the annual,

magnitude.

is

is

matter of ordinary experience that a melting of snow

It is a

the freezing point;

anv

wami

portion of a

may

and that snows

year

monthly means.

gi-eater

is

It is

day Avhose mean temperature

^wrt of a

fall

in tlie

Thus the

in tlie midst of Avinter.

iiidiAndual

day whose mean tempera-

and that precipitation sometimes takes the

point,

snow during the cold

thaws occur

manifestly

but there are also non-periodic oscillations of considerable

below the freezing

foiTn of

is

there a diurnal oscillation, often comparable in range

often takes place during the

ture

This

means

midst of

impossible to

make

bv

above

summer and

actiial tem^Derature

than the range olitained

is

range in

the method of

satisfactory allowance for this in

the construction of our curves, for the reason that the importance of the
diurnal and non-periodic oscillations varies gi-eatly with latitude and with
distance from the ocean.
the relations of

as

drawn represent sufHciently well

snow accumulation and melting

not at interior stations.
to

The curves

The general nature

adapt them to interior stations

is

at

maritime stations, but

of the modifications necessary

With the mean annual

easily indicated.

temjierature at 0° C, the ratios of precipitation and melting are unaffected

h\

the neglected oscillations.

near

—

With the mean annual temperature

10°, the ratio of precipitation

With

increased.
cipitation

is

the

mean annual

is

at or

diminished and that of melting

temperatui-e at

+

increased and that of melting diminished.

10^, the ratio of pre-

The

application of

LAKE BONNEVILLE.
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these con-ections to the diagram

would lower the curve C

DE

in the im-

mediate vicinity of D, smoothing out the angle at that point, would leave

unchanged where

E

it

intersects the ordinate of 0°,

farther to the right.

It

would

witli the horizontal axis, Avould

The

tion, the

AB

curve

snow and

has

ice

its

The cm-ve

DE

only summer melting.

maximum

at A,

and lower

no allowance was made

at

for

includes only winter evapora-

The

rate of evaporation for
at

that point.

the general law for aqueous evaporation, the rate of evaporation
tion oi the difference

it

left.

law changing

at 0°, its

jioint

point A, or the intersection

be thrown to the

Fifthly, in the construction of the curves

evaporation during summei-.

AB

raise the curve

B, leaving the central portion unchanged.

and would carry the

it

In

is

a func-

between the saturation tension corresponding

to the

temperature of the evaporated substance and the actual vapor tension of
the evaporating

air.

C^, they can only

contact with them
that,

moisture

from

it.

In

is

all

Since snow and ice can not rise in temperature above

be evaporated when the aqueous tension of the
is

less than the saturation tension for 0°.

rises

above

but very exceptional cases the range of summer tempera-

evaporation

consumed bv

it

deposited on the ice as dew, instead of being abstracted

tures under Avhich nivi can evaporate
effect of the

If

air in

it is

is

small

is

to retard the

—from 0°

wasting of the

to

5° or 6°.

ice, for

The

the energy

deducted from that available for melting, and a unit of

solar heat can melt seven times as

much

ice as

rection, if .applied to the cm've of melting,

it

would

can evaporate.^

slightly increase

The corits upward

conca^aty.
Sixthly, the winter evaporation

cm-ve

in the

D E

is

tacitly

mean annual temperature;

mean winter
error

A

is

temperatm-e.

embodied with the winter precipitation

assumed
its

An

rate

error

to

is
is

have a rate corresponding

to the

really less, being a function of the

thus manifestly introduced, and this

greatest for the annual temperatures corresponding to short winters.

corresponding correction of the diagram would raise the line

amounts increasing progressively from

D

D E by

to E.

'The conditions deteruiiniiig the evaporation of ice and the formation of dew on glaciers are
by Heini, who cites experimental verifications by Diifour and Forel. See " Handbuch
der Gletscherkuudf," by Dr. Albrecht Heim, p. 238-241, and Bull. Soc. vaudoide des sc. uat. 1871, pp.
clearly set forth

4

y-410.

CORRECTION FOR POSTULATES.
Seventhly and

finally,

it is

postulated that the precipitation

wished to express the general

fact for the entire earth or for a

somewhat favorable

DE

the line

Of

precipitation curve

of the diagram, except those at

neve conditions

tation

them

is

at stations of

D

and

namely

is

tj'pical

summer

the ordinates of

all

at E.
affect the

(Fig. 35) represents sufficiently

maritime climate where the precipi-

equally disti'ibuted through the seasons, but

for stations of continental climate,

a

and seventh materially

The diagram

problem under consideration.

our

maximum and

would increase

these postulates, only the fourth

well the

we

to the forma-

Avith propriety assign to

locality a precipitation curve including a winter

Such a

if

evident that the massing of precipitation in winter

It is

a favorable condition, and we might

minimum.

uniform

hemisphere;

really restricted to a peculiar class of localities,

is

those in which the climatic conditions are
tion of ni've's.

is

Perhaps no better postulate could be made

throughout the year.

but our attention
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aud

it fails

for stations at

curve of precipitation has a decided maximum.

to represent

which the annual

It is desirable

graphic expression to these classes of stations also, but

it is

to

give

unnecessary to

consider them separately, since the modifications which they occasion affect
of

portions

different

diagram.

the

Both types are combined in Fig. 36,
the computations for which
a

mean

10°,

assumed

diurnal temperature range of

and a midwinter precipitation

twice as great as that of midsummer.

The

vertical

distances between

corresponding points of the lines

and

XA

I,

GDI

as before stated, represent

annual additions to the neve at a
particular

locality,

each

individual

vertical coiTCsponding to a particular

The

position of the

maximum

intersection of the

two

—Second Diagram

The

Cenli^rrade doereea.

of Glaci..tiJU Theory.

The

its

B

temjierature of the place.

maximum.

lines indicates the limit to

in

C

T>J^ are ratt'M of
are
ordinatea oi A

ordinates of

Snowfall (less evaporation).
rates of Melting.

mean annual

Uori-

mean annual tentperataro

vertical indicates the temperature at

the anniaal n^v^ increment reaches

'

Fin. 36

zoDtul distauces u-prescnt

The

which

position of the

neve formation, or the

annual temperature above which u^ve does not gather.
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We may

repeat, too, that as the ordinates of the

two curves express

amplitude given to the curves of the diagram

ratios only, the

is

mere

a

Their relative amplitude, on the other hand,

matter of convenience.

is

a

matter of importance, to which some attention must be given before the

Assuming

curves can be properly interpreted.

reference to the axis, of the curve of melting,
of the curve of snowfall,

by

For

local conditions.

great,

For

C D

and the point of

that the amplitude, with

A

B,

is

amplitude

fixed, the

E, varies Avith the precipitation as controlled

localities of great precipitation its

intersection,

I, falls

amplitude

localities of less precipitation the

intersection falls farther to the

For

left.

to the right of its

localities

is

less,

whose

amplitude

mean

position.

and the point of

precipitation does

not exceed the evaporation, the amplitude becomes negative, the curve

below the

axis,

Now,

value.

temperature

is

and the expression

approximately 0°, and

error that for the

curve

is

most favorable

such as to bring

it

falls

no positive

for the "Rev^ increment has

for the localities of existing

is

n^v^s the highest mean annual

may

be assumed Avithout material

localities the

amplitude of the snowfall

point of intersection Avith the melting curve on

its

The snoAvfall curve of the diagram theremaximum, and represents a locality of great

the ordinate corresponding to 0°.
fore has

an amplitude near the

precipitation (as

compared

to other localities at the

same temperature) and

highly favorable to the accumulation of nevd.

In different

localities the highest

n^v(- accumulation

may be

rately (giving heed to the

as Ioav as

first

annual temperature consistent with

—10°

or as high as 0°,

more accu-

or,

postulate), the range of the limit

is

from the

mean midsummer temperature is 0° to the climate Avhose
mean annual temjierature is 0°. The maximum nt'v(i increment in the case
represented by the diagram is at — 9°. With the greatest admissible amplitude of the snoAA-fall curve it Avould be at about — 8°. With a very small
climate Avhose

positive amplitude

vary
the

it

Avould be a fsAv degrees below

from

far in either direction

first

i)ostulate)

It

does not

or (admitting the qualification of

from the annual temperature corresponding to a mid-

summer temperature
For each

— 10°,

—10°.

of 0°.

localitv there

n4vi can not accumulate.

is

a definite temperature limit above

Starting from this limit, the

maximum

AA-hich

rate of

AND GENERAL TEMPERATURE.

GLACIATIOI^
n^v^ increment
less

by

readied

is

a fall of temperature amounting- to

than half the annual range for

of temperature, there

annually added

which

is

is

progressive dinnnution

demanded by our

something

With contimicd lowering

locality.

tlie

in

practical problems, there

aiiKuint

tlic

but, within the range of temperature

;
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tlie

<if

snow

cftnsideration of

no indication of an

is

inferior temperature limit to the accumulation of snow.

In applying these principles of nevd increment to the correlation of
glacier expansion with
to consider

two

its

cases.

appi-opriate temperature change,

First, let

us conceive a mountain

convenient

is

slo])e all

The

which have the same type of annual snowfall curve.

it

each level depends upon the temperatui-e corresponding to that

A

certain temperature

fore the lower limit of neve.

From

limit of

to the sunnnit, the

whole surface receives an annual increment of snow, which
in place

but

eventually converted into ice and flows

is

melted below the neve

limit.

The maximum increment

some thousands of feet above the
be 1,000

feet or

10,000

—according

limit

A volume

feet.

which the

to

annual supply afforded by the
perature rises and

and likewise

all

With the

is

to the

to

be

nev^ occurs
it

may

to the

zone of melting,

a function likewise of the

Assume, now,

that the genei'al tem-

less.

the zone of melting

rise of the isotliermal jilanes the

elements of the ndve' sheet.

mulation loses a strip at

increment becomes

downward

of ice equivalent to the total annual

advances

nt'v^.

not dissipated

continued at a higher rate until the forces once more

is

reach an equilibrium.
rises,

ice

is

to local conditions

n^v^ increment passes each year from the neve zone

and the distance

altitude.

ncvd increment, and there-

upward

limit

this

f)f

actual snowfall

at

marks the lower

parts

is

its

upper margin and the

The annual

The zone of nivi accutotal amount of the udvd

flow of ice from the zone of neve to

correspondingly

maintains a narrower zone of melting.

neve limit

less,

Thus

and being sooner melted,
in

every

way

it

a rise of tem-

perature diminishes the glaciated area.

Consider

now

a spot which

by

its

topographic configuration

favorable to the accumulation of nt'vd, although surrounded

unfavorable to such accumulation.
high,
limit,

and then

falls

Assume

with secular slowness.

the formation of n^ve begins.

With

is

by a region

that the temperature

As soon
still

as

it

rendered

is

at first

j)asses the local

lower temperatures, the
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annual increment becomes greater, up to a certain maximum, and afterward

becomes

less.

As soon

as the temperatm-e permits the accumulation of

ndv^, motion ensues, and a stream of ice flows from the locality.
is

and

at first small, rapid,

near

its

descent
ture

short: rapid, because ice

melting point; small, because
is

falls,

necessary to bring
the motion

is

it

it is

and

rapid;

retarded

by

shoit,

because

As

little

the tempera-

diminishing plasticity, and to maintain
is

Its increase conspires

ticity to enlarge the cross-section; its final

The annual

dis-

at first increased

and

necessary.

charge, being equal to the annual n^v^ increment,

is

with the impairment of plas-

decrease at very low tempera-

and may ultimately overpower the

tures tends in the opposite direction,
effect of

mo.st

into the zone of melting.

the annual discharge a greater cross-section

afterward diminished.

moves

The stream
freely when

diminishing plasticity and diminish the cross-section; but the tem-

perature of

maximum

maximum neve

cross-section

increment.

must

Within the

below the temperature

lie far

our practical problem, the

limits of

depth and breadth of the glacier increase with

of

fall

of temperature;' and

its

length increases at the same time, because the conditions of melting are less

and

less favorable the

Conversely, a

lower the temperature.

rise

perature diminishes at once the glaciated area and the depth of the

A

moment's

reflection will

show

that into these

cases are resolvable; and as their indication

is

two cases

identical,

we

of temice.

all

actual

conclude in

general that a universal rise of terrestrial temperature, such as would be

produced by an increased supply of solar heat, would everywhere diminish
the magnitude of neves and glaciers.
It

Sierra

has been pre\-iously pointed out that an increase of glaciation in the

and the Wasatch by means of a general elevation of the

Snow

district

welded into ice liy the freezing of interstitial water; but at low teiupciatnres
and the welding can be accomplished only by great pressnre. In regions
where the temperature never rises to 0^, a great depth of snow is necessary to the consolidation of the
lower layers. From the nature of the case, tiiis dry welding can not be observed in nature, but its
actuality has been demoDsfratod in the laboratory by the experluu iits of Mr. E. Hungerfonl (Anier.
Jour. Science, vol. 23, ISH-i, p. 434). If onr existing glaciers include any which arise in this way,
those of the Antarctic regions are probably of this class. In small distiicts of great cold, such as the
tops of high mountains, the dry snow is drifted freely by the wind and finds its way to lower levels
instead of accumulating in great mass where it falls.
It is conceivable that an extrcmly cold climate would demand for the consolidition of its snow
a greater pressure than would ever be realized by its accumulation, bnt such a hypothetical case is
beyond the limits of the Pleistocene problem.
'

there

is

no

is

ordinarilj"

interstitial water,

FRESn-WATER SHELLS.
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would be accompanied by a lowering of the temperature of the

district;

and that a similar lowering of the temperature would accompany an
crease of glaciation
coast,

by

by

in-

the encroachment of the Pacific on the California

the lowering of the temj^erature of the Pacific, or

change in the direction of the great

Adding now

air current.

by

a small

that a lower-

ing of temperature through the lessening of solar heat would increase the
glaciation,

we may

assurance that

continue the discussion of the Pleistocene lakes with the

they were contemporaneous with the ancient glaciers of

if

the Sierra Nevada, they occurred during epochs of relative cold.

THE EVIDENCE FROM MOLLUSCAN
The hydrographic
the

same

tiguous,

Lake Bonneville and Lake Lahontan have
sensibly the same altitude, and are in general

basins of

latitude, lie at

characterized

by

They

identical physical conditions.

and separated by no

them together as a

LIFE.

single

barrier.

There

is

homogeneous faunal

are moreover con-

thus every reason to group

and

district,

it

will

be advan-

tageous so to I'egard them in discussing the climatic interpretation of the
vestiges they contain of Pleistocene

enumerated

in

Eus.sell in his

an

earlier chapter.

monograph.^

Each

ba.ses for climatic inference in

is

The Bonneville fauna has been
The Lahontan fauna is described by
life.

meager, but taken together they afford

two biologic

divisions, the division of fresh-

water mollusks and the division of vertebrates.
Tlie fre.sh-water mollusks were collected as opportunity offered
Russell's parties
tion.

and

my own,

and specimens were sent

His preliminary results were of such interest

to afford

him an opportunity

to

study the

their living representatives in the

Utah and Nevada

in the

summer

ing the recent and Pleistocene

same

to Call for

tliat it

He

examina-

was determined

fossils in the field
district.

by

and

to collect

accordingly visited

of 1883 and sjient two months in gather-

shells.

The combined

collections

were

after-

ward studied by him and became the subject of an essay on the Pleistocene
and recent mollusca of the Great Basin, which was published as a Bulletin
of the Survey.^

The

statements which follow are partly based on this

publication.
'Geological History of Late Lalioutan, jip. 23S-249.
the Quaternary and Recent mollusca of the Great Basin.
U. S. Geol. Survey No. 11, 1884, pp. 13-G7.

'On

By

R. Ellsuvorth Call.

Bull.
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As appears from
from the Bonneville
identical,

the following table, 18 species have been obtained

strata

and 23 from the Lahontan.

making the whole number of

The number

of recent sjiecies

known

species from the entire district 33.

in the

these are specifically identical with the

known fauna

of the

district,

Table XI.

..

1,=^ Lahoiilan.

L
L
L
L
L

Margarilaua inargaritileia, Liun.

Lea

Sphairiuiu dentatuin,

Hald

Lam
Prime

Pisidiutn coiiipressum,

Hald

abditiuii,

nltramoiitamim, Prime
.

and 26 of

The

Fresh-n-aler Shells in the BonnerUle-Lahotitdn Area.

etriatinuni,

Limneeidss

district is 3G,

entire

recent and Pleistocene, comprises 43 species.

Aiiodoiita nut tall iaua,
Cnrbicniiila)

same

Pleistocene forms.

R = i?fCt'H(. Ti^ BonneviUe.
Unioni(la>.

Eight of these arc

L
L
L
L

.

Holiboma corpulent us, Say
amnion, Gould

Say

trivolvis.

subcrenatns, Carp

GyraulnB parvus. Say
vermicularis, Gould

Mcnetns opercnlaris, Gould
Limuopliysa paluntris, Miill

,

sumassi, Baird
huniilis,

Say

bulimoides, Lea

L
L
L
L
L
L
L

bounerillensis, Call
desidioBa,

Say

,

capcrata, Say

Limnaa
Radix

stagualis,

aiiipla,

Linn

Migb

Physa gyrina, Say

i

bniuerosa, Gould

ampullacea, Gould
beterostropba. Say
elliptica,
lordi,

Pompboly X

Lea

Baird
clfusa,

Lea

Cariuifex newberryi, Lea
AiicyluH newberryi.
Bp. indet

Lea

L
L
L

SHELLS OF BONNEVILLE AND LAOONTAN.
Table

XI.

Fresh-n-aler Shells in the Bonneville- Lahontan

R=

/iVc™(.

'B

= Bonneville.

Area

'L^ Lahontan.

— Continued.
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Depauptration and

coid.-To accouiit for

eses were suggested, but only

tliis

two appeared worthy of

The

these Mr. Call directed his attention.

the second that of salinity.

molluscau

by

It

first

by

a certain range of salinity, and

it

and

discussion,

hypothesis

was already known

conditioned

s])ecies is

difference in size, several hypothto

that of cold,

is

that the

of each

life

a certain range of temperature and

was naturally

inferred that a lowering

of temperature insufficient to cause extinction miglit induce depauperation,

and that a

similar effect miglit be

produced by the presence in the ancient

For the purpose of

lake waters of a sninll percentage of saline matter.
testing these inferences, comparative

measurements were made of

living in waters of various temperatures,

waters differing in salinity

—

and

shells

now

also of shells

now

living in

specimens being obtained from the Bonne-

all

ville-Laliontan district.

Church Lake, near
feet;

Little

Nevada,

Gull Lake,

lies

Lake

in the

City, Utah, has an altitude of about 4,300

Mono

Basin, at

tlie

eastern base of the Sierra

three degrees farther south, and has an altitude

The temperature

feet.

Salt

of the second locality

is

not

known

observation, but a comparison of topographic relations,
the terrestrial floras, leads to the belief that there

ot'

is

i'hout 7,700

as a matter of

and especially of

about as much

differ-

ence as that indicated by the altitudes, the climate at Little Gull Lake

From

being 8 or 10 degrees (F.) colder.
Phijsa ampnUacca,

was obtained

in the

urements were afterward made of
(linear)

was found

Honey Lake,
the

same

altitude

to

and

and

latitude.

Warm

two lakes the same

series of adult shells.

Warm

:

its

molluscan

life is

The

ratio of size

86 (Little Gull Lake).

Spring Lake, Utah,

lie

at nearly

Their temperatures are not known by

Si)ring Lake, being of small area, has for

principal tributary a large spring of water at 128° F,

that

species,

same month, and comparative meas-

be 100 (Church Lake)

California,

observation, but as

these

conditioned

by

it is

its

highly probable

the higher temperature.

S])ecimens

of Limnopliysa imlustris were collected from both lakes and afterward measured, the averages showing a ratio of 100

from the warm

These two

:

88 in favor of the sj)ecimens

lake.
illustrations supjiort the hj^pothesis th.at within the climatic

range of the Great Basin a low temperature of lake water
to the

growth of gasteropods than a high temperature.

is

less favorable

CLIMATIC TESTIMO^TY OF FOSSIL SHELLS.
Depauperation and saiinity.-In

effect

seekiiig for

Datuml exaiuples
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illustrRtiiig the

of salinity, tliere was not the same success in the ehminatit)n of coin-

cident differences of station.
district contain living shells,

Some

of

brackish hikes of

tlie

Lahontan

but these are not available for companson,

because the same species have not also been discovered
of the

tlie

in the fresh waters

Recourse was therefore had to brackish springs, nnd the

district.

shells inhabiting these

were compared, one species with the denizens of a

The

fresh-water lake and another witli the denizens of fresh-water ponds.

brackish springs affording the shells rise from the Bonneville marls at

and are not thermal.

eastern base of the Promontory range in Utah,

waters were not analyzed, and their salinity was tested only

was estimated

to

be

Honey Lake, "and found
:

:

100.

to

be only seven-eighths as

Specimens of Phi/sn

100.

mens from
of 82

taste.

It

from these springs were compared with other specimens from

palustris

being 87

Their

Specimens of Limnopliysa

than 0.5 per cent.

less

by

tlie

fresh

gijrina

large, the jirecise ratio

were compared with other

ponds near Salt Lake City, and found

to

speci-

have a linear

ratio

competent as cold to

It appears, then, that salinity is quite as

determine the depauperation of fresh-water gasteropods.

We

are thus led to inquire whether there

is

any independent evidence

in regard to the freshness or salinity of the waters of the Pleistocene lakes.

In the case of Lake Lahontan the presumption
salinity, for the lake

has no outlet, and though

than one occasion have buried
thus freshened

its

water,

we cannot

lected shells, that they belong to

mony

afforded

by

saline matter

its

it

strongly in favor of

is

may

possibly on more

under playa deposits and

say, with reference to

any such fresh-water epoch.

the depauperation of the Laliontan shells

The

available in the climatic problem.
for during its second expansion

it

any of the

case of

freshened

sediment deposited during the second

its

rise is

is

by

clearly

testi-

therefore not

Lake Bonneville
water

The-

col-

is

different,

overflow,

and the

diflV'ix'iitiated.

We

cannot indeed demarcate the portions of this bed whit'h Ijehmg respectively
to the

epoch of rising water, to the epoch of outflow, and to the epoch of

desiccation; but
rise of the

we know from

the ])henomena of the shore-lines that the

water was slow, that the discharge was long sustained, and that

the final subsidence

was

rajjid

down

to the level of the Stansbui-y shore-
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line.

We

are thus enabled to assert

layers of the
shore-lines

Avitli

White Marl between the

much

confidence that the upper

levels of the

Provo and Stansbury

were deposited while the lake was freshened by outflow.

And

we

accept

finding that shells gathered from those layers are small in size,
their depauperation as evidence of a colder climate.

shows measurements of 25 adult

shells collected

The

sul)joined table

from these layers near the

town of Kelton, and gives comparative measurements of 18 individuals
found living in Utah Lake, the largest body of fresh water within the
Bonneville
recent sht

ai'ea.
!;.->

The

ratio of linear

being the larger.

It

dimensions
is

Table

approxiuiateh' 3

4,

the

series

two or three of the living

shells

fossils.

XII. Meneurenunts of Flumiiiicolafuaca.

Liviug in Utah Lake.

:

noteworthy that whlk; each

exhibits considerable range in size, only

are as small as the largest of the

is
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THE EVIDENCE FROM VERTEBRATE
The

Pleistocene inamnials

Basius are few iu number.

Laliontau

LIFE.

discovered iu

tliurs fai-
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Bouueville and

tlie

Proboscideaii bones (Ekplias or

Lahontan Basin

Mastodo)i) were found in the "Intermediate Gravels" of the

Upper Lahon-

(equivalent to gravels of the Inter-Bonne\-ille epoch), iu the

tan beds (equivalent to the

Marl),

"N^Hiite

Bones of a horse (Equus), of an

Marl.

arroAv head, wei'e

and

ox,

in a

bog

and of

resting on the

a llama,

found in the Upper Lahontan.^

White

and an obsidian

Bones of musk-ox

dis-

covered near Salt Lake City, though of doubtful age, are presumptively
Pleistocene.

The
C.

list is

greatly extended

by including

the fauna discovered

The

H. Sternberg near Christmas Lake, Oregon.

locality

by

ilr.

was afterward

trine deposit

who found the containing formation to be a lacussurrounded by a shore-line, and otherwise agreeing in its phys-

ical relations

with the Bonne^ille and Lahontan and other Pleistocene beds

"Nnsited

by

Mr. Russell,

of the Great Basin.

The horizon

of the vertebrate remains

is

close to the

top of the formation, indicating approximately the same date as that of the

Cope has studied the bones

AVhite Marl.

biologically,

and from him we

learn that the fauna includes the coyote, a beaver, and two species of gopher;

and of

mammals, the mammoth, an

extinct

of horse, three of llama, and a deer.

It

otter, a giant sloth,

two species

includes also the coot, thi-ee living

grebes, tlu'ee li\ang geese and. one extinct species, an extinct cormorant,

and an

extinct swan.^

In order to ascertain the bearing of these vestiges on the question of
the contemporaneous climate, attention will be given to the present climatic

and geographic range of such of the species as yet
])resent

and

also to the

range of the genera to which extinct species belong.

Man

is

now

cosmopolitan.

lived near the margins of

It is

known

that in Pleistocene time he

European and Ameiican

temporaneous equatorial range
trans,

sur^^ve,

is

not ascertained

ice sheets,

The

but his con-

coyote, Canis

la-

ranges southward to the plateau of ^lexico and northward to the Sas-

katchewan

Plains.
'

Russell.

Near

its

northern limit the local annual temperature

Geological History of Lake Lahoutan, pp. 238-9, 24G-9.

'Bull. U. S. Survey Terrs., vol.

4, 1878, p. 3i?9.

is
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about twenty degrees lower than at Christmas Lake; near

more than twenty degrees
Thomomys
boin River,

its

talpoidcs,

a pocket gopher, ranges from Kansas to the Assini-

range including climates slightly warmer and also from ten

known only in its type
known locality, Bridger's

specimen, has no range.

sole

Pass,

Wyo.,

is five

The

dusiiis,

climate of

its

or ten degrees cooler than

Clmstmas Lake.

The beaver reported
discrimination

is

is

Castor fiber, the

European

American form has been denied,

distinctness of the

The European beaver

here intended.

The nuisk-ox

is

now

restricted to that part of

north of the sixtieth parallel.

more severe than

that of the

it

no

lives in nortliern

to the Ai'ctic Cu-cle.

North America lying

Wasatch and Uinta mountains.

abounded on the

many, France and England.
The other mammalian species are
have climatic

possible that

The most genial climate of its range is far
Salt Lake Valley, but may perhaps be com-

Avith that of the recesses of the

ing the Pleistocene

species; but as the

it is

and central Europe; the American ranges from Arizona

to

Thomomys

Christmas Lake.

being

pared

southern hmit,

higher.

to fifteen degrees cooler than that of

that of

its

plains of Siberia as Avell as in Ger-

all

and one only

extinct,

The mammoth was

significance.

Dui--

European Pleistocene, and was distinguished from

is

known

characteristic of the

living elephants

by

its

hairy coat.

The modern

otters

belong

do deer of the genus Ccrvus.

to

temperate and sub-arctic faunas, and so

The llamas

are at

home

in the

mountains of

South America, and range southward to Terra del Fuego.

Modern

representatives of the horse genus live in tropical and temper-

ate climates, but in Pleistocene times they shared with otters

and deers the

boreal climate of England.

Of

the climate suited to the fossil sloth, MyJodoii aodulls,

better evidence than

The

is

afforded

coot, the grebes,

the south of the Christmas

Central America.

by

his association with this fauna.

and the geese

Lake

we have no

locality.

Podkeps occidentaUs

is

all

range far to the north and to

Tlie cuot ranges from Alaska to

known

to

range from Mexico to

northern Manitoba, P. californicus from Guatemala to Great Slave Lake,
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PodUymhiis podkeps from South America to British Possessions.
caiiadcmis extends from

from Ahiska

to Texas,

^-1.

Anser

Arctic Circle to ^lexico, A. (dJnfrons gamhdi

tlie

nigricans from the Arctic Circle to the peninsi;la

of California.

The

swan and connorant likewise belong

extinct

Though Cygnus and

ei-able range.

zone, they overpass both the tropic

The avian

life

to

genera of consid-

Gracidus occur chiefly in the temperate

and the polar

circle.

manifestly throws no light on the question of climate,

and the same may be

said of

man, the coyote, the beaver, the

and the

deer, the horses, the llamas,

The presence

sloth.

otter,

of the gopher

comjwrts with the idea that the climate of'the lacustrine epoch did not

The mammoth

widely from the present climate.

was

climate

evidence

doublv

is

indefinite;

first,

because he

differ

favors the view that the

The musk-ox speaks more decidedly

cooler.

the

may

of cold, but his

have lived on the adja-

cent high mountains instead of in the Salt Lake Valley; second, because

we do

not

know whether he

an

lived during a lacustrine or during

inter-

lacustrine epoch.
All told, the evidence fnun vertebrate

inconclusive but valueless.

Temperature

Climate

constituting climate.

lative testimony of a

The

me

not merely

one of a complex of factors

is

It is

of an individual species that temperature

and then draw inferences

appears to

one of a complex of conditions limiting

is

the distribution of vertebrate species.

factor

life

not safe to assume in the case

is

the important or controlling

in regard to temperature;

only the cumu-

fauna can yield trustworthy conclusions.

available biotic e^-idence

of the fresh-water mollusks, and

is

tliis,

therefore restricted to the testimony
if I

understand

it

ariglit,

points to

the conclusion that the lake epochs were epochs of relative cold.
it

goes,

it

favors the coiTelation of ice

So

far as

maxima with water maxima.

THE EVIDENCE FROM ENCROACHING MORAINES.
announced by Eimnons, the glacier that formerly descended
Little Cottonwood Canyon from the Wasatch summits left its moraines
within the area of Lake Bonneville.^ A little farther south, two other

As

first

'

MON

I

S.

20

F.

Emmons.

Geol. Explor. of the 40tli Parallel, vol. 2, p. 354.
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moraines, belonging to the same group of glaciers,

but with these exceptions

level;

the basin

lie

all

above the Bonneville

about the same

at

lie

vestiges of the Pleistocene glaciers of

shoi'e-linc.

In the Lahontan Basin there are no similar instances of
but

sevei'al

occur in the

Mono

Basin,

and

The

be germane to the present discussion.

Lake

is

their

phenomena

expanded lake had no

tlie

outlet,'

have been determined purely bv climate.

one of the

many components

.so

Tlie

traces.

that

its

Mono

of the Great Basin, and

hydrographic basin of Lake Lahontan.
is

is

Like Lahontan,

Analogy suggests

that

lake surface rose and

its

climatic changes that created

and

view

by

sustained

is

contiguous to the
its

water supply

it

on the west-

in response to the

fell

the evident fre.shness of

by a horizon

of unconformity

by

no satisfactory division has been made
evidence, Avhich

may

fairly

be referred

maximum

flood of the

same

is

its fossil

The Bonne-

incomplete.

Mono

erosion

but in the

;

To my

out.

shore-

Mono

series,

Basin

mind, this negative

to imperfection of exposure, has less

weight than the climatic analogy, and
the

oscillations

sediments and the Lahontan are each clearly divisible into two

separated

deter-

and abated Lake Lahontan and Lake Bonne-

In one respect, however, the correlation

lines.

ville

this

As

drainage basin

derived mainly from the Sierra Nevada, which overhangs

ville,

Mono

recorded, like that of Great Salt Lake, in a sheet of sediments rising

mini'd liv Russell,

is

are believed to

Pleistocene history of

fiom the water's edge to a system of encircling shore

mu.st

ciintiguit}',

I

am

decidedly inclined to regard

Basin as the equivalent and contemporary

of the maxiiiuuu tioud in each of the larger basins.

I shall therefore dis-

cuss the relation of the ancient shore-lines and sediments to the moraines
at the

mouths of the Sierra canyons as a part of the evidence

the Bonneville climate.

First in order, however, are the

in regard to

phenomena

of

the lionneville Basin.
Wasatch-Bonneville Moraincs.-Tlie

l)v

a great

fault.

From

wcsteHi frout of

tlic

Wasatcli

is

determined

the line of this fault an alluvial plain descends

we.stwardto the Jordan River and Great Salt Lake, wlu'le east^vard springs

a steep face of solid rock, the escarpment of the upthrown orogenic
Qiiatern.iry History of

Survey, 18S9,

p. 3U0.

Mouo Valloy,

Califoruia,

by

I.

C. Russell,

Eighth Auu. Eept. U.

Ijlock.
S. Guol.

LITTLi:

At

intervals the rock

COTTONWOOD CANYON MORAINES.

flico is divideil

streaiiis issue iVoiii the interior of tlie

streams

is

an acute ridge of riuk,

and the truncated

fiiult,

rock face at the margin of
of the ancient lake, and

alluvium and partly on

tlic

tlie

tlie

iiaiTow clefts or frfite^vavs, wlieiice

The end

phiin.

in a

feet,

and

of each

face of solid rock.

debris, but

which anciently followed

a dark

brown

walls

color,

ai-e

by

at the

margin of the plain

tlie

moraine

at the

south

^Miere

above the flood

of the creek; but

plain,

it

is

it

foils

divides into four or five members,

axis of the glacier in such

manner

is

its

all

away

all

crest stands

rapidh*,

it siidvs.

granitic.

and

ridge

340

feet

at a mile

Before disap-

of which curve toward the

The northern

were the

lateral

or right-hand lateral

of a very ditferent type, l)eing broad and flat-topped, and rising

only about 100 feet above the adjacent flood-plain of the
exhibits fewer bowlders than dties the left moraine;

«'reek.

and a

one point betrays an obscure horizontal arrangement of

its

tered bowlders of granite are to be seen on the adjacent
for

granite,

A^diite

—an acute

as to indicate that they

portions of successive frontal moraines.

moraine

At the mouth

nearly

is

of typical form

has reached the level of the plain, beneath which
it

only

from a single commanding posi-

joins the mountain,

of granite bowlders.

pearing,

erratics are the

dark quartzite, and enaldes the observer

to trace out the distribution of the enirtics

it

and terminal

frontal,

lateral,

of gray quartzite, which in weathering assumes

This contrasts strongly with

lateral

altitude of

about one mile,

jilain

but in the heart of the range they are of

and the morainal debris

Avater

ends at the rock face

immediately outside are massive lateral moraines.
its

tlie

tlie

issued from the gatewa}-, and

it

Within the throat of the canyon, scattered

canyon

The

bv

the

slightly lower than the Bonneville shore-

position at various stages

of the

tion.

constitute

among peaks with an

rnaxuuum development encroached upon the

moraines.

by

as

Cottonwood Canyon

at its

its

it

Little

The

glacier

marks

scored partly on the

after a curving course of twelve miles
is

of ailjaccnt

is

line.

recording

line,

Tlie plain -was covered

Bonneville shore-line

gateway Avhose threshold

jiair

truncated

is

standing in

tcrminal.s,

heads in the highest part of the range,
12,000

Between each

range.

\vliose roof-like cross-profile

the product of aqueous scidpture.

great

by
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'

more than 200

feet

above

it,

Its surface

fresh section at
material.

A\all

Scat-

of (piartzite

and these extend nortln\ard along the
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mountain

becomes gradually

A
PI.

Their upper limit

mile beyond the canyon.

side for half a

loTver as the distance

from the canyon increases.

clearer conception of these relations

XLII, where the morainal masses are

may

be derived by consulting
Their proper inter-

colort^l blue.

pretation appears to be, that after the glacier had built two lateral moraines

upon

the plain in the usual

way,

expanded toward the north, overthrow-

it

ing and overflowing the moraine on that side and destropng
istic

its

character-

form.

The

plain into wliich the branches of the southern lateral moraine sink

and disappear

alluvial.

is

nut merely surround.s the outsides of the

It

moraines but occupies the space between them, and extends up the canyon

At

a half mile or more.

excavated from

is

it

its

upper

shallow, but

its

feet near the ends of the moraines,

Where

three miles beyond.

has a depth of 65

limit in the

canyon, the creek chamiel

depth gradually increases, being 60

and nearly 200

the greatest section

feet, consisting

is

feet at a point

exposed, the alluvium

of gravel, coarse and

fine,

with a prepon-

derance of granitic pebbles and occasional passages of sand.
a greater depth of fine sand, laminated
in

mica

This sand

flakes.

gravel above

deltas,

it

line,

Provo epoch.

was made

l)ut

this

was

is

evidently a subaqueous deposit and records

is

Provo

higlier than tlie

as

an alluvial deposit.

It

the lake stood lower than the Bomieville shore-line, and

attemjjt

it,

shore-line.

does not exhibit the cross lamination characteristic of

and must be classed

ble to the

Beneath

and ripple-marked, and abounding

an epoch during which the lake stood

The

two or

To

marks a time when
is

j)robably refera-

establi.sh the validity of this reference,

to trace the alluvium continuously to the

by

frustrated

an

Provo shore-

a system of recent dis^ilacements which

traverse the plain in various directions, giving rise to terraces wliich can

not in every case be distinguished from the stream terraces with wliich they
are associated.
it

is

After making

sufficiently evident that

all

allowance for displacements, however,

when

the ancient alluvium

was deposited,

the descent of the stream was less rapid than at present, and this slower

most

descent

is

water.

The alluvium

lake.

satisfactorily
is

accounted for by assuming a ban-ier of lake

therefore refei'red to

some epoch of the expanded

CREEK MORAINES.

BIG ^VILLOW

The next canyon to the southward
wood Canyon by having a steep grade
in tlie recesses of tlie range,

At

al)rui)tly to the phiin.

with

tliose

its

it

(li.stinguished4"roni Little

is

and descends

hiwer extremity are moraines efjually massive

They include two lateral moraines

of Little Cottonwood Canyon.

from the angles of the canvon

uniting in an exceptionally heavy terminal.
is

Cotton-

Instead of beginning

tlu-oughout.

lieads njion the western face

aliout a mile in lengtli, s])ringing

canyon

309

a well-defined frontal moraine,

indicates that a second frontal

Avails,

and

Just within the mouth of the

and the branching of the

was formed between

this

laterals

and the terminal,

by the alluvium accumulated above tlie terminal. The
outflowing stream, Dry Cottonwood Creek, has indented the terminal, but
cascades in passing it, and has much work to j)ei'form before it will have
established a uniform grade through it.
The base of the terminal is in this
case not buried by alluvium, but the configuration of the neighboring plain
but has lieen l)uried

suggests that

by

it

naay once have lieen partially covered and afterward denuded

(See PI. XLII, where the creek

streams.

erroneously called "Big

is

Cottonwood".)

Two

miles farther south, a similai- high-grade canyon, whence issues

Big Willow Creek,

furnished at

is

of which the terminal
the sui-face, with

The
same

is

mouth with

a similar moraine svstem,

the most con.spicuous element.

no evidence of an

but

is

wood Canyon, and
shore-line.

mountain

side at the

highest at the mouths of the large canyons.

vicinity of the moraines,
it is

its

highest point

is

at the

mouth of

Little Cotton-

is

scored upon the steep mountain front.

be seen a short distance north of the northern moraine of
it

appears again between the moraines of

touwood and Big "Willow Canyons; and
no trace of

it

In the

there a few feet above the horizon of the Bonneville

Elsewhere the shore-line

Cottonwood Canj-on;

upon

It stands free

alluvial or lacustrine covering.

alluvial plain does not at all points reach the

altitude,

It is to

its

it

reappears beyond

was detected upon the moraines themselves.

Little

Dry

tlie latter;

Cot-

but

In the case of

the Little Cottonwood moraines, the alluvial cover prevents examination at
the horizon of the shore-line; but the other moraines are fully exposed to

view.
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Before attempling the inteqiretation of these glacial phenomena,

again the lacustrine history with which they are to he

will Ije well to recite

compared.

Lake Bonneville was twice formed and twice dried away.

attained

maxinnmi

second

its

i-ising so far

it

size

during

mask and

its

It

second tenn, and the records of the

obliterate the records of the

The

are discoveral)le at comparatively few points.

first,

that these

shore-line observed in

the vit'initv of the moraines, and the alluvial and lacustral dejiosits exposed

on the Ijanks of

Little

Cottonwood Creek,

all

be-long iniquestionably to the

second Bonneville e})0ch, and that epoch alone can

When

with the epoch of the moraines.
Bonneville shore-line, during

its

The

second

tlier rise

was prevented.

until tlic

water had fallen to the Provo

stone lu-ld

tlie

we hope

compare

to

the lake reached the horizon of the
rising,

it

found

outlet,

and

its fur-

erosion of the ban-ier Avas exceedingl}- rapid
level.

Tlie resistance of this lime-

lake at a constant height for a long period, and from this

Had the rim of the basin
been so higli as to ])revent outflow, we can not say how far the lake would
liave risen before the passage of the climatic maximum permitted it to fall
again.
We may be sure, however, that the climatic maximum was someOn the other hand,
wliat later than the epoch of the Bonneville shore-line.
level tlie water finally receded Ijy desiccation.

the lake area at

Provo stage was only two-thirds as

tlie

gi-eat as at the

Bonneville, and the peculiar climatic changes that expanded the lake were
fast

declining

climate of
after the

the

when

maximum

the water finally

fell

from the Provo

shore-line.

The

efficiency for the production of lakes therefore occurred

epoch of the highest shore-line and before the close of the epoch of

Provo

shore-line.

If the glaciers
l)efore the

had attained

their

maximum

extent either during or

epoch of the Bonneville shore-line, their terminal moraines would

have been subject to wave actiou at that horizon, and scored with shore
marks;
exhibit

but the two terminal moraines which are well exposed to view

no

shore-lines.

If the glaciers

close of the Prt)vo epoch, the Little

had attained

their

Cottonwood moraines should

the alluvium, instead of being partially buried beneath
consistent with the
glaciation

phenomena

to

maximum

it.

It

rest

upon

appears quite

suppose that the epoch of

was covered by the longer epoch of the Provo

after the

maximum

shore-line.

The
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may have been

greater part of the alluvium outside the moraines

deposited

they wei'e in process of formation, the inter-moraiual portion being

Avliile

added

had

after the ice

We

retreated.

are thus k-d to assign the

same narrow time

limits to the

epoch of

maximum tending to produce lakes and to the epoch of the
maximum producing glaciers; and one farther step will lead us to

the climatic
climatic

the conclusion that the two
step,

we must examine

Mono

Pleistocene liistory of

by

But before taking that

are identical.

the evidence from the

sierra-Mono Moraines.-Tlie

matically investigated

maxima

tlic

Basin.

Mouo

Basin was syste-

Only a few days were spent by me

Russell.

in

the valley, and these were devoted chiefly to the features described in the

following paragraphs.
of Russell's
at first

In preparing these paragraphs,

work wherever necessary,

The reader who

hand.

valk'V will find

it

Pleistocene clhnate,

it

carved a

cares to pursue further the liistory of the

maximum

Nevada

is

from 10,000

"When expanded by the

field

its

670

feet higher.

The

base.

In glacial times the broad

of ndvd, the surface of which ranged

From

to 12,000 feet.

five of the

shore-line

here remarkably abrupt, and the Pleis-

mark rims very near

back of the Sierra bore a great

and west, and

the local descriptions are mostly

altitude of 6,730 feet.

eastern face of the Sierra

in altitude

have availed myself

fullv presented in Russell's paper.^

Lake Mono has an

tocene high-water

l)ut

I

this

streamed glaciers east

eastward-flowing entered the

Mono

basin.

One

stopped before reaching the level of the old shore-line, the other four

reached

it

<ir

passed lieyond

it.

These

will

north to south, with whatever description
of the observed glacial

phenomena

is

be enumerated

in order

from

necessary to show the relation

to the lacustral.

The ^lill Creek glacier emerges from its rocky channel and debouches
upon the jjlain at the horizon of the old shore-line. Beyond its walls of
rock its dimensions are indicated by lateral moraines, which rajDidly conThey are steep-sided ridges,
verge and at the same time bend northward.
studded with large bowlders. They extend less than a mile upon the plain,
and though no terminal moraine is visible, we are assured by their convergence that they represent the full length of the glacier. The old shore-line
'Eighth Ann. Rept., U.

S. Geo). Surv.,

pp. 261-394.
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is

distinctly

marked not only on the outer

face of the right moraine but on

the extremities of both, and for a short distance on the inner faces of both.
Its character is that of

a

and

cliff

and the extremities are but

terrace, but the notch is not

cut,

slightly ti'uncated.

Seven miles farther south Lee^^ning Creek
face at about the altitude of the old shore-line.
close at hand,

deeply

and the mountain face

is

Tlie

modern lake

Upon

steep.

from the mountain

is.sues

is

there

the steep slope, the

creek has built a large alluvial structure which projects a cape more than a

This mass of alluvium has not the symmetrical form of

mile into the lake.

an

somewhat unequally and

alluvial cone, but descends

evidently a

compound

had

component parts of which were formed

delta, the

The

different levels of the lake.

width of IJ miles, and

for several miles a iniiform

curved northward at that point,

of the canyon, while

swung
to

One

free.

its left

are,

this

as indicated

by
is

width Avas

Like the Mill Creek

margin following the

mile of this free moraine

There

be seen.

its right,

at

glacier following the valley of this creek

not diminished at the mouth of the canyon.
it

irregularly, being

glacier,

flaring

mouth

the surviving lateral moraine,

preserved, but no terminal

is

however, two well marked frontal moraines lying

respectively three-quarters of a mile and two miles back from the end of

The

the lateraL

lateral moraine,

old shore-line

and appears

is

also

scored on the outside and inside of the

on the opposite side of the glacial channel

against the face of the mountain.

up

the glacier valley, because

by

the creek.

The end

no

indication,

by

can be traced only a short distance

features have been recently obliterated

of the moraine has evidently been cut

waves, but the extent of
affords

its

It

this

removal

is

The surviving

unkno\Am.

size or direction, that the

away by

shore-line, the creek built a small delta at the

portion

end of the glacier was

^^^len the lake stood about 33 feet lower than

close at hand,

the

mouth

its

highest

of the glacial valley,

the front of the delta reaching to the end of the truncated lateral moraine.

The head
its

of the delta

head there

is

was

at the foot of the

Near

a ten-ace eight feet higher, which appears to be a fragment

of an earher built delta that

lower one.

lower frontal moraine.

was destroyed during the construction of the

The creek channel now

lies entirely

below these

delta plains.

.

MORAINES OF THE MONO BASIN.
The next

srlacier descendixi": to tlie

upon the

stretched four miles
a jinir

From beneath

sl()])e.

of

two other

pairs,

lake level issued from Bloodv Can-

at the time of its greatest

on the

Its position

plain.

development

i)lain is

marked by

which gradually converge as they descend the

lateral moraines,

(»f

and

fartlier south,

yon, six miles

313

the right

marking

member

of this pair issue the extremities

earlier courses of the

same

glacier.

These

older moraines do not rise so high above the plain as those later formed, and
-are less acute in

They have

jirofile.

plieric agencies for

evidently been subjected to atmos-

a relatively long time, and

it

seems probable not only

have been worn and rounded, but that

that their crests

their bases

The waves

been buried by the slow accumulation of alluvium.

have

of the

ancient lake barely reached the extremities of these moraines, older and

The

newer.

flood plain of the streamlet

newer moraines coalesces
the waves,

.so tliat

we

at their extremities with the terrace

cann(.)t

say in

the ice projected a

system seems

up the

to

little

That

farther.

be shown by a

in

it

laterals indicates that

all

the others in size, having a

and each one

Its lateral
is

some magnitude follow each other

near the

moraines stand

characterized

parallel crests, continuous with corresponding frontals.

it

Three

in rapid succession near the

by

frontals of

end of the

is

interrupted

by

a few small islands of morainal matter,

unmistakably characterized as such by the presence of gigantic

but

is

several

The position of the tenninal, or extreme frontal, is not certainly
The old shore-line is but faintly traced in this portion of the basin,
marmned a slialhiw V)av, but its horizon was determined to fall
base of the outermost frontal. A half mile forther down the

slope the plain

bowlders.

and

series of frontals, deposited at intervals

entered the plain.

free for a distance of three miles,

where

cliffs,

ice channel.

width of Ig miles where

known.

low sea

a terminal properly belongs to the

The Rush Creek moraine surpassed

laterals.

wrought by

whether the lake watei* entered

no terminal, though the convergence of the

is

fiirther

this case

The moraines end

the valley between the moraines.
there

which issues from between the

These mark the position of what

probably the terminal moraine.

may be

erratic

another frontal moraine,
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With one voice
its

maximum

these foui- locaHties

level after the glaciers of the SieiTa

most advanced position.

row range of
the ice

levels

connnon

and afterward

We

together.

]i\-

to the

the water, or

;

it

it

ice

was

to retreat.

first

by

the moraines of the Bonne-

the

fell

within the

did not coincide with the epocli

Init

occurred some^^•hat

phenomena were consequent upon
tlie

nar-

farther.

that the epoch of greatest glaciers

second period of lake expansion,
greatest water-supply

their

The

no

may have been occupied first Ijy
may have been occupied by lj<tth

with that aflorded

this result

we conclude

two

occupied

had retreated from

their testimony goes

can only say that the

Comljining
ville Basin,

But

Mono Lake

us that

tell

same

earlier.

two

If the

vi

sets of

series of climatic changes,

then

laeustral changes lagged behind the glacial.

That such a lagging admits of plausilde explanation may readily l)e
The neve and glaciers of the Mono district occupied a portion of

sliown.

the catchment basin of the lake.

which they accumulated

Tlie precipitation

during their growth was subtracted from the precipitation tributary to the

and the same was afterward returned

lake,

finally melted.

Their mass of ice

may

to the lake Avhen

they were

therefore be regarded as a portion

of the water-supply of the lake, arrested in

progress.

its

When the

climatic

conditions Avere favorable for the growth of lake and glaciers, the growth

of the glaciers antagonized and delayed the growth of the lake.
climatic conditions favored
tlie

glaciers fed the lake

tlie

When

the

wasting of lake and glaciers, the waste of

and thus antagonized

ing and descending phases of the lake thus

its

fell

The ascend-

depletion.

behind the corresponding

phases of the glaciers, and the mnxima and minima, or turning points, wei-e

correspondingly displaced.
It

is

to

be observed that

theory, alluded to
of
is

tlio

by Whitney,'

ice

is

quite distinct from the

that the Pleistocene lakes

In

tlie

Mono

were the sequel.

King's

Such a

basin, indeed, the

upon the mountains may have been

in the valley,

small.

explanation

Pleistocene glaciers, being created l)y their melting.

quantitatively impossible.

and

this

ecpial

to the

mass of snow

volume of water

but in the Lahontan and Bonneville basins

map

relation

it

was

far too

of the Pleistocene glaciers of the Bonneville Basin indi-

'The Climatic Changes of Later Geological Times,

p. 185.
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a supei-ficial extent of 710 square miles, an area only

water surface of Lake Bonneville.

mean depth

of the

about 700

feet.

larger than the

of the

ice,

The body
body of ice.

The evidence from

while

as large as the

^^

One thousand feet is a liberal estimate
the mean tlcptli of Lake Bonneville was

of water was therefore about twenty times

the moraines

is

thus

shown

to

be

con.sistent

with

and they jointly confirm the presumption

that from the molluscan fauna,

derived from the recency and exceptional nature of the lakes and glaciers,
that the

same

two phenomena were coordinate and synchronous

The

climatic changes.

on analogy merely,

is

correlation of the

thus sustained, and

it

results of the

phenomena, originally based

now

stands on a surer founda-

tion.

a corollary that the glacial period of the Sierra Nevada,

It follows as

the Wasatch, and other mountains of the western United States was divided
into

two epochs separated by an

The

independently shown.

and

interglacial epoch;

this

has not been

Bloody Canyon moraines

bifui-cation of the

demonstrates a temporary retreat of the glaciers, but that retreat was not

The following explanation of the bifurcation, advanced
bv RnsselP and McGee" appears to be fully sustained by the phenomena.
necessarily great.

After the glacier had constructed on the plain

moraines,

it

its

oldest pair of lateral

retreated to a point near the canyon,

and there deposited a

Readvaucing,

lieavy frontal moraine.

found a point of
pair

is

it

was opposed by

this frontal,

least resistance in the left lateral moraine,

lower than the

right.

Overriding

that,

and

which

and

in each

finally demolishing

it,

new com-se upon the plain, and this new coiu'se was afterward
modified bv the same process, the obstructing fi-ontal being near the
it

took a

extremity of the

laterals.

At almost any point

from the moraines, there might have occurred

in the history thus

a great retreat of the glaciers,

involving even their temporarj' extinction, without
features

we should be

deduced

llie

production of any

able to detect.

Eighth Anu. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, p. 3o7.
'Meridioual dellection of ice stif.iins, by W. J. McGee, Am. Jour.
'

Sci., 3cl Series, vol. 29, p. 386.
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SUMMARY OF CHAPTER.

The Bonneville Basin originated by distortion of the earth's crust, and
came into existence long before tlie Bonne^'ille ej^och. Little is known of
f(ir

a long period

Duiiug

and physical conditions, but

climatic

its earliest

it

was comparatively

immediately preceding the formation of

this period, alluvial

tlie

dr)-

gi-eat lake.

cones were formed about the bases of

all

its

greater mountain ranges, and the smaller ranges wei'e wholly or partly
l)uried

by

alluvial,

The

valley deposits.

but were probably

al><»

valley deposits

may have been

entirely

partly lacustral, the lakes being of small

extent.

There followed two epochs of high water, with an inten-al during
which the basin was nearly or quite empty. The first of these epochs was

The second

at least five times as long as the second.

mark 90

feet higher than the

on the basin sides had

it

first,

scored

and would have encroached

by

not been checked

outflow.

water

its

still

farther

During the epoch

of outflow, the discharging current eroded the rim, and thus lowered the
lake 375 feet; and after the outflow had ceased, the water
tion,

The

with one notable interruption, to

its

inter-Bonneville epoch of low water

fell

by

desicca-

present level in Great Salt Lake.

was of greater

dui-ation than the

time that has elapsed since the final desiccation.
Tlie final
interior basins.

drpng

Two

of the tasin di^^ded
of these

now

it

into ten or twelve independent

contain lakes, the others for the most

The Sevier Basin is
length when fir.st surveyed, and

part contain playas, or playa lakes with beds of

exceptional in that

its

lake was 30 miles in

has since disappeared, the water of

its

salt.

tributary stream being appropriated

for irrigation.

Since 1845, the date of

tlie first

record, the siu-face of Great Salt

has oscillated through a range of 10

feet,

1873, and minima in 1847-50 and 1861.

change.

A

progressive

fall

Lake

reaching maxima in 1855 and
Since 1879 there has been

in the future is indicated, not

little

as a matter of

clunatc, but as a result of the rapidly increasing utilization of

tlic

triljutary

The changes in level liave bi'cn
and volume. The maximum area was

streams for the purposes of agriculture.
associated with changes in area

about 25 per cent, greater than the minimum, and the

maximum volume
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varied inversely with

about 75 per cent.

The

the volume, and

predicted decrease in volume will lead to the precipita-

tlie

salinity,

is higli, lias

tion of a portion of the mineral contents.

A

comparison of the lake's oscillations with the meteorologic record
of the region appeal's to show that the heijrht of the lake in any year is a
cumulative function of the precipitation during- preceding years, but establishes

no relation between lake

and temperature

oscillations

oscillations.

The modern oscillations of lake surface are exponents of the irregular
rhvthm of climate due to the interaction of complex conditions otherwise
The great oscillations which alternately created and destroyed
constant.
Lake Bonneville are of

a ditlerent order,

more permanent changes

of conditions.

rccpiirc for their explanation

and

An

examination of the topography

of the basin shows that such diversion of water-courses and other local

geographic changes as

account for the
oscillations is
tions,

and

it

and

rise

may
fall

possibly have occurred

The

of the lake.

is

two basins but the adjacent subdivisions of the

question whether the lakes are

cene period, their expansion being wrought
wliich enlarged the glaciers, has previously

A

on the basis of certain analogies.
valid, while

two others are

glaciers, as indicated

by

by

phenomena of the
the

same

been answered

climatic fiictors

in the affirmative

The comnion recency

and a

and

glacial

series of events of a different character.

farther presumptiijn

weakened by the

The argument from

any

afibrded

the parallelism

by two

fact that the highest authorities

Pleistocene period are not agreed in regard to
that

is

phenomena each interrupted a

of the lacustral and glacial histories, each being characterized
is

of lakes and

the freshness of the vestiges, affords a presumption

that the lacustral

maxima,

Pleisto-

review of these analogies indicates that

not.

in favor of their identity in time,

cipal

oscilla-

believed that they belong to a series of climatic cliauges

The

Great Basin.

])y the fact

history of the Bonneville

moreover closely paralleled by that of the Lahontan

affecting not only these

two are

inadequate to

are

its

l)ipartition.

climatic cause competent to increase glaciation

The

prin-

on the
belief

would likewise

increase lakes appears on analysis to be ill-founded, certain possible com-

binations of conditions being competent to cause simultaneously an increase
in the area of ice

and a decrease

in the area of water.

LAKE
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The discarded

arg-iiments

P>ONNEVILLfi.

from analopfy are replaced by other argu-

ments of a more direct and satisfactory nature.

A

discussion of

tlie

conditions controlling the climate of the western

United States shows that any change competent to increase the glaciers on

on the mountains would lower the temperature of the lake basins.
api)eal

may therefore

An

be made to the fauna of the lake epoch for information

The mammals
mollusks declare by their

in regard to climate.

give no intelligible answer; but the

fresh-water

dejjauperation that the conditions of

life

were then

case of the

less fiivorable.

first

In the case of Lake Lahontan, and in the

Lake Bonneville,

the unfavorable condition

may

possibly

have been impurity of water; but the second Lake Bonneville was freshened

by

oiitflow,

and the dwarfing of

its

mollusks

is

best explained

by low tem-

perature.
Tlie moraines of three Pleistocene glaciers descend from the Wasatcli

Jlountains to the level of the Bonneville shore-line; the moraines of four
glaciers descend from the Sierra

Nevada

to the level of the old shore-line of

Jlono Lake; and the relations of these moraines to the shores of the lakes

and the associated deposits indicate that the maximum stage of the lakes
coincided closely with the epoch of

maximum

glaciation.

These phenomena sustain the theory that the Pleistocene lakes of
the western United States were coincident with the Pleistocene glaciers of

the same district, and were produced

by

the same climatic changes.

lows as a corollary that the glacial history of

maxima
but

by

of glaciation being separated, not

a cessation of glaciation.

by

this
a

It fol-

region was bipartite, two

mere variation

in intensity,

CHAPTER

VII.

LAKE BONNEVILLE AND VOLCANIC ERUPTION.
In this chapter

it is

ch]-on(_ilogic relations,

proposed to show the rchxtions, and especially the

between the volcanic history and the lake history of

The oidy

the Bonneville Basin.

species of volcanic rock there erupted

during or near the Bonneville period

is

basalt,

and

this

appears to have

The

been thrown out alike before, during, and since the lacustral epochs.
description of

tlie

various lava fields will in a general

way

follow the

inverse order of their formation, but precedence will be given to the

more

typical localities.

Of

the various volcanic districts of Utah, that which

the vicinity of the towns of Ilolden, Fillmore,

plain,

The Pavant Range

and

itself

is

compared

lield,

from 10

with

its

The

to

30

volcanic buttes and tables,

miles.

buttes, not far

rest

upon the open

Nearest to Fillmore

cluster of craters.

Still to

Corn Creek, Kanosh, and

uplifted strata ranging in age

mountain range,

to the

an<l crater.

the southward

Just south of

it

is

all

plain,

at distances

the Ice Spring lava

are the Tabernacle field

and 10 miles away are two considerable

miles in extent.

a contiiuious volcanic

tract,

from Car-

very small as

from the town of Kanosh, and west of these

l)asaltic table several
is

interest-

there forms the eastern limit of the desert

composed of

boniferous to Tertiary.

vai-yiiig

most

connection occupies the eastern portion of the Sevier Desert in

iiig in this

Descret.

is

North of the Ice Spring

some 10 miles

in extent, for the

lies

a high

field there

most part

coincident with the plain, but including also a large mesa opposite Ilolden,

and a large

tuff"

town of Deseret

cone, Pavant Butte.
lies

West

of this tract and south of the

a basalt table, and farther south stands a

tuff"

Dunderberg Butte.
319

coue,
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The

Ice Spring craters, the Tabernacle lava beds,

by

visited

first

Wheeler Survey.*

ICE SPRING

The
and

area,

and an account of them may be found

the writer in 1872,

in the report of the

CRATERS AND LAVA FIELD.

lavas of this locality are
tlieir

phenomena

tlie

most recent within the Bonne^'ille

are typical of subaerial eruption.

grouped closely together, and the manner

Tlie craters are
tliey overlaj)

and Pavant Butte were

which

in

each other, as well as their relations to the various lava flows,

demonstrate that they were formed successively rather than synchronously.

more were

Tln-ee only are preserved entire, but fragments of nine

and

ered,

it is

discov-

probable that the denudation of the locality would reveal

beneath the accumulated lava and scoriae the remahis of numerous others.

Of

the discovered crater rings no

two are concentric.

There have been

many

independent vents,

at least twelve successive eruptions,

within a radius of 1.500

been

large.

resistance to

more

ea.sily

It
tlie

through as

and none of these eruptions appear

feet,

would seem that the subjacent terrane opposes so

upward progress of the lava

than an old one

that a

new opening

little

made

is

reopened after a cessation of activity has

is

The immediatelv

permitted congelation in the conduit.
tioiis

to liave

are in this case probably the

subjacent fonna-

White Marl, the Yellow Clay, and other

feebly coherent valley deposits.

and general

Tlie dimensions

be best understood

XXXVIII

if

relations of the craters

the reader will examine Pis.

and lava

XXXV, XXXVII
One

in connection with the following descrijition.

of the scoria hills

is

and

of the largest

the Crescent, a crater fragment showing nearly one-

half of the original circle.

It rises

the entire crater appears to have

posed of scoriaceous fragments,

250

above

feet

splashings of molten lava from

in the

tlie

at

eastern base, and
feet.

It is

main loosely aggregated, but

crater.

to

it

a

parallel witli

3,

in jiart

rude concentric
tlie

outer slope,

a very high angle conformable with

'Surveys Webt of the 100th Meridian, vol.

c im-

have been i)roduced by

These give

main inclined outward,

but also inclined imvard

its

had a diameter of 2200

bound together by harder layers which appear
stratification, in the

fields will

pp. 13G-144.

tlie

inner

U
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MITER AND CRESCENT CRATERS.
One end

slope.

the other

is

cut off

The Miter
laps

and

it,

since

its

of the Crescent

it

is

has

by

is

a stream of lava flowing from the same.

nothing

by

away

formation has been a cracking

circular,

with a diameter of 950

250

above

its

harder

rim

is

nearly

Its

on the

east, rises

outer base and 275 feet above the central depression.

present size the lava rose within

its

its

Its highest side,

feet.

Nothing over-

of fragments from

in taluses.

has involved at least two overflows.

Its history

craters.

A})parently the only change

erosion.

components and the accumulation of these

feet

1

buried beneath a Lava crater, the Miter,

perhaps the most recent of the
lost

32

After

breached

it,

it

had reached about

north side, and dis-

its

The discharge was followed by explosive eruption and the
breach was repaired. A final upwelling found escape at the west and
trenched the rim deeply on tliat side. The northerly sill of discharge is
charged.

120
is

feet

above the central depression, the westerly 75

identical with that of the Crescent,

Its principal constituent is

Over the surface are sprinkled
within, bulbous without,

them.

and retaining

^•i^^dly the

manner

of

up

material

its

clots of similar scoriaceous material,

foi-ma-

to the

spongy

to the angular fragments beneath

from the molten mass below,

di'ops spattered

their plasticity

The

sconaceous lava in angular fragments.

and coherent

These are evidently

.

and the perfect preservation of the

cone enables the imagination to picture
tion.

feet.

moment

of striking, so that they

fitted

themselves to and adhered to the surfaces against which they

They

are volcanic

bombs whose

was too short

aerial flight

to pennit

fell.

them

to harden.

Between the Miter and the Crescent stands a low cone, resembling the
Miter in form, but onh' 400 feet in diameter.
sively of angular scoriae.

It is

composed almost exclu-

Six fragments of craters project from beneath

the talus of the Miter at various points, another lies outside the Crescent,

and

still

another joins the inner face of the Crescent to the small crater just

mentioned.
feet deep,

is

A

circular hole,

walls.
I

feet in

doubtfull}- classed as a crater, for

been ejected from

MON

more than 100

21

it.

Its interior exhibits

it is

diameter and 40 or 50

not clear that matter has

only fragments fallen from

its

LAKE BONNEVILLE.
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The Ten-ace

crater lies just south of the Miter,

At

gentle outward slope.

differs

from the

most part low, and are characterized by a

Its walls are for the

others in type.

aud

their culminating jjoint they are scoriaceous, but

elsewhere they are of relatively compact lava, with a rude stratification, as

though formed by the addition of successive
dently attended

by very

little

history

some

the partial

margin.

some ground
with

At one stage

feet.

a molten lake about 14 acres in extent,

congelation of the surface of this lake

The subsequent

is

Its outline is iiTCgular,

earlier eruption.

was occupied by

it

formation was evi-

explosive action, and there

an extreme length of 1100 feet and a width of 700
its

Its

was produced by the refusion of scoriaceous

for believing that its ca\'ity

matter, the product of

sheets.

left

in

and

a teiTace at one

history of the crater includes the formation of

The fii'st lowering of the molten
lake appears to have been accomplished by the breacliing of the crater wall
The subsequent lowerings were
at the south, and a consequent outflow.
caused by the retreat of the lava down the conduit by which it had origifour narrower teiraces at lower levels.

nally entered the crater from beneath.

can be explored for 25

feet,

when

circular tube 12 feet in diameter,
vertical.

The stony

This conduit remains open and

progress

stopped

is

its

general rim

arrested drops

is

260

feet,

still

pendent from

below the

sill

and below the scoriaceous crag that overlooks

Three thousand

feet to the

fragment of crater wall, with

by

nearly buried
in

its

The
fields,

of

it

its

sides testify

The depth of
its last

on one side 350

concavity turned toward the

the lava streams flowing from the others, but

and helps

It

by

the crater

outflow 220

west of the above craters there

view indicates a diameter of half a mile.

in that direction

It is a

water.

and inclined 10 or 15 degrees from the

their small diameter to the higli fluidity of the lava.

below

by

feet,

feet.
is

a short

east.

It is

what remains

bars the progress of the lava

to give to the outline of the field its bi-lobed form.

streams flowing from these craters have fonned two confluent

the

first

extending 3.5 miles northward, with a general breadth of two

miles, the second 3.25 miles westward, with a general breadth of 1.5 miles.

Their area

about 30

is

Their marginal depths will average

about 12.5 square miles.

feet,

and

their

of the ejected material

mean depth
is

is

estimated at 50

feet.

The volume
The

approximately one-eighth of a cubic mile.
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TEKKACE CKATEK.
greater part of

lava

tliis

The

is
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;

nearly compact, dark gray in fractu)

siuface.

in<r to

the "aa" of the Sandwich Island nomenclature.*

The

surface

heap of ragged, loose blocks, piled in tmnultuous waves whose
20 to 30

feet

above

Near the

their troughs.

and the compact basalt

face disappear,

a spongy layer as light as the

lapilli,

is

is

cratei-s

is

a

crests are

these nigosities of sur-

unknown depth by

covered to an

but more even in texture, and main-

The

taining the somber hue of the streams.

times gray, but

and black

everywhere exceedingly rough, con-espond-

on the

fields are

e,

scoriae of the craters is

more commonly red or yellow.

some-

At a few points on the

surfaces of the streams are small patches of scorioe, colored like the craters,

and one of these which was examined has a conical form, suggestive of
mation in

by

situ

however, that

it is

The angle

body

eruption from the

of the stream.

for-

It is possible,

merely a fragment of a fixed crater that was floated

of flow

was not measured, but

vicinity of the craters the grade

is

must be there one or two hundi-ed

certainly small.

is

off.

In the

conspicuous to the eye, and the lava
feet higher

than at the margin of the

All of the later streams appear near the craters to flow in channels

field.

depressed fifteen to twenty feet below adjacent surfaces, and yet these

The

adjacent surfaces resemble very closely the surfaces of the streams.

explanation appears to be that each of these outpourings varied in volume,

now

now

swelling,

When

sin-inking.

most copious

channel like an aqueous stream, and deposited, not
crust.

The

no question.

entire history of the lava field

its

sediment, but

its

its

post-BonneA-ille, admits of

low an altitude that

craters reaches to the level of the Bonne^alle shore-line, wliile

the marginal portions of the stream are

But the

is

It lies within the area of the lake at so

no point of the

craters

show no

the lava streams no lacustrine

below the

level of the

Provo shore-

wave work, and on the surfaces of
sediments appear. The lake beds surround
trace of

the lava, but neither rise toward
is

spread beyond

walls of the channels display a confirmatory stratification.

That the

line.

it

it

nor rest against

A

it.

local fault,

which

seen in one place to have displaced the Bonneville Wliite Marl, disap-

pears beneath the lava field in such a

way

as to

shpw

that the latter

subsequently spread.
'

Hawaiian Volcanoes, by Capt.

C. E.

Dutton

:

Fourth Ann. Kept. U.

S. Geol.

Survey, p. 95.

was
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tlie

Ice Spring field

They

are distingui.shed

At various points there crop out from beneatli
maroins of an older lava or lavas, of uncertain

date.

from the newer by the weathering of their surface, which has partially
its

original rugosity,

and bears patches of

the fault above refen-ed

support a scanty

At two points these are seen

growth of grass and bushes.

by

soil so as to

to,

lost

be displaced

to

and at one place a bed of lava passes under

an exposure of the White Marl.

have approxunately

If all these older lavas

the same date, they are probably older than the Bonne^nlle shore-line.

While the recency of the Ice Spring volcanoes as compared
Provo epoch
doubt.

The

is

sufficiently clear, their absolute antiquity

be com-

by Vesuvius two

or three

is

centuries ago, but the mineralogic differences between the

between the two

the climatic contrast

At -the Utah

rates of disintegration.

no

soil

localities

even in crevices.

A

a matter of

fairly to

state of preservation of the latest ejecta

pared with that of similar material produced

is

to the

two lavas and

ma_y determine A^ery different

locality disintegration has

produced

study of the surface details of the more com-

pact lava gives the impression that they have withstood atmospheric influences.

The

scoriai

have yielded somewhat;

in their original constitution

they consist within of thin septa dividing spheroidal bubbles, and without
of a slightly thicker skin against which the outer phalanx of bubbles are
flattened.

From

the scoriaceous crusts of streams near their sources this

preserved only on the brinks of

skin has cliiefly disappeared.

It is well

the cinder cones, and not on

of those.

After

my first visit to the locality,

American Association

for the

Advancement of Science a

I exhibited to the

bomb from

all

the Miter crater, and stated that

the elements since the tune of

on the ground has

satisfied

me

and inner slopes show that the
so that the

bombs

to

that I

by

skin

A

formation.'

crest of the crater

may

had been exposed

more

The

was wrong.

be seen near the crest

covered and protected
I

its

its

is

to

careful examination
taluses on.

its

outer

slowly breaking away,

have been until recently

lapilli.

discovered no accumuLation of fine fragments from the disintegra-

tion of scoriaj.

remains clean.

They have been absorbed by
Indeed the formation of a
'

Proc.

Am.

the crevices and the surface

soil is indefinitely

Assoc. Adv. Sci., vol. 23, 1875, part

2, p. 30.

postponed

by

EECENCY OF ERUPTION.
the necessity to
the

aa.

first fill

the all-pervading crevices of the cinder cones and

Only on the cindery

beginning been made.
rock-froth

broken

is

This

—evidently an

filled

when

the

with an exceed-

eolian dei^osit.

No

and established themselves.

this

seen in the bubbles or other
is

not apjjarent on the surface, but

is

ingly fine cream-colored dust

race crater

crusts of streams near the craters has a

inner cells are found half

into, its

bushes have discovered
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A

few sage

minerals were

but the interior of the flue of the Ter-

caA-ities,

decorated with dendiitic growths of calcareous matter.

The name

of the Ice Spring lava beds

is

may

derived from what

be

regarded as a natural ice house, existing in one of the deeper hollows of
the aa.

It is in a

an overhanging ledge that
the time of

my

\asit

half an inch deep,

inches across.

among

natural pit

there

and

My

it

never receives the direct rays of the sun.

was a pool of

visit

was on September

The

first,

28,

and

it is

conditions of the

;

few

currently reported

phenomenon appear

second, protection from solar heating

heavy cover conducting heat poorly;

which would bring warmth by convection
lar

At

the accumulation in the crevices of the shattered rock of cold

water from melting snow
of a

by

water a few inches broad and

ice

at its margin, clinging to the rock, a film of ice a

that ice can always be found.
to be:

the lava blocks, and so sheltered

phenomena have been described

;

shelter against winds,

third,

and

by means

fourth, evaporation.

Simi-

at various places in the Appalacliian

Mountains.

PAVANT BUTTE.
Pavant Butte, which stands ten miles north from the Ice Spring lava
field

high.

and 17 miles by road from Fillmore,

is

an acute peak, about 800

It is the tallest of all the volcanic hills, and,

plain, is a

conspicuous landmark.

cone, but the crater

is

open

Its

standing alone upon the

general form

at the south,

and the

feet

is

that of a cratered

cu-cliug crest has

an acute

culmination at the north.
Its material is a volcanic

tufi";

cemented into a coherent mass.

that

The

is

to say,

it

consists of light lapilli

vesicles of the lapilli are not filled,

but the fragments are so finnly held together that they are frequently

broken across when the mass

is

occasional bowlders of basalt,

fractured.

Scattered through the mass are

some angular, others rounded, and these

LAKE
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must have reached

was seen
have

BO:^rNEVILLE.

their position

by

from the vent, but nothing

ejection

be called a bomb, and none of the

that could

scoriae

All of the scoriaceous matter

fallen in a plastic condition.

mental, and the fragments rarely exceed an inch in diameter.
portions of the outer slope have the fineness of coarse sand.

ing color

In

is

appear to
is

frag-

Considerable

The

prevail-

a pale yellow, but some of the weathered surfaces are gray.

this respect the butte is strongly contrasted

with the cinder cones of the

Ice Spring locality, where deep colors, especially red and reddish brown,

predominate.
It

has been pointed out

by

students of existing volcanoes that

lapilli

when their deposition takes place in the presence of
Tliis commonly haj^pens when they are ejected so as to fall in water,
water.
or when heavy rains, accompanying the eruption, wash them do^m to neighare cemented into tuff

boring lowlands in the form of volcanic mud.
state of flowing

mud was

In the present instance the

not reached, for they are heaped about the vent

in steeply -inclined layers of original deposition.

nomena

sug'g'est,

and indeed demonstrate, that

The
Lake

associated lake pheBonne\'ille afforded

the moisture necessary for cementation, and that the eraption

The Bonneville

ous.

butte at mid-height.
val

is

destitute of all

shore-line

is

trenchantly drawn about the sides of the

The Provo shore-line appears at its base, and the intertrace of wave action.
It will be remembered that in

the order of time the Intermediate shore-lines were formed

Bonneville,

and

Bonneville shore-line.

tin-own

up

The presence here of the Bonne^^lle
butte was not built after the epoch of the

that the

The absence

after their date.

A

of Intermediate shores

portion of the mole

in the earlier part of the second lake

time, but if so,

then the

first,

finally the Provo.

and Provo traces shows

was completed

was subaque-

it

tells

may

us that

it

have been

epoch or at any pre^^ous

was completely buried by the product of the

final

eruption

at the time of the Bonne\'ille shore-line.

This detennination of date depends on our knowledge of the shoreline history derived

from other

obtained from data purely local.
is

localities,

but the same information

At numerous points on the north

may

be

side there

exhibited an unconformity in the bedding of the tufa, and a study of this

unconfonnit}' shows that after the waves had notched the profile on that

PAVA>^T BUTTE.
producing a

side,
filled

learn

teirace, the

newer layers dipping

the notch, the

We thus

and a

sea-cliff

by

lative e%-ideuce that
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renewal of eruption partially
higher angle than the old.

at a

cumu-

consistent and

an eruption took place

here while Lake Bonue\'ille was at

its liigh-

and beneath a body of water 350

est stage,

The

feet deep.

resulting cone

was

built not

only to the sm-face of the water but 450 feet

Fig. 37.— Diagram to ilmstrate the Alter-

•'

Eruption
ceased with the
^

higher.
^

°»"<'° "f Volcaoic Eruption and Littonl Ero8ioD on Pavant Batte.

of

fall

the water and has not been resumed.

Notwithstanding the x*ecency of the cone,

by

fun-owed

erosion,

and

is

it

mental volcanic cones of the
all

rain

swallowed by the

is

On Pavaut

at the base.

rain flows

down

mass, and show

interstices,

Butte this

to

between the layers of
these exhibit

be a
tuff,

on the inner

fine

most

fi'ag-

Wliere the lapilU are uncemented,

and escapes gradually and quietly

is

prevented

the sm-face, accomplishing

it

sides are conspicuously

in that respect contrasted with

^•icinity.

sides of the furrows exhibit to

its

its

kind.

its

the cement,

and the

usual work of erosion.

some extent the
type of

by

Tlie

internal structm-e of the

There are.no partings

but hues of deposition are plainly to be seen, and
side a dip

toward the crater

on the outer face an opposite dip of from 15

to

25

at

35 degrees, and

degi-ees, the

two systems

being joined along the crest
anticlinal cm-ves.

A figm-e illus-

trating this arrangement
Fig. 38.

—Section

i"=Tnside of Crater.

The
yellow

is

by

is

here

reproduced from the ^Mieeler

Pavant Butte. 0=Ontside of Crater.
B=BoDneville shore-line.
of

report (Fig. 38).

general distribution of vellow and gray colors indicates that the
original

and the

gi-ay

a

re.sult

of weathering.

The

sections

exposed by recent erosion show the main mass to be yellow, but there are
occasional tliin bands of gray, and these are inferred to record the temporary
cessation of eruption.

The

old sea-chff against which the newer tuff rests

unconformably does not show the gray

color,

a fact

consonant with our

belief that the latest eruption inten-upted rather than followed the destructive

work of the

Bonne\'ille waves.

LAKE box:neville.
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From

the northwestern base there jut a

Hke the main mass, of

sisting,

of from

A

it.

tuff,

number

of ragged sjiurs, con-

but exhibiting dips toward the

study of their dips shows that

tlae

by

full

lines the

instead

spurs are remnants of an

older crater rim, on whose niins the sm-viving rim was built.
Fig. 39, sliows

hill

The diagram.

observed relation of dips, and by dotted
lines the theoretic structure

of the parts concealed or re-

The

moved.

earlier crater

was somewhat smaller than
TTOT

•JZ';^
Fin. 39. -Section at base of

The dotted

earlier Tuff Cone.

Pavant Bntte, Bhowmj; Remnant of

lines indicate theoretic s^xuctore of parts

concealed or removed.

the later, and

The

center

was

Tlie tuff ex-

farther north.
hibits,

color referred to weathering.

its

throughout, the gray

date of the structure

tuffaceous^ character indicates subaqueous eruption.

is

Its

uncertain.

Its

color suggests

prolonged exposure to the atmosphere after the chief work of demolition
was perfonned. It may have been built during the earlier part of the
"^Hiite Marl, Avhile the oscillating lake

epoch of the

mation of the Intermediate shore-lines, or

still

was beginning

earlier in the

tlie for-

epoch of the

Yellow Clay.

The

surface of the plain for a short distance in

all

directions

from the

composed of debris derived from it. Beyond this southward outcrops
The White
the Wliite Marl; and beneath the White Marl a field of lava.
Marl seems to be but two or three feet thick, and as there appears no reason
cone

is

why

the open plain at this point should not receive the

infen-ed that only the upper portion

As

lava.

the Bonne\-ille

the upper portion of the

is >asible,

surface of the lava

Jilarl,

field,

the

but

is

is

Islands.

it is

the lower being beneath the

the question arises whether the lava bed

may

and derived from the same

-vent.

tuff,

as perfectly preserved as

of an entirely different

Sandwich

deposit,

and Provo shore-lines are contemporaneous with

not be contemporaneous with the later

The

full

tjqie,

It exhibits fine

tliat

of the Ice Spring

corresponding to the pahoehoe of

examples of the curved convolutions

etyinologically the same word, have both been used to designate a calcareous
and .also a coherent aggregate of lapilli. Following Grikii-, I have in these
pages allotted the two words in severalt.v to the two functions, applying tu/a and tu/aceoua to the
deposit from solution, and tuff and tuffaceoua to. the volcanic product.

'Tufa and

tuff,

depo.sit from solution
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At the

or wrinkles that are so suggestive of coils of rope.

was disposed

iuatiou I
it

appeared to

me

would part with

to refer these to the inter-Bouuev'ille

heat so rapidly that

But

tered into fragments.

am

I

and the

its

t\j)e

The

characters have not been affected.

may therefore

dry epoch, for

smooth surface would be shat-

have entered the

sea, their surface

comprised in the tliimiess

e's-idence

perfect preservation of the lava surface beneath

be accepted as showing that a lava was here spread under

the water during the second lacustrine epoch

the field with the Pavant tuff
is

my exam-

infonned by Captain Dutton that where

Hawaiian lava streams of the smooth

it

ti^ie of

a piiori that a lava stream flowing beneath the water

its

of the ^Tiite Marl

329

probable.

is

and the

;

In a southwesterly direction

it is

undetermined, for

Its area is

by

overlain not only liy the marl, but also in places

close association of
it

a belt of sand dunes.

^^sible at intervals for several miles.

TABERNACLE CRATER AND LAVA FIELD.

The

typical

phenomena of the Ice Spring and Pavant localities

simplify

The Tabernacle field lies
mapped on PL XXXV. It is

the intei-pretation of the Tabernacle eruptions.

immediately south of the Ice Spring, and

is

approximately circular, with an average diameter of

The

of about seven square miles.

point of issue

thi-ee

miles and an area

not central but

is

lies

near

the southeast margin.

The
older

crater has

and

is

two

composed

like material colored

rims,

an outer and an inner.

chiefly of yellow

dark red and grey.

tuft'.

It

The outer rim

contains also

Its contours,

composed of

Its surface is largely

tuff

may be found

the part toward

is

highest on

Probably a part of

Lake

the ridge

of the annulus from crest to crest

tlie

its

from the Miter crater
Salt

east side,

base
(PI.

is

where

it

concealed

XXXIX)

rises

by

120

higher part.

feet

the lava.

resembles the

City, suggesting an ajipropriate name.
is

is

is

2200

slag-

crags.

which the
preserved,

northwest ha\-ing been absorbed or buried

The span

eruptions.

ridge

tlie

discrete lapilli, just beneath

the

in detail

by slaggy

Two-thirds of the original annulus

in place.

some

which are

the result of weathering, are smooth, except where broken

is

by

feet,

later

and the

above the lava

field.

Its profile as seen

Mormon Tabernacle

The

at

internal structure of

not well displayed, but an outward dip was observed in the
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The

inner rim

is

cliaracterized

matter that evidently reached
not greatly inflated, and

is

The rim

ceous.

we infer

a great abundance of scoriaceous

position while

general habit

its

still

is

pasty and adhesive.

It

rather slaggy than scoria-

exceedingly uneven, and abounds in rough pinnacles.

is

features with those of Pavant

Comparing these
craters,

its

by

and the Ice Spring

with confidence that water was present in the crater during

the greater part of the formation of the outer rim

and was absent during

the formation of the inner rim.

When

compact hand specimens of the Tabernacle and Ice Spring lavas

are compared,

little

difference is seen, but then- streams differ widely in

The Tabernacle field, though by no means smooth, is far less rugged
than the Ice Spring. Some of the sui-face is broken into blocks, -^^hich are
habit.

on horseback

so far displaced that they are not easily traversed

greater part
teristic

is

;

but the

comparatively even, and exhibits the ropy structure charac-

A

of pahoehoe.

conspicuous character of the streams was the con-

gelation of their upper portions and the subsequent escape of the liquid

This

matter beneath.
lar caves,

is

shown

in a

few places by the preservation of tubu-

and more frequently by depressed

manifestly settled

down

as its support

areas,

where the lava crust has

The

was withdrawn.

streams of the field are partially separable, aud the latest
the inner rim of

At

its

—not such a

-cliff

as results

but a

cliff

from the undercutting of a lava bed resting

of original formation contemporaneous with

At a point on the eastern

the upper surface.

found to have a height of Go
the face of this

wave

erosion.

crater rims bear

reinforced

by

side

it

was measured and

feet.

cliff",

near the top,

adhering to the basalt, and above
terrace of

to

tlie crater.

softer material,

On

be traced

outer margin the lava field terminates "in most directions in a

cliff

on

may

constituent

it

there

is

a band of calcareous tufa

was detected

These are features of the Provo

no trace of Avave work, aud

some points a

shore-line.

this negative

The

evidence

is

the absence of all lacustrine deposits from the crater, from

the general surface of

tlie field,

and from the sunken areas and caves.

inner rim and the field were never submerged; the outer

been covered

at

at the

Intermediate shores.

may

epoch of the BonneA-ille shore, but not

The

possibly have
at that of the
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Lying' just above the Provo level, and yet showing no trace of sub-

mergence, the lava

field

from the Bonneville

must have been formed

after the fall of the

Bearing the Provo shore mark,

level to the Provo.

must have been spread before the close of the Provo epoch.

The

originated dm-iug the Provo epoch.

same

The

date.

outer rim

Intermediate shores;
earlier part of the

it

is

water
it

It thei'efore

inner rim of the crater has the

older than the inner and younger than the

belongs to the Boimeville shore epoch or to the

The presence

Provo epocL

in

of

it

some slaggy matter

suggests UTegularity in the supply of water and indicates the later date.

The most probable

history

the Provo level,

had a depth of from

it

is

as follows:

present site of these craters and lava

An

centuries.

When
fifty to

its

by

from the vent.

feet

pasty.

wave record before
phase of eruption was explosive.

The

first,

many

or at least

possibly

maximum

deposit

Eventually the growing
less \'iolent,

and the

Quiet eruption followed, developing a low, black

island, wliicli received a

closing

At

for

its %'iolence,

rampart shut out the water, the explosions became

became

remained

the water, being so gi-eat that the cu-cle of

was more than a thousand

ejecta

it

surface.

dm-ing an early stage, the eruption was explosive,
stimulated

fell to

seventy-five feet over the

and there

fields,

eruption occmTed beneath

the Pleistocene lake

geologic date of this lava field

is

the final desiccation.

The

so well determined that special

Decay has proconvolutions and somewhat obscure

interest attaches to the degree of freshness of its surface.

gressed far enough to obliterate the finer

—two

the coarser

to six .inches across.

The minor

an inch to atmospheric waste.

two of soil, and small cracks are

by

its

color, the soil is less the

deposition.

The

Probably

filled.

salient parts

is

the

common sage of the countvy.
by the di'oppings of bats and

probably other animals, has a depth of one or two

with a throw of fifteen or twenty feet to the west.

and was traced with diminishing
overplaced

by

feet.

just north of the Tabernacle field

it

tlu-ow half

way

is

ti'aversed

by a

fault,

It divides the lava, also,

to the

crater.

disappears at the edge of the Ice Spring

that eruption.

Judged

product of local disintegration than of eolian

principal vegetation

opposite direction

jHlelded

depressions contain an inch or

Large cracks remain open.

In the caves the eolian deposit, reinforced

The ground

have

field,

In the

being

LAKE BONNEVILLE.
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At the

side of the fault

a low

is

which the Tabernacle lava flowed.
long

autei'ior

but dateless eruption.

hill

It is

.

of scoriae, against and 'around

a vestige,

Another

ill

preserved, of some

vestige, equally

vague

time, appears in an inclined fragment of a basalt sheet, brought
fault at the south

by

margin of the Tabernacle

This fault

field.

is

as to

up by a

ovei-placed

the Tabernacle lava.

PLEISTOCENE WINDS.

The

circular wall of a, crater often

than another.
flue,

by

same way,
at the

it

to tlie deflection of

flpng

the wind.

If a

group of extinct craters are oriented

in the

seems legitimate

between them have
crater

The

of orientation.

In the Fillmore

on the east

The

and the indication

the winds

recorded

Ranch,

is

at the south

The apex

of Pavant Butte
is

from north

that winds fi-om the south, southwest,

at the present time,

by nature

crater

That of the Terrace

entire range of the seven

There are no meteorologic

blow

and the smaller

outer rim of the Tabernacle culminates

inner rim on the north.

side, the

stands north of the crater.

prevailed.

Crescent, the Miter,

The

wind

district there is practical

their highest walls at the east.

at the northeast.

is

it

to infer the prevailing direction of the

time of their formation.

harmony

side

This must sometimes be occasioned by the obli(|uity of the

but observers have generally referred

fragments

east,

grows more rapidly on one

in a satisfactory

stations

competent to

but the prevailing

manner.

tell

air

to

and west

us whence

movement

is

In the vicinity of George's

end of the eastern lobe of the Sevier Desert, the Provo

shore-line consists of a series of massive

These are the source of a broad

and which demonstrate by
southwesterly winds.

bay

train of

bars,

composed largely of sand.

dunes which traverse the desert,

their northeasterly course the prevalence of

The phenomena

eral air currents of this region

consist with the theory that the gen-

during the Pleistocene were similar in direc-

tion to those of the present time.

FUMAROLE BUTTE AND LAVA

^

The most important

em

locality remaining to

FIELD.

be described

is

at the north-

edge of the Sevier Desert, close to the head of the Old River Bed.

basaltic

mesa

five miles across in either direction is half divided

by a

A

valley

FUMAROLE BUTTE.
opening to
valley

is

tlie

a mile wide, and

tower about 160

XXXI,

floored

is

exliibit

The

it

its

material

interrelations of these

The tower, FuAbout this vent

A^-ay.

marole Butte, marks the position of the volcanic vent.

from

diagram) in an annular mole, and

(as restored in the

The

escaped the lava of the suiTOunding mesa.

last

phase of

eruption was non-explosive, and compact rock was fomied in the

Subsequent erosion carried away much of the scoriaceous rim, but
resistant core

and the equally

Fig. 40.— Theoretic section of

this

These are roughly bedded,

a centripetal dip at a high angle.

were piled

head

stands a rough

it

and gray, and

colors of the tower are red

featm'es are easily understood, at least in a general

scoriae

it«

and obscurely crateriform sum-

ranges from firm scoriae to compact basalt.

and

In

scoriae.
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At

near bottom.)

by red

feet high with a tinincated

The predominant

rait.

(See PI.

northeast.

'

flue.

the

left

resistant lava field.

Fmnarole Botte.

The Cinder Cone

is

restored by dotted lines.

Before ^asiting this butte I had listened with incredulous interest to
the statement that

smoke or steam was sometimes seen

personal observation subsequently removed

all

doubt.

to rise

from

but

it,

About the outer

edge of the summit are thirty or forty crevices from which w^arm, moist
gently flows.

The permanence

of the phenonienon

is

attested

by

air

the ver-

dm-e lining the openings^

—a deep green

vi\'idly contrasting alike

with the somber rocks and the sparse, ashen vege-

tation without.

and 73.5°

72°,
is

In

diff'erent

openings I found the temperatures 62°, 70°,

Fahr., all above the atmospheric

approximately 55°.

and

a conspicuous cloud

thermal manifestation

A
the

A

little

but M-as reevaporated within a few

still,

significance.

must

testifies to

group of hot springs

same

mean

for the locality,

At the time of observation the outer

perature of 30°, and was dry.
ings,

moss glistening with moisture and

arise.

air

which

had a tem-

mist formed over some of the open-"
feet.

On

days that are moist, cool

It can hai'dly

be doubted that

a residuum of volcanic heat in the old

at the southeastern base of the

this
flue.

mesa may have

Their temperatures range from 110° to 178° Fahr.
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Just north of the mesa

and has about the

is

a basaltic

liill

This

heig'ht of the butte.

whose apex overlooks the mesa
hill is

terraced

exhibiting especially the Bonneville and Provo shores.

by wave action,
The Boinieville
and a

terrace appears also about thirty feet above the base of the butte,
single point of the

mesa was high enough

these shore benches to

tlie

to receive

The

it.

relation of

valley about the butte shows clearly that the

excavation of the valley was antecedent and was

The

siibaerial.

littoral

excavation was trivial in comparison.

The

A's'et-weather di-ainage

numerous

points,

and

at

mesa

of the

crosses

its

bounding

cliff

at

each of these a narrow, notch-like valley has been

eroded from the basalt.

These notches were cut before the Boii'n

epoch, and during that epoch were partly filled

by

lake deposits.

ville

Subse-

"*

quent erosion has not wholly removed these deposits, and the remnants

show

that both Yellow

These

facts

Clay and ^yhite Marl were

present.

demonstrate that not only the volcanic eruption but the

principal erosion of the volcanic formations took place in Tertiary time.

The

surface of the

mesa has

lost all details of its original configuration.

One can not say whether the flowing
type.

It is far

from smooth, but

its

lava assumed the rough or the smooth

unevenness apparently depends on ine-

The rock

quality of disintegration and erosion.

decomposition, and

ping

is

to say, blocks of rock

yielding of a softer substratum.
before the

soil,

first

The carving

have

fallen

The margins

away

in

of the table

cliffs

by

sap-

consequence of the

Probably the lava was spread on the plain

establislunent of drainage

on the

line of the

Old River Bed.

of that channel lowered the base level of erosion for the region

and induced the general degradation of the
rate basalt

red from

the slopes of surface sufficing

and south (where alone they were examined) are

east

—that

generally bare of

removal of disintegrated material.

for the rapid

on the

is

is supei-ficially

became a

hill

plain, so that the field of

of circuradenudation.

The

obdu-

greater share of this

process also must be referred to the Tertiary.

The most impressive phenomenon
ence of the volcanic heat.
the conduit or conduits

chimneys added

of the locality

is

the secular persist-

At the time of eruption the rocks adjacent

became heated, and the lava remaining

to the store of heat.

in dikes

to

and

Since that time conduction has steadily

U S.OEOLOGICAL SUFA^E

JuliuH hivti A i^'u.LOx
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and the couvectiou of subterranean water

to the atmosphere,

sustain a fumarole ten centigrade degrees

and yet enough remains

warmer than the

air.

The

to

period

of heat dissipation includes the whole of the Pleistocene period and an

antecedent period of erosion probably of equal length.

OTHER LOCALITIES OF BASALT,
The remaining

basaltic masses of the lake area, so

inspected, do not declare their age

by

phenomena

\asible

fiir

as they

were

of superposition,

but the majority can be referred with probability to the Tertiary from a

comparison of their condition of preservation with that of the Tabernacle
field

on the one hand and the Fumarole on the

mapped

applies to all localities

excepting that on Bear River.

in PI.

XLI

other.

This statement

north of the fortieth parallel

It applies also to

two

localities at the

west

edge of the Se^^er body of the lake, to two near Preuss Bay, to two which
trench on Escalante Bay, to the buttes near Corn Creek (southwest of Fill-

more) and a

lai-ge table

Butte and south of the

west of them, and to a table Ipng west of Pavant

toT\'n

of Deseret.

Fig.

41— DuDiliTburj;

BiiUe.
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Between

last-named table and the north end of the Beaver Creek

this

may have been

range stands Dunderberg Butte, the remnant of what
Its lapilli are coherent,

a large cone of scoria?.

Their mass

color of the tuff cones.

Some

vesicular basalt.

The

minerals.

cated

bv

the

top

may have been

and sheets of

dikes

except where dikes project, liaA-ing been trun-

at the

Provo

The

ejioch.

judged only from the progress of demolition.
but

by

ti'aversed

of the basalt vesicles contain calcite and zeolitic

is flat,

waves

is

but have not the yellow

date of eruption can be

was probably Tertiary,

It

inter-Bonneville.

Efpially in doubt are a l)asaltic table north of Pavant Butte and another

south of

it

and extending nearly

to the Ice Spring field.

PLEISTOCENE ERUPTIONS ELSEWHERE.

The same

criteria of discrimination

may

be applied with equal pro-

priety outside the lake area, so far as the conditions of rock decay are similar.

Carefully applied, they would serve to classify the greater

])asaltic

of

eruptions of the Arid Region as severally Tertiary or Pleistocene.

While engaged

in general geologic exploration, I

Nevada, California, Arizona and
lava,

number

judged

bj' their color

hundred and

fifty

Xew

Mexico about two hundred

and habit

cones of basaltic

have seen in Utah, Idaho,

to

be

basaltic,

My

scoria?.

and

as

many

fields of

as tlu-ee

was usually not

attention

called to their state of preservation, but the data contained in note books

and memory nevertheless afford a basis
a

classification,

for judgment,

Of

with the following result:

per cent, are judged to be Pleistocene;

remainder are regarded as Tertiary.
Pleistocene a certain

number admit

and

I

have attempted

the streams

and

fields,

of the cones, 60 per cent.;

Of

15
the

the eruptions thus classed as

of no question, and these are enumer-

ated in the following paragraph.

On

the

are three or

Markagunt Plateau

more lava

than the Tabernacle
red and black.
northeast,

owes

nearly as fresh.

in southern Utah, close to its western edge,

fields of the

field,

fresher in ajjpearance

Panguitch Lake, a few miles toward the

existence to the

On

all

and with them are ten or twelve cinder cones,

It is said that
its

rougher type,

damming

the face of the

cliff

of

its

valley

by

a lava stream

which bounds the Powusagunt

PLEISTOCENE ERUPTIONS.
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Plateau on the south, a cinder cone marks the position of a vent from which

down

a black stream has flowed

the slope toward the valley of

Kanab

This stream has weathered somewhat more than has the Tabernacle

Creek.

lava, but recency is indicated

by

amount of subsequent erosion

the small

in

a country whose whole configuration indicates rapid degradation.

In the

heart of the Uinkaret Mountains of northern. Ai-izona, surrounded

scores

by

of basaltic streams and craters, the majority of which are probably Tertiary, there is

one

field

of intense blackness rivaling the Ice Spring field in

South of the Grand Canyon of the Colorado there

freshness.

forest of cratered cones

a similar

is

about the base of San Francisco Mountain, and as

one surveys them from that peak, his eye
east

on which vegetation

near

it

by a lava field at the
has not yet encroached, and by several craters

of exceptional perfection.

On

is

arrested

the source of the San Jose in

Mexico a stream of lava preserves the wrinkles of viscous

flow,

New

and

surface has scarcely yielded to the con-asion of a brooklet that crosses

At the southwestern base of the Zuni Plateau, near El Moro,
broad lava stream, comparable in age with the Tabernacle

is

its
it.

a long,

In south-

field.

eastern California, on the grand alluvaal cones of the eastern front of the

High

Sierra there are a dozen bright red

and black cinder cones marking

vents whence basalt has descended toward Owen's River.
in the

same

structural meridian, a small basaltic

glacial moraines of

Mono

mass

Farther north,

overlies one of the

Valley.

RHYOLITE.
Besides basalt, the only important volcanic rock of the Bonneville

area

is

It stands

rhyolite.

than Lake Bonne-ville.

example

a

is

body

So

next also in point of recency, but
far as observation extended,

l}"ing just east of

Coyote Spring,

its

is

far older

most recent

at the south

end of the

Sevier Desert.

This had an original depth of three hundred feet or more,

and an extent

in each direction of several miles; but

sected
is

by

erosion along

its

it

has been so dis-

lines of drainage that its original configuration

suggested rather than shown.

Its

system of valleys has a general depth

of at least two hundred feet, and these are so related to the Bonneville
shore-line as to

MON

1

show

23

their eai-lier formation.

•
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BO>^^EVILLE.

Just east of the Tabernacle lava

two hundred

aid conjecture as to

beds, and

its

sides

Lying

times.

worn remnant, with nothing

It is a

feet high.
its

original extent.

show terracing by

to the leeward of a

A
Salt

XXXV).
of the Dugway

base

Its

in its aspect to

concealed

is

by

the lake

waves of Provo and Intermediate

the

gypsum

mantle of gypseous sand dunes, whence

page 223 and

of grey rhyolite one or

field is a hill

has acquired a white

playa,

it

called

"White Mountain"

it is

(see

PI.

portion

Lake Desert,

is

of rhyolite

that the original shapes

atmospheric sculpture.

due

From

range, on the south margin of the Great

and

rhyolitic

is

of such antiquity

have been replaced by those of

to eruption
its

It

tutf.

gorges, as from other mountain gorges,

there are spread great fans of allu^^um, and across these completed fans

are traced the shore-lines of Bonneville.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.
The
ville

extravasation of rhyolite in the immediate vicinity of

was long anterior

to the

epoch of the lake.

Lake Bonne-

The same may be

said

of the earlier extravasations of basalt, but the period of basaltic eruption

includes the ])eriod of lake extension.

extruded
tocene),

at

In the Fillmore

district basalt

was

various times during the epoch of the White Marl (later Pleis-

and from one vent there were eruptions

after the final desiccation

(post-glacial).

The

states of preservation of lava

beds of various detennined epochs

afford a nide scale for the chronologic classification of lava beds not other-

wise correlated, and warrant the conclusion that in Utah, Nevada,

New

Mexico, Arizona, and California the majority of basalt flows are Tertiary;
a small minority are Pleistocene, and of these a few are post-glacial.
post-glacial eruptions are found in each of the indicated States
tories except

Nevada, and belong to eight

Although human history

fails to

The

and Terri-

distinct volcanic districts.

give satisfactory record of the occur-

rence of any of these eruptions, their antiquity, as measured in years,

can not be great, and an application of the general law of probabilities leads
us to look forward to a resumption of volcanic activity.
reaction of which basaltic extravasation

is

The subterranean

the consequence has continued

VOLCAXIC EPOCH
in the

3SOT CLOSED.

broad region not only through the Pleistocene but through

longer pericni of preceding time.

The

be,

it

always rhytlunic.
so long sustained

The
is

al)ruj)t

much

whatever that process

for,

involves the jiroduction of an unstable equilibrium that

verted to stable equilibrium only

a

intenuitteuce of eruption does not

argue discontinuity of the subterranean process,

may

33i)

by

is

con-

eruption, and such conversion

cessation of a process so widely spread

highly improbable, and

its

is

and

gradual cessation would

naturally include not only growing infrequency of eruption but the successive extinction of eruption districts.
tions

and the number of

assure us that the end

is

districts

The number

among which

of post-glacial erup-

these were distributed alike

not yet.

Their distribution in time and space indicates that the volcanoes and
the lakes have been genetically independent.

The Fumarole volcano broke

out during an epoch of aridity, long before the
the Pavant and the Tabernacle

were

built

first

expansion of the lake;

on sublacustrine foundations;

the Ice Spring volcanoes continued the series after the water had subsided.

Outside the basin there was a parallel volcanic history, and though the
volcanic districts are irregularly disposed, one can not say that they are
either

mure or

le^s

abundant

in the vicinity of the site of the lake.

CHAPTER

Vlll.

LAKE BONNEVILLE AND DL\STROPHISM.
The displacements

of the earth's crust wliich produce mountain ridges

are called erogenic.

For the broader displacements causing continents and

plateaus, ocean beds

and continental

basins, our language aflfords

Having occasion

of equal convenience.

to contrast the

narrower geogi'aphic waves with those of the broader
the libertv to apply to the broader

movements

founding the temi on the Greek word
of mountain formation
epeirogeny,

orogenij,

is

and the two

rJTreipo?,

no term

phenomena of

the

swells, I shall take

the adjective eperrogenic,

The

a continent.

process

the process of continent formation

collectively are diastrophism.^

may

It

is

be that

orogenic and epeirogenic forces and processes are one, but so long at least
as both are

unknown

it is

convenient to consider them separately.

The mountain ranges

so thickly set in the Bonneville district,

and

generally in the Great Basin, are orogenic phenomena; the conca^•ity of
the Bonne^-ille Basin,
is

epeirogenic.

remote

past,

it is

constituted an area of interior drainage,

Neither process of displacement belongs exclusively to the

but both are associated with the lake history.

of this association
faults, (2)

whereby

is

of three kinds, consisting (1) of the

The evidence
phenomena of

of departure of shore-lines from horizontality, and (3) of the

anomalous position of Great Salt Lake.

EVIDENCE FROM FAULTI^TG FAULT SCARPS.
;

In the

district of the

ain ranges is one in

Great Basin the characteristic sti-ucture of mount-

which

strata are not wanting,

faults

but the greater features of
'
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play an important

See note on page

3.

part.

relief

Foldings of

appear to have
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been wrought by the displacement of orographic blocks along

Sometimes a mountain range
one side by a ])rofound
descends beneath the

consists of a great block of strata cut off along

and inclined

fault,

phiiii

constituted

More frequently

cent valley.

ing parallel to

its

length,

lines of fault.

by

in the oj)posite direction until

it

the alluvial deposits of the adja-

there are other faults

\\

ithiii

and having throws on the same

the range, trend-

side Avith the

throw

of the greater fault at the base.

was probably these

It

internal faults

which originally suggested the

structure of the ranges as faulted orographic blocks; Ijut the structure

soon connected with a certain

by means

recognized

of these.

erally has a bold front

opposite slope.

On

on the

set of

A

topographic features, and came to be

range consisting of a faulted block gen-

usually dip
It

was not

side

it

is

On

tortuous.

less

abrupt on the

is

simple and du-ect, while

the side of the fault the strata

the adjacent valley; on the opposite side, toward

until after the structure

several geologists that the

more

scarp was brought to bear.

The

of 1876 that lines of faulting

may

cliffs

is

the side of the bold front the line separating the rock

away from

means of low

and

side of the fault,

of the mountain from the alluvium of the valley

on the opposite

was

it.

had been discovered and described by

by

decisive evidence afforded

writer

first

became aware

the

in the

ftiult

summer

sometimes be traced upon the ground by

or scarps due to displacement of so recent date that the

atmospheric processes of sculpture have not yet restored the ordinary fonns
Since that time he has observed

of topographic detail.

in various parts of the Bonneville Basin,

and the observation has been

Basin,

by

especially

and
still

many

such scarps

in other portions of the

further extended

by

Great

others,

Bussell.^

The observed

fault scai-ps for the

most part follow the outcrops of

fault

planes whose position had previously been inferred from the configuration
of the adjacent mountains, but they have served also to betray a
faults

whose

of this

is

existence-

might otherwise not be suspected.

of

illustration

found on the west side of the Aqui range of mountains, where

the strata constituting the range dip
'Foiirtli

tan, Chap. X.

An

number

Ann. Kept. U.

S. Geol.

down apparently beneath

Survey, pp. 445, 448,449,452.

the alluvium

Geological history of Lake LahoD-
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typical aspect of the faulted mountain finiit

The

of Skull valley.

and the actual

wantiiii^-,

escaped the attention

ol'

demonstrated by a superficial

fault,

who have

the geologists

is

here

naturally

scarj),

described and figured the

structure of the range.

A

case of

more frequent occurrence

base of the range

is

tlie

may

by

visible

some recent

It

was

but

the alluvium constituting the foot slope

faulting records

at the base of the

val-

visible,

it is

of the mountain, so that the surface aifords no intimation of
unless

edge of

be far higher than

Occasionally some portion of

usually completely buried

along the

fault

the two fault jjlanes lies far lower

one constituting the mountain range, and

the one beneath the valley.
it is

which the

some furlongs or even some miles

The orogonic block between

ley-ward.

that in

compound, one portion following the

the rock, and another portion lying

than

is

tlie

position of

Wasatch Range

its

margin by

its

existence,
a scarp.

that the fault scarp

was

first

discriminated as a distinct tojxigraphic feature, and up to the present time

A

that range has afforded the l)est illustrations.

nomena there exhibited
tlie oi'der

were

at

now be

will

irom south to north.

no time

a

It

description of the phe-

given somewhat in

should be premised that the fault scarps

leading subject of investigation: the region was traversed

upon other errands, and the

faults

therefore, although invdlving

detail,

i.s

far

from

or exhaustive.

full

the term in the most restricted sense,

be said to extend from the town of Xeplii, near which
to the

The record

were observed incidentally.

much

The Wasatch Kange, using
Nebo, nortliward

following

detail,

it

may

culminates in Mount

Gate of the Bear River, where

axis

its

very l«w.

is

The general course is a little west of north, and there are two angles just
north of Mount Nebo, which have the effect of offsetting the axis some
Near the town of Santaquin there

miles to the eastward.
projecting westward and

continued

acro.ss

F^orty miles fai-tlier north a higher s])ur,

westward.

A

is

a

low spur

the valley in a line of

known

hills.

as the Traverse Range, runs

third spur lies just north of Salt

Lake

City,

few miles north of Ogden, near the town of Bonneville.

and

a fourth a

These orographic

features and the jiositions of the localities described in the following paragra]ih can be ])est
ville.

made

out

by

the aid of the lai-ge

map

of

Lake Bonne-

FAULT SCARPS.
From Nephi

Santaquin the range

to the pass near

Juab

rather high alhivial foot slope towarxl

from the mountain base

slope

this foot

ten to thirty feet in height.

It is for

divided into two parts, and

it

343

is

and has a

is lofty,

valley.

At

a variable distance

traversed

by

a fault scarp

the most part single, but in places

was observed

and lapping past

ain base,

and

it

was

it.

Toward

the north

it

down

Juab Valley

no

lie far

and

its

There

is

thus

sequence of the lake and the

displacements, but the relative recency of the last displacement

from the

alti-

lowest part, and

lower on the slope than the fault scarp.

direct relation establishing the order of

strike

such an

lies at

tude that the water of Lake Bonneville covered only
the shore-lines

the

swings nearer to the mount-

finally seen to leave the valley altogether

across the neck of the Santaquin spur.

it is

at several points to fade out,

being coiucidently replaced by a similar scarp a few rods up or
slope,

from

is

inferred

state of preservation of the scaq^.

Evidence of faulting was next seen in the ancient deltas on the Spanish
Fork, deltas lying in the reentrant angle produced

by

the inflection of the

There were distinguished two

mountain axis north of Mount Nebo.

deltas,

synchronous with the Bonneville and Provo shore-lines, the Bonneville delta
being widely trenched by erosion and containing the head of the Provo
betAveen

its

The

surA'iving segments.

a confused topography, and their zone

fault scarps are
is

numerous, producing

at least a mile broad.

manner

traverse the upper delta only, and the abrupt

in

The majority
which certain

scaqjs terminate at the edge of this demonstrates that they were produced
after the ff)rmation of the

lower.
is

The

greatest throw of a single fault observed

more than 150

feet.

The

plain lying

upper delta and before the completion of the

on the upper delta

the greatest throw on the lower delta

feet;

tlu-ow of all the faults

between the

is

toward the west, but the

parallel faults are inclined

toward the

is

about 40

strips of delta
east.

The

net

displacement was evidently such as to increase the height of the mountain
with reference to the valley, but

Hobble Creek,
alluvial slope

five miles, the

where

two to half a dozen

it

its

amount was not

ascertained.

Thence

to

zone of displacement follows the margin of the

adjoins the mountain face,

fault scarps.

These

in the

and usually includes from

main trend

base of the mountain range, but a few scarps depart from

it

parallel to the
at

high angles.
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At Hobble Creek the

fault scarps are

numerous, and they are well
Their total throw was

exhibited on the surface of the Bonneville delta.

Their

estimated, with the aid of an aneroid barometer, to be 125 feet.
states of preservation indicate that

formed

is

A

farther north a fault

little

mediate

they are of various dates, and the

so fresli that vegetation has not yet entirely covered

series,

is

latest

its

slope.

seen to traverse a beach line of the

Intei'-

giving the contiguous portions of the beach a difference in

altitude of about thirty feet.

Near the
called

city of Provo, a small

Rock Canyon.

mountain torrent issues from

At the mouth of the canyon

Bonne\-ille level, with a radius of about 1,700 feet,

The stream has opened a passage
flanked on one side by a stream terrace.

the stream.

and

is

delta terrace

on both sides of the stream

is

a

gorge

a delta terrace at the

is

and divided midway by

several hundred feet broad,

The

greater portion of the

corrugated

by

faulting,

being

ridged to such an extent that elevated aqueducts have been resorted to in

conducting water over

it

for pur^joses of in-igatiou.

Figure 42 exhibits two
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their differences fairly represent the ordinary variability observed in the

when followed

details of fault belts

farther

north

A

in the direction of their stnke.

than the position of the ni)per profile the faults

little

and

h

approach each other, and the fallen block between them wedges
WHiere theA-

join, the

this ridge, after

but

all

A

out.

trough gives place to a ridge about five feet high, and

running a short distance on the plain of the

the edore overlookinof the stream and follows
flood plain.

c

down

delta, reaches

the stream

cliff to

portion of the fault scarp d likewise descends the stream

the other scarps of the terrace end at

its

northern margin.

It

the

cliff,

thus

appears that the greater part of the displacement took place before the creek

performed

its last

work of lateral con-asion on the south

but that two of the movements are of later date

side of its channel,

The phenomena

special interest because they exhibit the hades of faults, features
cult of observation

where the

fiaulted material is alluA-ium.

nearly vertical, but inclines slightlv toward the valley^

shown

in

Figure 43, in wliicU the stream

cliff is

are of

very

diffi-

The hade

is

These features are

represented as seen from

->\:'Vi.-

g.,-."

^-S -y

^"^^^^-^^vif

•*^;^^^L:,^-,
Fig. 43.— South half of

Rock Canyon

Delta,

showing Fault Scarpa.

the north, the artist standing on the northern half of the divided delta and

looking across the valley of the stream.

The

creek

itself is

hidden by a

stream terrace which occupies the foreground of the sketch, and

observed that

this terrace is likewise traversed

facing each other.

Their height

is

by two

it

will

be

small fault scar|)s,

only from two to four

feet,

and by
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with

ooiitrast

tlie

show how small

greater scarps on the deha ten-ace bej-ond, they serve to
a portion of the entire disturbance has occurred since the

principal excavation of the stream channel.

The next observation was made

at the

American Fork, which debouches
There, too, a delta of the

from the mountain twelve miles farther north.
Bonneville shore-line

is

the delta are traversed close to the

The same displacement

feet high.

but

throw there

its

the delta

in the

A

was

only 15

is

Range

ascertain

its

flood plain of the stream,

showing that the

in a single

entire displacement of

The

movement.

so recent that a rapid

still

mouth of Drj^ Canyon, and

associated.

This locality

joins the Wasatch, Ijut

is

tlie

marks the

last

disturbance

acclivity

it

pro-

to traverse the Pleistocene

also the

moraine with which

close to the point
fault

where the Tra-

was not traced

far

enough

to

There can be no question, however,

relation to the junction.

that the great fault passes

of the

tlie

few miles northward the scarp was seen

that plain

recent

feet,

traverses

bowlder-paved stream channel.

alluvial plain at the

verse

is

was not accomplished

of the flood plain

duced

by stream erosion. Both halves of
mountain base by a fault scarp GO or 70

centrally divided

between the two ranges, and

it is

probable that a

movement has characterized it here as elsewhere. On the north side
Traverse Range the fault scarp at the base of the Wasatch was traced

quite to the junction

and seen

to rise in the groin

between the

tAvo masses.

In the next ten miles northward, there issue from the Wasatch three
creeks,

known

as

Dry Cottonwood,

Little

Cottonwood, and Big Cotton-

wood,^ and the fault was continuously- traced

In the

-vicinity of the

by

its

scarps past

all these.

streams and in the intervals between them the surface

distm-bances are complicated, and for a distance of about 5 miles there run

opposing scarps, between which a block has been depressed.
of

Dry Cottonwood and

Little

tem of moraines, described

in

materially modify their forms.

At the mouths

Cottonwood canyons the scarps

Chapter VI and represented in

The

lateral

cross a sys-

PI.

XLII, and

and tenninal moraines of Dry

Cottonwood Canyon originally constituted a

loop, the extremity of AA-hich

was notched by the creek.

block, traversing the lateral

iniiraines,
'

lu PI.

has carried

The depressed

down segments

XLII the name " Big Cottonwood

" is

of them, leaving the distal portions as

erroneously attached to Dry Cottonwood Creek.
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moraine of

lateral

Cottonwood,

Little

an acute and originally sj-nnnetric ridge, has assumed the

The northern

sented in Fig. 44.

conspicuous
crossed

walls

of

among

XLIII).

this

exhibits a

depressed

the

bl.ulv (.see PI.

repre-

i)rofile
flat,

where

trench

by

being broad and

lateral,

The

trench

are
Fir., 44.- Profile of the Sontb Moraine at the
tiiuwdod Canyou, showing the effect of Faullinj;

the freshest of the

mouth of

Little Cot-

scarps, being bare of

faidt

vegetation along their upper courses, and in places too stee]) to be climbed.

On

the side nearest the mountain their height

is

from 40 to GO

evident that the total displacement was accomplished

again

it

series

of efforts, for between the two moraines the

is

and the greatest scarp

in the plain has a height of

Cottonwood Creek the

total

between the two streams

displacement

a single scarp

is

only 20

about 40

and

feet,

At

feet.

Bi<T

at a point

was observed with a throw of 100

is

Cottonwood Creek,

not l)ased on measurement,

reproduces
It is

— Profile of

a

the

Cottonwood Creek,

Fig. 45, giving a profile of fault scarps near Big

Fig. 45.

bv

phenomena of

depres.sed block appear in the alluvial plain of Little

feet.

Here

feet.

rough

a

Init

sketch.

field

probable that faults traverse

the ancient deltas of Little CottonFault Scarpa near Big Cottonwood

wood Creek

CanyoD.

at a distance of

some

miles from the mountain base, but this fact was not fully established.

From
Lake

a point

about one mile north of Big Cottonwood Creek

City, a distance often miles, the fault records are obscure, and

No

able that there have been no very recent movements.

seen close to the rock of the mountain.

It

is

a

more decided indication

slope in the eastern suburbs of Salt
as

compared

witli the scarps

been washed by the

Lake

scarps at

City.

tlie

all

alluvial slope

probAvere

below

at the foot of the

same

Both of these are ancient

previously described, and they

later waters of

it is

was thought that an old one

could be traced a short distance along the middle of

Fort Douglas, and there

to Salt

Lake Bonneville.

may

even have

LAKE BONNEVILLK.
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Salt

Lake City

which projects four or

built just south of a spur

is

miles westward from the front of the Wasatch.

This spur represents an

orogenic block distinct from that of the main range.

by

the mountain mass

by

separated from

It is

a fault plane along which the AYasatch block has,

relatively speaking, risen,

ing three sides

five

and

separated from the valley on the remain-

it is

a curved fault plane along Avhicli the block underlying

The

the valley has, relatively speaking, fallen.

detennined from the rock

structure,, as I

am

first

of these faults has been

infonued by Mr.

J.

E. Claj'tou

by a fault scarp,
which can be traced for a short distance up the groin. The fault on tlie
side of the valley is exhibited at the west and northwest by a series of
scaqis, M-hich Ijegin in the northern suburbs of Salt Lake City near the
of Salt

Lake

Warm

Springs.

It is also indicated at its

City.

At

northern end

this point the flat allu^-ial plain of the

Jordan reaches

the steep rock face of the spur, the line of separation being

A

abrupt change of slope.
clinfring- to

formed

north of the springs there can be seen

little

the rock at a heigrht of 40 feet a line of

Avithin the plain

by

it

is

is

thrown by the same faulting

On

distinctly terraced.

conMomerate fragments,

the cementation of debris to the limestone, and

brought by faulting into the present position.

below

Tlie surface of the plain

into irregular waves,

Between

this point

against the face of the spur,

sketched

may

by Mr. Holmes.

is

and the hot spring an
traversed

The sketch

be seen not only the scarp but

geologic history.

The

relief

its

is

by

one point

dumping ground

alluvial cone, built

a typical scaq^, which was

reproduced in

PI.

XLIV,

Avhere

relation to other elements of the local

The

horizontal teiTaces

—that

it

bears are shore

It is eAndent that the principal features of its

lake.

had been carved before the production of these

main displacement

at

face of the spur consists of a paleozoic limestone,

inclined at various high angles.

marks of the ancient

and

one of the faulted benches an ore-reducing

establishment has been built, utilizing a lower bench as a
for its slag.

marked by an

to

which the spur owes

occun'ed long before the Bonneville epoch.

The

its

terraces, so that the

origin

allu\-ial

its

surface

we

layers at least are of post-BonneA'ille deposition.

have

cone

may or may

by

the absence

not have been constructed before the epoch of the lake, but
of shore-lines and lake beds from

—must

are assured that

its

The displacements

outer
pro-
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ducing the fault scarps are therefore subsequent not only to the lake but to
a certain

amount of

The
neled by

portion of the

post-lacustral allu\-iation.

cone that

allu^•ial

above the

lies

fault scarp

chan-

is

the stream, and a study of the system of terraces bordering this

channel shows that the total displacement of 30 feet was produced
least three

5

feet,

independent movements, the measures of the parts being 15

and 10

At

at

feet,

feet.

this point

burners of lime,

and elsewhere

who

agement of the

in the ^-icinity the scarp

construct their kilns against

above and below

terraces

by

for the

The

kilns.

its

is

face

two approaches needed

by

utilized

and use the

man-

in the

proprietor of the kiln represented in the plate

enjoys the fm-ther convenience of quarrpng his limestone from the adjacent

cliff.

The

hot spring at the apex of the spur

a scarp can be traced from
ing a

little

scarp.
in PI.

Salt

it

is

on the

in either direction.

farther northward are partly

line of the fault,

The powder houses

and

stand-

above and partly below the

fault

]\rany of the fault features in this vicinity, including those figured

XLIV, may be

seen from the car windows of trains passing between

Lake City and Ogden.

From

the point where the spur joins the

main ridge northward

to the

ancient delta of the Weber, a continuous scarp follows the mountain base,
its

throw ranging from 25 to 75

its

course

is less

Opposite the

feet.

direct than the trend of the

^-illage

mountain

of Farmiugton

front,

causing

it

to

ascend and descend the narrow alkunal foot slope in the manner represented
in Fig. 46.

epoch,

is

The broad Weber

delta,

crossed from side to side

from 40 to 50

feet.

A

which belongs chiefly

by

to the

Prove

the scarp, the general throAv being

recent allu-vial cone resting

upon the southern half

of the delta has suffered a displacement only oue-tliird as great as the adjacent delta.

tem

On

the northern half of the delta the scai-ps constitute a sys-

similar to that in the delta of

Eock Canyon, and

there

branches running half a mile westward into the plain.
falling of a block has
little artificial

for imgation.

ai-e

transverse

At one point the

produced on the surface a closed basin, which with a

improvement has been made

to serve for the storage of

water
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Thence

to

North Ogflen Canyon scarps were seen
Fig. 47 gives an

usnallv in g-roups of two or more.

,-7

r^J^^S^J%f^!^.;i

I'll..

points,

unmeasured

profile

to-'

\,

;

IG.— Slion<-lini-» and Fault Scarp

across the displacement near

numerous

at

at

lias,

llji-

ol lljf \\'a»atcli llaiif;(> ueai Fariuin{;l.jii,

Ogden Canyon, and

I

lalj

contains an extreme illus-

tration of the reversed slope frequently given to blocks of alluvium

A

parallel faults.

between

few miles

farther north a small closed

basin has been formed in this

manner.
Fig. 47.— Profile of Fault Scarps

In

tlie

same

vicinit}'

nearOgdeo Canyon, Utah,

one of the
the line of the Bonneville shore terrace, disjilacing

it

fault scarps crosses

about 20

feet.

At North Ogden Canyon the axis of the range turns westward for

and then resumes

inilfs,

its

northerly course.

spin- is

appended, similar to that

sions.

The

but

it

niiiied

can

by

scar])

luit

runs behind the

br d(iul)ted that

a fault.

at

A

it.s

Lake

Salt

sj)ur,

City, but of smaller dimen-

and none was seen

near

its

few

At the salient angle a low

al)out its face;

boundar'S' on the v;dk'^• side also

h(jt sju-ing rises

a

western

l)ase.

is

dcter-

Thence north-

FAULTS IN CACHE VALLEY.
ward

to the

town of Willard the

an average throw of 20

it

gradually diminishes and disappears

before reaching the next settlement, Brigham City.

a single

localitA''

mountain base with

fault scarj) follows the

and

feet,
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Beyond Brigliam City

only, near the settlement of Honcyville, gave evidence of

movement on the plane of the great Wasatch fault.
The total distance from Xejihi to Honey ville is 125 miles, and it is
probable that more than 1 00 miles of that distance is characterized by postrecent

The average displacement

Bonneville fault scarps.

North of Honeyville the

The

range of importance, but the name Wasatch
western margin of
fault,

this

no record of the

range

fact

Wasatch

crest line of the

was overflowed by the Bonneville waters.

is

was observed

is

by a

detennined

30 or 40

is

falls

axis rises

not there

so

feet.

low that

beyond

it

into a

ap})lic'd.

If the

continuation of the Wasatch

in recent scarps.

A few scarps were

seen on the opposite (eastern) side of the range, especially in the vicinity

Twenty

of Clarkston.

structural trend, there
ley,

miles farther north, and apjn'oximateh' in the
fault scarps at the

a're

same

western margin of Mai'sh Val-

but these are outside the Bonneville Basin.

The
Valley.

Clarkston follows the western margin of Cache

fault

mentioned

The

eastern wall of the valley

at

is

an important mountain range,

wliose bold western front has the topographic conliguration of a

At

cliff.

its

fault

base there are obscure indications of late movements, either

during or just after the lake epoch, and

at

lacustrine fault scarp crosses a delta of

Provo

about

worn

six feet.

one point, near Logan, a postdate.

-The displacement

is

At the north end of the valley a weathered scarp was

observed near the base of the alluvial cone of Marsh Creek, close to the
outlet channel of
that

it

Lake Bonneville.

The

direction of

belongs to the eastern side of the valley, but

it

is

its

throw indicates

several miles from

the mountain front proper.

The range bordering Cache Valley on the east extends southward
parallel to the Wasatch, and exhibits in Morgan Valley, at its intersection
by the Weber River, an old fault scarp, judged from its imperfect preservation to be pre-Bonneville.

Passing west of the Wasatch meridian,
instance of recent faulting.

we have

The small range lying east

at the

of the

north a single

town of Snows-

LAKE BONNEVILLE.
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marked

ville is

base

at

by

a low scarp,

same

the

In the

slope.

far to the south are the faults described in the last

Spring

ter as associated with the Ice
to the volcanic

more defaced by erosion

a scarp

down on

than are the Bonneville ten-aces lower

same meridian and

—

phenomena rather than

same remark applies

to a scarp

They

craters.

to those of

chap-

are probably referable

mountain

uplift;

and the

observed by Mr. Eussell 20 miles farther

south.

Midway between
and Aqui ranges.
on the western
soutliward from

side.

The

and Provo

Lake Point

mountain

main

in haA-iug their

lines of

base of the

it

.steep

it

Near the town of Tooele

it

traced,

izon of the lake shores, and
it is

is

is

mouth

of

what

is

as to

show

tAvo separate

Although the course of

it

could be followed continu-

The southern

portion runs above the hor-

therefore not directly comparable with them,

considered probable that post-BoimeA-ille movements have occurred

The

at all points of observation.

there

feet.

believed that

is

it

ously for a distance of 25 miles.

but

appeai-s to strike

Canyon and the canj-on
At the mouth of East Can-

way

movements with an aggregate throw of 50
was not

was next seen

continuing thence to East

intersects allu\-ial terraces in such

the scarp

It

above and partly below the level of

which contains the mining hamlet of Lewiston.

yon

displacement

mountain face, and the Bonne-

across a transverse spur, reappearing southward at the

Dry Canyon, and

Wa-

follows the contour of an embajmient of

It is there partly

the Bonneville shore-line.

called

to the

western base of the Oquirrh runs

terraces are carved in the rock above.

side.

and

a distance of four miles, exhibiting a thi-ow of

n few miles farther south, where
the

parallel to each other

scai-p at the

Its position is at the

feet.

ville

These ranges are

and agree with that range

satch,

25

these are two fault lines, associated with the Oquirrh

small basis for

scarp on the Aqui

judgment as

to

its

date.

It

Range

is

low, and

was best seen

in the

vicinity of Knowlton's ranch.

Following westward along the system of ranges which separate the main

body

of

Lake

tive until the

so

much

BonneA-ille from the Sevier

House Range

attention

is

was given

reached.

to

body observation

It is

is

purely nega-

proper to say, however, that

mountain foot slopes

in connection with the

study of shore-lines that the absence of notable fault scarps

may be

asserted
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of the southern portion of the Cedar Range, of the eastern face of

tlie

Simp-

son and the westei'n face of the McDowell, of Granite Rock, and of the

northern portion of the

The House

Dugway

Range.

Rang-e was long ago recognized as a faulted monocline in

which the direction of displacement

of the range exhibits a westerly dip, and

tliii'd

The northern

reversed midway.

is

base; the southern part has an easterly

di])

faulted along the eastern

is

and

is

faulted on the western

This determination was subsequently confirmed by the discovery

base.^

of a well defined fault scarp in the vicinity of Fish Spring, and an obscure

and probably very ancient scarp

at the

The next mountain body

western base of the southern division.

to the west

the Confusion Range, an

is

assemblage of small ridges, and associated with these a single scarp was
This

found.
is

near Knoll Springs, on the east side of Snake Valley.

lies

low and worn,' and follows the rock base

Deep Creek Range, which forms

Tlie

the Bonne\'ille Basin,

is

closely.

part of the western boundary of

faulted on both sides.

In the vicinity of the old

overland road crossing the ridge from Willow Spring to Deep Creek
ment, to whicli vicinity observation was restncted, the range
the east

by

It

No

a broad and high alluvial slope.

fault scarj)

is

settle-

flanked on

was

seen, but

near the lower margin of the slope a partial section of the lake sediments

shows that they were disturbed during the period of
Yellow Clay
the

at

one place

White Marl,

suff'ered uplift

so that there

is

and

their deposition.

The

ero.sion before the deposition of

unconformity of

dips,

and

at

another point

the Yellow Clay and Wliite Marl together are so greatly distiirbed that their
inclination

is

toward the mountain.

The

supei-ficial

topography that must

have been created by these disturbances was obliterated by wave work,

and

at the locality of the section the

planed

away

On

upper edge of the inclined block was

in the formation of a terrace of the

Provo

shore.

the west side of the range an ancient and nearly obliterated scai-p

crosses the alluvial slope near

its

Creek Valley a better preserved
Gosiute range.
critically

It lies far

On the opposite side of Deep

fault scarji follows the eastern base of the

above the Bonneville

shore-line,

examined.
'

MON

upper edge.

I

23

Surveys West of the lOOth Meridian,

vol. J, pp. 27-28.

and was not
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GENERAL FEATURES OF FAULT SCARPS.
Except in the volcanic

Sevier Desert, the fault scarps

district of the

Where there
and away from

follow the bases of mountain ranges or run parallel to them.
is

but a

jjingle scarp,

Where

the mountain.

invariably faces toward the valley

it

there are several scarps, frequently one or

more

face

toward the mountain, but the one nearest the mountain always faces toward
the valley, and the net displacement

is

always of

nature as to increase

sucli

The mountains

the height of the mountain with reference to the valley.
are rising or the valleys sinking.

The

scarps are rarely found at the contact of the rock of the mountain

alhivium of the valley; they usually occur in the alluvium several

w^ith the

The segments

scores or hundreds of feet from the contact.

of alluvial plain

included between parallel scarps rarely retain their original slope.
instances,

and

increased

by

toward the valley

is

the disturbance, but as a general rule the slope valleyward

is

The tendency of the dissevered blocks
the downthrow is almost as pronounced as

to

for short distances, their rate of descent

diminished, or even reversed.
incline

In a few

away from

the side of

The assumption

the case of land slides.

surfaces are representative of

tlie

in

that the attitudes of these alluvial

attitudes of large

down-reaching masses

continuous with them seems untenable, because such masses would mutually
interfere.

The hade
by mining

of a fault

operations,

is

usually

and

are of incoherent detritus.

and prove only

that the

best observation

difficult

the difficulty

The

is

of determination unless exposed
peculiarly great where the walls

hade does not depart widely from

was made

in the

Rock Canyon

described, sevei'al scarps descend a stream

They show

stability.

That
the great
the

first

this

talus,

verticality.

The

cliff

delta,

where, as already

standing at the angle of

a hade toward the valley of less than five degrees.

approximate verticality

Wasatch

have some

freshest of the fault scarps

fault, is seriously

is

more than a

superficial feature of

questioned, for several reasons.

place the faults within the Basin Ranges, so far as

shows, hade at considerable angles, and

belongs to the same system.

it is

my

In

observation

highly probable that

tliis

fault

Second, the secular motion of the mountain

being upward with reference to the valley,

it is

probable that the rock face

THEORY OF FAULT SCARPS.
with alluvium has been

at the contact
tially

liade.

Finally, the last hypothesis affords

Fig. 48

FlG. 48.

first

diagram the

— Diagram

to illustrate

the firm rock of the mountain,
sion above the point

the

left

represented

up

y,

fault.

h

«,

line

its

The

by

a

The

c.

To

surface being

c,

the riglit of this line

in

somewhat reduced by

is

is

Alluvium,

ero-

of the valley side adjoins

allu\'ial sloj^e

detrital

it.

and incoherent,

alluvial sm-face previous to the last faulting is

direction of motion in faulting

and the plane of motion
and then curve

c,

method

x y represents in section the

Theory of Grouped Fault Scarpa

where the

alluvial.

to the point

vium, a

a branch with less

the following explanation.

of the line x y the material represented

being chiefly

plane x

by

fault, with an assumed hade of 30°.

Wasatch

is

constituted of four diagrams illustrating the supposed

In the

of faulting.

essen-

an easy explanation of the super-

of the. faulting, as will appear
is

is

the visible fault in

if so,

not in the plane of the great fault, but

is

ficial details

To

wasted by erosion, and

little

the protruded foot-wall of the fault, and

alluvium

355

assumed

is

to

h,

is

parallel to the

to coincide with that plane

so that a triangular prism of allu-

remains attached to the rock, constituting the foot-wall of the

This movement opens a

fissure, h c d.

The

material traversed

by it

being incoherent or feebly coherent, the fissure cannot remain open, but

immediately

filled

by

the settling of one or

Ijotli

The remain-

of the walls.

In

ing three diagrams indicate liyj)othetical methods of closing the fissure.
the second diagram
nite fracture,

it is

but by

suj)posed that the hanging wall fields without defi-

differential

movement

so that the triangular prism included

assume the fonn and

is

jiosition

y

f

e.

distributed throughout the mass,

between the points

There then remains a

//

d

e is

made

to

fault scarp, h f,

giving an exaggerated measure of the actual throw of the fault

h d,

and

accompanied

at its base

the third diagram
ure, h

space

i

k

a reversed inclination of the surfa(v

assumed that the hanging wall

it is

There

e.

result

d

/;

two

e settles

fault scarjis, h k

v>

11

and

//

i,

c.

If

now we

down

slides

This gives two fault scarps,

/

//

by

n and

/

In

a fract-

occupy the

to

facing in opposite

their difference the true
1

o is

throw

cleaved

so as to take the posi-

m

d,

whose sum would

movement

of the great fault

consider that there have been repeated

movements along

ordinarily aftbrd an overestimate of the actual
plane.

divided

fourth diagram supposes that the triangular prism h

from the upper part of the foot-wall and
tion

is

and spreads so as

and approximately representing by

The

(J.

by

and that the prism

e,

directions
h

"
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the same general plane of faulting, and that these repetitive displacements

have often divided the alluvium

in different places,

it

becomes evident that

these hypothetic elementary profiles can be so combined as to produce all

the complicated profiles actually observed.
"Wliile, as just

sion the

mentioned, a number of successive movements

same number of separate

and produce but one, and

it is

scarps, they

may

may occa-

also coincide in locus

probable that coincidence

In

the rule.

is

general, each scarp represents a series of distinct movements.

Indeed, so far as the phenomena of the Bonneville Basin instruct us,
the process of faulting might be conceived as one of continuous slow motion,

and

it is

only through the phenomena of earthrpiakes in other

we become acquainted with

the rhythmic and i)aroxysmal nature of dis-

placement on surfaces of fracture.

The

fullv with the general theory that the

process, secular in duration,

The

freshness of

final retirement of the

the

Provo

shore-line.

earlier dates, nothing
is

to

features of the fault scarps accord

growth of mountains

though catastrophic in

some of the

vears rather than centuries.

districts that

A

scai-jjs

large

is

a gradual

detail.

points to an antiquity measured in

nmnber have been produced

Bonneville waters.

A

One movement belongs

since the

few were synchronous with

can be said with precision.

Inside the lake area,

be supposed that scarps older than the Bonneville shore-line were

erated

by

littoral

neville shore-line the only discovered index of anticpiity

no

precision.

it

oblit-

Outside the Bon-

sculpture and lacustrine sedimentation.

ervation, a criterion affording

Of

to inter-Bonneville time.

is

the state of j)res-

Discrimination

is

further

em-

OLD FAULTS AND YOUNG.
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the recurrence of displacement along' the same lines, so that

the qualified indications of date in the preceding pages apply as a rule only
to the latest of the local

movements.

LOCAL DISPLACEMENTS VERSUS LOCAL LOADING AND UNLOADING.

The phenomena of earthquakes

indicate that the orogenic forces, what-

ever they ma}' be, slowly generate and accumulate strains in the crust,
until finally the cohesion or static friction is

ing results in a fault and an earthquake.
ville Basin,

mately

where the planes of

vertical,

it

overcome, and a sudden yield-

In such a

Bonne-

district as the

faulting, superficially at least, are approxi-

seems probable that the determination of rupture

hastened or retarded

by anything

may

be

affecting the Aveight of the orogenic block

on either side of the plane of movement.

It is

commonlv held by

students

of physical geology that the degradation of the uplifted block and the accu-

mulation of sediment on the downthrown block constitute an unloading and
a loading, which cons])ire with and aid the forces pnmaril}- concei'iied in the
dis})lacemeut,

and

it

ment along a great
unloading

is

is

maintained by some that when once the displace-

been

fault line has

initiated, the process of

loading and

competent to continue the depression of the lower block and

the upheaval of the higher without further aid from the forces that initiated

the disturbance.

Now

the filling of the Bonneville Basin with water

a very considerable weight to the valleys, and therefore to the
blocks,

and made no corresponding addition

sented in the mountain ranges.
sustained

by

were

glaciers

were indeed

restricted to a short section of

the Wasatch, and in that section their weight
the water in the adjacent valley.^

down-thrown

to the uplifted blocks repre-

The contemporaneous

uplifted blocks, but these

was much

less

It is therefore theoretically

than that of
conceivable

that during the jjresence of the lake the process of faulting along the

ain bases

was stimulated, and

is

mount-

that after the evaporation of the water the

process was correspondingly retarded.
tatively sufficient

added

readily shown.

That the load of water was quantiIf the transfer of

the mountain block to the valley block

is

rocky matter from

the cause ordinarily operative in

'The area of ice on tlie Wasatcb Range maybe compared nitli the contemporaneous area of
water in Lake Bouneville by reference to PI. XLIX. The areas of ice tbere represented on the Wasatch
and Uintah Monntaina are copied from King's map in Volume I of the Fortieth Parallel Report.
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generating-

tlie stress

-which renews

movement along

removed from one block

the blocks, then the dejith of rock necessary to be

and added
is

to the other in order to

overcome the adhesion on the

measured by one-half the resulting movement.
measure

this

than five

less

is

feet.

the fault plane between

The load

fault plane

For the Wasatch range

of water held

by

the valley

blocks was equivalent in the vicinity of Great Salt Lake to a layer of rock
of the density of the surrounding mountains and with a thickness of 300

and

feet,

The

ruck.

that

Prove stage the load of water

at the

stress

due

to tlie

Avas equivalent to

water was therefore

many

200

feet of

times greater than

needed to overpower the adhesion, and the load of water was com-

petent to act, provided the orogenic blocks possessed the theoi'etic susceptil)ility

to load.

If the orogenic blocks rest

on a

})lastic

suljstratum, or

they are oth-

if

erwise conditioned so as to obey the hydrostatic law and yield freely to
external stresses, then the "valley blocks should have been depressed several

hundred
from

by

feet

the addition of the water, should have partiallv recovered

this depression

dunng

neville shore to the Provo,

the abrupt loAvering of the lake from the Bon-

and should have

final desiccation of the basin,

risen

still

further during the

except in regions where the orogenic forces

operated with sufficient rapidity to counteract the tendency.
this,

we

find

wherever

it

that the post-Bonneville

movement

Instead of

of the valley blocks,

has occurred, has been one of depression, and so far as the

phenomena go we

find

no evidence that the depression of the valleys was

more rapid during the epochs of the Bonnenlle and Provo shores than
has been in more recent times.

We

it

are forced to conclude that the mountain ranges of the BonneAnlle

Basin and the valleys between them do not, with reference to each other,

obey the law of
It follows

flotation.

with equal cogency that the faults do not penetrate to a

layer characterized
the

power

rigiditv

to flow

I

region of plasticity

by

—implying by these
—but terminate a region of

fluidity or semi-fluidity

under small shearing

—imphnng

shearing strain.

by

strain

teiTus

in

that teiTn the ability to withstand relatively large

conceive them to terminate at the upper limit of the

by pressure

—implying by that phrase that

at

and below

FAULTING INDEPENDENT OF LAKE HISTORY.
a certain depth
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rocks of the crust, liowever rigid, are subject to such

pressure that their yielding' under shearing strains exceeding
limit

is

not 1)y fracture but

by

flow.

ehistic

tlio

conceive the orogenic blocks as

I

confluent with the siibjacent layer, excepting such as

may wedge

by

out

the convergence of fault planes.

MOUNTAIN GROWTH.
The

height of a mountain, considered as a topographic feature,

altitude of

From

its crest,

this point of

not above sea-level, but above the surrounding comitry.

view

it is

the residt

is

its

pertinent to inquire whether the mountains of

now

the Bonneville basin are

than answered, but

the

is

The question

growing.

may

consideration

is

more

easily asked

not be unprofitable even though

indefinite.

In the case of mountains whose uplift takes place along fault planes,
the

amount of

faulting

is

a measure of the uplift.

margin only and the other margin
u])lift

The

is

one-half the uplift at the fault lines.

])rocesses of degi-adation tend constantly to pare

top and thus reduce

its

height,

and

one

at

is

no displacement, then the general

sufl'ers

above the adjacent valleys

If the faulting

in the district

away

the mountain

under consideration the

by
When-

processes of valley sedimentation likewise reduce the mountain height

building up the valleys and thereby raising the plane of reference.

ever and wherever diastrophism

is

the

more

active, the

mountain grows;

when degradation and sedimentation are more active, the mountain becomes
smaller.
The post-Boinieville faulting of the Wasatch Range is restricted,
so far as

The

known,

to the western base,

general uplift of the range

may

and there amounts

to altout

therefore be taken at 20 feet.

product of the simvdtaneous degradation of the mountain finds

Utah Lake and Great

Salt Lake,

where

its

coarser part

the deltas of the Provo, the Jordan and the
is

spread over the lake bottoms.

40

But the

is

Weber, while

deltas

its

feet.

The

way

to

accumulated in
its

finer portion

and lake beds

afford

no

simple measure of the mountain waste, for the same rivers receive also
detritus

from other land

from other streams.

were

exj^lored,

it

areas,

The

and

in the

same lakes are gathered the

deposits, moreover, are unexjdored,

would be no easy matter

to discriminate the

and

if

silts

they

post-Bonne-
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ville deposits

The problem might

from the Bonneville beds beneath them.

be attacked by a consideration of the annual outwash of the mountain torrents, but if this difficult measure were made, we should still need to know
the antiquity in years of the last Bonne^^lle flood, a factor for the present
entirely

unknown.

But though a categorical answer
not necessarily
that of

so.

The

and many ranges show no

is

at all to

is

is

rate of degradation

is

uplift ceases or

initial uplift

may

this respect,

therefore be said

district is actually

growing

at the

Powell pointed out* that a high

unless

tall

becomes slow, only a

sliort

it is

They may be

a^id that the

It is therefore

uplifted rapidly,

are therefore always

constituted of very ancient rocks,

have taken place

at a

and

measure of geologic time

High mountains

necessary to reduce the height.

young mountains.

may

a geometric function of the height.

is

impossible for a moimtain to become

when

It

more rapid degradation than a low one,

sul)iect to

greater than

growing, and this brings us to a theorem of

Powell's which here finds illustration.

mountain

be compared in

fault scarps whatever.

any range of the

present time, the Wasatch

is

is

That of the Oquirrh may be one

in the basin.

half as great, but no other range

if

Range

recent uplift of the "Wasatch

any other range

with confidence that

unattainalde, a qualified result

is

—

their

remote date, but the great upheaval

The Wasatch,
springing boldly from a base plain 8,000 feet beloAv its pinnacles, is a young
range, and as its recent uplifting has been more rapid than that of any of
which produced the present mountain

its

neighbors,

we may

fairly

is

geologically recent.

assume that

ent waste, and that the mountain

is

])resent uplift

is

in excess of pres-

now growing.

EARTHQUAKES.

The extreme recency

of the last orogenic

movements

in the

most

populous portion of Utah, and the high probability of their recurrence
in tlie future,

have a practical bearing as well as a

scientific, for it is

now

generally understood that earthquakes are due to paroxysmal yieldings of
the earth's crust,

and

it is

earthquakes can be gi-eatly
'

p. 196.

known that the dangers attending
diminished by precautionary measures. It is

equally well

Geology of the Eastern Portion of the Uinta Mountains, by J. W. Powell, Washington, 1876,
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indeed true that the fault scarps at the base of the Wasatch Mountains have
not been directly connected with earth tremors, but the association of
identical

phenomena has been elsewhere observed.

The earthquake

of

1872, one of the most violent ever felt in the United States, originated in

Owen's Valley,
of

strij)s

and

California,

of land in such

way

was accompanied by the

sinking-

produce faidt scarps identical

in their

origin

its

as to

general features with those described in the preceding pages.

The

princii)al

scarp follows the base of the alluvial foot slope of the Sierra Nevada, and

has a
there

maximum
is

height of about 20

Where

feet.

height

this

is

attained,

a companion fault scarp, 10 feet high, facing in the opposite direc-

tion, so that the net

main scarp

is

The

about 10

is

At other points the

feet.

associated with others running nearly parallel and facing in

the same direction.

appeared

displacement

little

As

I

saw them, eleven years

fresher than

eai-tliquake that

after their formation,

some of the Wasatch

they

scarps.

shook Sonora and southern Arizona on the third

May, 1887, produced a fault scarj) which was critically examined by
Goodfellow and traced for a distance of 35 miles. It intersects the alluvium

of

along the base of a mountain range or ranges, and' has an average height
of seven

feet.

Like the Wasatch scarp,

it is

branches, but uidike that of the Wasatch
intersects the alluvia of streams issuing

The

it

often divided or furnished with
is

exceptionally small where

from the mountains.'

association of earthquakes with fault scarps has likewise

New

it

been

McKay and

Hector not merely refer

certain scarps to earthquakes of the years 1848

and 1855, but recognize

determined in

Zealand, where

them

as the indices of

them

in tracing out important structure features.'

modern

slips

on old planes of

dislocation,

and use

It is legitimate to infer that the belt of fertile valleys that follows the

western base of the great mountain range of Utah

and

this despite the fact that shice its

tremors have been recorded.

Wasatch range

is

It

is

fir.st

is

an earthquake

district,

settlement in 1850 no important

a matter of geologic histor)- that the

gradually rising, and that this

rise is

not uniform in time

'George E. Goodlellow. Tlie .Sonora Earthquake. Science, vol. 11, p. 102.
On the geology of the eastern part of Marlborongli Provincial district. By Alexander McKay.
In Colonial Mns. and Geol. Bnrvey of New Zealand Reiiorts of Geological explorations during lorfS.
Faults on pp. 129-133. Also James Hector, in same volume, p. xv.
'

;
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aud

place, but

accomplished by small and sudden displacements more or

is

with intervals of

less localized,

Of

rest.

the lengths of these intervals

we

have no means of judging, and no one can predict the date of the next

movement, but
and that when
Neither

stant

that such

movement

will take place,

occurs, the adjacent valley will experience an earthquake.

with great confidence what portion of the

be next affected, but

and the rhythm

lated energy to

may

it

beyond question

is

jiossible to predict

is it

district will

it

if

in its visiljle

overcome

friction,

the orogenic force

work

is

due

is

ajiproximately con-

to the necessity for

accumu-

then the localities with fresh feult scarjis

reasonably be assumed to be exempt from faulting for a longer period

than those in which only ancient fault scarps are seen.

was led

by an
as to

to

sound a note of warning

Lake

in Salt

City,

Reasoning thus,

I

which stands close

exceptional section of the range, where the fault scarps are so ancient

be largely

Wasatch

is

Its situation

obliterated.^

identical with that of

Sierra Nevada,

and

it is

with refei'ence to the growing

Lone Pine with reference

largely built of adobe, a material

stand earthquake shocks.

ill

to the

growing

suited to with-

In the village of Lone Pine every house was

thrown down by the shock of 1872, and 27 persons

lost their lives,

—a

literal

decimation of the popidation.^

The

relation of joints to the earthquakes of the Bonneville Basin

is

discussed in the closing paragraphs of Chapter V.

ETIDEXCE FROM SnORE-L,INES.
MEASUREMENTS.

The

first

line abo^'C the

precise determination of the height of the Bonneville shore-

modem

line of levels beinfj

the

hike was inade

run from Great Salt

Wasatch range near Fort Douglas.

by the WJieeler Survey in 1872, a
Lake to the old water mark against
In the same year Howell of that

corps observed the barometer on what was supposed to be the same shoreline at various points in the southern part of the Escalante Desert.

The

The warning was embodied in a letter to the Salt Lake City Tribnne of September 20, 1883,
afterward reprinted in the American Jonrnal of Science, 3d series, vol. 27, January, 1884, pp. 49-53.
"I quote these figures from J. D. Whitney, who visited Owen's Valley a few weeks after the
shock and published a careful and highly v.-4luable description of the phenomena. "The Owen's Val'

ley Earthquake", Overland Monthly, vol.

9,

1872, pp. 130-140

and 2G6-278.

ESCALANTE BAY.
deduced from

altitudes

his observations

the ahitude at Fort Douglas.
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were about 300

feet higher

than

Unfortunately, the barometric result was

not entitled to great confidence, so that only a presumjition of difference of
altitude

was

established; but this presumption

which served

by

in turn to direct

gave

rise to

subsequent investigation.

two
It

hj-potheses,

was sui-mised

Ho^^ell and the writer that changes might have occurred, since the epoch

of the shore-line,^ in the actual and relative altitudes of the different points

measured, and

it

was suggested by King

lante Basin might be found to belong to

Lake Bonneville and tributary

to

that the shore-line in the Esca-

an independent

lake, liigher than

it.^

King's suggestion led to a careful examination of the
Escalante
tion that

Bay
it

Avith the Sevier

body of the old

lake,

and

strait

to the determina-

did not contain a river channel, but was occupied

water with an approximate depth of 50
stricted point of

about 2 miles.

As

will

feet,

and a width

appear

in a

connecting

by standing

at the

most con-

subsequent paragraph,

the spichronisra of the Escalante shore-line with the Bonneville shore-line

of the

more northerly basin has not been

at the strait renders

lante Desert

it

clear that the

established,

body

though the observation

of water occupying the Esca-

was continuous with a body of water

in the

deeper basins at

the north.

The

idea that changes in altitude have supervened since the production

of the Bonneville shore-line, opened a most attractive field of investigation,
for

it

seemed

pos.sible

by measuring the

points to obtain definite

height of the old shore-lines at

knowledge of the amount and

distribution of the

post-Bonneville displacements of the earth's crust in the lake area.
quantitative

studies

of upheaval

in

Earlier

and subsidence had been practically

restricted to the sea coast, because there the

for

many

ocean affords a datum plane

measurement; but here was an opportunity to pursue similar inquiries

an interior

district.

In subsequent work every opportunity was improved for the determination of the present height of the records of

urements were made with the engineer's level

its

Meas-

water surface.

at points

where the water of

Great Salt Lake could be conveniently used as a datum plane, and other
'Survey west of the 100th meridian,

toI. 3, p. 93.

'Geol. Eipl. 40th parallel, vol.

1,

p. 491.
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measurements where the same purpose was served by points on

At a few points Locke's hand

and

instiniment used,

ured base

at other points

was

also

tnangulation was emjdoyed with meas-

Escalante Desert, the barometer was employed.

the

in

were made, not only of the height of the Bonne-

Spirit-level determinations
ville shore-line,

was the

staflF

In some regions remote from good points of reference,

lines.

and especially

mounted on a Jacob's

k-vel

railroads.

but of the Provo.

measured

at

The

local difference

between the two

some points where neither could be refen-ed

Great

to

F(jr the pui-jioses of the investigation the altitudes of these

Salt Lake.

various points above the sea are unimjjortant, since only their relations to

one another cau be discussed, and

it

has been found convenient to refer

tliem all to the water surface of Great Salt

Lake; and since that surface

fluctuating one, a particular point has been arbitrarily

range of

As

"•auae.

red
is

modem

to, it is

That point

fluctuation.

the relation of the altitudes

tf>

is

is

a

assumed within the

the zero of the

"Lake Shore"

sea level will not be again refer-

proper to say here that the zero of the "Lake Shore" gauge

95 feet lower than the track of the Pacific Railroad at Ogden, and 4,208
than

feet higher

that accepted

mean

The implied

tide.

by Gannett

altitude of

Ogden, 4,303

in his dictionary of altitudes.^

As the various measurements employing the water of Great
as a

feet, is

datum were executed on

diff'erent

days and

Salt

in difl'erent years,

Lake

it

was

necessary tp take account of the fluctuations of the lake surface, and this

was done by means
(see

of the series of

gauge observations already described

page 233).

A

more important

difficulty

was encountered

in connecting the lines of

leveling with the plane of the old water surface, for
to decide just

how

the

particular feature of

was made

its

were found

and

At some

at others to an

in juxtaposition

that the difi'erence

5.

1884.

to a

measurement

embankment, and wherever

jjai-t

it

was ascertained

of the cut-teiTace.

It

between these two features was

'A Dictionary of Altitudeb iu the United States, compiled by

Survey No.

possiljle

was related

})laces the

and measured,

embankment stood higher than any

was found, moreover,

was never

level of the old water surface

shore record.

to a cut-teiTace,

botli these

that the

mean

it

Henry Gannett:

Bull. U. S. Geol.

ALTITUDE MEASUREMENTS.
less in sheltered localities
frfcli

the

(if

waves was

drawn from the

surface

judgment, and

this
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than on coasts facing the open

where

la-ke,

Tlie inference of the plane of

great.

local shore record

was thus necessarily

tlie

tin-

water

a matter of

judgment was usually exercised upon the ground, where

the most satisfactory consideration could be given to the local conditions.

Despite

all

precautions, an luicertainty of several feet attaches to each sucli

determination, and

uncertainty

tliis

included in the estimation of ihe

is

probable errors of the measurements of altitude.

Most of the barometric observations and
tions' Avere

made by Mr.

and tabulated
n])on

all

He

A. L. Webster.

has also combined, unified,

the determinations of altitude,

all

them which appears (Appendix A)

matters of detail the critical reader

is

the barometric computa-

at the

and has prepared a report

end of

this

For

volume.

all

referred to his report.

DEFORMATION OF THE BONNEVILLE SHORE-LINE.

A summarv
and XV, and

of

tlie

measurements

Attention will

and plate which exhibit the measured
XIII.

contained in tables XIII, XIV,

their geogTai)hical di.stribution

XLVI, XLVII and XLVIII.

Table

is

IJexght of

tlie

lionnvriUe Shore-line, at

is

indicated to the eye in Pis.

first

be directed

t(.

the table

altitudes of the highest water line.
rtiriotis

points, abore Great Salt

Lake (Zero of "Lake

Shore" gauge).

Height,

Locality.

Santaquin, south of I'tab Lake
Leuiiugtou, U.
Milfonl, U.
Reil

Rock

S.

S. 1\.

R.

R

R

Pass, iiorlb eud of Caclin Valley

Franklin, Cache Valley

Logan, Caolio Valley
Point of the Mountain; 22 miles south
8.
9.

10,

Ogden
Fort Douglas, near Salt
Teconia,

11. Will.ird,

<>l

Suit

Lake City

-

Lake City

Nevada
east shore of Great Salt Liike

1-'.

Black Rock, north eud of Oquirrh

i:t.

Stockton, head of Tooele Valley

1).

Kellon Butte, near Onibe Station. C.P. R.

Ran;,'e
'.

R
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Table \lll.— Height

of

tlie

Bonneville Shore-line, at rarioun points, ahove Great Salt Lake {Zero of " Lake

Shore" jauffc)— Continued.

Height.

Locality.

Feel.

Station, C. P. R.

R

Ifi.

Promontory, 10 miles south of Promontory
North end of Aqui range; 12 miles northwest of Grantsville...

17.

Two

18.

Pavant Butte, Sevier Desert

19.

Seven miles south of Milford

15.

20.
21.

miles east of Thermos Spring, Escalante Desert

Four miles soutb of Thermos Spring, Escalante Desert
Seven miles south of Thermos Spring, Escalaute Desert

22. Fillmore, east

edge of Sevier Desert

23.

South Twin Peak, south end of Sevier Desert

24.

Kauohh Butte, south end of Sevier Desert

25.

North Twin Peak, south end of Sevier Desert

20.

Antelope Spring, Escalaute Desert

27.

Sulphur Spring, Escalante Desert

28.

Pinto Canyon, Escalante Desert

29. Shoal
30.

Creek Canyon, Escalante Desert

Meadow Creek Canyon,

Escalante Desert
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comparison of the measured heights of shore-line with the system of

same region indicates

faults in the

and

related,

in general that

in particular that the faults

they are not closely

cannot be appealed to as a

A

cient explanation of the displacements of the shore-line.

tion of this

is

found

in the latitude of Salt

Lake

City,

good

illustra-

where the height of

On

the shore-line has been measured on three adjacent parallel ranges.

Wasatch

Now

feet.
its

it is

980

feet,

on the Oquirrh 1,008

feet,

suffi-

the

and on the Aqui 1,070

each of these ranges has suftered a post-Bonneville faulthig at

western margin, as represented in Fig. 49, and the tlirow of each fault

The

to the west.

effect of these faults, if there

were no other diastrophic

Flu. 49. — Generalized cross-profilo of uountaiuB and valleys, illuslratiu;; po&t- Bonneville diastrophic cbanpes.
tical s( ale greatly

Salt Lake.

exaggerated.

VTS—

Lower

horizontal line

=

is

level of Great Salt Lake.

Dotted

line

=

1.000 feet

Ver-

above Great

Bonneville shore-line.

Wasatch higher than the Oquirrh, and both
higher than the Aqui, but the shore measurements show the reverse of this.
changes, would be to

If

we assume

lift

the

that the portion of the earth's crust included between each

move as a unit without flexure,
changes determined by the observations on faults

pair of the observed faults

then the post-Bonneville

and

is rigid,

so as to

.shore-lines are correctly represented (except in

scale) in

Fig.

50.

fig.

50,

where the base

line indicates the level of

— Diagram of post-Bonneville dinstrophic changes.

inal position of plane of Bonneville shore-line.

exaggeration of vertical

Inclined lines

line = level or Great Salt Lake.
present position of same piano. A

Base

=

Great Salt Lake,

Dotted

O yv=

line

=

orig

positions of

Aqui, Oquirrh and Wasatch Ranges.

the dotted line parallel to
shore-line, assimaed to be

it

represents the original horizon of the Bonneville

marked

in

some way on the erogenic block, and

\
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the sloping lines represent the position the shore-line has assumeHl
trophif ohauges since the Bonneville epoch.

orogenic block

is

is

dias-

that each

canted to the eastward (right), and that each block con-

sidered as a whole stands higher than
its

Tlie indication

by

its

eastern neighbor, notwithstanding

relative depression along the plane of contact.

If the

phenomena of

this

were general, we should have an exceedingly interesting
relation between the general deformation of the shore-line and the system
of faults; but they are not general, and we can only say that the principal

group of

localities

appear to be independent

diversities of shore-line altitude
spite of,

changes by faulting.

The changes revealed by

of,

and often

in

the measurement

of shore-lines affect broad areas, and are essentially epeirogenic, while those

demonstrated by the fault scarps are definitely associated with mountain
The sliore-lines are indeed deformed by both sj-sranges, and are orogenic.
Just as the Great

tems of disturbance, but the epeirogenic are the greater.
Basin

is

characterized

by broad epeirogenic undulations, dividing

it

into a

minor basins, and by relatively narrow jnountain corrugations,
which rest upon the broader undulations like ripples on the ocean wave, so I
conceive the post-Bonneville epeirogenic displacements to be the greater of
series of

the features represented

by

the deformation of the shore-lines, and the oro-

genic displacements to combine with them as local details or irregularities.

would be desirable from

It

this point of

factor

and study the epirogenic changes

of

fault

tire

system

is

view to eliminate the orogenic

b}' themselves,

too imperfect to permit this, and

but our knowledge
it

be

will therefore

assumed, somewhat arbitrarily, that the epirogenic undulations are smoother
and simpler than the measurements would indicate, the apparent irregularities

being due to local faulting as well as to errors of measurement.

the basis of this assumption isogramraic lines have been

XLM,
line has
feet,

<

)n

drawn on Plate

connecting, so far as possible, points at which the Bonneville shore-

now

They are drawn at ecjual intervals of 100
to exjn-ess in another way the general features of distribudescribed above. If we conceive of the plane of the ancient

the

and serve

tion of altitude

same

altitude.

water surface, both actual and ideally projected through the contiguous
land, as having been deformed by subsequent epeirogenic changes, then
these lines are coutoui-s on the deformed surface.

MAI
1
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SYNCHRONISM OF BONNEVILLE SHORE-LINE.
has been

It

tacitl}'

assumed up

to this point tliat all these

of the Bonneville shore-line relate to the

same epoch,

the various sections of the highest shore

mark

formed

at the

same time; but

369

measurements

or, in otlier

words, that

view of the demonstrated mutability of the

in

land surface on which the water marks are traced, this assumption

open

festly
-of

to question.

and

mani-

may well have haj^pened that at one high stage
maximum water line was scored upon a land surface

at the following high stage

and that the two water

in a different attitude,

is

It

water in the basin the

in one attitude,

were

in all parts of the basin

upon

the

same land surface
reached their

lines severally

greatest heights on the land at different points.

The

liighest

water line in

one part of the area would then represent one flood stage and elsewhere the
other, so that the

maximum

line as a

whole

s\-ould not

be synchronous.

It

might also happen that during the maintenance of one high stage changes

would occur
some
also

in the relative height of diflPerent portions of the land, causing

parts to

emerge and others

would produce a

lack, of

to

become more deeply submerged.

synchronism

This

The

in the highest shore-line.

questions arising from these possibilities must in general be difficult of

but in the case of the Bonneville shore-line we fortunately have a

solution,
test of

of the shore there

few

The reader will recall that in the detailed account
were described a number of series of bars diflPering by a

wide application.

feet in height,

ment of the
oscillations.

oscillations

and demon.strating that

outlet the lake surface

A

just previous to the establish-

had undergone a corresponding

series of

comparative study of these systems of bars showed that the

had been essentially the same

at all localities,

and

it is

thus

known

that throughout the area of their occurrence the shore-line belongs

to the

same high-water

The demonstration

stage.

main* body of the lake and

its

principal dependencies,

body and Preuss Bay, but "it does not

Desert

38°

is

40'.

The

and

The most

b;n-

system was observed

lie

in

lack of positive data in the region of the Escalante

not of great significance, for opportunities for observing this spe-

cial feature are

everywhere

rare,

and there would be no reason

special consideration to that region in this connection,

were

displacements there exhibited are of exceptional magnitude.

MON

to the Sevier

apjily to Escalante Bay.

southerly points at wdiich the peculiar
latitude

applies to the entire

I

24

it

for gi^^ug

not that the

The crowd-
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ing together of the contours of deformation in
epeirogenic forces

may

tliere

tliat

arm

tliat

the

have had a longer period for the aconmnlation

of their results, and raises the question whether
not liave received an

region suggests

of the lake during

tlie

Escalante Desert

may

period of flood, and

its first

then have been so greatly elevated as to remain dry during the period of

The only evidence that can be brought
question without new field work is obtained l)y comparing

bear upon

the second flood.

to

this

the Escalante

shore record, as to state of preservation and strength, with the records in

Mr. Howell and

other valleys of similar character.
tlie

^Ir.

chief observers of the Escalante .shore, both report

cult of determination,

and

my own
The

only, confirm their report.

Webster, Avho were

it

as faint

and

diffi-

observations, limited to a few localities

best region for comparison

is

Snake Valley,

where, as in the Escalante Desert, the bay was shallow as well as nari-ow,

and judging from

my own

observations, the

Snake Bay shore record

is

notably more conspicuous than that of Escalante Bay.

In view of these considerations the Escalante data

will

be disrejrarded

in the subsequent discussion of the deformation of the Bonneville shore.

Table XIV. — Height

of the Provo shore-line, at rarious points, ahove Great Suit Laic (Zero of " Lale Shore"
gauge).

Locality.

Height.

reel.
1.

Wliite Mountain spring,

',".

Franklin, Cacbi' Valley

3.

Logan, Cache Valley

4.

Point of the Mountain

5.

Williird, east shore of

;

e.ast side

2"i

of Sevier Desert

miles south of Salt

Lake City

Great Salt Lake

G.

Black Euck, north end of Oquirrh Range

7.

Tooele Valley between Tooele and Stockton

8.

Kelton Butte, near Onihe station, C. P. R.

'J.

Promontory, 10 miles south of Promontory statiim, C. P. R.

10.

R

North end of Aqui Range; 12 miles northwest of Gr:uitsville

R
.,

ESCALANTE BAY,
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DEFORMATION OF THE PROVO SHORE-LINE.

now

T^^e will

which record

turn to the consideration of Tnble

XIV

and

PI.

XLYII,

ways the various determinations of the height
The special criterion by which the identity and

in their several

of the Provo shore-line.

SAnichrouism of the Bonneville shore-line were established throu<rhout the
greater part of the

Where

the

basin cannot be applied in the case of the Provo.

embankments successively formed during Provo time are sepa-

rated from one another so as to be independently measured, they exhibit
differences of height, but these differences are neither uniform nor constant
at the various localities

where they were observed.

The conclusion has

already been reached (page 133) that there were changes of relative height
while the wave record was being made.
to recognize the

Nevertheless,

Provo shore-line and discriminate

it

was always easy

it

from others by reason

of the exceptional magnitude of the wave work accomplished at that level.

The cut terraces
embankments are

are broader than
larger.

any other within the

At most points

what was the

the features of the shore

It is

impossible to determine from

work of

measurement was extended represent the

jieriod

during which

The number
ville shore-line,

harmonious that

water stood

of measurements

is

at

of

its

effectually

features to

final portion of the

long

approximately the same height.

only 10 having been secured; but these are so much more
it

was found

possible to

draw a system of smooth contours

A

comparison of

Pis.

at a glance that these correspond in jjosition

ment with the contours

The area

waves has

tlie

smaller than in the case of the Bonne-

representing intervals of 25 feet only.

XLVII shows

the

highly probable that those of

wliich

tlie

and the

local history of oscillation during

persistence of the outlet, for the later
obliterated the earlier.

it is

basin,

maximum

by them

portion of Great Salt Lake.

There

more gently

and south, while a

to the southwest

descent to the northwest also.

is

lies

and

and arrange-

adjuste<l to the Bonneville data in the

elevation indicated

XLVI
same

area.

over the western

a descent thence to the east, and

,

single station indicates
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Table XV. — Difference

in allilude

of the Bonneville and I'rovo shore-lines at various

Height.

Locality.'

Feet.

Preuss valley, South series of embankments
Preuss valley, Middle series of embankments
Kelton Butte, near

Ombe

Station, C. P. R.

R

Black Rock, north end of Oqnirrh Range

WiUard,

cast shore of Great Salt

,

Lake

Snowsville, north edge of Great Salt

Logan, Cache Valley

Lake Desert

,

...,

Point of the Monutain, 22 miles south of Salt Lake City
Franklin, Cache Valley

Promontory, 10 miles south of Promontory Station, C. P. R.

R

Tooele Valley between Tooele and Stockton
Tooele Valley between Tooele and Grantsville

Wells ville. Cache Valley

/

Fish .Spring, south edge of Great Salt Lake Desert
Fillmore, east edge of Sevier Desert

North end of Aqni Range
Cnj. Butte, Old River

;

,

12 miles northwest of Grantsville

Bed

Snowplow, Old River Bed

,

Terrace Mts., H miles southeast of Matlin Station, C. P. R.

Dove Creek, between Matlin and Ombe,

lyiiits.

C. P. R.

R

R
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of the Provo shore, at which level the lake stood for a relatively long time.

may have been

This time
rupted

by

table

may have been more

if

any occurred,

has been called the Provo epoch.

it

changes of altitude occurring in Provo time, or from the

end of the epoch of the Boune\'ille shore-line
differences of level of the

since the

Including

and map of differences between the Bonneville and Provo shore-

lines represent the

The

or less inter-

the temporary retreat of the water to lower levels.

such interniptions,

The

continuous or

to the

end of the Provo epoch.

Provo shore-line represent changes wrought

end of the Provo epoch, and those of the Bonneville shore-line

changes since the beginning of the epoch of outflow.

POSTULATE AS TO CAUSE OF DEFORMATION.

The

area of

maximum

elevation, as indicated

by

these data from

tlie

Bonnevnlle and Provo shore-lines, coincides Avith the middle portion of the

main body of Lake Bonneville; and
that the disappearance of the lake
its

this coincidence suggests the hyj^othesis

and the epeirogenic

basin stand in the relation of cause and

this relation will

be postulated, though

the available data do not demonstrate

it,

it

effect.

rise of the center of

In the ensuing discussion

must be clearly understood

but merely endow

it

that

with a certain

degree of probability; and since a somewhat elaborate structure will be

founded upon

it, it

is

especially desirable that the weakness as well as the

strength of the postulate be clearly perceived
Tlie i)ostulate

is

in

some sense graphically expressed by

the contour lines of the pi-eceding plates are so modified as to

PI. L,

where

make

closed

curves representing a dome-like figure of deformation, slightly elongated in
the direction of the axis of the lake.
this

system of

lines are selected

shore-line, excluding all that

selection

which omits

all

The data used

in the construction of

from the measurements of the BonncA-ille

depend upon barometric work

measm-ements with high probable

—a principle of
error, as well as

made in the Escalante Desert, which are inde})endently questionable.
The first consideration favoring the postulate is the one just mentioned,

tliose

that, so far as

trustworthy measurements indicate, the area of

uplift coincides

old lake.

maximum

with the center of the principal area of deep water in the

\
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A second favorable consideration arises from a comj^arison of tbe changes
occurring severally during the Prove epoch and since the Provo epoch with
the total changes since the formation of the Bonneville shore-line.
this comj)arison, the various

areas

marked out by

measurements were

the hypothetic contours.

To make

classified with reference to

In Table XVI, the column

of figures at the right contains mea.surements of the height of each shoreline

and of

their difference, so far as these

circumscribed
tains the

by

the 1050-foot contour.

measurements made

Table \ VI.

Tlie next

column

at the left con-

at localities fsilling within the area limited

one side by that contour and on
so for the remainiii"'

were measured within the area

tlie

other

by

on

the 1000-foot contour; and'

two columns.

Comparison of post- Bonneville, posi-Proro and I'raio Deformationi {figures

Areas between contours on Plate

L

ijire feet).

r.riT-AT
: S.OcOLCO.TAL

uys:

?-:-•'.

113°

112°
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pizirx
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42'
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DESICCATION AND UPLIFT.
placement and to errors of measurement as

The measurements

parable.

as a basis for

having given

rise

and
on

it

PI.

render the data fairly com-

of the Bonneville shore-line having been used

drawing the contours,

constitute a series;

to
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means, as a matter of course,

their

was anticipated that the Provo determinations,

XLVII

to

very similar contours, would likewise

furnish, as they do, a progressive series of

means; but a similar corre-

spondence could not have been confidently predicted for the observations
of difference in altitude of the two shores, for these are so in-egular in detail
that representative contours could not be di'awn.

Nevertheless, their

as thus classified fall into line with remarkable regularity.

It

means

appears to

be a legitimate inference that the epeirogenic deformation occurring during

Provo epoch was

the

and general character with that

identical in locus

occurring subsequently, and with the total deformation of which

and

this

accords with the postulate, for

if

a part

it is

the withdrawal of the entire mass

of water produced the quaquaversal uparching of the basin, then the
tial

emptying of the basin by the draining

})ar-

a layej-

off tlu'ough the outlet of

of water 375 feet deep should produce a similar uparching, differing only
in

amount.

Opposed

to the postulate,

we have

Basin appears to have been characterized
in character, tlu'ough Tertiary

the general fact that the Great

by

epeirogenic movements, varied

and Pleistocene time, and that as these move-

ments successively created and destroyed lake basins, they must be supposed to have generally originated
sible that the coincidence in time

in a different

and place of

with the disappearance of Lake Bonneville

A

is

way.

It is therefore pos-

the' uplift

under consideration

a coincidence merely.

second and very serious element of weakness in the postulate

inheres in the fact that the observations are mainly confined to the eastern
lialf

of the basin.

imum

area,

Only two

points of observation

and only one measurement was made

portion of the basin.

The

area well covered

by

lie

in the

extreme western

points of determination

at

most not more than two-thirds of the entire area

is

applied.

to

These considerations pro and con hardly admit of

The

west of the max-

is

which the postulate

explicit

predilections of each geological reader will determine

summation.
the

relative
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weight

lie

assigns to them,

and

his

consequent confidence or lack of confi-

dence in the conclusions which follow.
Thei-e are at least three

have given

rise to the

ways

in

which the removal of the water
First, the

observed variation of altitudes.

have been locally deformed by a change
the surface of the land

in ^the local attraction; second,

may have been defonned by

local expansion

the post-Bomieville cliange of climate; third, the earth itself
locally

deformed

in

will

be considered in order; and

how

advantageous to inquire with reference to each
comj)etent to produce compares in

The maximum measure
but as

ments,

amount with

to

may have been
be found

will

it

the deformation

it

is

the observed deformation.

of the observed deformation

may, and probably

this

due

consequence of the removal of the weight of the water.

These three hypotheses

feet;

geoid

may
may

1070

is

— 902=:1G8

does, involve local orogenic displace-

be better to use for the present purpose a measure obtained

it ^^ill

number of the highest measurements collectively Avitli a
The mean of the five observations of height falling
lowest.
The mean of the four lowest
1000-foot contour is 1032 feet.

by comparing
number of the
witliin the

a

determinations

is

903

feet,

and

their difference,

129

feet, will

be compared

with the various amounts inferable from the three hypothetic causes.

HYPOTHESIS OF GEOIDAL DEFORMATION.

The

surface of a

body of standing water

Being a part of the surface of the
there were

no

earth,

in

actual inequalities of surface

irregularities of attraction
face.
it

To

but

approximately

is

not plane.

ellipsoidal.

If

accordance with certain laws, a level

surface carried completely around the globe

The

level,

and the density of the earth were uni-

inequalities of surface,

form throughout, or varied only

it is

is

and

would be a perfect

irregularities of density

and corresponding

ellipsoid.

produce local

iiTegularities of the level sur-

distinguish the deformed level surface from the spheroid to which

ai)proximates

it is

called the "geoid".

tribution of matter modifies the geoid,

Ain- change in the superficial dis-

and the removal of the lake water,

from the Bonneville Basin was such a change.
basin would

1

)e

to increase the local attraction

and

The

effect of refilling the

locally uparch the geoidal

DEFORMATION OF PLANE OF KEFEKENGE.
surface;

its

Assuming'

emptying- unqiiostiouably tended to flatten

tlie

config-uration of

now

level should

Salt

Lake

The

observed; does

it

theoretic

agree in amount?

being adequate to this question,

Woodward, who gave

it full

it

him

was thus led

eno-ineer's

on central islands

change corresponds in kind with

My

mathematical resources not

was submitted

consideration.

to

my

colleague, Mr. R.

happened that the cognate

It

problem of the deformation of the geoid by a continental
mitted to

geoidal surfiice.

and the

sin-fiice,

find the Bonneville shore-line higher

than on peripheral slopes.

S.

tlie

country unclianged, the Bonneville sur-

was more sharplv convex than the

face

tlie

tlie
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ice

mass

^vas sub-

at

about the same time by Dr. T. C. Chamberlin, and he

to a

comprehensive discussion of the general subject to which

the special problems belong.

In the application of his formulfe to the

present case no account was taken of topographic details, but the mass of

water in the main body of Lake Bonne\'ille was assumed to have the form

two degrees (138 miles)

of a circular lens

depth of 1000

feet.

It

was found

that the

in diameter with a

maximum

depression of the

geoidal surface referable to the subtraction of such a mass

amount too small
tion of 129 feet.

to

maximum

is

2.01 feet,

an

be considered in comparison with the observed deforma-

The phenomena

are therefore not to be explained as

changes in the plane of reference, but must be referred to changes in the
relative altitude of portions of the basin.

The reader

will find

an abstract of Mr. Woodward's treatment of the

jM'oblem in Appendix B.

HYPOTHESIS OF EXPANSION FROM WARMING.

The second hypothesis

involves considerations of temperature.

temperature of the earth's crust at the surface

annual temperature of the contiguous

ranean points
gradual.

it

is

fluid, air

Every change of

When

identical with the

or water, and at

all

subter-

warmer, the change of temperature with depth being
climate produces a corresponding change in the

surface temperature of the crust, and this change

ward.

is

The
mean

the Bonneville Basin

was

full

is

slowly propagated down-

of water, there can be

question that the sm-face temperature was lower than at present, and

little
it is

possible that the corresponding difference between the temperatures of the
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adjoining land, then and now, has not been equal in amount, in which case

wanning of the crust beneath the lake area has been
greater than the coincident warming of tlie crust underl3-ing contiguous
Rise of temperature carries with it expansion, and the hypothesis is
areas.

the post-Bonneville

that such differential expansion

Our

produced the observed

differential altitudes.

quantitative data are here less precise than in the case of the preceding

them reasonable limiting values,
The mean annual temperaso as to obtain a practical test of the hypothesis.
ture at Salt Lake' City is 51 ° F., and this may be assumed for the entire basin.

hypothesis, but

it is

Its ancient climate

not

difficult to

was somewhat

assign to

colder,

but the moderate development of

glaciers permits -us to entertain the assumption that the difference

was

small.

we know from its wave work, was not frozen, and as it liad
great dcjith, we are assured by the analogy of modern examples that its
bottom temperature Avas that of water of maximum density, about 39°. The

The

lake, as

surface temperature of the crust in the lacustral area

degrees lower than now.

If

we assume

was therefore 12

that the surface temperature of the

we are certain to
maximum or limiting

surrounding land was only two degrees lower than now,
underestimate the climatic change, and thus allow a
crustal changes

difference

between the

old land.

The problem then

to the expansion of the

under the old lake and under the

takes the form:

upper portion of the

What

uplift

can be referred

earth's cni.st

consequent on a

superficial rise of temperature of 10 degrees occurring at the close of the

Bonneville epoch.

obtained

The remaining

by assuming

be 0.000006

constants necessary for

solution are

its

the coefficient of expansion of the rock involved to

by adopting Sir William Thomson's coefficient
earth, and by assigning to post-Bonneville time a

for each degree,

of diffusion of heat in the

duration of 100,000 years, an estimate intentionally large.

For the com-

putation of the vertical rise of the basin from these numerical data

indebted once more to Mr. Woodward,
ject of subterranean temperatures

(see

Appendix C)

is

1.28 feet,

tion in this connection.

who

I

am

has recently reA-iewed the sub-

from the mathematical

an amount quite too small

side.

His result

for our considera-
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HYPOTHESIS OF TERRESTRIAL DEFORMATION BY LOADING AND UNLOADING.

The

third liypothe.sis explains the

the Bonneville Basin

of

tlie

was

phenomena by assuming

water, permitting a depression of

tlie

The manner

that constitution
it

is

amount of

of yielding, the

figure of deformation all

rise of the

unloaded

vertical change,

and the

depend on the constitution of the

unknown,

earth,

and

affect its

form;

if

If the

removal of the Bonneville load would not

tlie

the earth were completely liquid, the removal of the load

would cause the load

to

be replaced ,by the uprising of an equal weight of

Neither of these extreme conceptions can be entertained, for the

matter.

visible portion of the earth

them

as

necessary to make assumptions regarding

it is

in order to discuss the quantitative sufficiency of the hypothesis.

earth were perfectly rigid,

when

loaded area, and that when the

water was afterward removed, there was a corresponding
area.

that

with water, the earth jnelded to the weight

filled

is

room

for

an

is

neither liquid nor j^erfectly rigid, but between

infinite variety of special

assumptions under each of

which some deformation of the basin must be assig-ned

to the unloadins'.

In order to learn the order of magnitude of the greatest possible
deformation,

thin solid crust resting
tliis

crust

is

moment

us assume for a

let

very small

upon a
in

that the earth

liquid substratum,

comparison

and

witli tlie stresses

removal of the water from the Bonneville Basin.
will

then

whose

rise

under the action of these

interior will

be

The weight

regions.

mately equal

to the

filled

by

applied to

liquid matter derived

weight of the water removed

ratio of the densities of the

^•isible

tlie invei-se

l)e

be assumed to agree

from surrounding

and the

two

in density with the

Tlie

liquids.

average density

rocks at the surface, 2.75, and this gives us as the height of the

height attainable
is

the

related to the depth of the water in

resulting arch the quotient of 1000 feet

crust

by

sort of arch,

b}- evaporation,

(approximately)

of

it

of the liquid matter thus introduced will be approxi-

will

may

a

floor of the basin

some

height of the crustal arch

liquid rock

by

that the rigidity of

The

stresses in

constituted

is

by

by

2.75, or

364

feet.

This

is

the

the arch on the supposition that the strength of the

a vanishing quantity, and

values for the height of the arch.

it

is

the superior limit of

all

possible

With the strength a vanishing quantity,
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by

the vertical stresses clue to unloading are equilibrated

due

to gravitation,

and

tlie lieiglit

of arch

is

3G4

ft

vertical sti'esses

with the strength

;

finite,

the stresses of unloading are equilibrated partly liy stresses of gravitation

and partly by

elastic strains,

While the nature of

stresses of gravitation.
tlian tliat of

and the height of arch

simple proportion,

it

observed height of the arch of defoi-mation, 129

3G4

tliat

ft.,

bv

chiefly

under

a function of the

this function

to infer

is fair

is

is

more complex

from a comparison of the

ft.,

with the limiting height,

hypothesis the stresses from unloading are satisfied

this

and secoudarilv bv

elastic strains

this implies great strength

<>?

crust

That

gi'avitational stresses.^

becomes apparent when the magnitude

of the load removed and the width of the affected area are considered.

For

the sake of illustration, assume that 129 feet of uplift satisfy the stresses

due

to

355

due

to

645

feet

(129

feet to

X

be

2.75) of the

satisfied

bv

removed water; there remain the

b\- flotation so far as its

rupture of

its

at the ends,

own weight

The

miles.'

the basin, being attached

illustration

all

supported only at the ends;

beneath
If

'

the

is

we

dome has

about

entire

its

the engineer's formula the dejith of

about 32

concerned.

is

Call the

modulus of

Consider the beam to be subjected to upward stress by

the removal of 645 feet of water from

It is

and sustained throughout

material 3,000 pounds to the square inch, and introduce no

factor of safety.

by

Call the basin floor

strains in the crust.

120 miles long, supported

a l)eam,

stresses

its

upper surface, and compute

beam necessary
is

to stand the strain.

a rude one, because the floor of

periphery,

is

stronger than a

beam

because a crust graduating into a liquid

weaker than a homogeneous

crust;

because the modulus of

it is proper to postulate also that the matter tlowing Id beneath
thau superficial rock. With the deusity 3.5 an extreme assumptiou

postulate a thick crust
a greater deosity

the limitiug height of arch

is

-The eugiueers' formula

where

W

of the

beam; R

—

—

280

feet.

is

the breaking stress in pounds, the stress being evenly distributed over the upper surface
is the modulus of rapture of the material in pounds per square inch
b is the breadth
of the beam, d its depth and I its IcTigth. In the case under cunsideratiou
=Dqlh, in which D is tlio
depth, iu feet, of water removed, aud q is the weight, in pounds, of a columu of water one inch square
is

;

W

and one

foot in height.

Substituting this value for

W in the

formula, transposing and reducing,

we

obtain

\
5

= .434 pound.

Making

i

4

= 120 miles, D = G45 feet

K
and

R^3000

pounds,

we

find

d^31.7

miles.

UNLOADING AND UP ARCHING.
viscous distortion

is less

—possibly

but

tind for other reasons;

it

far less

—than

the
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modulus of rupture;

nevertheless assists the imagination in

ing the relation of bulk to strength.

me in the conclusion that
by local unloading affords

AN'itli its

ii'aliz-

aid I trust the reader

\\ ill

fdllow

the hypothesis of local deformation of the

earth

results of the

same order of magin'tnde

the observed distortion of the plane of the Bonneville shore, and

is

as

quanti-

tativelv adequate.

The

and second hypotheses ha^^ng been found quantitatively

first

adequate, the third

treatment
with

the only one meriting further discussion.

is

A thorough

on the one hand highly desirable and on the other beset

is

It is

difficulties.

desirable because

promises to throw some light on

it

the condition of the interior of the earth; a solid earth

same deformation

as

an earth

})artly liquid;

have differently from one of feebler
deal with magnitudes

It requires

matical analysis.

onl}-

would not yield the

a highly rigid earth

rigidity.

and pressures

and can be accomplished

tion,

in-

It is difficult

would be-

because

it

must

far

beyond

by

the aid of comprehensive mathe-

the field of experimenta-

an analytic theory of the

strains set

up by a

and of the resulting defor-

stress applied locally to the surface of the earth

mation, and this theory must be so general as to include divers assumptions
as to the variation of elasticity with depth

from the surface, and as

The

relation of the strains to the limits of elasticity.^

theory

is

beyond

my power,

but in the belief that

it is

to the

evt)lution of such a

worthy of the attention

of the mathematician and physicist, I will endea^•or to state the problem.

Assume,
at least for
ticity

first,

that the rigidity of the earth

some hundreds of miles from

being that of granite, for exanqde.

tlie

is

uniform throughout, or

surface,

I'lien

its

conceive

the .surface of a lenticular boilv of uater etpuvalent to

modulus of
tlie

elas-

application to

Lake Bonneville,

'As defined by Sir Williiim Thoiuson, " Elasticity of matter is tbiit property iu virtue of which a
forco to <;h:iii;4c its bulk or shape, aud roiiuiri'S a coutiiiiioiis aii|ilicatiou of the force to
iiuiiutaiu the chan{;e, and .s[)riuf;s l)aclv when the force is removed, aud if left, at rest willioiit the force,
does not reiitaiu at rest except iu its previous bulk and shape." Klasticity of bulk and elaslicity of

body

ri^(|iiirus

sliape are distinet properties,
elasticity of shape.

Solids

Kigidity is synonymous with
iu solids, but not iu liiiuids.
regard to rigidity in two ways. They have diH'erent moduli of

which coexist

ditj'er

iu

The modulus of rigidity depends upon the
produce a uuit of deformation, or upon the deformation i)roduced by a unit of stress.
The limit of rigidity is reached when the force applied is so great that after its removal the solid does
rigidity

ami

ditiereut limits of rigidity or elasticity.

stress necessary to

not return to

its

original shape.
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To imagine

but symmetric.

the result,

is

it

necessar}' to divest the

miud

of the ideas of brittleness and great strengtli ordiuarily associated with

and other massive

granite

Brittleness

rocks.

only; at a depth of a few thousand

ency

to fracture

effectively

is

feet,

is

or at most a few miles, the tend-

opposed by pressure.

tioned l)y magnitude, and in relation to magnitude

weaker

their size but are relatively

til

thev can not sustain
witli tlie

it is

is

condi-

a diminishing func-

tlieir

own

as tliey are larger until finally

In a general

weight.

way

strength increases

square of the linear dimension; weight and other loads increase

Giving due weight

with the cube.
to

Strength

Structures of the same foi-m and material are not strong in propor-

tion.

tion

a surface phenomenon

to these considerations,

it is

not improper

compare the earth when loaded by the water of Lake Bonneville with a

bowl of

jelly

upon which a coin has been

are, first, the depres.sion of the area

of an annular ridge about

it,

and

laid.

The

results in either case

beneath the load, second, the formation

third, the prodttction of strains within the

Conversely, the removal of the water of Lake BonncA-ille would pro-

mass.

duce an uprising of the central area of the basin and an annular depression
all

about, and would either relieve the strains previously produced

addition of the water,
set

up

a

new svstem

or, if

these strains

had been otherwise

witli ojiposite signs.

homologous phenomena of

jellies that

It is

relieved,

by

the

would

easy to understand from the

the precise figure of the superficial

deformation Avould de])end on the modulus of elasticity of the earth material.

With a low

elasticitv the central arch

the figure of deformation

would be high; with

woidd be comparatively low.

There are two elements of complexity that inhere
the

first

place, the deformation of the earth

tiritv of the material

surface

tlie

bv

effects tlrrough the
ticity.

is

It is not

in the subject.

resisted not only

by

In

the elas-

but bv gravitation, which always tends to give

normal configuration of the geoid.

stresses created

a high elasticity

tlie

In the second place, the

the removal of the Bonneville water

would have certain

property of bulk elasticity as well as that of shape elas-

improbable that a suitable discussion of the subject would

demonstrate that the deformations ascribable to bidk elasticity are too small
for consideration in connection with those referable to shape elasticity,

to this extent at least they

would need

to

be considered.

but

UNLOADING AND UPARCHING.
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Add now a third element of complexity, by assuming' tfiat the strains
up by the removal of tlie water are not entirely within the limit (if elasWherever they exceed the

ticity of the material.

elastic limit,

change of

another sort occurs, probably not fracture, as in laboratory experiments on
the limits of elasticity, but flow

demonstrated for

cent regions,

The height

Now

The

colloids.^

of greatest strains

flow as Tresca's experiments have

plastic vieldincc of the rock in the re"-i«iu

would cause a

jiartial

redistribution of strains in adja-

and would corresi)ondingly modify the

tigure of deformation.

of the central arch would be increased.

add yet one other clement of complexity, by assuming

modulus of shape

elasticit}'

neously and harmoniously)

may

and the
in

limit of

that the

shape elasticity vary (simulta-

accordance with some law invohnng the

They may

tance from the surface.
or they

—such

increase from the surface

dis-

downward,

decrease from the surface downward, and in the latter case

some depth be reached. The actual deformation should be
comparatively low if the elasticity increases downward, and comparatively

liquidity will at

high

if

the elasticity diminishes down^-ard.

The

application of an analytic theory of these relations could yield the

best results only with a better determination than
ties of rocks,

we now have of the elastici-

and with a better determination of the

tion of the Bonneville Basin; but

figure of the deforma-

even with the imperfect data

at

hand

might establish a presumption for or against the existence of a liquid
stratum beneath the rigid crust, and

surmounted, there can

l)e little

if

it

sulj-

the mathematical difficulties were

question that the observational data would

be supplied, for their procurement

is

opposed by

little

beside their expense.

we may conclude in a general
way that the floor of the Bonneville area arched upAvard when the load of
water was removed, and that this deformation was permitted by the feeljle
Without waiting

for the mathematician,

elasticity or the imperfect elasticity, or both, of the portion of the earth
afi'ected;

the conclusion being qualified

by whatever weakness

inheres in

the postulate that the coincidence in time and place of crust unloading
crust deformation

is

not fortuitous
'M^m

de

I'Inst.

Savauts strangers, vol.

IS, ISG-".

and
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ETIDENCE FROM THE POSITION OF GKEAT SALT LAKE.
Ill

an earlier chapter attention has been called to the

main body of Lake Bonneville mountain

central portion of the basin of the

ridges are so nearly buried

remain

by

visible, jutting forth

The amount

lacustrine sediments that only their summits

from the plain after the manner of

of sedimentation implied

wise indicated

by

fact that in the

great,

is

and

its

the general evenness of the plain.

islands.

magnitude

is like-

"Wlierever the writer

has crossed a portion of this plain, he has found himself, after leaving the
foot slope of the contiguous mountains,

upon a playa

The

and uearly bare of vegetation.

ible inclination,

floor with

no discern-

saltness of the soil

but rather stands upon

testifies that

water does not flow across

evaporates.

Another evidence of the general evenness of surface

it,

shallowness of Great Salt Lake, which has a

mean depth

it

is

and
the

of less than 15

feet.

At the present time the

principal contribution of dt'bris toward the

ing of the basin comes from the
deltas

have been observed only

and the Bear,

all rising in

the

the lake on the eastern side.

rocky

hills

east.

at the

On

Wasatch and Uinta

The western

The

it

]\Iountains

and entering

coast shows capes only where

stand near, and bays are found where

(•ontrast existed.

it

receives the intermit-

In Bonneville times the same

deltas of the old lake are found almost exclusively

received streams from the east, namely, the rivers just mentioned,

their principal tributaries, whicli then entered the lake directly,

Sevier River.
eni,

No

and the

delta terraces were observed about the northern, Avest-

and southern margins, unless possibly
If this deposition, so great in

east,

Lake

mouths of the Jordan, the Weber,

tent drainage of the surrounding valleys.

where

the coast of Great Salt

fill-

in the Escalante Desert.

amount, and derised so largely from the

were the only factor concerned

in the deteniiination of the configura-

tion of the desert floor, that floor

would be a gently-sloping

higher margin at

lower at the west, and Great Salt Lake

would

The

lie at

tlic

east

and

its

plain, with its

the base of the Gosiute Mountains instead of the Wasatch.

easterly position of the lake

is

ment, either orogeuic or epeirogenic.

unquestionably due to crustal move(See

PI.

XLVII.)

ECCENTRICITY OF GLIEAT SALT LAKE.
Let us

consider the possibility of an orogenic cause.

first

conspicuous recent orogcnic diange in the region
base of the Wasatch Range.

scarjis at the

movement,

The
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either ascent of the

that sliown

is

Tlie most

by

the fault

Tliese scarps sliow differential

mountain or descent of the valley, or both.

great size of the mountain range, as argued on an earlier page, assures

us that a rising of the range

at least a part of

is

tlie

not opposed to the idea that the sinking of the valley

perhaps equal part.

Lake between

Salt

Weber and Jordan
at the

fiiult

It is consistent

deltas,

is

and again between the

deltas,

approaches within ab(iut a mile of the great

may

be considered from two points of view:

as belonging to a system of changes correlated with the

by

a correlative and

mountain base.

Epeirogenic causes

basin

is

with this idea that the water of Great

Bear and Weber

tlie

displacement, but

first,

emptying of the

evaporation; second, as belonging to the more general system of

changes to which the basin, as such,
point of view,

we have

ing to more than 100

two

plain into

may

Taking the

be ascribed.

a post-Bouneville rising of the central area

feet,

basins, of

and

it

is

first

amount-

conceivable that this has divided the

which the lake occupies one, while the other con-

tains only occasional playa lakes, such as the scant rainfall of the tributary

regions

is

able to produce.

Too

little is

known

desert west of the lake to determine whether
rier of

such

sort,

or

is

In the

first

urements determine

it is

partitioned off

by

a bar-

in time of great rainfall tributary to Great Salt Lake.

But there are other reasons
tained.

of the configuration of the

why

the hypothesis can not be seriously enter-

place, the area of
it,

coincides

maximum

uplift, so far as

our meas-

with the western portion of the lake

instead of with the line of low ridges

beyond

it.

The

old shore-line

is

higher on Promontory Ridge than on the Terrace Mountains to the west-

ward.
It

must

as affected

condition,
ville flood.

line is

and

also

by

be borne in mind that the present condition of the basin

climate

substantially identical with

tlie

pre-Bonne\'ille

and the arid phase was of long continuance before the Bonne-

Whatever

central elevation

is

recorded

by

the surviving shore-

merely the correlative of central depression during

assume the
MON I
25

to

is

tlie

lake period,

post-Bonne\'ille uplifting of the plain into a barrier ade-
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quate to contain the lake

is

assume that during the existence of the lake

to

by sediments so as to produce a lake bottom almost absolutely level. From what Ave know by observation of the
slopes on which the Bonneville sediments were able to lie, we can not
the central depression

believe that this

was

filled

was accomplished, but rather that throughout the deeper

portion of the lake there

was an equable deposition over gentle

slopes, the

depth of deposit increasing rather toward the source of the material at the
east than towai'd the center of the lake.

It is

probable that post-Bonneville

changes in the configuration of the plain, so far as they have depended opelrogenically on the removal of the water, have been the simple converse of

changes due

to the previous imposition of the water,

and have practically

restored the preexisting condition.

Turning

to epeirogenic considerations of a

see that the BonneAalle Basin
south, west
east

bv

is

a region of depression, surrounded on the

and north by regions of somewhat greater

a tract whose

mean

altitude

is

of

it

Tlie forces

which produced

elevation,

and on the

several thousand feet higher

— an

Wasatch Range stands

as a

irregular plateau, along the edge of which the
pavajjet.

more general nature, we

this

basin and the plateau to

tlie

east

are of necessity independent of the loading and unloading of the basin,

and of a more general nature.
to appeal to

Lake and

to

them

Whatever they may

be,

it is

not irrational

as the cause of the local depression containing Great Salt

regard that depression as a result of the mere continuance,

with possibly greater localization, of the process which created the larger
basin.

Whether, then,
(»f

we

regard the peculiar position of the lake as a result

orogenic or of epeirogenic displacement,

we

are compelled to forego the

assignment, even tentatively, of a special hypothesis as to

haps the most valuable conclusion to be di'awn
tlie Ijasin,

during humid and arid phases

C)f

is

its

cause.

Per-

that, as deposition within

climate alike, has contiiuially

tended to build the eastern half of the plain higlier than the western, ami,
as

tliis

tendency has continued to the present time, the subsidence opposing

and thwarting
in progress.

it

has likewise continued to a late epoch and

is

probably

still

COROLLARY.
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THE STRENGTH OF THE EARTH.
The

by

writer has been led
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"

'

the discussion of these

phenomena

to a

conception of the rigidity or strength of the earth, more definite than he

had pre-saously entertained.

It

would not be proper

a conclusion from the data here presented, or a result to

ously and necessarily lead.

by

the study of

It is rather

tliis

conception

\\'hich

they rigor-

to call

a working hypothesis suggested

Lake Bonneville.

If the earth 2)0ssessed

no

materials

rigidit)', its

would arrange them-

The matter

selves in accordance with the laws of hydrostatic e(piilil>rium.
si)ecifically heaviest

would assume the lowest

position,

and there would be

a gradation upward to the matter specifically lightest, which would constitute the entire surface.

Tlie surface

would be regularly

would be completely covered by the ocean.

ellipsoidal,

and

Elevations and depressions,

mountains and valleys, continents and ocean basins, are rendered possible
l)y the

property of rigidity, but the phenomena of diastropliism, and espe-

cially those

phenomena
It

of plication,

show

that this rigidity has

of volcanism demonstrate that

has been computed

by Darwin^

that

its

limits,

distribution

is

by

and the

not uniform.

homogeneous

the earth were

if

throughout, the stress differences occasioned

would be as great as those necessary

its

the weight of continents

to crush granite.

The

stress difter-

ence necessary to produce viscous flow in granite and allied rocks

known, but

if

different

from the crushing

discussion therefoi'e tends to

show

if

homogeneous, would

require a strength equal to or greater than that of granite.
is

not

and Darwin's

stress, it is less;

that the earth,

is

That the earth

not homogeneous as regards density (and does not consist of symmetric

homogeneous

shells) is

shown by the massing of land areas

in

one hemis-

phere; and the hypothesis that the .crust has low density beneath continents

and high density beneath oceans
direction

and

is

sustained

by

oljservatious

local force of gravitation at various points.-

proposition, tacitly postulated

on the local
Tlie general

by Bal)bage and Herschel, advocated more

On the stresses caused iu the interior of the earth by the weight of continents anil mountains,
by G. H. Darwin. Pliil. Trans. Royal Soc, \A. 1, 1882.
= 0u the argument from geodetic station errors see John H. Pratt, Figure of the Earth,
p. 201.
On the argument from pendulum observations see H. Faye in Revue scientifiquo for Feb- 20 and
'

March

27, 1886.
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recently

by Dutton and

and entertained by most modern

Fisher,

column

the product of the height of each unit

With such a

everywhere the same.

and

have the same weight on

radial elements of the sphere

is tliiit tlie

strains resulting

into

of homogeneity.

say

How much

by Darwin on

be added

the In-jjoth-

less has not been shoAvn, but

from continents

of the dL'gree of rigidity of the earth's nucleus
If a weight

density being

from the existence of continental elevations do not

so for as the evidence

tliat,

mean

all sides,'

distribution of densities the stresses

disappear, but they are less than those derived
sis

its

writers,

is

it is

concerned, the question

is still

an open one.

to a limited portion of the surface of the globe,

there will result a system of strains beneath

and about the

tlie

and

small,

is

if

the effect

is

not complicated

resulting strains will at every point

f;\ll

and other consequences

may
will

in special cases

be viscous

flow.

If the weight

some places exceed the

will follow.

Among

is

sufficiently

limit of elasticity,

and faulting

these, rupture

be included, but the ordinary and predominant result

The

viscous flow will consume time, and

ceased, there will remain a system of elastic strains.
limits, the

If the

preexistent strains,

within the limit of elasticity of

the material, and the deformation will be small.
large, the resulting strains will in

by

and a

area,

deformation of the surface accordant with the system of strains.

weight

foir to

Beyond

when

it

has

the elastic

laws of change for loading the surface of the earth (and similarly

for unloading) are quasi-hydi-ostatic.

The
is

point on which the Bonneville

phenomena appear

to

throw

ligUt

the magnitude of the load necessary to ovei-power rigidity.

nomena of

faulting at the base of the

themselves or in connection with the

water and

The pheWasatch, whether considered by

its

filling

of the adjacent valley with

subsequent emptpng, appear to mj- mind best accordant with

the idea that the

Wasatch Range and the

parallel ranges lying

west of

it

are

not sustained at their existing heights above the adjacent plains and valleys

by reason

of the inferior specific density of their masses and of the under-

lying portions of the crust, but chiefly and perhaps entirely in virtue of the
rigidity or strength of the crust.

The phenomena

of deformation of the

Bonneville shore-line accord best with the idea that the imposition of the
Bonneville load of water and

its

subsequent removal strained the subjacent

MEASURE OF
beyond

portions of the crust

RIGIDITY.

the elastic limit, the stresses due to

by

ing and unloading being partly equilibrated

by

relieved

crustal strains,

and a resulting redistribution of the

crustal flow

gravitation.
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It is indicated that the limit

and partly

stresses

of terrestrial rigidity

load-

tlie

due

falls

to

some-

where between that measured by the weight of the ^yasatch Range and
measured by the weight of the water of the main body of Lake Bou

that

neville, or in

more general terms, that a mountain of the

greatest load that can be held

of

its

up by the

earth,

and

therefore an expression

is

strength or of the limit of elasticity of the material of

Fully to realize the nature of
numerical expression, and to
It is

part on

evident that

its

tlie

distribution,

this

this

measure,

the

first class is

its

outer layers.

necessary to give

it is

it

end a few computations have been made.

maximum

produced by a load depends in

strain

and especially

that a long ridge taxes rigidity less

than a compact mountain mass of the same weight.

appears to

It

me

that

a very long range causes no gi'eater strains than a sliorter one having the

same cross

section,

and

I

have therefore conceived the Wasatch Range

fairly represented for this

purpose by a division of

peaks and ha\ing a leugtli not quite double
extends from

tlie

Provo River northward

Parley's Canyon.

Its estimated

Similar considerations lead

volume

me

Sevier ])ody but

Thus

200 cubic

Ijy viscous flow,

earth

is

amounted

b}' the lifting of this load
it is

expressed

at the

miles.

head of

,

Lake Bonne-

entire lake, excluding not only the

to

alent in Aveight to 730 cubic miles of rock.

produced

low pass

Snake Valley, White Valley, and Utah Valley bays.

defined, the load of water

strains

This division

widtli.

its

to the

be

including the highest

to base the estimate for

on the main body instead of the

ville

is

it

to

infenvd

by a load

tliat

about 2000 cubic miles, equiv-

On

the assumption that the

were only

in

minor part

reli(_'\ed

the limit to the superficial rigiditv of the

of 400 to GOO cubic miles of rock (1G70 to

2500 cubic kilometers).
There are four classes of toi^ographic features with which

may
The

advantageously be compared, and by which
first is

may

mountains of addition, or mountains produced

tion of matter to the surface of the earth.
class.

it

The second

class consists of

this measin-e

perhaps be tested.
b)- the

mere addi-

Most volcanic cones are of

this

mountains by subtraction, or residuary

LAKE BONNEVILLE.
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mountains due

The third class is
when the extnisinn or

removal of surrounding material.

to tlie

intermediate, including addition and subtraction, as
intrusion of volcanic matter produces a resistant

against erosion a residuary mountain.

mass capable of preserving

Tlie fourth consists of valleys

subtraction, or valleys eroded from plateaus.

by

Mountains and valleys due

directly to diastropliism are not in point, because, as they are the super-

unknown subterranean

expression of

ficial

individual cases that their existence

For

tribution of densities.

is

by

we can

independent of

tlie

not be sure in

subterranean dis-

reason, a volcanic mountain

similar

building has been accompanied

changes,

whose

subsidence of the subjacent terraue can

not be used for comparison.

The contour maps prepared by
enable

me

the geographic brrvcli of

arvcy

i:

volumes of some of the most impoiiaiit American

to give the

examples of these various classes with a degree of precision quite

sufficient

was

referred,

for the purpose.

By

their aid

each of the fallowing

feature.-

not to sea level, but to the plane of the surrounding country, and

its

vol-

lime was computed.

San Francisco Mountain
plain,

and the

mountain by

strata

addition.

Mount Shasta
strata,
is

about

but there

is

is

its

Its

is

a volcanic cone standing alone

base are almost undisturbed

volume

is

;

it is

on a high
a tj-pical

40 cubic miles.

a volcanic cone standing in a region of disturbed

no evidence of subsidence due

to its load.

Its

volume

SO cubic miles.
Blount Taylor

lavas.

Is

a volcanic cone standing on a plain floored with hard

The degradation

of the surrounding country

mesa or table mountain.

canic plain into a gi-eat
together, constituting a

The cone and mesa

miles.

The Henry Mountains and

—volcanic additions

bv them from

converted the vol-

mountain by combined addition and subtraction,

have a volume of 190 cubic

of laccolitcs

lias

tlie

Sierra

La

In* intrusion

Sal consist each of a group

—and of other rocks preserved

the erosive reduction sustained

by

the surrounding plateau.

Their volumes are respectively 230 and 250 cubic miles.

The Tavaputs
Ivoan Mountain,

Is

plateau of the Green River basin, otherwise
a great

mass of inclined

strata carved out

by

known

as

the unequal

Srft/^
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determiniug cause

Its

a thick

is

layer of resistant rock lying between thick layers of yielding rock, and

it

stands between two monoclinal valleys due to the excavation of the yielding
layers.

Its

volume standing above the

level of the adjacent valleys

about

is

700 cubic miles.

The Grand Canyon
of sti'atified rock. The
canyon and the

of

tlie

Colorado

plateau

foult structure

lias

have

is

a valley cut from a great plateau

a fault structure of

from the mouth of the

Little

tlie

and are manifestly

dift'erent directions

The volume excavated to form the deeper

independent.

own, but

its

jiart

of the canyon,

Colorado to the mouth of Kanab Creek,

350

is

cubic miles.

The Appalachian Mountains

are traversed for nearly a thousand miles

by a

great valley following the outcrop of yielding rocks, and

that

we have

here a valley

by

it is

in'obablc

For the same reason

subtraction.

that

determined the selection for measurement of a portion only of the Wasatch

Range and of a portion only of Lake Bonneville, measurement was not

made
tliat

of the whole of this valley, but only of a limited part.

a section with length

where the valley

is

of the whole valley.

height of the
the

and

mean
its

fifty

It

was assumed

per cent, greater than breadth, and selected

broadest, fairly represents the strain-producing

The

portion thus selected

lies

power

600 feet below the mean

Cumberland Plateau on the northwest and 1000

feet

below

height of the mountain district of North Carolina on the southeast,

volume, computed from the mean of these,

All of these various features except two
of 600 cubic miles, but the limit

is

800 oubic

miles.

within the indicated limit

exceeded by the Tavaputs Plateau with

TOO and the Appalachian valley with 800
ing considerations in each case.

fall

is

cidiic miles.

There are qualify-

The plane above which

the

volume of the

Tavaputs Plateau was computed was that of the low valleys adjoining

it;

perhaps a more suitable plane of reference would have been the general
level of the surrounding country.
is

The density

of the rock of the plateau

pi'obably less than 2.75, the density assumed in reducing the volume of

the abstracted lake water to equivalent rock volume.

valley

lies in

a region of great corrugation, and

strike of the erogenic structure.

its

Tlie Appalachian

trend coincides with the

That structure unquestionably involves
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inequalities in the distribution of subterranean densities,

due

that the strains

to the valley are lessened

exceptionally heavy matter.
tions,

it

must

still

it is

phenoraeua, but

after giving

it is

possible

the presence beneath

due weight

it

of

to these considera-

be admitted that the measure of strength does not stand

well the test applied.

found, and that

But

by

and

It is

indeed possible that a true measure has been

illustrated

we can

by the Bonne^^lle, Tavaputs, and Aj)palachian

not deny the equal possibility,

first,

that the strength

of the earth varies so widely in different places that a measure discovered
in the

Boune^nlle basin serves merely to indicate the order of magnitude of

a measure of the average strength, or second, that the unloading of

tlie

Bonneville basin occasioned no greater strains than the crust was able to
endure, and that the coincidence of unloading and uparchiug was a coincidence merely.

CHAPTER

IX.

THE AGE OF THE EQUUS FAUNA.
THE FAUNA AND
As

the Equii.s fjiuna

is

not

ITS

PHYSICAL 'RELATIONS.

known

to occur in tlie Bonneville Basin, the

presence of this chapter requires ex})lanation.
of the Bonneville liistory to glacial history,

it

In considering' the relation

has been found necessary to

consider also the glacial and lacustrine records of the

Mono and Lahontan

Basins; hence the sixth chapter contains an exceptionally

full

discussion of

the relation of the later lacustrine history of the Great Basin to general

geologic chronology.
history that

The Equus fauna

tlie jj^eoloffist

])resent chapter

is

so connected with that lacustrine

is

can best discuss

its

age in that connection.

The

a corollary to Chapter VI.

The same explanation serves to account for the discussion of the fauna
by tlie present writer, who has not visited tlie chief localities of its occurrence, Ijut derives his kn()wled<re of

and notes of Russell and

Equus appears

to

its "'eoloijic

relations

first

used in the nomenclature of geologic

by Marsh, in an address read to the American
Advancement of Science in 1877." The Equus beds

In'story

njiper dixdsion of the Pliocene,
tlie

Association for the

and they are characterized

genera

Eqiiits, Tapinin,

in

a table accom-

Pliocene, liut that

all

are credited to the post-Tertiary.

Equus fauna from

'Foiirib Aiiu. Rfpt. U. S. Gcol. Survey, pp. 4,'.8-4Gl.

A.

and Siiccfssion of Vertebrate Life

An exam-

and KJcphas.

shows that none of these genera are credited

tion thus fails to separate the

made an

are there

ination of the text

-Tlie lutrodiictioii

writinirs'

McGee.

have been

panying the address by

from the

The

to the

lower

characteriza-

and

the Pleistocene,

as

no

Scieiico, vol. 3, ISS4, pp. 322-3-2:!.

iu

America,

liy O. C. Marsli.

Proc. A. A.

S., vol. 2C, 1878, p. 211.
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locality

mentioned,

is

it

fauna was characterized by Cope by

Those of the

cies.^

column

Two

leaves the fauna undefined.

left

tlie

following

hand column are

years later the

of mannualian spe-

list

extinct, those of the right

hand

living.

Mylodon

Thomomyit near

sodalis.

diisnis.

lAifra near piscinnrin.

Tlmindmiis talpoidcu.

Elcphas

Castor fiber.

EquuH

priinujcniiis.

Canis

occidentalis.

latrans'.

Eipius major

Auchcnia hestcrna.
Auehcnia magna.
Aticheyiia riialeriana.

Ccrtuft/orfis.

As
the

locality,

one horizon and in

they afford a definite and tangible

l)asis for discussion,

scribed

genus

by Cope

and he styled
speaks of

it

it

as a

shells.

may

list

as the

Tajnrits referred to

"Fossil Lake."

fauna, despite the fact that they
it

by Marsh.

The

locality

fail

was de-

Russell,

who

visited the place in

1882,

few miles eastward of Christmas Lake.
in

which the bones occur

It constitutes the floor

erosion,

Equus

as lying thirty or forty miles east of Silver Lake, Oregon,^

The formation
any

them

I shall consider

to include the

were found

togetlier at

the species of this

same

and

,

is

lacustrine, as

shown by

its

of a desert valley, and has suff'ered scarcely

though the sand dunes traveling over

have been somewhat degraded by wind

it

suggest that

action.

its

surface

All about the sides

of the valley are shoi-e-lines, and above these shore-lines the lake beds are

not found.

Just as in the Bonneville and Lahontan basins, the physical

relations indicate that the shore-lines

and lacustrine sediments are coordi-

nate products of the same expansion of lake Avaters.

The Christmas Lake

basin

is

part of the Great Basin, and lies 150

miles northwest from the Lahontan shore-lines.

intervening region has

its

Each closed valley of the

ancient shore-line and associated lake beds.

Each

of the old lakes thus demonstrated stands witness to climatic oscillation,

and

their geographic relations leave

to the

same

climatic oscillation

'E. D. Cope: Bull. U. S. Geol.
'American Naturalist, vol. 16,

&.

no room for question that they pertain

and therefore have the same
Geog. Survey of the Territories, vol.

18e2, p.

I'J^.

date.

5, 1879, p. 48.

CORRELATION OF EQUUS AND LARONTAN FAUNAS.
The mammalian remains obtained from

the Lahontan beds inchide a

great i)roboscidian (Elcphas or Mastodoii), a Hama, one or

an

No

ox.
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more

horses,

and

skeletons were found, and the dissociated bones and fragments

of bones are not such as to pennit the recognition of species; but Prof.

whom

Marsh, to

they were submitted,

able to say with entire confi-

AA-as

dence that the specimens as a whole belong

Equus

to the

Having

founa.

myself compiu-ed the Lahontan collection with the collection made by Mr.

Lake

Russell at the Christmas

locality, I

may be

permitted to add that

I

share Prof. Marsh's confidence in the identity of the faunas.

The

con-elation receives additional support from the lacustrine

Russell reports from the bone beds near Christmas

.shells.

Lake the following

species:^

Sphariiim dcnfatum.
Pisidium nltramonianmn.

Limnophysa huUmokles.

Heli-soma

Valvata vircns.

Carinifex ncwbcrryi.

trii-olvis.

Gyraulus vermicularis.

None

of these are extinct, and

Nearly

beds.

have been found

in

somewhat above the middle of the upper

At "Fossil Lake"

strata.

Lake formation

is

much

ered mammalian fauna

division of lake

the bones were found at the top of the formation,

but Ave knoAv nothing of the thickness of the formation.

The

Lahontan

of the bones obtained from the Lahonton strata were found

all

at a horizon

all

Unless the Fossil

thinner than the Lahonton, the date of

is

a

its

discov-

trifle later.

physical relations recited aboA^e, and the associated paleontologic

relations, shoAv that the

Equus

by

fauna, as illustrated

belongs to the ejioch of the Upper Lahontan.

It

type locality,

its

therefore

falls,

as a mat-

ter of general chronology, in the later Pleistocene.

This conclusion

differs Avidely

from that reached by purely paleonto-

logic methods, for these refer the fauna to the later Pliocene.

are considered, attention

be called to a possible

Avill

the lines of physical eA'idence

The term

may be

Pleistocene

is

Avill

Before they

anibiguitA",

and one of

be amplified.

used by geologists

in tAvo senses,

one of Avhich

characterized as clu-onologic or general and the other as physical
'

Fourth Aun. Rept. U.

S. Geo). Surv., p. 4G0.
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In Europe the later part of Ceiiozoic time was distinguished l)y

or local.

a series of phy.siL-al events luchnling one or

muye epochs

cold and exceptional expansion of glaciers.

In European nomenclature

Pleistocene

is

applied to the period of time occupied

also to the events themselves,
ica the later

this

and

for these Ave

synonym, Quaternary.
our imported term

In North Amer-

have borrowed the name Pleistocene, or

Tlie time covered

by

these events

is

ambiguous.

It is

it

is

and the Fossil Lake beds are found

them

to

be

in the chronologic sense

or

may

to coin-

prunarily in the physical

Upper Lahontan

Pleistocene.

late

— with
its

Properly to

reference to the period

including the glacial and interglacial epochs of Europe

take account of the work of land sculpture and

may

shown so

rather than the chronologic: sense of the tenn that the

characterize

and

these events,

without confusion.

not coincide with the Pleistocene period, and until
cide,

exceptional

Ceuozoic history included a series of events of the same gen-

eral character,
its

and

by

ut

—

it is

necessary to

relative j)rogress in dif-

ferent jilaces.

When

time

—

exposed to atmospheric agencies,

is

its

shaped by some agent other than atmosi)heric

original features continue to

its

at first are

new and

fresli, tlien old,

be the characteristic ones, but they

known only from

of the deposits to which they belonged.
dist-ernible, it yields to the geologist

it

Such evidence

employed by the

affords

glaciation

was simultaneous

in

original forms

the internal structure

So long as the original form

not readily formulated, but

study of

])ases of the

tlie

it is

surfoce.

con-

Indeed

wide spread opinion that

Europe and America.

lake shores of Christinas Valley and of the Lahontan

below them, and the correlated

glacial moraines,

of youthful habit, as youthful as the "parallel roads" of Glen

and other surface features marking the wane of glaciation

The

is

evidence of relative newness or rela-

field geologist in tlie

Ba.sin, the lacustrine plains
all

is

one of the most important

The alwndoned
are

as this

The

worn, and hard to discover; and finally

the fact that they onc-e existed can be

tive age.

by

For a long

sculpture begins.

eventually become suljordinate and finally disappear.

stantly

—a sea

example, a moraine, a shore terrace, or a terrace modeled

floor, for

man

a surface

in

Roy

Scotland.

lake shores and sea .shores associated with the latest Pliocene beds of

COMPAllATITE SCULPTURE.
Euroj)e are

eitlu'r

known only by

unrecognized, or

is

The

their internal structure.

where not covered by

With the aid of

the geologist ties the

tlie

English Cr;ig,

plains of their upper surfaces,

created in the presence of the

3'oung; that created in the presence of the

old.

case of

glacial or volcanic deposits, are either obsolete or

The topography

obsolescent.

else, as in the
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Equus fauna

European Pliocene fauna

is

this additional link in the chain of physical evidence,

Equus

fauna, not merely to the American glacial or

Pleistocene history, but to the Pleistocene time division.

The

Lake Bonneville, the ancient Lake Lahontan, the ancient

ancient

lake of the

Mono. Basin, the ancient lake of the Christmas Lake Basin, and

numerous smaller

extinct lakes of

community of physical characters

Oregon and Nevada, are

—freshly bared sediments, conforming

the slopes of surface and surrounded

have yielded

by

shells of recent species.

freshl)'

formed

Two, those of

largest,

physical histories.

The

and

the Lahontan

Lahontan and Bonneville, have yielded detailed and
analysis of climatic factors correlates

to

]\Iany

shore-lines.

The

Christmas lake basins, have yielded the same mammalian fauna.

two

by

tied together

parallel

them with

ancient glaciation in neighboring mountains, and their shores are carved

from and built around late-formed moraines of the Wasatch Range and the

The

Sierra Nevada.

detailed history

shows two

lacustral ejiochs con'e-

sponding to two glacial epochs, and correlates the mammalian fauna with
the later half of the later glacial epoch.
late in the Pleistocene period.

show

that

it is

Presumptively

The phenomena

very

this date falls

of comparative sculpture

at least later than the latest Pliocene of

Europe.

THE PALEONTOLOGIC EVIDENCE.
So

far as I

am

aware. Cope alone has stated the paleontologic grounds

Equus fauna to the Pliocene. Comparing it with the subAppenine fauna of Europe (Pliocene), he says — "The characteristic of this

for referring the

fauna
the

is

the fact that the species belong mostly to existing genera.

Equus beds

field

of Oregon, a few extinct genera in like

.

manner share

with various recent ones, while not a few' of the bones are not

guishable from those of recent species."

.

In
the

distin-

In a succeeding paragraph he

adds: "As a conclusion of the comparison of the American E(pius beds iu
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may be stated that the number of
may not hesitate to parallelize them

general with those of Europe

genera

so large that Ave

is

it

identical

as strati-

graphically the same."*

Three categories of evidence are here used: (1) the relative abundance
of extinct genera in tlie two f;iuuas, (2) the relative abundance of extinct
species in the two faunas, (3) the abundance of genera common to both
faunas.

and second categories embody the method devised by Lyell for
the classification of Tertiary formations, a method based on the percentage
Faunas with the lowest per cent of
in each fauna of living or extinct forms.

The

first

recent forms were grouped together as Eocene, those with a certain higher

per cent were called Miocene, and so for the Pliocene.

on a generalization from observation and on a postulate.
tion

is

that

from the

earliest

approached the present

been uniform in
can

)-ield

Eocene time the

facies.

all places.

If

The

postulate

is

that the rate of

tlie

postulate

is

true, the

it

rests

generaliza-

facies of life has gradually

The

exact time correlation; otherwise

time results.

The method

change has

method of Lyell

can yield only approximate

Lyell himself disclaims belief in the postulate and regards

his classification as chi-onologically imperfect.^
These pass.igcs occur on pages 47 and 48 of a paper on Tin; Relatious of the Horizons of Extinct
Vertebrata of Europe and North America, puhlished in volume V of the Bulletina of the U. S. Survey
On page 49 the correhition of the Equus beds with tho Plicccne is characterized
(<f the Territories.
as tlie "ex.act identilicatiou " of a restricted division. Tho author's confidence in the correlatiou was
mit materially shakeu by a preliminary statement of tho physical evidence made by tho writer to tho
National Academy of Science in 1S86. See American Naturalist, vol. XXI, lS-*7, p. 45i). In the passage
last referred to Cope s.Tys: "This gentleman [Gilbert] has expressed the belief that tho beds of this
a"e are not older than the glacial ciioch, because they embrace the bases of some of the moraines of
some of the ancient glaciers of the Sierra Nevada. It remains to be proven, however, that these
'

moraines are of true glacial age, since they are of entirely local character. Thi' i)rebenco of bo many
mammals of the fauna of the valley of Mexico wouhl not support the belief in a cold climate."
When the moraines referred to were being formed, the Sierra Nevada bore en its back a mcr-de"lace as extensive as that of the Alps, and a host of glaciers llowed from this to the valleys below,
reaching altitudes from 0,000 to 9,000 feet lower than tho little glaciers that now cling to a few of its
the Wasatch Mountains. Whatever inferpeaks. At the samo time there were also grcat.glaciers
ences these phenomena yield as to the contemporaneous eliraato of the Great Basin ai>pears to me quite
independeut <jif the question of their correlation with a glacial epoch somewhere else. If the glaciers
prove a cold climate in tho Great Basin, then the animals that left their bones in tho contemi>oraueous
lake sediments of the Basin lived in a cold climate. If the animals could not live in a cold climate,
then it is shown that the valleys of the Great Basin were warm despite the ice on the high mountains.

m

The question of geologic date is not involved.
Tho value of the Equus fauna as an index of contemporaneous climate has already beeu discussed
in chapter VI of this volume.
» Sir Charles Lyell.
Manual of Geology, 5th ed. New York. p. 11'.?.

METOODS OF PALEONTOLOGIC GORRELATIOI?.
The

third categ-ory of evidence, the aljuudance of
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comiuou elements

two faunas compared,

is

and

older formations as Avell as to the Cenozoic.

it

applies to

method of using
their

tlie
it is

tliat

ordinarily used in paleontologic correlation,

tlie

by

may be

prismatic scale, "and

Having

method of matching.

determined

The

analogous to the assigmnent of commercial colors to

approximate positions on

ized as a

in

in

one

district

a

character-

number of faunas

physical relations to be successive, the paleontologist com-

pares a single fauna of another district Avith each of these severally and
" correlates "
cipal

it

check on

method

this

witli

lies in

When

one another.

results with

compared

with the one with which

it

has most in common.

prin-

the consistency or inconsistency of

two faunas of one

its

district are separately

the faunal scale of another district, their relative ages as

inferred from the results of matching

is

two or more kinds,

as for

by

usually the same as shown

physical relations, but there are a few exceptions to
biotic data of

The

Again when

this.

example vertebrate

their

fossils> inverte-

brate fossils and fossil plants, are separately employed for correlation

by

matching, the results are often accordant, but they are also often discordant.

HoAV

and how

far the discrepancies of result are

due

to imperfection of

known, but

far to imperfection of data, is not

it

is

method

generally

admitted that there are limits to the applicability of the method.
gi'eatest discrepancies in its results

compared

may be

lie

its

the

number

common
is

types

is

and

it

value varies directly with the degree of

resemblance of the faunas compared.
forms or of

have been found when the formations

far apart, so as to fall in different faunal provinces;

said in general that

The

Where

the whole iimnber of

small, correlation

is less

common

precise than

where

large.

In order to gauge the Ecpius fauna
selected a series of

by

European faunas more or

and of well-known age.

They

are (1) the

the accepted scale, I have

less ivstricted

Lower

geographically

Pli(H'ene of Montpellier,

France, (2) the Upper Pliocene of the Arno Valley, Italy, (3) the Pleisto-

cene of Great Britain, (4)
species of the land

those of the

tlie

mammals

Equus fauna and

living fauna of Europe.

The genera and

of these fi^unas have been compared with
the accompanying table constructed.
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The
the

table includes only

same Oregon

mammalian

faunas.

locality ten species of birds'

Cope has repuijed from

and two of

fishes,^

are not at present available for purposes of correlation.

As

but these

it is

known

that the general rate of evolution differs in different classes of animals, the
entire Fossil

Lake fauna can not be considered

together.

The

birds can

not be separately used because of the scantiness of avian data in the Euro]ienn faunal scale.

The

fishes are themselves too

few for profitable com-

parison.
Table X\'U.— Summary of Pakontohgic Data for

Tfirrstrial

mammalian faunas.

the Iktcrmination

of the Aye of the EquHH Fauna.

THE rALEONTULOGIO EVIDENCE.
teuJs

ti)

correlate

401

E(juus fauua with the Pleistocene of Great Britain,

tlie

bnt the number of coninion forms

so small th:it their testinioiiy luis

is

little

Aveit"ht.

])nii-

The numerical results hy the Lyel]i;in method iippeiiiof colunms.
The Eqmis fauna agrees Avith the Upjjcr
;nid in its ratio of extinct species

nitio of extinct genera;

nearer the Pliocene than the Pleistocene.
\\

ciikened

hy

Lake

1

extinct, of IS

is

Tlie evidence from species

is

Pliocene species are reported extinct.

fomis living stand nearer
of

its

forms living?

would assign
tocene.

I'liocene in its

it

stands rather

from genera

evidence;

is

from the Arno Valley 2 are extinct;

more bones might cause

the discovery of a few

fifths

middle

IJie

the fact that the nmiibers invoh ed are ver)' small; of 9 gen-

era from Fossil

ratios.

The

in

t<.>

hard to interpret, because

all

t»f

the

of the

Does a fauna with one-third of

its

one with no living forms or io one with four-

Perhaj)S the proper interpretation of this evidence

a date at the close of the Pliocene

It certainly

A\ide diAergence

and beginning of the

Pleis-

does not agree with the physical evidence in indicating

late Pleistocene.

If all this paleoutologic evidence could

each element
later than the

its

be properly coml)ined, giving

due weight, the residting indication of date Avould be

upper Pliocene of the Anio Valley and

of the Pleistocene of Great Britain.

between the two time

divisions, or

It
it

might

might

fall in

fall in

than the middle

carliei-

an assumed interval

the earlier part of the

Pleistocene.

At

the very best, the date inferred fi-om the jihysical facts

date inferred from the biotic facts differ
the Pleistocene period.

Vur

my own

later date.

I

part

I

by mon^ than

and the

half the extent of

Both can not be true; which should be accepted?

do not hesitate to prefer the jihysical evidence and

tlie

hold with Lyell that "avc can not presiime that the rate of

former alterations in the animate world, or the continual going out and

coming

in of species, has

of time;"

may

been everywhere exactly

and the Equus fauna seems

to

perhaps be found, when the fauna

features

is

to illustrate the principle.

much

better

known, that

It
its

correspond closely with those of the contemporaiy founa in

Europe, but for the present

MON

me

etpial in e(|ual quantities

I

26

it

appears that the mammalian fauna of the
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Great Basin experienced a greater change at the close of the Pleistocene
than did that of Europe.
lu the study of the Pleistocene of Europe, geology and paleontology

have Avorked together

witli

given to paleontology
rocated

by

tlie

admirable

results.

sequence of

its

The geologic

have

relations

faunas; paleontology has recip-

correlating the deposits of extra-glacial regions with elements

of the glacial history; and through such cooperation a bewildering multi-

being marshaled into a consistent tliough complex sys-

plicity of data are

tem.

In America the same benefit should result from the same coopera-

tion.

Some

tions

t(i

Pleistocene deposits can be assigned dates through their rela-

glaciation,

and when the faunas and

paleontdlogv can contribute

much toward

history of districts remote from glaciers.

method of jjcrcentages

by matching; but
immediate
'

in

my judgment,

While

tlieso

known,

the discovery of the Pleistocene

For

this

purpose the Lyellian

far less valual)le than the

method

the standard scale for matching should be an American

based on physical studies

scale,
its

is,

floras of these are

in the region of Pleistocene glaciation

and

vicinity.'
pages are passing throu^li the press, a volume

is

piiblisbed l>y Jlessre. Felix aiid

Leiik, eoutaiuing au account of rieistoceue lacustriue forniatious in tlu- Great Valley of Mexico.

general

way

si'Pcios,

and two of these species are

In a

the phenonienu of the Bouueville and Lahoutau basins are there repeated, but the history
ol the cliiiialic oscillation has not been fully made out.
In uiulisturbid st\ata, forming a continuous
Kiries with lake sedinicuts now being deposited, there have been found bones of thirteen uiamnialiau
7>iv

identie.Tl witli

members of tlie ClirislUKis L:)Ue
Vou Dr. J. Felix uud Dr.

Goologie und Paliionlologie der liepublik Mexico,

l.ei;>;;ig, IdJLI,

pp. Go-Oo, 7y-E>6.J

faun.i.
11,

(Ueitriigo

Leuk.
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ALTITUDES AND TUEIR DETERMINATION.
By Albert

L.

Webster.

In counectiou with the study of the records of the ancient L{ike Bonneville, it
interest to ascertain the present relative altitudes of points scattered along its former perimeter. A comi>lete and thoroughly satisfactory investigation of the subject being impracticable from economic considerations, it was made

became a matter of

subsidiary to the more general historic study of the lake, and its results are accordingly incomplete or lacking where such study would not permit of a more extended
investigation. As far as practicable altitudes were obtained of points representative
of the entire shoreline.
To accomplish this a large area of country had to be
traversed, and it was necessary to employ all available means aud methods for the
collection of the data.
All heights are referred for comparison to a common datum
l)oint, arbitrarily

chosen, the zero

mark

of the lake gauge at the

Lake Shore bathing

resort.

The measurements aud observations here brought together are not my own alone,
but were made by many persons and at various times. In the following pages the
attempt is made to arrange them in such order that the critical reader can leadily
learn the essential nature of all the data on which each separate determination of
altitude

is

based.

SCHEME OF TABLKS.
Table

detinnincd by trigonoiiiefric oliservations.
determined Ijy baroiuotric observations.
XX. Reduction of various lake gauge zeros to the Lake Sbore datum.
XXI. Gauge records, ahowiug the height of the water surface of Great Salt Lake at various

XVIII.

Difl'erciices of altitude

XIX. Ditfurcuces of

altituile

dates.

XXII. Differences of altitude from railroad survey records.
XXIII. Difloreuces of altitude by special spirit-level determinations.
XXIV. Reduction of results to Lake Shore gauge, zero as a conunon datum.
XXV. Comparative schedule of altitudes of points on tlio Bonneville shoreline
XXVI. Comparative schedule of altitudes of points on the Prove shore-line.
XXVII. Comparative schedule of altitudes of points on the Stansliury shoreline
XXVIII. Difrerenccs in altitude of the Bonneville and Provo shore-lines at various
XXIX. Differences in altitude of the Provo aud Stansliury shore-lines at various

By

reference to this scheme of tables

has been gathered from the

it

will

localities.

localities.

be seen that hypsometric material

live following sources:
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

From
From
From
From
From

upon trigonometric observations.
based npon concurrent barometric observations.
the records of tbe fiiictuations of tlie present Great Salt Lake.
(leterminatioiis based

(k'terniinatiou.s

the recoids of various railroad surveys.
especial deteriiiinations

made with

survi'vor's

tlie

s]iirit levcd.

TRIGONOMETRIC DATA.
The few result.s obtained I)V the first method and jiresciited in Table XVIII weie
derived by computation fiom measniements of anfjle.s of elevation and depression
\\ilh accoinpanyin;j short basedines.
Tije angles were measured with the oidinary
siuvi^yor's transit,

measured with

reading to minutes on the vertical limb.

The base

lines

weie

a .steel tajie.

Tlie results au' recorded in feet

that tlicy are true to

tlie

and tenths of feci, but it is not intended to assert
They are probably true to the nearest foot.

neaiest tenth.

combining deterniinations of various kinds it has been found convenient to use the
for all, and the tenth of a foot has been chosen as expressing the ]Mecision of the most accurate of all the measurements
the shorter lines ol' spiiitlevelFor the imrposes of the IJonneville investigation it would be sufticient to stoji
iug.
]ri

same notation

—

at the decimal point, as

all

the results of mea.-;urement aie cond)ined with observa-

tions involving an uncertainty of several feet; but

data

may Lave

it is

conceived that some of the

other uses, and for the sake of iliese the tenths are retained.

Table WllL^Diffcfiices of
Vicinity

of—

Allitmlc dilrrminfii

hij

Trigniwmctric Olinervallotin,

HEIGHTS BY BAROMETER.
Two barometers and

407

were left bere in tlie cliarge of an observer,
Snl, 1S81.
Upon the tonner of these,
October
Mr. E. n. Sniitb, Iroiu July l"Jtli to
P. M. iuclusive upon llie
from
7
A.
M.
to
9
each
day
were
made
hourly observations
latter, readings were taken daily at 7 A. jM., 2 P. M. and 9 V. M.
The Survey did not establish a base station at Salt Lake City, but made use of
the ordinary observations by the U. S. Signal Service observer. Through the courtesy of the Chief Signal Otlieer of the Army we were furnished with coi>ies of such
])()rtions of the records as were needed for our work, viz., the readings of baninieter,
thermometer and psychrometer at 7 A. M., 2 P. M. and 9 P. M., during the i)eriod
itsyr.liroraeters

;

covered by the observations at Fillmore.
The altitude of the sub-base above the Signal Offnte at Salt Lake City was coin]>iited from a selected jiortion of the concurrent observations at the two ])la('es.
In order to avoid observations aS'ectcd by abnormal atinos|)heiic conditions, the
"reduced" barometric readings at the two stations were platted graphically in close
marked i)nrallelism of the resulting curves
pro.ximity, with a common time scale.
between the dates of July 'J9th and August 17th led to the acceptance of the recoids

A

included between those dates as a basis for the computation, aud they alone weie
emjiloyed.

Three somewhat indei»endent results were ol)tained for the difference of altitude
by considering separately the means of the 7 A. M., 2 P. M., and the 9 P. T»I. reduced
iea<lings at the two stations, Williamson's method and tables being emi>loyed.> In
eaeli determination the terms t + t' and a + a' are identical, being derived from the
means of the temperature and humidity terms of the 7 A. M., 2 P. iM., and 9 P. M.
records for the selected period.
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To the Fillmore station alone, as a base, have been referred
barometric records taken iu the district south of it.

all

the itinerarj-

At
talicn,

the new stations no "dry bulb " thermometer or psycbrometer readings were
and where such data were necessary in the coini)utation of their altitudes they

were supplied from the Fillmore records alone.
Table XIX.— Differences

Viciuity of

of Altitude determined from Darometnc Observations.
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LAKE RECORDS.
At

various times spirit-level lines have been run from the surface of Great Salt

Lake to points on the ancient beaches in the near neigliborhood of its present sliore.
The records of altitudes tlius. obtained are not, however, directly couiparable, snicc
is iu a state of continual fluctuation, the records of wliich have
independent gauges. It was accordingly necessary to determine pri-

the surface of the lake
Ikh'U referred to

tlie various gauges.
Previous to 1875 the record of the rise and fall of the lake is iiurely a traditional
Such evidence, however, as is reliable, has been presented by Mr. Gilbert in his
one.
cha))ter on " Water Supply," Powell's "Lands of the Arid Region," in which the records have beeu referred to the level of the Antelope Island Bar as a datum.'
In 1875 a granite monument, graduated to feet and inches, was erected by Dr.
John R. Park, of Salt Lake City, at Black Rock on the soutliern shore of the lake, and
upon this observations were made at intervals uutil October 9th, 187G, when it was
abandoned. In connection with it, the Powell Survey placed a granite bench block
on the shore near by. A line of spirit-levels was 6ubse(piently run, which showed the
Black Rock Monument zero to be 3C.5 feet below the Black Rock Bench.
In 1877 another gauge was erected at Farmington, on the east shore of the lake,
ill an inlet.
A stone reference point, planted on rising ground nearby, and known
as the Farmington Bench, was found to be 12.9 feet above the zero of the Fainiington
gauge. Observations were made at intervals on the newly erected gauge until October, 1879, when it was rendered useless by the occurrence of a succession of heavy
winds from the westward, whieh effectually barred the entrance of the inlet with sand,
thus cutting off its direct conuuunicatiou with the lake. In anticipation of such an
occuirence, a third gauge had been established at Lake Shore, Dve miles south of

marily the relative altitudes of the zeros of

Farmington, and monthly reconls begun November 19th, 1879. This is known as the
Lake Shore Gauge, and to its zero as a datum have been referred the various determinations of which this appendix treats. (See Table XXIV.)
A general ialling tendency of the Lake for several years portended disqualification of tliis gjuige, and rendered the erection of a deeper set scale a matter of precautionary advisability.
fourth gauge was accordingly established at Garfield Landing, three miles west of Black Rock.
It consists of a stout strip of scantling, nineteen feet long, firmly spiked to one of the piles of the steamer pier. It is graduated

A

to feet

and

inches.^

On

the 23d of July, ISSl, the Black Rock bench was found by spirit-level to be
3S.7 feet above the surface of the lake; at the same time the water washed the 7 ft.
9 in. mark of the Garfield gauge. Thus the zero of tlie latter is iGA feet below the

Black Rock bench.
Table
indicates the steps by which the various gauges have been reduced
to the Lake Shore zero.

XX

'Tlit^

traditional record

is

repeated, with an a<Mition, in this volume, pp. 2:!'.l-2-13.
Appendix, the Garliehl gau^e has b<*u destroyed

'SiiH'o the preparation of this

Gee

p. 232.

G. K. G.

G. K. G.

and reuuwed.
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Table XX.

Reduction of various Lake Gange Zeros

to the Lalce

Shore Datum.

Kefer7ed 1o

Tntprmpdialo Datum.

Point.

Bate

Intrrrnediate

Datum.
Lake Surface

A

Jan.

"Tenipor.iry Boncli'' at

Lake Surface

..

.

2.1,

,

Lake Slide
Gauge Zeio.

+

2.,';

+

1.3

+

3.8

-

0.1

+

3.

1880 ...

do

Heferred to
^

Famiiicton.

A "Temporary

FarmiuQton Gauge Zero

KcTtch " at

Xov.

M.

1RT9

FamiinfTton.
Fariiiinglon Bench.

Mean LaUe

Farinington Gauge Zt-ro

.

...

+ 12.

tl.i

Surface.

n

Mitr. 21 to Mar.
25, 1S«1.

Garfteld

Landing Onwjr Zero

Lake Surface
Black

liiick

(;a:ti.-lil

Bench

Lake Surface
Black Rock Monvment
Lake Surface
Antcln]ic Iglnncl
"little

Mean Lake Surface

Bar

channel."

Lake
Zero.

Landin^GaugeZeio

SniTac.c

niaek Kock Bc-ncli
Lake Suiface
Rlack liock MonniniiitZoro

in

Ilie

-.

LakoSiirface

do

+

,Tul\ 2n, 18S1

July

'

|

.

.

.

—34.5

12, 1R77

do

Oct.. 10,

do

7.7

+38. 7

'....do

1877

.

+

-

2.0

.8
o.r.

+ 16.6

HEIGHTS OF LAKE SURFACE.
Taulk XXI.

Gauge Recordi, showing

Gauge.

the height

411

of the TTaier Surface of Chreal Salt LaVe at rnrinuH dales.
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Table XXIII.
Vicinity of

Differences of Altitude hy Special Spirit- Level Determinations.

HEIGHTS BY LEVELING.
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COMBINATION OF DATA.

/

In the scbednic followiiij? (Tabic XXIV) a collection and combination is made
of results appeariug in suine of the six tables preccdin{r, so as to reduce the statiDus
to which thej apply to the arbitrarily assumed Lake Shore zero datum. The table is

arranged with reference to the latitudes of the jwints <!etcrmiued, beginning with the
most northerly.
Table XXIV .—Kednction of Results

to the

Lake Shore Gauge Zero aa a Common Datum.

Difference in
Point.

Lake Surface. Drc. 11, 1880
Salt Luke City Station (U.S. P^K
Ogdcn Station
Franklin Station (IT.N.R,R)
L.akc Station (U. N.

It.

)

K.)

Bonneville sUoro-lino, vicinity of

Table

Lake Shore Gau^e Zero
Lake Surface, Dec. U, 18S0
Salt Lake City Station
Ogden Station

,

Swan

From

Intermediate Datum.

,

Rod Kock

Pasa.

1.7

+

50.7

52.4

+

42.3

94.7

+

213.0

307.7

Frank! in Station

XXII
XXII
XXII

691.7

XXIII

+
+

287.0

Swan Lake

303.0

897.7

XXIII

+

62C.0

933.7

xxin

+

201.0

568.7

XXII

+

200. U

XXIII
XXIII

+
+

270. 2

XXI

+

0.8

Station

XXIV
do

Ogden
Logan

shore-lino, vicinity of

.

Logan

St.ation

.

Station

.

do

Bonneville ahoro-lino, vicinity of Kelton.

Lake Shore Gauge Zero.
Lake surface, Au:X- 11, 18'

Provo shore-line, vicinity of Kelton

Bonneville shore- line

Lake

Lake Shore Gauge Zero
Lake surface, Aug. 23, 1877

Lake anrface, Ang.

Lake

;

interpolated

.

23, 1877; inte^pol,^ted

vicinity of Promontory.

line,

surface, Oct. 28, 187»; iut«rpolatnd

Provo
Salt

AuR.

shore

18T7

11,

flhi>re-line,

.

vicinity of Willard

Lake Shore Gauge Zero
Lake surface. Oc't. 28. 1S79
do

ahorc-liue, vicinity of Willartl

Lake City Station

.

032.9

—

301.1

XXI

-I-

C.

XXI

. .

94.7

XXIII
XVIII

XXIII
XXIII

do

shore-line, vicinity of Promontory'

Bonueville

307.7

XXIV

Bonneville slinre.line. vicftiity of Logan

Prove

Feet.

xxin

.

Franklin Station.

.

Logan Station (U. N. R. R.)

surface,

feet.

1.7

Os'Ien Station

Ilouni'ville

Datum.

Intermediate

+

ProTo shore-line on Franklin Butto

Prove

above the

Lake Shore
Gauge Zero
Datum.

XXI

Franklin Station
Bonneville sliore-line on Franklin Butte

XXIII
XXIII

-1-1017.5

5

-)-103r.7

+

065.8

-I-

2.6

+

974.0

-f

021.0

+

876.0

XXIV

(V. S. R. R.)

I

i

Tecoiua Station (C.P. R. K.)
Bonneville shore-line, vicinity of Tecoma.

.Salt
I

Salt

Lake City Station
Lake Cily Meridian Monument

Bonnevillf shore-line, vicinity of Salt Lake City
(1st determination).

XXII

Lake City Station
Tecoma Stiititm

XXIII

Ogdcu Station

XXIII

Salt

XXIV

Oilden Station

Bonueville shore-lino, vicinity of O^don

Altitude

Altitude
refelTed to

.

XXIV
Salt L,ake City Station.

Meridian Monument

..

XXIII
XXIII

-I-

72.6

-(-

8(5.9
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Table XXIV. —Seduction of Jtesults

Point.

to the

Lake Shore Gauge Zero

as a

Common Datum. — Continued.

COMPUTATION OF HEIGHTS.
Table XXIV.

IledKclioii

roint.

of ItiauUa

to the

Lake Shore Gauge Zero as a Common Datum

415
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ALTITUDES OF SHORE-LINES AND THEIR DIFFERENCES.
For coiivenieuce in comparison, all the detorniiuod altitudes of points on the
and ananyed with reference
Bonneville shore-line have been collected in Table
In addition to this a column has
to latitude, beginning with the most northerly.
been i)repared giving the " Inferred high-water level " of the Bonneville stage, with

XXV

probable error. The preparation of this column involves several considerations.
In the first place, the shore record to which levels were run consisted in each case of
a topographic feature which might or might not stand at the precise level of the corresponding water surface. In some cases there was reason to believe that it was
its

higher, in other cases that

it

was lower, and

in order to obtain the altitude

the right-hand column, a correction was applied.
error of this altitude,

two sources of error had

To

given

in

obtain the value of the i)robable

to be considered, the error of instru-

mentation, or error of the leveling proper, and the error of the estimated correction
to the

measured

heiglit.

amount of allowance or correction to be applied to the
determined altitudes in order to obtain the inferred highwat<?r line, much attention
was given to the local characteristics of the shoreline in the vicinity of each determined point. The efl'ect of local conditions was the subject of special study by Mr.
Gilbert, and the allowance for difl'erence in altitude between the shore feature measured and the corresponding water surface was in each case based on his estimate.'
With reference to the error of instrumentatiou, the attempt was made to determine the general precision of each hyi)sometric method used. A probable error in
accord with such determined precision was assigned to each separate measurement,
and the probable error of each measured altitude was deduced from the combination
of the errors of the several steps on which the measurement was based.
The probable error of the estimated allowance for the difl'erence in altitude
between the topographic feature measured and the high-water level was itself a matter of estimate only, being based upon considerations arising from Mr. Gilbert's genIn deciding upon the

study of the subject.
The probable error of the corrected altitude was deduced by combining, in the
usual manner, the probable error of instrumentation with the probable error of the
"estimated allowance."
In ascertaining the precision of the barometric work, use was made of the long
Sixty intlepemlseries of simultaneous observations at Fillmore and Salt Lake City.
ent computations were made of the dillerence in altitude of the two stations, each
comiiutation being based on a single set of concurrent observations. A conipntatiim
based on the discrei)ancies of the sixty results showed the probable error of a single
detenninatiou to be ±128 feet. The errors assigned to the barometric determinations
were estimated on this basis, allowance being made for distance and other special con-

eral

ditions.

A

part of the leveling work was duplicated, and an examination of the records
of such duplicated work led to the belief that, as executed by us, a line of levels not
exceeding live miles in length nor 1000 feet in vertical range, need not be assigned a
'A discnssiou of this sulpjcct will be founil in Chapter III of this volume, under the headings
"Enihankmcnt Series" and "Determination of Still-water Level," j>i). 111-1'j:). G. K. G.
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Locke's band level, when supported by a staff
was louud to have a [)robable error of about oue loot iu

greater probable error than one foot.

and
SUO

lusi'd

leet

on a

steep hillside,

of ascent.

TLe probable errors recorded in the following tables were obtained liy combining
the estimated probable errors of measurement with the estimated probable errors of
It is recognized that any
identihcation of the plane of the aucieiit water surface.
inilividual determination, not duplicated, may involve some gross error for which no
allowance

is

'I'AHi.i:

made, but

XW —
.

Loialiiy.

if

such errors exist their number

('oiiiiiiiyiilive Sili((liile

of Jllilmhs of

I'oiiits

is

on

small.

Hit

IloiiueriHe Sliorc line.
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Tablk XXV.

—Contiuaed.

Comparative Svhcdule of Altitudes of Points on the Bonneville Shore-live

Locality.

HEIGHTS OF SHOEE-LINES.
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XXVIII and XXIX

are iu geueral compiled directly from Tables XXV,
and give tbe diflereuces in allitiule of the bigb-water lines of tlie
IJonneville aud Provo stages, and Prove and Stansbnry stages respectively. Tbe
Siiowsville, Dove Creek, aud Malliu resiiUs come direct from Table XVIIl.

Tables

XXVI

and

XX VII,

Table XXVIII.

Diffemnrs

Table XXIX. — Differenctx

Vicinitj- of

in Altitude of the ISoiincfille

in

AUitinh of

tjic

and riovo Slion:-H)Hs

at Various LoeaUtics.

Proro and Stnnshnrii Shorelines at various

localities.

APPENDIX

B.

ON THE DEFORMATION OF THE GEOID BY TOE ItEMOYAL, TUKOUGIl
EVAPORATION, OF TEE WATER OF LAKE BONNEVILLE.
By

R.

S.

WoOD-ffAED.

The following paragraphs contain an ontline, with special reference to tlie Lake
Bonneville problem, of a general investigation of the form of tbe geoiil as intliienced
by

masses of certain determinate forms. TLe fullest publication conNo. 48 of tbe U. S. Geological Survey, entitled On tbe Form and
Position of tbe Sea-Level.
Some of tbe matbem itieal work ai)|)ears in tbe Annals of
Matberaatics, in Nos. 5 and 6 of Vol. 2 and No. 1 of Vol. 3; and tbe principal numerical results witb reference to an ice cap are abstracted in tbe i)ai)er by Messrs. L'baniberlin and Salisbury on Tbe Drifdess Area of tbe Upper Mississip[>i Valley, in tiie
Sixth Annual report of tbe U. S. Geological Survey, pages 291-298.
Tlie form and position assumed by the surface of the ocean or tbe surface of a
lake at any time are determined by tbe contemi)oraneous distribution and velocity of
rotation of the earth's mass.
Any change in that distribution or in that velocity of
local attracting

stitutes Bulletin

rotation involves, in general, changes in both tbe form and position of the free surfaces

of

all terrestrial

bodies of water.

Such surfaces are called

level surfaces, or

now more

commonly, equipotential surfaces.

^Mathematically they are always regarded as closed
surfaces, or as encorajiassing tbe earth, however limited their visible* portions presented 1)3^ isolated bodies of water may be. Thus, the sea surface is imagined to
extend through tbe continents, its position at any invisible po'ut being the height to

which water would

rise if

permitted to flow through a canal from tbe sea to that

point.

Of

tbe two factors which determine tbe form and position of tbe sea level at any
epoch, tbe distribution of the earth's mass is the more important. Indeed, tbe rotation of the earth may be entirely ignored in computing the effects on tbe sea-level of

such changes in the sui>erficial distribution of matter as are here considered.
It will be convenient in what follows to distinguish between the relative altitudes of the surfaces of the sea or any similar ecinipotential surfaces at difl'erent
epochs by referring to them as dist urbed and undisturbed surfaces. Thus, according
as we call tbe present sea surface undistnrbi'd or <listurbed the i>ast and future surfaces are disturbed or undisturbed. It will also be convenieiit to call any mass producing such relative changes in sea level a disturbing mass.
421
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In the paper referred to above it is sbown tbat the efi'ect of superficial masses
of small maguitude in comparison with the earth's mass iu distorting the sea-level is
expressed by the formula
^

=

-^—

(1)

which r is the elevation or depression of the disturlK'd surface with respect to the
undisturbed at the i)nint where the potential of the disturbing mass is V; \\ is the
jiotential of the disturbing mass along the line of intersection of the disturbed and
uiidisturl)cd surfaces, or the value of V where r = 0; and g is the acceleration of
in

i

gravity.

The application of the above formula
lation of the iiotentials

V

]ires<>nts

and Yo, which are

no

difiu-nlty excei>t in the calcu-

some cases qu'te coniph'x (juantities.
namely that in whicli the disturbing

in

For one of the most imi>ortant classes of cases,
mass is symmetrically disposed about a radius of the earth's surface, the i)Oteiitials
have been expressed in terms of integrals wiiiidi may be readily evaluatiMl for the
In this class of cases the disturbed
characteristic points of the disturbed surface.
surface will evidently be equi symnu'trical with resi>e<'t to the axis of the disturbing

mass, and, disregarding the elfect of the rearranged water, the amount of the disturbance is defined by the following formula:

v

I ^"<1{1
(

3ft

=

-

MU

71

ift)
q>{ft)(lli.

I

^^^

(2)

is the density of the disturbing mass, p„ the
Herein r has the same meaning as in
), p
mean density of the earth, tt the number 3.14150 +, (i the angular distance of any
{ 1

point of the distu.bing mass from

may be most

briefly

and /i„ is the angular radius of the border
The quantity I is a defluite integral which

its axis,

of the mass or the limiting value of

(i.

expressed thus

I

= r"

/cos i?

/

Jo

/•'

=

^

cos

2>

- cos /? \ J
— cos a J dp^

when a<B
'

/cos;}-cos/i N,2
. ,,
dp when «>/!
V — t;os a J
,

I
.

/

)

•'

'

V<'o-''

'

wherein « is the angular distance of any point of the disturbed surface from the axis
of the disturbing mass, a and v are thus polar co-ordinates of the disturbed sea
surface.

The effect of the rearranged sea-water, ignored above, is simi)ly to i)roduce an
exaggeration of the type of surface defined by (2), and this exaggeration may be
expressed by a series of rapidly converging terms (see §§ 20-24 of paper on Form and

__

•
'

If

m

be an element of the disturbing mass and

potential of tbo mass

is

the

sum

of all the quotients

—
r

) its
,

or

V

.

distance from the point iu (juestion, tbo

=2

—

.

The non mathematical reader

r

should distinguish carefully between potential and attraction, the latter being a derivative of the
former.
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Position of the Sea Level), but for the small masses bero considered the
additional terms

is

iijsijj;iiilieant.

In

expressed by equation (2).
For lenticular masses of the type assumed
the expression

/to

of tbese

in

the text, the thickness

is

given by

sin" \fi

'm = K (
Here

sum

cases, indeed, the characteristic efl'ects are

all

sin"

(3)
.y.

tbo thickness along the axis of the

is

and fi,, have tlie meanings assigned
above and n is aii.\ positive integer. This formula makes qj(fi) =/',i, or the mass of uniform
thickness when n is infinite. For other values
of w the mass will be thickest along its axis
and diminish in thickness more or less rapidly
as we jiass from the axis to the border, or as fj
mass,

fi

increases from

Some

of tiie curves deFigure 51. The scale
for the sector ABC, representing a great circle
of the earth through the axis of a lenticular
fined by (3) are

to

fi„.

shown

in

and the radial
n = 1, 3, 7 is exaggerated
about 5,000 times, the assumed value of /(„ being
lake basin,

is

1

:

125,000,0;k»

scale for the curves

OnO

1
*

^y

fa

Fir..

51.— Cross-section of Idial Lenticuliir Lako

Bn.^in.s

Srali- for apction
-it

'

lindirul 8cal<' for

For the particular value of
(3)7 equation (2) becomes

q'{fi)

given

{M4'i.ii)

= ,.zU.. =

of

ti'iTt'sIrial .sjilnMc

tlii('kn<-s.<t

„r:

0— 1000
\

j2:.r.

of distiirbiDg mass, or

feet.

Bli]>'iflu/

,/Jo

v

Tf

we

represent

tlie

=3

llnP

ijo Ksrnl/y-,TT-2-'^iA'!-

(4)

values of the definite integral in this equation for points along

the border and at the center of the mass by S2 and Sj respectively and denote the
corresponding values of v by i-j and Vi respectively, we find

(5)

This expresses the difference in altitude of the disturbed surface at the center and at
the border of the disturbing mass. When, as in the present case, the disturbing mass
is water in a lake basin, we must substitute for p the ditt'erence in density of water

and

superficial rocks.

That
p

is,

= 1 — 2.S = —

l.S

approximately.

Finally, if we wish to asceriain the separation at the center of the basin, due to
a change in the density of its contents, of equipotential surfaces which intersect along
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the border, vre have only to differentiate (5) regrardinp (''2 — ^'i) and p as variables and
substitute for Jp the change in density of the contents of the basin. Thus, the separation

is

expressed by
(<i)

/J(r

The values of

S,

and

S, in (5)

and

(G)

may be found from

the following expres-

sions:

S,

=

;r

sin J/io
J

^^^ + r«^,r+4] (^ +
+

Wsi^T+JT) (^

'•^"''

+

^^^"

2 «i"^

y^'>

+

3 «i"' if^O

+
The march
(t'2

— vi) and

The data

S, ;nid the corresponding values of
by the numerical results given in the table below.

of the above functions S, and

z) {r-i

—

fi) is illus^trated

for these results are the following
/'„

/^

= arcof 1°,

APPENDIX

C.

ON THE ELEVATION OF THE SURFACE OF THE BONXEVILLE BASIN
BY EXPANSION DUE TO CHANGE OF CLIMATE.
By

R. S.

Woodward.

Tbe following problems wore submitted

to inc

by Mr. Gilbert:

which had
(1) Ten llioiisand years a^jo tlie surfiice (moan) temperature of tlie Bouueville basiu,
loug constant, was raised 10 F. and it has lieen niuee nnchanged. Tbe linear expansion ot the
the cnliic expansion .000,018. Horizontal dilatation beins
sniijaoent material is .UUO.UUi; per decree F.
l)revented by inlerl'crence, tbe total cnbic exjiansion was expressed in vertical dilatation. How many
lieeii

;

feet

was the surface of the ground lifted ?
(2) Same as above for period of 100,000
(3)

Same

years.

aa above for period of 1,000,00(J years.

The cooling by

coiulnotion of a large sphere like the eartli from an initial uiiito cubical coiitradion whose amount is assigned approxi-

Cnvm temperature,
mately by the following formula:'
givo.'^ rise

JV — STtr-uea 4.
iti

'"

which
r

u

= the radius of tbe si>here,
= the initial uniform excess

in

temperature of Hie sphere over that of the sur-

rounding medium,
a'
e
t
;r

= the cocliicient of diffusion, assumed constant for the whole sphere,
— the coefficient of cubical contraction, assumed constant,
= the time after the initial epoch,
= 3.Ul.^) +
.

This formula will apply to the earth for 1,000,000,000 years subsequent to the
epoch without introducing errors greater than tiiose involved in the assumption of constancy of a and e.
Conversely, the above formula will give tbe cubical expansion of a sphere, con
sequent upon being immersed in a medium which maintains a constant surface temperature M degrees higher than the initial temperature of the sphere.

initial

'

For complete formula see Annals of Mathematics Vol.

Ill,

No.

5.
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If in the latter case tvc suppose the total volumetric expansion to result in veran eflect •wLicb would follow from heating the earth's crust if it behaved

tical uplift,

under expansion like a liquid, the amouut of the uplift will be expressed very closely
by the quotient of equation (1 divided by the area of the surface of the sphere. Thus,
calling the amount of the uplift zJr, we have
)

Ar

=

STtrhiea

Jl

inr^
(2)

= 2vea il
With

Using the year and the British foot as units, Sir W. Thomson finds a
this value and witli n — HP F. and e = O.OOOUIS, (2) becomes
Foi.t.

Jr

=

0.00400

v/

7.

This gives the following values of Ar corresponding to several values of

/.

<:

= 20.

INDEX
Page.

Page.
at Ice Spring
Adams, J., lake rampirte.
Adiili/si'i'ut

coast lilies...

Airy, G.

tUoory

B.,

ol'

71

Allen, O.n.aiialysisul' Bcmncvillc earths
analyses of Sevier Lake desiccation products.
aiialy.sis of wat*r of Great Salt Lake
seai-ps,

Alluvial cones, Bouuerillo
Frisco Kango

.

259
2(10

Artcniia gracilis

399,400
303

258

-

303,406

Barometric measurement of shore-lines
Barometric nicasurenieuts, probable errors

2."i3

:M9

view

Barrier, described

...

41C

—

40

Basm

91

.-

92

compared with other ridges

**24

178

219

Lake Creek

185

aridity and-

220

Basalt Valley

Creek

Alluvial fans
Alluvial terraces aud fault scarps,

American Fork
near Salt Lake City
East Canyon

352
81

Allituiies of shore lines

3G2, 427

Basactt,

American Fork, deltas

155, 34 C

Bay

346

fault scarps

168

Analyses, tufa

WliitoMarl aud Tellow Clay
waters of City Creek, Bear Kiver, and Utah Lake
Sevier Lake brine aud desiccation products
water of Great Salt Lake
waters of Bear River and Utah Lake

201

207

264

Sevier Lake
Areas, interior basins of Arizona,

20

134

in

103

Cache Valley

1''*'

—

irrigation

11

IOC

various lakes

243, 244

220

Aridity and alluvial cones
Aridity of Great Basin, described

6
10,

280

218, 203
-'*"

Boat River water, precipitation experiments

200
2*''''

analysis

Beaumont, Elie

de,

29
*2

303,394,400

Beaver, fossil

Beaver Creek delta

"'*'

284

Becker, G. F., cited
Beckwith, E.G., cited

1<

Creek delta
Bench-mark at Black Rock, installation

1''2

Bellville

231.409
232

leveling

233,410
390

map
Benchmark at Farmington
Bernadou,

"^
20

shore topography

height

Mexico, and

Texas
Great Salt Lake

39

39,42,45

profile

variation of beach profile

225

New

131,132

362

105

48

Tooele Valley
Beach, origin

limitation of tidal action

5

251, 253

111,112

341

412, 414, 417, 418.410

Lake

Snake Valley

gate of
possible changes

Area, Great Basin
Bonneville Basin
Lake Bonneville at highest stage
Lake Bonneville at Provo stage

2
11

and character

Bear River, deposits

36G. 370, 372

heights of shore-lines

analysis of water of Great Salt

252

26,41
Andrews, Edmund, theory of littoral transportation.
44
subaqueous ritlges
^W. 243,410
Antelope Inland bar
391
Appalachian Valley

measurement of shore-Unea

II.,

bars, origin

22C

Aiiui Range, fault structure
fault scarps

5

91

of the Bonneville Basin

405

AUilmles and their determination

334

Basin Ranges, type of structure
of the Bonneville Ba.sin
Basins, hydrograpbic
interior, of Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas.

349

•

319,326,318

map

346

-

87
48

Basaltic eruptions, Bonneville Basin

81

344

Kook Canyon

Alluvial ione terrace

cause

3-17

301

Arno Valley, Pliccene fauna
Arrow point, fossil

Bairy, \V. C, theory of salt harvest
Bars. (See .also Bay bars)

Itarsli

^^

•

earthquake.

(J3

20,29

wuvi

Alluvial rone and fauU

Arizona, interior basins
Pleistocene ernptions

323

Aa

J.

B

409
18

•

1G5

Big Cottonwood Creek delta
Big Willow Creek moraines
Bipartition of lacustrine and glacial epochs

309

270

427

428

I^'DEX.
Page.

Page.

Birds, fossil

303,304

Bison, fossil

2U

Blatk Rnck. view of lake terraces

I

LeiphI of shore-lines

363,370,372

mea>ureiu»'Dt of bbore-lines
leveling
heiffLt

map
Black Rock gauge, installaiioD

C.iche Valley, terraces

95,96

Tertiary lake beds
Bonneville Bay

102, 178

deltas

159, 162

231,409

leveling

332

height

changes

Elarksmith Fork, superposiiion of embankmeDts
deltas

...

i

Canyon moraines

219,203

Caropbi-11. J. F. cited

Cedar Range

162

Chadbonme,

313,315

Chatard. T. M., analysis

subdivisions

222

possible cbange-s

262

Eonncvilli' beds

(see. al»o,

White Marl and TeUow

Cln,j)

Bonne villr, B
Bnniievillf

12

CusrtiJj*

-

Bonneville Lake, outline at highest stage
area and depth

depth
authorities for

map

outline at Pi ovo stage
(•ipmiinsiiidn of

largf

waler
(in

series

classification

125

comjiarison

97

Coast

365
305

2tne,

and Staiishury hU ore

Box Elder Creek
Braddock's Bay

deltas

cited on terraces in

Marsh Valley

cited on highest Kbore-lino
cited on deltas

cited on outlet of

leveling at

main re

63
63
72

265
a..

300
15

alluvial.

observation of oolitic sand
Cope, E. D., cited on Christmas Lake fauna
CiH>lidge,Su.<ian.

EqnuM fauna

353

228
169

303

16

definition of

93

cited on age of Kijuns fauna

397, 'M*B

95

cited on Pleistocene clintafe

398

JK>

3D4.40ii

Corinne. height

mraos of

411

Correlation by

Lake Bonneville

173

Correlation of lakes with glaciers

Brigham City, deltas near
Brine of Great Salt Lake
Brine of Sevier Lake

265
9

153

Ogden

275

60

_

Branchinccta
Brewer, W. H., cited

303

See Allurial cone and Alluvial fan.
Confusion Range, fault scarji
Connor, P. E .cited
e.

297

305

corn-Kilinn will) depauperation of shells
Df.sert, ancienl lake

Coi

50,63

Bradley. Frank H., observalions on LakeBonnerille.
rite-! (It) ancient deltJi of Ogden River

6
fossil shells.

of rising and sinking laml
Cold, corrilation with liiimblity

309

Ifi3

246

simplification

Colorado

shoTP.

3

phases

adolescent and

77

398

<'hann<-Is

lines, local

3G8

line.)

75
75,

Climatic factors affecting lakes and glaciers
Climatic interpretation of lake oscillations

125

height at viirions pnint-s
curves uf equal height

34

as in felted fioni niniaines

Cloudburst

362

..

Climate and interior basins
Climate and moraines
Climate curves
Chiiiate of Gieat Basin
Climate of lake epoch, as inferred from
as iiiferreil from fossil bones

Ill

defurtiiation

..

207

,

formation by waves

1>5

^74

Intermediate ihore-lines. Proro

207

Clarke. F. W., analyses

326. 32S

R^'nchronisin

200

analysis

348

1U8

uncertainty of still-water level
near outlet
on Pavant Biilte
in Escalante Desert

41
104

Cliffs,

..109.1.'.3

embankment

2G

theory of littoral transportation
City Creek deltas
City Creek water, precipitation esperimeute

108

,

300

105

107

deltas

(See, also,

Church Lake.^i
Cialdi, Alessandto, coa«t processes

351

93

and loops

303,394

Clayton. .T.E.,citpd

9I,ft4,

V-euibaiikineult*
Spits

207

fossils

101

pocket of cover.)

and terraces

272

Clarkstop, fault scarps

2U4

tii:ii>

211

209

127,128

IkmnevilU- Hlmrcltne, highest
general iles(Ti]it)uu
cliifs

Christmas Lake

188
L. E., c.xplorationa

270

P. A., cited

Cbamberlin,T. C. cited

122

210
103,128

15

214.316

19,297

.

151

20

of subilivisioDs

recent and fossil shellB of Great

Basin
Bonneville shells

IloiiDeville Basin, description

history

351

Call, R. Ellsworth,

233

Blake, William P., cited

99

fault scarps

233.410

ncord

map

271

412

232

300

po-ssililp

270

231,409
233,410

BlnckJoot River,

254

4]2, 414, 417,418,419

Black Rock bench, installation

Cloridy

Brine sbrimp
Brodie, James, cited
Bruckner, Eduard, cited
Burgess, M.F., leveling data

fiisMJIs.

shore lines with sediments

412

Corre'aiittu

259

Cottonwood Creek, deltas

20C
16,T

251

226

itf

methods

moral ties
fault Kcarps
i»ap

Coulee edge, compared with other cliffs

398

265
188
165
305, 30C. S46

34c
340
76,77

INDEX.

429
Page.

Page.
.303,394,400

Coyotv. fossil

337

CoyotL- Spriu;:, rbyolito
Crali-is,

I

CO

Provo shore-line
of Lake Bonneville
history deduced from
of Spanish Fork

320

iSpiiiii^

Pavaut

325. 3J8

TabtriKu'lo

328.329
332

Fuinarolo

320,32-J

Civ.sc.ut crattT

Cmsby.W.O., theory of joint structure

2n

of
Basin

Crust of tho eartb, atix-uglh

387

Rush Lake

CubCiuet.ticIia
Cup Butte, view
loopfd emb.niknifut

1C2

fuijctioii

function

ill

tiiiiisptuMiiiK Mlinri! drift

ill

furuiiiiji t*mb;mknii'iit8

239

243,240

Curven, theoretic, of post-BouuerilledeforuiatioD
Cutaud-builT terraoe
Cut-terracea, mode of formation

289, 29:j

144

19

W.

2C5
8

353

211,303,394

Deformation, crustal, by loading and unloading
of Bonnevilh^ shore line
of Provo shoredine

357,379

363,368
371,372

during Prove epoch
question of cause
curves of theoretic

372

of peoid

421

of Bonneville Basin by expansion
cliff, compared with other

Degradation

373

374
425
cliffs

De;:radatioa terrace, compared with other terraces
DelaBeche, Ht-uryT., writings on shore topography.

clilf,

compared with other
75,77

Cliffs

de::rjdation

Differential

teirace,

71

See Diahtrophistn &ad De/urmation.

Didtribulion of basalt,

map

Distribution of fault scarps,

334

map

352

Distribution of wave-wrought shore features

60

Divides, shifting of

217

Douris, T., gauge readings

Dove Creek,

sea-cliff

235

near

107

embankment series
Provo embankment series.
Intermediate embankments
Bonneville

112, 114, 117, 120

131

137

map and view

13H

interval

143

em bank men ts

151
372, 406, 419

Drainage system of Itouueville Basin
Drainage system of Great Basin
Drew. Frederic, alluvial fans
Dry Canyon, fault .-carp
Dry Cottonwood Canyon, moraines

21

7
81

346

309,346
346

fault scarps

Dugway

Range, rhyolite
Duuderberg Butte

338
335.33'}

Dunes
Dunes of gvpsum
Dunes on Sevier Desert
Dutch Point

69
223
332
53

Dutton. C. E., cited on cause of aridity of Great Basin
cited on isostasy

Earth shaping

10,

280

388
27

75. 77

Earth, strength of the

78. 64

Eartbijuake waves and joints

387
'.

213

20

E.trthiiuakts

360

42

352

Deltas, origin

65

Elephant,

69, 70

Elevation of Bonneville Basin by expansion
effect on shores

74

Emergence,

Ogden River

93

Embankment, compared with other

109

337

211,303.304,394,400

fossil

of emergent coasts

of Bonneville shore-line

witli
7b, 81

84

of

compared

other t<-rracea

Delta terrace, compared with other terraces
internal structure

307

210

Differential degradation

East Canyon, fault scarps
El Moro. Pleistocene eruptions

variation of beach profile

340

lueasutenieiits of heights

400

Deer.fos.sil

3

304

I>iatoms

superpoaitiou of

180

Dawkina, \V. B., Pleistocene mammals
Di ad Sea history and glacial bistorjDeath Valk-y
Deep Creek Range, faults

43

and inleriirt basins
and Lake Bonneville
of Jordan and Tooele valleys

390

10

M.,i'ited

29

on Hul>u«iiieou8 ridges
Diastrophi.-im, detiued

embankment

233,409

Davidson, George, cited

titlal

citeil

3h7

points connected with gauging of Great Salt

Lake

IOC

l>i.-<)itaeemeat.

107

map

125

pi ha o f lakes, table

372

210

fur pauj^es,

229

Lake Bonneville

Discrimination of shore features

127,128

Dana, Edward S., bulletin by
Darwin. G. H., cited

Bonneville
204,208,258

3G8

35

Cypria

Davis,

240

30.40

of lutenuediate shore-lines

Datum
Datum

262

374

of HoDDcvilli) Hliore-liue
of Provo shoreline

desiccation,

See Depotsitivn.

245,219

Don-peiiodic

I),

tif

by

action

52

Curveof aecul.ircliiualii' chau^eiu BonuovilleBa^in.
Curve of tt-iiipi ratuio cUiiDj^t' for Great Kasiu
Curves of etjual hei;;lit, lionncviUe shore lino
Provo shoreline
Curves of snow-fall and melting

Depth

46

salts

Desor, K.. limitation of

4C, 47

buihliufitif

ill tilt*

Dcpotdliou

Desicealion. dHpositiou by.

37

hooka
Curve of precipiUUiou chiiufje for Great Basiu
Curve of rise auil fall of Great Salt Lake, annual
fuucliou

299

1'^

-9

Cuiieiit, tUrory of \Tiu(l-\vrou;;Iit

349

169

372, 412, 419

wlioru liui' intMsurifmc'iita

106

343

Deposition, littoral

284

profile of bIioiu liuos

153

of Weber River
Depauperation of loasil shells

CroII, Jaiuee. cilfd

54

129

Deltas,

Embankment

series,

427
72

ridges

87

Bonneville shoreline

111,369

Il^DEX.
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Page.

Pago.

Embankment
Embank iiu-ut

series,
ft,

Provo

131, 132

flhore-lino

46

litXurnl

rhytbmic

73,137

uf Bounoville sboroline
oi

Five acre Creek
Fleming. Sandford, on process of

108

Provo sbore-line

127, 131, 132

388

Fisher, O., cited

26

tion

on Toronto Harbor
on retreating embankment

of lutermediato shore-liDOB

135

com pound

144

Flow

calcaruoiiM cenicut

167

Flumiuicola fusca
Folded strata under Logan delta
Fort Douglas, fault scani

EmiiioiiH, S. F., iiiTe.stigntion of Plcistococe lakes ...

17

on liiijlicst sboie-lino
cited on Tortiaiy m Kush Valley
cited on Little Cot tun wood glaciers

90

citud

99
305

Emijiro Blutfs
Eudllcli,r.M., cited
EugeliJiiLuii, Henr^', iuvestigationof LakcBonucvillo.

50

268

15

HboUs
Eocene lake beds

209

Epeirojjeny deflued

3-10

Iloniu-ville

99

174
littoral transporta-

53

55

383

of solids

302
102

347

measurements of shore-line

362,412, 413,414

height of Bonnevilln Mborelinc
365,417
Fortieth Parallel Exploration, iavestigatiou of Pleistocene lakes
17

Neoueue lake beds

90

credit to majjs

126

survey of Great Salt Lako
of Great Salt Lake

230

map

243.244

Lake

394

E|ib\dr;i jiracilis

259

Fossil

E'luipotcDtial siirfaces

4'Jl

Fossil maujmals and Bonnevilh* climate.

30J

Efjuus fauna, question of age
Elusion by waves

393

Fossil shells, eviduuco as to Pleistocene climate

207

29

Erosion cliff, compared witli otbcr cliffs
Erusiun terrace, compared with other t«iTacOB
Eruption, recency of latent
Esralante Ba.-iiu, map
Escalanio Bay, depth
(jneMtiou of sync bron ism
Escalante Desert, barometric measurements
bei;:iiti

of shoro-lim-s

122
125

Fos, Je.Mse W., leveling at Black

369

Franklaud, E., cited
Franklin Butte, discrepant shore records
heights of .'^bore-lines
measurement of heights
412,

78,84
324

362, -106

363
12

,

300

measurements
Fossils of Christmas Lako
Fossils of Lako Bonneville
Fossils of Lako Lahoutan

75, 77

366,415,417,418
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